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Fifty Per Cent. Preference Unjust.

The campaign that is now being conducted in

an effort to effect the lowering of our tariff is being

watched with interest by the members of the

textile industry and it is hard indeed to anticipate

just how far these efforts will be successful. The
fact that there has been a considerable reduction

in the United States tariff has given these agitators

a plank with which they are able to stir up public

opinion here in Canada, without giving a proper

understanding of conditions. There is no gain-

saying the fact but that the commercial life of

this country is governed to a certain extent by the

daily happenings in the commercial life of our

Southern neighbor, but in such things as tariff

reduction, the steps taken should be taken very

slowly and seriously and our best plan is to study

closely the results that will make themselves

manifest during the next few years in the United

States before we take any step towards granting

an open door to the products of that country.

Last month, a delegation of about a dozen

representatives of the various farmers' organiza-

tions in eastern and western Canada waited upon
Premier Borden asking among other things, that

the British Preference be increased to fifty per cent,

now and free trade established within five years.

This was a renewal of the proposition made to the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association at their con-

vention held in Ottawa in 1912 at which time it

was looked upon as a freak idea put forward by
some free trade enthusiast who knew little about

manufacturing conditions here in Canada and not

much more about farming conditions.

The question that should be earnestly considered
is the effect such a preference to the mother
country in the way of tariff would have upon
Canadian industry. There is no doubt but that
under such a tariff, the textile industry would
practically cease to exist. Even at the present
time what a preference averaging around twenty-five
per cent, textile manufacturers find it very difficult

to carry on a profitable business. This is especially

marked in the woolen trade, and it is only by
specialization in other branches of the textile trade
on lines on which reasonable tariff has been main-
tained that any prosperity is shown. With this

in mind, these agitators often hold forth with the
idea that if the textile industry can not prosper
in Canada under the conditions which exist at the
present time, or under practically free trade with
Great Britain, it should not exist in this country.
They do not take into consideration the fact that
the cost of manufacturing in this country is very
much greater than in Great Britain. In the
woolen industry wages in this country are about
fifty per cent, higher than in England. The cost

of machinery is more, the cost of erecting a plant
is greater, as well as the cost of fuel, interest

charges, etc., which altogether bring the cost of

woolen manufacturing in this country up to prac-
tically thirty per cent, higher than in England.
Our manufacturers are also handicapped by having
a comparatively small market, all of which makes
for increase of manufacturing.

Now, clothing next to food is the chief essential

of the people of this country and the per capita

consumption of clothing is greater in this country
than in any other country in the world. In the
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woolen branch, the country is capable of producing

practically seventy-five per cent, of the grades of

raw material necessary for the entire amount of

woolens consumed. In the cotton, we are in close

proximity to the great source of raw material.

We have an abundance of the labor necessary for

such an industry, but here again as in every other

industry in this country, production costs are

greater than on similar lines in Great Britain.

The impracticability of such an increase in the

British Preference so far as the textile industry is

concerned must therefore be clearly seen. If the

textile industry in all its branches is indigenous to

this country, as we believe it is, we think that the

proper steps should be taken to equalize manu-

facturing conditions between the two countries.

In granting Great Britain fifty per cent, prefer-

ence, or free trade, the consumer would not notice

the benefit. This is clearly illustrated by what

is happening in the woolen trade at the present

time. With a tariff in this country under which

British manufacturers can enter their goods, under-

selling the products of Canadian mills, the cost

of clothing to the Canadian consumer is not one

iota cheaper than before such a tariff went into

effect. It is the middle man, the distributor, that

is getting the difference. He regulates the price

at which the consumer buys his clothes and along-

side of the profit made on each yard by the whole-

saler and the retailer, the manufacturers' profit

sinks into comparative insignificance. Tariff has

but little to do with the regulating of the prices

of clothing to the consumer and even under free

trade, it is doubtful whether an appreciable differ-

ence for the better could be noticed. Our legisla-

tors will do well to give this subject their earnest

consideration. The textile industry has been the

goat for a good many tariff reformers and it is

now about time that it was given some considera-

tion, in view of the fact that no industry is more

necessary to Canadian industrial development than

the textile industry.

Result of United States Tariff

Discouraging.

There is such a similarity between conditions in

this country and the United States that our

woolen manufacturers are studying the situation in

that country very closely. Of course, the United

States tariff is still much higher on woolen goods

than the Canadian tariff but the reduction has

been so radical that woolen manufacturers there,

have been forced to practically readjust their

business and during the past year have had a very

trying time in this regard, having anticipated the

change many months ago. The woolen and worsted

manufacturers have stood up under the disadvan-

tage and are making every possible effort to make

things go under present conditions.

Speaking of the prospects for the industry,

President Andrew Adie, of the United States

Worsted Company had the following to say on

the matter. "No one can yet forecast what direct

effect the new schedule will have upon the future

of our business. Supply and demand the world

over will have its effects for and against. This

applies not only to raw material, but to the

finished article as well.

"The consensus of opinion is that the American

manufacturer on certain classes of goods will be

able to hold his own against all comers, and

especially will tliis be true of the best equipped

mills, economically managed and turning out honest

goods of superior quality, style and finish, suitable

for the American market.

"After a careful study of all the phases of the

new tariff law and having formulated plans to meet

the new conditions, I firmly hope and believe that

our industry will prosper. No legitimate business

in this or any country will fall by the wayside

under any conditions if we have within ourselves

the true fighting spirit, coupled with our best

endeavor.

"There are many serious questions involved by

the change of tariff, and none more important than

the question of the food supply of the United

States. Wool growers are already taking steps to

reduce their flocks and this means a shortage of

mutton and wool, and therefore higher prices for

these necessities of life. The prevailing idea that

the reduction in tariff will materially decrease the

cost of living is already proving a fallacy in regard

to many commodities. European manufacturers

are raising their prices on manufactured articles

and thereby increasing profits at the expense of the

American public."

That the new tariff in the United States has

failed in its purpose, that is in reducing the cost

of living, is being realized and the adverse effect

on legitimate domestic industry is being felt very

keenly. An adjustment of conditions to such an

extent as to deprive workmen of their means of

livelihood does not reduce the cost of living very

much and this is just what is happening in the

United States. The woolen and worsted industry

is feeling the change severely, a large number of

mills have either shut down or curtailed and

thousands of workmen have been thrown out of

employment. Woolen mills in America must

be protected to such a degree as to absolutely

counterbalance the decreased cost of manufacture

in European countries.
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Safety First in Textile Mills

The "safety first" iimvcniciit has attracted much
attention all over the continent and perhaps no

movement has been more worthy of earne^it con-

sideration from employers and employees alike than

this. The result is that in practically every line

of industry we now see a tendency towards showing

more consideration to human life and human
welfare, more consideration for the lives and con-

veniences of the workmen and on all sides steps

are being taken to minimize the danger of accident

by various means. Workmen's compensation laws

are recognized as necessary legislation in all indus-

trial countries and laws compelling employers to

provide safeguards over all danger points in

machinery and elsewhere are now recognized as

being a necessary part of our industrial activity.

In the textile industry, the field for such a move-
ment as the safety first movement is great, perhaps

larger than most employers and employees realize.

In the first place, with the complicated machinery

necessary the shaftings, belts, etc., and the "green"

help that manufacturers are now compelled to

employ on account of the scarcity of suitable labor

the danger from accident is made apparent. Al-

though the machinery that is now being placed on

the market has most of these danger points

guarded, this is not found to be the case on the

older makes of machinery and employers do well to

see that this condition is rectified. The lives of

workmen are too valuable to be risked unneces-

sarily and manufacturers will be serving their own
interests by providing safety devices in all such

cases.

The safety first scheme can be worked to advan-

tage in every department of the mill and every

operative can be instrumental in its advancement
and in the minimizing of danger, either to body
or health. No matter what room one enters in a

mill one will see workmen taking unnecessary

risks, cleaning machines when they are running, or

oiling intricate parts when they are in motion, or

some such unnecessary operation. These are all

risks that endanger the lives of the operative and

establish a precedent, in that new help will proba-

bly follow the example, and when the accident

occurs, as it most surely does sooner or later, the

employer is compelled to paj' a compensation. It

is surely up to the workmen to exert every effort

to minimize danger and also to every old hand to

set a good example in this regard.

Linked with this feature of safety first is the

interest the emploj'er should show in the welfare

of his workmen, both in and out of the shop.

Safety firs't means safeguards to health and happi-

ness as well as safeguards from bodily injury, and

the employer who is interested in this manner is

serving his own interests as well as the interests

of his workmen. The efficiency and reliabiltiy of

his workmen is a principal consideration, one that

should occupy the attention of every manufacturer.
The contented workman is the one who will be

most efficient and reliable and contentment is only

gained by making working and living conditions

as safe and as pleasant as possible.

Editorial Comment
Press dispatches from Great Britain in connec-

tion with the proposed exhibition train of British

made goods to tour Canada are to the effect that

British manufacturers are not showing any real

interest in the scheme. Some firms are convinced

their goods could not be adequately advertised

under such conditions and in any case it would
have been surprising if the average British firm

with inherited conservative instincts had embraced
such a proposal with enthusism. It is understood

though that several firms who hitherto held aloof

have been strongly urged by their Canadian agents

to associate themselves with the scheme. The
promoter hopes to sell advertising space to the

value of thirty thousand pounds.
* * * *

Coming at a time when trade is considerably

depressed throughout the Dominion, the announce-

ments made recently by various cotton manufac-

turing concerns in the country in connection with

new mills and extensions which will be built during

the coming year, call attention to the sound

position of the cotton industry in this country at

the present time. There is still a considerable

market for our domestic mills in this country.

According to the census of production taken in

1911, the value of the production of Canadian

cotton mills in 1910 amounted to some .S25,000,000,

while last year, the importations of cotton goods

into Canada amounted over §36,000,000, consisting

principallj' of grey and white cotton fabrics,

bleached and unbleached; cotton fabrics, printed,

dyed or colored; threads, cotton bags, and clothing.

The growth of the cotton industry has been some-

what slow up to this time and distributors have

deplored this fact in that they have been unable

to get suitable delivery of their orders and have

therefore been caused considerable inconvenience,

so that they will be pleased to note the proposed

extensions for the coming year. At the present

time, most of the mills are very busy, but so far

this season, the outlook is none too good and orders

are coming in slowly. Help is now plentiful and

mill managers and overseers are very much pleased

with the situation as it now exists in the mills.

, * * * *

Many of the textile manufacturing concerns

situated in Montreal were rather seriously effected

by the shutting off of the water supply of the city

for upwards of eight days, caused by the breaking
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of a conduit through which the water supply came.

During that time, the danger of fire was very

great and it was only by exerting the utmost

vigilance that the city was saved from a very

serious disaster. Besides being in danger in this

way, the textile concerns, as well as other industries

were much inconvenienced by not having supply

sufficient for heating and manufacturing purposes

and in many cases large concerns were forced to

close down on this account. It is almost im-

possible to imagine that such a situation could

exist in a city the size of Montreal and now that

the danger is past without any serious conse-

quences it is probable that a thorough investigation

will be held into the government of the city and

result in the clearing out of most of the rottenness

that seems to pervade many of the departments of

the Civic Government. The Civic Government of

Montreal has been in the hands of unscrupulous

grafters much too long and it is hoped that the

recent alarming situation will arouse all right-

thinking citizens to an extent that there will be no

let-up until the gove'rnment of the city is placed

in the hands of those who will have the interests

of the city at heart and not their own personal

interests.- Until that exists, Montreal will not

regain the prestige which it has lost through the

situation that has just existed.

The Woolen Trade in the

United Kingdom
By Our London Representative.

The state of the woolen cloth-trade in the Uni-

ted Kingdom shows a good deal of dullness here

and there, and many complaints as regards new

business is being heard. Tweed manufacturers in

the Dewsbury and Batley districts, especially

those engaged in the production of stylish fabrics

of medium quality, are fairly well employed and

in one or two cases are running their mills overtime.

Those manufacturers, who are producing over-

coating cloth are rather heavily hit by the poor

demand, but the depression in worsted cloths made
in other districts has caused more activity in tweeds

and serges—the latter in navy blue selling well on

home and oversea account. Business with Canada
is reported to me to be fairly brisk and prices of

all classes of fabrics are fully maintained. There

is more movement in the blanket trade, though

it is not up to the expectation of producers. Best

whites for Canada are being taken by merchants

with some freedom, and colored rugs for motorists

and travellers generally are also being eagerly

sought. In the Spen Valley carpet manufacturers

are busy on Brussels and tapestry, whilst in the

Liversedge district the export trade of flannel for

Canada and other countries is fairly active. At
Leeds fewer mills are now fully employed than has

been the case for some time. Many are sliort of

orders, but there is no concession in the price of

goods, which are all along remaining very firm.

There is a better feeling regarding the spring trade

and some good orders have been booked. Woolen
merchants are now busily engaged getting off their

spring bunches. The demand from Canada in

Leeds, I am informed, is not so good just now
"but manufacturers arc hoping that the new year

will liring signs of activity." So far the American
demand is extremely small. There is not much
change in style. Serges and costume cloths are

selling as well as anything in medium slower

qualities. In Hawick reports on trade are far from
satisfactory. The new season may show a change
for the better, but until there is a decided turning
of public taste to the Cheviot makes little per-
manent Improvement can be anticipitated at Haw-
ick. Huddersfield manufacturers complain that new
business is disappointing. As regards Canada the
outlook has emproved recently and business in

tweeds with the Dominion is on the upward grade,
but the demand in the better makes is lifeless.

Quotations for piece goods remain firm, but manu-
facturers find some difficulty in trying to cover
fully the cost of raw materials and the margin of

profit appears to be smaller than ever. Indeed,
all hope of any recovery in the winter trade has
been abandoned, for it is now too late for one to
expect any sort of a run on overcoatings. South
America is dealing heavily in Huddersfield in light-

weight fabrics, especially worsted with a top-sack
weave. In the Rockdale (hstricts the flannel

trade in December and even during the first couple
of weeks of .January, is one of the quietest. Most
of the manufacturers are working on repeat orders
and many new orders have been refused on account
of the unrenumerative prices offered. The manu-
facturers are doing their best to establish an ad-
vance in prices in the early part of 1914 and stocks
are reported to be very light. There has been
lately an increase in the shipments to Canada
and new business is coming in from the Dominion
moderately. At Leicester fancy hosiery makers
are not busy. In plain hosiery there is some short
time running in face of stock-taking.

* * * *

It may not be out of place here if I make a
reference to the cotton industry in England as

a whole. Now the cloth manufacturers of Lan-
canshire are not producing at their full capacity.
Many mills are just creeping along and the trade
depression is forcing many manufacturers to con-
duct their business on a very much hand-to-mouth
principle. Some give their operatives Saturday,
Sunday and Monday, off work, whilst others
stop a portion of their looms from time to time
according as orders come in. Others while keeping
all their operatives at work the whole day, stop
one loom out of three or four. It is estimated that
in Burnley the production is curtailed by 20 to 25
per cent, at Darwen, where there are indications
of declining trade in the narrow cloth section of

the weaving industry, 450 looms are idle; at

Nelson and Colne, 5,000 operatives are on four
days a week (in Colne alone there are 25,000 looms
and fully 15,000 are on short time). In Blackburn
inany looms are standing idle and 4,256 looms are

on short time, whilst in the Bury district where
there are 44,000 looms, 250 are .stopped and 1,000

are on short time. It must be admitted that the

cotton industry in Lancashire at the time I write

—and this state of affairs is likely to continue until

the middle of January and probably longer, because
there is talk of extending the Christmas holidays

—

is in anything but a flourishing condition and many
employees are drawing out-of-work pay from their

unions.—J. R. B.
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THE THOROUGH PREPARATION OF DOMESTIC
WOOLS

By HARRY TWIGG.

(Specially Written for the Canadian Textile Journal.)

Maybe you think that our Preparation of

Domestic Wools proceeds rather slowly. It i.s a

matter, however, which can not be hastened to
advantage. Our editor appears to be of this mind
also; for it is himself who has suggested the re-

vised title at the head of the appended contribu-
tion as one specially suited to cover whatever may
follow. It would be well for the woolen trade of

the Dominion if more mill men were of the editor's

way of thinking. It has long been noted that there

remains not a little room at the top of the pro-

cession for an ambitious few who should attack
the problem heartily and systematically, as it

deserves to be handled. The manufacture of Cana-
dian wools is a problem perennial and provocative
but then a tough task ought to stir one's honest
energies to victoriously grapple with it—outside of

political avenues of approach—shouldn't it?

W^e were last month discussing the opening out
and dusting of the places by machinery, prelimin-

ary to mill scouring. It is to be hoped that some
folks received a mild mental jolt from this, seeing

that its importance is so universall.y ignored. Until

it is better recognized we intend to keep on writing

it up as we have done for years past. Our wools
are within the factory precincts now; and moving
forward. The next step will naturally be their

washing, or "scouring," as it is termed—although
the latter would by implication point to severer
methods than the former. Try washing a batch
of wool which has been opened and cleaned as we
have recommended against another which has not,

and note the marked difference between them.
The disparity extends not alone to washing pro-

cesses, but will be found to maintain throughout
succeeding operations as well.

The first thing to be said in connection with
wool washing is that you had best make use of

clear soft water if choice is to be had. A wool
washing-machine is of course, advisable, but not
many of the smaller mills deem themselves justified

in spending so much money for anything connected
with this stage of the manufacture. Indeed such
a machine is not so essential where the stock is

first opened and cleaned, more particularity, where
there is available a good head of water. Conse-
ciuentlj' a home-made contrivance is improvised,
consisting usually of a pair of rectangular wooden
tanks known as "steepbox" and "rinsebox," re-

spectively. These are of somewhat varying dimen-
sions; but for the first named a tank built of two
and a half or three inch spruce, pine, or cypress

plank, two and half feet wide inside measurement;
two feet, and eight inches in depth inside; and
six to seven feet log inside is well proportioned
For the other tank one built of like lumber; the

same in width and depth; and five and a half to

six feet long (inside dimensions all), makes a very

''ommon and convenient size. Shall we describe

these two somewhat in detail at this point for the

special information of some new Ontario pioneer?

Not that we claim to be a carpenter—only an
embrj'onic, "wood butcher," possibly; yet we've

helped to build several and believe that we can
sketch a representative pair lucidly enough for any
handy man to put them together for himself.
Have your lumber dressed smoothly on both

sides, and on its edges. Cut the lengths for bottom
and sides ten to twelve inches longer than the
in.side dimensions of the forthcoming tank; and the
end pieces a half to three-quarters of an inch
longer. Let the bottom also, be wider than the
finished tank by an inch at either side. Now
square joint the lengths for the bottom and bolt
them together with half-inch, or five-eighths-inch
rods and plow a mortice one-quarter to three-
eighths of an inch deep across each end at the
proper distances to receive the end pieces. In the
same way plow out the sides near the ends and bolt
those down to th(> bottom. You will next ins(>rt

the end pieces in the mortices and bolt them down
also, and afterwards draw the sides up to them
through a stout hardwood cleat placed at each
corner. You are then ready for steam connections.
Plan to have an inch steam pipe enter, not at the
open top of the box, but below through one of the
sides or ends, just within the bottom; securing
same with lock-nuts, washers and rubber or as-

bestos sheet packing without and within. You
require a "false bottom" to save the wool, and
to allow dirt to sift through. Nail a smooth board
four inches wide all around the sides and ends
inside at the bottom of the box for this to rest

upon. Then fit perforated lengths of one and a
quarter to one and a half inch lumber across with
their ends supported thus, and finish with a two
and a half inch strip screwed or tacked on along
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each side within, to hold the false bottom in place.

Provide a good plug hole and plug or other outlet.

A perforated brass, or sheet iron false bottom, in

sections, is to be preferred to a wooden one, and it

is a good plan to finish off around the top of the
box with a three-quarter inch hardwood strip, mor-
ticed where the heads or nuts of the bolt rods
occur. Permit us also, to remind you that a coat
of paint over the outside surface costs but little

and adds considerably to the value and appearance
of the tanks. A sloping rack at one end of the
box top, upon which to lift the wool after steeping
completes this primitive but effective apparatus for

wool washing. A few mills invest in a set of

squeeze rolls to take the place of the draining
rack, but these are useful only in proportion, as they
actually accomplish their work. We append a cut
of such an outfit. It will be noticed that a four-

pronged fork is used for handling the stock.

The rinse box is put together in the same way
as the steeping box; but in this case the perforated
false bottom need be only three inches above the
real bottom, and is formed of brass or copper
sheeting. At one end is a slot about half an inch
by fifteen inches in size cut through just above
the lower bottom lengthwise in the centre. A
gatevalve with lever handle outside lets water under
pressure, enter through this elongated opening;
while at the opposite end is another opening per-

haps seven inches by nine inches, or larger, for the
purpose of emptying the box quickly. This open-
ing is operated by a wooden slide, and level handle.

Commencing about sixteen inches from the outlet

end the supports on either side for the upper
bottom begin to curve upwards with a sweep, and
describe almost a semicircle until they reach the

top of the rinse box. About four additional sup-
ports are cut out of three-quarter inch lumber with
a handsaw and nailed along the plank bottom of

the box at regular intervals—with copper nails;

and these with the two side pieces carry a per-

forated copper or brass sheet which follows the
curve of the supports and is attached to them (by
means of copper nails always).
When the water is permitted to enter, the outlet

being closed, a quantity of washed wool is thrown
loosely into the rinse box, and the water rushes it

along the curved bottom sheeting and over across

the length of the box, backward again repeatedly.

When the water has nearly filled the box, the
outlet is raised a little, and, if the rinse box has
been properly constructed and the force of water
is sufficient, the wool rolls over and over quietly
from end to end till the dirt is fully rinsed out of

it through the openings below. There is no more
useful thing about a woolen mill than a good
rinse box plentifully supplied with water.

In larger factories these simple arrangements are
replaced by a regular wool washing machine, con-
sisting of three, "bowls," or tanks usually the
construction of which is familiar to every reader of

the advertisements in our textile press. The first

two bowls contain detergents, the third clean water,
while between each two bowls is placed a heavy
set of squeeze rollers to crush the dung locks in

the stock, and to keep the dirty water to the rear
always. The automatic washing machine has the
advantage of speed, and besides it gives the wool
more time and motion in the scouring baths, and
is thus calculated to take more foreign matters out
of it. The up-to-date practice now-a-days is to

connect a washing apparatus of this sort with a

self-feeding rotary wool dryci, and duster; when a
single reliable workman is able to look after the
whole, excepting that another man or boy is re-

quired to sheet up, and remove the clean wool
from the rear of the duster. It will therefore, be
readily understood that the money invested in
modern wool cleaning machinery brings ample
returns in the course of a few years. Much is

wasted in some of our mills by sheer ignorance
and parsimony. We have in mind a dyer who
was obliged to keep begging for six years for a
small but necessary connection for his washing
machine. Many ugly accidents and vexing delays
had happened for want of it, and, when at last it

was ordered with very bad grace, the whole bill

amount(>(l to only S16. An apron for his self-

feeder he had tried to get for over eleven years
and was still without it when last I saw him. It

isn't the Canadian wool grower alone who leaves
large room for improvement.
The great majority of wool washers in this

country and the IJnited States employ caustic soda
soaps and a commercial carbonate of soda of

excellent purity, known to the trade as, "soda
ash." Theoretically this is not the wisest practice,

but scientific theory in this instance is made to
give way before economy and possible results.

There are soaps and soaps, and it behooves the
wool scourer to get something better than a rancid
loaded article for the mill's money. Nothing short
of a real practical test lasting over several days
can furnish proof of the actual value of soaps
offered. The more dishonest among soap dealers
will do their utmost to "soft soap," and beat you.
When you find a soap to suit you, see that it is

kept up to sample. It pays to buy enough ahead
for six months use. Soap vastly improves with
ageing, since saponification proceeds long after

the article is first manufactured. Soda ash,

however, is our main reliance for all very greasy
wools. It is the skin wools as a class which make
the greatest demands for soap suds. After we get
greasy wool started in the washing baths it will

be found to almost wash itself right along for

hours without further replenishing of the baths
soap or soda. This is due to the heavy percentage
of native potash combined with the grease and dirt

of the fleeces. It is this familiar feature illustrated

in Canadian Unwashed Fleece which makes it so
easy to free the wool from its natural oil, if not
from its chaff and dung. After handling a lot of

such stock you may have noticed how readily you
could wash the dirt from your hands with only
warm water. That was because the potash of the
wool took the place of toilet soap for you. In skin
wools it is the reverse. The potash salts have
nearly all been abstracted from this class of stock
in the pulling processes and detergents must ac-

cordingly be supplied at regular intervals through-
out their washing to take its place.

Many wool washers start their three bowl
machines for a morning—for nearly all sorts of

wool—with one to one and a half pailsful of soda
ash in the first and long compartment; together
with a couple of pailsful of "a good strong soap
solution. The second bowl gets a similar amount
of soda ash, but no soap; and in the third bowl is

put only clear water, whether cold or warm. The
first bath may run from 120° to 140°Fahrenheit,
and the second from 115° to 130°Fahrenheit, ac-
cording to the stock being treated. A higher range
of heat than these is reprehensible, as it is liable
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to affect the soft wool fibres to their serious

detriment. We are aware that many writers on
the subject advocate a limit of 120°Fahrenheit;
hut there are many wools which in actual practice

can not be washed clean at that heat. So that
they pass straight through the machine without
loss of time it will be found that 140°Fahrenheit
does such no harm, but rather good. There is

much for a novice to learn in wool scouring. The
carder and spinner on the one hand deman<l that

you furnish them stock which comes from washing
and drj'ing, unimpaired in natural strength and
elasticity; while on the other hand the dyer mvist

find it clean enough to put his trickiest dyes on.

Between the two you will be taught that wool
scouring is no job for a slouch. Added to this you
will be expected to remember the trade word and
counter sign," Production," ami to toil away con-

tentedly with such apparatus, detergents and water
as is provided j'ou; otherwise you will told again
that, "A poor workman always quarrels with his

tools.''

Having begun with about the usual additions
for a day's start, the wool scourer requires to watch
how the stock comes out, sepecially should it be
a quality of wool he has not been recently wash-
ing. He must then be guided by judgment.and
experience for the day's output. Likely enough
the wool will not come out quite so nice at first

as it will after an hour's run. This is often so;

therefore it is not well to make any rash and
radical change all at once. Then, too, he may be
called upon to wash several different sorts in the
course of the day without opportunity of changing
his baths. If so let him plan to take his cleaner

stock first if possible, and to finish off with the
more dirty lots. Nor should coarse wool precede
fine, because a little of the former mixed through
the latter might perhaps work serious harm some-
where upstairs. Lastly the thorough cleaning out
of the machine at the close of each day should be
insisted upon. There will always be some waste
wool left from this, tjut with care the amount of

it can be kept down. Let it be well rinsed and
put into the first suitable batch for washing which
comes along so that nothing may be lost.

Keep the different bearings of the complicated me-
chanism well oiled—not drenched, however. See that
attention is given at odd slack times to the belts, more
particularh' those driving the squeeze rolls. Have
an ej^e to the values. Pack the rolls regularly.

The best, and cheapest thing in the long run for

that is coarse white wool slubbing. We get it in

bales from "f owd coontry," made on purpose for

roll packing. At the close of the day's work and
the cleaning of the machine, fill the bowls again
with clean water so that everything may be readj^

for the next morning's start. Lastlj^ use a ther-

mometer, and weigh your soap and soda.

CALENDARS.
"The Dyers," A.D. 63.—From a Fresco in the

"House of Vettii," Pompei, Italy, is the title of

the reproduction portrayed on the attractive calen-

dar being sent out this year by The Textile Fin-

ishing Machinery Company, Providence, R.I. The
House of Vettii was discovered during the excava-
tions of Pompei in 1895 and the frescoes on the
walls were found to be little damaged, the colors

being almost as bright as when first painted.
The original is reproduced exactly in both design
and color, making a most attractive calendar.

Vibration of Ring Rails.

Written specially for the Canadian Textile .Journal.

As a rule, most mill men conceive the idea,
that if the roving is uniform and of the proper
hank, that the spinning will run well. The writer
has often been called to make investigations in
mills where the spinning was continually running
bad. In most cases I found the trouble in the
condition of the spinning frames. In this short
article, I want to point out one of the chief causes
of bad spinning. In most mills when the spinning
runs badly the blame is generally placed on the
carder. In fact, I know of a mill in Falls River,
Mass., where a dozen or more good carders lost
their positions when the real trouble was traced
by the writer and found to be in the vibration of
the ring rails. When the spinning runs badly
owing to the vibrations of the ring rails the major-
ity of the ends break at the head end of the frame.
There is of course always more vibration at the
driving end of the frame.

In operation, it is very essential that the spindle,
which passes through the ring, should be equally
distant from every point on the inside of the ring.

Therefore, any wear that exists in the bushings
in which the lifter rods slide, makes it impossible
to keep the spindle an equal distance from everj'

point on the inside of the ring. I would like to
have every manufacturer make the following test

to prove the above point. Go to anj' ring frame
that has been in operation a few years, stop it

when the rail is at its highest point, press on the
rail, and then measure the distance from the
spindle to the ring on the side the rail is j^essed,
and then measure the other side, and the spindle
will be found out of the true position it should
occupy at all times. When you have the slightest

play in the lifter rods, the least vibration will

give the ring rail a • slight lateral oscillation that
will give a jerking action to the end and cause it

to break often. To reason out the above, think
how a large ring will increase the pull on the
yarn. Therefore, any vibration of the ring rail

will create a pull equal to a large ring on one side,

and pull decreased to that of a smaller ring on
the other. What else can you expect but a jerk-

ing action on the end. Can anything be plainer

than this?

AVhen you find after doffing a ring frame, the
majority of the ends break at the head-end, you
will in every case trace the trouble to the vibra-

tion of the rails. If you have an old frame that
is giving you trouble, change the lifter rod bushing,

so the slightest play will be destroyed, and you
will be surprised at the difference in the running after.

Every sampson should be well packed so as to

eliminate any possible vibration, for you know the
mill itself creates enough vibration without having
frames on only a few legs. If the sampsons of

the ring frame are not properly packed, if the
lifter rod bushings are worn, a slight wear in the
head end journal, will cause the ring rail to vibrate
to such an extent at the head end as to cause
the spinning to be bad continually. That is

what I found in the mill in question. So before
placing the blame on the carder for poor spinning
first examine the above parts, and perhaps this

article will prove a blessing to manj- carders and
make his mill life a bit more cheerful. The carder
as a rule must shoulder other peoi)le's mistakes.
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COTTON GOODS IN CANADA
Extracts from the Report of Commercial Agent, W. A. Graham Clark, of the United States

Department of Commerce on the Manufacture of Cotton Goods in Canada

In order to show the quality of goods made by
the Canadian mills about 50 samples have been
furnished the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, together with description and statements
as to the company by which made, and the mill,

jobbing, and retail price. These samples (Nos.
1-57) are described on pages 46-48. They not only
give some idea of the goods made by the local

mills but the prices also afford an indication of the
distribution prices.

Retail Prices.
As previously noted, the retail prices in Canada

are. along the line of those in the United States,

except that they have a regular 17-cent price where
we have none between 15 and 19 cents, and also
that their retail prices are not so fixed and 16, 18,

and other prices are very common; also thev usu-
ally sell at 20 and 30 cents instead of 19 ;ind 29
cents, etc. Cloths largely made by the Canadian
mills, especially those retailing up to 15 cents, are
priced about the same in Canada and the United
States, but on many of the grades higher than this

the goods, on account of the duty and smaller
competition, are frequently retailed at higher prices
than in the United States.

In general, cotton goods retail at the same price
in Winnipeg as in Montreal, but from Winnipeg
to the coast the prices are frequently slightly

higher on account of the greater freight, smaller
volume of business, etc. In British Columbia the
copper is rarely seen and the 5-cent piece is the
lowest coin used, with the result that in practically
all places of business, even in the post offices,

payments have to be made in multiples of 5 cents.

In the stores a purchase amounting to 52 cents, for
instance, is paid for with 50 cents, while a purchase
amounting to 53 cents is charged as 55 cents. The
retail prices on cottons in Vancouver run 85, 10,

12i 15, 18, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 75 cents.
The 8|-cent cloth is 3 yards for a quarter, the 12^-
cent cloth is 2 yards for a quarter, the 18-cent
cloth is 2 yards for 35 cents, etc., but a single
yard would cost 10, 15, or 20 cents, as the case
might be. On some goods such as the 15-cent
retail print, for which the price is practically the
same all over Canada and which the mills sell at a
restricted price of 10 cents a yard less 15 per cent,
the eastern jobbers sell at 10 cents while the west-
ern jobbers .sell at lOJ cents so as to cover the
additional freight.

Jobbers in Canada usually figure on 12^ per cent,

as their standard of cost of doing business and re-

tailers on 17| to 20 per cent. To cover expenses
and profit Canadian jobbers add 15 to 25 per cent,
to their cost price, while retailers add about 30
per cent, to their cost price. On coarse staples, the
profit on which necessarily depends on the turnover,
usually four to six turnovers a year, the jobber
frequently has only 10 per cent, between his buy-
ing and selling price; but, on the other hand, on
specialties he often is able to add more than the
25 per cent, which ordinarily marks his limit. The
cost of rent, clerk hire, etc., is usually less in Cana-
da than in the United States, comparing similar
sized concerns in similar towns, so that both job-

bers and retailers are able to get on with smaller
margins. With the exception of some of the big
department stores, which buy in wholesale quanti-
ties, the Canadian retailer buys Canadian cottons
through jobbers Some of the department stores
say that they could handle more American cottons
in some lines if they could buy direct from Ameri-
can mills as they do from Canadian mills.

It has been shown that to eastern Canadian points
the English have a lower freight rate on cottons
than do the Americans. This also holds true of

Vancouver, to which the rate from England by
boat and rail is 150s. ($36.50) per ton of 2,240
pounds, or $1.63 per 100 pounds, as compared with
less-than-carload rates from New York of $1.78 per
100 pounds. The rates are the same to Vancouver
from New York, Chicago, and Montreal. The rail

rate on carload lots is reduced from $1.78 to $1.23,
but very rarely is their bulk enough to take advan-
tage of this, so that in the general course of busi-

ness the English have the advantage in freight. As
previously noted, however, the cheaper freight from
England is usually more than offset by the extra
charges thev make for packing, putting up, samples,
etc.

Competition with Goods from the United
States.

The Canadian mills are not keeping pace with
the demands of their home market, but they are
enlarging, and if a line is imported in considerable
quantities they soon get out an imitation. Their
print designs are largely based on the American,
which are more novel and more suited to the
Canadian taste than the usual English designs.

They have practically driven American gray sheet-

ings off the market with similar pure-sized goods.
Their standard construction in gray sheetings, by
the way, seems to be the 64 by 60 in widths of

33 to 36 inches. On some lines of American goods,
such as ducklings fleece, printed scrims, Stiefels,

and blue drills, the Canadian mills, in spite of many
attempts, have not yet been able to make an article

that will meet the demands of the consumers, and
there is still a good market for such articles as

"Serpentine crape," which they have imitated with
the lighter "Japonette crape" of the same width
and construction; "Lonsdale superfine cambric,"
which they have imitated with the " Lansdowne
superfine cambric A," the "Wabasso A cambric,"
and others. The Canadians are not entirely copy-
ists, as they have some good designs in their print

works, but the neighboring American industry being
so much the larger they naturallj' have to follow

their lead in many cases, and if an American
specialty invades their market to any extent they
try to replace it as soon as possible with a similar

one made bj' their mills.

The preferential duty tends to keep out American
piece goods to a large extent, but the importers
say that in some cases they could still afford to

buy American goods if they were made to suit the

market. In most cases American and Canadian
tastes are about the same, but there are ilifferences.

For instance, on butter cloths a large importer at
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Winnipeg said that ho had sohi 10,000 pieces of 100
yards of butter cloth, but could get no delivery for

several months because of the local mills being
sold up. He said he would fill in with American
butter cloth, but that his trade demanded 32-incli

widths, while he could get only ;5()-inch widths from
the United States. Similarly he said he could use

American black denim if he could get any, but that
American imitations of the Canadian black denim
were not satisfactory in color, that the Canadian
demanded a bright live black, while the samples
sent from the United States had more of a dead,
greenish-black finish. In Canada over three-fourths

of the trade in denims is in black denims, made
with black warp and filling, with a smaller demand
for gold back, cadet, and other kinds.

Products of Dominion Textile Co. (Ltd.)

The Dominion Textile Co. is foremost in imitat-
ing and displacing American cottons, and on ordin-

nary prints, for instance, now has the great bulk of

the trade up to the 15-cent retail class. At 15 cents

anil aliove they meet strong English comjjetition.

All Canadian prints are made at their Magog Print

Works. They now have six classes of shirting

prints, which are marked, respectivelj', "L.X. "

"3," "C," "D.C." "T.B.," and "G.C."
The "L.X." are narrow 26/27 inch subcount

prints that are sold by the mill at 6^ cents a yard
less 12^ per cent. The 12^ per cent, is the trade
discount assigned to the jobber as his margin and
he has to sell the retailer at the '-'list" or restricted

price of 6| cents. Some of these 26/27 inch prints

actually measure only 255 inches, but the demand
for such narrow prints in Canada is small, anyhow.
The "3" prints are 29/30 inches wide, come in

indigo, aniline, regatta, blouse, plates, reds, cardinals

browns, omish, pinks, lilacs, and chambray, and are

sold by the mill at 8 cents a yard less 15 per cent.

In assorted lots the same price is charged for all

kinds, but if indigos only are specified a higher
price is charged.
The "C" prints are 31/32 inches wide and seem

to be more largely sold than those of any other
class. They come in regatta, blouse, pinks, car-

dinals, solid colors, borders, omish, two-tone stripes,

aniline, etc., and are sold by the mill at 10 cents a

j'ard less 15 per cent.

The "D.C." prints are 31/32 inches wide and
sold assorted in indigo, navy and gold, navy and
white, and Copenhagen at 10 cents a yard less 15

per cent, with increased price for indigos alone.

The "T.B." German prints, guaranteed pure
indigo dyed, are 29/30 inches wide and sold at 11

cents a yard less 17^ per cent. They are heavy
prints with large designs and used especially by the
Doukhobors and Mennonites of Western Canada.
The "G.C. indigo" prints are 30/31 inches wide

and are sold by the mill at 13^ cents a yard less

15 per cent.

The Dominion in addition makes printed delaines,

challies, foulards, crapes, dress ducks, drapery
cloths, tickings, etc.

The Dominion makes gray sheetings from 25 to

40 inches wide, its "Bengal" and "Bombay"
brands being mainly 33 to 36 inches and the

"Mount Royal wide grays" 40 inches wide. The
gray drills are mainly of the 29-inch width, with

some up to 34 inches, and gray twills of the 36-

inch width. The Dominion makes three grades of

ordinary gray ducks: "Savannah," of which the

6-ounce invoices from the mill at IH cents and the

12-ounce at 21 1 cents a yard; "Trident," 12 J- and
22^ cents for the 6 and 12 ounces., respectively;
and "Eagle," 14| cents for the 6-ounce on up to

26| cents for the 12-ounce. Its gray cantons run
from 25 to 31 inches and the bleached cantons
from 22 to 29.' inches. The wide gray and I)leached
sheetings are made in 6 to 11 quarter widths.
The Dominion bleached shirtings, cambrics, and

longcloths are mainly 35/36 inches wide; bleached
interlinings 36/37 inches. The white summer suit-

ings are 36/37 inches; white duck suitings, 26|/27
inches; and bleached drills, 30/31 inches. The
circular pillow cottons are 40 to 50 inches wide and
pillow siijis, 40, 42, 44, and 46 inches.
The Dominion quilts run 60 bv 80, 72 by 70,

71 by 81, 70 by 90, and 72 by 90, with mill prices
of 75 cents to $1.10 each. The gray huck and
honey comb towels run from 52j to 90 cents a
dozen at the mill, with bleached towels in fancies
up to as high as $1.42 a dozen. The 32-inch butter
cloths sell at the mill for 2f to 4 cents a yard.
The Dominion makes two classes of cotton

blankets, the "Dragon," which sells in the 10/4
width at 82| cents and in the 11/4 width at $1,
and the "Ibex," which sells in the 10/4 width at

87^ cents, in the 11/4 width at $1.05, and in the
12 4 width at .$1.25 at the mill. The Dominion
blankets are made entirely by the Montmorency
mill near Quebec, which turns out about 7,500 pairs

a week, and which has an up-to-date equipment
with 14 German-made napping machines. The
Montmorency mill has a complete waste-spinning
plant with 17 sets of triple cards for making waste
yarns on the German woolen principle. The mill

buys cotton waste from the United States, as well

as from other mills, and makes many blends for

sale to hosiery mills and to mills needing colored
waste filling for flannelettes, cottonades, etc. The
most popular yarn blend made for underwear pur-
poses is produced bj^ running 1 brown lap to 12
white.

The Dominion sells considerable cotton yarn, and
its January, 1913, quotations were as follows, per
pountl :

Yarns. Gray. Bleached. Colored.
Cents. Cents. Cents.

Single 8s to 16s 27
2-8s 28 31 32
2-16S 29 32 33
Carpet warp 28 .

.

32

Owing to the higher cost of cotton, these prices

are just 2 cents a pound above the yarn quotations
of a j^ear ago.

Products of Montreal Cottons (Ltd.)

The Dominion does not attempt the finer grades
of white goods, and with the exception of those
made by the Wabasso Mill this field is held by the
Montreal Cottons (Ltd.). The Montreal's Victoria

lawns and their "Lisle," "Imperial," and "Lin-
gerie" muslins are all made in the 39/40 inch

widths, the lawns running from 6f to II5 cents and
the muslins from 8j to IO5 cents a yard at the
mill. Their white checked and white striped mus-
lins come in 26, 27 and 28 inch widths, with a few
36 inches wide. Their underwear cloths—long-

cloths, cambrics, and nainsooks—are all made
35/36 inches. Their bleached Indian head suitings

run from 8| to 12 cents a yard in the 28-inch width
and 10 to 135 cents a yard in the 32-inch width at

the mill, with I7 cents a yard extra for colors.

Their costume ducks and drills in linen and cash-
mere finishes are niainlv 28-inch, with a few 26 and
29 inch.
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The sateens in black and colors, as made by the
Montreal Cottons, are 27 to 32 inches wide, while

their percalines are 35/36 inches. The percaline

"Foulard," on which the Montreal Cottons' price

list is said to be based, is the cheapest grade of

cloth made by them, being a 25-inch, 68 by 52,

plain-woven, filled and glazed lining. Their 1912
spring price list quotes this at 5^ cents, while their

1913 spring price list quotes it at 6 cents a yard,

which gives an idea of the rise in prices due to

higher cotton.

Their moreens runs from 30 to 37 inches in

width, and in colors their minimum is 10 pieces

(500 yards) to a shade. Their tailors' silesias are

all of the 39-40 inch, ladies' silesias of the 33-inch
width, Surah twills 34 and 36 inches, and jeans

26-inch. Their canvases run from 23 to 32 inches.

Their Italians are mainly 54 inches wide. Their
pocketings are 28, 29, and 30 inches wide, and in-

terlinings 36 inches. Their Turkey reds run from
29 to 36 inches wide, with prices from 5|c. to IO5C.

a yard at the mill. These latter are mainly used
for the backs of comforters, but the trade is not so

hirge as it was formerly. They make 25-inch

huntings, 36 and 40 inch barred mosquito cloth,

and some 36 and 40-inch cheesecloth, as well as

butter cloth in the 32-inch w'idth that is preferred

in Canada. They make a pique that sells at IO5

cents at the mill, but the market on this line is

mainlj' supplied by the English, witli a few piques

from the United States. The Montreal Cottons
have quite a reputation not only for their ordinary

white and dyed goods but for certain specialties

that they have worked up to compete with import-
ed goods, such as their shadow dress cloth, their

black sateens with "spun glass" finish, poplins, etc.

The Wabasso Cotton Co., at Three Rivers, and the

Montreal Cottons (Ltd.), at Valleyfield, are the

leaders in the manufacture of fine goods in Canada.

Products of Canadian Cottons (Ltd.)

The Canadian Cottons (Ltd.) make mainly the

coarser grade of goods, as their field is the colored-

goods section. Their awning stripes are made in

the 30-inch width in three grades. They make
28-inch cottonades which they sell at 12 to I75

cents a yard, 29-inch cassimeres at 9 to I65 cents,

and 28-inch denms at from 10 to as high as 20
cents a yard at the mill. They make about 50
different grades of denims, but the bulk of the de-

mand is for the black denim in the 6, 7 and 8-ounce
weights. Their ticks run 30, 32 and 36 inches wide,

with a few 27 inches. Their colored shirtings run
23 to 30 inches; oxfords 25, 27 and 28 inches; and
galateas (colored stripes) 27, 28 and 29 inches.

Their apron ginghams are made in 35, 39, and 40
inch widths, and dress ginghams in widths from 23

to 36 inches. Their dress ginghams are the only

goods made by the Canadian ('ottons (Ltd.), on
which they have "list" prices restricting the job-

bers to sell at a fixed price. On their 7-cent dress

gingham tiiey give the jobber a trade discount of

125 p(;r cent., and he has to sell the retailer at 7

cents. Similarly their 8-cent gingham carries a dis-

count of 15 per cent., their 10 and 12 cent gingham
a discount of 16 2 3 per cent, and their 22i -cent

gingham a discount of 20 per cent.

The dress goods made by the ('anadian Cottons
come in 24, 30, 31, and 36 inch widths. Thinr
flannelettes run from 23 to 36 inches in width and

from 5 to 10 cents a yard at the mill; angolas from
6j to 10 cçnts a yard in 27 and 28 inch widths;

and saxonys (bleached flannelettes) from 23 to 35

inches in width and from 5f to 12 cents a yard at

the mill. Domets in white, cream and colors also

run from 23 to 35 inches, in width. The 64-inch

napped sheeting invoices from the mill at 24 cents

and 72-inch at 31 cents, while silence cloths in the

56-inch width invoice at 521 cents and in the 64-

inch width at 62^ cents a yard. The "Kingcot"
cotton blanket made by this concern invoices from
the mill at 87| cents in the 10/4 width, $1.05 in the

11/4 and .11.25 in the 12/4 while the "Monarch"
blanket invoices at 82^ cents in the 10/4 and $1

a piece in the 11/4 width.

Note:—The prices given here have mostly been
changed since' the report was written but will serve

the purpose of comparison.— (Editor.)

Dominion Textile Company's

Plans for 1914

Upon making inquiries following the recent re-

ports that appeared in the daily press regarding

the proposed extensions to be made to the Mont-
morency mil! of the Dominion Textile Company,
we learn that this company have completed plans
which will rather more than double the number of

spindles and the output of their hosiery and general

yarn mill at Montmorency Falls, a portion of the

machinery having already been contracted for. This
addition will be started in the spring and will pro-

bably cost in the neighborhood of .1750,000.

We also understand that the same company have
plans on foot for the erection of a 2000 loom mill

to produce medium and fine count cloths, such as

shirtings, whitewear, lawns, etc., from yarns ranging
between 40's and lOO's counts. This mill will be
located in Montreal on land owned by the company
and adjoining the Rleachcry in which the cloth will

be finished and which is considered to be one of the

best equipped and most up-to-date bleacheries on
the continent.

The Print Works, located at Magog, is also under-
going process of re-arranging. A large addition will

be commenced in the spring which will increase the

number of ]irinting machines from twelve to

twenty, giving an additional output of, in the
neighborhood of 30,000,000 yards per year. These
additions will rather more than keep pace with the

requirements of the country in these particular

lines, and will be brought about at a minimum cost,

as there will be no additional overhead charge
against this increased output, as the Company owns
all the land required, and these extensions being of

a nature of additions to existing plants, storehouse,

power plants, machine shops, offices, etc., have
already been provided for. Questioned with regard

to the coarser lines of manufacture, we are told

that there is no need for any additional machinery
in any of the other lines of goods manufactured by
this concern, as recent additions made by them and
other companies manufacturing similar lines produce
an outiMit well ill excess of recent requirements,

when the demand was abnormally large.
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BLENDING AND PREPARATORY PROCESS OF
WOOLEN SPINNING -VIII.

By JOHN W. RADCLIFFE*
(All Rights Reserved)

The woolen industry at the present time, besides
consuming large quantities of fleece and skin wools,
also absorbs large quantities of what are know as

recovered fibres. These consist chiefly of materials
pulled from rags, classified as "shoddy," "mungo"
and "extract," as well as wastes of various de-
scriptions, derived from the working up of different

qualities of textile filtres. Whatever may be our
views with regard to the introduction of such
materials into woolen blends, there is no doubt
but what the woolen industry has become a more
extensive one since such materials were introduced.
By making a careful studj' of such recovered

fibres, one is bound to acknowledge that they
include types of materials which are superior to

some classes of pure fleece wool and can be made
up into yarns or fabrics of very acceptable quality.

In fact, to discriminate between pure wool goods
and those made from mixtures of wool and shoddy,
will at times tax the deducing powers of the most
ardent expert, and when it is considered that some-
thing like 1,200 tons of foreign rags, as well as

about 700 tons of rags of English production, are
consumed weekly in the United Kingdom alone,

the industry at least claims recognition as one of

vast importance.
"Shoddy" is the resultant fibre from the pulling

up of soft rags, such as flannels, knitted goods or

hosieries, whilst "mungo" is the material resulting

from the pulling of hard cloth rags, as well as

those of a highly milled character. It can therefore

be understood by contrasting their respective
sources of origin, that "shody" is often superior
in quality to "mungo" as the fibre is less liable to

be broken up in the former, than is experienced in

the latter material.

It must be pointed out that rags are also classi-

fied by terms "new" or "old," and such terms
indicate their origin so far as their condition or

general appearance can be estimated. This varia-

tion is largely brought about by the fact that a

large assortment of tailors' clippings are used in

which the fibres are not so badly denatured as is

often evidenced in fibres from rags which have
been much worn, when they formed articles of

clothing.

Rags which contain admixtures of vegetable and
animal fibres, such for example as cotton and wool
mixtures, if not required as "union" materials,

must be subjected to the process of carbonization.

This process dissolves out the vegetable fibres,

leaving a residum of animal fibres known commer-
cially as "extract." Thus, if rags are made up of

wool and cotton, the cotton is dissolved out by
the carbonization process leaving the wool fibres,

which are afterwards classified as "extract." Re-
covered fibres of this class are usually of low
quality, and very often the fibre has become
weakened by excessive application of the chemical
re-agents employed in the process by which they
are recovered.
Rag sales are held at various centres, where the

buyers assemble in much the same manner as at

ordinary wool sales, and it is really remarkable

how trained i)uyers can recognize the origin of the

materials brought before them. By long practice

and constant handling of rags, they can readily

discriminate one variety from another, and can
identify "Dutch," "American," "Belgiun," "Ger-
man," "Scandinavian," "Scotch" and "English"
rags at sight. The prices vary according to the
state of the trade, and accorcling to the quality,

whilst color is also a factor to be considered in

regulating the value that is put upon them by
the buj'ers. Stockings, comforters and soft-knitted

goods generally • are the most sought after for

shoddy pulling, as they can invariably be relied

upon for producing a fairly good length of fibre,

so far as length is understood in the manufacture
of woolen yarns. Rags emanating from such fabrics

as melton and billiartl cloths, are exceptionally of

an highly milled character, and only pull very
short in fibre, so that the mungo class to which
they are subsequently allocated is never of a very
high order so far as length of fibre is concerned.
The rags as collected by marine store dealers

are in an unsorted condition, and before they can
be put to use by shoddy and mungo manufacturers,
they must undergo such classification as will tend
to separate one quality or color from another, as

well as to prevent hard substances which rags are

liable to contain, getting into contact with the

working parts of the machinery through which the

rags will subsequently have to pass. In this way
the soft or "shoddj-" rags are separated from the

"mungo" or hard rags and strict attention is paid

to the sorting out of rags of the "union" class,

or those in which animal and vagetable fibres are

mixed, either in the material itself, or in the

interwoven threads.
Rags resulting from articles of clothing, not

usually tailors' clippings, often contain what are

known as seams, and as these are very often

intersected with cotton threads, they are sorted

out and subjected to the carbonizing process.

Whilst they are being sorted such things as buttons,

hooks and eyes, etc., have to be removed, as there

is danger of their striking fire when they come
into contact with the pins of the rag grinding

machine, should they be left in. They are also

sorted for color, as a separation of the rags into

groups of analagous colors or shades, enables a

more specific treatment of the materials after-

wards. All rags before being sorted should undergo
some process of disinfection, as there is a possi-

bility of infectious diseases being circulated by the

handling of rags of a questionable nature.

When they have been thoroughly sorted, and the

dust shaken from them, they are in readiness for

undergoing the process of pulling into "shoddy"
or "mungo" according to their respective qualities.

The machine by which this is accomplished is both
simple and ingenious, but marvellously effective.

The most salient parts of which the rag grinding

machine is composed is shown at Fig. 15, and the

following description will give the reader some idea

as to how the process of rag grinding is carried

out.

Head of Carding and Spinning Dept., Dewsbury Technical School, Dewsbury, Eng.
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The rags are fed by the attendant upon the

endless apron, A, which conveys them forward to

the feed rollers B, which revolve very slowly in

close relationship with the swift or cylinder, C.

The swift contains straight and hardened steel pins

arranged in rows around its entire surface of

wood, and revolves in the direction indicated by
the arrow. Its speed will vary from about 500
to 700 revs, per minute, the greater speed being
employed for shoddy pulling, or the treatment of

soft rags. It is very rare that the swift is more
than 24 inches broad and 36 inches in diameter,
and it is usual to keep two swifts for each machine.
The cost in depreciation of this class of machine

is comparatively very heavy, as the steel pins of

the swift become worn to short stumps after con-

tinuously running about eighteen weeks. Thus, if

two swifts are kept for one machine, the one can
be put in while the other is being repinned, thereby
preventing any serious loss by the stoppage of the
machine for repairs.

hard or metallic substance that may have escaped
the vigilance of the sorters or machine attendants,

and as such substances are heavier than the pulled

material, they naturally fly from the swift at a

different tangent, and this phenomenon is taken
advanatage of by the position of receptacle at, "J."
When a new swift has been put in, or one in

which the pins have been renewed, it is better to

pull hard rags with it for a few weeks, as the

new pins are rather vicious in their action, and
tend to break the fibres when they have run for

a short time. It is also advisable to allow a

swift to run in one direction for a week or two,

and then turn it around so that the pins become
smooth on both sides, under these conditions the

rag swift is at its best in about a month or six

weeks, when soft rags can be treated and the best

results secured.

The action of the pins, as they are constantly

battering against the rags as they pass through
the feed rollers, is such as to generate a fair

It will be understood therefore that the pulling

or grinding up of the rags takes place between
the feed rollers B and the cylinder of swift C.

All the separated fibres or threads being light in

weight, pass around the swift to the conduit, " D,"
when by means of the fan, "E," which revolves

at something like 1,000 revolutions per minute, and
the centrifugal force of the rag swift, the pulled
material is extruded from the machine at the point

marked, " F." Fitted conveninetly over swift, "C,"
is what is known as the baffle plate, "G," and this

tends to prevent portions of unopened rags passing
around the swift, as when such materials come
into contact with the plate, "G," they are

knocked back, and coming into contact with the
beater or fan, "H," they are again returned to

the feed sheet, "A," to undergo for a second time
the challenge of the swift. Should any unopened
rags pass the baffle plate, "G," the majority of

them will fly into a receptacle arranged to receive

them at, "J." This receptacle also receives any

amount of heat, so much so, that to safeguard

against fire, both oil and water should be put upon
the rags prior to pulling. To do this, the rags are

spread out upon the floor, after sorting and dusting,

and from 8 to 12% of brown pulling oil is sprayed

upon them, as well as about 8% of warm soapy
water. By reason of the heat being generated as

mentioned, the water is evaporated as the rags

are being pulled, as is also some portion of the

brown pulling oil.

In pulling hard or "mungo" rags, the feed

rollers are set nearer to the rag swift than is the

case when pulling soft or "shoddy" rags. It is

no aid to production to overfeed the rag machine,

as the material will be better pulled if the feed

sheet is just kept nicely covered with the materials

it is required to have pulled, as the swift can not

pull the rags if they are fed into the machine too

thickly, and it only means that more unopened
rags will be rejected by those parts of the machine
which are designed for that purpose.
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Improvements to Knitted

Garment
The accompanying drawings arc of an invention

recently patented in tlic United States wliieli pro-
vides for a number of improvements to knitted
garments. One object is to provide a body gar-
ment with improved means for fastening witliout
the use of buttons, hooks or the like. Also to
provide a garment open at the top with flaps ex-
tending from the arm openings to the centre of
the breast with means for securing such flaps at

more than one point so that one fastening forms
substantially a straight line across from the arm
pits while the other fastening serves to support the
front of the garment, also to provide a garment
having flaps extending from the arm openings
toward the centre with means for permitting ad-
justment of the flaps to compensate for the size of

chest measure, also to provide a body garment
composed of a fabric capable of transverse stretch-

ing with flaps extending from the arm openings
toward the centre, such flaps being bound with
material which is non-elastic or less elastic than
the material from which the garment is constructed
whereby the width of the garment between the
shoulders may be adjusted to such size as is desired

by manipulating the flaps.

In the drawings—Fig. 1 is a view of a body
garment showing one of the flaps open and turned
back. Fig. 2 is a view of a body garment having
the flaps extending entirely together and tied.

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary view showing the ends of

the flaps spread apart for enlarging the bust

measure of the garment. Fig. 4 is a fragmentary
view showing the bottom corners of the flaps spread

apart providing enlargement of the bust measure
at a point substantially between the arm pits.

The improvement which forms the subject matter

of this application is adapted to be applied to
body garm.ents of any usual and ordinary kind
and here illustrated as applied to garments con-
sisting of tubular knitted fabric. The garments
are provided with sleeves all set in armholes or
openings in substantially the usual manner. At
the front the tubular material of the garment is

cut on an upwardly curved line as indicated at 12,
extending from a little above the bottom of the
arm openings as indicated at L3 up to substantially
the line of the neck openings as indicated more
particularly at Fig. 1. The front is completed by
flaps 14 and 1.5, the lower edges of which are
secured somewhat below the lowest point of the
curved line 12 and extends ordinarily substantially
straight across from arm pit to arm pit, as indicated
at Fig. 1.

The front of the body is provided with tapes
or other cords or strings 16 and 17 while the flaps
are provided with holes 18 and 19 similar to
l)utton holes through which the tapes 16 and 17
are inserted and tied, as indicated at Figs. 2, 3
and 4.

The lower edges of the flaps 14 anil 15 arc pro-
vided with a binding 20 which is preferably non-
elastic or only slightly clastic while the front edges
of the flaps are provided with a similar binding 21.

By employing the flaps as indicated several
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desirable functions are accomplished. As a first

function, the upwardly curved portion of the body
is held upwardly in position by the upper tape 16
while the lower tape 17 with the binding 20
serves to determine the desired measure from arm
pit to arm pit which maj' be regulated as suggested
at Figs. 3 and 4, the tapes 16 and 17 being capable
of tying when the edges of the flaps are spaced
apart to a considerable distance. Also as illus-

trated at Fig. 1, the use of the flaps and the
upwardly curved portion form a double thickness
over the chest of the wearer, the position of such
double members being insured by the use of the
two tapes and the use of the lower edges of the
flaps as straight from arm pit to arm pit, prevents
any gapping or stretching of the parts out of

position to form a crack between the body portion
and the flaps. It is found desirable at times to

prevent too great elasticity of the upwardly
curved portion 12 and for such purpose a strip 22
is secured upon each side of the centre of such
length as is desired which will prevent the stretch-

ing of a portion of the curved line.

Notable Invention in Opening
and Cleaning Textile Fibres

By Wm. SCOTT TAGGART, M.I.,

Mechanical Engineer.

The textile industry is the chief commercial
factor of England (agriculture excepted), and its

influence on innumerable other industries that are

bound in it gives it an importance that no other
industry can possibly attain. The comparatively
short and relatively weak fibres of cotton come to

Lancashire from every cotton field of the world,

and emerge from the large factories as yarn, to be
used for the finest and most beautifully designed
laces, or the most highly finished product of the
loom. The whole process of transforming the slabs

of hard pressed bale cotton into the highly finished

products of the spindle and the loom is an ex-

ceedingly complicated mechanical problem. Opera-
tions, successive steps, are necessary to bring the
cotton fibres gradually from bulk masses down to

a fine thread or yarn. Two processes are absolutely
essential as preliminaries, viz., the cotton must be
opened up into as loose a condition as possible,

and a quantity of dirt, chiefly sand, leaves, seed
husks, stalks, etc., must be eliminated. Strong
heavy machinery, requiring high power to drive, is

necessary for this work, and considering the deli-

cate character of the cotton fibres, the beating
operations, which both open the cotton and drive
out the impurities, are usually severe. Nothing of

any moment has been done to improve on the
beater blade or porcupine cylinders in their action
of dashing the cotton from the pedal nose or the
nips of the rollers. The ponderous methods and
high speeds used are out of all proportions to the
requirements of the work, but hitherto nothing has
been discovered that will give better, or even as
satisfactory, results. The cotton starts on its

career through the cotton mill, bruised and broken
by this fearfully rough treatment, and no amount
of delicate attention, which it afterwards receives,

restores its value. The opening machines, more-
over, require considerable attention in adjusting

their various parts in order to minimize the amount
of waste made. No matter how present opening
machinery is' set and regulated, their discrimination
of dirt and good fibres is extremely poor, so in

order to lower the amount of good fibres being
driven away and becoming waste, a quantity of
impurities is left in, and this must be dealt with
by the card, thus putting extra work and strain
on this class of machine. A solution of how to
open cotton fibres without the rough, brutal treat-
ment at present in vogue, and how to eliminate
the impurity without wasting fibres, would be of
inestimable value to a spinning mill. This problem
has now been solved in an almost ideal manner by
the process of an English inventor, Mr. William
Youlton. The present type of opener has been
discarded. The cotton is now fed into a cjdindrical

space, in the form of a slowly revolving perforated
cage. A speciallj'-constructed beater occupies the
lower half of the cage, and runs just free of any
contact with the perforated covers of the cage.
The beater is built up by threading on a shaft a
series of stamped out double arms or fingers, the
adjacent arms being set a little in advance of each
other, thus forming a series of fingers that have
the appearance of a helical screw standing out
from the boss. One half of the beater is given a
right-hand screw effect, and the other half a left-

hand screw effect.

When the cotton is fed into the cylinder space,
it comes into contact with the ends of the quickly
revolving beater fingers, and is subjected to a
regular beating or buffeting action. In its heavy
and unopened condition, it is constantly falling into
contact with tlie beater arms, but the beating it

thus receives quickly but gradually opens it out
into a free, fluffy condition, which permits it to

float in the space above the beater. When this

open stage of the cotton is reached, it comes within
the influence of a current of air, which drives it

out of the cylindrical space into an outlet pipe,

and from this point the opened and cleaned cotton
is conducted to the scutcher. The whole of the
beating action on the cotton has been performed
while it is in the free condition in the air, and no
other resistance than air is found necessary, by this

method, to open thoroughly the mass of fibres.

The open process, by its mere vibratory action on
the fibres, shakes out practically every particle of

dirt, which falls away by gravity into a suitable

receptacle below the machine. No long fibres mix
with this dirt, so a larger quantity .of impurities
is taken out, and the waste of good fibres is con-
siderably reduced, and in most cases completely
stopped.
Two unusually valuable results are thereby

attained. First, the cotton is thoroughly opened
by a rapid vibration beating action given to the
fibres, while free in an air space, thus completely
eliminating any possible damage to the delicate

fibres. Secondly, the cotton is so completely
opened that practically all the dirt is shaken out,

and falls awaj^ freely, without the accompanying
fibres.

Out of these two chief factors arise important
considerations. The waste from the blowing room
of a cotton mill consists of dirt and fibres; the dirt

is useless, the fibres are valuable. By preventing
waste of fibres, and increasing the extraction of

dirt, great financial gains will be realized. One
per cent, of waste fibres saved will amount to an
enormous amount in Lancashire mills alone. If
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the dirt is tlioroughlj- taken out in the blowing
room, the carding machines will work better, pro-
duce a better product, and, moreover, the waste
from the cards being free from tlirt, will be consider-
ably enhanced in value. The whole arrangement
of the machine is compact, occupj-ing 1(>sk room
than an opener, and requires very little power.
It is devoid of setting or adjusting devices. The
production is over 30,000 pounds cleaned cotton
per week. In the opinion of the writer, who has

had an opportunity of .seeing the machine at work,
and examining the results, a new era of improve-
ment in our cotton mills may be expected. The
dust problem of the card room will be solved, and
considerable economies will undoubtedly be effected
in operative costs. The machine is in no sense in
an experimental stage; this has long been passed.
Numbers are at work, and giving a degree of
satisfaction greater even than the brief sketch would
lead one to expect.—(North Cheshire Herald.)

SOME MISTAKES FOUND IN THE BADLY MANAGED
COTTON MILL AND THE REMEDIES

By WILLIAM SHAW.

(AVritten specially for the Canadian Textile Journal).

As I previously stated in one of my articles,

I have had the pleasure to visit most mills in

the north and southern states. In most of the
mills visited, I found the j'arn from both the ring

frames and mules full of thin places. Thin places

in any yarn will show up more by wetting the
fore-finger and thumb and passing them over the

body of the yarn. There are of course a great
number of causes for light places in the j'arn,

which can as a rule, be traced to a heavy strand
in the preceding processes.

A few j'ears ago, the writer was placed in charge
of a cotton mill, and if the deplorable condition
of this mill had appeared in print, it would have
made very discouraging reading for its stock
holders. I will now describe the conditions found
in this mill, which will explain the ill-managed
mill.

The card sliver weighed on an average seventy
grains to the yard, with a doffer speed of eleven

turns per minute. There were three processes of

drawing, the finished sliver at each process wiegh-
ing on an average 75 grains to the yard, with a

front roll speed of 354 revloutions per minute.
The rolls on the drawings were not properlj^ spaced,

even the saddles, instead of being made to hang at

the back of the rolls, were hung on the front side

of the back rolls the same as the front roll. An
average hank roving of 47 was made on the slub-

ber, 125 hank on the intermediate, and 440 hank
on the fine frames. The treasurer seemed to be

much worried over the condition and the light

places in the yarn seemed to trouble him most.

I was in charge onlj' a couple of days, when the

treasurer called my attention to the defective

yarn, and inquired if I could remedy the trouble.

My first move was to reduce the card sliver

from 70 grains to 50 grains per yard, and the doffer

speed from eleven revolutions per minute to six-

teen revolutions per minute, so as to obtain the

same production. I next reduced all the drawing

slivers from 75 grains per yard to 50 grains per

yard, and increased the speed of the front rolls

from 354 revolutions per minute to 450, which

was necessary to balance the production. The
reader may notice that the proportional increase

in speed on the cards is greater than on the

drawings, the reason for the above is, that I

found that the drawings were often obliged to stop

for drawing, while the drawings had to stop also
for empty cans from the slubbers. I next reduced
the hank roving on the slubber from 47 to 62 and
increased the speed of the spindle from 500 to 600
which is the proper speed for a 12 x 6 slubber. I

next reduced the intermediate hank roving from
1.25 to 1.60, and also reduced the speed of the
spindle from 1003 to 800, which is the proper
speed for a 10 x 5 intermediate. There was an
abundance of intermediate spindles, as one pair

of frames had not been in operation for months,
and to my surprise, the carder in charge, boasted
of running the mill with a less number of spindles,

than any other of his predecessors. The five

frames were of a 7x3 gauge, and running at

about 1100 spindle speed. They were the only
machines running at the proper speed. I reduced
the hank on all the fine frames from 4.40 hank to

4.60 hank.
With the above hang-up, and with the rolls

properly spaced, the defective yarn soon disap-

peared, I do not mean by the above, that the
yarn was perfect, but the yarn was more uniform
and not as uneven in spots as before the changes
were made.
The lighetr the strand in the preceding processes

the more freedom is given to the front top leather

roll to revolve freely. There is not one mill man
that can be found that would argue against the
latter statement. Why, then, do the majority of

cotton mills run heavy card and drawing slivers?

In order to make an even yarn, you must make
the action of the front top leather roll gradual
instead of intermittent, and if there is anj- better

waj- than by reducing the weight of the card and
drawing sliver, no one in the cotton industry has
discovered it.

A great many mill men conceive the idea, that

by running a heavy card and drawing sliver, and
then adding another ])rocess known as second
intermediates to help gradually draw down the

bulky sliver, that no harm results. That belief

is erroneous, because it should be borne in mind,
that in order to reduce a bulky sliver, the number
of fibers in every inch must be pulled past one
another a certain number of inches, whether it

is drawn by one process or a dozen proces.ses.

Again, it should be borne in mind that the more
processes the stock is made to pass, the more
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fluffy the stock becomes. If any manufacturor
will put into practice what I point out in this

article, the work will be found in every process
more compact.
The bobbins of roving; and yarn will be much

harder even though not a gear is changed, which
goes to prove, that a heavy strand will make the
work fluffy. With the above hang-up, yarn will

of course, have better spinning, which means
more work of a better quality. The looms can be
driven much faster, because the yarn being much
more uniform, in stronger and will stand the severe
treatment of the weaving operation a great deal

better, and here is where the dividend for the
stockholders is made.
How often do we see the following question ap-

pear in flifferent textile journals: Whv can English
spinners make yarn freer from irregularities than the
the spinners of Canada and the United States.?

The answer is easy. In England, more atten-
tion is paid in blending the stock, and also in

constructing the cotton thread. It is branded a

crime to throw a portion of good stock on the floor.

In most mills of the United States, one is obliged
to roll the bottom of his trousers to walk through
the alleys of the card and spinning rooms. The
Englishman believes in paying close attention to

the preceding processes in order to form a good
strong uniform thread, and then drive the looms
at a high «peed.
The production turned off in the mill in question

averaged about 33,000 pounds per week. The writer
was in charge only seven weeks when the produc-
tion reached 41,500 pounds. The increase in pro-
duction was not altogether due to the changes
described above, but to management instead.

The equipment of the carding department,
consisted of six slubbers, ten intermediates, and
twenty-four fine frames. There was only three

doffers to do the doffing.

Here is another point that is misunderstood by
most mill managers, as many seem to think, that
having only a few doffers that the cost per pound
is reduced. But let me say, that a reduction in

the number of doffers to a certain extent will

increase the cost per pound more than anything
else. Instead of having only three doffers I put
on nine with the result that the production was
increased to the proportion stated and the cost

per pound reduced from 1.33 to .096. What
I state above can be tried easily by any
manufacturer, and it should be clear, that if

the writer had not found the above to be true
he would not dare make such a statement.

Another defect that can be laid to the manage-
ment is having bobbins of different diameters run-
ning on the same frame. This causes a great loss

in production, cbeause the surface speed of the
front roll and the excess surface speed of the bob-
bin over the flyer should be euqla, and if bobbins
of a different diameter are used, the relationship'

of the surface speed of the l)obbin, and the surface
speed of the font roll is destroyed on all bobbins
and having a proper diameter, thus causing some
ends to become too tight, or too slack, making
waste, and in many cases the bobblin is removed,
thus losing production. If the reader is at the
helm of a cotton mill, let him caliper the bobbins
in use, and a surprise manj' be in store for him.
Of course, it is expensive to burn or destroy all

such bobbins, but it will be found economy in the

end.

W^hen ordering bobbins, care should be taken
to obtain the proper size of the bobbin in use
by using califers. Also see that the top of the
bobbin fits the bolster and spindle properly be-
cause is the inside of the bobbin is too large, it

will shake and raise on the spindle breaking the
end or strand of roving. On the other hand, if

the inside of the bobbin fits the bolster and sprindle
too snugly, it will also raise on the spindle. Thi
is proved by the fact that when a small piece of

foreign matter lodges inside the bobbin, it will

raise the bobbin and brack the end in every
case, from experience the enter will remove the
bobbin from the spindle and lilow into the bobbin
so as to force the matter out.

When you get all the bobbins to nearly the same
diameter, the next thing is to have a system so

as prevent them from being broken. There is too
much bobbin breaking in most mills and the cause
in every case can be laid to the management.
In some mills the tender is allowed ,when creeling,

to put all empty bobbins on the creel, the vibra-

tion of the mill will in a short time cause them or

manj^ of them to fall to the floor. This evil is

not as great on the fine frames as it is on the inter-

mediates, for the reason, that the intermediates
creel is much higher and the sibber bobbin much
heavier although the bobbins will not break in

every instance, every fall aids in them finding their

way to the fire-room. The best way to preserve
bobbins, is to have bobbin voxes at the back of

each creel, with a handle for the hand at each end
of the box, so they can be fitted and dumpted
into a truck.

You will never find dirty under steel rolls in

any well-managed mill simply because those placed
in charge of such a mill generally know the evils

dirty under steel rolls will cause. When a frame
is scoured in any ill-managed mill, notice the
amount of fly, dirt, etc., on the steel rolls. Much
of this matter can be found on many bosses of

the two back rolls, which prevents the top leather

roll coming into close contact with the bottom
steel roll, therefore, dirty under steel roolls effects

the grip of many of the back rolls on the stock,

which means irregular drafting.

NEW UNDERWEAR CONCERN PROPOSED.
The promoters of the company being organized

in Charlottetown, P. E. I., to manufacture under-
wear and knit goods are having difficulty in in-

ducing the investors to withdraw their attentions

from fox and oyster propositions long enough to

get interested in a purely industrial concern.

However, we understand that a considerable portion

of the stock has already been subscribed and that

the promoters are quite optimistic regarding the

success of the undertaking. In the event of the

company completing its organization and securing

the desired capital, it is the intention to start the

manufacture of all-wool unshrinkable men's under-

wear as soon as possible.

The Windsor Pearl Button Company, Limited,

Windsor. Ont., wish the trade the season's compli-

ments, with a very attractive calendar, the kind

with the large numerals. The reproduction is of

the well-known painting by Drake, entitled "The
Sunset Glow," the ruins of an old mill and water-

wheel situated at the edge of the creek.
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Obituary.
MR. GEORGE HENDERSON DEAD

The death of IMr. George Henderson, manager
of the Penman Company's mill at Coaticook,
Que., which .sad event occured at his home in

North Coaticook on Dec. 7th last, was a severe

shock to the many friends of the deceased, in

the woolen industry. The late Mr. Henderson
had been ailing for some time but no one realized

that the end was so near. He was in liis 51st

year and ui> to the last maintained a keen interest

in the business and faith that he would soon be
able to be on duty again at the mill. He leaves a

widow and five children to mourn his loss, as

well as a sister, Mrs. Horace Hudson, of Paris,

Ont.

The funeral took place on Wednesday, Dec. 10,

the remains being conveyed to the English C'hurch

Cemetary at Coaticook. The pall-bearers were

THE LATE MR. GEORGE HENDERSON.

Mr. J. Bonner, general-manager of the Penman
Co.; Mr. H. Barrett, manager of the St. Hyacinthe
branch, and Messrs. F. F. Christie, A. A. Hall,

L. M. Thomas, and Dr. W. L. Shurtleff, of Coati-

cooke. Among those who attended the funeral

from a distance, were Mrs. Horace Hudson, of

Paris, Ont., a sister and Messrs. Hector and
Freeman Henderson of Port Dover, Ont., nephews
of the deceased. The floral tributes were many and
beautiful and showed, in a measure, the high esteem

in which Mr. Henderson was held by all who knew
him.

The deceased was the; youngest son of the late

George Henderson and was born at Ancaster,

Ont. While a boy he moved to Paris, Ont., with
his parents; afterwards served his apprenticeship
with his brother, the late J. B. Henderson, at

Streetsville, Ont. He next worked at Paris, for Mr.
John Penman, going from Paris to Merriton when
his brother purchased a mill there. After about two
years in Merriton they moved to Thorold in 1892,

where the late Mr. Henderson remained for some
years, moving to Coaticook in 1900 to become
superintendent of the Penman Manufacturing Com-
pany's mill there. On the retirement of Mr.
J. J. Fiske in 1907, Mr. Henderson was made man-
ager of this mill, which position he ably filled, and
was holding at the time of his death.

The late Mr. Henderson was remarkably well

and favorably known in the woolen industry in

this country and had attained much success as

a manufacturer. His untimely death is much
regretted on all sides. The Canadian Textile

Journal extends the deepest sympathy of the whole
industry of which he was so prominent a member,
to the widow and children and relatives of the

deceased.

NEW COTTON MILL FOR WELLAND.
The town of Welland, Ont., is rapidly acquiring

a very important place in the industrial develop-

ment of this country and if present plans are

carried forward will soon rank as one of the cotton
centres of the country. The latest industry to

decide to locate there is the Toronto Cotton Com-
pany, a company with a capital of S200,000 sub-
scribed.

The company has made a proposition to the

town of Welland which will be submitted to the

electors at an early date. The agreement which
was submitted provides that Welland is to pay 90
per cent, of the cost of the buildings and site and
the company 10 per cent., the money expended by
the town being paid back in ten equal annual
installments with 7 per cent, interest.

The site is to be five acres and the main factory

will have a floor space of eighty-two thousand feet,

while the floor space of the boiler house will be
ten thousand feet. The company agrees to com-
mence the manufacture of cotton cloths in the

building on or before the first of October, 1914,

and to employ 175 men. They reserve the right-

to pay off the indebtedness faster than the time
specified by purchase of the bonds. The town,
according to the agreement, is to give an assess-

' ment of twenty thousand dollars for a period of

ten years, not including school tax and local im-
provement. The municipality mu.st keep the build-

ings insured. The company's books will at all

times be open to the inspection of the town.

The agreement is to go into force when approved
by the people and the company is to deposit one
thousand dollars with the town before the bylaw
is submitted to defray election expenses in case it

should not carry.

The company has a capital of two hunderd
thousand dollars which will be applied to machinery
and working caiiital. The town will have no hold

on the machinery or equipment in case the com-
panj^ becomes insolvent.

Mr. A. DeCourt of Boston, Mass., who is acting

for the Toronto Cotton Companj', is connected
with the Sovereign Cotton Company, a Toronto
corporation which, it is said, will shortlv locate in

Welland.
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Corduroy Cutting Machinery
By Weberei.

The cutting of corduroy may be performed either

by hand or by machinery. The band knife on-

sists of a square steel rod beaten out at one end

to form an extremely thin knife edge whilst at the

other end is a handle. The knife blade is provided

with a pointed sheath and this latter is inserted

under the folds that have to be cut and so guides

the knife into its proper race. Special guides are

of course, required for the different grades of cloth.

The preparation of corduroy for cutting is im-

portant. The face of the cloth receives a thin

film of lime paste while the back is stiffened up
with a coating of flour paste. Once the cloth is

prepared it is ready for cutting and this can be

tlone either by hand or machine. These latter are

of two types "straight" or "circular" knives.

The latter type is in the machine illustrated, which

represents the latest European system. By its use

all the cords or races across an entire width of

cloth are cut simultaneously by a number of thin

steel discs placed upon a mandril at intervals,

coinciding with the races. As the knife revolves

the cloth is drawn over at right angles and at this

edge the floats are directed towards tlic knives bj'

guide wires. These guides or race openers are

advanced at such a rate as is consistent with the
speed of the cloth through the machine, there
being an adjustable setting motion. The steel shaft

that carries the knives is run in eccentric bearings
so that by a turn of the bush the knife shaft may
be lifted so that the guides may be placed in the
races. The machine is provided with an automatic
stop motion should the race opener penetrate the
underside of the fabric and a further electric stop
motion is fitted which instantly stops the machine
whether the guide or race opener penetrates the
cloth upwards or downwards.
The cutting table is made with three different

types of edge suitable for all classes of goods.
This three-sided table has a tension roller attach-
ment to prevent the tension on the cloth being
relieved. The driving mechanism of the cloth

feeding roller and the knife shaft are directly con-
nected to the strap fork and that the control is

jx'rfect. Special attention is paid to the tensioning
devices for the cloth since so much depends upon
their being perfectly adjusted. These machincvs are
largely used on the Continent where the writer

has seen them in operation and they are gradually
but surely superseding hand cutting.

Notes on Sizing

Much has been said and written about sizing

and size products and in placing these few notes
and particulars before you no attempt is made
to exhaust the subject.

The sizing materials used in the cotton industry
are many, and the application of the same require-

ments of the trade are equally as varied, even in

those cases where what it termed a pure weave
only is required; and although a large proportion
of the manufacturers are open minded enough to

entertain an article which will give advantage,
either in the saving of labor or steam, in giving a

better weave, or a better cloth, or a saving in

cost, with a view of improving their business
alround, others are extremely prejudiced in favor
of their own ideas on the question of sizing, hence
there is a good diversity of ideas, and very little

in the way of uniformity as regards the products
used or the quantities employed in the
mixings, even for simple weaving. To a large

extent this prejudice has been produced by the

introduction of products which have been placed
in the market and found in the working to be not
suitable. Therefore there is a real opening for a

product which can be used by itself without the

addition of other ingredients and yet get as good
or even better results in the shed, and at the same
time be easily adapted to special requirements as

"weighting" by being used in conjunction with china
clay or flour as well as chlorides.

The sizing department is of the greatest impor-
tance in the manufacture of textile goods, because
its influence upon the work to be produced is far-

reaching and because the success of the whole
concern often depends upon the skill and knowledge
of the taper; so that when science is brought to

his aid with valuable information as to the
qualities and composition of the sizing materials,

his power for success is considerably increased.

All starches are formed of microscopic granules,
which consist of two different substances. The
outside or skin of the granule is termed starch

cellulose, and the inside, which is the largest and
most important part is called granulose, and it

is the latter which is the most valuable and useful

in the process of making the size.

In heating starch matters up with water, these
granules begin to form themselves into thousands
of little globules, which swell out to about 120 to

130 Formide, and when the liquid comes to boiling

point most of these surrounding skins burst and
form a past}' glutenous mass which composes
the size.

In some products all these globules, however, do
not burst, and it depends to a very great extent
upon whether they burst or not as to the strength
or quality of the size as such, and the subsequent
results of the size. Therefore as ideal size is one
which is produced from a product which is operated
upon or affected in such a way in the heating up
and boiling as to result in all the globules being
burst, l^ecause the greater proportion there is of

burst globules, the Ix'tter the size, and in the case

where all the globules are burst a perfect size is produced.
Unburst globules will stay on the outside of the

yarn the result is that used in this state, the yarn
has a harsh anil brittle feel and to obviate this,

and make the thread more pliable much tallow or

other softeners are used. Another feature which
sometimes shows itself from a size of this descrip-
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tion is the effect it has upon the healds and reeds
to the detriment of the hitter.

If however a certain "grip is required in the
handle of the cloth or weight needed it ought to
be added in such a way as not to interfere with
the weaving strength at al'.

Further an ideal size, specially for pure weaving,
also for light weighing, should not refjuire softeners
such as tallow, glycerine, soft soaj) or oils of some
kind, but should be one which will weave perfectly
without such additions and yet at the same time
produce a better cloth with a much nicer, smoother
and more velvety handle.

Realizing all these differences, facts and un-
certainties, and that a size absolutely pure, unvary-
ing in its quality, anil simple in the handling is

what is wanted and understanding the require-

ments of the trade Dr. Belart made a research
work to produce a size possessing these advantages.
This new size called Dr. Belart's Size has been on
the market not only in the Cotton Industry of

Lancashire and the woolen and worsted industry
of Yorkshire, but also in the United States for the
last three j^ears, and has been used to the entire

satisfaction of the manufacturer.

It claims the following advantages:
Increased averages because of better weaving.
AVill not dust off.

Will not mildew.
No softener or tallow requireil.

Contains no acids or alkaline or anything
deleterious.

Does not vary in quality and is always uni-

form.
Givers a nicer haniUe and better finish to the

cloth.

In the majority of cases more economical.

advantage is that the temple is prevented from
choking up, caused by the loose ends encircling
around the temple rollers or rings, and so saving

Weft Cutting Device
The accompanying sketch is of a device, recently

patented in England by Alfred Thompson, of

Farnworth. which pertains to improvements in

weft cutting devices for weft replenishing looms.

The device is said to do away with the trouble

heretofore experienced in the cutter cutting the

filling weft at the wrong time which results in a

broken pick.

The device of a heart cam or eccentric "A"
fixed on the second motion shaft, which operates

a bell crank lever "B", fulcrumed in a suitable

position at bracket "D," and at the extreme end
of the lever the temple weft cutter "C" is operated

alternately. By the adoption of the contrivance

many advantages are claimed by the inventor. It

will absolutely obviate all broken picks caused by
the temple cutter cutting the filling weft, which has

always been a great source of trouble to loom
men. The reason why the weft is cut is that the

weft cutter operates every pick, but by operating

the cutter alternately, the loose ends are cut off

when the shuttle is at the opposite end of the sley

from the cutter, and Is heid back for the next

pick and vice-versa. Thus it will be seen that

under these conditions the cutter on any account

is unable to cut the filling weft.

The device also allows the hooks on the cutter

to be brought forward, thus making the cutter

much more efficient in cutting off the loose ends

after a bobbin or cop has been changed, and much
neater and better selvedges are obtained. Another

time and labor by cleaning the temple and also
reducing the damage to the cloth. Also the wear
and tear of the cutter is reduced by one-half by
it only operating alternately.

THE YEAR BOOK OF COLORISTS AND
DYERS.

Volume XV. of the Year Book for Colorists
and Dyers presenting a review of the year's ad-
vances in the bleaching, dyeing, printing and
finishing of textiles by Hermean' A. Metz, has
just come to hand with the compliments of Farb-
werke-Hoechst Company of New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, etc., and represented in Canada by
Pollock Bros, and Co., in Montreal. The volumn
contains valuable tables of reference, including all

the tables used in the Colorists and Dj'ers. Sever-
al papers that were presented at the Eighth
International Congress of Applied Chemistry, held
in September, 1912, that were of particular relation

to the textile trade, including the "Permanent
Fireproofing of Cotton Goods" by Prof. W. H.
Perkin, L.L.D., F.R.S. and the "Development of

Hydro-sulphites in their relation to Modern Dye-
stuffs," by Phillip S. Clarkson. Also the principal

patents for the year 1912, relating to dye stuffs

and color matters, processes of application, chemis-
try processes and machines. Also notes on process-

es, new colors, etc., and an article on "Textile
Schools in England." Also a list of dyestuffs,

makers and methods and a few miscellaneous

articles. The book comprehends a thorough resume
of the advances made during the year and is a very
valuable book of reference for all interested in this

branch of the textile trade. A valuable acquisition

to any dyer's library.

The Dominion Linen Manufacturing Company,
Limited, with its head offices at 80 Wellington
Street and factories at Guelph and Bracebridge,

has made an assignmint to the Trusts and Guaran-
tee Company of Toronto. The liabiHties are esti-

mated at $150,000. A .statement of assets is being

prepared by the liquidators. The company was
incorporated with an authorized share capital of

$200,000, its chief promotor being the late Dr.

Beattie Nesbitt. Inadequate capital is attributed

for the assignment.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF HEAVY WEIGHT CLOTHS
By WILLIAM EARNSHAW.

Written specially for the Canadian Textile Journal.

When heavy weights are required in cloths for

winter wear, or special purposes, the chief diffi-

culty is in producing them at a reasonable price

without sacrificing the appearance of the fabrics.

Weight may be obtained by the use of heavy counts

of yarn, by the employment of backing warps, or

fillings, or by the construction of double cloths.

The simplest method is by the use of heavy counts

of yarn on a single cloth. This method of course

produces a coarse fabric; but the appearance may
be modified by the pattern, coloring, and finish

of the cloth. Cloths of this description should be

made with a smooth weave (an ordinary twill is

best), mixture yarns composed of varied rich

colors should be used for the ground, and where
pattern or color effects are introduc'cd, the color

should be in small quantities, and the contrasts

as slight as possible. Bright colored fancies are

better used in the form of twist yarns composed
in two colors. All these things help to give an
appearance of fineness to the cloth.

Cloths made in this way should be fulled, anil a

fair amount of cover should be left on face and
back in order to hide the thickness of the threads.
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Where weight is required, and at the same time

a fine appearance, either liackeil or double cloths

will have to be made.

To increase the weight of a fulled fine woolen
cloth of about 25% the addition of a backing warp
containing half as many ends as the face warp is

very effective. Fig. A. shows tlie weave plan for

this cloth with a four leaved twill face, and fig. B.

is the weave plan for the same class of hack on a

three leaved twill face. On clear finished goods, the

weave as fig. A. would be liable to a little imper-
fection, as the backing warp only tacks on alter-

nate picks. An increase of about 50% may be
obtained in the weight of a cloth without inter-

fering with the fineness of the face, by putting on
a warp back end and end with the face. Figs.

C and D. are weaving plans for this class of back
on a four leaved twill face,

The weave as fig. C. would be suitable for either

a worsted or a woolen cloth, as the back has verj'

nearly the appearance of the face. The back pro-

duced by weave plan fig. D. would be more suit-

able for a worsted trousering, as it is a warp satin,

and the filling does not show. If more weight
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threads. If the face and back are of different

materials, or colors, the latter method is best.

Fig. G. is the weave plan for a double cloth.

The face is a four leaved twill, and the back a
plain weave, there are twice as many ends and pick

on the face as there are on the back, and the two
fabrics are iield together by. tacking threads. In
this class of double cloth, th eyran used on the
back may be more than twice the thickness of that
used on the face, and consequently lower in

qualit}-.

Double cloths having the appearance of single

cloths, are made by employing the same weave
for both face and back, and warping and weaving
with an equal number of ends and picks on each
side. Figs. H. and I. are weave plans for cloths

of this description, with four leaved twill face and
back. They are both tacked by the interlacing

of the backing warp with the face filling; but fig.

H. is tacked more frequently than fig. 1. and would
give a firmer cloth.

Fig. .1. is the weave plan for a double four leaved
twill; but in this a separate tacking thread is

employed. This construction of cloth is more
suitable where the colors, or pattern of face and
back are not alike.

rp
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Fashioning on Power Machines.

On the original power Lamb knitting machines
the fashioning was still effected by hand, but of

recent years 'machines have been evolved whereby
a fabric may be narrowed by the shifting of the
loops on one class of machine or widened by the
bringing up of the needles on another type of

machine. These machines may be classified as

follows:

1. Automatic Power Machines for widening rib

work.
2. Automatic Power Machines for widening seam-

less work.
3. Automatic Power Machines for narrowing

either rib or plain seamless work.

These machines are now largely used for the
manufacture of fully fashioned articles such as
sleeves, pant legs, waistcoat backs, fronts and backs
of sporting coats, etc., and are usually also sup-
plied with automatice change of rib, i.e., plain,

half cardigan, and full cardigan, and automatic
racking mechanism, so that a definite design may
be obtained in conjunction with the widening.
Usually there is also an automatically controlled
separating course, so that although the articles are
made in a continuous string, each may be obtained
separately by the pulling out of the separating
thread, and as the latter is usually put in imme-
diately prior to the making of the welt of the
next article, the welt is left quite clear.—(Hosiery
Trade Journal.—

)

CANADIAN COTTONS LACROSSE TEAM
CHAMPIONS.

We have much pleasure in reproducing here-

with the photograph of the Champion Lacrosse
Team of the Stormont Mill, C'anadian Cottons,
Cornwall, Ont., which won the championship of

the Manufacturers' Lacrosse League of Cornwall
last summer.

is so popular. The officers of the champion team
included the managing director of the company,
the superintendent, the paymaster and every over-
seer in the mill, and the team was composed solely

of Stormont employees. Everybody worked for the
good of the team and after many hard fought
games the "bacon" or silverware was captured.

The group picture shown herewith is of the

STORMONT LACROSSE TEAM—Champions 1913, Manufacturers' League, Cornwall, Ont.

This league was composed of six teams repre-
senting the Stormont Cotton Mill, the Canada
Cotton Mill, the Ines Modern Bedstead Company,
the Beache's Furniture Company, the Toronto
Paper Company and the McGiii Chairs, Limited.
These teams furnished some of the best games seen
last summer in the Factory Town, where Lacrosse

members of the team and executive. The players
are each wearing the gold championship medal
donated by the league. The group includes, top
row, left to right: W. A. Nichols, superintendent;
James Labonne, master mechanic; William Hanna,
overseer roller department; ('. H. Bedford, boss
weaver; W. V. Boyd, managing director; Walter
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Trew, boss finisher; Ed. McGruer, boss dyer; Wal-
ter Crites, boss slasher. Second row, left to right,

William Fylaiid, boss carder; F. Burgeon, loom
fixer; I\I. Burgeon, loom fixer; Donalil Smith, cap-
tain, beamer; John Reynolds, beamer; F. Rivicr,
2nd hand card room; Charles G. Jamieson, boss
mule spinner. Third row, left to right, John
Sugden, boss beamer; F. Malette, mule spinner;
A. Rivicr, loom fixer; George Hirst, bookkeeper;
P. I\I. Flaharty, boss ring spinner; Leo Burgeon,
loom fixer; D. A. McPherson, beamer; A. Carpen-
ter, beamer; A. C. Crigatt, i)aymaster. Bottom
row, left to right, James Hirst, weaver; George
Harrington, mule spinner and Percy Poabst, mule
spinner.

Our Old Country Letter

If the advent of a new year is the time for tak-
ing good resulotions the end of the year is no
less a time for taking stock, both in the industrial

and other senses. But in these days we do not
wait until the end of the year, and if we can do
a thing earlier, well, so much the better. Mr.
Tattersall, a well-known Manchester man, has been
counting up the cotton spinning profits, and al-

though he is not very optimistic as to the immedi-
ate future—any more than other cotton people
are—he finds the gains on the j'ear very satisfac-

oryt. Analyzing the stockholding results of 70
spinning companies, which have a paid-up share
capital of £2,562,524 and a loan capital of £1,125,-

294, he shows that the total profits after paying
interest on loans and allowing for depreciation, is

£343,220, giving an average per company of

£4,903. This compares with an average profit in

1912 of £4,688. The profit on share capital is

13.35 per cent per annum, against 12.70 per cent

per annum last year, and on share and loan
capital combined 9.30, as against 8.65 per cent

per annum in 1912. The present value of plant

of these mills, including machinery is £2,848,670,
and the factories contain 2,476, 914 mule spindles,

268,296 ring spindles and 3,304,860 weft spindles,

making a total spindleage of 6,050,070. These
figures may be taken for what they are worth, but
Mr. Tattersall is never far out in his estimations.

As an indication of the increase of the spinning
industry in the Failsworth district of Manchester,
during the last 20 years some figures recently
issued are worth quoting. In 1893, with a popula-
of approximately 11,000, the rateable value of the
district was £41,349 and the number of spindles
432,000. Ten years later, with the population
about 14,500, the rateable value was £55,645 and
the spindles 547.000; and for the present year,
with a i)opulation of over 16,000 the figures are,
rateal)le value £75,805, spindles 1,337,000. The
number of looms on the other hand, which had
increased between 1893 and 1903 from 742 to 930,
is now down to 908.

The circumstance that wool was admitted dutj-
free into the United States from December 1 had
no anticipatory effect of encouragement as regards
the British product, the quantities sent thither
in November for the last five y(;ars having been
4,275 bales in 1909; 1,580 in 1910; 1,090 in 1911;
2,051 in 1912; 661 in 1913.

The next series of Colonial wool sales open here on
January 13, and a lower basis of values having
been established since the December series closed
for all, except the finest wool, buyers should find

prices a small per centage in their favor. It only
requires the manufacturers of Yorkshire to operate
more freely than they are doing at present. The
monej' market on the Continent is easier and the
demand from that source has well worn off, so
that if the present rates are not maintained it

may be taken for granted that they may fall to
a more workable basis. A good many of the wool
brokers are of this opinion also. For months past
trade has been unsatisfactory owing to high costs

and a determined eiïort is now being made to

purchase at a lower level. This movement during
the past week or two is meeting with a certain

amount of success. The year is closing much
quieter than in 1912.

A small consignment of wool shipped from Al-

berta to London was sold the other day at a good
price, grading high in quality. The exporter was
a farmer who formerly resided in New Zealand
and is experienced in the wool trade.—J. R. B.

The Italian trade organization, the Association

Cotoniera Italiana, has been in communication
with spinning associations with regard to the ad-

visability of international organized short time in

all mills and has now published the replies received.

The German spinners are not unanimous on the

question; Spain and the Dutch are not agreeable

to short time, while the Swiss and Austrians are

prepared to consider anj' proposal which would
suit their countries. England's reply is to the

effect that spinners are not disposed to agree to

the proposal at present. India has also replied

in the negative. The French spinners reply that

organized short time throughout Europe is desir-

able and consider that in all probablity curtailed

production will shortly be general, even if not

organized internationally. They are not disposed

to agree to the proposal, however, preferring to

await developments in the raw cotton market a

little later

BRANTFORD CORDAGE COMPANY.

In a recent issue the "Financial Post" says:

"There is no business of a manufacturing character

that has had more ups and downs than that of

manufacturing binder twine. One of the factories,

perhaps the only one in Canada, to make both
ends meet is the Brantford Cordage Company. It

is only after very strenuous efforts that this in-

dustry has been kept together and those who paj'

money into it have not as j^et seen returns on their

investment that could be called satisfactory. At
the present time the company is doing fairly well.

This by no means is an indication that the binder
twine manufacturing business is one that offers

much hope for the employment of new capital.

The Brantford Cordage (Company has the dis-

tinction of being the survivor out of many who
started and have since disappeared."
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STUDIES IN THE DYEING OF WOOL
By J. MERRITT MATTHEWS, Ph.D.

Written specially for the Canadian Textile Journal.

The Chlorination of Wool.

By the chlorination of wool is meant the treat-

ment of the fibre with a solution of hypochlorite
in such a manner that the strength and other good
qualities are not seriously affected while at the
same time the substance of the fibre appears to

undergo rather remarkable transformation leading
to a considerable alteration in its chemical proper-
ties. The general use of solutions of hypochlorites
in the textile industry is for the purpose of bleach-
ing cotton or other vegetable fibres. Wool and
animal fibres however, when treated with such
solutions or with other chlorinating agents do not
become bleached but apparently combine either

with the chlorine itself or with some chlorine

compound so as to furnish a new chemical combina-
tion of the wool substance. The action of chlorine
and chlorine compounds on wool has been studied
and known for a considerable period of time and
the process of the chlorination of the wool fibre

has been the subject of industrial applications in

dyeing -and printing. Chlorine itself in the dry
state seems to have very little effect on wool
provided the wool itself is also dry. This has
been demonstrated experimentally by treating wool
fibres dried at 212°F. to the action of a current
of dry chlorine gas. Very slight change in weight
and tensile strength of the fibre is noticed and the
affinity of the fibre for coloring matters is not
appreciably increased. If, however, the chlorine is

allowed to act on the wool in the presence of mois-
ture, energetic combination takes place and large

quantities of hydrochloric acid gas are evolved,
while the wool fibre soon changes to a gummy
translucent mass and loses all of its fibre qualities

finally becoming entirely disintegrated. Owing to
this vigorous action of moist chlorine on the fibre

it is hardly possible to devise a method in practice
of chlorinating wool directly with chlorine gas.

Recourse must therfore be had to the use of hypo-
chlorite solutions such as those prepared from
bleaching powder or consisting of sodium hypo-
chlorite. Under proper conditions of treatment
with such hypochlorite solutions the wool undergoes
a curious modification in that while apparently
retaining its original physical form it becomes
highly lustrous, loses to a very large extent its

previous felting qualities and also shows a much
increased affinity for many dyestuffs. Yarns or
cloth treated in this manner show an increased
harshness to the feel and some loss of elasticity

and strength. This process of chlorination is em-
ployed principally in the printing of woolen fabrics
so as to prepare a print cloth which will more read-
ily take the dyestuff. It is also used to a con-
siderable extent for the prei)aration of yarns so
as to lessen their felting qualities and at the same
time increase their dyeing properties. When yarn
treated by the chlorination process is woven into
a fabric with untreated yarn so that a pattern
effect is produced and the material is then dyed, the
chlorinated part of the fabric will dye a much heavier
shade than the untreated yarn and thus produce a
sharply contrasted effect. Furthermore, if such a fibre is

subsequently fulled the untreated yarn will felt

together and cause a shrinking of the fabric

while the chlorinated yarn having lost its felting

qualities will not shrink up, but will remain in

the original unfelted condition, thus producing
a crepe effect and other novelty effects. The pro-
cess of chlorinating wool is also used quite exten-
sively in the manufacture of woolen underwear,
where it is desired to lessen the shrinking quality
of the fibre when it is washed. Nearly all of the
unshrinkable or non-shrinkable woolen underwear
is prepared from chlorinated wool.

The general method carrying out the chlorinat-

ing operation is as follows: A solution of bleaching
powder is prepared of such strength that it con-
tains 4-5 per cent of available chlorine which would
correspond to a solution standing at about 17°Tw.
A solution of sodium carbonate is now added in

a slight excess with constant stirring. This will

cause a precipitation of the lime as carbonate of

lime and on allowing this precipitate or sediment
to settle the clear liquor containing sodium hypo-
chlorite in solution may be decanted. The solu-

tion will contain about 4 % of available chlorine

and should have a specific gravity of about 1.1.

It is well to have a slight excess of alkali in the
solution so that the subsequent liberation of the
chlorine may take place gradually. Solutions of

greater strength are liable to form chlorate of soda
which has a bad effect on the wool in that it tends
to color yellow. For the chlorination proper
from 5 to 1 pint of this sodium hypochlorite
solution is rquired per pound of wool. Hydro-
chloric acid is also added to the solution gradually
to the extent of about the volume of the hypo-
chlorite solution. The goods are run through this

liquor and then well rinsed. After the treatment
it will be found that the wool has acquired a some-
what yellowish color. This may be removed by
running the goods through a bath containing 100
gallons of water, 1 gallon sodium bisulphite
liquor and one pint of previously diluted sulphuric
acid. In place of the bisulphite treatment a bath
of stannous chloride and hydrochloric acid may be
used. After a thorough rinsing the goods are finally

soured with soap to which is added a little sodium
carbonate. This is added for the purpose of soften-

ing the handle or feel of the fibre.

It is a question whether the chlorine or hypo-
chlorite combines directly with any substance in

the wool fibre as chlorinated wool apparently
contains no chlorine. The reduction of the felting

quality of the fibre is probaly due to the fact that
the free edges of the epidermal scales with which
the surface of the fibre is normally coated are

smoothed down by the action of the chlorine so

that there is little or no scaly edge protruding
and as these scales are the cause of the felting

of the fibre the smoothing of the edges very
naturally lessens this quality. This also accounts
for the increased lustre as the surface of the fibre

becomes smoother and consequently is in a better

condition to reflect light than when the surface

is broken up by the many serrations of the fine

scaly coating.
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In describing the chlorination of wool most
experimenters on this subject have insisted that a
prolonged action of chlorine on wool is to be
avoided as it imparts to the fibre a yellowish color
and a harsh unpleasant feel. It is also generally
stated that a chlorine bath which has once been
used for the treatment of woolen goods can be
again strengthend for further use by the addition
of an amount of hypochlorite considerably less

than the original quantity. BuUard, however,
takes exception to these statements. He points
out that while the chlorinating of cotton is a grad-
ual and progressive action the reaction with wool,
however, is a very rapid one and the entire amount
of the chlorine is absorbed by the wool in a few
minutes and consequently the strengthening of
old liquors for further use is quite unnecessary.
BuUard n'lade experiments showing these conclu-
sions by using a piece of woolen fabric weighing
20 grams which had previously been subjected to
the operations of soaping, stoving, washing, etc.

A solution was prepared containing 5 grams of
sulphuric acid and 12cc. of hypochlorite of soda
(corresponding to 0.6 gram of dry bleaching powder
of good quality) in one litre of water. One volume
of such a solution immediately decolorizes one
volume of a solution of indigo in sulphuric acid so
diluted that its color is just visible. The wool is

steeped in the chlorine Ijath for one minute and
after removing it the bath no longer decolorizes
indigo solution, thus showing that all of the chlorine
has been removed by the wool. • Sometimes indeed
half a minute is sufficient for the removal of all

the chlorine. A further addition of 12cc. of hypo-
chlorite solution is made to the bath and the wool
is re-entered again for a minute and on testing
the bath it will be found that all the chlorine has
again been abstracted. This may be repeated
several times provided care is always had that
an excess of acid be present. After three or four
of such operations the wool acquires a yellowish
tint and a harsh feel. Even when the h_ypo-
chlorite bath is four times as strong as that given
above (that is to say equivalent to 12% of bleach-
ing powder on the weight of the wool) every trace
of chlorine will have been removed by the wool in

a treatment of two minutes. From this it is to
be seen that the essential point for consideration
in the chlorination of wool is very evidently the
relative proportion of chlorine and wool rather than
the time of action. According to Bullard the best
proportion is 2 to 5% of bleaching powder on
its equivalent in terms of sodium hj^pochlorite

on the weight of the wool being treated. If cal-

cium hypochlorite be used the acid employed
must be hydrochloric whereas with the use of so-

dium hypochlorite either hydrochloric or sulphuric
acid may be employed but in any case an excess

of acid should always be present in the solution.

As hydrochloric acid tends to render the wool
yellow when used in this connection the employ-
ment of sodium hypochlorite with sulphuric acid is

to be preferred. The acid bath may precede or

follow the chlorine bath. Preferably the former
method of treatment is to be used.

A mechanical difficulty which has to be over-

come is that of obtaining as even as possible an
absorption of chlorine by the fibre. If treated in

the chain-form those portions of the material

reaching the liquor first absorb too much chlorine

while the latter portions receive little or none.

It is better, therefore, in the treatment of cloth

to carry out the operation in open width making
use of a frame similar to that employed for the
dyeing of cloth in the open width in indigo vats.
However, the parts of the frame must be construc-
ted of some material capable of resisting the
prolonged action of hypochlorite solutions. The
rapid removal of the chlorine from the hypochlorite
bath might have been attributed to the action of
the sulphuric acid present in the stoved wool but
this conclusion was shown to be wrong by the
results of an experiment carried out with a peice
of woolen cloth which had been stoved but not
subsequently washed. This piece was steeped in

the acid bath and then in the sodium hypochlorite
liquor and finally in a second bath containing sul-

phuric acid. In this last bath a considerable
evolution of sulphur dioxide took place but on wash-
ing the wool was found to be satisfactorily chlori-

nated. Evidently the sulphuric acid and hypo-
chlorite reacted to produce chlorine and a certain
amount of the liberated soda combined with the
sulphurous acid to form sodium sulphide, this

being decomposed in a second bath with liberation
of sulphur dioxide. The satisfactory result of the
chlorination indicates that in the presence of wool
and sulphurous acid chlorine is more readily ab-
sorbed by the fibre than neutralized and rendered
inactive by the sulphuric acid.

Knecht in a series of experiments on the mor-
danting of wool with chromium has shown that
chlorinated wool may well be mordanted with
chrome alum without any decomposition being
noticeable in the bath. A ten gram sample of

ordinary wool was heated with 600 cc. of water
and 2 grams of sulphuric acid, then well squeezed
and mordanted with 10% of chrome alum and in this

case no decomposition in the mordant bath was
noticeable. If, after the treatment with acid, the
wool is steeped for a quarter of an hour in a cold
dilute solution of bleaching powder, then washed
and mordanted with chrome alum, no decomposi-
tion of the chrome alum occurs in the bath but
there is observed an interesting formation of chro-

mic acid. Apart from the efïect of the oxidation
of the wool possibly the good results obtained on
chlorinated wool in the dyeing at least with certain

coloring matters may depend to some extent ac-

cording to Knecht upon the acid absorbed by the
wool. In the case of the above test the two samples
when dyed with Alizarine have a garnet red color

on the non-chlorinated sample, pointing evidently

to the effect of the acid absorbed by the wool,

whereas the second or chlorinated sample gave a

bluish Bordeaux red color due no doubt to the

presence of lime in the wool.

Notes on the Chemistry of Mordanting Wool.

A favored mordant in use for the mordanting
of wool is a combination of bichromate of potash
and sulphuric acid. The amounts which are usually

recommended are 3% of the bichromate (ordinarily

known as chrome) and 1% of sulphuric acid. Such
a bath must contain a large amount of unaltered

potassium bichromate, for in order to entirely

decompose 3% of potassium bichromate it would
be necessary to use 10. ô''^ of stdphuric acid. Now,
if the object of mordating is the precipitation on
the fibre of chromium oxide Cr2 03, this method is

little suitable. By this process of mordanting the

wool acquires a pale yellowish color which can
be entirely removed by washing with water. It
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is sometimes stated that the wool acts as a reduc-

ing agent by virtue of the fact that it contains

sulphur, but the proportion of sulphur present in

the wool fibre is so small as to render this expla-

nation very doubtful. There have been many
attempts seeking to supply sulphur for this purpose

to the wool or to the mordant but no process

proceeding on this principle has had any practical

success owing to multiplicity of methods or cost

of materials with the possible exception perhaps of

the additon of sulphurous acid to the mordant-
ing bath.
The use of potassium bichromate and tartar as

a mordanting combination for the wool is perhpas

a more rational process than the preceeding in so

far as it effects a partial reduction of the bichro-

mate. If a concentrated solution containing bicro-

mate and tartar be allowed to stand, a reddish

gray precipitate of chromium gradually separates.

This, however, does not take place in mordanting

as the solution is too dilute, but it indicates that

in practice reduction is not complete. Indeed,

oven after 3 hours boiling, if the green liciuid be

treated with sliver nitrate the characteristic red

silver chromate precipitate is obtained. In this

process of mordanting it is probable that a tar-

trate of chromium is produced as an intermediate

product in the reaction, and consequently 295

parts of potassium bichromate require 336 parts

of tartar, and this will correspond in practice to

3% of potassium bichromate with 3 % of pure

or 4% of crude tartar. Chromic oxide is not depos-

ited on the wool fibre by this method of mordanting
any more than it is in the previous methods.

Oxalic acid has sometimes been used in connec-
tion with bichromate for the mordanting of wool.

It has been found that potassium bichromate
solutions are readily reduced by oxalic acid, al-

though the solution does not become green owing
to the fact that the oxalic acid does not reduce
the bichromate to the green modification of chromi-
um salt, but the product obtained is a chromium
potassium oxalate. Consequently the reaction is

not quite analagous to that given for tartar. From
the equation representing the reaction it is found
that 450 parts of oxalic acid are necessary for the
reduction of 295 parts of potassium bichromate.
The shades obtained when coloring matters are

dyed on a mordant of potassium bichromate and
oxalic acid are but slightly different from those
obtained when bichromate and tartar are employed.
The general effecît of oxalic acid as compared with
that of tartar is most noticeable when aluminium
mordant is used and it appears to influence the
shade in the direction of a violet tone. For in-

stance, Logwood extract dyed on an alum and
tartar mordant gives a dark grayish blue color.

With alum and oxalic acid mordant, however, a
bright navy blue is produced. Alizarine orange
with alum and tartar mordant gives an orange
red color while with the alum and oxalic acid mor-
dant a pure orange color is obtained. It would

thus appear that the shades produced by the mor-

dant colors depend not only on the dyestuff and

the metallic mordant which is employed to form

the color-lake, but also on the acid with which

the metal is combined.

MESSRS. FRIEDERICH ERDMAN, GERA,
GERMANY.

world on many classes of textile machines and not
the least important among these concerns has been
Messrs. Friedrich Erdmann, Gera, Reuss, Germany,

The popularity of German machinery in this builders of dobbies, cutting machines, measuring

country is increasing very rapidly and, during the machines, looms, perforating machines, folding

past few years, there has been a considerable im- machines, jacquard machines, automatic bordering

VIEW OF MACHINE SHOP—MESSRS. FREIDRICH ERDMAN

portation of textile machinery into the country apparatus, screw presses, warping rnachines, sizing

from that source. The Germans have gained quite machines and all sorts of supplies for woolen and

an enviable reputation practically all over the cotton mills. This firm was established in 1861
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uiulor Friedrich Erdmann, tho father of the present
priiu'iiials. Max, Karl and Villy Erdmann, who have
built up a business of worki-wide importance. Each
of the principals are practical men, each managing
a separate department of the huge works. Fried-

rich Erdmann, the founder of the firm died about
two years ago. The accompanying illustration i.s

a view of one of the large shops belonging to this
firm, who are now anxious to obtain the services
of some reliable representative in Canada.

Electro Magnets for Textile

Machinery
Various efforts have been made to adapt magnet-

ism or magnetic forces for the removal of unde-
sirable small pieces of iron such as nails, wire, etc.,

from raw materials that had to be passed through
machinerj'. At first permanent magnets were used
but as their magnetism was fairly weak and they

magnetic material passes from the drum right to
the tearing or scathing machine and so the work
is absolutely automatic.

The current consum-ption of these electro-magnets
is very small. For a drum of about 24 inches
wide, 0.6 amperes at 110 volts is quite satisfactory
and such a drum would have a carrying capacity
of about 12 cwts, so that it will be seen that even
heavy and large pieces of metal are stopped by
the device.

failed completely after being in use for some time
they were discarded. Elector magnets were then
introduced and these have been placed upon the

market in various forms to meet the requirements
of varied industries. These electro magnets have
one certain advantage in that their capacity is

always the same and they prevent with absolute

certainty pieces of metal from passing into the

machinery and so causing damage and in manj^
cases originating fire.

The electro magnets for textile machinery are

made either square or round and they can be

arranged in such a position that the material under
treatment is conveyed exactly over the magnet.
The pieces of iron that are extracted and remain
attached to the magnet are removed from time to

time which is easily done by hand.

One type of construction is illustrated and is

suitable for tearing machines. From the feeding

table, "A," the material passes over the separating

drum, "D," being directed on to it by the shape

of the chamber, "B," Fixed inside the separating

drum is an electro-magnet which contains an ex-

citing coil on one side, the jacket turning round

the magnet. The pieces of metal are attracted

and stick to the rotating jacket till they reach the

non-magnetic side, "G," Then they fall and
accumulate in the special receiver, "H." The non-

AUSTRALIAN WOOL CLIP.

An annual review of Australiasian wool statistics

for the year ended on June 30, 1913, issued by
expert authorities in Melbourne, shows that ship-

ments oversea amounted to 2,247,265 bales (or

721,821,516 pounds), as against 2,637,127 bales (or

873,549,808 pounds) in 1911-12, or a net decrease

in exports of 290,602 bales. The actual produc-
tion of wool for the past twelve months is given

at 2,335,040 bales (or 749,997,291 pounds), as

against 2,637,127 bales (or 873,549,808 pounds)
for the previous year, thus showing a shortage in

the recent clip of 302,087 bales. Against the de-

crease in quantity is to be set the increase in value,

which is calculated to be £13 13s. Id. per bale,

in comparison with £11 15s. 5.d in 1911-

12, or an average increase of £1 17s. 8.d per bale.

The net gain in wealth in .Australia from wool
alone in 1912-13 is computed at £30,684,531. which
compares with previous years as follows:

1912-13 £30,684,531

1911-12 29,591,874

1910-11 31,588,936

1908-9 25,950,912

1907-8 26,768,952

1906-7 26,685,740
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Cause and Remedy of Rolling

Selvages
So-called rolling selvages are often not rolling

selvages at all, says a writer in a recent issue of

the "American Wool & Cotton Reporter." In

many cases the cloth would roll if there were no
selvcàge. Where the fault is in the selvage it must
be due to its being tighter than the cloth, either

at the start or by being made so during the fulling.

If either the stock in the selvage or its construction

he such as to cause it to shrink faster than the

body of the cloth in fulling, the rolling is sure to

follow. Sometimes an imperfection in the selvage,

such as a wrong draw or a thread out, will produce

a floating effect of the filling that by its quick

shrinkage will cause it to turn and so start the

trouble that would otherwise not occur.

It is too often the ca.se that the overseer of the

weaving overlooks the importance of a perfect

selvage. Though a single thread defect may not

amount to much, the habit of allowing such to

pass uncorrected often results in more serious

difficulty liefore a warp is woven out.

As a rule, what is designated as rolling selvages

is due to the construction of the cloth, and the

tendency can only be overcome by precautionary

measures in' the finishing dei)artment. Any cloth

having the warp and filling evenly balanced on

the face and back will not roll unless superinduced

by the condition of the selvage.

Where the filling predominates upon one side of

the cloth there is a tendency for it to roll and al-

ways with that side in. Goods constructed for a

face or luster finish, such as broadcloths, kerseys

and the like, having a distinctly warp face, will

nearly always roll unless there is some special

stitching down of the filling on the back to avoid

it. Goods having a cotton warp are more suscepti-

ble to the trouble, because there is no felting ten-

dency in the warp to counteract it. The extent

of tlie trouble caused by the rolling is not always

fully realized.

The difficulties in gigging and shearing are not

the only things to be considered, although the

finisher is often satisfied to get the goods past

these operations safely. But there are other things

that should be considered. The rolled and extra-

felted condition of the sides of the cloth often

renders it difficult to remove all the soap in rinsing,

and the dyer is bothered to get even shades "from
side to center" in consequence; and the difference

in the quality of the felt will sometimes result in a

difference in shade, without reference to the color,

by a variation in the clearness of the pattern, in

the case of fancy goods.

By a close examination of such goods it will

often be found that samples cut from the side and
center will appear like differently constructed cloths,

as both the weight and threads jier inch will vary
quite materially. The excessive compactness and
warmth of the sides of thç cloth in fulling, on
account of the rolling, produce these results.

About the worst case of this trouble I ever ran

across was in a mill where I was called to take

charge of the finishing some time ago. The good.s

were of a construction that favored the rolling, and
the finisher had not seemed to take proper measures
to avoid it, in fact had allowed some things that

made the matter worse. When the cloth came to

the shear, there was a slack space about fourteen

inches wide, a little one side of the center, that
would pile up against the blades, while the sides

were so tight they would frequently break in the
selvage. This slack portion, of course, would clear

up in advance of the rest of the cloth, and threaten
to become tenfler before the sides were properly
cleared. The finisher had prepared a piece of

board of a sort of ox-bow shape, with which he
would hold down the slack, to keep it from being
cut, while he tried to shear the sides down to his

liking. Upon examination of the cloth I found that
the slack portion had very little felting, while the
sides were very compact and close. I found that
the cloth was rolling badly in fulling, and to avoid
excessive heat, the upper front doors of the fulling

mills were left open. The room was poorly heated
and a current of cool air drawn in by the motion
of the cloth kept the exposed part of the cloth

cool, while that ()ortion which was rolled retained
the warmth and fulled more rapidly. The two
sides rollecl until the cloth was like a rope, and the
exposed ])ortion, that kej^t cool and so refused to

full, corres])onded with the fourteen inches in wiflth

that was slack in shearing. I at once begun
tacking the cloth for fulling, that is, sewing the
selvages together with the side toward which they
rolled outward. By sewing them in this manner
they pulled against each other in the tendency to

roll, and so kept each from doing so. Then to

regulate the temperature in fulling, I opened the
back door of the mill sufficiently to allow the ex-,

cessive heat to pass off. This kept down the tem-
perature without any cold air striking the cloth,

as had previously resulted. By this means the
whole cloth was kept at a uniform warmth, which
induced iniform fulling.

By the method formerly pursued, the portion on
the outside of the rolled cloth was constantly sub-
jected to the cold draught of air and never became
warm, while the rest retained a warmth, increasing

toward the selvages. The reason the slack place

in the cloth came on one side of the center was
that nearly always one selvage rolls more quickly

than the other. There is a reason for this which
we will not explain here.

By the simple measures mentioned T was enabled
to get the goods out with a uniform finish and with
perfect selvages: and I have learned from experi-

ence that careful tacking and a uniform tempera-
ture in fulling are worth while where there is any
tendency to rolling selvages.

Mr. Harry L. Burrage, vice-president of the

National Shawmut Bank of Boston, Mass., has been
elected president of the Canadian Connecticut
Cotton Company of Sherbrooke, Que.

Depressed trade conditions are in a large measure
responsible for the special meeting of shareholders

of Hewson Pure Wool Textiles, Limited, held in

Amherst, N.S., recently to consider the financial

position, business, and operation of the company.
In the meantime, pending the results of this meet-

ing, the half-yearly bond interest is deferred. A
committee of shareholders, consisting of Col. B. A.

Weston, G. L. Stairs, W. H. Covert and C. R.

Smith, was appointed to consider the financial

report and, when rciiC.y, present their findings to

an adjourned special meeting of the company.
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Recent Canadian Patents of

Interest to the Textile Trade
No. 148.i)50.—Tubular rihhcd fahric. Tho Ivil-

bourno Manufacturiii"; Coriioration, New Bruns-
wick, N.J., assignee of W. K. Smith, Milltown, N.J.,
1st July, 1913; 6 years.

No. 148,951.—Knitting Maehine. Tlic Kilbourne
Manufacturing Corporation, New Brunswick, N.J.,

assignee ef C. W. Kilbourne, Mabel W. Kilbourne,
of New Brunswick, N.J., and E. B. Kilbourne,
Relay, Ma., and J. W. Kilbourne and W. E. Smith,
of New Brunswick, N.J., 1st July, 1913; 6 years.

_
No. 148,960.— Knitting Machine". Scott and Wil-

liams, Incorporated, Camden, N,J., assignee of

Robert W. Scott, Boston, Mass., 1st July, 1913;
6 years.

No. 149,106.—Knitting Machine. The Canadian
Knitting Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont., as-

signee of Oliver Laroche, Hamilton, Ont., July 8th,

1913; 6 years.

No. 149,033.—Knitting Machine. Jushua Hemp-
hill, Central Falls, R.I., Julv 1st, 1913; 6 vears.

No. 149,111.—Knitting Machine. The "Franklin
Knitting Mills, New York, assignee of Joseph Kell-

ner, Brooklyn, U.S.A., July 8th, 1913; 6 years.

No. 149, i96.—Knitting Machine. Robert C.
Gruber, Spring City. Mass.. July 8th. 1913; 6

years.

No. 149,247.—Warping Mechanism. The Ameri-
can Warp Drawing Machine' Company, Boston,
Mass., assignee of Charles Lea, Boston, Mass.,
July 15th, 1913; 6 years.

No. 149,696.—Loom Mechanism. Spennerei &
Weberei, Steinen, Steinene, Germany, assignee of

A. G. Koechlin, Basle, Switzerland. August 5th,

1913; 6 years.

No. 149,697.—Loom Mechanism. Spennerei &
Weberei, Steinen, Steinen, Germany, assignee of

A. G. Koechlin, Basle, Switzerland. August 5th,

1913; 6 years.

No. 1-49,733.-Device for Threading Loom Shut-
tles. John T. Brooks, Bolton, Eng. August 5th,

1913; 6 years.

No. 149,745.—Loom. Paul Girartl, Lyan, France,

August 5th, 1913; 6 A-ears.

No. 149,748.—Loom Mechanism. John Hancq,
Jamestown, N.Y., August 5th, 1913; 6 years.

No. 149,781.—Shuttel Mechanism. Johii F. Pills-

bury, Norristown, Pa., August 5th, 1913; 6 years.

No. 149,791.—Carpet Making Macliine. Robert
W. Silversides, Norton, Eng., August 5th, 1913;

6 years.

No. 150,190.—Flax Pulling Machine.- C. H.

Vessat and A. G. Mather, both of Ottawa, Canada,
co-inventors. September 2nd, 1913; 6 years.

No. 150,241.—Spindle Bearing. Max MuUer,
Clifton, N.J., September 2nd, 1913; 6 years.

No. 150,514.—Hand Stripping Card. Herbert

Midgley, Worcester, Mass., September 16th, 1913:

6 j'ears.

A sad death accured in Almonte on December
2nd, last when James Jardine died suddenly of

heart failure. The late Mr. Jardine was fifty-two

years old and had been in the employ of the

Thoburn Flannel Mills for over twenty-six years

as head spinner. He was born at Hawick, Scot-

land, and came to this country thirty years ago.

CANADIAN-CONNECTICUT BONDS
OFFERED.

McCuaig Bros. & Co. and the Nova Scotia Trust
Company are offering the unsold balance of an
issue of §350,000 of the first mortgage l)onds of
the Canadian-Connecticut Cotton Mills. The issued
capitalization of the company is .S600,0()0 of com-
mon stock, SI 50,000 of 7% preferred stock and
S350,000 6''; twnety-year bonds.
The buildings which are of the latest design and

construction are completed and the machinery is

now being installed. We . understand that the
annual output will amount to about 1,500,000 of
tire duck and that this output has already been
contracted for, for a «period of five years by the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Dompany, the Dunlop
Tire & Rubber Goods C'ompany, the Dominion
Tire ("ompany, and the Independent Tire Company.
The Company's plants are at Sherbrooke, Que.,

and are advantageously situatetl close to the
C. P. R. tracks. It is expected that manufacturing
will l)e commenced in another month.

THE CARPET AND RUG INDUSTRY IN
UNITED STATES.

The number of establishments reported in
carpet and rug industry in 1909 was 139, employ-
ing 33,307 wage earners. Capital invested was
•175,627,000; wages and .salaries, .'517,745,000; cost
of, materials $39,563,000; and value of products,
$71,188,000. Total expenses in 1909 were $62,-

311,110, distributed as follows: Coat of materials,

$39,563,004, or 63.5%; wages, $15,536,050, or 24.9%;
salaries, $2,209,042, or 3.5%. Total quantity of

wool used, on the scoured equivalent basis, de-
creased somewhat between 1899 and 1904, but the
increase from 1904 to 1909 was sufficient to make
a net increase of 37% for the decade. Practically

ail tiie wool used was of foreign origin, domestic
wool constituting only four-tenths of 1% of the
total consumption of wool (in condition purchased)
in 1909, 1.7%, in 1904, and two-tenths of 1% in

1899. Total value of carpets and rugs manu-
factured in all industries was $67,445,499. Total
production of carpets and rugs in the industry in

1909 was 81,218,881 square yards, representing an
increase of 6.3% as compared with 1899, but a

slight decrease (1.8%) as compared with 1904.

GREETINGS TO THE TRADE.
The Draper Company, Hopedale, Mass., have

sent out a very attractive and useful calendar this

season, the frontispiece showing the company's
works and a reproduction of one of a Northrop
loom, in colors.

Messrs. H. V. Andrews of Toronto, Canadian
representativs of Messrs. Julius Cohen and Jasephy
have sent out a very attractive calendar this year
with the season's greeting to the trade. The cal-

endar is tastily arranged and the reproduction of

a beautiful pastorial scene makes it one that will

be prized.

The Klauder-Meldon Dyeing Machine Company,
Amsterdam, New York, are wishing the season's

greetings with a very pretty calendar, that should

appeal to those loyal to the United States at least.

"The First Recognition of the American Flag," is

the title of the reproduction which depicts a sea-

battle of the olden days.
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Duty of the Weaving Overseer

By EDWARD T. DEMPSEY.

It should be the aim of every overseer to excel

in his occupation, but success is dependent upon
conditions which are often difficult to maintain.

These conditions have their effect upon the objects

to be attained, which may be classified as follows:

first, larp:e production; second, fine quality of pro-

duction; third, long life of machinery in use; fourth,

low cost of maintenance of machinery.

To lose sight of any one of these objects or to

sacrifice the last three for the first, indicates in-

competence. Intelligent management takes into

consideration all four and holds them for an ideal.

With regard to large production I claim every
overseer should be on hand five or ten minutes
before the regular time for starting up the looms
and should take a place at the main entrance or a

position where he can view the help as they come
into the room and be seen by them. It will not

be necessary to mention tardiness of help if this

rule is followed out, as when the employes realize

an overseer is on the watch for failings of this

nature they will make it a point to avoid being

late.

It should be the duty of the overse(;r to give

the signal "to start work and he should insist upon
every weaver being at his loom on time, for

coming in late is a serious fault in many mills and
few realize what a great loss in production is caused
in a week by this negligence on the part of laborers.

The overseer should make a trip through the

weave shop as soon as possible after starting up,

to see that there are no idle looms and should he
find any, every effort should be made to get them
running. He should insist on keeping the full

fiuota of looms in operation.

Now, my advice to overseers is to plan on laying

out your work a day ahead, as I find that by
doing this I have considerable time for the general

oversight of my room; for instance, if any special

piece of goods is wanted for an express order all

that is necessary is to consult your layout for the"

l)revious day to know whether or not such style

is weaving or what style you may cancel in order

to convert the less urgent work to the benefit of

the rush orders. This form of laying out work
helps in keeping looms busy and preventing the
waiting for warp which is so apt to occur if one is

not on the alert. It is also the duty of an over-
seer to see that there is sifficient filling to keep
the loom busy when new warp is put into it. By
keeping wtup and filling ahead of the loom, you
will find the weavers are more contented and the
yardage is bound to be greater.

Special attention should be paid to loom fixers.

Under no circumstances should a fixer be allowed
to be discourteous to the weavers. Insist upon
the fixer responding quickly to any appeal, whether
the trouble be the fault of the weaver or not, as
the difficulty may be trifling and yet delay the
jirogress in production as much as a greater flaw.

It is the duty of the fixer to keep his section of

looms in order and the overseer should be per-
sistent in making him investigate and apply the
remedy as rapidly as possible. Good discipline is

one of the chief assets of an overseer and the
greatest aid to production.

Referring to the second of our topics, I would
say we have a large field for improvement.

Uneven cloth and shady cloth with thick or
thin places are the hardest obstacles with which
an overseer has to contend, especially in a room
where the humidity is not under control. The
friction let-off naturally shows the effect of damp-
ness and in order that it may work properly it

must have a smooth surface. This mechanism is

certainly the best, taken as a whole; that is, if

there is a rope wrapped around the beam head or
it may be a chain, an iron band or a piece of

rawhide, these give the best results if properly
attended. If allowed to go without attention they
are the worst forms of let-off. If the rope becomes
sticky a little powdered black lead will remedy
this defect. French chalk is often used with good
results, but i.s more liable to cake than graphite
and it becomes sticky with the change of atmos-
phere. It sometimes happens that uneven cloth
is caused by the arbor in the beam being sprung.
This is caused by banging the beam on the floor

after the yarn has been drawn from it. The uneven
turn of the beam makes an unequal let-off of yarn.

When a rocker shaft bearing is loose there is an
uneven movement of the lay when beating up. If

the crank arm is loose or one is slightly longer
than the other the reed does not beat up evenly.
A loose reed gives the same result. It the cloth

under the friction is allowed to remain on long, it

becomes sticky and causes the beam to let-off in

jumps. Occasionally when attaching the friction

the knot in the cloth is allowed to remain under
the friction band, which will cause an uneven
let-off. If the beam head is not bared in the
center an uneven friction is sometimes caused on
every turn of the beam. Harnesses which are not
set level invariably result in shady-dyed cloth,

because the sheds being lower on one side than
the other, the cloth is a trifle thicker with a con-
sequence of a difference in the absorption of dye-
stuff. .

Sometimes there are distinct cracks in the cloth

and in nine cases out of ten, they are caused by
four or more harneses. Notice the cloth woven
and you will see the defects which occur most
regularly, then watch the loom and probably you
will note the cause to be loose yarn on one harness
which, when the filling is beating up the slack

yarn, forms in a rub which prevents the close

beating up of the filling. Raise that harness up a

little to tighten the yarn and the defect in the

cloth will be overcome.

For the third object to be attained, I have to

say that in one sense of the word, we are very
careless. The overseer should give as much atten-

tion to the general running condition of the looms
under his charge as he does to securing large pro-

duction of cloth. Overseers often say, "Get pro-

duction regardless
_
of cost," I admit all manu-

facturers want large production, for the greater the
output the less cost per yard to manufacturer but
if we are to keep the cost down permanently we
must take into consideration the wear and tear on
machines. If they are not kept in order and ne-

glected the cost of production will be increased,

as all overseers must agree that when a loom
begins to wear out there is no end to the cost of

repairs. However, a loom kept in first-class con-

dition will run for years at a very low cost of

maintenance and a large yardage of cloth may be
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produced liy it, each of which are important
factors in the qualities or an efficient overseer.

Now we come to the last topic in regard to an
overseer's duty, on which a few of our brother
overseers may differ. An overs(>er should have a

genial disposition in dealing with his loomfixers and
should always bear in mind that a word spoken
at the right time will encourage them to do good
work and to use the skill that lays in their power.
When an overseer knows he has a fixer who does
good work he should not be afraid to compliment
him when occasion arises, but on the other hand,
if an overseer finds he has a fixer of the opposite

type he should not be backward in telling him
wherein the failure lies when necessary, and if

improvement is not forthcoming it is well to dis-

pense with the services of the incompetent one,

as much depends upon the work of the fixer.

An overseer should inspect all wornout eastings

before they are consigned to the scrap heap, also

keep a close watch on all supplies and see to it

that the fixers do not use them excessively. In

regard to replacements and supplies of all kinds

for the weave room, always insist upon having the

quality- of the best, as high-grade supplies, shuttles

and loom fixings are alwaj^s the cheapest in the

end for the manufacturer.

B}' keeping in close contact with your loomfixers

and a keen eye on the supplies you will find a

decrease in the cost of mfiintenance. Consult your
fixers as to their opinions and. ideas regarding the

new attachments and improvements that are being

made from time to time and ascertain their views

as to the advantages over the old types. Where
overseers, second hands and fixers work in union
there will be a greater production of cloth, and^ long

life and low cost of machinery- together with other

things being equal a good grade of work will be

produced. Furthermore, no business can succeed

today without co-operation and loyalty in every

branch. All must work for the common end rise

rise and fall together. This is the spirit of success

today. A happy, contented body of workers is

necessary for success. The overseer is responsible

for this, and to secure results mu.st select with care

all his assistants, each especially adapted for certain

places. He must inspire them with his own energy,

loyalty and enthusiasm. This same spirit must
then pass on down to the humblest employe until

it pervades the entire working forces. Without
such a corps of overseers, no modern industry,

woolen, worsted or industry of any nature can

succeed fully. In other words, it is the human
constructive, planning, guiding and inspiring mind
upon which success of failure depends, and it is

mj' candid opinion that the concern that employs
overseers of these accomplishments need have no

fear of the keen competition with which they are

bound to struggle, either at the present time or at

the future.— (Paper read at the last meeting of the

Association of Woolen and Worsted Overseers held

in Boston)

RESEARCH IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY.
.\t a meeting of the Institute of ("hcmistry held

at the Imperial College of Science and Technology,
South Kensington, Mr. W. P. Dreapor delivered
his second lecture on "The Research Chemist in

the Works, with Special Reference to the Textile
Industry," The importance of a knowledge of

theory was illustrated by a reference to the work
done in connection with the jiresence of stains anil

loss of strength exjierienced on the storage of

certain silk goods. The cause was found to be free

sulphuric acid, and only a knowledge of theory
has suggested why this substance could be present
in cases where the acid had never been used in

any process of manufacture. The so-called "neu-
tral salt reaction," offered a solution to this prob-
lem, and had relieved the dyer from constant
blame. The process of bleaching cotton as used
todaj' were then described and illustrated by sam-
ples; and the principles involved in dyeing, finishing,

and printing fabrics were touched on. When the
chemist produced results in the laboratory and
desired to see them reproduced on a large scale,

it was esential that he should be in a position to

indicate to the engineer the nature of the machinery
required, and better still, to submit a design for

it. The method of attack adopted by the chemist
was so essentially different, in its direction and
nature, from that adopted bj- the engineer, that

this alone justified his presence in any works. It

also defined the ralative position of the chemist
and engineer. It was sometimes necessary for the

chemist to retain control of cjertain industrial

processes which had emanated from the laboratory,

especially when these were more dependent upon
chemical factors than upon mechanical or electrical

ones; thus the chemist became directly involved

in working conditions and industrial operations.

The lecture was illustrated by examples of ma-
chinery used, samples of textile materials in the

intermediate stages of manufacture, and actual

demonstrations of hand block and spray printing.

—

(The Textile Manufacturer.)

The "Daily Reminder," compliments of the

Dominion Textile Company, Limited, is a useful

little book for every man's desk. Something to

jog your memory as to daily appointments and

doings. Quite a valuable book now-a-days.

CANADIAN FLAX NOW VALUABLE.
The fall letter has been received from Messrs.

Foster & Co., of Selby, England, in reply to our

inquiry regarding a recent report to the effect that

a process had been perfected making for the

efficient utilization of our flax straw.

"We dulj^ received your letter of November 24,

inquiring about our treatment of Canadian flax.

The difficulty in the treatment of Canadian flax

has been the elimination of the gum in the fibre.

Manufacturers do not consider it wise to use

fibre in which the gum is still left; in other words,

fibre that is unretted. We have been experimenting

for a number of years in connection with Mr.
Pearson of the Northern Flax Fibre Company,
Great Falls, Montana, U.S.A., to find a simple,

cheap and effective method of removing the gum,
and after many years work, we have at last suc-

ceeded. Our process is known as the Pearson-

Foster process. Wc are already building Mills in

Great Falls, to deal with the straw grown in the

United States, and a company is now in process

of formation to deal with Canadian straw. Samples
of twines, of almost every kind used by grocers and
drapers have already been spun from straw treated

by our process, and they are equal to any twines

on the market. We trust this information is

what you desire."
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MILL AND GENERAL TEXTILE NEWS
It is understood that two members of the old

board of directors of Belding-Paul, Corticelli, Ltd.,

will retire and that their places will be filled by

Mr. J. M. Mackie, of C. Meredith & Co., Ltd.,

and Mr. A. O. Dawson of Canadian Cottons, both

men of wide experience in industrial affairs. The

company has a board of seven directors, made up

of Messrs. Frank Paul, William McMaster, Fred

Birks, A. Haig Sims, C. A. Reynolds, B. G.

Winans and William Hanson.

William Algie, proprietor of the Beaver Mills,

Alton, Ont., has purchased the remainder of the

knitting, winding and finishing machinery of the

defunct Waterloo Knitting Company, at Carleton

Place.

The new mill being built at Orangeville, Ont., by

John M. Dods of Alton is nearing completion,

and it is reported, will be ready for the machinery

in another month.

A new company, the Olympic Manufacturing

Companv, has been formed with headquarters at

64 Colborne Street, Toronto to manufactur sweater

coats and novelties.

The annua! convention of the Canadian Manu-
facturers Association, will be held in Montreal this

year during the month of .June instead of Septem-

ber as has been the custom in past years.

The many friends in Canada of Stephen C.

Lowe, of Boston, will be pleased to hear of his

marriage to Miss Edith Francis Child of Brookline,

Mass., on December 13th last. Mr. Lowe is one

of the prominent figures in the cotton manufactur-

ing industry, being American representative of

John Hetherington & Sons, Ltd., and president of

the S. C. Lowe Supply Company of New Bedford.

George D. Perry, general manager of the G.N.W.
Telegraph Company, has been elected vice-president

of the Toronto Carpet Manufacturing Company,
succeeding the late Dr. C. S. Murray.

The New York offices of the Canadi.\.v Textile
JouHNAi-, have been opened at 206 Broadway,
with L. C. Randolph as manager, as previously

announced.

William Hanson has been elected to the Board
of Directors of the Belding Paul Corticelli, Ltd.,

filling the vacancy left bv the death of Mr. W. M.
Doull.

The Empire Cotton Mills, Limited, Welland, Out.

are considering the erection of the new duck mill

early next spring. Arrangements for the extension

have not yet been definitely settled.

Penman's Limited are installing a new steam
boiler in their Almonte mill. The plant is closed

down and many improvements are being made.

The new mill of the Sovereign Mitt, Glove and
Robe Company at Delhi, Ont., to replace the one
destroyed by fire last April, is about completed.

The new plant is 100x33 feet, three stories high and
is double the size of the old one. The company
have been operating in temporary quarters since

the fire.

A recent issue of the Ontario Gazette included

notices of the incorporation of the R. G. Long &
Co., Ltd., of Toronto, with a capital of $150,000
and of the Cobourg Dyeing Company, Limited, of

Cobourg, with a capital of $190,000.

The Klauder-Weldon Dyeing Machine Company
of Amsterdam, N. Y., have brought suit against

John H. Giles, the John H. Giles and the Mason
Machine Works for making dyeing machines which
are said to infringe upon their Letter Patent No.
999,304, dated August 1, 1911, and No. 1,057,635
dated April 1, 1913.

A new company, the Toronto Cotton Mills,

Company, proposes to erect a new cotton mill at

Welland, Ont., The company is capitalized at

$350,000, of which $200,000 has been paid in and
according to reports propose to erect a mani
building 108x640 feet, one story high, of brick con-

struction, also a warehouse 82x162 feet and a
small office building. It is proposed to manu-
factured duck and yarn. The Sovereign Cotton
Companj-, Ltd., which was organized last year
with a capital of $6000,000, are also negotiating

with the town of Welland with a view to locating

in that town.

The deal by which the Smart Woods Limited
takes over the Empire Cotton Mills, Ltd., of

Welland, has been ratified at meetings of share-

holders of both companies. Smart-Woods already

had a controlling interest of the Empire Company,
but yow it owns the company outright and the

new mills will be operated under the name of the
Empire Cotton Mills branch of Smart-Woods, Ltd.

The Victoriaville Bedding Company, Limited,

Victoriaville, Que., has been incorporated with a.

capital of $150,000.

George H. Wilson, superintendent of the the

Hochelaga Branch, Dominion Textile Company,
returned from the Old Country last month where
he has been recuperating from his recent illness.

Mr. Wilson feels his old time form once more and
has resumed his duties at the mill.

A. C. Marsh, formerly with the Mercury Mills,

Limited of Hamilton, has been appointed manager
of the Ypsilanti Underw,ear Company, Ypsilanti,

Mich.

The following offices were elected for the coming
year at the recent annual meeting of the Montreal

Dry Goods Association: President, Alphonse Racine,

Jr.] vice-president. George Sumner; treasurer, P. H.

Bartlett; directors, R. A. Brock, George B. Fraser,

W. E. Gushing and G. R. Martin.

The B. C. Ginnell Glove Company have opened

a branch factory at Port Coquitlam, B.C., and

are now turning out about 100 dozen pairs a day.

In 1909 the total number of establishments

engaged in the shoddy industry in the United

States was 88; with 2041 wage earners; capital

invested amounted to $6,887,000; wages $907,000;

cost of materials $5,000,000; and value of products

amounted to $7,446,000.
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THE MARKETS
.\:i

CANADIAN WOOL MARKET.
'riiiiiRs have been very slack in the wooU-ii trade

during the past month with many of the mills

practically closed down, so that very little business

has been doing in the raw material market. In

spite of this, however, and of the fact that values

were somewhat lower at the last London Sales,

Canadian wool prices have been fully maintained.
There has been considerable inquiry in the Cana-
dian market from the United States and numerous
sample shipments have been made so that it is

very doubtful if any decline in values will take
place under present conditions. It is expected that

a considerable quantity of Canadian wools will be
taken up by the United States Mills. Reductions
from pullers are almost impossible to obtain and it

does not appear that the future will see much easing

in this regard as the pullers are paying just as

high prices for pelts, of which there is a very small
quantity offering.

Domestic wools are selling to the manufacturer
at the following prices: Combing, washed, 26jC.

to 26fc.; clothing, washed, 275C. to 28c.; washed
rejects, 20c. to 2O5C.; combing, unwashed, 17c. to

17|c.; clothing, unwashed, 18e. to 18|c.; N. W.
fleece, 18c. to I85C.; pulled extras, 30c. to Sl^c;
pulled supers, 26c. to 27^c.; pulled combing, 27c.

to 28èc.

THE COTTON MARKET.
We stated in our la.st month's cotton letter, that

prices would remain steady around the IS-cent
level, until something new developed to show that
the crop was well over fourteen and a half million.

This was the case up to the 13th of December,
when the government's crop estimate was published.
The figures were 13,677,000 bales. With the linters

and the usual underestimation, this appeared to

the trade as indicating more than fourteen and a

half million antl the market declined immediately
some 60 to 70 points. Then came the ginning
report of the 20th. 12,923,000 bales ginned to

December 12th Nearly .500,000 more than last

year up to the date, and 258,000 more for the
same period between November 30th and Decem-
ber 12th.

Such enormous ginnings were a surprise to the
most rampant bears as well as to the bulls, who
had contended that the country was exhausted and
that the ginnings would decrease perpendicularly.
The market became almost panicky and prices

went down again very rapidly, some 60 points,

making the decline about 120 points, from the 13th
to the 22nd of December.
December sold at 12.01, Januarv at 11.74 and

March at 11.99.

A reaction of 40 points followed this drastic

decline, during the last days of December, but
prices did not hold and the December option closed

at 12 cents on the 31st of that month.
After due consideration of the above figures,

some conservative j^eople believe that the next
ginning, to be published on the 10th of January,
may show a decrease from last year, in which case

the crop could not reach the large total indicated
by the previous ginning.
Moreover the bad quality of this j'ear's cotton

and the very large proportion of low, unspinable
bales will certainly offset the surplus of this crop

over last year. In 1911-1912, with a crop of
sixteen millions, we have seen prices rise rapidly
during the spring just for the same rea.son. Low
grades were very plentiful, but enormous prices
had to be paid for good cotton, which in some
cases could not be obtained at any price. We
undertstand that, right now, good middling white
can not be bought under the price which was
ruling when New York juters sold at 13 cents; this
means that the basis on that quality is today a
full cent higher than a month ago, in spite of the
decline in futures. Of course, against any advance
in price and even in favor of a further decline,
the poor state of the textile trade is a strong
argument. Consumers are not buying except from
hand to mouth. Cotton is accumulating in the
South and if the invisible stocks were to turn out
larger than expected, there may be a heavy pressure
on the market, later on.

But so far this is not in evidence. The South
does not show any sign of depression and no
distressed cotton is offered from any point. It is

pretty certain that the mills' consumption will be
considerablv under last year, when thev took
14,900,000

'

bales. But the South knows ^that a

larger qunatity of cotton has still to be bought by
the world's manufacturers and stocks are still firmly

held, especially when they consist of good grades.

Even with a crop of 14,500,000 bales the statistics

do not warrant an extreme decline from present

prices.

The takings of the mills to January 2nd are

5,835,000 bales. Supposing the decrease from last

year's total is 900,000 bales, they will take in all

14,000,000. Deducting the takings to date as

above, they still need 8,200,000 bales.

The visible supplv of American cotton is 4,600,-

000. If the crop "is to be 14,500,000, there are

still to come 4,900,000 which added to the visible

supply of 4,600,000 makes a total supply of

9,500,'000 bales. If we deduct from this, the

8,200,000 still to be taken bv the mills, there will

be left on September 1st only 1,300,000 bales.

Taking into consideration the experience of past

years, this surplus is far from being excessive,

especially when we know what a large quantity of

low unavailable stuff will be contained in that

amount.

Of course, the crop may be larger than fourteen

and a half million bales, but, on the other hand,

consumption may be larger than 34,000,000.

At any rate, after such a heavy decline, nearly

2 cents in two months, and with the constant

firmness of the Southern markets, it would be

unwise to expect the market to go much lower than
the present level. On any further dip, it is very
likely that consumers will buy more freely, while,

on any sign of decrease in the ginnings, we may
see another period of bullish activity.

—"An Old Romance," is the title of the very
beautiful reproduction on this year's calendar sent

out by the Grosser Knitting Machine Company of

New York. The picture will undoubtedly obtain

the unstinting admiration of many a tired knit

goods man during the coming year. A subject

that will appeal to all.
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BRADFORD WOOL MARKET.
(Special to the Canadian Textile journal.)

Bradford, December 26, 1913.

In respect to actual business at Bradford, there

is very little to report which shows that trade is

improving. The effect of the London Wool sales

has, however, taken the strength out of prices,

which is reflected upon, and consequently lower

offers are being accepted in some classes; 40s pre-

pared tops have exchanged hands at 28 to 28^

cents, while 46s were rated at 31 cents. The
"bear" tendency, however, is still very pronounced
and prices of the raw material have not come
down to the level on which the trade in Bradford
would like to see it. Users are buying just what
they barely want and no more, and throughout the

trade production is restricted. To what extent

business is being done on a low basis it is very

difficult to say, but considering how completely

the market is given over to "bear," sentiment

rumors of heavy sales may be discounted pretty

liberally, especially when formed contracts are con-

cerned. As regards present consumption spinners

are working from hand to mouth and yarn orders

are scarce. Speculation is entirely wanting and so

strong is the faith of lower values in the future

that users can not be induced to pay any extra

percentage. The amount of business done in

crossbred tops has improved during the past week,
but the scarceness of low crossbred tops is notice-

able. Taking the market as a whole there appears

to be a considerable amount of business being

held back awaiting the establishment of a more
reliable basis of prices, but up to the time of

writing there does not appear to be anything to

show that values will depreciate many degrees

below present ones. The conditions in manufac-
turing centres are not showing the slightest im-
provement. The Colonial wool sales in London,
on January 13, may level out things. In English

wools there is no change in prices or inquiry.

In yarns business is quiet. There is inquiry for

hosiery yarns and also a little for alpacas, but the

staple lines in worsteds and mohairs are neglected

lately and are likely to continue so until the new
year. For the past two weeks quotations are very

irregular and for such things as twofold 40s and
single 30s, it is difficult to say what the price is.

Botany spinners find it possible to get business by
accepting very low rates, but some of them are

standing a day and a half a week.

DUNDEE JUTE MARKET.
(Special to the Canadian Textile Journal.)

December 26th, 1913.

The quietness of the raw jute market in Dundee
is very pronounced. Some of the prices which
might have formerly tempted buyers while sellers

were re(}uiring higher rates, are of little interest

when within their reach. Only small purchases for

the past two weeks are to be recorded. First

marks are offered at £35 for singles and at £34 17s.

6d. for groui)s December with Daisee available in

middle nurnl)ers from £35 5s in the same period
of shipment and single red S.C.C. assortment
available at £30 5s. There is some weak spots in

Calcutta hessians. For 10 oz. 40 in., 24s. 4d. is

accepted, c.i.f. January-March shipment. The mill

rate, however, is very much harder, but some of

the cheap prices have been holding the market.
The extent' of dealings in all makes of cloth is

very limited. A shade under 6-|d could be easily
arranged for 36-inch, 14-porter, 18 oz tarpauling.
Yarns are not brisk in sal.e At 2s lid business
is done in common 81b. cops which is still the
lowest market figure, and spools at 3s O5 to 3s Id.

In Rio yarns there is no change. Spinners rates
of 3s Id for 7 lb. warp and 3s 5d to 3s 5^d for

81b. warp is obtained.

London Jute.

Jute remains dull and native first marks Decem-
ber-January. Steamers quoted £35 2s. 6d. sellers

and £35 buyers c.i.f. Manilla hemp is fairly active
at irregular prices, but the tendency generally is in

buyers' favor. Fair current January-March ship-
ment is quoted £23 7s 6d c.i.f.; good brown January
March at £21 c.i.f. New Zealand, March-May
shipment may be quoted at £26 5s, April-June and
May-July shipments at £26 lOs, high point fair

quality January-March at £25 5s and fair quality
January-March at £24 5s c.i.f. One of the princi-

pal brokers report: "Operations by the Calcutta
Mills, abnormally small shipments and unsatisfac-
tory qualit.v reports have been important factors
in the situation, but the advance in prices lately,

has also been maintained by the willingness of

consumers to pay full prices for anj'thing offering

in Native First marks and better grades. Lower
qualities, which offer more liberally, show little im-
provement in prices. M in double triangle group
at £35 lOs, Lightnings at £30 5s to £30, Heart
sec group at £23 lOs, Cuttings down to £8 per
ton."

RECENT INCORPORATIONS.
The Cobourg Dyeing Companv, Limited, Co-

bourg, Ont., Capital $190,000.

R. G. Lang & Co., Limited, Toronto, Ont.;
capital $150,000. Sweaters and knitted novelties.

The Shaw-Wood Knitting Mills, Limited, Wood-
stock, Ont.; capital $50,000. To construct, lease,

purchase, sell and operate cotton and woolen manu-
factories of every description.

The Cambridge Knitting Mills, Limited, Three
Rivers, Que.; capital $50,000. To construct, pur-
chase, sell, lease, and operate cotton and woolen
manufacturies of every description.

Fogarty-Patterson, Limited, Montreal, Que. ;capi-

tal $50,000. Dry goods commission merchants.

Victoriaville Bedding Company, Limited, Vic-

toriaville. Que.; capital $150,000. Mattress manu-
facturers.

John M. Garland, Son & Co., Limited, Ottawa,
Ont.; capital $.500,000. To take over the business

of John M. Garland, Son & Co.

J. E. McDonald, Limited, Toronto, Ont.; capital

$40,000. Clothiers and outfitters. Provincial di-

rectors are J. E. McDonald, Tom Brown and J.

C. M. McBeth.

J. W. Willis, proprietor of the New Brunswick
Woolen Mill at Golden Grove, N.B., has installed

several sock machines supplied by the Harley-Kay
Knitting Machine Company of Georgetown, Ont.,

and intends manufacturing stockingettes.
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THE USE OF AMMONIA IN FINISHING
WOOLEN FABRICS.

The action of ammonia as an alkali for the
neutralizing of fatty acids is strong. It emulsifies

these much better than potash or soda, and it

also combines very readily with the fatty acids to
form a soap, a process known as soaponification.
On account of its high volatility, however, it is

not suitable for the manufacture of soaps for textile

purposes. It is largely used, however, as an agent
for the emulsification of fatty matters in combina-
tion with other alkalies. For instance, its addition
increases very materially the efficiency of other
alkalies in scouring, and it may be also employed
for the same purpose in connection with soap.
When ammonia is used on cloth charged with soap,
there is at the begining of the scouring process a
much larger volume of foam formeil, while the dirt

will rise better and quicker, and consequently the
cloth will be cleansed more effectively. Ammonia
is not only useful in that it causes the dirt to
become detached more readily, but it also expedites
the after rinsing out of the soap, an important
feat'ure in connection with goods which have to be
subsequently dyed.

It is well known that traces of soap will nearly
alwaj's remain in cloth in spite of the most thorough
and careful rinsing, and all dyers are aware that
when these residues are brought, into contact with
acid, the}' are at once split up into free fats which
act as a resist on the cloth, giving rise to subse-
quent streaks and stains. The addition of a little

ammonia just before the final rinse will cause this

soap residue to become loosened up and detached
from the fiber so that it is readily cleared away
with the wash waters. So important is this that
some dyers, in dyeing scoured material, always
give a preliminary boil out with a weak ammonia
bath in order to make sure of a perfectlv clean
cloth.

When added to the washer, the ammonia should
be diluted with about three times its bulk of water.
One-half of this solution should be added at the
beginning of the washing operation in order to
help raise the dirt from the cloth, and then when
the worst of the dirty lather has been carried away,
the rest of the ammonia should be added. This
latter portion will cause a strong lather to form
again, carrying away with it the last traces of soap.

If fullers earth is employed, a little ammonia is

also a very beneficial addition.

There is also but little danger of modifying the
colors of dyed goods by using ammonia in the
wash waters, as the solution is a very dilute one.

Alkali blues, however, will not stand the ammonia
treatment, without having a final acid bath given
to bring back the color to its original depth. With
respect to the handle or feel of the goods, ammonia
has the least effect of any of the alkalies, and it

was on this account that many of the old time
scourers continualh' employed stale urine which was
known as "old wash" or "lant."

In the use of ammonia, however, it is necessary
to maintain one precaution; it should not be
allowed to come in contact for any length of time
with copper or brass fittings. Under these condi-

tions the metal is acted upon by the ammonia to

form a soluble copper ammonium compound. In

the case of white cloth the stain at first produced
by this compound will scarcely be noticeable, but

as soon as the goods are dyed, the stain shows up
in a marked degree. It is probably due to the
fact that the copper ammonium salt increases the
affinity of the cloth for the dye, after the manner
of a mordant.—(Textile Manufacturer's Journal.)

SMART-WOODS BOND ISSUE AUTHORIZED.

At a special meeting of the shareholders of the
Smart-Woods, Limited, held in Montreal recently
authorization was voted foranissueof $2,500,000six per
cent, bonds, of which it is the intention to issue
only $1,500,000 now. By the issue the Smart-
Woods Company places itself in an exceptionally
strong position, as it secured ample working capital,
not only to handle the requirements of its growing
business throughout the Dominion, but also to
operate as its own cotton department, the Empire
Cotton Company, which it now owns outright. In
addition the company will pay for large extensions
recently carried out, which include the erection of
a new factory building in Winnipeg at a cost,
including land, of about §250,000, also an important
extension to the Montreal plant on Mullin street,

at a cost of $150,000.

The business of the Smart-Woods Company has
shown steady and consistent growth, and its sales
for 1913, it was announced at the meeting, show
an increase over the previous year, notwithstanding
the unfavorable industrial conditions that have
prevailed.

With its chain of plants in the principal centres
of Canada, the company is in a favorable position

to meet the growing demand from the trade, and
also gives it a very valuable holding in the com-
mercial sections of the different cities. In Montreal
the company has extensive plants on Mullin street,

with one of the best siding facilities in the city;

the Toronto plant is located on Logan Avenue,
from which there is access to all railways; the
Winnipeg plant is located within one block of the
main street, and three blocks from the Roj'al

Alexandra Hotel; the Ottawa plant is located in the
city of Hull, where there is plenty of good labor.

The company's new cotton plant is located in the
town of Welland, Ontario, on the main line of the
Grand Trunk Railway, possessing special shipping
facilities by rail and water to all parts of Canada.

DOCKHAM'S TEXTILE, CLOTHING AND
CUTTING-UP TRADE DIRECTORY

OF CANADA.

The 1913-14 edition of this directory just to

hand published by the Dockham Publishing Com-
panj', Boston, Mass., is very complete and should
be of much value to mill owners and suppliers

here and elsewhere. The directory includes the

textile, cutting-up and departments embracing all

the manufacturers in Canada of cottons, woolens,

silks, jute, hosiery, knit-goods, etc., with full de-

tailed reports, as well as dry goods commercial and
manufacturers' agents, yarn , cotton and wool
dealers, manufacturers of clothing of every kind
and supplies, jobbers and department stores. The
directory is very complete and can be had for

$1, postpaid.
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TABLE SHOWING THE IMPORTS OF RAW AND MANUFACTURED TEXTILES INTO CANADA
FOR THE MONTH OF SEPT., ACCORDING TO THE LATEST FIGURES COMPILED

BY THE DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

Imports of wool and manufactures of, Into Canada:
Blankets, pure wool
Cassimeres, cloths and doeskins
Coatings and overcoatings
Tweeds
Felt cloth, N.O.P
Flannels, plain
Knitted Goods, N.O.P
Bed comforters
Railway rugs
Shawls
Shirts
Socks and stockings
Undershirts and drawers, N.O.P
Yarns, 30c. lb. and over • • •

Yarns, N.O.P
All fabrics and manufactures, N.O.P
Lustres, mohairs, alpacas and Italian linings

Women's and children's dress goods
Clothing, women's and children's outer garments
Clothing, ready-made, N.O.P
Carpets, mats and rugs
Felts, pressed
Worsted tops—dutiable
Noils and worsted tops, N.O.P. free

Wool, not further prepared than washed, free

Yarns, free • . • • ..............

Imports of Cotton and manufactures of Cotton, into Canada:
Cotton cordage
Duck, over 8 ozs., per sq. yd., N.O.P
Embroideries
Gray, unbleached cotton fabrics

White or bleached cotton fabrics

Tailors' hoUands of cotton and towelings in the web
Fabrics, printed, dyed or colored, N.O.P
Jeans, coutilles and sateens for use in corset manufacture
Handkerchiefs
Batts, batting and sheet wadding
Bobbinet plain, in the web
Knitting yarn, N.O.P
Warps
Seamless bags ,••;••;••/•.;';;,;,
Sheets, bed quilts, pillow cases and damask of cotton in tne

piece, uncolored table cloths or napkins of cotton

Shirts of cotton
Sewing thread
Crochet and knitting cotton
Other thread, N.O.P
Clothing N.O.P
Blouses and shirt waists
Cotton bags, N.O.P
Lace
Shawls
Socks and stockings
Tape, uncolored and colored
Towels
Undershirts and drawers
Uncolored cotton fabrics, bleached
Velvets, velveteens and plush fabrics

Other manufactures of cotton, N.O.P
Raw cotton, free

Yarn No. 40 and finer, free •,•,••; ,'

Yarn, polished or glazed for manufacture of shoe laces, free

Imnorts of Silk and manufactures of Silk, into Canada:
^

Fabrics, N.O.P •

Fabrics, for manufactures of neckties
Handkerchiefs
Blouses and shirt waists

Silk, Tpùn,'N.d.R' and in 'the glim "liot more advanced than

single team or thrown organzinc, not colored

Silk, in gum or spun for manufacture of ribbons and shoe laces..

Sewing and embroidery silk

Shawls
Shirts
Silks—N.O.P
Socks and stockings
Underwear and drawers
Velvets and plush fabrics
Artificial silk, free •,.

'r^'^'„

Imports of Jute, Fai, Hemp, and manufactures of same into Cana
Bags or sacks

Uncolorecf'damask'of linen in the piècé.'sVair linen, diaper, doylies,

tray cloths, table napkins and cloths, quilts and sheets....

Handkerchiefs
Towels

, ;
• V • .•

Fabrics, brown or bleached
Fabrics of llax, unbleached N.O.P
Tailors hoUands of linen and towelling in the web
Linen clothing N.O.P :

Linen blouses and shirt waists

Linen thread, N.O.P
Linen shirts
Tapestry, jute. . . . . . • .

.
•.••

Jute cloth, uncolored, not finished

Fabrics of flax, ptinted, dyed or colored.. ..

Other manufactures of flax, or hemp, N.O.P
Manufactures of jute, N.O.P
Linen yarn, free . •

Jute cloth as taken from loom, free

Jute or hemp yarns, free

Jute canvas, uncolored, free

Miscellaneous Imports: m r> v>
Knitted goods of every description, N.O.P
Binder twine, free
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EDUCATION IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY

An address on this subject, delivered by Mr. Oscar

Hall, of Bury, England, at the Manchester School of

Technolog}-, brings out several points that are of

special interest. He advocated the establishment of a

faculty of textile art and science in the English uni-

versities, which feature has often been given promin-

ence in this country by those interested in the develop-

ment of the textile industry and furtherance of tex-

tile art and science in this country.

The speaker said he believed that the United Kiug-

ilom now possessed far more textile schools than Ger-

many, but many of the details of otir system of tech-

nical education needed perfecting. The number of day

students—students drawn from the class which pro-

vided the present owners and managers of mills—was

not satisfactory. It was true that our textile indus-

try first achieved greatness through its practical men,

but other countries, desiring to be our competitors,

made our practical achievements the starting-point for

their teaching theory. After a period of panic we too

began technical education, and it had achieved great

vcsidts, though with great Avaste. .The waste was lar-

gely due to the education being first applied to the

lower instead of the higher ranks of the industry.

The managing class did not trouble to obtain it, and

the artisans had not the opportunity to put their

knowledge into practice. For all that, the desired ob-

ject had been attained, at least in part, and there had

resulted a general recognition that technical and high-

er education was required in all departments of the

industry.

At the same time many of the cleverest of the work-

ers had pushed their way into the managing class, in

spite of opposing prejudice, and had demonstrated the

advantage of technical knowledge, combined with

practical experience. If the apathy of the managing

class could be broken down and the doubt of the use-

fulness of older but better educated young men re-

moved the progress of the industry would be faster.

Europe had seen in the Middles Ages the supremacy
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of brute force, and to-day we saw the supremacy of

capital. The next ascendancy would be that of the

trained brains in industry. He foresaw the possibility

at some future time of the fixing of a legal rate of

profit and special taxation, upon any excess profits,

but it would take a super-Lloyd George to snatch away
the fruits of an ascendancy of traiaed brains.

For a thorough grasp of all the departments of tlie

textile industry a man required as much knowledge as

a doctor or a lawyer, and the modern universities of

the North should make the same provision for the

training of textile experts as they did for the train-

ing of medical men and lawyers.

The Development of Our Sheep

Industry

The reports of the convention of United States wool

growers held recently at Salt Lake City contains much
valuable information and many suggestions that

might well be applied to existing conditions in this

country. "Wool growers in the United States are now
facing a situation that will demand a somewhat radi-

cal change in the methods that have been followed in

the sheep-raising industry in that country in order that

they might conserve and develop the industry along

profitable lines, for under the late United States tariff

domestic wool had fallen into vei;y bad repute and for

that reason the wool growers were carrying on the

industry as a losing proposition as far as the wool end

is concerned.

In the Western States the merino sheep is one of

the principal breeds, and one conclusion reached by

the convention was that the merino sheep must give

way to the larger bodied mutton sheep. One promin-

ent sheep-raiser held that the merino wool grower will

be eliminated from the ranks of United States farm-

ers, and he advised the growers to devote every atten-

tion possible to proper breeding methods, to better

preparation of wool and mutton for market, and to

improved methods of marketing.

A similar situation exists in Canada. The mutton

end of the business must be regarded as the principal

feature in the sheep-raising business, and in that case

wool is a net gain to the industry, the mutton bring-

ing a sufficient income to take care of the expense of

raising the sheep and the interest on capital. Such be-

ing the case, Canadian sheep-raisers have little to fear.

The demand for mutton is far in excess of the domestic

supply, although this condition is to be deplored. The

farmer will have to make the business a primary one

instead of an incident to general farming, save in so

far as a few sheep may serve to consume spare fodder,

and to furnish a desirable outlet for some labor not

otherwise applicable. Instead of paying only spora-

dic attention to breeds the grower will have to apply

the methods resorted to in Australia and in other

countries where the business of sheep-raising for both

mutton and wool has been scientifically carried on.

Tariff has but little to do with the success of the

wool-raising business. In the United States, even un-

der the very high rates of duty that have existed, the

industry has declined and the importation of foreign

wool has rapidly increased during recent years. The

prices received by the wool growers in the Western

States for their clips have in many cases been lower

than those paid in Canada, where wool is on a prac-

tically free basis, and in few cases have the prices

been higher. The United States Tariff Board appoint-

ed under President Taft, clearly indicated in its re-

port the decadent state into which the wool business

had slipped under the high duty of the past, and the

indifference with which the producers in general re-

garded the whole situation. This was emphasized at

the recent convention at Salt Lake City and the con-

sensus of opinion was that if the sheep industry was

to be made a success in the United States, the proper

steps must be taken by those engaged in the business to

put it on an efficient basis by showing an intelligent in-

terest and putting into effect and carrying out the

proper methods of breeding, preparing for market, and

marketing.

The industry is growing in favor in Western Can-

ada and the attempts that are being made to put it on

a successful basis are meeting with some encouraging

results. That the business can be successfully carried

on in practically all the Provinces and made to pay
a fair profit to those engaged in it is never in doubt.

Past performances and recent investigations confirm

this statement and emphasize the foregoing statements

on the subject.

The Parcels Post in Canada
The aunouncenient made by the Postmaster-General

that the parcels post system would go into effect in

this country on the tenth of this month has been re-

ceived with a considerable amount of satisfaction by

manufactux-ers and businessmen alike. For many
years industrial concerns, distributors, merchants and
in fact all those who make or receive shipments have

been held up and charged exorbitant rates by the

express companies, and although the parcels post sys-

tem only gives relief to a partial extent, that is, on tlie

small parcels, it is none the less welcome.

As far as textile mills are concerned, the benefits

that will accrue from this new system will be com-
paratively small. However, the aggregate saving will

no doubt mean considerable. Practically all the mills

are continually sending out samples of their products

and in most cases these samples have had to be sent

by express on which the rate charged has been some-

what exorbitant. Under the new system a great deal

of the unpleasantness and difficulties experienced will

be overcome. The small shipments will be made much
moi'e satisfactorily and be a saving to the manufac-
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turer. Another feature, which is ever present under

old conditions, is in the matter of secui-ing repaii-s

and parts. Mucli inconvenience is sometimes caused

V)y the imsatisfactory methods of the express compan-

ies, and in naany cases the loss that accrues from hav-

ing the machines stopped, when under proper condi-

tions such is unnecessary, will undoubtedly appeal to

many of the machinists and departmental heads wlio

usually are blamed for such stoppages, and the conse-

quent falling off in production .

There are, of course, many features of the system, as

announced, that will have to be improved upon in or-

der that it may work to the best advantage of the peo-

ple, but we must not be too prone to criticize until the

system is p\it into working order, and the initial diffi-

culties are overcome. The efforts that have been

made to avoid red tape regulations are to be commend-

ed for the more simple the regidations are, the greater

are the chances for the proper success of the system.

The success of the parcels-post system in the United

States and Great Britain has given our legislators good

working models. In the United States it has been in-

strumental in making for the reduction of express

rates, the new system of interstate express rates on a

scale sixteen per cent, lower than those formerly pre-

vailing, going into effect on February 2nd. It is to

be hoped that the system will have. a somewhat simi-

lar effect here and that it might soon be enlarged to

cover a much larger field than the present plans em-

braces.

Standardize our Wool Clip

A plan to standardize the United States wool clip

that was proposed at the Convention of the National

Wool Growers Association held in Salt Lake City a

'few weeks ago might well be given serious consider-

ation by all those interested in the Canadian wool clip.

The plan proposed was to standardize the United

States clip so that it will be eligible not only for Chi-

cago, Boston, and other cities in the United States,

but for the great London markets as well. The propo-

sition was to import Australian shearers and graders,

who are expert in taking off, grading and packing

clips, so that they will meet any competition. Under

the present methods. United States wool cannot find

a market outside of the United States to any extent

withovit fii'st being graded at Boston or Philadelphia.

This plan has often been advocated by Canadians,

who have the interests of the wool growers and the

wool manufacturers at heart. No attempt has been

made in the East at even the provision of shearing sta-

tions, let alone the provision of expert graders and

packers, and the instruction of wool growers, which

would save them thousands of dollars annually even

with the small flocks they now have. Last year in

Southern Alberta a shearing station was equipped

near Lethbridge at Chincoulee and the number of

sheep sheared was over 50,000. This year it is ex-

pected that upwards of 100,000 sheep will be sheared

at this station so that an excellent chance will be pro-

vided for the trying out of some system of export

grading and packing. There is a market in Canada
for every ounce of wool grown in Canada at the pre-

sent time and, even if such was not the case, if our

wools were properly graded and packed there would
be no difficulty in disposing of them on the great

wool markets in Great Britain. Our clips, when pro-

perly marketed obtain a good reputation and if manu-
facturers in other countries could depend on getting

Canadian wools season after season in good condition,

the Canadian wool grower would have little to fear

regarding the disposing of his clip. "What is needed
in this country is, first the instruction of the wool
growers in the proper methods of sheep raising, the

provision of efficient grading and marketing methods
and latterly more sheep.

Editorial Comment
In the death of Mr. William Algie the woollen indus-

try has suffered a severe loss. Mr. Algie was always

one of the most active members of the industry, and
had a great belief in Canada and the capabilities of Can-

adians. A most pleasant man to meet and a worthy
friend or adversary on most questions of either gener-

al or local interest. His very sudden death is much
regretted and the Canadian Textile Journal wishes

to give expression to the genuine sorrow felt by the

entire industry.

The pi-esent trade depression is being felt rather

severely by the majority of our woolen and worsted

mills, and the stringency is being aggravated by the

fact that the English mills, feeling the effects of the

i-eversion of the general trade depression, are rush-

ing Canada with a great deal of vigour, taking up
what little trade there is passing. In such times as

these the English mills are fearless of competition, and
do not hesitate to cut prices or take orders they

would turn down in good times. It is regrettable that

our fiscal policy allows this dumping to go on to the

detriment of legitimate domestic industry, for the

present condition is none other than an evasion of our

Dumping Clause in the Customs Act. Of course, this

goes on at all times, and is particularly flaring in the

ease of woollens and worsteds, but under conditions

such as thej' now exist, it is more prevalent than ever.

It is about time that the Country was waking up to

this state of affairs and for steps to be taken to enforce

the already low tariff on woollens or worsteds to the

farthest proper extent. In such cases the Countrj^ is

always the loser, only a very small proportion being

cither directly or indirectly benefitted.
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CARD CLOTHING
By E. INGHAM, of Cleckheaton

Paper Read at the lOtli session 1912-1913, of the Hiukleisfield Technical School Textile Society

I propose, in dealing with this subject, to commence

with the r'aw materials from which Card Clothing is

made, describing the different processes of manufac-

ture, to the finished Card Clothing. I have with me
samples of all the raw materials mentioned, in all

stages of manufacture—and I have also prepared a

few lantern slides which will serve to show you strik-

ing features that could not well be described to your

satisfaction—also I have a card setting machine which

will, during the evening, be running so as to give you

a practical demonstration of the making of Card

Clothing.

Hardened and Tempered Steel Card Wire.

We will first deal with hardened and (empered steel

card wire.

This wire is specially prepared Foi- tin- i)urpose—the

percentage of carbon that is mixed with the metal

is generally specified—and the steel is delivered to

the rolling" mills in billets, a billet being about 3ft.

6in. long by 3 in. square. This is heated in a coke

furnace, and while at one heat is passed through a

series of rollers which reduce the size of the billet to

what is known as the card wire rod—this on the card

wire gauge being equal to No. 5 or 7-3"2in. diameter.

It is in this state that the card wire I'od is delivered

to our works, and the first process to which these rods

are submitted is that of cleansing, as they are soiue-

times coated M'ith a hard scale, also with rust and dirt.

This is done by an acid which eats away the scale,

leaving a perfectly clean rod which is so necessary for

the successful drawing of wire. After cleaning the

rod, the process of drawing the wire commences. I

ought at this jimcture to make it perfectly clear to you
that in drawing the wir'e no waste takes place—the

wire being simply elongated. The di-awing of the

wire through a few holes has the eft'eet of making it

very hard and it is imperative that at this stage it

should be annealed or softened, so as to give back to

it the softness that will permit of its being still fur-

ther drawn down to any finer or smaller size. Dur-

ing the process of annealing the most extreme care has

to be taken to protect the surface of the wire, which

must be kept as smooth and bright as possible, and,

with this end in view, cold air must be prevented from
attacking the wii'e whilst it is under the high tem-

perature which is necessary in annealing. The pro-

cess of annealing and drawing goes on time after time,

as I have described, until the required size of the wire

has been obtained, when it is then ready for harden-

ing and tempering.

This is a very interesting and important process, as

the life of the Card (îlothing and the efficiency of the

carding which is done in your mills depends very lar-

gely on the hardening and tempering being properly

done. The wire is run at a suitable speed through a

Bunsen flame, the speed of the wire and the tempera-
ture of the flame being regulated according to the

thickness of the wire, so as to attain the i)roper tem-

perature. After the necessary heat has been obtained

the wire is instantly plunged into a bath of oil, on

emerging from which it is in a very bi'ittle state—too

hard for the purpose of card making. To rculuce this

hardness the wire is passed througii a heating agent,

for instance a bath of lead, which also gives it a suit-

able temper so that it can be bent into card teeth. The
wire is then ready for taking to the card setting ma-

chine.

Foundations.

The foundations useil i)rincipally in your trade are

leather, a cloth foundation with a vulcanised India rub-

ber face, and a felted foundation. The hides from
which card leather is obtained are specially taimed and
])repared foi" the card trade.

There are several ways of tanning hides, ranging

from the crude methods as practised by the native In-

dians, to the up-to-date scientific and chemical me-
thods of the laboratory. The most common processes,

however, are by chemical tannage, a mixed tannage,

and tin' oak bark tannage. The only reliable method
for tanning the hides for Card Clothing is the oak bark
process, and this you will more easily understand when
you know the ditference in the time taken for the tan-

ning fluid to penetrate into the pores of the hide. A
chemically taned hide can be procured in a few weeks,

whereas an oak bark tanned hide takes eight or nine

months to prei)are.

When the tanner gets the green hide from the mar-
ket it is in a veiy dirty condition—the hair is matted
together with flesh and animal refuse. Therefore, the

first thing to do is to clear all this refuse away. The
hide is put in a lime pit where the lime loosens the

Aair and causes all objectionable matter to stand loose

on the pelt, after which both hair and flesh are care-

fully shaved away. The hide is then put into what
is known as the "bates," which is prepared from the

dung of fowls, etc. This is to delime the hide and
prepare the pores for receiving the bark solution. This

is started weak, the hide being transferred from one

tan pit to another at intervals, each succeeding pit be-

ing stronger tlian the previous one.

The hide being thoroughly filled with the tanning
solution is put to dry and is then ready for the cur--

rier. So you will see that the old adage still holds

good, that "There is nothing like Leather" (if it is

only "good" leather).

Only the best portions of the hide are suitable for

this purpose, and quitte one half is cut away as being
unsuitable for card leather. After this waste has been
cut away from the hide it has then to pass through the

process of currying. In tanning the hide, the bark
leaves a residue in the leather which is objectionable

and which has to he removed. This objectionable resi-

due is known as "bloom" and to remove it the hide is

first of all thoroughly soaked in water and then scour-

ed by scouring machinery which removes all the ob-

jectionable matter.

The leather is then di-ied and prepared for a dress-

ing of cod oil and tallow which feed the leather, giv-

ing it that substance and flexibility which is required
in leather for card making. This grease is made, by
machinery, to thoroughly permeate the leather—then
a considerable length of time is allowed for it to soak
naturally into the leathei-—after this the leathei' is

passed through machinei'v for solidification.

Cloth Foundations.
The \ideani/.c'd lonridation used is made up of dif-

I'ei-ent plies of cotton and linen with a ply of India
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iiilibiM-. Tlic cottons most frcncrally usod ai-e woven
with a two-1'oKl wai'i) aiid a siiijrlc wct't, and the yarns

used in tlif linen arc a single linen warp and a single

cotton weft. These plies are attaclied to eaeh otliei' by

means of natural india rubber. The rubber used is

"para rubber" and is of the very best, quality that is

grown—it is grown i\\ Para in North Brazil.

Whilst speaking on the subject of rubber I should

like to cnti'r into it most fully, as india rubber is one

of the most wonderful products in the whole world,

and is also one which, in its natural state, is very lit-

tle known, so with your indulgence I will describe all

the stages through which rubber has to pass from its

growth to its final use in the foundation of Card
Clothing.

The para rubber which is used for this purpose is of

virgin growth and is obtained from the large forests

in the country I have previously mentioned. The
i-ubber trees grow to a height of about 60 to 80 feet

and the rubber itself is taken from just underneath the

bark of the tree. Along the whole length of the trunk
of the tree a narrow groove is made in the bark, just

deep enough to reach to the sappy wood of the tree.

At the bottom of this groove and fastened to the tree

is a small vessel. This vessel collects the rubber which
exudes from the tree in what is called the latex, which
is a thick fluid of a pale yellow clour.

The next process is the coagulation of the latex, and
the cuiiug of the rubber. This curing process is car-

I'ied out by the aid of palm nuts. A conical structure is

used with an apertui-e at the top—the palm nuts are
bui-nt at the bottom of the cone and the smoke from
these pours in thick volumes through the opening at

the top.

An' instrument is inserted into the latex so as to be-
come coated with rubber — this is then held in the
smoke for a few moments— only this short time is

necessary for the thin layer of rubber to become cured.
This is done successively until what is known as a
biscuit of rubber is obtained. I have here a biscuit of
rubber exactly as it has been received from the rub-
ber forests and in this state it is imported into Eng-
land and into rubber works which use this class of
rubber.

The first thing to be done is the cleansing of the
rubber, as during its collection and curing a quantity
of bits of bark, grit, and other impurities become mix-
ed with it. To effect a j^roper cleansing of the rubber
it has to be passed through a series of heavy crushing
rollers which break it up, and at the same time a
stream of water is run on to it to wash away all dirt
and foreign matter whcih may be in the i-ubber. When
it has been tlioroughly cleansed it is rolled out into
sheets and then placed in a stove. The stoviug of the
rubber answers a two-fold purpose—it removes all

moisture that remains after washing, and makes it

slightly of a sticky nature. The rubber is then abso-
lutely pure and is ready for any purpose for which
it may be requiretl.

One purpose for which it is required is to make the
rubber cement, which is iised to attach the separate
plies of the foimdation, and in order to do this it has
to be dissolved. A given weight of rubber is placed
in a large vessel or mill along with a given weight of
rubber solvent such as naphtha, benzine or other vola-
tile spirit. The vessel must have a stirring or mix-
ing appliance so as to get a homogeneous mass of dis-
solved rubber. The dissolved rubber is then spread
by a suitable arrangement on to the separate pieces
of cotton or linen, giving them a thin coat of cement.
After this has been done the naphtha which still re-

mains in tile rubber must be removed and to do this
the cemented clolii is passed over hot plates — the
spirit, which is very volatile, evaporates, leaving a
veiy thin coat of i)ara rubber on the cotton.

This process is carried out successively on the diflfer-

ent pieces of cotton, the required number of which are
then put tx)gether, passed through heavy rollei-s, and
by pressure, made to unite by means of the rubbei-
cement, giving the solid foundation with which you arr
familiar.

Vulcanized Face.

In making a vulcanized face a different method has
to be adopted. The i-id)ber, however, is spread on to
the cotton in a similar manner to the cement, but be-
fore doing so a percentage of sulphur is thoroughly
mixed with it to prepare it for the process of vulcaniz-
ation, which has to take place when the proper thick-
ness of the face has been obtained—the required thick-
ness is obtained by means of a succession of coats of
the mixture of rubber anil sidphur. This vulcanization
is one of the most wonderfid discoveries that has ever
been made in coinieetion with india-i'ubber, as it com-
pletely alters its natui'c. The process consists of thor-
oughly fusing the sulphiu- with the rubber.
The cotton, coated with rubber and sulphur to the

desired thickness, is placed in a vulcanizing pan and
completely immersed in watei-, steam is then tui'n-

ed into the pan and the temperature gradually raised

to about 270 deg. The cotton and rubber are allowed
to remain in the pan at this tcmpei'ature for three or
four hours, after which time the i-ubber and sulphur
will have become thoroughly mixed.

This process creates an entire chemical change in

the rubber, rendering it impervious to heat and oil,

and also giving it greater elasticity. For example, if

you take a strip of natural rubber and stretch it out
to any given length, then apply heat, the rubber will

retain the length to which it has been elongated,

whereas if the same ti-eatnient be applied to vulcan-

ized rubber it will go back to its original length, thus
proving what a valuable property vulcanization has

given the rubber. After vulcanization has taken
place, the face is ready for attaching to the cotton

back or foundation, and this is done as I have pre-

viously described.

Action of Oils on Rubber.

While dealing with the question of india-rubber, I

should like to trespass a little longer on your time

and explain the action of different kinds of oil on same.

As I have previously pointed out, india-rubber is of

vegetable growth, and it is a most singular thing that

an oil of a similar origin has no injurious etïect upon

it—whereas an oil of a foreign nature, such as a min-

eral or fish oil, will histantly set up decomposition of

the natural rubber, and will ultimately destroy it com-

pletely. The vulcanization of the rubber prevents de-

composition, and neither a mineral oil or a fish oil has

the slightest elfect on the rubber whatever.

Cotton and Felt Foundation.

Where a cotton and felt foundation is used the me-

thod of attaching the different plies is the same, viz.,

by india rubber. The felt used is not a woven material

with a felted surface but is a material entirely felted

together which gives a uniform and regular support

to the teeth of the Card Clothing. This felted ply

is attached to the cotton and linen back by rubber

cement.
There is another kind of cement which is used in

place of natural rubber and that is a special cement
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made of glue. This glue cement I would stroug ly ad-

vise to be always used for felt foundation, because the

oU that is present in the wool you are carding in course

of time permeates the felt and gets on to the cement.

If it is a rubber cement, decomposition is instantly set

up, as I have previously mentioned—whereas if a glue

cement has been used no oil whatever has any effect

upon it.

Card Making.

I now propose to deal with the actual making of the

cards, but do not intend spending much time on this

subject as I have a card making machine here which

will give you a much greater and better idea of the

process than any description of mine, and you will

all be at liberty to examine the machine. I will, how-

ever, give you the outlines of the process so that when
you see the machine running you will be able to un-

derstand the working of same much better.

The hardened and tempered steel wire is put on the

machine, a feed motion takes hold of the end of the

wire and feeds it into the machine evenly. This feed

motion is capable of adjustment so that any desired

length of wire has been fed, it is gripped by the tongue

and the crown—the crown forms the base of the tooth

—two grooved fingers to which is attached a cutter

then come forward, the cutter severs the given length

of wire, and the fingers, moving forward while the

crown is stationary, form a small staple. While this

is taking place the pricker blades, wliich are exactly

the same width as the crown, pierce the foundation, in-

to which the crown and fingers, moving forward, insert

the staple. The tongue and crown still retain their

hold upon the base of the tooth and before being re-

leased, the wire is passed through crokers or small

hooks on the other side of the foundation, which by a

backward movement gives the bend and suitable angle

to the tooth.

The process of card making has undergone great

improvements during the last 20 or 30 years, but the

fundamental principles remain exactly the same as

when the card setting machine was first made 60 or

70 years ago. The most up-to-date machinery main-

tains a speed of 400 to 450 revolutions per minute,

meaning that the teeth are inserted into the foundation

at this rate.

Grinding.

There are three most essential things which are nec-

essary to obtain the best results in grinding, viz., ex-

treme care, the proper surface speed of the grinding

roller, and good emery.

I think after my description of the whole process

of card making, you will agree that a card is delicate

material and requires delicate treatment. This is why
^I mention that extreme cai'e is required in the grind-

ing, which should not be too heavy. In order to get

good grmding, the emery fillet should cut away the

metal from the point of the wire so as to leave it clear

and sharp—this clear sharp point cannot be obtained

unless the proper speed and suitable emery are used.

T Avould reccommend a speed of 600 feet per minute,

and the eoimts of the emery should be 14 's for the

Breast part, and 16 's for the 1st and 2nd Swift parts

of the Scribbler also 1st Swift on the Carder, and 18 's

for Last Swift and Condenser.

With reference to the fit and angle of the teeth, this

is very largely, of course, a matter subject to individ-

ual requirements—as you are aware that what is suit-

able for one class of trade is not suitable for all. I

should like, however, to saj' a few words about the

angle of the wire.

The one that is most suitable for this district is

pricked at an angle of 68 deg. and also bent to the

same degree. When these angles are adhered to the

point of the tooth extends beyond the base. This means
that when actual carding is taking place the tooth is

pulled back owing to the strain of the matei'ials, and
whilst the tooth is kept in this position it stands higher

than when at rest.

This is a point to which I would particularly draw
your attention, when setting the Card Clothing, for

instance, the tooth can be lifted quite 6-1000", and if

the same is taking place on the Swift and Doffer a

difference of 12-1000" will be made at the setting

point. This is a complex matter which I would special-

ly recommend for your consideration.

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize two points

which are of great importance to you who have to deal

with Card Clothing, and these are—careful and effi-

cient regarding of all the clothing under your care,

and always bear in mind the effect of different kinds

of oil on cloth foundation which contains natural rub-

ber cement. It is also important when you are set-

ting the Cards are being ground, that you always
bear in mind the position of the tooth when working
as compared to tlie position when at rest.

HEWSON'S PURE WOOL IN DIFFICULTY.

The reports tluit have gained publicity regarding the

present standing of the Hewson's Pure Wool Textiles,

Limited, Amherst, N.S., have attracted some interest

among the trade. This company was organized some
two or three years ago under its present name, the
control being in the hands of the Stanfield's Limited,
of Truro, N.S., Mr. Frank Stanfield being president.

The company's authorized 6 per cent bonds are $500,-

000, and the issued $350,000. The capital consists of

$500,000 authorized and subscribed 7 per cent, pre-
ferred stock and $250,000 of common.
At the special general meeting of the shareholders

held in Amherst on Januarj- 9th, the financial state-

ment submitted showed a loss during the past year of

$57,835.20, although the manufacturing end of the
business made a profit of $25,000, which was eaten
up by the heavy overhead charges, the bond interest

and other fixed charges, leaving the large deficit stat-

ed. At this meeting the directors submitted a lengthy
report dealing with the past history and with the gen-
eral condition of the industry, which report as well
as the financial statement, came up for much discus-

sion. A committee was appointed to investigate the
position of tlie company and to report on the advis-
ability of continuing the company in active operation
and to suggest ways and means whereby it would be
possible to do so.

A later meeting was held on January 25th, at which
the resignation of one of the members of this com-
mittee, Mr. B. A. Weston, of the Eastern Trust Co.,

was accepted and Mayor F. P. Bligh, of Halifax, was
aiipointed in his place. The meeting, which was fair-

ly well attended, was adjourned until such time as the
committee may be able to file their report, a copy of
which is to be sent to each shareholder. It is im-
derstood that the president, Mr. Stanfield, came in

for some sharp and adverse criticism by a number of
the stockholders present, who are not at all satis-

fied with the manner in which the business of the
company has been conducted, nor with the present
outlook.
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SETTINGS FOR HEAVY WEIGHT CLOTHS
By WILLIAM EARNSHAW

Specially written for the Canadian Textile Jom-nal.

In my article on the construction of heavy weight

cloths 1 (lid not enter into the setting of them, and in

this, 1 propose to give approximate settings for the

(lirt'ereiit constructions of cloths described in that ar-

ticle. All these settings are intended for a tinished

width of 56 inches, within lists, but of course they are

subject to variation caused by the quality of material

used, and as stated above, are only approximate.

A cloth weighing 28 ounces per yard, on a four-

leaved twill weave, can be produced by using 1 run

yarn for warp and filling, in a 71/2 reed 3 ends in a

reed, 68 inches wide in loom, with 22 picks per inch;

to lose in scouring and fulling 20 per cent with a

shrinkage of 5 per cent.

The same weight on a six-leaved twill weave, may
he made with V/4 run yarn in a 6V^ reed, 4 ends in a

reed, 70 inches wide in loom, 28 picks per inch, and the

same loss and shrinkage as above.

An eight-leaved twill made with 1% run yarn, in a

IhU reed, 4 ends in a reed, 70 inches wide in loom, 30

jiicks per inch, and the same loss and shrinkage, would
give a slightly heavier cloth.

A 20 ounce worsted cloth, with a four-leaved twill

weave, may be made from 2-18s yarn in a 91/2 reed, 4

ends in a reed, 72 inches wide in loom, with 42 picks

per inch ; to lose 8 per cent in scouring and fulling,

;uid shrink S per cent. This fabric should have a na-

tural serge finish.

Weave plan figure A. is suitable for a woollen fab-

ric, and a cloth weighing 18 otuiees per yard may be

obtained by using 3I/2 run yarn in an 8i/^ reed, 6 ends

in a reed, 72 inches wide in loom, with 38 picks per

•
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15 per cent, in scouring and fulling and a shrinkage of

9 per cent.

A 151/2 ounce worsted cloth can be made by em-

ploying the same weave pain with 2-48s yarn, in an

11 "reed, S ends in a reed, 70 inches wide in loom, 88

picks per inch, 8 per cent loss in scouring and f^nisli-

ing, and 5 per cent shrinkage.

By using weave plans Figs. L. and M., and a 2^4

run" yarn, a woollen cloth weighing 221/4 ounces per

yard' may be made, set in a 10 reed 4 ends in a reed,

"68 inches wide in loom, 40 picks per inch ;
to lose 20

per cent in scouring and fulling and shrink 5 per

cent.
' With Fig. N., as weave plan, and 2-40s worsted for

warp and face filling, and a 2-run woollen backing

filling, a cloth weighing 18 ounces per yard would be

produced, set 11 reeds, 6 ends in a reed, 68 inches wide

in loom, 66 picks per inch, a loss of ISi/o per cent in

scouring and finishing, and a shrinkage of 5 per cent.

This would be warped 1 dark 2 twist, and woven 1 pick

dark worsted, 1 pick woollen. 1 pick dark worsted. 1

run varn contains 100 yards to the ounce.

The Spinning Value of

Mohair
By S. B. HOLLINGS.

In buying any class of raw mateiual the purchaser

always has in view the purpose for which it is fitted,

and this principle holds true in the wool and mohair

spheres alike. Neither industry has yet degenerated

so much that men ai-e satisfied to engage therein for

the fun of it and it will be a dark day indeed when
producer, merchant or user allows that to be the dom-

inating factor in his operations. It may be safely said

that this will never obtain so long as business is done,

for the purpose of all trade is to make money. Un-

fortmiately, the buying and selling of mohair during

the past ten years has been a very profitless operation,

but this cannot be said to be the fault of those en-

gaged in the industry, it being rather the residt of a

lessened call on the part of the consuming world for

the various classes of goods made from this article.

As already said, when buying either wool or mohair

every user has to ask what purpose the i-aw material

is best fitted for, and this principle is always brought

into play when users go forth to secure fresh supplies.

Blending Turkey and Cape.

It may not be generally known, but when the quali-

ties are sufficiently uniform to obtain a good result, it

is a very common practice in the Bradford district

to blend Turkey and Cape together. In the wool trade,

those making tops often mix Australian and New Zea-

land, or South African and South American together,

the object being to cheapen the combed article. I

cannot say that this improves the spinning capacity of

the top, but it serves the purpose for which the top-

maker and spinner intend it, and so long as that is

achieved everybody appears to be satisfied. The same
principle applies to a large extent to mohair. Tur-

key and Cape are often blended to abtain a cheaper

top, and it is very significant that during the past ten

years tlie gap between the price of Turkey average

and Cape firsts has l)een gradually widening. The
time may be remembered when the difference in the

value per pound of the two descriptions was one or two
cents, but this is the case no longer. We see a dif-

ference of 3d (six cents), this being greater than has

been known for a decade, if not in the whole history

of the mohair industry. Without doubt Turkey mo-

hair still ranks as the best spinning article, but users

say that Cape is so much cheaper, that if it serves their

purpose they are going to use it instead of the for-

mer. All spinners know the better spinning prop-

erty which Turkey mohair possesses, and in making

their blends they prefer to mix a certain proportion of

Turkey and Cape together, and no doubt where this is

done somewliat better rcsulls are achieved.

What Determines the Spinning Value.

The reader may perhaps ask what determines the

spinning value of mohair, and the answer is, its qual-

ity. It may surprise some to know that it is possible

to spin down fine hair to a thicker count, but impos-

sible to spin coarse mohair up to a fine count. This

is the reason why, during the past few years, Bradford

spinners have been urging growers in South Africa

to produce a finer fleece. Users here know from ex-

perience that in the great rage for producing bulky

fleeces. Cape Angora goat breeders have been sacri-

ficing quality too much, the result being that spinners

have not been able to make as good yarns as those

tliey used to produce out of the Cape article. It is

«luite true that a fair proportion of the South African

mohair grown to-day is still of the strong type, but

such low prices liave been paid for it and such a diffi-

eidty is encountered in getting rid of the sanu-, that

the majority of South Afi'ican farmers have seen the

wisdom of altering their tactics and producing a finer

class of mohair. In the combing, drawing and spin-

ning operations quality counts, this being particular-

ly so in the two latter processes. Mohair itself is such

a slippery article that luiless the fibres are fairly fine

it is impossible to spin a nice small yarn. There is no
doubt that quality is most wanted when a big mohair
dress trade is being done. It is unfortunate that the

English climate oft'ers little encouragement for the

gentler sex to appear in these lustrous fabrics, for no-

thing looks smarter or more dressy. Every class of

raw material has to be spim to its desired length, and
as already said, if mohair is coarse and strong it is im-

possible to pi-ocure nice, acceptable yarns for produc-

ing even medium (juality goods.

I say candidly that we have here the chief thing

which can contribute to an improved business in mo-
hair j-arns and fabrics, and iintil the middle class of

Europe is enriched with more spending power the

mohair trade will continue to be conducted on a hand-
to-moTith j)rinciple.—Ex.

BRITISH COTTON EXPORTS LOWER.
Exports of cotton yarns and cloths from Great Bri-

tain for December shows a declLne in both eases, com-
pared with December, 1912. That month's outgoing
trade of cloth of 532.000,000 yards compared with
554,370,000 yards in December, 1912. For the year,

however, cloth exports were 7,077,278,900 against 6,-

912,800 in 1912. Yarn exports also fell beiiind for

the year. December's outgoing trade was only 17,-

000,000 pounds in comi)arison with 18,314,300 pounds
in preceding year. For the entire year 1913 209,761,-

700 pounds were exported, compared with 243,954,300

a year ago. Great Britain has not taken so lai-ge a
total of American cotton as last season. The total

from September 1, 1913, to January 6, 1914, was 1,-

963,589 bales, compared with 2,471,600 bales in pre-

ceding season, a decrease of nearly 500,000 bales.
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CAUSES OF WEAK YARNS
Some Details Which Are Very Often Overlooked.

By WILLIAM SHAW.

(Special to tile Caiuidiaii Trxtilf .lounial.)

The art of drafting is the basis of the success of

every cotton mill antl too often it receives very lit-

tle consideration. For instance, most literature per-

taining to textile points out the importance of a worn
saddle, rolls not being properly weighted, dirty rolls,

and rolls not properly oiled as causes of friction, but

this has appeared in print so often that very Lev
mill men can be foimd but what know the importance
of these points. No\v, why is so n)uch attention given

to the drawing rolls at every process in every cotton

mill? Simply, in order to hav* the draft between the

drawing rolls as gradual as possible, and the only

way this can be obtained is to have the rolls properl\'

spaced and the top rolls free to revolve. Most mill

men know how the drawing i-olls should be spaced,

and in what condition they should be kept, but there

are very few who consider the stretching of the

strand before entering and after leaving the drawing
rolls. In former articles in the Canadian Textile Jour-

nal, I pointed out the amount of stretch that exists in

the strand before entering the drawing rolls of all

drawing frames. Also the amount of stretch that

exists between drawing rolls and the surface of the

remedy for same in every article. In this article I

want to point out the AMOUNT OF STRETCH THAT
TAKES PLACE BETWEEN THE FRONT ROLLS
AND CALENDAR ROLLS OF EVERY DRAWING
FRAME.

If the reader is a carder or in charge of a cotton mill,

after reading this article, go to any drawing in the

mill and stop it, and at the same time notice how the

web between the front rolls and calender rolls has a

tendency to separate on the side. Now, please stop

here and consider the importance of having any
stretch at this point. Why give so much attention to

the drawing rolls to have a gradual draft so as to have
the same number of fibres in the cross section of the

strand and allow a draft to exist between the front

rolls and calender rolls? Of course, it -is proper to

give all attnetion possible to the draft between the

drawing rolls, but the same attention should be given
between the point stated above. I need not point

out here that Avhen a stretch exists between the front

rolls and calender rolls on any drawing frame, the

evil is much worse than having rolls not properly
spaced or rolls in a bad condition, because the space

is so great.

All mill men agree to a man that rolls not jiroperly

spaced or rolls in bad condition will affect the

strength of the yarn, and at the same time they will

tell you the reason, which is that the intermittent

draft causes more fibers to exist in a certain number
of inches more than in others. Again, they will tell

you that the twist will run to the part of the strand
where the least number of fibers exist in the cross sec-

tion, and little has been done by nuuiuraeturers and
builders to overcome this evil.

There are some mill men who conceive the idea that

because they get the same market price for cloth,

whether composed of strong or weak yarn, that lit-

tle benefit is gained by making the yarn stronger. In

fact, I have been told so by a few. What does it mea;i

to the success of anv cotton mill to have a strand of

cotton composeil of the same number of fibers in tlie

cross section of the strand? Will it not improve th<'

ruiuiing of the work on the slubbers, intermeilial(!s,
fine and jack frames in the card room? Will it not
im|)rove the running of the work in all proceeding pro-
cesses throiigliout tile mill? Will it not make piecing
at ('Very process with the ri'sult of a better and clean-
er cloth?

Greater Production and Improved Quality.

The stronger the strand the greater the production,
and on this point there cainiot be any argument.
Therefore, to destroy as much as possible, the stretch
that exists between the front rolls and calender rolls
on all drawing frames means a stronger yarn that
will enable a greater production in the proceeding pro-
cesses, with the production of a better (piality of cloth.
To yarn mills, this would prove most valuable, as
many orders are lost by these mills in not keeping up
the strength of the yarn.

I find that the whole trouble is in t!ie pitch of tiie

gears forming the train between the front rolls ami
calender rolls. Take for instance, the Howard and
Hidlough drawing frann^ equipped with metallic rolls,

and in most cases you will find a 16 front roll gear,
aiul a 32 back calender roll gear. If a o3 calender
gear is put on the calender roll, the web will sag too
much. Even when both gear.s are changed to obtain a
draft equal to the difference in ratio of the two gears
the proper draft cannot be obtained. Try it ! With
leather rolls, I find an IS gear on the front roll and a
30 gear on the calender roll. Change these gears as
you will and you will find it impossible io obtain the
proper draft. The only remedy is to change the pitch
of every gear in the train. i\iake the front roll gear
32 and the calender roll gear 64 when using met^dlic
rolls. This can easily be done by changing the pitch
of the gears. Have two front roll gears made, say 32
and 31, and three calender roll gears so as to be able
to change between.

I need not point out here that atmospheric condi-
tions affect the tension of web, and for this reasoja it

becomes necessary to change the gears as weather con-
ditions demand, in order to have a perfect draft at
this point, and destroy the stretch that exists at the
present time on all drawing frames.
The writer has changed the train of gears between

tile front i-oUs and calender rolls on all his drawin"
frames long ago, and with the same stock and under
file same atmo.spheric conditions, I found that a per-
fect draft between the points stated made the yarn
from .") to 8 pounds stronger.

Weak Filling and Waste.
Of late, we hear iiiiich complaining from different

luill men (especially from print cloth mill) about weak
filling, and the amount of waste made from this cause.
What I have pointed out above is ohe cause, aiul tli."

changing of the stock is another. It has been Hie
vogue in most mills making print cloth to use one
kind of stock for botli warp and filling. In the mills
where weak filling is found, the strong, harsh fibers
are now used for the warj) yarn, and for the flllinc on-
ly soft, pliable fibers are chosen.
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No mill manager should expect as much production

from the mule room or from the filling ring frames

when such a radical change is made in the stock, be-

cause a greater amount of twist must be inserted in

the yarn. I find in these mills that the management

demands the same amount of production, and this is

where the mistake is made. All practical mill men
know that when the filling yarn lacks the necessary

amount of twist the spinners will take off a certain

number of weights from the presser fallers in order

to ease upon the yarn. This, of course, prevents many
ends from coming down, which makes it easier for the

mule spinner, besides enabling him to take off a

greater weight of yarn, which means more pay for

Tess work. But under such conditions, the weaving

suffers, which causes the very trouble noted above.

"When the necessary amount of weight is removed

from the presser fallers, to save the breaking of ends,

the coils are not laid as close to one another, conse-

quently, the diameter of the cap is larger and the

cop softer. Moreover, owing to the lack of weight on

the ends, the coils do not lock themselves at the nose

of the cop, and the result is the production of a soft

nose cop. Soft twisted yarn is more affected than

varn having the necessary amount of turns to the

inch when steamed, and the diameter of the cop is

again increased. 1 find that in the very mills that

are now crying about too much waste being made in

the weaving room, the filling is given to the weavers

before it is allowed to cool off, and when yarn is heat-

ed to any degree it is weaker. Bi^sides, it is very dif-

ficult to shuttle a cop that is not allowed to dry.

The resistance that the blade of the shuttle offers to

the wet tube is chiefly the reason for the stabbing of

the cops. Very few weavers will spend any time with

a cop after it is stabbed, but instead, the cop is puUea

off the spindle and thrown into the waste box.

In some mills the mule spinners play the game of

removing weights from the presser fallers to the limit,

and the only way for the overseer to prevent such a

practice is to keep an account of the number of

weights on the fallers on every pair of mules, and they

should be removed only by the permission of the over-

seer. However, it is admissable where a great am-

ount of waste is made in the weaving room to insert

more twist in the yarn and increase the weight on the

presser fallers.

In some mills the filling is given to the weavers from

the steam chest, because the number of filling boxes is

very limited, and the filling is given to the weavers in

the above condition so that the filling boxes will be em-

ptied quickly and the mules will not have to wait for

boxes at drafting time. This is a very poor practice

and a very common one, too, for there is no doubt that

many readers have often noticed weavers around the

steam chest waiting for filling. If the management

knew how much it cost them they would soon order

the necessary amount of filling boxes to give ample

time for the cooling of the filling. If the reader is

at the helm of a cotton mill and a bit skeptical about

the statement of a wet tube offering resistance to the

blade of the shuttle spindle, let him go immediately to

the mule room and pull a cop from one of the .spindles,

wet the spindle, and it will be found impossible to

position the cop as low down on the spindle as in the

first ease.

. Construction of Spindle Band.

Like yarn, a spindle band should have the same

number of fibres in the cross section. But in most

mills you will find bands made by an automatic band

machine. The bobbins are laid on the floor and the
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yarn or roving is inserted into a slot and fed auto-

matically.

If one or more ends break, the machine continues

to run of course, when by chance the broken ends are

discovered and pieced again, but here a great length

of handling has been made. Many mill men conceive

the idea that the smaller the diameter of the band
the higher the speed of the spindle as they argue that

owing to the band being smaller in diameter it runs

on the smallest diameter of the whorl.

They seem to forget that a spindle band should

weigh 15 grains to the yard for a ring spindle band,

and 20 grains for spooling, but how many ever take

this into consideration? If a band lacks the neces-

sary number of fibers in the cross section, it will, of

course, fit the smallest part of the whorl as claimed,

but owing to the lack of the necessary number of

grains to the yard it is weaker, and only a question

of a day or two before it becomes slack or breaks.

Simple Method of Making Banding.

One of the most simple methods of making banding
is to have a rack on the wall in back of the slubber

frame. The rack should be large enough to accom-
modate bobbins enough to make spooler banding. Fig-

ure from the weight of the yarn used how many bob-

bins will be required to make a band 15 and 20 grains

to the yard. Then have a long wire rod hanging from
the ceiling and directly over one of the slubber spia-

dles. At the lower end of the rod, have two eyes, so

that one-half the ends from the spools will pass

thi'ough ont! eye and the other one-half through the

other. Draw all the ends down to the flyer at dof-

fing time and thread it and wind on the bobbin. Then
instruct the slubber tender to keep watch on the bob-
bins, and if any found to be broken, to pull off the de-

fective part. Doft' the banding bobbin at each doff

and lay one side, aiul when enough material for band-
ing has been made, tie the ends around the eyes at the

lower end of the rod until required to make more ma-
terial for banding. I find that very few ends break
when run on a slubber spindle, and I judge the reason
for the ends not breaking is because the pull on the

bobbins is gradual instead of intermittent as in the

case of the banding machine. From this it can be
seen that onl.y one slubber bobbin is placed at the

side of the banding machine, and the strand never
breaks. This method has been used by the writer for

yeai's and has given the best results.

Another method is to have the spool rack on the wall
near the ball warper and balls are made. The warper
tender is also instructed to watch the spools and to

pull off all the defective places. At first sight, this

may appear to be a great deal of trouble, but such
is not the case, for as stated, the pull being gradual,
it is seldom an end breaks.

This subject may be more important than regard-
ed by many, and to prove that it is important, make
the following test. Take any driving belt on any fly

frame, spinning frame or loom, have one-half the
length of the belt of double belting and the other one-

half of single belting, and you will find it almost im-
possible to run the machine.

In case of the loom, it is impossible.

So the same can b(! applied to a band, and let me
say that when you find a sizing of yarn that will size

exactly alike and break about one-half in difference,

the trouble is in the band.

If the reader will put into practice the above re-

medies foi- the causes of weak yarn outlined in this

article, I am sure he will be benefitted.
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BLENDING AND PREPARATORY PROCESSES OF
WOOLEN SPINM\G-IX.

DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVED GARNETT MACHINE.
By JOHN W. RADCLIFFE.

(All Kights Reserved.)

Although the rag mdustiy furnishes the woollen

ma nufaeturer with a considerable quantity of recover-

ed or re-manufactured nuiterials, a large amount of

pulled waste is derived from the pulling up of hard
wastes, resulting from the waste yarns produced in

various processes of the textile trades. In the spin-

ning and twisting of worsted yarns for example, a

fair amount of waste is created, whcih although not
suitable for re-mauufacturing into worsted .yai'u, is

a valuable class of material for the woollen manufac-
turer when properly pulled. Waste in yarn form is

also created in the weaving processes, and coming as

it does from the warps or wefts, it is essential that it

should be pulled up into a fibrous material before be-

ing put into a woollen blend.

The point of difference most readily noticed is the
removal of the doffers, and the disposing of the fan-
cies F and F to work below the centres of the swifts A
and A. liy placing the fancies in these positions, it

will be noted, also, that a large number of workers
can be distributed over the upper surfaces of the
swifts employed, and thus increasing the opening
power of the machine, or, in other words, putting
about the same opening power in a two-swift machine
of this type, as there is in one of the original style hav-
ing three cylinders. In the former, as shown in Fig.
18, there are fifteen and thirteen workers over the
respective cylinders or swifts, whilst in the latter
there are ten workers respectively placed upon the
three consecutive swifts. The altered portions already

No. 16

The machine bj^ which this is most adequately ac-

complished is that shown at Fig 16, and is known as

the improved "Garnett machine."
In arrangement, it is somewhat similar to a small

scribbling machine, being similarly composed.
Those who are acquainted with the old type of

Garnett machiue will notice that the one described in

this article possesses certain differences which are a
distinct advantage over those which previously exist-

ed on the older type of "Garnett machine,"' shown at
Fig. 17. Fig. IS is a diagram showing a side eleva-
tion on the driving side of a two cylinder Garnett of
the improved type, and gives in a clear manner the
relative positions of the altered parts.

No 17

mentioned and their functions, will be best under-
stood by considering them in conjunction with Figs.
I'J and 20. In Fig. 19 is given a sectional drawing,
showing only the two swifts A and A', along with the
fancy F and strippers G G, which are placed between
them ; whilst in Fig 20 is a similar drawing giving a
section of the swift A' and the doffer B, along with
their adjoining fancy F' and strippers G G.

In each of these figures the clothing is shown on all

the different cj-liuders, viz., swifts, workers, fancies,

strippers, and doffer, and also the directions of their
respective points on the wire, as well as the direction

each cylinder is revolving, and indicated by its arrow.
The action which takes place in these parts is

No. 18
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as follows: The material which has been partially

opened by the wire points on the rapid revolving

swift A and the wire points on the slowly receding
workers C, is lifted and taken out of the teeth of the

clothing on the swift A by the points on the fancy F
which has a higher velocity than that of the swift A.

It will be seen that the points on the fancy P op-

pose the back of the points on the swift, hence its tak-

ing the material. The fancy F subsequently deposits

part of its material upon the first stripper G that it

comes into contact with, and ])ractically the remainder
upon the second stripper G. The strippers G G having
a much reduced speed or surface velocity from that of

the fancy F, they present the points of their clothing

wire to those upon the fancy, and thus receive the ma-
terial from it, which they convey forward, and pre-

sent it to the second swift A', and the latter takes it

from them in the same manner as the fancj' F from
the preceding swift A, and carries it foi'ward, to be

further operated upon the subsequent parts of the ma-
chine. The action is almost identically the same with

the parts given in Fig. 19, except that of the doffer 1>,

which, unlike the swift A', receives the material from
the two strippers G G, owing to the latter having a

much higher circumferential speed over that of the

former, and depositing the material upon it, to be

finally removed in a fibrous web by means of the dof-

fing knife Z.

It is, of course, essential that if any neAV invention is

to be of any commercial success, it must possess fea-

tures that are distinctly evidenced ia the improved
results that are thereby obtained.

That this has been achieved in the new type of the

"(Jarnett" machine is clearly proved by the perusal
of the following table of results obtained in the treat-

ing of different classes of matei'ials upon a two-swift
machine exactly as the one shown in Fig. 15, and after

allowing a margin of 15 ])er cent of time for the clean-

ing of tlie machine.

Amount
per day,

Kind of Material. 10 hours.
1. Angola Hags 495 lbs.

2. Hotany waste (hard) 46cS "

3. (jotton and mohair waste (hard) .. .. 532 '"

4. Irish woollen carpet yarn waste . . . . 586
5. Vigogne 542 "

'

6. Fine worstetl tlirums SS;} "

7. Cotton and silk (Fellmongers waste
and chiefly cotton) 431 "

These results need no elaboration, Init show, in a for-

cible manner, the increase in the productive capacity
of the machine that has been obtained. Not only has
this been accomplished, but there is also a marked im-
provement in the quality of the material that has been
treated. The fibre possesses a greater length of staple,

and has fewer unopened bits of threads. The obtain-

ing of these results in the production and quality of

material, i.e., perfect opening and length, are chiefly

due to two causes—firstly, the well clearing of the
swift by the fancies, which reduces to a minimum the
l)0ssibilities of the material being subjected again to

the keen opening processes that take place in the ear-

lier stag(!S of its i)assing through the machines ; and,
secondly, to the gent lei- action of the swift and work-
ers which are over tlie ui)i)er surface of the second
swift. The workers have differential speeds imparted
to Ihem, the first worker having the slowest, and a
gradual increase being made upon each subsequent one
throughout the series.

This differentiation of the speed in the workers grad-
ually reduces the severity of the oi)ening process at
a stage when the jiartially ojiiMied material is most
in need of this gentler ti-catment ; also it assists greai-

in getting the matei-ial tiiroiigii the later stages of
the machine when the material is in a lofty state,

and thus reducing the possibilities of choking taking
place in it.

At this stage it will be necessary to deal at full

length with the manner in which the component parts
of the "Gai'uett" are driven, and to enable the reader
to follow the description of the ilifferent parts with as

little difficulty as jiossible, diagrams will be introduc-

ed which show both sides of the machines, indicating

the driving ararngements for the respective parts.

Fig. 18 illustrates one side of the machine and the let-

terings with which the component pai'ts are marked
will be subsequently referred to in connection with the

methods of operating and driving the machine, when
the diagram illustrating the opposite side of the ma-
chine is introduced.
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The Finishing of Knit Goods
Looping Machines—Forms, Uses and Methods of

Operation.

For C'onvi'iiifiicf in luiiullini;- tlic various classes of

uudcrfrariiieiits diirinsr the loopinsr process, looping

luachiiu's arc made in two forms. One is made with

a straight bed on which a row of work-holding points

is mounted to i)rotect along one of its sides, and has

the stitch-making group of parts assembled on a tra-

velling carriage. This form of machine holds the

work stationai-y while the needle looper. etc., are

automatically moved along the lied from point to [toiiit

after each stitch is completed.

The other form of machine is the circular one. in

which the work-holding points are mounted to jiroject

from the ])eriphery of a disc about eighteen inches in

diameter. In ojieration this disc is given an automatic

rotary feeding motion on its axis after the comi)letion

of each stitch. Thus it will be seen that the operating

functions of the process in the two forms of machine
are exactly in reverse order, one holding the work in

position, while the stitches are inserted progressively

along the erppared edge of the material and the other

]n-oceeding reversely to carry the prejiared edge to,

and by, a stationary group of stitch-forming imple-

ments. The tirst, or straight-bed form, is more pecu-
liarly adapted for use on what is called "full-fash-

ioned" garments, and the circxilar form is most gener-

ally used for ''cut goods."'

In both forms of machines the stitching functions

are practically alike, and produce the same finished

residt. By different arrangements of these parts in

their I'elation to each other, and to the automatic feed,

as to time, etc., several styles of stitch may be obtani-

ed. such as the "single stitch." "under and over" and
"through and through," or "double stitch." and may
use one or two threads, each style of stitch having its

peculiar advantage for the work in hand. In some
makes of machine the needle (always a curved one),

works from the inside or butt end of the points out-

ward, and in others in the reverse direction.

In setting up the circular looping or "turning-otf"
machine it must be fastened securely to a good table,

similar in construction to the ones used for sewing
machines. It need not be ar, wide, however, as it is

never required for holding the work during the op-

eration, and also because the full diameter of the disc,

and several inches more, must overhang the table's

edge so as to be sure to provide ample space for the

work to revolve while depending from the feed points.

The two pieces to be looped or sewed together are

fastened to the disc, so that one of the points shall

pass through each of two courses of loops near the

raw edges of the fabrics which are in position with

their faces together.

The rotation of this disc will then bring eacii pair

of loops in succession to a point of exact registration

with the needle, which travels in the are of a circle

directly over and i)arallel with each point when in this

position. A groove or depression in the top of the

points will allow the thread-carrying needle to enter

each pair of loops, and in conjunction with a properly

shaped looper which opei'ates in time to meet the

needle's thread, the two fabric lops are securely and
almost imperceptibly jomed.

In order that the machine may opei-ate successfully

and pei'fectly, it is necessary to trim the raw edges

of the material down to the loops that are imjialed up-

on the i)oints. and unless this is done and all the ra-
velled threads, or loose waste, are removed before
passiug under the needle, the seam will be made with
an unsightly welt.

The speed of the iiuichiiie in ]imite<l to the ability
of the operator in putting the loops of fabrics on the
l)oints, and with those who are most exi)ert it can never
be run faster than three or four hinidred stitches per
minute.

If the machine skips stitches, examine the needle.
If it is broken or damaged beyond rejjair, replace with
a new one. If the point is dull make it over with an
oil stone, taking care to have the lower side as low
as ])ossible, so as lo ensure its entering the loop. See
that the point of the needle registers exactly over the
center of each point. Skipping is also often due to
the hook or loojier getting out of adjustment. When
taking the loop from the neiMJie the looper must
slightly rub the needle when passing over it.

The needle nuiy move too ([uickly or too slowly and
thus be out of time with the looper. When properly
timed, the needle's point in entering the loof) on the
hook should be one-sixteenth of an inch fi-om the hook,
and just clear the heel of the looper. The hook, after
passing away from the needle, will again move for-

ward and pass uiuler the needle, just touching it.

The hook will l)e about one-eighth of an inch from
the point brass when it is at its lowest droj). It is very
essential to have the hook perfectly smooth and of such
a shape as to keep the loop of thread from di-ojiping

off easily before the needle enters the new looji. Keep
the thread taut during the time the needle is jiassing

through the loop.

Have the thread rathei- too tine than too coarse for

the needle.

In order to rejilace a point remove the brass section

that covers the base of the imperfect one, and remove
it with a quick pull upward, thus preparing the groove
for the new point. Place the new point in position,

and with a small staking tool drive it to its seat. Then
with a haiinuer smooth the brass down around it, and
finaly replace and secure the covering brass in posi-

tion.

The sewing mecliauism must be timed Avith the
points on the large disc, and if not exactly right their

relative position may be changed by loosening the set

screws in the main arm of the machine, and moving
the disc to its propei- position.—The Textile Ameri-
can.

HARLEY-KAY COMPANY'S SUCCESSFUL
YEAR.

The Harley-Kay Knitting JIachine Co., Limited, of

Georgetown, Ontario, held their annual meeting on the

24th inst, re-electing the officers and directors of the

past year. The Annual Report was very gratifying

showing the best year in the history of the company.
Although the trade generally experienced a consider-

able depression during the latter half of 1913, busi-

ness continues brisk with the Ilarley-Kay Co., and
they have orders in at the end of the year to keep
them busy until the warm weather. The company
found it necessary to work considerable overtime dur-

ing the fall and wintei'. After allowing a liberal de-

preciation on plant ami jiaying the stockholders an S

per cent di\-idend. a substantial in-ofit was carried

forward. During the year just closed tin> company
added new equipment extensively, and have taken up
the manufactui-e of other liiu-s.
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English Woollen and Worsted
Trades

(By Our London Representative.)

The outlook at the prest-ut time of the wool and tex-

tile ti-ades convinces me that great things may not be

expected in the immediate future. There has been a

material decline in the requirements of the home trade,

large stocks of almost everything into which wool

enters being on hand, and the top and trade has not

sufficientlyrecovered from the P^uropean political

crisis, financial stringency in most countries, and a

general decline in trade. At present the outlook is

none too bright, but mill owners are trusting to a

speedy recovery from the Balkan crisis and good trade

across the Atlantic to make 1914 yield an average busi-

ness. Before prices take an upward turn there must

be renewed confidence in values and, above all, more

activity on the part of the home trade.

Canadian merchants are making in(|uiries in Dews-

bury about new fancy, stout-wearing tweeds, and

seeking some concessions in prices. These, however,

manufacturers do not feel very much disposed to

grant, for the prices of wool suited to that trade and

the rates that have to be paid for other raw materials

stand in the way. Serges in navy and royal blues are

the subject of inquiry also, both for men's and wom-
en's wear. Heavier cloths are dull of sale just now.

Taking the whole of the Dewsbui-y district, there is a

(hdlness in trade and many woollen cloths operatives

are out of work. The blanket trade in Dewsbury had

a good year in 1913, owing partly to the good orders

that arrived from Canada. But the new year has

opened with very little response from the Dominion

and the home demand is a good deal below the aver-

age. On the other hand, best and medium rugs are

selling well and prices are good. The Spen Valley

naakers are still engaged on Brussels and tapestry car-

pets for Canadian and other colonial centres and prices

are very firm. Stockings and other fine softs are still

mai ntaining their value. Leeds is just settling down
after a big strike amongst the municipal workers

which cast a gloom over the city. Although some

manufacturers are engaged in making lower and me-

dium qualities, and running their mills at full capacity,

tlu> majority complain that they have been working

for a small margin of profit for some time past, as la-

bor as well as material is dearer. The woollen mer-

chants have been slightly busier lately dealing with re-

peat orders. Trade with Canada is reported to be

showing a slight improvement. At present trade is

of a hand-to-mouth charactei' and the best that can

be said of the wholesale clothing trade is that it is no

worse, and if anything, the special departments are a

turn the busier. There are inactive conditions in the

cloth trade at Hiuldersfield. Manufacturers are show-

ing patterns for next winter, but of actual business

there is very little. Forward business is hindered by

the heavy stocks and the continuance of high prices

demanded, especially for fine worsteds. The price

factor is operating adversely at Huddersfield. Both in

worsteds and woollens, trade has grown considerably

in volume and the future is viewed vei-y hopefully.

The consumption of fancy worsteds is still below the

average. Tliei'e is not much briskness in the ('aua-

dian demand for tweeds and the enquiry for the fall

trade is disappointing to most of the Huddersfield

mills. Trade with the States is good and the develop-

ments anticipated by the introduction of the revised

tariff have at last set in. As to the Border woollen

ti'ade, I am informed by one of the Hawick manii-

facturers- that the tone of business is good and that

some of the heavy stocks of overcoatings and under-

wear have been reduced lately. From the States a

demand for Scotch cheviots for spring wear is keen,

but the Canadian demand is dull. Dyers and spinners

have a fair volume of work in hand and the same
may be said of the hosiery trade. Most firms in the

Kidderminster carpet trade are busy with the orders

on hand, but the yarn trade is featureless. Spianers

are not incliued to commit themselves to any extent,

and on the whole the market wears a stronger appear-

ance. In Halifax and Leicester business is not very

bright. The Leicester yarn trade continues slow all

round, and conti'acts placed some months ago are

slowly working down. Offers of yarn below cost

have been withdrawn, but very little new business is

coming forward. The hosiery trade is dull on home
account, but some good ordei'S from Canada and the

colonies are in hand. In most of the other woollen

and worsted centres mill men say they could do with
more business and complaints are being made against

the high costs of production.

I hear that in Leicester the manufacturers are ex-

periencing a good demand, just lately sprimg up, for

dyed mercerised fine cotton counts. A good deal of

this yarn has been used in making a cheap class of

women's sports coats. Also, there is very little spun
silk or pure silk turned out at Leicester now, but late-

ly a new bi-anch of trade has developed in what are

known as real cashmeres, angoras, and like hairs,

making very expensive grades, which have found out-

lets in underwear, women's and men's vests, gloves,

etc. I also learn that generally the Canadian de-

mand for medium and cheap tweeds was slacker in

1913 than foi- several years past, but the enquiry for

next season is looked upon with hopeful results.

NEW SHUTTLE THREADER.
Vacuum Device Successfully Tried Out.

In connection with the question of shuttle-kissing

which has been up for so much discussion in Great
Britain of late, a new invention, recently patented in

the Old Country, for threading the shuttles, is of in-

terest. The inventors claim it to be at once simple,

effective and of comparatively small cost, and it is

said to have worked with great success ia several mills

in which it has been tried out.

In the invention a vacuum chamber is employed,
connected by a system of main and branch pipes with
looms in the weaving shed. The vacuum is made and
maintained by any convenient and available means of

appliance. The branch pipes are placed to the hand
of the weaver at the loom. The free end of the pipe
terminates in a mouth, which is closed by a valve, pre-

ferably a spring valve, ])laced transversely across the

branch pipe neai- the mouth, and actuated by a press
button against the resistance of a spring, which tends
to keep the valve normally closed. In operation the
attendant places the eye of the shuttle against the
biauch i)ii)e, and opens thç valve sufficiently to allow
the iiirushing air to suck the thread through the eye.

TIk' mouth of the branch pipe is fitted with rubber
lips. The only part of the device which Avill need
I'enewal in the vei'v long period of years is the rubber
lips.
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A Novel Repp Motion
^ Special to tlu' Caiuuliau Textile Journal.)

In order that repp borders or bars of solid eolors

could be cheapily introduced into plain cloth many in-

grenious motions iuive been devised with the object of

doins; away with dobby motions. As is well known,
only four shafts, or heddles. arc re(iuired to weave

idain cloths and if a repp bar has to be produced as

well and a dobby is used the working parts of these

latter motions ([uickly wear out, thus spoiling the

whole machine. One of tiie simplest and most elt'ee-

tive motions that has found extensive use in Lanca-

shire is illustrated herewith and it will be seen that

tlie heddles are worked, positively no springs being

used.

Before describing the motion a description of the

weave actually required and the drafting adopted will

be given. The weave is shown at A, Fig. 1, section

B, showing the weave of the body of the clothe whilst

section C shows the solid color bar or repp portion.

The drafting is illustrated at D, and it will be seen

that the threads weave in groups of four, but the

groups can consist of six or eight or even more by
drafting them in similar groups, one group being in

the first and third heddles and the other (^ro'ip on tlio

second and fourth heddles.

The mechanism for working the motion is shown in

Fig 2, from which it will be seen that some little ad-

dition is made to the ordinary plain, loom roller top

motion. The straps 2 and 3 are carried by the or-

dinary laeddle roller of the loom, number 2 being at-

tached to the second lieddle and number 3 to the

third heddle. These two heddles, numbers 2 and 3 are

attached below to the threads of the ordinary, plain

tappet motion in the usual way. The front and back
heddles. Nos. 1 and 4, are carried above by the large

rollers on shaft A and below they are attaclied to lea-

ther straps which pass around the rollers Kl and K2
that are pivotted on brackets that are fixed to the

binders as shown.

The top shaft A is driven from the ordinary heddle
roller shaft B by means of the fixed bosses CI and C2,

the latch is turned over to the other side to engage
with the roller 1)1, whi(;h is driven by straight straps,

the heddles are lifted 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 alternately,

to uuike plain weave. Ki-om this it will be seen that

Fig. 1

and the bosses Dl and 1)2. The boss D2 is driven from
the bosses C2 by cross straps and the boss Dl from the

bosses CI by straight strap. These bosses, Dl and D2,

are free to revolve upon the shaft A except when en-

gaged by the latch E. which is pivotted upon the

bracket F, this being fixed on the shaft A. A notched
rim is provided on the rollers Dl and D2 into either

of which the latch E may be engaged as desired.

In the illustration the latch E is engaged with the

roller D2 the latch having been deflected to the right,

and the heddles are lifted for weaving repp—that is,

heddles 1 and 3 and 2 and 4 are lifted alternately when

Fig. 2

i-epp bars can be readily produced on a plain loom, a

problem that has puzzled many an elementary, and

not a few advanced students of the subject of weaving.

SMYRNA'S WOOL INDUSTRY.

The wool that comes into Smyrna is of two difl:'er-

ent kinds, the Yerli, which comes from the hard.y low-

land sheep, having small horns and narrow tail, and

the Anatolian, which comes from the Caraman sheep

of the plateau, which have a flat heavy tail weighing

up to 22 pounds. The Anatolian is longer and coarser

than the Yerli, and is the kind of which the United

States is the chief foreign buyer. None of these wools

is as fine and soft as those of England and Australia.

About 2,500,000 pounds of Yerli wool is the annual

productiou, and this is the kind used in Smyrna for

making army cloth, blankets, carpets, and common
cloth. Prices range from 10 1-2 to 11 cents a pound

delivered at buyers' stores in Smyrna, and must not

contain more than three per cent extraneous matter

nor more than six per cent black wool.

The Anatolian wool is produced in greater .luanti-

ties, as a large part of the land is used for sheej)

grazing, but only about 2.2.50,000 poiuids reach the

Smyrna market. Much of this wool is consumed local-

ly in the manufacture of hand-tufted carpets. This

local consumption is growing, but so is the foreign

demand, and the extensive pastures will probably be

used in meeting this demand with greater flocks.

Prices for Anatolian wool range from 12 to 131/4 cents

a pound delivered at buyers' stores in Smyrna, and

must not have more than five per cent, extraneous mat-

ter nor more than 12 per cent black wool.

Germany, France and Italy follow the United States

as buyers of Smyrna wool; and a eon.siderable amount
goes to Constantinople.—Fibre and Fabric.

Charles R. Blake has lately been appointed superin-

tendent of the St. Annes Branch. Dominion Textile

Company, Montreal, succeeding Richard Toas, who has
resigned.
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Grey Weft Winding
Weft Wound From Mule-Spun Cops Into Paper

Tubes or Wooden Pirns.

A feature that eoines up for cousidcrable discus-

sion amoug mill men is the relative efficiency of the

two methods, viz., the common practice of placing

the mule-spun cop of gray weft direct into the shuttle

or the use of weft wound from these cops on to paper
tubes or wooden pii-ns. Pirn-winding machinery has

been in use for a considerable number of years and
proposition to wind gray weft is by no means new,

whilst colored wefts have always been largely dealt

with in this way. Gray weft winding, however, has

never become very popular in this country or m
Great Britain, although the American machinery for

this purpose lias long been on the market and in the

United States are in ([uite common use.

There are many factors in favor of using the pirn-

wound cop, one of which is the growing scarcity of

efficient weavers. The fact that considerable more
yarn can be placed in one sJiuttle when wound in this

manner than witli the mule-spun cop, thereby length-

eniiag tlie time which each shuttle runs and decreas-

ing the number of weavers required, will work for a

considerable saving in the weaving department, es-

peciallv where the automatic looms have not been in-

stalled". The

Machines Employed in the Process.

of pirn winding are eoiiiparatively simple in design

and construction. Naturally differing in construc-

tional details, they can be divided into two broad
types—those in which tiie winding spindle has a ro-

tary movement only, the yarn being laid on to the pirn

through a reciprocating traverse guide, and those in

which the spindle both rotates and reciprocates while
the guide eye is stationary. The object sought by all

the newer-type machines is to wind on a tube or pirn

a considerable length of material in well-laid layers of

yarn which will unwind regularly, and, further, to so

build up the pirn that for the length of material it

contains it is comjiaratively small and compact. In

a shuttle containing an ordinary pin cop the whole of

the recess available for weft is not occupied. When a

wound pirn is inserted the full shuttle capacity is

utilised, and, moreover, longer shuttles are being em-
ployed in which from two to four times the amount of

weft to be found in an ordinary pin cop is placed on a

pirn.

The Advantages Accruing

from this method are numerous and valuable. It is a

curious fact that in the Iluddersfield district, and in

the worsted trade of Yorkshire, the new system of pirn
winding has been more largely adopted than is at

present the case in the cotton trade. It is, of course,

undeniable that the weaver can shuttle a pirn much
more quickly than she can shuttle a pin cop, and also

there is no fear that the material will be "stabbed,"
which is an ever-present possibilit.y with the pin cop.

The reduction of waste is very considerable, and there
should be practically none in the weaving shed, as

the yarn will wind off the pirn until the last layer.

The (|uality of the yarn on the pirn is better through-
out its length than it is in the cop, as in the winding
process all thick, weak, or bad places are detected
and removed. A very marked difference can be ob-
served between pieces of cloth woven from jiiii co])

weft and wound weft; and if the wefts are used in the
same length of warp, succeeding one anothei', the
dividing line is very marked. So excellent have the
results been in tiie woisted manufacturing industry

that the work of the cloth overlookers has been mater-
ially reduced and a greater output per person secured.

Besides impi'oving the body of the fabric, the selvedges
produced are remarkably regular, even, and straight;

and a further qualification is that the width of the fab-

ric is better maintained.
The greatest asset to the manufacturer is, however,

the

Increase in Production.
Obviously a shuttle containing three times as much

weft as foi'iiierly will enable the loom to run three times
as long without it having to be stopped for weft re-

plenishment. A further factor to this end is the ease
with which the pirns can be placed on the shuttle

tongue. Moreover, the fewer stops a loom is subject
to the less strain is put on the warp threads, and
consequently few warp breakages ai-e often to be
noted in automatic looms which run over long periods
without stopping. These advantages make it possible

for a weaver to attend to six looms as easily as she can
attend to four, and in sheds where helpers are provid-

ed—who fetch full pii-ns to the loom, take away the

emj)ty ones, and remove the cloth, leaving the weaver
nothing to do but tend Her looms—the labour is often

less on six looms under the new conditions than it was
on four tnidei- the old. The weaver naturally receives

highei- wages, and the helpers are paid by the mill.

EFFICIENCY OF THE NORTHROP LOOM.
In the December '"("otton Chats'" i)ublished by tlie

Draper Company of Hopedale, Mass., special attention

is called to the economy accomplished by the use of

the Northrop looms, from the mill stanclpoiut. It is

claimed that the "Northrop loom easily pi-oduces ten

per cent more cloth pel' loom per week, with a corres-

ponding saving in the interest, deiireciation, repairs

and other general expense : also in the original cost of

looms, weave room and fixtures !

"In addition to the increased product per loom per
hour due to the automatic filling changer, it is pos-

sible to run the looms in the weave i-oom through the

noon hour and at night for a certain length of time

without any weavers at all. During this period no
weaver should be allowed to work on the looms. Un-
dei- this condition the machinery alone would run;
no operative would work overtime, and yet each one
could earn more money: the manufacturer would
obtain greater efficiency from his machinery; no law
in regard to hours of labor or operatives would be
broken; and no labor union could properly object to

machinery running more than a given number of hours
a day.
"In general construction for every da,y work these

looms are heavier than common looms and aside from
the filling changer contain a large lunnber of improve-
ments not found in common looms, so that purchasers

may depend upon having the best machine in every

respect to meet any kind of competition if they order

Northrop looms either for new mills or to replace

equipment in old mills.

"When the Northrop loom Avas introduced it was
designed for the easiest possible fabric, viz: narrow
print cloth. At that time weavers could tend about

six common looms each, the best having eight in a

set. Doubling the nuniber of looms per weaver seemed
a great advance and we recommended the eai'ly pur-

chasers to establish sixteen looms as a proper number
per weaver. Since that time the Northrop loom has

proveil to be so much easier for the weaver thiit mills

on these goods average twenty-foui- looms per weav-
er, and numerous individual opei'atives run from
twenty-eight to thii-ty-six looms each.
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THE THOROUGH PREPARATION OF DOMESTIC
WOOLS

REMOVING VEGETABLE AND OTHER EXTRANEOUS MATTER
By Harry Twigg.

(Specially Written for the Canadiau Textile Jaurnal.)

No matter how well tlie stork has ])een washed, it

will be found that the removal of the grease and dirt

has broiiirht into prominence odd bits of twine, and
skin, buri'y pieces, discolored locks, and the like,

which noticeably mar the desirable character of the

batch. What are we to do with these, allow them to

pass or eliminate them? If they are permitted to pass

through with the rest their influence will remain con-

tinously for harm. " There are two ways of dealing

with the (juestion and each has its own advocates. It

may be said that there isn't enough of that sort of

admixture to make any material difference, the ma-
jority, however, would distinctly favor removal if it

can be accomplished economically. The man in charge

of the scouring will hardly have time to attend to so

much. The wool sorter may not be conveniently situ-

ated. His time, too, and that of the packer who sacks

up your clean wools may already be fully occupied.

Why not rig up a ueat bench and stool,, and set some
reliable middle-aged woman at the job. It is a clean

one and suited to dexterous feminine fingers, while the

wages would not be a large item and the advantages
more than worth their cost. Certainly the mass of

wool will come moist from the squeeze rolls, or hydro
extractor, but not wet enough to be disagreeable at all,

or unhealthy. It follows that our lady 's work bench,

and all about it must be kept scrupulously clean, other-

wise the damp fibres will surely gather dust and soil

in their handling. All the sorting that many small

Canadian mills require could be done by such means
and done vastly better than it is at present. Just try

it, and see. The idea ma^^ seem a novel one, but has

been in our mind for many years, as we have noted
the numerous defects of our woollen manufacturing.

Our stock is now ready for drying and when it

comes to this stage please impress upon your help

that it is sheep 's wool and not metal scrap they are to

get dry. Keep the heat down to the lowest point con-

sistent with successful work. If your dryer is of the

old-fashioned stationary type, let the stock be turned

and shaken up occasionally to facilitate matters. Use
an automatic drying machine by all means if possible

—

the gain in quantity and quality of output, will be

found considerable. Exhaust steam can be utilized

in either case. After the stock comes from the driers

it should be passed through a good cone duster in

order to beat tlie greater part of the chaff and hard

dirt out of it for the removal of which the nu^re wash-
is scarcely sufficient. If the wool has had a prelimin-

ary dusting before scouring this subsequent dusting is

not so essential. But little will probably be found
which requires shaking out in that case.

In place of using a duster after drying it is an ex-

cellent plan, when dealing with long fleece wools, to

employ a short compact garuetting machine. This will

not only open out the fibres, but will also break the

longest of them ; and at the same time separate much
of the vegetable and other trash. On cotted fleeces

and other matted wools a machine of this kind is of

great value. It is to be admitted that Canadiau fleeces

passed througli any. sort of carding arrangement are

difficult to color afterwards unless they are torn apart
out of their closely arranged fornuition, especially af-

ter pressure in baling has l)een applied. There is the

same difficulty of penetration by liquids in the dye-
room which is noticed in baled cotton—only, of course,

in lesser degree. Apart from that the carded mass is

easy to work up all the way through.

But possibly you would prefer to carbonise your
wools and so get rid of all extraneous vegetable sub-

stances, so prone to turn up as specks and burrs in

the finished cloth. Some use a "dry process" for car-

bonising, i.e., they use an acid gas to burn them out.

When this is the intention the stock is first dried after

being washed. The more common practice is, how-
ever, "the wet process"; and for that the wool is

treated after washing also, but l)efor(; drying or dust-

ing. The nu'thod is simple enough, relying upon the

well known fact that saturation with a strong mineral
acid burns up, or cai-bonises, cotton and other tex-

tile fibers. In order to protect the wool portion a
dilute acid bath is used, and accelerate the final

destruction of the vegeta])le matters intense heat is

applied after diying. As handy a way to proceed as

any is to use a square wooden tank sunk in the floor

a level convenient to stand by, and work over. The
tank should be of good thickness, and well made and
bolted. Use square joints for the sides and bottom and
the tank will last much longer than if tongued and
grooved. A fitting size for a small mill might be six

feet square by thi-ee and a half to four feet deep. If

a second, and much lighter, but still strong box is

made to fit loosely inside the tank with perforations

throughout all the bottom and lower portion of the

sides, and having a stout transverse piece across the

top you may raise and lower it by means of a small

block and chain, or windlass, and find it of much prac-

tical advantage. Make up a bath of clean water at

about 60 deg. F., and add a quantitj^ of sulphuric acid

—commercial oil of vitriol—until the specific gravity

registers about 6 deg. on a number one Twaddle hydi'o-

meter. Let down your inside box and fill it with wool
direct from the squeeze rolls of the washing machine.
Poke it all under the surface and let it soak for an
hour—more or less, as experience shall teach you
for your particular class of work. Now I'aise it out

to drain for a little while, and if j'ou have provided
a hinged door on one side of your inside box it will

be an easy matter to pull the wool all out into a

truck with a manure hoe. Then extract the wool
and dry it thoroughly. When dry, close up all open-
ings and get enough steam in the drier to run the

heat up to 200 deg. to 215 deg. P.

Keep it at tiiat for about half an hour, more or less,

and if you find that the chaff and straw and strings

now crumble easily to powder on rubbing them in your
palms, the stock may be taken out. Cover it up with
old sheets to keep it -warm, and pass immediately
through a good duster to finish the work. While this

has been proceeding, the bath in your tank may be
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tested, replenished with acid if necessary, and anoth-

er lot of wool put in to soak, and so on. The proce-

dure is not difficult but requires that constant watch-

fulness in orders to completely remove all vegetable

trash. If you don't wish to build an inside perforat-

ed shell for the steeping tank, you can build a joint-

tight slanting scray or rack at one end and pitch your
stock out on that to drain. In that case buy your
workman a pair of rubber gloves, and caution him to

be careful to treat the acid bath with the utmost re-

spect unless he wants to get into trouble. Should an
accident befall someone, remember that it is of small

good to wash off a slash of acid from person or cloth-

ing. First of all. apply soda or ammonia in order to

kill the acid, and then wash all you will. Guard your
eyes. In dusting carbonise*! stock to beat out the

burned residue see that it receives adequate crushing

at the duster feed. When the wool has been thus

cleansed see that it is kept clean, and not permitted to

gather dirt again off the floors.

The acid left in the stock after carbonising will not
likely do any appreciable liarm in the after processes.

Tons of carbonised shoddy passes through Canadian
mills daily and nothing is thought of it, no detriment
to the machinery being thought of. Why then call

for neutralising of the wool, which has been car-

bonised? It makes a lot of extra handling and ex-

pense. You must take the wool from the final dusting

and wash it in an alkali bath strong enough to get

the best of the acid left in the stock. The washing
bath quickly becomes stained and requires constant

removal. The wool becomes more or less yellowed in

color, and must be subjected again to heat in drying.

The dryer can neutralise it if necessary before dyeing.

It can be neutralized also in tlie cloth form by the

finisher. Notwithstanding ''you pays your money;
an' you takes your choice."

year, than it would have been, had normal business

conditions prevailed."

Underwear Company's Success-

ful Year

The second annual report of the Nova Scotia Under-
wear Company, Limited, covering operations from
December 1, 1912, to November 30, 1913, which was
issued recently, shows a very satisfactory year's busi-

ness. The report shows net profits for the fiscal year
of $22,161. This with a balance of $4,143 carried"for-

ward from 1912 gives a total credit of $26,304. After
deducting quarterly dividends at 7 per cent for 1913,

$5,000 written off" for depreciation and $1,000 set

aside for contingent account, a balance of $9,572 was
carried forward into the new year. Resei've and con-

tingent accounts now amoiint to $10,572.

In his report to shareholders, President N. B.

Smith, spoke encouragingly of the outlook and in re-

ference to the temporary trade depression, general
throughout the Dominion, said, in part:

—

"The year 1913 has been one of world wide financial

stringency, which has been particularly felt in the
Canadian West, which is the largest market for our
products. Consequently a number of our customers
found it necessary to curtail their orders so as to ad-
just themselves to existing conditions, and our output
for the year, although much in excess of the previous
year, was smaller, especially during the last half of the

Novel Cotton Spinning

Device

There has been applied to a 48-spindle ring spinning
machine at Sabadell, in Spain, a remarkable spinning
attachment which may prove to be the most important
improvement in spinning during recent years. On the
small scale mentioned it is reported to have demon-
strated that the intermediate and I'oving frames of a

mill can lie dispensed with without disadvantage. The
inventoi' is Scnor Casablaiicas, a Catalonian, and the

company working his patents is the Sociedad Anonima
Patente Casablancas. About 400 spinners and other
persons interested recently attended a demonstration
of Senor Casablancas' apparatus, during which the 48-

spindle ring spinner was spinning on one side 70s yarn
from 1.00 hank slubbing of Egyptian cotton and on the

other side 60s yarn from 1.36 hank slubbing of low
American cotton. Tlie draughts were, therefore, re-

spectively 70 and about 45.

The mechanism is simple. Taking the whole ma-
chine, the differences entailed by the Casablancas ar-

rangement are these. The back and intermediate lines

of drawing rollers are absent, and instead of them
there are two endless leather bands, similar to those
in waste or woollen carding engines, running over
guide rollers in such a way that thev come into run-

A COTTON SPINNING DEVICE

ning contact with each other during part of their

travel and eariy the roving along between them from
the creel bobbin to the front line of spinning rollers.

From this point the operations proceed as usual. The
arrangement is shown in the accompanying diagram.

With regard to the performance of the apparatus,
it is stated that with a draft of 40 to 50 obtained in

this novel way the resultant yarn is strong. With
drafys above this it is said, on the authority of one
spinner, to be weaker than yarn spun in the ordin-

ary way. It is claimed that if the sliver is imequal,
the natural tendency of the apparatus is to make it

more regular, the leather bands pressing more heavily
on the thicker sections. It is said, but without any
qualifying reference to the drafts employed, that there
is a general increase in strength of 5 per cent over yarn
spun in the usual way.—The Manchester Guardian.
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OUR OLD COUNTRY LETTER
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

The British Association of Wool Buj'ers have pre-

pared a scheme by which they propose to revert back

to the old method of shipping wool from Australia

to Hull, Loudon and other ports by means of sailing

vessels. Au arrangement has already beeu made for

the chartering of one vessel which will return with

10,000 bales. Mr. Alfred Ayton, of Bradford, says

that the diffieidty Bradford had to cope with was tliat

so much wool reached England all at once that the

warehouses became choked. ^Many top makers bought

tlii'ir wool in the colonies or in South Amercia or Lou-

don and sent it all to the establishments at which it

was combed. The sailmg ship had one drawback

—

one never knew when it would arrive. That might

mean buying wool in London at a ruling price, some-

times having to pay "through the no.se" for it. Of

late years, he added, offerings at the sales in Australia

had increased enormously, because, in the first place,

generally speaking, the growers found the.y got better

prices than in London, and, in the second, the grow-

ers naturally wished to dispose of their wool as quick-

ly as possible. Au extension was also required in re-

gard to the sales. As to the' alternative, Mr. Ayton

said at present storage accommodation was cheaper in

some railway companies' warehouses iu London and

Hull thau it was iu Bradford. A large public ware-

house was badly needed in Bradford to store wool

in. This was done on the Continent and why sliould it

not be done in Bradford. Many wool buyers believe

that by sending wool by sailers it will be distributed

over a longer period and warehouse expenses will be

saved. It sometimes happens that 80 steamers are

afloat between England and Australia with wool.

Seeiugthat electricity is now being largely adopted
iu textile machinery and modern mills, an interesting

(luestion has beeu addressed to an expert on the ap-

plication of electrical power to the textile trades. He
has beeu asked to say what were the chances of an
electrical loom iu the future. It is to be remembered
that in 1884 there was an invention for propelling the

shuttle by means of a powerful magnet. At present
there are jacquards iu which the thread is selected

electrically. An electrical loom might, therefore, tend
to less complication in fancy weaving. The reply

of the expert was to the effect, that we were some dis-

tance off any big development. There was a big open-
ing for anyone who could devise a better mechanism
than the present loom, which was anything but a

good mechanism. The idea of propelling a shuttle by
means of a magnet was not workable. The shuttle

needed to be dealt with, however. "It would amaze
those," he adds, "who did not know it when he said

the shuttle took the biggest bulk of the power used in

driving a loom. Electrical jacquards had not so far
proved a great success, but from what I know I be-

lieve we should, before many years, see a good elec-

trical jacquard." Those in Canada who are studying
the methods of up-to-date mills should not lose sight

of the foregoing comments, as it is quite evident some
of the experts will spring a surprise on us within the

near future.

Professor Barker, of the Bradford Technical College,

has asked the question: Is the problem of twist a

spinner's or a cloth constructor's problem! In ans-
wer to this, he points out that although the spinner
by ageing and conditionhig, might cover up the nat-
ural tendencies of tin- wool, yet in the final finishing
processes those tendencies would assert themselves,
to the detiiment or otherwise of the resulting fabrics.
He, therefore, contended that the problem was more
truly a cloth constructor's problem, due allowance
being made for the limitations under which the spin-
ner worked. Pi-ofessor Barker also strongly advocates
the defining of twist by twist-angle ratlier than by
terms per inch. He points out that if the cloth con-
structor and spinnei- thouglit of the twist in their sin-
gle and two-fold yarns in terms of the angle they
would see more cieju'ly in theii- mind's eye what was
happening, or wluit was likely to happen in both yarn
and fabric. In this connection, he draws particular at-

tention to what is termed a balanced twist, as against
the ordinary square twist of the trade, it being clearly
demonstrated by examples that a balanced twist
straight from the frame would lie inert and workable,
while a square twist would be most difficult to deal
with luider similar conditions.

The East India Wool Sales concluded at Liver]>ool
on the 17th inst. Home and continental buyers operat-
ed freely in suitable lots, which ruled steady at par to
5 per cent decline foi- whites and 5 per cent for yel-
lows, while colored wools made steady rates. Defec-
tive parcels were up to 10 per cent cheaper. The
American demand was good.

A propos of the first editorial article in the Canadian
Textile Journal for September last on "Textile Tech-
nical Education," I should mention that the annual
report of the Bradford Technical College has reached
me. With this college is amalgamated evening class-

es for textile workers and students, and the whole is

run by a Technical Education Committee. The depart-
ment of textile industries is controlling or directing
the work of 900 da.v and evening students and year by
year the training is being directed on to more scienti-

fic lines with the result that the prospects seem very
bright. The development would probably be at the
expense of real practical insight but for the excel-
lent equipment the college now possesses, which en-

ables this tendency to be corrected; and the courses
of instruction now present a most happy combina-
tion of theory and practice. "Some years ago," says
the report, "the success of a student was measured by
the college prizes and certificates, which he won, but
to-day it is rather measured by his success in the in-

dustry. Notable successes of diplomas and other stu-

dents have recently been recorded, and there is an
urgent demand for well-educated and technically-

trained men which is hardly realized bj' the gram-
mar and other schools." New rooms are now provid-
ed for tuition in the mechanical engineering labora-

tory, and civil enginering, whilst the chemistry de-
partment has been increased by the provision of two
balance rooms, lecture room and gas and analysis
room. There are also rooms for physics, mathematics
and biology. Canada might well take a note of what
the education authorities are doing in England for

Textile Technical Education.
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The Colonial trade iu the various branches of cotton

goods has generally been above the average for the

majority of the London and Manchester houses. Or-

ders with manufacturers are, as a rule, placed in the

early spring months for the approaching season's

trade, and contracts were placed at comparatively

low prices. It is stated that the Canadian business has,

however, not been up to expectations, the ordinary

grey domestic cloths and plain drills being dull all

through the season. Some specialities in dyed and
fancy goods only sold moderately well for the making-

up trade, but ordinary Manchester, it is said in Lon-

don, have now to compete with the United States as

well as Canadian competition. In the Todmorton and
Burnley districts grey and striped cotton drill makers
complain of the unreraunerative business that agents

and merchants are now offering them, as the prices

submitted are invariably below making rates. The
demand is also somewhat irregular.

* * * #

After a conference with representatives of the. Fed-

eration of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations the

Executive Council of the Cardroom Operatives' As-

sociation decided to withdraw from what is known as

the Brooklands Agreement, under which conferences

on labour questions in the cotton industry have hith-

erto been arranged. The Operative Spinners have
taken the same course and the agreement, which has

been in use since 1892, now becomes obsolete.

To Smooth Creases in Fulling
One of the greatest difficulties that the finisher has

to contend with is in the fulling process through which
the cloth undergoes, is in the avoidance of mill rigs

which form in the angles of the creases of the material

to be fulled owing to the excessive felting. Many
machines have been put on the market for this pur-

pose, but not all of the difficulties have yet been over-

come. The longitudinal creases formed in front of the

cuttling spout due to the pressure of the principal

woi'king z'ollers has always been a serious proposition

and, in order to do away with this fault, a corrugated
shape was given to the cuttling spout or beaters, or

thumping rollers, were provided, but none of these

succeeded in altogether doing away with the diffi-

ciilties that were run up against. In an invention re-

cently patented in the United States the inventor has
found that the longitudinal creases can be smoothed
out by a frictional crosswise action.

Figure 1, in the accompany sketch, is a side elevation

of the apparatus and Fig. 2, a plan of the manner in

which the rollers are adjusted, a and b are the prin-

cipal working rollers of the fulling mill, c and d are

the usual doffing plates, while e, f, g and h are the

cuttling rollers of such shape and arranged in such
manner as to overcome the creasing so often experi-

enced with the ordinai-y rollers. The axles of these

rollers are arranged in different and non-parallel
plains relatively to each other and are mounted in

ball and socket bearings i, on frames 1.

In order to overcome the crease difficulty the mater-
ial to be fulled is subjected on one or more sides

during the cuttling to a diagonal or laterally inclined
stroking operation, the direction of this stroking op-
eration, or the frictional component crosswise to the
travel, being inclined on oposite sides in opposite direc-

tions. A sonicwhat similar effect can be obtained by
moving to and fro the cuttling spout lids or cuttling
rollers; this, however, requires a comparatively trou-

lesome motion. It is avoided by replacing the cut-

tling spout by cuttling rollers, which are arranged
in pairs in' such manner that one is oblique to the other
of the same pair, and by forming the cii-cumferential

surfaces of these rollers correspondingly hyperbolical

longitudinally. During the passage through a set of

these rollers the friction will act partly crosswise, that

is to say, the friction of the oblique roller will impart
a torsional movement to the longitudinal creases, in

one direction crosswise, whereas the friction of the

oblique roller of the next pair will impart a torsional

movement to the longitudinal creases crosswise in the
opposite direction to that of the preceding oblique
roller.

WORLD'S COTTON CONSUMPTION.
In its report on supply and distribution of cotton

for year ended Aug. 31, 1913, the United States Cen-
sus Bureau estimates the world's cotton consumption
last season at 21,392,000 bales of 500 pounds net and
says the consumption this season will probably equal
if not exceed that figure.

The report says in part: "The world's commercial
production of cotton from the crop of 1912 is estimat-
ed at 21,457,000 bales of 500 pounds net. On this basis
mill consitmi^tion of cotton during the year ending
August 31, 1913, was practically the same as the com-
mercial crop of 1912. This, however, does not take
into account use of cotton in foreign countries for
purposes other than spinning, to which reference has
been made. Thus the crop of 1912, while short of the
record crop of 1911 by less than 350,000 bales, failed

to provide for the increased consumption of the year
1913, and consequently entailed a reduction in the
stocks on hand at the end of the year as compared
with those carried over from the preceding year."
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CLEANLINESS IN THE KNITTING MILL*
The inill operated on the system that makes for success holds cleanliness as

a prime necessity

Cleanliness is not only next to godliness, but it is

a form of godliness itst^lf. Certainly the mauufae-
turing establishment whieh is operated on the sort

of system that makes for success believes in being
clean. The plant where bad honsekepiug is constaut-

ly in evidence can hardly be expected to pay dividends,

because this is merely an obvious surface indication of

poor management that doubtless has even more seri-

ous coTuiterparts elsewhere.

A clean plant, for one thing, is free from fire hazard.
Fo r auother thing, it is a more pleasant place to work.
For a third, it is ruu as wastelesslj^ as the nature of

the business will permit. If only these three points
were taken into account, the manufacturer of knit

goods would be justified in going to expense and trou-

ble to keep his mill clean. The reduced danger from
fire, a more contented and conditioned lot of em-
ployees and a reduced waste account would certainly

be improvements worth extending a serious effort to

bring about.

But, as it happens, they are comparatively minor
points. The big thing that the knitter should realize

is that a dirty plant is necessarily operating ineffi-

ciently, and is producing inferior goods, at increased
expense. This is a proposition which brings home to

the manufacturer the necessity for cleaning up, as it

may not have been brought home to him by the oppor-
tunity to make the improvements pointed out above.

It may be conceded, to begin with, that keeping
a knitting mill absolutely clean is difficult, if not im-

possible. But here, as elsewhere, there are degrees
of cleanliness, and it is for the manufacturer to say
whether his plant shall be reasonably clean, and oper-

ating as well as conditions will permit, or whether it

shall be allowed to go dirty, without any serious effort

being made to prevent it.

There is a lot of difference between tolerating the
amount of dirt which experience has shown is in-

evitable, and in accepting as inevitable whatever am-
oimt of dirt happens to accumulate. There is not
only an absolute difference, but a decided difference
when it comes to the cost of manufacture and the
character of the work turned out.

How Yarns Affects Cleanliness.

It is suggested that the character of the yarn has
much to do with the amount of waste which is suffered
and the amount of lint which flies off. This is un-
doubtedly true. The concern whieh is using a well-

spun, high-grade yarn has a smaller percentage of

short fibers to contend against, and consequently less

lint. In this respect it is real economj' to buy as

good yarn as possible, since it is easier to handle and
the loss of poundage from one end of the factory to

the other is much less than when a cheap grade of

yarn is worked up.

Many knitters deceive themselves in this respect,

regarding yarn as yarn, irrespective of qualit.y. Price
is the main factor in determining their purchases, and
they have never taken occasion to keep track of the
amount of waste when a poor lot of yarn is running
and that which is suffered when the quality of the ma-
terial is improved. If this sort of investigation Avere

Reprinted from " Knit Goods.'

carried on, it is a safe prediction that more knitters

would buy their yarn on a quality rather than a price

basis.

But assuming that the manufacturer of knit goods
is bu.ying at least reasonably good yarn, he will never-
theless have some waste and consequent dirt. His
problem is the same as that of the man with a large
percentage of waste, and is different from it only in

degree. Both must combat dirt, caused by waste, in

a maimer that will eliminate it as much as possible.

Piecework vs. Quality.

One of the jjrincipal troubles connected with the
maintenance of good conditions in the mill is the fact
that most of the operatives are on a piece-work basis.

This makes for an increased production, but unfortu-
nately it does not conserve quality properlj'. For
instance, a girl who has orders to clean her machine
when it becomes dirty will run as long as she possibly
can, regardless of the lint which is clogging it, in or-

der not to lose the time which will be required for
cleaning.

She does not suffer by the delay. On the contrary,
it is the manufacturer who pays for it. The garment
which is being knit is rough and uneven on account of
foreign particles being carried into .the structure of
the goods; and in some cases the entire output of a
mill gets a bad name among the trade and its oppor-
tunity for profitable operations is restricted on account
of the defects in its goods, brought about just in the
way suggested.

If the operative of a knitting machine considered
the interests of the employer as she does her own, she
would of course stop her knittiag and clean the ma-
chine as soon as the dirt accumulated to an extent
which interfered with the production of clean, evenly
manufactured goods. But unfortunately her problem
is not that of making the goods as salable as possible,

but turning out as many of them as possible.

She has a valid objection to offer to the waste of

time which is necessitated for cleaning, inasmuch as

she can point out that the loss should fall on the manu-
facturer and not on herself. This point is well-taken,
from a practical standpoint, at least, since it is the
only way to look at it if results ai-e to be secm'ed.

Premium on Quality.

A sufficient premium should be put upon quality to

warrant an operative in giving up more of her time
the work of keeping her machine in good condition.

A plan which miglit work out satisfactorily would be
to paj', in addition to the regular piece-work scale, a
bonus for quality above the standard grade, charging
at the same time a penalt.y for work which falls below
grade. This would make it possible for the girl whose
production, m quantity, was below that of others, on
account of time losses diie to cleaning her machine, to

make up for this by getting added credit for the im-
proved quality for the work which she turned out.

Or, in order to encourage more care on the part of
operatives in this connection, it might be provided
that a certain amount of time, to be determined by the
superintendent, and taking into account the kind of
yarn used, the kind of work done and the other fac-

toi-s involved, must be given to cleaning machines.
Knowing that the time was at her disposal, and must
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be used, an operative would have comparatively little

reason for allowing her machine to be clogged up and

to remain dirty. This s.ystem, however, might involve

a readjustment of the schedule for piece-work, in or-

der to make up to the operatives for the lost time.

The mill proper should be kept as clean as possible,

by having the floors swept up and the lint prevented

from accumulating unduly. This factor can be at-

tended to without much difficulty, and at compara-
tively little expense. As pointed out above, the fire

hazard is always reduced by better housekeeping me-
thods in this regard ; and by the same token it should

be remembered that the fire insurance companies, in

establishing a rate on a knitting mill or other manu-
facturing plant, take into account the conditions which
prevail. The mill which is unreasonably dirty will

have a charge made in its rate, accoi'dingly ; while that

which is kept as clean as possible will get a lower rate

by reason of that particular fact.

Lack of Cleanliness Reduces Profits.

"It is my opinion," said a well known member of

the industry, who has made a point of visiting many
of the knitting mills of the country, "that lack of

cleanliness is the most glaring item on the list of de-

ficiencies which might be made up for the knitting
trade. Cleanliness is a simple thing to attain, and a

great thing to achieve, shice it means improvement in

so many different and important ways. The knitter

who allows his mill to be dirty, without striving de-
finitely to remedy the condition, is not only a care-

less manager, but he is disregarding the profits of his

stockholders and the inli-insic value of his goods; and
that is a condition which cannot continue indefinitely

without loss to everybody concerned."
The use of as good yarn as the busines sof the man-

ufacturer will stand; the adoption of a system Avhicli

will insure proper care of machines by operatives, and
the establishment of a "clean-up ''force to keep the
mill itself as free from dirt caused by lint as possible,

will go a long way in the direction of improving con-
ditions in every mill. If these plans have not been
adopted in your plant, why not consider them for use
in 1914?
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Wm. Algie of Alton, Dead
In the death of Mr. William Algie, proprietor of the

Beaver Woollen Mills, Alton, Ont., which occurred on
February 2nd at his home in Alton, the woollen in-

dustry in Canada has lost one of its best known and
most respected members. Mr. Algie had been troubled
with acute indigestion, following a banquet he attend-
ed several days ago at St. Mary's Out., and this ag-
gravated heart trouble, to which lie was subject, and
caused his death.

Mr. Algie was born in Ayr, Out., about 64 years
ago, and received his education in the schools there.
In 1881 he started a woollen mill at Alton, where he
soon built up a good sized ))usiness, becoming on(i of
the best known woollen manufacturers in the country.
Three years ago his plant was destroyed by fire, but
he rebuilt it, on a larger scale, and had just finished
the installation of considei'able quantity of additional
machinery.
The late manufacture!- was a strong Liberal and a

believer in free trade. In the reciprocity campaign
he stumped tlu; country speaking in favor of the issue
all through the West. On other occasions he assisted
in the campaigns of candidates for the Federal and

Provincial Houses. He was one of the best known
speakers .in the Province, possessed of a quaint, yet

pungent, oratorical style, which made him especially

poi)ular, he was much sought after as an after-dinner

speaker in Toronto. Only last week Mr. Algie attend-

ed three dinners, one of which was in Toronto. Wher-
ever a Scotch gathering was held Mr. Algie was in de-

mand. He was a member of the Toronto Burns Cluo,

a great lover of Burns himself, an authority on his

poetry, and capable of quoting extensively with
fluency and feeling.

Mr. Algie was the originator of the "Drununers'
Snack," the name given to a sort of combined concert
and picnic held annually for commercial travellers.

Mr. Algie established it 25 years ago, and the idea has
been kept up in ditfei-eut towns in the Province. It

was the custom foi- travellers to go to Mr. Algie 's

home on Friday and attend a concert in the evening,

followed by a picnic and games the next day.
Mr. Algie was president of the Canadian Secular

Association, and a contributor to "Secular Thought"
and other i)eriodieals. He was also a personal friend of

the late Uobert lugersoll.

Mr. Algie was uuirried to Miss Berta Dale, daughter
of H. Dale, Brampton, who survives with two sons and
four daughters: William Algie, Toronto; James Algie,

Brampton ; Mrs. Wm. Dorrington, Mi's. Amos Mason,
Miss Algie, of Alton, and Mrs. Melntyre, Oklahoma.
Dr. James Algii\ of Toronto, is a brotlu^r. The fun-
eral took place in Alton on Wednesday, February 4th.

NEW BOOK
WOOLLEN AND WORSTED FABRICS GLOSSARY.

This hook, published by Frank P. P)ennett & Co.,

Inc., of Boston, will undoubtedly go a long way to sat-

isfy a want foi- ready information regarding textiles

and textile fabrics that has long been manifest among
those engaged in and interested in the manufacture
and selling of woollen and worsted fabrics. It con-
tains data regarding, and instructions for, the manu-
facture of i)ractically every variety of woollen and
worsted fabrics, dealing first with the fibres, the pre-
paration of the raw material and finally the construc-
tion and finishing of the fabrics made therefrom. It

is undoubtedly a valuable book for both the experi-
enced manufacturer or superintendent, and the oper-
ative who is anxious to get along. Those interested
in the selling end of tlie game, not thoroughly familiar
with the manufacturing processes will also find it a
very useful book for reference. Copies may be had
from the office of the Canadian Textile Jouinal. Price

$3.00, postpaid.

COMPANY'S CASE GOES TO PRIVY COUNCIL.

Some months ago the Supreme Court handed down
a decision in the Comjjanies Case, which, although
opinion was divided, upheld the status of provincial
incorj)orations, and nuuntaining their riglits to en-
gage in business not only in the ju'ovince of incoi-
poration, but in other provinces as well, being subject
in the latter case to provincial J'cgulation and taxa-
tion. .\t the Provincial Conference, held last sum-
nu'r, a resolution was passed asking that the case be
considered as closed. However, we learn tiuit the case
is now being perfected for an a])peal to the Privy
Council IVoni the juilgment delivei-ed in the Supi-em'e
Court.
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THICKENERS EMPLOYED IN TEXTILE PRINTING
By HERBERT A. CARTER.

(Specially written for the Canadian Textile Journal)

The term thickeners is given by the colour maker
to liquids of a viscous nature used as the vehicles for

colours, and mordants in textile printing, of which
calico printing is that most extensively followed.

They are of such a consistency that they keep intact

the outlines of the prhited patterns, in other words,

they prevent the running of the colours, a bad defect

when it does occur in these goods, which reduces great-

ly the prices obtainable for them — in fact, in many
cases such materials can only be sold as job lots, or as

they are commonly termed "fents. " Generally it is

assumed that the paste can be removed as soon as the

color is well enough fixed to withstand rinsing. Albu-

men thickener is an exception to this rule, for it is

itself a mordant. Discretion has to be exercised by the

color mixer in the choice of thickeners. They need, in

practice, to be changed to suit circumstances. The
choice of the material, which is generally a gum or a

paste, and the manner in which the same must be pre-

jiared are amongst the most important duties which
the color mixer has to perform in the color shop. A
thickener paste which will serve its purpose excellent-

ly in one case will not suceed in another, then it may
be too costly to use in a third case.

Natural starches and gu^ns, egg,' and blood albu-

men were the only thickeners used in textile printing

in years gone by. to-day all descriptions of dextrines,

soluble starches, British giim, Leiogomme, Gomme, La-

biche, Gomme Industrielle, Textile Gum, Tragacanth
substitutes. Mineral Thickeners, Special Gums, etc.,

are to be found in the colour shop. New colours and
new styles spring up every day, and with them the

necessity for altering the formulae to suit the new cir-

cumstances. By simply changing the proportions some
difficulties may be surmounted, others call for the in-

troduction of entirely new raw materials. Starches

are found in the form of niicroscopic round or oblong

grains of organized structure inside numerous veget-

able cells. While not differmg chemically, starches of

various origins exhibit ditïerent physical action. The
most characteristic diflferenf'e in starches i« the «i''''

of the Ti-ain. Tn colour making it is very seldom that

other than potato, corn, wheat, rice, tapico and sago

starches are emploved. Starch is insoluble in cold wa-
ter, and no matter how long it is stirred in cold water
it will settle if undisturbed. When the water is heat-

ed to l.'^O dew. F. and above, the grains of starch absorb

water, swell, and burst open. The higher the water is

lieated. ^hile stirring in a steady manner, the more
the organized strufture of the grain becomes broken
un. and when boiHng heat is applied for some time a

thorough penetration has occurred from which no sep-

j'vntion tak^s place on allowiugr to stand without stir-

ring. A starch paste of this kind is composed of a

))art. in true solution, in soluble starch, and a part

actuallv insoluble, but in steady suspension, or starch

cellulose. Many means have been devised to transform

all the starch into soluble starch, and various prepared

stï'rches may now be bought under this name.
Gums are such amorphous transparent sub.stances as

eombine in water in forming a true solution, i.e., Ara-

bia. Senegal Gum, or a slimy paste which cannot be

filtered through paper. The following are examples:

Gum Trasacanth, Gum Senegal, Gum Arabic, Gum
Gezzah. They are gathered in various parts of Cen-

tral Africa from plants and trees (Acaccias). The
artificial gums first manufactured in Alsace, Germany,
are much used in calico and textile printing to-day in

many large works. They are cheai)ei- than the natural
gums, and better than them in many respects. As the
solubilization of the vegetable gum proceeds Tannic
Acid colouring matetrs, and certain defects, are re-

moved, matters which adhere mechanically, such as

minute pieces of wood, leaves, grit, and sand, which
are a danger in the use of Arabic gums, are given
plenty of time to settle to the bottom of the large set-

tling tank, the manufactured gum is brought to a cer-

tain standard of strength while the natural gum pick-

ed under gi-eatly varying conditions diflfers in its con-
dition from bag to bag, the exposure to steam during
the process of solubilization sterilizes the gums, and
prevents the danger of rapid fermentation to which
the natural gum Arabic has a tendency, the thicken-
ing qualities are so much enhanced by the refining that
one part of the artificial gum will go as far in making
a good paste, printing experts are agreed, as three
parts of the Gum Arabic.
For Alizarine Red printing on imprepared cloth,

another artificial gum may be had. The customary
process of preparing Turkey Red Cloth in oil previous
to printing Alizarine Red and Pink has been found too

costly for some cheap qualities of cotton cloth, on the

other hand, the mixing of Turkey Red Oil in print

pastes together with Alizarine and Mordant has not
produced good results. This special gum makes it

possible for the colour mixer to make up a colour

which contains oil, alizarine, and mordant keeping
quite as satisfactorily, and yielding as bright and bril-

liant effects on unoiled fabric as can be got on pre-

viously prepared goods with common thickness. Min-
eral matters of an indiflFerent chemical nature which
would not have any chemical affinity either to the fibre

or to any of the components of cei'tain print colours

have for long been used as admixtures, and no good
reason has been adduced for their good eiïect.

A much larger use for these mineral thickeners is

foretold by several experts in textile printing who
have studied their properties very closely. Kneeht,
Molan and Georgieves have demonstrated that char-

coal, coal, aluminahydrate, and even fine silicate pow-
ders tenaciously retain dyestuffs made from colour so-

lutions, this attraction can only be brought about by
mechanical adhesion, and not by an.v chemical affinity.

Such mechanical ahesion is also exercised by organized
matter toward solid particles. If a cotton fabric be
submerged in chrome acetate solution, for example, a

portion of the chrometrydrozyd will be fixed on the

fibre, but if a precipation takes place inside of the

fibre some of the oxyde will be retained mechanically,

even after the most thorough rinsing. Should Starch
Tragacanth pastes have been used as carriers for the

chi'ome salts, it will be noted that some of the loose

chrometrydroxyd precipitated in the fixing liquor will

be detained in the fibre, and will again hold fast to

some of the starch. Here is a case, points out one of

these experts, bearing in mind what has been said as

to the beneficial action of mineral admixtures where
admixing of Kaolin to Chrome Mordant pastes has
been found very useful. Remembering the above ex-

periment the explanation is easy. Kaolin as a finely
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divided iuorgauie but organized substance in intimate

contact with fibre has even a stronger power of absorp-

tion for the suspended ehromehydroxyd than the fibre

and carries it into the wash water.

The cells of plants which yield starch are broken up
by maceration, or otherwise, and the mass is washed,

the starch is washed out and the water is run into

tanks, where the starch settles, the water is poured off,

and the starch is dried. In this way it is got from
potatoes, rice, wheat and many other plants. Very
dilute solutions of starch can be filtered, and are quite

limpid. Heated to about 150 deg. C. for some time

starch dai'kens in colour, and passes into a soluble

body which has the same composition, but which dis-

solves in water forming a gummy solution. This is

called dextrine, or British gum, and is largely used

as a substitute for Gum Arabic. Boiled with acids,

the change takes place readily. Various other sub-

stances produce this, and similar changes, by which
the starch is rendered soluble, as, for instance, diatase

the active principle of malt saliva, etc. Seeds contain

MR. JAMES KENDRY, Ex.-M.P.; Près, and Man.Dir. of

the Auburn Woolen Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., whose
name has been mentioned in connection with the vacancy in

the Senate caused by the death of the late Senator Cox, of

Toronto

starch largelj', and when germination begins under the

influence of ferments preseut iu the seed the starch

is converted into glucose, and other soluble forms, in

which it can be assimtilated by the growing plant.

The slimy paste which Gum Tragacanth produces by
long immersion in many times its weight of water is of

great viscosity. The best f|ualities of "Smj'rna" need
very little of the solid substance to produce a good
print i)aste, if after a thoi'ough semi-solution of the

flakes and ribbons, the jiaste has been boiled for a

certain time. Fabrics printed with Gum Tragacanth
thickened, colours will exhibit after drying, and still

more so after steaming, a hardly noticeable decrease

in pliability, or softness. This causes Tragacanth
thickener to be very useful iu such cases where the

washing of the printed material is to be avoided as,

for instance, in silk warp printing, and in some de-

scriptions of cotton napped goods, for instance, cheap
(|ualities oP cotton flannels, the nap of which would
lose in spring and elasticity by washing. The defects

iu this otherwise good thickener have been removed
in some of the Tragacanth substitutes which had their

origin in wliolly different materials. They appear in

the market in powder form, which mixed with about
twenty times their weight of cold water form a clear

transparent paste. They cannot be used for basic

colours, but most of the silk colours, and direct col-

ours give, it may be remarked, excellent results with
these tliickeners.

When a mordant is rendered soluble it finds its way
into the fibre, and once there undergoes a process of

decomposition which renders it insoluble, and recep-

tive of the colouring matter, for which it has an affin-

ity. The mordants are varied almost indefinitely to

produce the various shades, and combinations of col-

our needed. The fii'st process, then, after printing is

to get this mordant fixed upon the cloth according to

the variety of the pattern. Presume the ground of the

fabric is white, and that it must be left so, and two
case two gradations of mordants will be employed.
The mordant may be almost colourless in appearance.
This lias to be applied to the cloth through the medium
of the engraved pattern on the 7'oller, it cannot be so

i-olieis are used in the pointing, of a pattern, in this

aiijilied in tliis liquid condition. It has, therefore, to

be thickened by adding flour, starch, or some of the

other pi'oduets, named already, to it. These are boiled

with it, and then strained. But, as in this condition no
very perceptible eolour-efl'ect would be shown upon
the cloth, in the process of printing a (pumtity of fugi-

tive coloui- is added to give distinctness to the outline

so that the printer may see that the pattern is being
proi)ei-ly produced. This fugitive material is called

Oic "sighteniug"' colour.

When the mordants are thickened, and mixed with
the sighteniug colour they are in an almost pasty con-
dition. Then they go to the printing machine. Press-
ed against each engraved roller in this is another
roller of wood covered with cloth, which is called the
furnishing roller, and this transmits the colour, having
received it from a colour box placed beneath, and in

which it revolves. Upon the engraved roller, and act-

ing upon its surfaces are two sharp blades, called in

the trade, "doctei's," which move with a shaving mo-
tion, one called the colour docter removing all super-
fluous colour from the surface, and leaving only that

which is to remain in the engraved parts, and be trans-

mitted to the cloth, and the other called the lint doc-
ter,—cleaning the roller before it receives the colour
again. The origin of this term "docter" is stated to
be as follows : Several methods of cleaning the roller

had been tried by early experimenters without suc-

cess, either the cleaning was imperfect, and the cloth
was streaked, or the colour was dragged out of the
engraving. On one occasion some new devices were
tested, but they failed, and the printer looking at the
streaks of colour on the roller said, "If you cannot
doctor that, the thing is no good."" One of the parties
present took up a dinner knife lying on the bench,
and held the blade to the roller revolving in the col-

our, he saw the effect at once, and cried, "It is doc-
tored now; this is the docter," and it has been gener-
ally called this since.
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The Roman autlior, Pliny, who lived in the first

century of the Christian era, states that the Egyptians
nnilerstood the use of iiiojulants, for lie says, they took
their white eloth imbued it with certain drugs "which
have no colour, hut whicli can absorb dyes, and when
put, then, in the iiot dye bath, it is coloured.
Referring now to Kaolin, Lnigi (!arbeti has made

use of its absorbing power in making a resist paste un-
der Thioindigo Red, and the Thioindigo Red is either
]>rinte(l, or i)ailded. on top of this j)aste. Tlie uiipi'int-

ed part of the cloth absorbs the Leuko-thioindigo Red,
which is temporarily foi-med, and after resorption of
the fibre is again reoxydised. The Bichi-onuite in the
resist paste prevents the formation of Lenko colour, or
rather reoxidises it, and transforms the dyestuffs into

a fine powder, which would be retained by the fibre

were it not for the more powerful attraction of the
Kaolin upon it. F'or the same reason Kaolin makes a
good addition to discharged pastes, in general.
The importance of the study of all these thickeners

stood M-hen it is said that of all the departments which
by calico, and textile printers generally, will be under-
go to compose a modern print works, none exercises as

great an influence for good, or bad, upon the work
turned out as the colour shop and the work of mixing
the colours carried on therein. Of course, the other
processes of calico printing, the engraving of the
printing rollers by hand, or pentegraph machine, the
bleaching of the grey cloth, if the printer does his

own bleaching, which he generally does, the mordant-
ing of the cloth, the carrying out .of discharging pro-

cesses, when this class of work is being done, and the

actual printing of the goods on the machines in the

printing room are all important, and call for the exer-

cise of considerable care in their performance, but the

mixing of the colours and a correct selection of the

thickeners, or vehicles for them forms the very basis

upon which the industry rests, and if these operations

are not efficiently carried out, and carried out in the

most up-to-date manner, it is useless to look for a

high standard of excellence of production.

Not so very many years ago tlie colour mixer work-
ed, as the saying is, by "rule of thumb," he did ex-

actlj' what his father did, and amongst his many col-

our shop recipes he had recipes handed down to him
by his father, and perhaps his grandfather, for in many
of the English and European textile printing districts

families followed the calling of colour mixei-s from
generation to generation but all this is now changed,

the study of chemistry Ijringing with it new ideas, and
competition in the industry have made it essential that

colour shop operations should be directed by a practi-

cal chemist, and, in fact, that the colour mixing should

come in for a very considerable share of personal suj)-

ervision from him, and if the chemist himself is not

conversant with the properties of the various thicken-

ing agents which have to be employed, it will, of

course, be impossible for him to direct, correctly, the

foreman of the shop who works under him, but many
foremen, themselves, now make a practice of study-

ing their natui-e and actions.

Nothing causes more trouble, and, indeed, loss in a

calico printing works than a badly mixed coloui'. one

which on printing fails to yield the shade desired, or

one which having been incorrectly thickened causes

running of the colours, and if the loss ex|)erienced

from these two causes is considerable in a calico print-

ing works, it is still even greater in a works, the trade

of which is the printing of the much iriore costly ma-
terial, silk, for large quantities of these expensive tex-

tiles may very easily be completely ruined. The colour

mixer recpiires, in fact, to have a good knowledge of
colour matching, for goods have often to be printed
to .sample. This calls for good sight on his part, need-
less to say, anyone troubled with colour blindness, and
there are some jK'ople who suffo- fi-om this to a great-
er or less degree, would never make a good colour
mixer. Having been furnished with the .sample which
lie is to matcli, the colour mixer must select the best
time of the day in which to match it, before he pro-
ceeds with the mixing of his colours. He should not
choose a dai-k and gloomy day to do this, nor seek to
match it by ai'tificial light.

Gluten is a sticky residue which is left in the starch
bag. It contains about 52.6 i)er cent, C, 7.2 per cent
II.. and If) per cent of N. Flour contains about 10 per
cent, of gluten, and 70 per cent of starch.

Guelph lextile Mills

Suit

Win

Award Given Against the City in Flood Suits.

Judgment in the actions lirouglit by the (iudpli
Carpet Mills and the Guelph Worsted Spinning Com-
pany, Limited, against the City of Guelph, was hand-
ed down by Mr. Justice Middleton at Osgoode Hall,
Toronto, last month. The suit was brought against
the city to recover damages for the flooding of the
properties and subsequent loss sustained by the two
companies at the time of the serious flods that occur-
red in Guelph during the Spring freshets of 1912 and
1913. According to the .iudgment, the city must pay
.'|>26,500 damages to rijiarian owners for loss sustained
and injuries to their properties by the floods men-
tioned.

The suits were tried by his Lordship at Guelph in

.Xovember last. He finds that the new bridge, which
replaced a similar structure that had done duty for

30 years, was built in such a manner that it impeded
the flow of the river when swollen by the spring fresh-

ets.

The old bridge hatl two spans of .50 feet width,
and its whole floor was over seven feet above low-
water mai'k. The new structure is of two spans, but to

make it more artistic in appearance it was built in

the form of an arch, and the approaches were lowered
at each end, with the result that the spans were nar-
lowed by 10 feet and the head room above low-water
mark reduced to about four inches at the and four feet

nine inches at the ci'own.

The plaintiff firms based their claims for damages
on the gi-ounds that the new bridge had been con-
structed in such a maimer that it was rendered inade-
(|uate to permit the passage of spring freshets.

The city contended that it had exercised reasonable
eai-e in the preparation of plans, that its engineers in
designing the bridge had made adequate provision for
the free flow of the river under normal conditions;
tiiat the amount of head room above low-water mark
was ample to permit the passage of the spring fresh-
ets, or as great a vohnne as had been experienced at

any time within 40 years; that the two floods which
caused the damage to the plaintiff's ])roperty were of
an exceptional nature, and could not have been fore-

seen. Several engineers gave evidence in support of
the respective contentions.
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MILL AND GENERAL TEXTILE NEWS
W. II. ]\Ioorf has resigned liis position as manager of

the Colonial Knitting Company of Guelph. He is

succeeded by Mr. Steebe.

The first annual genei-al meeting of the Smart-

Woods, Limited, will be held at 800 Mulliiis Street,

Montreal, February 14th.

Messrs Gordon. Mackay & Co., Limited, of Toronto,

have established a branch at Brandon, Man. We un-

derstand that the city of Brandon will issue $140,000

worth of 20-year 5Vi2 per cent, debentures, the com-

pany paving" interest, sinking fiuid and principal at

the 'end 'of that period and taking full possession of

the building, which has already been erected for them.

J. H. Prescott, formerly with the Kingston Hosiery

Company, Kingston, Ont., and latterly with the Al-

lentown Eidertown Company, Allentown, Pa., has ac-

cepted the position of knitting forman with the Long

Island Knitting Mills Company, Brooklyn, N.Y.

The Riverside Woolh'n Mills, Cochranedale, Xfld.,

which were started last spring imder the management

of Douglas Pickles have had a very successful year,

an dcontemplate extensions in the spring. Wool
blankets have been the principal product, but the man-

agement intend manufacturing tweeds and homespuns

when the extensions are made.

The Elora Textile C^ompany, Elora, Ont., T. A. and

A. E. Carswell, have commenced operations manufac-

turing astrachans and fancy knit goods.

William Earnshaw, Almonte, Ont., Caiuidian agent

for Dr. Belarfs Size, has recently been appointed

agent for Canada for James Holdsworth, Huddersfield,

Eng., one of the best known manufacturers of card

clothing in Great Britain.

The Avon Hosiery Company, Stratford, Out., have

prepared plans for an addition to cost -i^l 0,000. The

work on the new addition will be started immediately.

Mr. Robert Henderson, whose firm, R. Henderson

& Co., and that of H. L. Smyth & Co., amalgamated and

formed a stock company, under the name of Hender-

son & Smyth, Limited, on the first of this year, has

retired from active business. He retains the presi-

dency of the company and some financial interest.

Mr. Henderson has been identified with the wholesale

dry goods business for forty-eight years.

A. H. McManus has resigned his position as super-

intendent of the Magog Branch of the Dominion Tex-

tile Company, and P. T. Reynolds, lately superintend-

ent of the liochelaga branch during Mr. Wilson's ab-

sence on sick leave, is in charge temporarily.

The Trusts and Guarantee Company, Limited, of To-

ronto, have asked for tenders on the assets of the

Dominion jjinni Manufacturing Company, Limited, of

(lUelph and iîracebridge, Ont. The assets consist of

i-cal estate at Guelph, building, uuichinery and eipiip-

ment, including (tards, i)atterns and designs and office

furniture at Gu(>lph, cloth, yarn and supi)lies at fac-

tory in Guelpli, and stock-in-trade at the warehouse
of the company at Toronto, as well as furniture, fix-

tures, etc., in that wai-ehouse, book debts, said to am-
ount to about $20,000.00, and the real estate and build-

ings at iiracebridge and other assets. No announce-
ment has yet been made as to the purchasers.

Mr. Louis Liss, formerly interested in the Berlin

Knitting Mills, Brooklyn, N.Y., has disposed of his

interests in that company, and has moved to Toronto,

where he is now interested in the Dominion Knitting
Mills, stai'ted about a year ago by his son, Morris
Liss and Julius Seltzer. This company has lately

moved into new quarters, and are adding considerable

new equipment.

The annual meeting of Penman's Limited, will be

held in Montreal on March 2nd.

M. T. (."ooney has succeeded the late George Hender-
son as manager of the Coaticook branch of Penmans
Limited.

The Monarch Knitting Comitany Limited passed the

dividend on the common stock of tin; company payable
February 1st. The regular dividend on the preferred

at the i-ate of 7 per cent per annum was paid on that

date, however. It was pointed out in explanation

of this course, that customers generally are carrying
large stocks of goods, and that orders for the moment
are slow and the outlook is undetermined, the direc-

tors have considered it advisable to omit the common
dividend.

At the first series of London sales tlie net total avail-

able amounted to 127,000 bales. Of these about 120,000

hales wei-e sold, the home trade taking 60,000 bales,

the Continent 55,000 bales, and America 5,000 bales,

something like 7,000 bales being carried forward to

the March series, which begin on the 3rd of that month.
It is estimated that about 150,000 bales will be avail-

able for that series, including the wools held over.

The latest issue of the Canada Gazette contains no-

tice of the incorporation of the Maritime Knitting

Company, Limited, Montreal, Que. The capital is $49,-

000. The company is licensed to carry on business as

manufacturers of gloves and mitts of all kinds; of

boots, shoes, slippers and larrigans of all kinds; of

clothing of all kinds, and every material, overalls,

sweaters, and underwear, hosiei'y and other knit goods.

NEWFOUNDLAND KNITTING MILLS, LIMITED.

New Company at St. John's, Nfld., to Manufacture
Underwear.

A new comi)any, the .Vewfoundland Knitting Mills,

Limited, has been fomunl at St. John's, Newfound-
land, with a capital of .$250,000—$100,000 preferred
and $150,000 common. A somewhat unique feature
of this organization is that an agreement has been en-

tered into with the Government of Newfoundland un-
der which the colony guarantees, to the extent of 5

per cent., the preferred dividend for a period of fifteen

years. The company's market will be confined exclu-

sively to Newfoundland. This company has purchas-
ed the property of the British Woollen Company, or-

ganized a few years ago to manufacture underwear
and knit goods. This plant is equipped with 2 sets,

cards, 672 spindles, IS knitting and 17 sewing mach-
ines. Some lu'w e(|ui|)ment will be added and the
pi'oduet will consist of men's all-wool underwear. The
company has started operations, having been organ-
ized by F. C. Smythe, formerly connected with the
Scotia Underwear Co. at Eureka, N.S.
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Scouring by means of Volatile

Liquids

By WALTER M. GARDNER, F.C.S.

Yarn Scouring.

Dniiiii^ the scouring ])rocess the raw wool "is de-

piived of its natural lubricating greasy matter, and
in the purified condition is more easily susceptible

to mechanical injury, if i-oughly treated. If, for in-

stance, it were altemjited to card and spin the fibre

in this dry condition, not only would the resulting

thread lack uniformity and cohesion, but much
waste would be produced through breakage of the

fibre. lu order to facilitate these processes, it is

therefore, necessary, to add a certain amount of oil

to the wool, and if it is desired to dye it in the
form of yarn, this added grease, along with any dirt

acquired during the carding and spinning, must be
removed by a second scouring process. The yarn-
scouring process is, therefore, ecpially as important to

the dyer as the scouring of loose wool.

A variety of oils are employed for the purpose in-

dicated above, and they behave very differently when
treated with alkaline detergents. Some, such as Galli-

poli oil, are very easily emulsified, and, therefore, may
be removed by a very gentle treatment. Others, such
as linseed oil, are readily removed if the scouring pro-

cess follows the oiling after a very short interval; but
on standing they absorb oxygen from the atmosphere,
and become changed into an insoluble sticky sub-

stance, which is not easily acted upon by the alkali.

Again, mineral oil, when used alone, is not capable of

forming an emulsion with alkalies, and is, therefore,

not i-emoved by ordinai\v scouring; in presence of some
saponifiable oil, it appears, however, to emulsify and
thus the use of a mixture of mineral and vegetable oil

in the oiling process, or of soap as a scouring agent,

I'esults in the removal of the mineral oil from the wood.
It is, therefore, of great importance that a suitable

oil shoidd be selected for oiling the wool, the use of

a common cheaj) oil being a very false economy. A
good quality of Gallipoli, olive or neat 's foot oil is

perhaps the most highly esteemed for the purpose, but
any oil possessing the following characteristics may be
considered suitable : It must be readily emulsified by
alkali : it must in>t tiu-n rancid or become oxidized by
exposure to air; it should, as far as possible, be devoid
of color and smell, and must, on no account, contain
mineral acid ; sulphuric acid being occasionally pre-

sent as an impurity in some samples of "oléine." It is

of course, obvious that mineral acid will quickly at-

tack the wire teeth of the cards, and thereby neces-

sitate frequent grinding.

As a preliminary to the yarn-sconriug process, it is

necessary, especially in the case of hard, twisted yarns,

to remove the tendency of the thread to curl up. This
is done by immersing the yarn, in a stretched condi-

tion, in a bath of boiling water, and allowing it to cool

without relaxing the tension.

To this end a little apparatus, called a "yarn
stretching"' machine is made use of. It consists of

two series of horizontal bars or pegs, one above an-

other, held apart by two powerful screws, by rotating

which the upper series can be raised or lowered. Af-

ter jjlacing the hanks of yarn upon the pegs it is

stretcheil tightly by I'aising the upper framewofk, autl

then the whole apparatus is immersed in boiling water
for a few minutes, and, after removal, allow to lie tnitil

cold before removing the hanks.

After fbis treatment, the rationale of which has
bei'n explained when sjieaking of the hygroscopic and
elastic nature of the fibre, the yarn i-emains in a
straight condition and is readily handled in the scour-
ing bath.s.

There are, a number of different methods of scouring
wool in the form of yarn, but the most usual ])lan is

the very simple one of h'auging the hanks side by side
on a series of smooth wooden poles which are placed
traversely across an oblong wooden vat. The hanks
are then individually and systematically worked about
by band in the li(|Uor until clean, and ultimately
S(|ueezed, either by hand or, more usually, by nu'ans of
rollers. Another apparatus in which hand labor is

I)artially done away with has a series of rotating, reels
to replace the poles and a travelling apron to carry the
hanks through the squeezing roller.s. The only man-
ual lal)or required here is that of placing the hanks up-
on the reels, and afterward ï'emoving them from the
reels to the travelling api-on. A continuous yarn-
scouring machine is also employed in which the hanks
are deposited by a feeding a[)ron between two broad,
endless bands, and by these carried through one or
more scouring baths fitted with squeezing rollers.

Any of the alkalies mentioned as scotii'ing agents foi-

loose wool may be emjdoyed in yarn scoui'ing, but soa])

with or without ammonia is most commonly used. If,

however, an oil which does not I'eadily emulsify is pre-
sent, it nuiy be necessary to use some stronger alkali,

such as carbonate of soda.

Cloth Scouring.

The substances present as im|)urities dc|)end upon
the character of the cloth. If it has been dyed in tin-

condition of loose wool, the cloth will contain the oil

added before carding, the stiffening material uscHl in
sizing the warp, and any dirt, contracted during the
manufacture. If yarn dyed it may contain only size ;

but if nuinufactured in the grey both gi-ease, size and
dirt will be present. The method of scouring should
therefore, depend upon the nature of the impurities,
but the character of the coloring matter with which
sideration. Indeed, the scouring of wool in the form
the cloth is dyed shall be an equally iTiiportant con-
of cloth is so intimately connected with the millhig,
crabbing and other finishing processes, that it is im-
possible to discuss them separately in an adequate
manuel-.

Grey cloth (that is, cloth spun and wove in the
undyed condition) will, as above noted, contain grease
and size as principle impurities, and may be scoured
either with soap or soda, or a mixture of the two. In
the case of certain classes of cloths, which have a ten-
dency to cockle up during the scouring (e.g., certain

'

union goods), it is usual to introduce previously, the
processes of crabbing and steaming. The first" men-
tioned consists in passing the cloth in the open width,
and under more or less tension, through one or two
baths of boiling water, and finally through a bath -of
cold water. This treatment, which is- equivalent to
yarn stretching, gives the material a permanent 'set, '

and removes the tendency to pucker or shrivel up.'
The steanung process which follows consists in wrap-
ping the cloth tightly upon a jjcrforati'd hollow metal
cylinder, by means of which steam is forced through
the material. After passing steam for a few minutes,
the cloth is rewound on to a second cylinder and
again steamed in order to e(|ualize the effect: the or-
iginal outer and inner ends thus being reversed.

Crabbing and steaming exert an oxidizing effect
which, in the case of certain oils, may render them
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more or less brown in color and very difficult to re-

move. What appear to be mysttrions stains or blot-

ches are not nnfreqiiently produced in this manner.
In the case of wool or yarn dyed cloth the scouring

[irocess should be so conducted that no injury to the

color results. The process should, therefore, be un-

der the control of the dyer, or, at any rate the method
of dyeing: which has been adopted shoidd be taken
account of by the finisher who usually has charge of

the process at this stage. On the other hand, since

it is necessary that certain kinds of cloth should be

heavily milled, it is equally important that the dyer
in selecting his coloring matters, shoidd be aware of,

and pay due regard to, tlie finishing processes to which
his colors will be submitted.

In tin' common form of cloth scouring machine
called the "'dolly'" scouring or washing machine, the

cloth passes through in the condition of a loose strand
or chain, because, no attempt being made to keep the

pieces in an open width, it becomes irregularly fold-

ed or pleated longitudinally. The essential parts of

the machine are a ])air of weighted s(nuM'zing roUei's,

underneath which is a small trough containing the

scouring solution and an outer and much larger vat
which serves as a receptacle for the cloth. The neces-

sary guiding rollers and steam pipes complete the
main details. Two, or sometimes three, pieces of cloth

are scoured simvdtaneously side by side, in such a

machine, each being stitched end to eiul to forni an
endless band. The soueezing rollers form the motive
power by means of which the cloth is drawn through
the machine, and the lower one, since it runs in the
scouring solution, serves to feed the latter on to the
material. Tlu> cloth may riui 20-30 minutes in each
of two such machines, and is tlicn washed with clean

water in a third.

It is necessary in some cases, and desii-able in many,
to keep the cloth in the open width during the scour-

ing process. The open width scouring machine is

similar to the ''dolly"" but nmch broader, and is fitted

with straining bars and other devices for the preven-
tion of creases and folds in the cloth.

TRADE NOTES
MORRIS Q.E.F. RUNWAYS.

Bulletin A-12, which we have just I'cceived from The
Herbert Moi'ris Crane and Hoist Company, Limited,

Empress Works, Peter Street, Toronto, deals with
some very interesting recent installations of Morris
Overhead Runways. The IMorris Runway in tex-

tile mills does away with much needless lifting and
heavy work and is a great economy. For handling
and carrying warps, beams, bales of wool, etc., its

usefulness will be apparent. Reproductions of some
excellent i)hotographs of these runways bear testi-

mony to the flexibility and handiness of the systeni

employed.

SAMPLE "SHADE CARD."

We are in receipt of a Sample Card, issued by the

York City, descriptive of their conijirehensive line of

Alphanol Blacks, which comprise a series of eight

blacks on wool in one bath, fast to washing and mill-

ing. This folder is illustrated by sixteen dyeings, each

type represented by two dyeing showing different

shades of the same black. The folder is made com-
plete with ample technical directions that are expla-

natory of the methods of applying these several blacks

to the difi:'erent classes of woollen goods, for which
the.v are particularly adapted. Dyers, interested in

one-bath fast blacks on wool, should avail themselves

of the opportunity of obtaining a copy of this card

from the above-named company, or from any of their

local branches.

CALENDARS.
The Dominion Wool Stock Mills, Limited, 203-9 First

Ave., Toronto, have sent out to their friends and cus-

tomers a very attractive calendar. The reproduction
is from the well known pastoral painting by W. F.

Hopeman, entitled, "Now Fades the Glimmering Land-
scape."" The well-wishes of this young firm will no
doubt be heai-tily received bv the trade.

One of the most useful calendars for office use is

that just to hand from the Philadelphia Textile Ma-
chinery Company, Philadelphia, Pa. It is one of the

large, single-leaf kind that every office man likes to

have handy. The colored rej)roductions of the Proc-

tor all-metal dyer for cotton, wool, hair, etc., manu-
factiu-ed by this firm, makes an attractive heading,

and serves as a ready reference.

THE "WOOL OUTLOOK.
Messrs. H. Dawson & Co., of Bradford, summarise

the situation regarding the future of the raw material

as follows :

—

The outstanding result of the sales just closed has

been that the raw material has further asserted its

strength at a time when its position seemed somewhat
critical. To those who are most in touch with the con-

suming centres the situation is the most surprising. In

the liome trade there are (|uiet nuirkets and a lessen-

ed consumption, the natural sequence being a level of

values for tops and yarns, which is decidedly below
that of the raw material. Yet, in all the wool markets,
there is an activity and a keenness of demand which is

amazing. It seems improbable, however, that these

I)erplexing anomalies, which have obtained since Aug-
ust last, can continue much longer. Either wool must
decline or tops and yarns must find a higher level of

values, and at present there seems to be no indication

of any weakening element in the position as regards
merino wools
The position in cross breds has also materially im-

l)roved on December, although this may be partially

due to the limited supplies. The outlook for March,
however, is not at all discouraging. Old stocks of wool
are cleared ; there should be a great depletion in the
stocks of tops by the time that the March supplies
come roiuid, and the 60.000 bales New Zealands which
are likely to be then available will find a ready and
hungry market. The home trade has not operated in

South America or New Zealand to anything approach-
ing its usual extent, and there are good grounds for ex-
pecting a good United States dcmaiul in crossbi-eds

during the coming months.
Some adjustments are not only necessary but over-

due, especially in the home trade, to bring the supply
markets and the consuming centi-cs into better cor-
respondence as regards values. The steady clearance
of old stocks, together with cheaper money, and the
firmness of the London market, should all help to re-

store confidence and to establish better conditions
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THE MARKETS
THE WOOL MARKET.

Business during the past month has been practically

at a standstill, for, if anything, the depression among
the woollen mills has become more jjronouneed than

ever. At present, although only a few of the mills

are closed, there are only a few ruiniing full time, and

full cai)aeity, the majority of them having either laid

off a large number of the operatives or running short

time, in some eases both. Business is coming in very

slowly to the woollen and worsted mills, and what
is coming their way is in many cases bad business.

The English ('omi)etitiou is more pronoinieed than ever,

aiul the agents of the British mills appear more inclin-

ed to cut prices and accept snudl orders than is usual-

ly the ease. The sweater trade is very dull, but in

wool underwear conditions are somewhat better, and
although orders are mostly small somewhat slow com-

ing in, most of the mills on these lines are running full

time. Prices are very close in most cases. The hos-

iery trade is fairly active, perhaps more so than any
other branch of the woollen industry.

These facts are responsible for the present dullness

in the wool market, in either domestic or foreign wools.

There is scarcely any domestic fleece on hand, so that

pullers are decidedly firm in their quotations on the

small stocks they have to offer. The last London sales

saw an advance of from 5 to T^/^ per cent, in prices

all along the line, which to many came as (juite a sur-

prise. The home trade were the principal operators,

with Germany, France, Belgium and Russia good com-
petitors. Medium to good merinos made the greatest

advance. The home trade bought heavily of the best

wools and West Australia wools, the latter selling

about equal to the last prices during the last previous

sales. A good deal of complaining is reported about

the wools shrinking more than expected and the heavy,

earthy classes sold at firm, but unchanged, prices.

Stocks at most of the mills are low at present, only a

very few having more than two or three months' sup-

ply of raw materai on hand, so that should there be

any renewed activity in general trade conditions wools

will in all likelihood be higher than the present level.

Present quotations of domestic wools to the mills are

as follows :—Combing, washed, 26V4C to 26%c ; cloth-

ing, washed, 27yoc to 28c ;
washed rejects , 20c to

201/^c; combing, imwashed, 17e to 17y2C; clothing, un-

washed, 18c to 18y2C ; N. W. fleece, 18c to ISy^e
;
pull-

ed extras, 30c to SiyoC; pulled supers, 26c to 27y2e;

pidled combing, 27c to 281^0.

THE COTTON MARKET.

After the decline whicli occurred at the end of De-

cember, a strong reaction followed, carrying prices

some 40 to 50 points higher than the low point reach-

ed in the first days of January.

A good demand developed, and this helped the mar-

ket very much. Low grades were readily taken by

exporters as well as by the American mills. The South

did not give way to the pressure of the last bear raid,

and it was impossible to ship any kind of cotton to

New York for delivery on contract.

Then, on the 10th of January, the ginning report

came out showing some 40,000 bales less ginned than

hisl year during llie pciiocl. '{"his decrease gave cour-

age to the bidls, as it seemed to indicate that the ex-

haustion had at last materialized, tliat less cotton

would be giniu'd to the end of the season than we had
last year for the same period, and that, of course, the

total yield would not be more than 800,000 over last

yeai', including liuters. This, with the active demand
foi' spots, gave (piite an imix'tus to tiie market, which
went up another 20 points and kejjt up around 12.50
for January, 12.70 for March, \m\\\ the 23rd of the

month.

'IMie second monthly report of the ginnings, ])ublish-

ed on the 23i(l, acted like a cold showei' on this bull-

ish enthusiasm. It showed 18,589,000 bales ginned,
that was 256,000 for the 15 days period, or 74,000 more
than last season for the same pei'iod. It seems almost
evident, fi-om the figures, tiuit at least as much as last

year will be ginned from January to the last ginning
report, giving us a conuuercial crop of 14,600,000 bales.

In view of the poor state of the textile trade, and
the decrease in the consumption of rav/ cotton, sueli

a crop, without being too heavy a burden, seems am-
ple for the world's supply. The consumers believe that
there is no danger of a scramble to get the cotton they
need during the next seven months. They have all

adopted a i)olicy of hand to mouth and will buy only
when th(>y need the stuff'.

This state of aft'aii's has acted very bearishly on the

market, and prices came down by the end of Jaiuiary
to the same level they reached at the end of December.

Whether or not values will decline much more de-

pends entirely on the action of the consumers. If the
takings of the mills begin to show a big falling off,

prices will certainly get weaker. But on the other
hand, there seems to be no pressure in the South, no
anxiety to sell. The holders of the actual cotton are

in a very good position to resist a too heavy decline.

They know that some time the mills will have to buy
their cotton and they hold it very firmly, especially

those who have good grades.

The impossibility to increase the New York tender-

able stock to such a point that it would be a threat to

speculation is another feature against a further ma-
terial decline.

It is probable that when prices go down toward
11.50 cents somebody will begin buying more freely.

In fact, around 12 cents for the present month there is

always a good support.

The statistical situation is about the same to-day as

it was last year. The amount of the visible supply
of American and the balance of the crop to come in

sight to September 1st make a total supply equal to

last season.

Of course, the ni-w crop to be jjlanted in April-May
will soon become an argument to be used by the bears
and the bulls and there is no doubt that it will be used
to its utmost extent.

Last year the spring nionths went down to about
liy for March, May and July. We may expect the
same for the present season, but it will take very fine

prospects for a very eai'ly croj) to depress prices un-
der last year's levels.
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BRADFORD WOOL MARKET.

(Speeinl to Tlie CaiiadiHU Textile Journal.)

Bradford, January 24, 1914.

The firmness of all primary markets is helping to

maintain the solid front which Bradford topmakers

now feel they must show to tlieir customers. At the

same time, there is no adequate response to London or

overseas markets, prices certainly being firm, although

new business is by no means plentiful. Fine topmak-

ers are all determined to enforce a higher standard of

value, but spinners, on the other hand, are more equal-

ly opposed to paying more, and a deadlock is the re-

sult. It is possible to make 55 cents for decent 64 's

tops and some are actually demanding 56 cents and

even more, but the latter price is about the most that

can be made for the best straight combing merino top.

Spinners are covering their requirements for some

time past. New orders for yarns and pieces are very

few and there is no disposition shown to anticipate the

future. Crossbred topmakers are very firm, but mak-

ing more money is a real difficulty, 30 cents being the

utmost that can be made for decent 40 's preferred

tops. There is a good enquiry for 36 's and 40 's card-

ed, which are relatively the same as 40 's prepared—

oniv about half a cent dividing the finalities — but

busmess actually done is very limited. Fine tops

are slow of sale", but steady. English merchants are

finding business none too satisfactory, although they

are naturally very firm in view of the strength of

cross-breds at the London Colonial sales. As for inak-

ing a profit on English fleece or even skin wools, it is

almost an impossibility, although a fraction more is

being quoted. iMohair is inactive. There is a good

deal of interest in alpaca and stocks are in a small

compass. Yarn spinners report no improvement and

this remains the weakest section of the trade. The

piece business also remains very unsatisfactory.

The London jute market has been very unsettled

during the past four weeks as the outcome of restrict-

ed demand from industrial centres. The quantity off-

ering has been consistently small and has served to

occasionall.y place values on higher level, but lack of

support produced a strong reactionary effect, the re-

sult of which is that values show a net decline of $7.20

per ton from opening rates. The close is steady and
rather more active. M in double triangle Group has

been sold at $159.40 to $160.40 January-February and
February-March shipments. Buyers over. Calcutta

advices indicate a falling off of supplies, and quality

reports continue unsatisfactory. Several baling estab-

lishments have closed for the season.

THE JUTE MARKETS.

Dundee, January 26, 1914.

In the amount of business transacted recently in

Dundee Jute market, there is a very considerable re-

duction readily accounted for by the rate of the raw-

material depreciation. The fall in the price of fibre

disorganized the whole market a week ago, while the

pressure put upon Calcutta goods for some sellers to

eiifect a clearance quite demoralised the situation. The

value of first marks have declined from $163.20 to

$153.60 for January-February shipment, and at the

lowest point spinners have refused to make any pur-

chase. It was expected that another decline may
come. Good jute has not fallen at the same rate and

sellers are not inclined to follow the decline of native

marks. Calcutta hessians have drastically reduced of

late, but this decline has been of very little assistance

in disposing of anything, as too many buyers are in

])Ossession of parcels which have cost them very much
more than current rates. Hessians have fallen flat and

business is dull. For tkis reason something has been

done in floorcloth qualities, but it is a question of do-

ing as little as possible. Prices are practically nominal

for all grades of jute cloth—101/2 oz. 40 in. hessians

being 3 7-16d; 8 oz. 40 in., 2 46-48d. Hessians yarn is

somewhat neglected, 68 cents being the maximum va-

lue of common 8 lb. cops and spools according to spin

70 cents to 72 cents. For sacking chains 4 7-16d to

41/2^ is accepted and twist at 9 c(>nts to 9vè cents for

3 ply 8 11).

THE BRITISH MARKETS.
(S]>ecial to The Canadian Textile Journal.)

London, January 25, 1914.

There is a firm undertone as regards wool and, con-

trary to expectations, most classes are five per cent

dearer, while merinos are from par to 5 per cent

higher. There is nothing now in the condition of wool
industry to suggest anything but a firm maintaining
of present values and any change that has taken place

is in an upward rather than a downward direction,

while it must not be forgotten when summing up the

position of raw material foi' the next two months that

the new clip is earlier than usual and that a consid-

erably larger proportion has already been marked in

London and Australia than was the case at this time
last year. It remains to be seen what eflPect the re-

vision of the American tarifï will have on the mar-
kets of the world. One well-known firm of wool brok-
ers sa.y: "Very certainly the revised tariff will even-
tually be a great additional source of competition for

the raw material, the change having been made prim-
arily to benefit the people of America and not other
countries. What is most required is a rest cure from
the heavy financial capital requirements which have
been such a burden of late on all nations."' Looking
at the situation as a whole, I think it improbable that
we shall see another change in the value of merino
wool, and present prices, high as they are, are not
likely to give way appreciably. For crossbreds the
prospects are more doubtful. Supplies, it is true, are
tending more and more to merino, and demand in

with present prices relatively so high, with fashion
likely to be again reduced in the coming season, but
many places even turning to cotton and other substi-

tutes, it seems questionable if the present basis can
be maintained much longer, though a strong demand
from the States might alter the complexion of affairs.

For spinners of fine cotton yarns things are not sat-

isfactory and profits are very small. Quotations are
about as follows :

—

Tops.
40 "s Colonial tops, prepared 29 cents
40 "s Colonial tops, carded 281^ "
36 's Colonial tops, prepared 281/4 "
40 's English tops, average 321/^ "
40 's Devon tops 31 "
36 's Devon tops 30 "

Yarn.
1-36 's Demi lustre (40's-44"s) English per

gro.ss 7s. lli/^d.
2-32 "s Worsted (40's) crossbred, per lb. Is. 8y2d.
2-1

6
"s Worsted (40 's) crossbred, per lb. Is. 7d.

3-12's Hosiery white (40's), per lb Is. 8d.
3-12 's Hosiery white (46 's), per lb 2s. Od.
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Co-Operative Competition
There will tuidoubtedly be a good number of Can-

adian manufacturers in attendance at the several an-

nual conventions of the United States textile as.socia-

tions and the two big exhibitions to be held in Boston

and Philadelphia during the first two weeks of May.

Each year many of our manufacturers take advantage

of these opportunities to get in touch with new ideas,

and talk over old ones with our neighbors across the

line, but any attempt at providing such means as to

afford an opportunity for our own manufacturers 1o

get together is conspicuous by its absence. The trulli

of these remarks cannot be gainsaid, and yet they hi-ing

up a rather peculiar situation.

We naturally assume that the advantages of asso-

ciations are well recognized in this country. Also that

our manufacturers are anxibus to acquire all the in-

formation that they can obtian through attending these

annual conventions. Why then are attempts to form

a Canadian Association given the cold shoulder bj- the

majority of those engaged or interested in the textile

industi-y in this country.

The textile industry in Canada is rather peculiarly

situated. For nulls operating in the various branches

are compelled to specialize in certain lines. The mar-
ket is comparatively snuiU and a considerable portion

of that market is absolutely open to foreign mills there-

b\- exehidiiig the domestic industry. There is need of

thoroughly organized effort in the way of trade de-

velopment, tariff adjustment, the gathering of statis-

tical information on the industry, the market and the

it'(|inrenu'nts of the market; trade abuses are particu-

larl.v flaring; our appraising system is a bug-bear to

the industiy and all these, as well as many others, can

only bo handled properly by thorough organization.

Modern industry has evolved from the secretive

stage, when each manufacturer thought his processes

were of such great value that they must be sacredly

guarded. The great impulse nowadays is gained
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through co-operation and the success of each mill de-

pends on the success of the entire industry. The con-

servation of waste and energy and the utilization of

every atom of useful methods and information is the

secret of the success of the industry in this country, and
this can only be obtained by the installation of a spirit

of get-together among the entire industry.

What has been accomplished along certain lines in

the United States by Associations has been remarakbly

brought out in a series of articles now running in the

"Saturday Evening Post." The writer has illustrated

the practices before the formation of the Association,

many of which are duplicated here in Canada at the

present time, and shows how co-operating competitors

have prevented waste and corrected trade abuses;

have worked together for the good of the whole in-

dustry and at the same time preserved a clean competi-

tion. Writing on trade abuses, the aiithor states that,

"trade abuses have bi'ought in the birth-throes by

which more than one modern business association has

been forced into being. Probably it is not wide of the

mark to say that crucial suffering caused b.v bad trade

practices, rather than calm and destructive foresight,

has furnished the immediate eompudsion for organized

team-work in almost every industry now under pro-

gressive association organization ; but the means adopt-

ed to relieve the pain of the galling trade abuse has

—

at least in most cases where it has been applied

—

developed into a permanent measui-e for renovating and

upbuilding the whole system of the ailing industry.'"

That is one reason for the formation of a textile as-

sociation in Canada, and common-sense provides the

rest. The continual and persistent bucking among the

trade, the knocking, the secretiveness and the selfish-

ness must be done away with, and the industry must

begin to take on the clothes it should rightfully wear

in order to afford the proper development. Let those

who attend the United States Conventions get togeth-

er and talk the matter over while the idea is in their

minds so that 1914 may register the formation of a

"Canadian Textile Association."

Clean Out The Junk Shops
We have lately heard of several small woollen mills

being re-stai'ted in different parts of Eastern Canada,

and in most cases little attempt has been made to bring

the equipment of the plants up-to-date. How those

interested in these concerns expect to produce goods

that can be sold in competition with the products of

other domestic mills equipped to the last degree of

efficiency, as well as with the foreign competitoi-s, is

more than we can gather.

Of course, a good deal of the old machinery, with

little alteration and a few additions, can be made to

suit requirements, but it is folly to believe that even

then it will be just as good as new and up-to-date

machines. During the past decade there have been

great improvements made in the machinery used in

practically cvry department of the various textile

trades, and in all cases the trend has been toward bet-

ter and greater production. High speed machinery,

machinery to eliminate hand labor, the installation

of the most efficient methods—these are what are be-

hind the products of the successful mills in Canada to-

daj% and it is becoming more and more difficult for

those mills to exist that are not so equipped and so

managed.

We have heai-d of mills being started during the past

year that were unable to properly finish the goods they

had woven. Others were never able to turn out a de-

cent sample. Of course, in each case the mills were
very small, but even in fair-sized mills there has been

too much of a leaning toward the junk shops for their

eqiiipment. The majority of the mills realize the va-

lue of up-to-date eciuipment, and obey the impulse but

still the longing lingers for a bargain. Bargains now-
a-days are few and far between. The best policy is to

clean out the junk—good e(|uipment is the first ele-

ment in the many that make for the success of the

mill.

The Textile Exhibition at

Boston
Reports from tlu' licad(iuarters of the Fourth Nation-

al Textile Exhibition, which is to be held in Boston,

April 27 to May 2, assure us that it will be the great-

est show of its kind ever given in America. Practical-

ly every inch of the 125,000 square feet of space will

be taken up, and exhibitors are vieing with one another

to make the show a big success.

Textile machinery of every description, as well as

supplies of all kinds and power generating and dis-

tributing means, etc., will be on exhibition, practicallj-

every firm doing business with the textile industry be-

ing represented. It will be interesting to note the

changes—and they imdoubtedly be many—in the na-

ture of improvements, etc., over the last exhibition two

years ago, and as the coming show will be much more

complete than any yet held, textile manufacturers will

be afforded an opportunity to study and criticize at

close hand whatever they are most interested in. There

have been many inventions put into practical form dur-

ing the past two years, and the indications are that the

newest and best developments in machines and process-

es for improving mill conditions and mill products will

be shown.

Although the industry in this Country will hardly be

represented in the way of exhibits there will, in all

likelihood, be a goodly number of our mill owners

and manufacturers take advantage of the exhibition.

There is nothiug that keeps a manufacturer or his chief

lieutenants more alive than getting out and seeing the

latest in evei'ything. New ideas and originality are
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tlie result. There is nothing like it, for success lies

just aloug that route. It is hoped that every Canadian

textile manufacturer wlio can possibly get away, will

visit the big sliow in Boston, and while tlu^re, what is

to hinder the Canadians from getting together and

l)ringing the show to Canada, so that those who re-

mained at home mav get a elianee.

Watered Stock and Over-
Capitalization

In a lecture at McGill rniversitj-, tlie other day, deal-

ing with watered stock and over-capitalization, David

S. Kerr, C.A., remarked that there were indications

that some action woidd be taken by the Government to

I'estrain com])any promoters, it being pi'oposed to lur/e

a law compelling corporations to set forth on their

balance sheets what amounts, if any, represent good-

will, so-called, and the other ways and means so com-

monly used to justify present day methods.

The textile industry has not been free from the wa-

tered stock artists as some flaring examples have been

on the tapis sufficiently recent for good remembrance,

and in most cases the results have been 'disastrous. In-

dustry as a whole in this comitry has suffered during

recent years through the operations of these high fin-

ance artists, as each failure reflects adversely on the

industry it represents. In the textile, manufacturing

costs have to be reduced to a minimum. Prices for the

products are on rock bottom and over-capitalized con-

cerns are thus unable to continue for any length of

time, which fact accounts for the rather slow, but

healthy, development of the industry.

Any movement, however, to change tlie methods of

company promotion that are in such common practice,

must be welcomed by all those interested in the best

industrial development of the country, and the pro-

gress of Canada in general. It is to be hoped that such

legislation as proposed will be introduced before

thes watered-stock artists are able to make any fur-

ther inroads on those branches of the textile industry

that have been and are in a healthy condition, and re-

ceiving healthy development.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

At a puldic meeting held recently in London under

the au.spiees of the British Empire League, the project

for an "Empire trade-mark" was heartily endorsed.

The main objects of the trade mark are to piovide

simple and definite means of identification of British

manufactures and produce, to enable the public to

support British labor, to prevent the sale of foreign

goods as British, and to develop the Empire "s trade as

the surest means of promoting a closer union of the

motlier countiy and the Dominions.

Tlie scheme is a l)ig one, and should receive the

tliorough approval of Canadians, in that it would help

to obviate one of the biggest abuses of our present pre-

ferential tariff system.

• • • •

The reports of annual iiu-etings of various textile

concerns printed in this issue show good business for

last year. The cotton industry was well employed, and
the statements show pi-ofits in excess of 1912 in spite

of somewhat adverse conditions in the way of reduced

weekly hours of labor, high prices of raw cotton and
supplies and increased M'ages. The knit goods trade

was also well employed, and satisfactory .statements are

shown. In each case, however, the latter months of the

year show decreased business, and so for this year, we
gatlier from the presidential addresses, business has

been considerably below tlie normal, and has hardly

beirun to show nnieli improvement as yet.

The system of [larcels [)ost inaugurated on February

10th has got into such smooth running order that in-

structions have been issued to the different post offices

to immediately accept parcels up to the limit of eleven

pounds. At the start only six povind parcels were tak-

en, and it was i)roposed to limit the sj'stem to that

weight for three mouths.

The inspectors have advised that the service can

now handle eleven pound parcels, and, in consequence

the system from now on will be in full operation. The

results so far are highly satisfactory.

* * * *

Take your holiday April 27 to May 2 and spend it

at the Textile Exhibition in Boston. While there, look

around and see where an Association would benefit you

and then everlastingly work for a "Canadian Textile

Association."' A good idea would be to get together

some night in Boston and go over the preliminary ar-

rangements, and then hold an organization meeting in

^Montreal or Toronto, or some other convenient place,

on your return, wiiile the idea is warm.

GUELPH TEXTILE MILLS WIN OUT.

An interesting development of the suit brçught
against the ('ity of Guelph by the Guelph Carpet Mills

and the Guelph Worsted Spinning Co., in which these
comi)anies were awarded -$20,000 damages and costs,

as announced in last issue, occurred last month. The
City Council decided to appeal the decision, at which
the companies threatened to close the five mills eon-
trolled by them, and jiosted uj) notices that all five of
the mills would be closed down indefinitely on Febru-
ary 21st. As such action would mean the throwing of
over 400 workmen out of employment, public opinion
became very strong in the matter, so that the City
Council decided to withdraw the appeal.
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PRACTICAL TUNING AND CONSTRUCTION OF
POWER LOOMS

Introduction to and First of a Series of Articles Designed to be of Great Practical Value to Our Readers

By a Leading- Authority.

By BEAUMONT METTRICK.

[All Rights Reserved.]

Before dealing with our subject, a few words in re-

gard to the work of the overlooker, and his relation

with the loom makers, would not be out of place.

A much better understanding between these parties

is gradually being arrived at, as a r(îsult of which,

the looms are being improved to specialise iii one par-

ticular trade. Therefore, we find different types of

looms used in different districts, according to the trade

of that locality. However, this fact has a slight dis-
~

advantage, iuasmuch as the employees usually get a

biassed opinion about the particular loom used in the

mill, so that any introduction of a new type is often

met with disfavor. The advantage of a thorough tech-

nical training helps to overcome, to a certain extent,

this difficulty, and allows for all classes of looms being

used, and therefore judged fairly on their merits or de-

merits.
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The standard of work done by different "tuners"

varies considerably. Careful tuning of looms always

has a direct influence on the output and the condition

of the goods, therefore it is a saving in cost of pro-

duction to get the best men possible, even if a higher

rate of pay is demanded. Careless metiiods, besides

iiavmg an influence on the condition of the goods turn-

ed out, also increases the cost of production, in that the

"wear and tear" of the looms is much greatci-.

Types of Looms and Their Utility.

There are three main or pi-imary types of looms,

these being sub-divided according to district and class

of gods required. They are (a) Tai)pet, in some dis-

tricts called Wyper or Cam looms: (li^i i)oi)by Looms;
(e) Jacquard Looms.
Tappet Looms.—Here the cam takes the i)lacc of the

weaver's foot in the band looms; that is, different

shaped cams are used to work the healds, the shapes

varying according to weave required. The healds can

be Avorked positively (i.e., through a definite distance).

or negatively with tappets or cams fixed inside or not-

side the loom frame. The picking is usually a fixed

factor, working alternately from each side. The box

motions may be single box, circular box (with 6 boxes)

or drop box (with from '2, to 6 at each end, 4 being the

common number).
These looms can be fitted with loose or fast reeds,

according to the class of goods bemg woven. If light

goods, that is, not many picks per inch being required,

the loom nuiy be run at a high speed, with a loose reed,

to act as Avarp protector. Where heavy goods are wo-

ven, a fast reed is usually preferred. The take-up mo-

tion is positive for loose reeds, and may be negative

for fast reeds. The let-off motion is usually negative.

The weft fork is to stop the loom, when the weft

breaks. Side forks are used for loose reeds, and these

woi-k on alternate picks only. Centre forks may be

used where fast reeds are employed.
The speed of the looms is anywhere between 100 to

200 picks pr minute, according to style of loom, goods
woven ami width of loom. The more intricate the

loom, the heavier the goods and the wider the loom,

the slower the speed.

The flooi- si)ace required for luirrow looms is 7 x 4

feet (approximately).
Various fabrics, where the pattern repeats on a small

number of ends, such as cotton, linen, dress goods,

plain coatings and goods not requiring a large num-
ber of heald shafts, may be woven on Tappet Looms,
cheajily and efficiently.

Advantages of Tappet Looms.

Both the cost of looms and of repairs is cheap, less

power is needed to run them, as they are light of con-

struction, and intricate, therefore very smooth in run-

ning, and efficient in working.

Disadvantages.

Large designs are not olitainable, as we are limited

to a few healds, say up to 16. The picking is usually

worked in eveii numbers.

The West of England Heavy Woollen Loom.

This is a special type of postive tappet loom, made
very strong and heavy, and specially built to weave
heavy woollens, for felts, etc. It is worked by a tread-

ins»: motion, which is jjositive, usualh' working inside

the loom frame, and few shafts are used. The picking
is usually over-pick and fixed. The crank shaft is

olten filled with an arrangement of cams or special

ci-anks to give a double beat up of the Aveft, the going
l)art being up with strong sword arms to give a level

and firm beat up. It can be fitted with one or two
boxes, made to hold shuttles with extra long bobbins
or coi)s. The reed space is extra broad, about lOOin.

1o ir)4in. Tlu> looms can be nm at 80 to 90 picks j)er

miniilc. \'ery heavy gearing and balance wheels are
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employed to reduce vibration and give steady speed.

This type is only useful for heavy plain goods, and is

made by various firms. The ajiproximate dimensions
of sueh looms are 14ri, liiii.by .'«rt. (iin.

Dobby Looms.

This style of loom obtains its name from the mechan-
ism (usually placed at one end of the loom) which
works the heald shafts, by means of (a) levers and
gear wheels, or (b) draw-bars and hooks, these beng
tlie two chief types of dobbies. They are made both
liositive and negative, double or single lifts and open
shedding usually. Tlie hcalil capacity.shedding usually

12, 36 and 24 being the luniihers in general use.

The Negative Dobby Loom.

This style of loom is made in great varieties by many
makers, such as Messrs. Ilattei-sley of Keighley and
Messrs Hall of Bury. On this loom the healds are lift-

ed by the dobby, and pulled down by a special under-
motion, a good type being composed of springs, such
as tlie Kenyon undermotiou. This machine may be
fitted with (a) Drop Box Motion; (b) Pick-at-will, oi'

Odd-Picking Jlotion.

Donble-action-dobby. fitted with two pattern cylin-

n

ders, one workmg for the centre design, and the other

the border design, work automatically. Positive or

negative let-oif and take-up motions may be employed.
This loom is suitable for weaving plain light fabrics,

such as dre.ss goods, plain coatings, table-cloths, towels,

etc. It is not a very good type for weaving heavj^ cloths,

where the sheds vary, such as backed or double cloths,

as the varying tension put upon the springs, tends to

nmke the running of the loom unsteadj', and the bot-

tom of the shed often uneven.

The Positive Dobby Loom.

This type of dobby is very largely used in tlie West
Riding of Yorkshire, and all districts where men's wear
is woven.

The Keighley Positive Dobby.

Is a strongl\ Iniilt b)()iii. tlie iieahls l)eing connected
from top and bottom by means of leathers aid wires
to jacks on the dobby, therefore positive open shedding
takes places. There are usually four boxes at each side,

working positively and independently of each other.

The heald jacks are worked by draw bars, pushing bars

and hooks. The pattern, box and j)icking motions are

all indicated from one cylinder, therefore there is less

chance of getting across otH> with another.

The picking is on the "pick-at-will' system, and over

or under picking sticks may be used as required. The
let-off and take-up motion are positive, and both can
be reversed automatically along with the "lag" cylin-

der, when picking back takes place.

A reliable .speed of from 90 to 110 picks per minute
can be worked on broad looms.

The floor space required for tliis loom with 90 in.

reed space and 24 .shafts is approximately Hi fl. 10 in.

-x 6 ft. 2 in.

This loom is very suitable for the coating grade, me-
dium and plain tweeds, dress goods, etc.

A special imiiroved heavy loom for heavy weight
coatings is now on the market. It is fitted with im-
proved shuttle checking motion, with ordinary fast

^ ---N8
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and loose pulley, or friction driv(>. The boxes allow for
shuttles carrying boI)l)iiis iij) to <S in. long and ]% in.
diameter.

Dobcross Dobby Loom.

This loom is one of (he cliief used in the Huddersfield
worsted and Colne N'alley (Yorkshire) woollen trades;
it has a great reputation, being neat, well-built, and of
solid workmanship.
Heald shafts, usually 36 and 24, are commonly used,

but any iiumher np to 48 may he had. These are posi-
tively controlled, giving an open shed. Here the jacks
are worked by means of vibrator levers and gear
wheels, giving an eccentric lift to the healds.

Positive or negatively controlled boxes may be used,
from 2 to 6 at each side, 4 being the most common
type. Picking is the "pick-at-will" underpick type.
The healds, boxes and picking are all controlled from
one cylinder on the dobby, therefore, when reversing
the cylinder, any chance of the parts getting across
with each other is eliminated. The unwinding of the
warp is worked by tlie tension of the warp, acting up-
on the back vibrating roller, which governs a sensitive
shield motion, and this can be worked along with a
positive or negative take-up motion. The weft fork
can be coupled up with a patent pick finding motion,
which automatically reverses the lag cylinder and stops
the loom, at the shed with the broken pick in. The box-
ing of the shuttles is also protected by a special contri-

vance. A counter shaft and speed wheel help to re-

duce vibration and govern speed of loom. The loom
may be driven by the ordinary fast and loose pulley,
or the friction clutch type, connected to line shaft or
motor.
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Two common types are made, one to run at 70 to SO

and the other at 95 to 105 picks per minute. The ap-

proximate floor space required for a broad loom is

15 ft. 6in. X 5 ft. 10 in.

This loom is suitable for weaving any cloth woven
in the woollen and woi'sted coating and trousering

trade.

The Jacquard Loom.

The great figuring capacity obtainable is the chief

feature of this type of loom, as fabrics of large and in-

tricate design can be woven on it. The greater the num-
ber of harness cords in one repeat, the larger the de-

sign obtained. The tie of the harness varies accord-

ing to the style of goods woven ; elaborate tie-ups are

sometimes used for such fabrics as tapestries, table-

covers, etc. The ties used mostly in the coating trade

are simple ones, such as the London or straight tie and
the Norwich or crossed tie. The style of shedding va-

ries, (a) the single lift, that is where the shed lifts from
the bottom line of shed for each pick, (b) the centre

shed, where the shedding is formed from the centre

line, and the double lift, where the shedding is formed
from pi'actically an open shed (c). This latter type
can be supplied with one or two card cjdiuders ; when
two are used, they work alternately, usually one for

even picks, and the other for odd picks.

The engines, machines or jacquards that work the

harness, are manufactured by various makers, and can
be fitted to almost any type of loom, with a slight ad-
dition to the framework.

The Single Lift.—This style is used where a liigli

speed is not a necessity. It is usually run at 90 to

120 picks per minute. The tie-up is usually straight
or crossed, and is chiefly used for pattern weaving in

the woollen and worsted coating trade.

This type is gradually being superseded I)y the new-
er one of double lift, single cylinder loom, which runs
at a greater speed with less vibration. This jacciuard is

very useful for weaving such goods as fancy vestings,
shawls, coatings, linen, cotton and silk, and is made
with from 200 to 1,200 needles, and neck cords; 400
with 384 working hooks beiiig a common macliine used
in the coating trade for weaving pattei-ns.

The Double Lift, with double card cylinder, jac-

quards are mostly used for fancy goods, that can be
woven at a high speed,- such as silks linens and cottons.
200 picks per minute nuiy be attained with this ma-
chine. The hooks lifting bars and eai'ds all work alter-

nately. The centre shed machine is chiefly used for
heavy goods, such as carpets, tapestries, and plush-
es, where a great speed is not a chief factor.

Arrangement of Power Looms.

When possil)l(', power looms should be placed in

sheds fitted with bays, having the skylights facingin a

lunthern direction, as the north light is the best light,

Ix'in? more diffused, and the shed is also kept cooler.

This can also be assisted by having the windows and
sl.-Ttes whitewashed every summer. A concrete or

stone floor should be used, a wood one having a ten-

dency to vibrate too much, therefore looms on wood
floors require more attention, do not last so long, and
do not give such good results as those placed on con-

crete or stone. Strong iron pillars should support the

bays, also heliunc to snpi)ort the shafting.

Where steam pipes are used for heating purposes

they "-'hould be placed above the tops of the looms.

If placed near the flooi-, they are apt to dry the warps
on the beams, 'ind cause them to be brittle. The best

and latest style of heating wea-'-ing sheds is by means
of a humi(lifyii!<r apparatus. Here hot or cold air can

be forced into the shed, and so keep at an even tem-

jierature all the year I'ound, this being better for the

employees, looms and warps. Loom.s should always be

arranged so that the best light falls on the cloth, and
no «hadows cast upon it. The best position for working
tlie looms without \\aste of floor space shonld also be

considered. The amount of floor space being known,
the position and number of looms that the shed will

hold .«h.->uld OuMi be calculated as per example.

A shed is 45 2-3 yards x 2 2-3 yards. Looms are 13 ft.

X 5 ft. Allow 3 ft. for weavers' alley, 2 ft. back alley,

4 ft. main alley, and 1 ft. between rows of looms. 1

ft. should also be allowed between walls and looms at

each end. A.n extra main alley of 4 ft must be taken
into account at riofht of shed. Looms to be arranged
(see Diacf. 7) in blocks of four.

Floor space taken bv four looms with allevs=f31 x
15) sq. ft.

Floor space available for looms = (135 x 124) sq. ft.

135x124
No. of looms in shed = X4= 144

31x15
Tappet looms are usuall.y arranged in groups of four

and in two rows with a main alley I'unning between
the groups as in Diag. T. This allows for one weaver to

4 or 8 looms. If the loom gates are opposite to each
other the work of the weaver is facilitated. The looms
should also be arranged, so that no passage is possible
between the groups, where the belts are working. This
can be brought about by fencing off the belts, and just
sufficient room behig allowed for the weaver to get
round to back of loom, from the side where the hand
wheel is placed. This precaution helps to mitigate belt
accidents. A cheap and efficient way to do this is as
follows :

—

Fix two rows of old gas or any thin piping to the
pillars between the loom pulleys found between the
rows of looms, clean it well, then paint with aluminium
or other metal jiaint. Hook on or fix wire shuttle
ijruards to the pipes, between the going parts of the
looms. When this method is adopted opposite to each
other, without fear of accidents to weavers, owing to
flying shuttles, etc. (See Diag. 6.)

Tappet looms are generally driven by open and
crossed belts; four looms can be driven from one large
nullev or two smaller ones, as shown in Dia^. I. Diag.
IV. shows how the belts run. Note the difTerence in
surface, covered on loom pulley, between open and
crossed belts, and the tiosition of slack *ide of belt,
as this shows best position. Therefore have slack side
always on toj) when possible. A crossed belt will give
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a firmer and steadier drive tliau an open belt, as more
surface of the loom pulley is worked upon by tiie belt.

Dobby looms are made right and left liand, therefore
the driving motions are plaeed at right and left hand
of looms from the position occupied by weaver in the
alley. This is to allow of two rows being i-uu l)y one
line shaft, and to allow for one or two weavei's to watch
two looms. See Diag. II. for illusti-ation of this point.
Here the looms shown represent the Dobcross type,
where a counter shaft is used. This runs at right" an-
gles to the main shafts of looms, therefon^ this is a
good style of di-ive foi- a heavy loom. It allov.s for the
loom being driven by belts, open and crossed alternate-
ly ou one line sliaft, liaving a steadying influence upon
the Hue shaft.

Method of Spacing Looms.

"When looms ai'e placed as in Diag. I., the chief and
most important i^oint is to see that the crank shafts A
of looms ai-e exactly i)arallel to the line shaft L.S. If
placed as in Diag. II. tlie crank shaft I should be at
right angles, and the counter shaft B parallel to line
shaft L.S.

This can be done by dropping vertical lines from the
line shaft to the floor; mark floor, then place shafts in
position from this line. After the position of the feet
of the framework has been obtained, the frame can be
fitted witli the sluifts. The frame and shafts should
then be tightened up, and tested with levels. If not
accurate, tlie parts should be filed or packed till level.
Holes should be drilKul into the floor, and the; loom
frame fixed to bolts leaded into the floor. This keeps
the loom in position, level with line shaft, and helps
to prevent undue vibration of the loom. If the feet are
not fixed in some manner to the floor, the looms are
likely to creep.

Where various types of looms are placed in one shed,
it is always advisable to keep the shafts equally bal-
anced with speed recpiired, therefore run haff the
shaft driving heavy looms, and the other half light
looms. It is best to place the- heavy looms at the end
of shaft, near to the main engine shaft, and the light
at the other end; this helps to prevent vibration caused
by torsional strain if plaeed otherwise.

/\n'R/\NGE/SA.E:N TûfLûOMS.

Diag. 3 shows method of arranging dobby looms such
as the Keighley Loom, where the loom pulley is at the
end of the crank shaft. The looms are driven by half-

cro.ssed belts as in Diag. 5. A disadvantage of this

style of spacing is that the loom pulley must, at one
point, be under the line shaft pulley. These looms are
better placed, M-hen driven as in Diag. I. by open and
crossed belts, with shuttle guards placed between the
going parts to protect the weavers. The position of the
looms also helps to a certain extent to protect the wea-
ver from the danger of flying shuttles, by having the
weaver's alleys or loom gates "W.A. opposite the back
alleys B.A. of the next row of looms.

FRANK STANFIELD RELINQUISHES DIRECTOR-
SHIPS.

All, Except That of Stanfield's, Limited.

The announcement made by ilr. Frank Stanfield,
presdient of Stanfield's Ltd., Truro, N.S., that he has
withdrawn from the directorates of all companies with
which he has been connected, except those that bear
his own name, came as quite a surprise. The annoimce-
ment was first made at the annual meeting of the share-
holders of the Nova Scotia Car Works, Limited, of
which Mr. Stanfield was a director. On the same day
as the Car Works meeting, that of the Nova Scotia Clay
Works, Limited, was held and Mr. Stanfield's name was
stricken at his request, from that directorate also.
The other companies that will lose his services as a
director are the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company,
the Nova Scotia Fire, now merged with the Home
Fire Insurance Company of New York, the Macleod
Pulp Company, whose mills are at Liverpool, and the
Hewson Pure Wool Textiles, Limited, of Amherst.

Mr. Stanfield has frequently expressed a desire dur-
ing recent years to be relieved of the burden of other
companies besides his own, and has apparently ac-
cepted the first opportunity offered. There M'as some
talk that his decision may have been made because of
the present condition of the Hewson Company, but this
would hardly influence him in the course he'has taken
with the other companies.

Mr. Stanfield is also a member of the Provincial
House at Halifax, and it is. said that he is considering
getting out of the political game before the next elea-
tions take place. Textile manufacturing is a pretty
strenuous business in this country, and apparently
demands the lion's share of the time of those engaged
in it.
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USE OF ALUMINIUM MORDANTS ON WOOL
SOME PRACTICAL POINTS REGARDING THE PROPERTIES OF THESE MORDANTS AND THE

MORDANTING WITH SAME.

By J. MERRITT MATTHEWS, Ph.D.

(Writteu Specially for the Canadian Textile .Tonrnal.)

Though potassium bichromate or chrome is by far "Potash" and Ammonia" Alum.

the most important fibre, nevertheless there are a There are a niiinl)er of salts of aluminium which may

number of other metallic compounds which are at be used as moi-dants for wool, but the principal ones

times employed for the mordanting of M'ool where cer- which are to be met M-ith are alum and aluminium sul-

tain results are desired in dyeing, which cannot be pro- phate. Alum is a term which is specifically used to de-

duced with the aid of the ordinary chromium mordant, signate a eomiiound sulphate of potassium and alumin-

Next in importance to that of chrome itself, probably ium, though the name has also been extended to in-

the most important mordant for wool, is alum. Its dude a rather large class of similar bodies, and con-

use as a mordant extends back to very ancient times, sequently the common alum has received the name of

and it was used as an aid in the dying of wool before "Potash Ahnn." Tliis alum occurs in the form of large

chrome itself had ever been discovered. Like the colorless glassy crystals, and besides^ the aluminium

salts of chromium, the salts of the metal aluminium also and potassium sulphates it also contains a large pro-

form stable and suitable color-lakes with the mor- portion of water of crystallization; its chemical for-

dant dyestuffs, and also these salts of aluminium are mula being A].,K,(SO,),.24 H.,0. Another well-known

readily taken up from their solutions by the wool fibre, alum is the "ammonia alum," differing from the fore-

and become fixed therein in a precipitated and insol- going only in that it contains ammonia in place of pot-

uble condition. The ultimate form in which the alu- ash.

minium mordant exists in the wool fibre is that of a Potash alum licing a w(>ll-defined crystalline body,

collodial oxide or hydrate of aluminium intimately as- occurs in a very pure state and is especially free from

sociated in the molecular distribution with that of the iron, an impurity which is liable to occur in nearly all

structure of the wool fibre itself. other salts of aluminium which are not well ci-ystalliz-

_, J T. -4. * n 1 ^ T^-^o ed. The same is also true of ammonia alum which
Clearness and Purity of Color Tone.

^.^^^^.^^^ ^^^^^^^ .^ ^ well-defined crystalline form. As
The characteristic property of the dyeings produced

^ q^jestion of economy, it would be natural to ask the

by the combinations of an aluminium mordant with the
q^^.^^ion as why soda* alum would not be employed in

various lake-forming dyestuffs is that of cleanness and
^^^^^^.^ ^^ either the above, as it is well known that soda

purity of color tone. This is true to a much greater (.„nipounds are even cheaper than corresponding pot-
extent than with the corresponding color-lake combin-

,^^^^ derivatives. The answer to this very proper ques-
ations obtained with chromium mordants. This is ac-

^j^^^^ ^^ ^j^^^l .^v]n,,.,..|s the soda alum is cheapei- than the
counted for by the fact that the chromium mordant it- potash compound, it is (|uite difficult to obtain in good
self consists of a colored body. Under certain con- crystalline and consecpiently pure condition, it being
ditions this is considered to be a form of chromium go'^i^gh y^ove soluble in water ; consequently soda alum
chromate in combination with the fibre and possesses -^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ,^^y^ ^^^j^j^ .,s a commercial article.

a yellow color; under other conditions of mordanting, Potash alum contains 36.8 per cent of aluminium
especially where reducing agents are employed as mor- sulphate, corresi)ondiiig to 10.8 per cent of alumina
danting assistants, a greenish colored chromium oxide (a1,,0.). Ammonia alum contains 11.8 per cent of

or hydrated oxide is produced. This latter is the most aluinina, and as it has about the same commercial value
usual form in which the chromium mordant ^ylll be ^g potash alum it is frer|uently used in place of the

met with on wool, consequently it may be readily un- latter, as it offei'S a slight advantage by reason of its

derstood that the greenish color of the mordant Avill somewhat liigher content of alumina, which is the ac-

considerably affect the ultimate color of the dyed fibre, tive part of the coiupound acting as a mordant.
This is especially true of such colors as reds, blues, vio- g^th potash and ammonia alums are rather readily

lots, and oranges; the greyish green color of the mor- soluable in water, the amounts dissolved liy 100 parts

dant somewhat dulls or saddens the tone of the ulti- ^f water being as follows:
mate shade produced. In the case of aluminium mor- '

At 20 deg.C. At 100 deg.C.

dant itself as it exists in combination with the fibre Potash alum 15.1 357..')

is colorless, consequently the tone of the color-lake Ammonia alum 13.6 421.!)

produced with the dyestuft' is practically unaffected. If TTnlike many of the salts of aluminium, alum is not
Alizarian Red, for example, be dyed on a chrome mor- dissociated by boiling with water oi' Cveu liy greatly
dant, a rather dulled red color is produced, but if dyed diluting the solution.

on an alum mordant the color obtained is a bright clear The chemical comi)ositi()n of tlic tMi» alinus is as

red. follows:

—

Color-Lakes Lack Fastness. Potash Alum.

Opposed to this advantage, however, which the alum Aluminium sulphate 36.85

mordants possess over those of chrome, is the disad- Potassium sulphate 18.15

vantage they have of not giving color-lakes of as great Water 4:). 00

a fastness to washing and fulling as those obtained by Ammonia Alum.
the use of chromium mordants. This explains more Aluminium suliihate 38.16

than anything else the reason that the alum mordants Ammonium sulphate 12.50

are not more extensively employed in dyeing. Water 49.34
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Properties of Aluminium Sulphate.

Aluminium sulphate is auotlier common aluminium
salt which is usofl for mordantinsî. It is very simi-

lar in general pi-ojicrtios to the aliuns, but does not

contain any alkali sulphate, and is also more diffi-

cult to crystallize. In former times it was generally

met with in trade in the form of fused eakcs, hence the

name of "eake alum" generally given to it. In this

form it was liable to be rather impure, being generally

contaminated with iron, on which account it was not

much favored as a mordant, as the iron salts caused a

dulling of the color lake. At the i)resent time, how-
ever, aluminium sulphate is prepared in the form of

small crystals of a high degree of purity, consequently

it is now much used as a moi'dant in place of the alums.

Aluminium sulphate has the chemical formula Al.,

(SO^), 1811^0. and in the commei'cial state contains 14.5

to 15.5 per cent of alumina. As it can be sold at a less

price than alum and at the same time contains a ma-
terially higher percentage of alumina, it is natui-al to

find that it is fast displacing alum as a mordant.

The Process of Mordanting.

When wool is boiled in a solution of alum or of alu-

minium sulphate, the salt becomes dissociated and its

alumina is absorbed by the fibre in which it becomes

fixed in an insoluble and permanent condition. The
manner of the mordanting of wool with alum is no
doubt a kind of colloidal reaction between the hydrate

of ahuuina which is formed by the dissociation of the

salt in water and the gelatinous substance of the fibre.

The exact nature of tiie mordanting process has long

been a matter of discussion among textile chemists ; at

first it was considered that the mordanting agent was
simply pi-ecipitated as an insoluble compound (gener-

ally as hydrate or oxide of the metal) within and be-

tween the interstices of the cell elements of the fibre,

and consequently the process was purely a mechanical
one. The very intimate luiture of the combination,

however, and the fact that neither ordinary chemical or

microscopical methods would properly demonstrate the

existence of such a precipitate on the cell walls of the

fibre, led to the problem being woi'ked out from a che-
mical point of view. Under this assumption it was
sujjposed that the mordanting agent and the substance
of the fibre entei'ed into a i-eal chemical combination
with each other, and tlie chemical activity of the fibre

v.as called upon to account for the chemical forces
which would be necessitated. It is well known, for

instance, that wool possesses distinct acid character-
istics, and tends to form a chemical combination with
substances possessing well defined basic properties. In
the ease of nearly all mordants for wool the mordant-
ing salt can usually exist in a basic form ; therefoi-e it

seemed reasonable to presume that a chemical com-
bination could be brought about between the acidic
wool and the basic mordant. This view, however, was
not quite in accoi'dance with the fact that the addi-
tion of acids to the mordanting bath generally served
to promote the taking up of the mordant by the fibre.

Closer study of the chemical relations of the problem
has gradually led to the opinion that the real solution
of tlie mechanism of the mordanting operation is not to
be found in purely chemical reactions. The develop-
ment of our knowledge relating to the behavior of col-

loidal substances lias led to the opinion that the mor-
danting process in common with the more general be-
havior of dyestuffs in connection with fibres is to be
explained by a simple absorption of the moi-dant by the
substance of the fibre. This idea was first broached
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under the term of ".solid solution," but a better under-
standing of the nature of colloidal bodies has led to a
clearer elucidation of the process. The wool fibre is
of a gelatinous nature and in the i)resence of water ex-
ists no doubt in a colloidal condition; that is to say, it
combines witli the water to form highlv complex ag-
gregates possessing an internal structure. If salts
are present also in the water solvent, and if these salts
are of such a character that they tend to produce col-
loidal aggrregatcs, the result will be that these colloidal
substances will become enmeshed with each other and
under certain conditions will revert from a form of
colloidal solution to an insoluble state. Now it is
well known that nearly all the mordanting salts em-
ployed on wool arc of this character; alum and alumin-
nim sulphate, for exami)le, when dissolved in water
produce what might be termed a latent aluminium hy-
drate, and this is of a very distinct colloidal nature,
tending to form gelatinous itrecipitates. This sub-
stance exists then in this latent form when wool is
steeped in a solution of alum, and consequently the col-
loidal aggregates of the aluminium hvdrate become in-
terme.shed with the colloidal hydrates of the wool sub-
stance^ When conditions are such that the soluble col-
loid of aluminium hydrate is converted into its insolu-
ble form. It becomes fixed in the fibre and combined
with the same in a very intimate form. The boiling of
the solution and the presence of certain chemical agents
such as tartar, acids, etc., are probablv the required
conditions ^vhicll bring about the reversion of the col-
loidal aluminium hydrate to its insoluble form.

Mordanting Wool With Aluminium Salts.

The general operation of mordanting wool with alu-
minium salts is to boil the fibre in a solution contain-
ing: 10 per cent of alum; 3 per cent of tartar; 2 per
cent of oxalic acid, the percentages being figured on
the weight of the wool being treated. Where li^ht
shades are subsequently to be dyed, thes proportions
may be correspondingly reduced. The function of the
tartar and oxalic acid is probably to retard the con-
version of the latent aluminium hvdrate into its in-
soluble, and hence promote the even" distribution of the
mordant throughout the fibre. For the same reason
the temperature of the mordantinsr bath should be so
regulated that the operation is started at about 100
deg. F., and then the bath is gradiiallv brought to the
boiling point.

Aluminium Hydrate Formed.

The fact that aluminium hydrate is actiiallv formed
when wool is boiled in a solution of alum or aluminium
sulphate IS shown by the fact that avooI which has been
treated m this manner has free sulphuric acid extracted
from it when boiled with water; this i)roves very con-
clusively that the aluminium sulphate has been de-
composed, and the wool has at first absorbed both the
alininium hydrate and the sulphuric acid, the former
being rendered insoluble while the latter can be re-
moved. If sulphuric acid is added to the mordanting
liath the decomposition of the aluminium sulphate is
retarded and consequently promotes thorough penetra-
tion of the mordant.

The question might naturally he raised in consider-
ing the above explanation of the mordantin? of wool
with aluminium sulphate, that if this salt tends to pro-
duce a colloidal form of aluminium hydrate, why do
not solutions of aluminium hydrate decompose on "boil-
ing and precipitate the insoluble hydrate. Aluminium
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sulphate alone is spoken of here, as irrespective of the

fact as to whether alum or aluminiiuu sulphate is iised,

when in solution, the active ingredient of both is tlie

aluininium sulphate. For when alum is dissolved m
water we simply have under consideration a solution

of aluminium sulphate mixed with considerable potas-

sium sulphate, and the latter does not really enter in-

to the consideration of the mordanting operation, ex-

cept in so far as its presence in the solution may affect

the rate or degree of dissociation of the aluminium salt.

And its influence in this respect is apparently very

small. In answer to the above formulated question it

may bo said that no doubt in a solution of aluminium

sulphate there is a partial dissociation of the salt, with

the formation of aluminium hydrate and free sulphuric

acid. This is evidenced by the fact that such solutions

are ofa distinctly acid character; but the reason that

the aluminium hydrate does not become insoluble on

boiling is due to the presence of this very sulphuric

acid. ^In the presence of the wool fibre, however, the

aluminium hydrate becomes more or less absorbed and

thus removed from the direct influence of the presence

of the free sulphuric acid, so that when boiling tends

to convert it into an insoluble condition, this result is

no longer prevented by the i)resence of the acid.

It must also be remembered that wool absorbs sul-

phuric acid from solution, so that when treated with a

solution of aluminium sulphate the fibre will absorb

both tlie aluminium hydrate and the free acid. Ap-

parentlv the fibre absorbs the acid more readily than

the base; because, if the amount of aluminium sulphate

is increased beyond the power of the fibre to absorb

the aluminium "hydrate, it will still absorb a greater

proportion of the acid, with the result that there will

then be a deficiency of free acid in the solution and an

excess of aluminium hyilrate, and conseijuently on

boiling the solution, will become turbid or milky by

reason of the precipitation of the aluminium hydrate

in excess of the free acid. This result was clearly

shown by the experiments of Furstenberg and Apple-

yard, wlio treated wool with boiling solutions of alum.

The total quantity of sulphuric acid in the alum was

25.4 per cent, and the following results were obtained

by using different percentages of alum on the weight

of the wool treated:

—

Sulphuric Acid —Percents.

Absorbed

Alum taki'u Percent, by the Wool. Left in Solution.

5
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DRESSING FOR ARTIFICIAL SILK WITH SOME
REMARKS ON THE COMPOSITION AND

ATTRIBUTES OF THE FIBRE
By JAMES CHITTICK.

(Specially Written for the Canadian Textile Journal.)

For a proper understanding of the conditions to be

met with in connection with the nsc of dressings foi- ar-

tificial silk, it may be well briefly to consider the char-

acter of the fibre and the i-eqnirements of the case.

Artificial silk is a brilliant, creamy-white fibre, with

a high glassy lustre. To the touch it is firm and
smooth, and it is somewhat lacking in pliability, being
rather springv. Size for size, it is not nearly as strong

as natural silk, and it is distinctly deficient in elas-

ticity.

The usual process of manufacture is to reduce cellu-

lose of some kind (cotton, wood-pulp, etc.) to a gummy
liquid by the use of cherai''als. and, while in this state,

it is soueezed through minute tubes or orifices, issu-

ing in the form of fine threads of gnm. Immediately on

their issuance these threads are solidified by chemical

or mechanical means, and, after passing through sun-

dry other treatments, come out as fibres of artificial

silk, a numbei- of these fibres being .ioined together and
twisted to form a thread of commercial size.

It is evident that, within limits, this artificial fibre

can be made coarse or fine by a change in the size of

the orifice through which it is expressed, and it is also

apparent that it would cost less to produce a given

weight of it in a coarse size as compared with the same
weight in a fine size.

At the same time, it has been found that, if a size

suited for commercial use was formed of a single fila-

ment, it would be so stiff, rod-like, and unyielding as to

be very difficult to work with, and so the makers have
found it necessary to produce filaments of finer size,

and. by uuitinc a number of them, a yarn is supplied
having reasonable floibilitv, and greater elasticity

than would be the ease wi^^h a single, but coarse, fila-

ment.

An artificial horse-hair is made ofa single heavy
strand, and it is very stiff and unyielding.-

The sizes in which artificial silks are mostly sold in

America run from about 120 deniers to 300 deniers, the
120 denier size being made up of about 12 filaments,
and the others somewhat proportionately. The prices
might range from about $1 .75 for the coarse to about
$2.15 for the finer. Bleaching may cost 3 to 5e extra.

The specific ffravitv of this material is distinctly
heavier than silk, so the threads ar^ not as large as
equal denierages of real silk. and. owing to its hard-
er nature, it does not "cover" or fill the goods so well.

These facts must be well borne in mind when laying out
the work.

These filaments ai-e verv much coarser than silk-co-

coon filaments. The most generallv used size of i-aw

silk is 13-15 deniers, and this raw silk thread is usually
made from seven cocoons, the thr(>ad of each of which
is double, so a 14 denier silk will generally have 14
original sintrle silk filaments in it.

In the present state of the art it is impossible to ap-
])i'oach this fineness with the artificial product. Arti-

ficial silk can be regulaily furnished as fine as 60
deniers, and can be made even finer.

The proportionate cost of these fine sizes is greater,
and the output is less so, as long as the makers can
sell up their product in the coarse sizes, they are not
anxious to push the finer count,s. On account of its

coarse size, and limited elasticity, artificial silk is not
much used for warp purposes. Its use is pi-ineipally

for braids, knitted articles, and for filling in woven
goods where brilliancy rather than closeness of tex-
ture is of advantage, such as tie silks, millinery goods,
and for the making of small bright effects on figured
dress silks.

There is no natural coherence of the artificial silk

filaments to each other, as is the case with the cocoon
threads of which raw silk is composed, and it is twist
alone that keeps them together, and, as the fibres are
very slip|)ery, the tendency to open up and separate is

considerable and must be provided against.

For use as filling for weaving purposes there is lit-

tle difficulty, but for warp, and for use in knitting ma-
chines, there is likely to be much trouble.

It is here that dressings or sizings must be em])loyed
to facilitate the working of the material.

These dressings must not unduly solidify the thread,
nor must it be made hard and brittle. Oily substances
are a detriment, as lint and dust collect on the thread
which get into the fabric and clog the eyes of the need-
les. Any substances which will rub or chafe oft:', while
the material is in work, are objectionable foi- the same
reasons.

Chemicals which soften or otherwise attack the fila-

ment niust be avoided, as well as any substances which
might cause trouble in subsequent dyeing oi)erations.
Nothing can be used either, which will detract from
the lustre or smoothness of the material.

In view of the above, it is evident that starches, or
similar materials, will dull the brilliancy, and that
glues 01- gelatines will make the fibre brittle.

Both of these substances are also very difficult to
remove completely fi'om textile fibres without protract-
ed boiling, and this tiu' material will not stand. In
fact, artificial silk will become glutinous if subjected
to the continued action even of cold water.
A great many methods of sizing have been tried and

east aside as impraticable. Much attention has been
]iaid to gelatine as a material foi' this pur|)ose. on ac-
count of its colorlessness. but, as it dries, it makes the
yarn brittle, and completely i-obs it of what little elas-
ticity it has.

One great artificial-silk concern, which has tried and
abandoned numy difrei'ent formulae, now suggests the
following:

—

lll> lb. Fariiui, 1 lb. Glycerine; dissolved in 10 sial-

lons of water.
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It should be remarked, however, that farina will

eome under the head of the starchy matters criticized

above.

The best sizing known to the writer (and it has met

with great success in i)ractical use) is one whicli is

offered on tlie New York market, and which consists,

essentially, in a compound of about 95 per cent of white

beeswax, with about 5 |iei' cent of ammonia. One gal-

lon of this compound is tiien dissolved in 30 to 40 gal-

lons of boiling water. •

The wax is colorless and transparent, and, though a

fat, is never greasy, and the amount of it in the mix-

ture is only sufficient to hold tlie filanunits together

during the knitting or weaving iiroeess, the fibres

opening up freely in the finished goods.

Shoxdd it be desired, for any reason, to remove all

traces of the sizing, an innnersion for a few moments in

water at 200 deg. F., or over, will cause all the wax
to float to the surface.

This preparation, it is claimed, can he kept inde-

finitely, it may be applied in any way, and it is readily

handled by a practical man.
In dyeing the material, the ]iresenee of the ammonia

will usually be advantageous. If desired, it can bo

neutralized by a bath containing olive-oil soap.

It is claimed, also, that goods sized with this dress-

ing may be made w-aterproof if given a bath of water
acidulated with ri per cent of acetic acid.

The writer will be glad to atford interested pai'ties

any further information on the subject that may be

desired.—A word of caution in I'egard to the way in

which artificial silk takes the dye may not be out of

place here.

In making the thread, it is not ])ossible to get. the

size absolutely uniform, .so it is customary to wind it

into skeins of 1,000 metres and then to weigh or "den-
ier" these skeins, dividing them into groups accord-

ing to size, and in this way, commercial (juantities of

the material, having proper regularity of size, are ac-

cumulated.
Artificial silk, howevei-, is ajit to take tin- dye diffi-

culty according to the particidar lot of mixture it was
made from, and according to its age, taking up color

more freely when new. Any particular case or bale

maye be made uj) of selections from material produced
over a |)eriod of time, while a sufficient (piantity of

that size was being accumulated ; or different cases

from the same i)urcliase may have been made at differ-

ent times. When, therefore, these lots are dry, and
have been indiscriminately and unavoidably mixed in

process, bad shadiness is very apt to occur.

In piece dyed goods, this cannot be known until af-

ter the dyeing, and is irremediable ; in the case of rib-

bons, of ordinary widths, it is not vi^ry apparent, as

1,000 metres will weave some yards before the change
in color would come; when used as an "efiPect" 3'arn,

only occurring at intervals, it should give little or no
trouble.

As a filling for broad goods, howevei-, particularly of

a plain character, its ill-considered us(^ is apt to invite

serious loss. This should be safeguarded against by
weaving the goods on a box loom, using two or more
shuttles, so as to insensibly l)len(l the shadings into

each other, and, in tlu^ case of knit goods, an intelli-

gent intermixing of the threads is advisable.

Also, if the material is skein-dyed, the skeins should
be carefully looked over, and any different shadings
that appear should be segi'egated into gi'oups. This is

a very necessary precaution.

In the case of certain kinds of artificial silk, if the

acid in it has not been sufficiently neiatralized, a seri-

ous rotting of the fibre may develop in time, and other

kinds may, after a considerable period, get hard and
brittle, breaking almost like macaroni.

In spite of all this, the product is constantly being

improved, and these different troubles will doubtless

be overcome in time.

This material is not silk, and never will be silk,

but it has a distinct and useful character, and a place

of its ovm. It is a fibre with which all textile manu-
facturers must now reckon.

UTILIZATION OF STRAW FIBRE FOR FABRICS.

Trade ( lommissionei' C. F. Just in a recent report to

the Dept. of Trade and Commerce says, in part :—
The Canadian textile industry will possibly be inter-

ested to learn something further of the patented pro-

cess, an invention of Dr. Reichmann, for preparing for

textile pui'i)()ses the fibi-e obtained from straw grasses

and other fibre-yielding materials. This process has

attracted considerable attention in Germany now that

the practical difficidties in connection with the pro-

duction and utilization of such fibre have been success-

fully sni-mounted. A commercial plant has been set

up for handling the fibre produced from rye wheat and
flax straw, where operations are being conducted on a

large scale.

The process has biu-n applied principally to straw, of

which large quantities have been pre])ared and used

for manufacturing purposes both by Mr. W. Groning,

at Mesum, Westphalia, and other manufacturers. It

has also been ti-ied Avith other vegetable produce such

as reed, grasses of all description, American sloe leaves,

etc., and the residts obtained have invariably been most
satisfactory.

The process is vei-y simple, the plant consisting of:

Several vats for storing water and liquid chemicals,

reducing drinns, rotary pumps, air-compressor and dry-

ing appaatus. A iilentiful supply of water and also

of steam, but only little manual hell) is required. The
stray-fibre is i)i-epar-ed for spinning purposes in the
same way as jute, viz., it is batched, softened, carded
and str.etched. Ordinaiy jute machinery, also spinning
and weaving frames can be used, with the exception of

the carding machines wdiich have to be fitted with spe-
cial needle boards. In order to produce a longer thread
it has been consid(Me(l advisable to mix a cei'tain per-

centage of jut(^ with the straw fibre, beginning at about
5 per cent for the coarse; yai-n numbers, and increasing
the quantity for the fiiH'r threads. The waste in cai'd-

ing and .spinning is about the same as with jute.

One ton and a half of straw will produce about one
ton of straw fibi-e. Taking the prices of sti-aw at $10
a ton, and cost of chemicals, power, steam, labor, am-
oritzation of plant at high figures, the cost price of
straw fibre connus to about, .'|;40 a ton. This does not,

however, include any royalty. The different produce
manufactured from straw fibre mixed with more or less

jute have been extensively tested with regard to their

stability, and have also been subjected to more than
ordinary wear and tear. In all cases the results have
neen most satisfactory, and the fibre has proved to be
(juite as strong as jute.
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THE COSMOS COTTON COMPANY
Some Interesting Facts Regarding Canada's Largest Duck Mill.

By JAMES J. WALLIS.

Probably it will eonie as news to

my down at the extreiuo ''.iiiiui

«fova Seotia there is a eotton mill devoted exclusively world, as well as nnieh of the world Avliieh is eonshi'
o the niaiiufactiiiv of cotton duck, which is one of the cred uncivilized. Not a week j.as.scs but what some

many to learn that Company, and since then duck manufactured in Yar-away down at the extreme "jumping off" place in mouth has foiuid its wav to all parts of the civili/ed
Nova Scotia the --..-...

Orig-iaal Mill of the Yannoutli Duck and Yarn Co.

largest of its kind on the continent. This mill is lo- "i' t'i«^ products of this mill is not shipped direct to

cated in Yarmouth and is owned and operated by the I»^"-^'
foreign countries such as Peru, Brazil, Japan,

„ r, ^^ r, T • -^ 1 T. . , , , Ceyon, etc. The mill also has distributing houses in
Cosmos Cotton Company, Limited. It was establish-

^^^^^^ j^^.g^ countries and the bulk of its product goes
ed thirty years ago by the Yarmouth Duck and Yarn through these houses.
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When this mill was first started, in 18S3,
it was a coini)aratively small structure,
nieasurinsi: ouly 90x76 feet and three stor-

ies high. Nine years later, in 1892, the
premises of the Milton "Woodworking
Company—a company which was doing
business in a large building immediately
to the south and which had gone into

liquidation—were secured. In 1907 the
company had again outgrown their

clothes, and it was found necessary to en-

large the main building. Even this did
not suffice, and last year the company
completed the largest addition of all—

a

building 313 feet long by 76 feet wide,
and three stories high, besides a large

warehouse 160 feet by 60 feet and four
stories high. The main building—not in-

cluding the portion acquired from the

Milton "Woodworking Company — now
measures 515 ft. in length. Including the

]iroi)erty of the "Woodworking Company,
the whole frontage is 850 feet, which, it

must be admitted, is "some plant" for a
small town like Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.

In 1883 the output of the mill was about
5,000 pounds of finished product every
week. Now, when working to its full

capacity, it turns out 75,000 pounds—real

good evidence of thirty years' progress.

Needless to say, the buildings are of

the most solid construction. They have to

be to stand the enormous weight of mach-
inery necessary in the manufacture of cot-

lon duck. The older portions of the build-

ings are of brick and stone, the newer
of brick and concrete.

The human element of this enormous
plant is worth considerable study. Hun-
dreds of well paid and seemingly content-

ed employes are on the roll. Of course, if

any one will take the trouble to talk to

them individually, he will find some kick-

ers—some people will 'kick" even in

Heaven, if they happen to get there—but
on the whole they arc perfectly satisfied

with the mill and their employers. Quite

a number of the employes have been there

ever since the mill opened thirty years

ago and very many of the yoimger men
and women, too, have spent practically

all their working hours in that mill. The
mill was floated on a "bond issue" and
quite a number of those working there

are bondholders. In a large measure the

mill is their mill, and its prosperity is

their prosperity. Probably this is one of

the reasons why the management has nev-

er been vexed by labor problems, which
are the bug-bear of many a mill situated

less favorably.

The "trade" will probably form a bet-

ter idea of the size of this mill when they

learn it is operating 12,000 spindles.

Throughout the mill, both in the old and
new sections, the machinery is principally

of British manufacture. There are a few
American machines, and included in them
are the two largest looms in Canada, one

of which is capable of weaving duck to
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llic width of 20-1 iui'lu's and tlie othoi- Kili inches. Tin-

pi-()(luct of these two looins is used priii('ii)iilly in pajicr
mills, and they are the two busiest looms in the shop,
as they are the only ones it has been found neeessary to

put douUe shifts on durins; the past few months. Jt

takes 4,500 sjiools to supply the thread for the snuiller

of the two and 5,000 for the larger. They make their

own warp. They are beautiful nuichines to wateh in

o])eratiou—a whole study in themselves.

The whole upper flat of the main buildinu; is one
large room, 515 by 76 feet, and it is filled with spin-

ning, spooling and twisting nuiehines. The second
floor is subdivided, and in its various divisions are to

be found the canling, slubbing and di-awing niiichines.

(^n the grounil floor ar'e the beaming, Avinding aiul

weaving maehines and the shipping rooms. Duck in

any width from 6 to 204 ineiu's and for a multiplicity

of purposes is manufactured. Two very large users

of Yarmouth duck are the Massey-IIarris people aiul

hoi

G. E. AIiIiEN—Slaua.g'er.

the International Harvester Company. The fishing ves-

sels of the Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland use

an immense (juantity for sails and of the lighter grades

tl'.ousands of yards go into tents and tarpaidins.

The warehouse has a capacity of 3,000 bales anil the

average of the stock carried in it is $200,000. The oid.\-

machinery in this building besides the elevator is the

picking machine, which is iu a self-contained room in

one corner. From this room the cotton is drawn by a

vacuum process across the street to the nuiin mill,

where it starts on its long joui-ney through machine

after machine until it reaches the shipping room—

a

finished product.

The heart of this great plant is, of course, the powei'

generator, or rather generators. The old mill is di'iv-

by a be

se pow
ge Cur
ng the

antifi;

(]. T
tis si,

])rin(

lly ke|)1 steam e:

he lU'W par-t is (

am 1uri)o-genei'

ipal pari of tin

iigine of e

iriven b\-

alor of 1

I' plant.

ight hundred
elect I'icity, a

50 kilowatts
There are a

SAMUEIi KII.I.AM—Superintendent.

number of smaller individual motors through tlu; mill.

A battery of six boilers furnishes the required steam.

The thorough steps taken for the prevention of fire

are a revelation to many. The building is not fire-

proof, but so complete is the protection that the com-
pany is enabled to carry insurance at a very low pre-

mium, although the risk is the largest in this section of
the pi-ovince. The building and plant cai'ry a total in-

C. II. CANN—Assistant Superintendent.

surance of over $900,000—but still we have not

any of the underwriters losing any sleep on

of it. There is a sprinkler system all through

and warehouse, and a slight rise in tcmperatui

heard of

account
the mill

e would
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cause a miniature sized flood as soou as the thermome-
ter reach 155 degrees. Brick partition walls and auto-

matic doors -would help in checking the spread of a

fire. But the mill does not depend on sprinklers alone.

In a self-contained compartment in the rear, cut off

from all communicatiou with the mill in any way, are

Canada is so well protected from fire as is this mill in

Yarmouth. All the fire fighting apparatus is in charge
of a trained body of emplo.ycs which is kept in a high
state of efficiency.

The enterprise is purely a local one. It was started

by Yarmouth capital, and has continued all along in

A. E. HUSKINS, Overseer Spinning Department,

two large fire i)umps, eacli with a capacity of 1,000

gallons a minute, and which are kept under steam day

and night and seven days a week. A special reservoir

has been built, from which these pumps can draw a

supply should the occasion arise. This reservoir has a

m
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Indigo Dyeing
Au imporhiul luoetiiig ol' meiiibers ol' the Ti-xtile lii-

stituto iuul of tlio Society of Dyers aud t^olorists was

held ill Bradford rceently to eousider the report recent-

ly issued upon investigations wiiich iiave been carried

out with a view to the establishment of improved analy-

tical methods for the testing of indigo-dyed or reputed

indigo-dyed fabrics. The Lîhairman in describing the

cireunistauces which leil to the commencement of the

investigations, said that in lîtll a larger number of in-

stances eanie under his notice of serious mis-descrip-

tion. He foimd that complahits had been made for 20

years or more eoneerning cases whei-e cloths were open-

ly sold as indigo-dyed on which there was not a par-

ticle of indigo, and many other cases where the per-

centage was as low as -1 per cent, the balance often not

even being what could be tei'uied a fast blue. As far

as he could see, thei'e was apparently no remedy foi-

this class of nefarious trading, w-hei-e the general pub-

lie stood to lose so much, and he, therefore, thought
that it was a matter which the Textile Institute might
investigate. Eventually a special committee was form-

ed to deal with the mattei'. The cotton section of the

committee had come to the conclusion that there was
not the same necessity for investigating the ratio of

eompoimding indigo with other dye stuffs as there was
in the woollen trade, and after fixing the pure indigo

standard and defining the term '"indigo red" it dis-

solved.

The woollen section imd held several meetings, and
the report now before them was the i-esult of the in-

vestigations wdiich had been made. The various pro-

cesses detailed in the report having been described a

long and interesting discussion took place.

Mr. Whittaker, of Huddersfield, said that if they
looked at the question from the point of view of the
general public,—the people who wore blue suits and
dresses,—they would come to the conclusion that they
were not interested to know whether there was 50 per
cent of another dyestuiï, What they wanted to know
was wdiether the dyestuff, whatever it was, would wear
as well as a fidl indigo.

Mr. Kitchen said that a little while ago an important
body had communicated with some of the most import-
ant dyers and manufacturers and merchants in the
country upon the question of the standardism of the
term indigo-dyed, and had asked them what they un-
derstood indigo to mean. Nearly 50 per cent of them
replied declared that indigo was the shade, not the
dye.

Professor J. Hubner, of Manchester, spoke apprecia-
tively of the value of the investigations which had been
carried on. ilention had been made in the discussion
of methods which might be applied by the merchant, in

order to allow him to test whether a material contained
indigo, or how much indigo it contained. He thought
when they came to that point they were on dangerous
ground. Unless the method was so simple that no mis-
take could be jtossible, it was not wise in his opinion
to place it in the hands of a merchant: it should be car-
ried out by qualified men.

Referring to the discarding of the cotton section of
the Indigo Dye Committee, Professor Hubner said that
probably there was a certain amount of justification
for that. At the meeting held in Manchester some of
the most prominent indigo cotton dyers present as-

sured them that, practically speaking, if they were
asked for indigo they dyed nothing but absolutely pure
indigo. Fui-ther they weer assured by a repi'esentative

of a Government Department that the Department was
looking around for dyestulfs whicii wi-re faster Ihan
indigo, this api)lying to the cotton branch, and not to
the woollen. Tile inelhods which wim-c now at their di.s-

l)osal, as a rcsidt of the investigations, were so excell-

ent that although he believed the declarations of their

Lancashiiv dyers, he might even set to work to make
a few exi)eriiuents to see whether Lancashire wa.s
really as good as she was made out.

A resolution was adopted expressing the hope that
investigations would be pursued still further.

Profit Sharing at Batley
Diu'ing the last few years much has been written

and said about tlu- impracticability of profit-sharing
schemes and the like in industrial enterprises, and a
distressing feafui-e of the situation to those who favor
such schemes is the large number of partial or com-
plete failures to make such ventures commercially
successful, says the "Textile Manufacturer" In this

connection it is rather a significant feature that
amongst the comparatively few successful pi-ofit-shar-

ing or- co-partnership schemes the most notable are
those which have been inaugurated in connection with
well-established and successful businesses. This also
applies to the well-known firm of Messrs. J. T. and J.

Taylor, Limited, who are woolen-goods manufacturers
with mills at Batley. The firm has been in existence
for well over sixty years, but tiie system of profit shar-
ing was onl.y commenced twenty-two years ago by Mr.
T. C. Taylor, M. P., the present chairman and manag-
ing director, who then became sole proprietor of the
business. Only the managers and foremen i)artiei-

pated at first, but in respect of 1895 two fully paid £1
shares were presented to each employee who had earned
20s. or more per week, and one .share to the remainder.
The scheme provides that after making due allowance
for depreciation and paying 5 per cent on capital anj-

surplus profit shall be apportioned between capital and
labor according to their respective amoimts. For 1896
the dividends on shares was 71/^ per cent and the bonus
on wages 3 per cent. No distribution could be made
to either shareholder or woi-kers iu the two following
years, but substantial distributions have been the rule
since. High water mark was reached in 1911, when
15 per cent was paid on capital and 10 per cent on
wage.s. Inehiding the amounts declared at the last an-

nual meeting, held a few days ago, the firm has in the
last nineteen years paid an average of fully 10 per
cent on shares, and has allotted the handsome total

of £1 30,000 in boiuis shares, in dividends thereon, and
iu grants to the Workers' Benefit Fund. In answering a
point raised by ci-itics of the profit-sharing system as to

what would be done with the increasing capital, Mr.
Taylor said that all the increase they were likely to
have foi- some time to come would be applied to increas-
ing their producing powers. This seems to establish
at once the principle that profit-sharing need not and
should not stultify trade expansion, as is further evi-

denced by the fact that in the twenty-two 3'ears which
have elapsed since Mr. T. C. Taylor took over the busi-
ness, the workpeople have increased in number from
600 to about 1,600. Of the slanders upon profit shar-
ing concerns, there is none gi-eater than the money
distributed among the employes was first taken out of
them in some other way. Notwithstanding statements
that have been made to the contrary, it is affirmed
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that Messrs Taylor pav the full standard rate of wages

in addition to the bonus and dividends. Thus an em-

ploye entitled to the double bonus, who owned iitty

£1 shares and whose wages for last year amounted to

£70 would benefit in the following way. He would get

a dividend on his shares of £5, and a bonus on his wages

of £7 in the shape of shares ; a total value of £12, equal

to an addition of 4s 7d a week to his wages.
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Prevention of Ripping in Knit

Goods

A knitting device recently patented in the United

States and shown in the accompany illustration, is

desi-Tied to form barrier stitches for preventing the

knitted fabric from ripping in case one or more stitches

break These barrier stitches are especially needed m
stockings, as it frequently happens that in the upper

portion of the stocking one or more stitches are brok-

FlG. 1.

'

(fXfXfXsW

Pic. 2.

en bv the gripping device on stocking supporters. Ihe

new device consists in the combination with an or-

dinary knitting machine, of a thread guide, which is

arranged in opposition to the knitting needles, and is

ffiven such a movement as to feed an auxiliary thread

in the form of a coil around each knitting needle. The

coil forms a barrier between two portions of the knit-

ted fabric—as, for example, between the upper and

lower portion, and prevents the ripping from extending

from one portion of the fabric to the other. It is im-

material where the barrier stitch is formed, but is pre-

ferably knit along the lower edge of the doubled-up

upper portion of the stocking.

Fig. 1 is a vertical section of the device, illustrating

also a part of the knitting machine to which it is ap-

plied ; Fig. 2 illustrates the coils ; Fig. 3 is a cross-sec-

tion on Line A—A of Pig. 1 ; and Fig. 4 is a cross-sec-

tion on line B—B of Fig. 1.

The device for forming the barrier stitches com-

prises a guide for an auxiliary thread E, Fig. 1, ar-

ranged in opposition to the knitting needles, and cap-

able of swinging through the space between two ad-

joining knitting needles, and of moving crosswise to

the set of the needles. Owing to this double motion,

the guide feeds the auxiliary thread in the form of a

coil around each knitting needle Pig. 2, this thread em-
bracing each longitudinal thread.

The guide 1) is in the form of a warped bar, the low-

er end of which is provided with eyes through which
the thread E, coming from a spool, is passed. The low-

er end is of a thickness corresponding to the space be-

tween two adjoining knitting needles C, so that it can
freely swing. Its lower edge is rounded so that, while

it swings through the space between two adjoining

knitting needles, it will not touch the yarn. The guide

is fixed to the extension of a shaft, arranged paral-

lel to and at some distance away from the edges of the

knitting needles. The shaft is held in a casing so as

to move longitudinally and also rock around its axis.

The longitudinal feeding movement is effected by
means of a rack with which two pawls are connected.

The pawls are pivoted to a spring-actuated i-ocking

arm carrying a roller. A disc fixed on a spindle that

is operated by hand is formed on its circumference with
cam-shaped projections, which act against the roller,

imparting a swinging motion to the lever. The cam
projections are so constructed that by the swinging
movement of the lever the pawl will feed the shaft in-

termittently forward a distance equal to two knitting
needles. A weight tends to retract the shaft after each
movement, this retraction being limited to a distance
equal to the thickness of an individual knitting needle.

The rocking movement of the guide is effected

through the medium of a verticallj' reciprocating bar,

which has longitudinal recesses whereby it is movably
mounted on stationary projections. This bar carries a
roller. Pig. 3, that is acted upon by the disc cams. At
its free end this bar is formed with a nose which en-

gages a longitudinal groove in the shaft. As the bar
through the medium of the roller and the cam disc

is caused to reciprocate, the shaft, and consequently
the guide, are given short swinging movements. The
two rollers are so arranged that one will enter on to

the ascending part of the cam projections earlier than
the other, and the shaft receives one and then the
other movement.
The operation of the device can be effected by a

handle, not shown. As this disc is revolved the shaft
will be first rocked to swing the guide between two
adjoining knitting needles, then it will be fed a distance
of two knitting needles forward, moved back one
needle, then again swung in the reverse direction, and
again fed a distance of the two knitting needles, and
so on. During these movments of the auxiliary needle
the auxiliary thread E will describe the path indicated
by the coils in Pig. 2. When the work is finished the
thread E forms the seam which acts as a barriei' be-
tween the lower and upper end of the fabric.
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OUR OLD COUNTRY LETTER
(From Our Special Coi'i-espondent.)

At Buruley, one of the Lancashire centres, the cot-
ton luanufacturers, I am officiall.y informed, have de-
cided to stop their mills for four weeks during the next
four months. If this deeisiou is to be carried out ex-
actly to the letter—it must be remembered that a good
rush of trade would change matters—it will mean 90,-

000 looms and some 40,000 at a standstill. It is point-
ed out that a considerable glut of yarn may result and
that this will concern the Oldham district. The sub-
ject, if neccssarj', will be taken into consideration by
the oommittee of the Federation of Master Cotton
Spinners' Association, though liurnley is outside the
Federation area. A rough calculation shows that the
stoppage of the Burnley sheds means to the cotton op-
eratives a loss in wages which runs into more than
$240,000. Now it is not an easj' matter to organize
short time in any industry, and the attempt to do it at
Burnley will be watched with interest. Complaints of
pressure to sell Burnley goods have been rife for
months, and there has already been a considerable am-
ount of spontaneous sliort time. Perhaps there has been
a trifle more demand for Burnley goods lately, but the
trade is still sluggish and unprofitable, and a reduction
of output appears to be the only obvious waj' to im-
prove it. The chief objection from the manufacturers
point of view is that it applies one drastic sort of

treatment to cases that are not alike; for instance, some
are well beforehand with their contracts and others

are not; some are pretty well off for work for their

looms and some are wanting work all round. The com-
mon sense of it would seem to be that manufacturers
should adopt short time according to their particular

purposes or circumstances, but they are jealous of their

neighbors, and do not wish to be the first to give in
;

furthermore, operatives are likely to become restive if

they are exceptionally short of work. From the con-

sumer's point of view, it may be desirable that the Bri-

tish industry did not grow too expert in regulating pro-

duction, but the difficulties in the way of making a

close concern of the cotton trade are extreme. Hei'eto-

fore Burnley has not been very successful in attempts

to organize short, but perhaps it has not often had
such a bitter experience as that of the last few months.

It is estimated that about 20 per cent of the Buruley
production is already stopped indefinitely.

Turning to the cotton trade prospects for 1914, it

may be stated that at the time I write there is nothing
cheerfiil in England and little actual evidence of an
early return to prosperity is not to be found. Some
people are confident that a change for the better will

take place before long. For instance, the President

of the Manchester Chamber of Commei-ee says : "Grant-
ed satisfactory harvests and an easing in the monetary
st.i"ingency abroad, I then see no reason why markets
which buy from us should not consume their accumu-
lated stocks, recover, and help us with a renewed de-

manij; but of this I am convinced that this revival can-

not be forced, will not be speedy, and must of neces-

sity be a gradual one." That is one opinion, but the

general opinion among the manufacturers, so far as I

can ascertain, is that British producers will have to

wait until towards the close of 1914 before they can

expect any real revival in the cloth line. Spinners of
yarn are, of course, dependent upon the activity in the
weaving branch of the industry, and their turn will not
probably come until manufacturers of cloth are busier.
It is felt, however, that looms during the last few years
have been put down on a larger scale than spindles, and
before long this will have its effect upon yarn pro-
ducers. Export merchants also complain sometimes
that there is a great increase in the number of firms do-
ing business in the markets, and this may help to ac-
count for the occasional disparity between the report
of an individual and the evidence of statistics issued by
the Trade Board.

At the moment there is considerable interest being
taken in the merits of the steel band as a substitute
for rope in the main drives of cotton mills. A good
deal of surprise is being felt at the number of conver-
sions being made, because it is quite unusual for Lanca-
shire mill owners to adopt any power specialty very
readily. Probably the explanation, apart from the ad-
vantages claimed for the steel band, lies in the ease
with which the conversion is made. The ordinary
grooved rope pulley is fitted with a plate which rests

in a small cutaway section of the grooves. The smooth
cj'lindrical surface thus formed is serrated and pro-

vided with a friction covering made of canvas and cork
glued together. On this run the steel belts, which are
made from a specially hardened charcoal steel, having
a tensile strength, it is claimed, of 95 tons epr square
inch. The thickness varies up to 1 m.m. and the width
from iy2 inches to S inches, according to the power to

be transmitted and the speed. The joint, which might
be expected to be the stumbling block here, as it has

been in the past, as in the present ease extremely ingen-

ious. The advantages of this method of driving are:

Reduced lateral space on the pulley occupied by the

steel belting ; I'educed weight as compared with leather

belting or ropes, with a consequent i-elief to the bear-

ings, and, it is claimed, a very much longer life.

On March 3rd the next colonial wool sales open in

London, and a much larger selecteion of cross-bred

wools will be available than was the case in January.

It is also anticipated that one may see some definite

clearing of the wool situation. It seems improbable

that these perplexing anomalies, which have obtained

since August last, can continue much longer. Either

wool must decline or tops and yarns must find a higher

level of values, and at present there seems to be no in-

dication of any weakening element in the position as re-

gards merino wools. The steady clearance of old stocks,

together with cheaper money and the firmness of the

London market, should all help to restore confidence

and to establish better conditions during the coming in-

yarns, dress goods and worsted coatings show remark-

terval. Supplies to the States and Canada of tops,

able increase during the past two months. Take the

States as an example, the following are the values com-

pared with January 1913:—Wool £179,207 (£93,382);

dress goods £70,913 (increase £55,582) ; worsted and
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mohair yarn £13,138 (£12,831) ; wool tops £17,084 (last

January 913 none exported). These figures only re-

late to Bradford, aud as compared with the stagnation

which reigned during the uneertaiii months while the.

Underwood Tariff was under discussion, these figures

show promise for the future.

Mr. T. C. Taylor, M.P., president of J. T. & T. Tay-

lor, Ltd., who presided at the annual meeting of the

firm's employees the other day, stated that the woollen

trade received a check in the latter half of 1913, but in

spite of that the turnover of his firm had been almost

equal to that of the year before. Prices of wool had

become high, and they appeared at the moment to be

tending higher still. Manufacturers had not been able

to secure an advance in the prices of their goods equal

to the combined effect of the increased cost of wool,

coal, oil and labor. Higher rates, the cost of national

insurance and many other miscellaneous items had all

told in the same direction. The firm, therefore, could

not pay the same dividend as last year. They had de-

cided to declare a dividend of 10 per cent on shares,

and a labor bonus of 5 per cent, or 10 per cent to those

employees who were entitled to double bonus—namely

those of 21 years of age and over who had been not less

than five years in the employ of the company and own-

ed sbares' equal to half wages iu the year. The labour

bonus, as usual, would be paid iu fully paid-up shares

of the company, and the dividend on shares in cash.

Card Setting.

HEWSON COMPANY INVESTIGATION.

Legal Action Threatened by Creditors.

The outcome of the in<iuiry into the affairs of the

Hewson's Pure Wool Textiles, Limited, of Andierst,

N.S., which started two weeks ago, is awaited with in-

terest, not only as throwing light on the causes which

have brought about the present situation of the com-

pany, but as to the prospects for the holders of the se-

curities of the company. There are $350,000 of the

bonds, on which the last half-year's interest has not

been paid, and the preferred stock amounts to $250,000.

The large amount of common stock, besides, will repre-

sent little if any more than the mere loss of prospec-

tive gains.

These securities are held mostly iu the Maritime Pro-

vinces, and the loss will be somewhat severely felt, at

the best. There is little change for the preferred stock,

and the general opinion is that the bonds will show a

heavy shrinltage when the final accounting is made.

There is some talk that, instead of liquidation, there

will be a re-organizatiou, preferred stock becoming

common, and a change being effected iu the status of

the bonds, it being thought that a couple of years of

good business would pull the company out of the hole.

We believe that some of the creditors of the com-

pany have taken legal action on the ground that there

must be some redress at law for the present position.

Similar action is threatened by some of the bond and

shareholders, who are acting ind(!pcndently. It is al-

leged that misrepresentation was made at some stage

of the company's early history, and the desire is evi-

dently to place the responsibility where it |,roperly be-

longs.

Carding is perhaps the most important cleaning pro-

cess in the mill and especially is this so in a mill where

the cotton is not afterwards combed, as it is then the

least real cleaning process and bad woi'k cannot later be

corrected. The revolving flat card, on account of its

all-round superiority, has gradually succeeded all

other styles until now it is adopted entirely in equip-

ping ncAV mills. The working parts of the card re-

quire careful and accurate setting in relation to each

other to produce good work and the quality of the work
done may be regulated by the settings. Special gaug-

es of the required thickness are used to test the settings

aud as they are very thin and easily damaged they

should be handled with care, as a damaged gauge
means a faulty setting and bad work.

Then the feed is now almost universally used and is

nmde in several styles. For shoi-t staple the face of

the plate is short and vice versa, and in any case the

distance from the bite of the roll to the point where
the plate is lu'arest to the lickerin should be greater

than the lengtli of staple. The setting of the feed plate

to the lickerin depends on the feed weight of lap, but

for an ordinary lap, say 12 ounce, a distance of .011 of

an inch Avould be all right. The mote-knife or knives,

(there are often two) comes between the feed plate and
the screen and may be set at .012 of an inch from the

likerin, and the screen about one-eighth of an inch at

the end nearest the mote knife, and .019 of an inch at

the other end. For an accurate setting at this point

the lickerin should be removed and a quadrant gauge
used. The cylinder screen is usuallj' hinged in the

center, the back half bemg set concentric with the

cylinder about .032 of an inch away, while the front

end is set 3-16 to 1-4 of an inch from the cylinder. Some
fibres are carried pa.st the doffer by the cylinder, and
if the screen were set close at the front end much good
fibre would be knocked off and lost at this point. The
lickerin is conunonly set .10 of an inch from the c.ylin-

der and tlie back i)late may be .set .012 of an inch from
the cylinder at the bottom edge and 1-32 of an inch at

the top edge.

The flats are supported at their ends by a curved
plate called the "flexible bend" which is practically

concentric with the cylinder and over which the flats

move and which may be raised or lowered at its sev-

eral points of support in order to raise or lower the
flats to change the distance from the cylinder. There
ai-e several different types of flexible bends having dif-

ferent methods of setting, the most largely used being
the bend with five setting points, although the bend in

which the setting is done at one point on each side of
the card is in use on some cards.

There are two common methods of setting the flats

on a card having the five-point setting. One is to re-

move a flat on each side of the setting flat to allow
room for the gauge, and by nu-ans of a handle move this

flat to each of the five setting points, making the pro-
per adjustments on each side of the card, and then, hav-
ing tightened all the nuts, to test the settings again at
the five points. Another is to remove a flat each side
of the flats which are directly above the setting points
and use these to set the center flat first, IIkmi the' flat
at the front of the card and the one at the back, after
which the two between the ends and center are set.

After the settings liave been made and tested with the
gauge, the cylinder and flats should be revolved, and
if any rubbing is heard at any point, a wider setting is
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necessary at the point of friction. The flats move over

the eyliii.ler at a speed of about thi'ee inches per min-

ute and may be set .011 of an inch from its surface.

This setting" varies considerably with différent kinds of

work and a closer setting may be attained on cards,

which are iu good condition and well ground. The

stripping comb is usually set about .07 of an inch from

the flats.

The setting of the front plate has an important bear-

ing on the amount of flat strippings, which would be

greater if the plate were set farther from the cylinder.

It is commonly set .012 of an inch from the cylinder

at the bottom "and .034 of an inch at top, this setting

being changed to the amount of flat strijjpings. The
dotTer is ordinarily set .007 of an inch from the cylin-

der and the dotfer comb .010 of an inch from the dof-

fer.—W. P. in "Textile Mamifactiu-er.

"

Shaded Cloth.

One of the most annoying problems that is encoun-

tered in the manufacture of worsted cloths is the pre-

vention of what is known as shady goods. So inde-

terminate are the couses that the manufacturer is often

at his wits end to diagnose the situation and apply a

remedy. To be sure, shady goods, so called, often exist

only in the imagination of the market examiner, and
the fault is apt to become very much more common
when the demand for goods is letting up or the goods

are sold at prices which are found to be above the mar-
ket on the delivery day. The only remedy for this

phase of the case is to fight the abuse in every possible

way. Every manufacturer has had experience iu send-

ing out goods that he knew were iu excellent condi-

tion when they left his mill, and having a complaint

made that they were found shady by the public examin-
er, wrathfully ordering them returned to the mill for

inspection, and on opening them, finding them dii'ty,

wrinkled, and with the nap disturbed, and in sucli a

generally slovenly condition, that it would be impos-
sible to venture an opinion as to their standard until

after they were refinished.

This problem of a fair and intelligent market exam-
ination is a most serious one and deserves careful

study by all manufaetui-ers. There are, however, un-

fortunately, too many legitimate occurrences of shad}'

goods and the object of this article is to collate a num-
ber of the possible causes, leaving it to the nianufac-

turei- to eliminate those that are not causing the trou-

ble and thus concentrate his trouble on the minimum of

l)robable causes. With the cause of the trouble ascer-

tained, the average manufactui-er is or<linarily able to

adopt the remedy.
In an investigation of this subject it is ])i-oi)osed to

take the opposite view of that which is ordinai'ily tak-

en and to examine possible causes iu tlie various finish-

ing and dyeing operations, starting with the operation
w^hich immediately precedes the examination and work-
ing back through all the processes to the raw material
if necessary.

The last process cloth undergoes, before examination,
is. usually pressing. If a rotary press is used, shadi-

ness may be caused by unequal pressure, which has the

effect of making some parts of the cloth harder than
the other parts. This will cause the cloth to appear as

though it varied in color, thought it is an ojjtical effect

oidy that obtains. If the steam is blown on unevenly,

this may, also, cause a variation in appearance. Fur-

thermore, after cloth is passed thiough a rotary press

at a great heat, it is perfectly ;ippare!it that all the

natin-al moisture of the cloth has been taken away from
it. "When the cloth is placed in a truck oi' on a table,

it is exposed unevenly to the atmosphere, and, eonse-

f|uently. alworbs moisture unevenly. The effect of this

on cloth is the same as is seen in an exaggerated way
when blotting pajier absorbs water—where the mois-

ture is a])sorbed the color appears darker. This ef-

fect is removed when the cloth is thoroughly cooled,

but to cool a 60-yd. i)iece evenly is something extremely

difficult to accomplish. A great deal of cloth is con-

dennied on this account and sent back to the dye house,

to be evened uj). when the color on the piece may be

perfectly level. This trouble of uneven cooling is most

apparent on light and delicate shades, such as tan

and gray, but is often apparent on darker shades,

though not to such a marked degree.

Ordinarily the process previous to pressing is shear-

ing. If the blade on the shear is incorrectly set, the

cloth is Tinevenly cleared out and there will be an ap-

parent difference in shade, due to the difference in am-
ount of nap left on different parts of the cloth. This

can, usually, be readily discovered by careful obser-

vation.

In examining goods from th,e dyer for evenness, there

is the same danger of incorrect diagnosis, through un-

even cooling, as was referred to previously in regard

to goods from the press and it is often impossible to

tell definitely what condition the color is in. if the cloth

is examined in a hot condition.

Scouring, or lack of scouring, is responsible for a

great deal of trouble. The action of a washer seems to

be to remove the dirt and grease from the centre of the

cloth, transversely through to the edges, and if the

foreign matter—and this includes the soap used—is

not tlioroughly removed, the cloth is shady before it

goes to the dye house, and whatever color is put on
will reproduce the original uuevenness. Of course, this

will always be most apparent in light, delicate shades.

Grabbing goods in the grease often sets the dirt in so

fast a manner that the washer is unable to extract it.

This can be easily seen if the goods are examined after

crabbing, and is often due to using an insoluble oil in

the previous processes of manufacture. Goods which
are uneven from end to end are often caused by un-

even steaming on the crab.

In the dye house there is plenty of opportunity for

much that is wrong to happen, and the conditions in

the average dye house make it difficult to carefully

gxuird against many sources of trouble. Too quick

boiling will tend to make cloudy goods, but the usual

complaint of goods being shady from side to centre

very seldom is caused by the process in the dye house.

When it is overcome by i-edyeing the reason, probably,

is that the additional boiling lias the effect of evening

up the inequalities that the first treatment did not ac-

complish. As far as goods that are shady from side to

centre are concerned, the dyer usually does more to

cure the disease than to cause it.

ITnevenness in shade can be cansed by irregular ac-

tion of the loom (or by faulty dressing), causing the

number of picks or ends to vary, making the cloth den-

ser at some parts than others. This is very difficult to

discover and may reiiuire the assistance of a magnify-
ing glass for determination.

ilixed filling or warps is a frequent cause of varia-

tion of shade. This is, usually, impossible of dis-
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covery until the cloth is dyed. It is theu very appar-

ent and can generally be located by the change in color

being very abriipt.

Sometimes, owing to a mixture of tops or roving in

the manufacture of yarn, filling bars occur, owing to

the mixed stock, but merge almost nnperceptibly mto

the ruling shade. This is a very serious mattej- and

many entail large losses before the cause can be de-

finitely located.

The foregoing are the principal causes of shady

croods though it seems that causes due to special condi-

tions obtaining in various mills arec onstantly being

demonstrated. Ordinarily most of the blame is placed

on the dye house, though experience teaches that the

dye house is often not at all blame.

By following the cloth backward, from the last

process and eliminating each probable cause, better and

quicker results wUl be obtained than by examining

goods in a hot and abnormal condition, and promptly

sending them back to the dye house for additional

treatment, which is neither necessary nor desirable.—

"Fibre and Fabric."

nap. .Emerisiug consists not in tearing the fibers out,

but in wearing or polishing the surface. Both raising

and emerising, however, serve the purpose of reducing

the strength and solidity of the fabric. In order that

the nap may be uniform it is necessary that the fabric

should possess a certain degree of stifi'ness. For this

reason the cloth is heavily sized, and this prevents the

action of the emery penetrating deeply into the fibers.

The ordinary glue used in finishing answers the pur-

pose, and after it has been applied the material is dried

thoroughly before emerising. By covering the rollers

with bands of emery the Duvetyn finish can be pro-

duced in the form of stripes.—Textile Weaving.

THE DUVETYN FINISH.

The Duvetvn finish, which is produced on cotton fab-

rics by what is known as "emerising," is a somewhat

recent noveltv in the way of finishes. It has enjoyed a

run of popularity, and is still in favor. At the time of

its introduction it was worked as a secret process, dif-

ferent finishers employing methods differing perhaps

in some detail or another. Experience with the work

has brought improvements, and one of these forms

th sub.iect of an invention bv the Société Durbar-Dele-

spaul,'of Roubaix ("French patent 449,266. 1911). It

is an application of a well-known process of raising or

"emerising." and it is stated by the inventors that the

patent involves no improvement in the technique of

that process. The "emerising" process is used gener-

ally on cotton goods woven in such a way that the weft

floats on the face of the cloth and the warp on the

back, much the same as a moleskin This processif fin-

ishing does not require any special treatment in the

weaving, and is equally well adapted for worsted or

carded woollen fabrics as for cotton. The fabrics are

emerised either in the gray or after dveing or printing.

The process chanses the surface of the cloth—gives it

the appearance of velveteen, chamois, or the skin of the

mole. The operation is very simple, and consists of

subiecting the cloth in two or three passages to the

action of several rollers which revolve rapidly in a

direction opposite to that in which the cloth is moving.

These rollers are covered with emery cloth.

Pulverized flint, stone, glass or sand raav be sub-

stituted for the emerv. The action of the roller on the

weft of the cloth produces a verv short, thick nap. with

the fibers standing straight from the surface of the

cloth. The extent of this action depends, of course, on

the nature of the fabric to be finished, and is regulated

bv the tension of the cloth, (he speed and number of

the rollers, and on the fineness of the emery with which

the rollers are covered. It is evident that carded wool-

len goods can be finished by this process more easily

than worsteds, owing to the difference in the twist of

the yarn. Emerisincr differs radically from napping

or raising on the ordinary raising machine : the latter

tears the fibers from the thread in order to form the

WORLD'S COTTON STATISTICS.

Mr. Amo Schmidt, the Secretary of the interna-

tional Federation of Master Cotton S])inners and Manu-
facturers' Associations, has now published statistics

relating to the consumption of cotton during last sea-

son, together with stocks of cotton in spinners' hands
on 31st August last. Owners of more than 90 jjer

cent of the total spindles in the world have made re-

turns. It must be borne in mind when drawing eoii-

chisions from these figures that the consumers of Am-
erican and Egyptian cotton are represented by a high-

er percentage than 90, as the missing 10 per cent is

partly accounted for through the smaller receipts from
India, Mexico, Brazil, Turke}% etc., where indigenous

cottons are almost exclusively used. With regard to

the consumption of cotton for the season the owners of

129,895,651 spindles have made returns out of a total

of 143,452,659 spindles. The total consumption is giv-

en as 20,277,386 bales against 19,831,392 bales in the

previous year. The consumption in Great Britain,

where returns have been received from the owners of

49,805.768 spindles out of 55,652,820 received from the

owners of 49,805,768 spindles out of 55,652,820 spindles,

is 3,825,153 bales, against 3,765,482 bales in the pre-

vious season. Stocks of coton in spinners' hands on

31st August are given as 3,540,771 bales as compared
with 3,869,540 bales twelve months previously. The
stock for Great Britain is given as 339,859 bales, as

compared with 360,825 bales on the 31st August ,1912.

According to a table giving the stocks of spinners per

1,000 spindles the amount for Great Britain is 6.82

against 7.40 last year. The amount for Germany is

24.79 as compared with 28.24 in 1912, in the previous

year. With regard to consumption per 1,000 spindles,

the amount for Great Britain is 76.901 against 77.27

in 1912. Germany is 151.99 as compared with 167.61,

and the figure for America is 18.365 against 177.09.

Of the 129,85,651 spindles making returns, 64,325,243

are mule spindles and 65,570,408 ring spindles. The

machinery engaged on American^ East Indian and sun-

dry cotton is stated to be 108,745,812 spindles whilst

the spindles engaged on Egyptian cotton are 21,149,-

839. The spindles in course of erection throughout the

world are reported to b(> 2,563,544. With regard to

Great Britain returns have been received from the own-

ers of 49,805,768 spindles. Of these, 40,493,532 are

mule and 9,312,236 ring spindles. The machinery using

American. East Indian and sundry cottons amounts to

35,506,008 spindles, whilst there are 14.299,760 spindles

engaged on Egyptian cotton. The number of spindles

in the course of construction in Great Britain is 1,125,-

956.
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Book Department.
Copies of any of these Books may be obtained through

the office of the Canadian Textile Journal, 600
Read Building, Montreal.

The Cotton Cloth Computer.

The Calculations which the Manufacturer oL' Cotton
Cloth has constantly and repeatedly to make, in order
to arrive at the cost of "Warp and Weft, and to deter-

mine the Weavins? Price, are both tedious and time-tak-

ing. By the aid of tlie Cotton Cloth Computer, bow-
er, anyone, without any previous tuition, can at once
obtain tbe cost of Warji in a piece, the cost of Weft,
and the Weaving Price, with any pourcentage additions,
or deductions, etc. ; also the weight of wai-p, weight of
Weft, and the number of Hanks required of each.
Moreover, the Computer is so arranged that if any var-
iation is made either in the length, width, picks or
reed, in the price of the yarn per lb., or in the counts of
yarn—the effect of such variation on the cost is instant-
ly seen.

The Weaving Price is ascertained very readily, and
any number of percentages can be added or deducted,

this being done with facility and rapidity, and without
any calculation whatever.

The method of using the Cotton Cloth Computer is

almost self-evident. Clear and simple instructions are

given, however, together with a number of practical

examples, and. by the aid of these, anyone with five

minutes' attention is enabled to make the fullest use

of this valuable time and labor-saving instrument.

Pocket Size, with instructions, in neat case $2.50,

post free. Large size for office use $8.00.

Fine Cotton Spinning.

A Practical Manual by J. W. Lomax, lecturer on Cot-

ton Spinning at the Oidham Technical School, Mem-
ber of the Textile Institute. In this work the writer

treats the subject strictly from tbe point of view of tbe

cotton spinner, with the object of meeting the require-

mens of workmen, students, and mill officials who de-

sire first and foremost an acquaintance with the prac-

tical details of the various departments and machinery
of a cotton spinning mill. Matter and subjects which
are outside the scope of most text-books are dealt with,

and actual practical experience has been drawn upon
wherever possible. Tbe chapter dealing with the ac-

tual purchasing of cotton and the means adopted b.y

the spinner to cover yarn sales in cotton futures has

been added with a view to placing at the disposal of

the reader a practical explanation of this most import-

ant detail of commercial cotton spinning. This is a

branch of the subject which theoretical text-books have
ignored almost entireW.

For the purpose of further assisting the reader the
Futures Board in the Manchester Royal Exchange is

reproduced and explained, and a reduced Diagram of
Comparative Prices of Cotton for the years 1905-6 to
1909-10 is given.—Price, post paid, $1.25.

Productive Costs in Cotton Spinning Mills.

By Arthur II. Ilardiiian, Associate of the Cluirtered

Institute of Secretaries: member of the Textile Insti-

tute.—This book is an endeavor to evolve from the

divers methods of costing which are practised in the

trade to-day, a complete system of cotton yarn costing,
which shall on the one side be sound from an account-
ancy point of view, having its basis in the account
liooks of the concern; and on the other be sufficiently
practical to take into consideration all the details and
problems of the processes of manufacture, so far as
they affect the cost of the product.
The book deals with the principles of the subject,

which are applicable to all mills, and illustrates their
application hy numerous examples. It is the first pub-
lished attempt to deal with the subject of costing in
cotton spinniiiLT mills in detail.—Price, postpaid, $] 25

Theory of Sizing.

By II. Nisbet, Weavinsi and Designing Master, Muni-
cipal Technical School, Bolton; Author of "Grammar
of Textile Design." This volume treats of the essen-
tial constituents and properties of sizing ingredients,
and of the chief factors determining their selecting,
blending and mixing suitably to the requirements of
manufacturers and merchants of textile fabrics. It
is designed to fill the need, at a reasonable price, of a
standard text-book for students of weaving in particu-
lar, and also as a book of reference generally, for those
requiring information ont he important subject of
sizing, sizing ingredients and size mixing.—Price, post-
paid, $1.00.

COTTON DYEING.

Tlie Cassella Color Company just issued a new sup-
plement to their well-known book on cotton dyeing,
descriptive of two interesting dyestuffs, viz.. Diamine
Fast Scarlet L. 4 G. and Diamine Fast Scarlet L. 3 B.
Ptd. These dyestuffs produce full, deep scarlet shades
upon cotton and union goods, and are distinguished by
their excellent fastness to light and ironing. These
dyestuffs are particularly interesting on accoimt of
their brilliancy, and which will enable designers of cot-
ton textiles to make use of the shades in combination
with other contrasting effects in the production of wide
lines of novelty goods.
The "L. 3 B." mark is much bluer than the "L .4 G."

mark and, bordering slightly upon the cardinal tone,
should prove of particular interest where heavy, full
shades are required.

Copies of Supplement No. 5 describing these two
dyes may no doubt be obtained from the Cassella Color
Compan}^

THE WATERPROOFING OF FABRICS.
By DR. S. MIERZINSKI.

Tlie second revised and enlarged edition of this pub-
lication, translated from the German by Arthur Morris
and Herbert Kobson, B.Sc, has just come to hand. This
book is recognized as an authority on the subject of

waterproofing of fabrics, dealing with the processes

from the preliminary treatment of the fabrics through
the various operations. The book contains chapters on
"waterproofing with acetate of alumina," "impregna-
tion of the fabric," "drying" "waterproofing with
ammonia cuprate," "waterproofing with insoluble

soaps of metallic oxides." "dyeing waterproof fab-

rics," "waterproofing witii gelatine, tannin, caseinate

of lime, and other bodies," "tbe manufacture of tar-

paulin" and "British waterproofing patents. The book
is published by Scott, Greenwood & Son of London.
Price 5s. nett.
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Annual Meetings During Past Month.

MONTREAL COTTONS LIMITED.

The 41st annual meeting of the Montreal Cottons,

Limited, was held in Monteal on March 4th, and not-

withstanding the rather adverse conditions which pre-

vailed thronghout the latter part of the year, a «light

gain in the total net gain was reported over IJiz

Manufacturing profits and other revenue totalled

$395 313, against $394,587 in 1912, only a nommai in-

crease, but a satisfactory showing "'
^•;?Z «„!, ^°";;;"

tions Cloth sales for the year were $3,017 703, a dé-

crète of $211,000; cloth in process W>W0.895, an in

crease of $295,535 ; cloth stock at the end of hte yeai

was $805,360, a decrease of ahont $219,000.

The usual allowances including $115,000 f»'" J^'i";;';

ciation were made before bringing down manutactui-

h!' profits. Net profits after bond interest amounted

1o'^$US,2.59, e.iual to 11.60 per cent on the compan> s

^3,000.000 capital, against $350,001 or H-^^ P^;" een*

the previous year, and $2.52.618, or 8.4 per cent n 191L

Of this. 11 per cent, or $330,000 was paid to the hohl ug

onpanv, Montreal Cottons Ltd., in dividends agaist

$240 000 or 8 per cent the previous year, when the

folding company paid only one quarterly dividend on

the common shares.

The balance sheet shows the usual strong posi ion

miintained Working assets at the end of the >eai

weie $3 209 161, an increase of $366,000, ^diicb more

ban offsets an ncrease of $346,000 to $909,351 m cur-

Slkbilities. The profit and loss surpliis on^re^^on-

pany stands at .$2,141,729 before including the balance

earried forward from 1913.

Mr S H Ewing, the president, m dealing with he

the company s labncs. i\e\\ (ikj-
rs +^ p;r, VimirsmsmmM

™t1; ?fwi„. CMC.,
^jV'JJsr ™b:'sS;^

TT s Holt, A. H. Gault, F. 0. Lewis -LP- HlacK w.

C.'Finley! F- W. Molson and Senator E. Dandurand.

STANFIELDS LIMITED.

The annual meeting of Stanfields, Imuited, was held

.t Tniro N.S ,
on March 2. T he company ha. a record

^l ;„o , veirs of increases in sales, that for 1913

fund were $116,503, compared with $11.),40b m
.'^'t'

The profit and loss account balance stands at $1^0,04.,

against $101,042 the year betore.

PENMAN'S LTD.
The annual statement pr(\sented to the shareholders

of Penman's Ltd., at the annual meeting held in Mont-
real on March 2nd was most satisfactory, profits stand-

ing at $102,705 higher than in 1911 and $39,695 higlier

than in 1912. The net i)rofits available for dividends

amounted to $325,900, equal to 30 per cent on the pre-

ferred stock, or five times the dividend, while the bal-

ance remaining after preferred dividend was equal to

12.15 per cent on the common against a dividend of 4

jier cent.

The pi'ofit anil loss account showed as folh)ws:

—

Dr.

To interest on l)onds $100,000

Old machinery broken up 14,655

Bad debts written off 3,497

Div. on pfd. stock $64,500

Div. on com. stock 86,024
150,524

Transferred to reserve 100,000

Balance at ci-edit jjrofit and loss $522,483

.$891,160

Credit.

Balance brought from 1912 $447,106

Profits for year ended 31st Dec, 191:'. .... 444,0.53

$891,160

The balance sheet shows total assets of $7,806,490, of

which .$2,557,890 are current, as against total current

liabilities of $1 ,458,407.

The officers and dii-ectors were elected as follows:

—

C. P.. Gordon, ju'esident; P. B. Morrico, vice-president;

Victor E. Mitchell, K.C., J. P. Black, .7. R. Godon, H.

B. MacDougall and Win. McMaster and D. Morriec.

HUMPHREY'S UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR Co.

A very favorabb^ stjifciiicut of the scar's business

was presented to the shareholders of the Iluniplirey "s

Unshrinkable Underwear Company at the first annual
meeting held in IMoncton. N.B., recently. Tlie follow-

ing directors were elected: F. W. Sumner, 0. T. Dan-
iels, J. A. MacDonald, W. F. Ilumphrev, W. F. Fergu-
son, A. E. Trites, and Geo. T. Douglas. The following

officers were re-elected: President, F. W. Summer;
Vice-President, O. T. Daniels; Treasurer, W. F. Feigu-
son; Manager and Secretary. J. L. McDonald.

PATON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
The statement presented at annual meeting of the

Patpn Manufacturing Co., held in Montreal on the 25tli

of last month, was aceei)ted as very satisfactory iindei-

existing conditions of trade. The past six months
showed a considerable falling off in business but not-

withstanding this, the (lirectors decided to declai'e the

regular 3 |)er cent dividend for tlu^ half y(>ar. It will

be jiaid "March 15th. The following officers were re-
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t'li'uted: John Tunibiill, presidout ami iiiaiiagiug dircf-

tov; Hon. Robert Maekay, vice-president; D. Forbes
An-ïus, .Tonatlian Hodgson, George Hyde, George Me-
IjOv and Tjt.-Col Frank Meighen, dii-ectors.

BELDING-PAUL-CORTICELLI CO.

The annual statcimnt of tin- I'.eKling-Paul-Corticclli

Company. Limited, for the year ending Nov. 30, 1918,

presented to the shareholders on February ISth, show-
ed net profits of .^127,876, a decrease of .$6,!"J94, as com-
]iai'ed with the previous twelve months. After payment
of debenture interest amounting to $37,400. and after

making provision for sinking fund and depi'eeiation

and j>aying two quarterly dividends amounting to .$29,-

904, there remained a balance of $31,967 to be carried

forward. At the annual meeting IMessrs. .T. M. Mackie,

of Charles Meredith and Co., Ltd., and A. 0. Dawson,
of Canadian Cottons, Ltd., were elected to the director-

ate succeeding IMessrs. B. G. "Winans and F. Birks, The
board is made up as follows: ^Messrs. F. Paul, Wm. Me-
llaster, A. H. Sims. Wm. Hanson, J. W. Mackie, A. 0.

Dawson and C. A. Reynolds.

UNITED STATES WOOL STATISTICS.

The Xatioiial Association of Wool ^Manufacturers of

the T'nited States in its annual wood review places the

number of sheep fit for shearing on April 1. 1913. at

36,319,000. a decrease of 2,162.000 from the 1912 state-

ment. The report says, in part :

—

"Our estimate for the total clip, exclusive of pulled

wool, for the present year is 25,675,300 pounds, a de-

crease of 9,868,100 pounds from our last year's esti-

mate. The scoured equivalent is 100,2670,80 pounds, a

decrease of 6,299,572 pounds from last year.

"We increased our estimated production of pulled

wool for this year to 43,500,000 grease pounds, an ex-

cess of 2,000,000 pounds over our total for 1912. This

increase is based upon actual returns from slaughter-

ing centers, and is the natural consequence of the re-

duction in flocks, especially in the territorial districts.

The shrinkage from the brushed to the scoured state is

placed at the sanu^ figure as last year, namely, 27 per

cent, which makes the scoured e(piivaleut 31,755,000

pounds.

"The total wool production of the country, both

sheared and pulled, is placed at 296.175.300 pounds,

or 7,868,100 pounds less than the estimated product of

last year, and is equal to 132,020,080 pounds of scoured

wool.

"For a series of yeai's the average weight and slirhik-

age for the whole country have been as follows:

Average.
Weight, Shrinkage

lb.s. P.C.

1901 6.33 60.6

in02 6. .50 60.0

1903 6.25 60.8

1904 6.50 61.6

lf)05 6. .56 61.3

1906 6.66 61.8

1907 6.60 60.6

1908 6.70 60.5

1909 6.70 60.9

1910 6.70 60.0

1911 6.98 60.4

1912 6.82 59.3

1913 6.95 60.0

The. wool came to market this year generally in

good condition, as is shown both in the average weight
jier fleece and in the average shrinkage in cleansing,
the average yield of clean wool per pound being prac-
tically the same as in the other years shown in the
above table,, and e(|nals 40 pounds to the hundred.
"The gross value of flie wool i)roduct, both fleece

and pulled, for the year, based on its scoured value in
Boston in the early days of October, as is follows:—
Fleece wool .$43,785,054
Pulled wool 13,797,900

Total $57,582,954

"This is a decrease of $18,236,267 from the corres-
lionding value for last year, and means a very serious
loss to the wool growing interests. In the fii-st group
of States, as arranged in the table, the wools were
worth $15,388,234, or 35 per cent of the total value of
the fleece wool. The second group produced wool to

the value of $1,724.877. or nearly 4 per cent of the
total, while in the third group the value is .$26,671.943,

or 61 per cent of the whole. The ratios are essentially

the same as in the ])receding year, the decrease in num-
ber of pounds produced and the increased value balanc-
ing each other so far as relative proportions are con-

cerned.

Fleece and Pulled Wool Production.

"The next table presents a statement of the produc-
tion of wool for a period of 25 years with the annual in-

crease or decrease.
''

Year. Pounds.
1889 295,779,479

1890 309,474.856

1891 307.401.507

1892 333.018.405

1893 348.538,138

1894 325.210.712

1895 294,296,726

1896 272,474,708

1897 259,153.251

1898 266.720.684

1899 272,191.330

1900 288,636,621

1901 302,502,382

1902 316,341.032

1003 287,450.000

1904 291.7s:î,n:-!-_'

1905 I]'i:,.4->v4:w

1906 2:is.,i:i.l:i()

1907 298,294,7.50

1908 311,138,321

1909 328,110.749

1910 321,362.750

1911 318,-547.900

1912 304,043.400

1913 296,175,300

LIFTING AND SHIFTING MACHINERY.
We have just rrc-ivcl a copy of liuUetiii 1!2 of the

Herbert iVIorris Crane and Hoist Co., Ltd., containing

pictures and dimensions of their type "P" Swing Jib

Crane. The projiortions of this crane guarantee an

easy swing, a high factor of safety, reasonable de-

flection and durability. This crane should find special

application around textile mills for handling raw stock

and in the shipping depai'tment for handling baled and

boxed goods, loading etc.
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Saving the Waste
By WM. SHAW.

(Specially Written for the Canadian Te-xtile Journal.)

The incapability of the world to furnish a sufficient

quantitj' of raw cotton required by a vast and ever-

expanding cotton industry, has failed, as has been

proved by experience. It has been found impossible

to produce enough cotton to supply the demand, al-

though it is possible to cvdtivate cotton over almost

the whole of the inter-tropical and in many of the tem-

perate portions of the globe. Such conditions call for

a remedy, so that a few suggestions with the idea of

helping out ai-e in order.

Our first ,suggestion to the manufacturers is to see

how much good staple is being wasted in his plant. The

second is to see whether some of this waste fibre can-

not be used again.

The amount of removable matter in cotton varies

greatly, and even in different growths of the same

variety constant practice is necessary to become a good

judge of cotton, so as to properly set the different ar-

rangements on different machines in order to extract

the foreign matter.

Very few mills have an effective method by which

proper attention is given to the grid bars, and strip-

ping plates, and for this reason we have contended that

an overseer of carding able to sample the droppings on

the pickers, and the strippings on the cards, and also

able to judge the distance at which they should be set

to save the long fibres, is worth his weight in gold to

any plant. But how many carders take the pains to

sample the droppings of the pickers and the strippings

from the cards? How many cards have adjustable

front knife plates to enable the good carder to adjust

them so as to save for his plant the long fibres that are

allowed to pass on to the waste house?

These questions are important. In some mills we find

the grid bars are opened for dirty stock and closed for

clean stock. When the bare are opened small pieces of

leather are cut and placed between the bars so as to

hold them the desired distance apart. In some cases

one or more bars must be removed. On the other hand,

in some mills, no matter what kind of stock is run, the

grid bars are never disturbed.

To prove that proper setting of the stripping plates

on all cards will save much good fibre for any plant,

make the following test. Set the front knife plate al-

most to touch from the cylinder, and it will be found
that very little, if any, stripping will be extracted.

Next set the front knife plate to 250-1000 gauge, and
you will find that much long fibre will be extracted.

Therefore, we must set between these two extremes,

and this requires the best judgment and experience.

Did you ever hear of a carder going around with the

grinder setting the front knife ])lates? Let us be hon-

est and admit that what we have jjointed out is sadl.y

neglected in most mills. In justice to many good card-

ers, however, it must be said that there are many cards

on the market that have stationary front knife plates.

Our only aim is simply to save a little good cotton for

some worried manufacturer, so that the (|tiestion is

how much waste can be used to good advantage.
We know of a few manufacturers that use the drop-

pings from the pickers to good advantage, and also the

cleaner waste from the card and spinning rooms. Tlie

stock is made to pass through what is known as a dus-

ter, and then run through a picker and formed into a

lap. This waste is sold from 10 to 12 cents per pound

in the form of a lap, and sold for different purposes,

such as for upholstering. The price of this waste be-

fore dusted and made into a lap is sold as a rule from

11/2 to 3c per pound.
It is very easy to make a duster, as it consists only

of a small' wooden cylinder with about thirty pegs

about three inches long scattered and inserted on the

surface of the wooden cylinder. Under the cyliuder

a screen is placed to prevent the waste from falling

to the floor and at the same time allow only the dirt

to fall through. The screening is similai- to that used

for sieving ashes.

It is safe to say that inainny large plants here in Can-

ada could increase their dividends by following these

suggestions.

CONSUMERS' CORDAGE CO. OFFER SETTLE-
MENT.

A recent report in the "Financial Times" states

that "the Consumers' Cordage Co., Ltd., is asking

shareholders to accept a payment of ten per cent on
their holdings in settlement of claims for unpaid divi-

dends amounting to 31 per cent on the principle, ap-

parently, that ten per cent in the baud is better than

31 per cent spread out over an indefinite period. The
company, it is understood, has enjoyed two prosperous

years and has paid dividends on the preferred stock for

those years. This year it is probable that the general

depression may affect the company, though affairs are

reported to be in excellent shape. What benefit the

small shareholder would derive from accepting ten per

cent of the unpaid dividends in cash as against thirty-

one per cent due him it is, at first glance, difficult to

see, except that as indicated in the foregoing ten per

cent in the hand may appeal to him more strongly than
thirty-one per cent on a small-installment plan at in-

definite periods. It can readily be seen, however, that

the wiping out of a liability of unpaid dividends on
the preferred stock should help the common stock now
that the concern is on a firmly established basis."

ISLAND UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR CO., LTD.

New Company at Charlottetown, P.E.I., Getting

Started.

The new company, called the Island Unshrinkable
Underwear Co., Ltd., which is being formed Charlotte-

town, P.E.I., for the purpose of manufacturing un-

shrinkable wool underwear and sweaters, is meeting
with very fair success in the disposal of the stock. The
authorized capital of the Company is $90,000 with a

paid-up capital of .$50,000. The president of the com-
pany is S. E. Reid, formerly Provincial Secretary and
Treasurer and Commissioner of Agriculture, who is

looking after tlie organization. The secretary-treasur-

er is John P. Gordon, of Moore and McLeod, merchants,

Charlottetown. The directors are : W. B. Prowse, S.

A. McDonald, John T. McKenzie, C. A. Clark and Dr.
A . B . Reid, all of Charlottetown.

The capacity of the mill will be about 25 doz. per

day, manufactured almost entirely from wools grown
on the Island, which are recognized to be exceptionally

adapted for the manufacture of underwear and sweat-

ers.
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MILL AND GENERAL TEXTILE NEWS.
Walter Seott has resigned his i)osition as boss card-

er with the Almonte Knitting (^o., Almonte, Ont., to

accept a similar position in Amsterdam, N.Y.

Wni. McJIastcr, vice-president of the Belding-l'aiil-

Gorticelli Co. and director of the Bank of Montreal,

was appointed a director of Penmans Ltd., at the re-

cent annnal meeting of the Company, succeeding E. l'>.

Greenshields, who resigned.

Messrs. Norton, Callard & Co., 4 Hospital Sli-cct,

Montreal, have been appointed sole Canadian rein-escn-

tatives of IMessrs. Joseph Cookson, Limited, of Man-
chester. Eng., manufacturers of cotton waste for wip-

ing, floor cloths, lamp wicks, twines, ropes, cords, etc.

The Dominion Department of Agriculture has signi-

fied its intention to make a comprehensive wool exhibit

at the provincial exhibition, which opens in Regina on
July 27th next. The exhibit will be the same as that

shown at the Toronto exhibition last fall.

Harry Hirsch, head of Julius, Cohen and Josephy,

of Bradford. England, was around for a few days last

month. He and the Canadian representative, H. V. An-
drews, of Toronto, visited several of the mills in the

East.

Joseph Quenneville. formerly overseer of carding
with the Montmorency Cotton Mills at Montmorency
Falls, Que., ha.s accepted the position of overseer of

carding, spinning and winding with tlie Shawinigan
Cotton Co., Shawinigan Falls, Que.

"Wm. Clark, master mechanic with St. Anne Branch,
Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, has resigned, and is

succeeded by Wm. Hewlett of Miller Bros. & Sons, Ltd.

Henry Clark, has resigned his position of overseer of

spinning, St. Anne Branch, Dominion Textile Co.,

Montreal, and is succeeded by Wm. Taylor.

The Niagara Linen Company of Niagara Falls, N.Y.,

are building a branch factory in Niagara Falls. Ont..

to cost in the neighborhood of $50,000.

J. W. Sims, formerly of the Wallaceburg Knitting
Co. Wallaceburg, Ont., has laid a plan before the Town
Council of Embro, Ont., asking for financial assistance

to start a knitting business there.

The plant of the Elora Textile Co., Elora, Ont., was
badly damaged by fire on February 8th. The loss am-
ounted to about $3,500 fully covered by insurance.

This is a new concern and had only been rmining a few
weeks. The plant is again in operation.

C. F. Libb.v has again assumed the management of

the Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont., succeeding Mr.
Fulton.

Wyatt F. Palmer, of Comanche, Okla., has secured a

patent for a cotton cleaner for removing the dust, sand
and trash fi-om ginned cotton. The invention consists

of a cylindrical lint flue made in sections .ioined to-

gether after the manner of stove pipes, spaced support-
ing rings and having its wall in spaced relation to the
lint flue, a (dean out opening in the lower side of the
lint flue, a closure for said opening and a flue leading
diagonally through the lint flue into the screen.

Messrs. Boyd Caldwell & Co. are very busy in the
new hosiery department recently installed in the Ap-
pleton mill and ai'e installing several new machines.

Die J. J. Cusaek Company, jjimitcd, lias recentlv
l)een nieorporated, with a capital of $100,000, to carr'v
on the biisniess, both wholesale and i-etail, of gcnei-al
dry goods merchants and mainifacturcrs. The chief
l)lacc of business to be Montreal.

The 2nd series of Colonial Wool Sales opened in Lon-
don on Mai-ch 3. The market was active, with prices
s^lrong and an average of five to ten per cent over the
January prices. Cape of Good Hope and Natal realiz-
'd 5 i)cr cent; merinos 71/2 and crossbreds 71/0 to 10 per
cent dearer than the last sale.

Henry Brinton, President of the H. Biinton Company
of Philadelphia, died January 30th, at his home at
I'.ahi, I>a., afler a brief illness of heart failure.

The American Cord and Tassel Co., 338 St. Lawrence
Boulevard, Montreal, liave recentlv installed several
Harley-Kay scarf machines for the manufacture of ar-
tificial silk and mcrci'rized scarfs.

Mercury Mills to Instal Cards.

We understand that the :\lcrcury Mills, Limited
liamilton. Ont., contemplate installing three sets of
wool cards, with the idea of going more extensively in-
to the manufacture of underwear.

Huntsville Woollen Mills, Limited.

A new company, the Huntsville Woollen Mills. Limit-
ed, have purchased the woollen mill in Huntsville. Ont
formerly operated by James Hall and later bv Wm Mc-
Cutcheon. The mill has been closed for the past few
years. The provisional directors are: John Dobney,
J. J. Hubbard, J. A. Tweed, Alex. Hughson and H. T.
Jenkins, all of Toronto. The capital of the companv is

$40,000.

R. G. Long & Co.'s Plant Damaged by Fire.

A disastrous fire in large new building at 579 Kieh-
mond Street, Toronto, on February 25th did consider-
able damage to the plant and equipment of Messrs R.
G. Long & Co., Limited, manufacturers of sweater-
coats and knitted novelties. The damage is reported
at $80.000. with $65,000 insurance. Several clothing
firms, including the Independent Cloak Co., the Beaver
Sliii't Co., and the Monarch Clothing Co.. sufl'ered some-
what heavily. We understand that Messrs. R. G. Long
& Co. will make preparations to re-commence opera-
tions as soon as new rpiarters can be obtained.

Montreal Woollen Co. Plant Sold.

The large plant formerly occupied by the Mont-
real Woollen Co. at St. Gabriel Locks. Montreal, has
l)een completely cleared of all the woollen machinery
and the buildings have been sohl. part to Messr.s.
Holdswortli & Co.. of Toronto and IMontreal. and jiart

to a Montreal comjiany. which will manufacture pa-
per board.

Linen Mills to Resume.

The Dominion LiiKMi Mills, at Gue]|)h, wiiich have
been closed down for several months, are about to re-

sume operations, it is said, under a syndicate of Toron-
to capitalists. These mills were in the hands of the
Trusts & Guarantee Co. of Toronto, who had adver-
tised for tenders. The personel of the new company
has not yet been made public.
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ENGLISH WOOLLEN AND WORSTED TRADES.

(Fi'oiii Our London Reprcseutative.)

Trade in woollen and wor.sted mills of England is

not very satisfactory to manufacturers. There ap-
pears to be a .scarcity of orders and the small mills

are feeling the dullness of business veiy much. Though
there is an improved feeling in the Dewsbury and Bat-
ley districts so far as cheau woollen cloths are con-

cerned, very few mills are run to the extent of over-

time in order to cope with the desire of merchants for

quick delivery. There is, however, more machinery
at work and consequently more operatives, and the re-

ceipt of a large number of good orders from Canadian
merchants have lately made things look busier. The
new patterns in cheap and medium tweeds are reported

to be taking well, and in some cases better rates have
been conceded by merchants. In iMorley the factories

are i-ather busier consequent upon orders for cheap

tweeds and serges, etc., fi'om Bradford, Leeds and
Manchester houses, and here, too, makers are getting

rather better prices. Birstall and Ossett are also busy
and in Ravensthorpe a slight improvement is notice-

able. Business all round is increasing with Canada and

the States, but continental orders are wanting in num-
bers. The blanket trade of Dewsbury, Mirfield and the

Spen Valley has only improved so far as colored goods

are concerned. The demand for whites is dull, but

stocks are not large. Motor rugs are selling well, and
appears to be a good line for the mills in this district.

There is rather more doing in carpets both in Dewsbur.v

and Heckmondwicke, tapestry and Brussels taking well

in the latter town and Dutch in the former. The de-

mand from Canada is dull. Flannel manufacturers aiv

better employetl and the export trade to the Dominion

is improving slightly. In Leeds, business is yet far

from normal, and only small covering orders for

tweeds, serges, costume cloths of lower qualities are

being given out. The present high prices, which re-

main firm, are causing buyers to hold off, and of specu-

lation there is none. The woollen merchants are mod-

erately busy, but say they could do with more work.

With Canada recently a slight improvement in trade

is noticeable and manufacturers report that it is likely

to continue, not only in low and medium woollens, but

in medium worsteds also. In Rochdale merchants

from Canada and the States have been making incpiir-

ies in the flannel trade for next season's winter trade.

Manufacturers are firm in their prices, for not only is

wool dear, but cai'ds, strapping, oil, coal and other

necessary requisites are on a high level as regarcls va-

lues. On this account and owing to the continued

shortage of flannel weavers, manufacturers are not

making much flannel to stock. Sjmrting flannels are

much sought after. All the flannel makers are buying

wool more readily, but chiefly in small lots to cover

jjresent use. Manufacturers in Hawick report that

tlie woollen and worsted ti'ade has undergone very lit-

tle change for the better. Complaints are made that

orders are not coming in as quick or as large as was

exi)eeted. With the exception of a few of the jjrinci-

pal makers, it is evident that the present season will be

below the average throughout all the Hawick district.

Then-e are heavy stocks on hand in some cases. an<l pos-

sibly the advance in prices has also acted as a check.

The advance asked for the finisiied goods does not at

all compensate for the advaiu-e in the price of the i-aw

material. Spinn(>rs ai-e not busy, but in most mills

full time is being worked. The hosiery branch of the
trade continues very dull. In Huddersfield and other
woollen centres in Yorkshire and Scotland there are
general complaints of the lack of business, but the feel-

ing is optimistic and it conjectured that by the middle
of March all mills will be working up to hill time. The
etïects of the "boom" last year are being felt some-
what, and then again the high cost of i)roduction just
at the present time is making mill men extremely cau-
tious. It is remarkable that as I write the paper in-

dustry, the cotton trade and the woollen and worsted
trades, including the hosiery branches, are far from
what one could call busy and making a decent profit.

Profits, I am afraid under the present circumstances,

are unusually small.—J. R. B.

DAVID MORRICE RESIGNS PRESIDENCY.
Mr. David Moriùce, president of Penman's Limited,

since the organization of the company in 1906, an-

nounced his retirement from the presidency of the

comi)any at the annual meeting on March 2. Mr. Mor-
i-ice had been connected with the Penman concern for

over 40 years, having sold their prothu^t in the very

DAVID MORBICE,
Who lias resigrned from Presidency of Penniau's

^td., after over 40 years connection
with the Company.

earliest days. lU- is succeeded by C. 1>. (!or<lon, pi'esi-

dent of the Dominion Textile Co., while R. B. Morrice

succeds Mr. (jordon in the vice-presidenc.y of the coui-

])any. Mr. David Morrice will continue on the direc-

torate of the company.

United States impoi'ted 1,105,958 pounds of combing
wools from Canada during the 12 months ending De-

cember 1913, valued at $251,896, as compared with 735,-

400 pounds valued at $168,912 in 1912, and 173,726

pounds valued at $43,747 in 1911.
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THE MARKETS
THE WOOL MARKET.

There lias been a very slow iiiipvovemeiit, of trade

during the month and most of the mills that had shut

down during January have again staited, although a

number of underwear and woollen mills are still

running short time; four or I'u'-; days a week. The
mills are gradually being filled up .vith ordei-s, how-
I'ver, and although they are someti'.ues pretty elose ow-
ing to the increasing eost of the raw material, they

will serve to keep things going until trade conditions

improve generally.

Little domestic wool remains in dealers" hands, what
did remain having been siiipped to the United States

during the month. Pullers are vei\y firm with what
little they have to offer, anil are not disposed to meet

dealers' demands.
The second series of Colonial sales opened in London

March 3. The offerings have usually been good, and
the buying vigorous fi-ora all sections. To date meri-

nos have advanced ly^ to 10 i)er cent, erossbreds 15

per cent and South African 5 per cent over last sale,

and reports state that even at these advances M'ool is

difficult to get as tlie market is in seller's favor. The
advance has come as a surprise to many. The continent

has bopn very active in the English wool markets at

the last niunber of sales, which has kept prices high.

The home trade has held back, but sellers figured it out

that it had to buy sometime. The feeling is that iiuite

a quantity of the wools being bought on the Continent

will be placed for sale at the later sales, when the home
trade are forced to operate more freely than they have

of late.

Woollen manufacturers are faced with increased

costs all along the line, but still little advance has taken

place in the prices they receive for their products. Such

advance is now aboiit due.

THE COTTON MARKET.
Dullness and inactivity have l)een the prevailing fea-

tures of the cotton market during the month of Feb-

ruary. The beai-s have laid great stress on the poor
condition of the Textile Trade, which is, indeed, a very

strong argument. However, the takings by the mills of

American cotton, at the end of February, are still 100,-

000 bales more than last year. This -seems to indicate

that the consumption is not decreasing, even if business

is not as profitable as last season.

On the other hand, the hulls insist upon the strength

of the southern markets. Actual cotton, especially

grades of middling and above, cannot be bought now
except at very high prices, as high in fact as when
New York futures were selling at 150 to 200 ])oint.s

higher than to-day.

These two contending factors, a poor trade (condition

and the unflinching strength of the spot situation, are

acting like two eipially powerful forces on the nuirket,

and neutralize each other, so that no definite result

is obtained, neither b.y the bulls nor by the bears.

The future market has been nearly dead for the i)ast

four weeks. The range has been very narrow, with a

tendency to lower i)rices. IMarch was quoted at 12. MO

on February 2nd; it kept fluctuating all the time, and

reached down to 12.06 on March the 4th, reacting at

once to 12.17.

The other months have declined more than March,

and the trading difference between March and J\Iay,

which was about 23 points on the 1st of February, is

now over 40 points. This wide gaji between the active
months shows intense manipulation with the threat of
a little squeeze of the shorts in March. Hut at the
saiiie time,, such manipulation could not (lisj)lay itself
as freely if the si)ot market was not so stilf, preventing
.shii)ments of actual cotton to Xew York to protect the
bear element.
The market is at a standstill. All arguments for a

further h(>avy break seem to be exhausted. The large
surplus of the India eroj) as well as of American cot-
ton has been marketed, and has alrea<ly had its influ-
ence on prices, causing the decline uridn' tiw 12 cent
level for the spring months.

If prices are to go lower, it will be the result of very
brilliant news about the start of the new crop. But
we should remember tht'it, so far, very little is done
towards pi'eparing that future crop. The weather in
the last two weeks has been bad, and little headway
was made in i)loughing the soil and nothing but reek-
less guesses can he made for the next two months. In
the meantime the mills will need cotton every week and
the scarcity of good grades will be more and more
stringent as the season advances.

In our minds, thei-e is no chance .just now for a fur-

ther heavy decline in this crop's values, and any droj»

towards IIV2 cents in New York futui'es will invite a
good deal of buying which will support the market.
The statistical position is far from bearish. With a

crop of 14,000,000 there are still to be marketed some
2,800,000 bales which, with the visible sui)i)ly of Am-
erican cotton, nuikes a supply of 7,200,000 for the next
six months. This same calculation made the last

year supi)ly 7,100,000. Therefore we are in the same
position as last year, when prices for New York futures
did not go under 11.25. This season the supply con-

tains a very great proportion of unspiiuiable cotton,

which makes the situation still stronger mitil the new
crop becomes available.

ENGLISH WOOLS.

(Special to the Canadian Textile Journal.)

The general disposition is too look upon things in

the wool markets with less optimism, though there is

still a sufficient amount of business being done to keep
prices on a firm basis, attempts being made at every
opportunity to advance prices. When this is done the

move is rather protective than otherwise, and may be

taken as an indication that the disposition to sell has

passed away. For some time to come values are safe,

l)ut the prosj)ect is very gloomy. For instance at Lei-

cester staples can command a better margin on all

well-conditioned soinid lots and in colonial wools the

readiness with which all supplies are taken off the mar-
ket at extreme rates indicates that stocks in consumers
hands are very light, and present rates have come to

stay. In yarns low prices are also disappearing. In

the Dewsbury district wool prices show great firmness.

The wool staples of the district have lately had an

improved ti'ade and rates are inclined to harden. Still

the outlook is not bad at present in Dewsbury. Gen-

erally speaking consumers are moving quietly and
watching the long and stubborn contest between grow-

ers and importers of wool on the one hand, with spin-

nei-s, merchants and manufacturers on the other, and

this sti-uggle is likely to continue until the March
Colonial Sales in London, by which time a larger vol-

ume of trade will be coining forward.
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BRADFORD WOOL.

(Special to The Canadian Textile Journal.)

Bradford, February 23, 1914.

There is ju.st a moderate amount of business offering
in tops—just enough to keep prices firm if they were
in any need of firming-up. As a matter of fact there is

no need of this character, for with a large volume of
orders on their books than they have had for months,
top-makers are not at all keen to increase their com-
mitments imless they can see their Avay clear to getting
the raw material to meet them. The tone of the mar-
ket is therefore strong. Wool is wanted, and all re-
ports agree that the Australian sales have been very
stiff. English wools still meet with a good inquiry, and
prices are well held. In fact, the demand for wool is

exceedingly keen and the prospect is not very prosper-
ous from a manufacturers' point of view. Here are
some of the quotations: 64 's tops, 57 cents to 58 cents;
supers, two cents less, and a corresponding advance for
70 's upwards; a good 40 's top is quoted 30 to 31 cents,
40 's carded, 30 cents to 31 cents, 46 's carded, 33 cents;
50 's average 39 cents, 56 's average 43 cents and 58 's

average 47 cents. In some cases even more is demand-
ed. When we come to yarns, we find that advances
here are equally as numerous, a big business having
been done during the past month in singles and two-
folds. Single 30 's, which could be bought some time
ago at $1.86 are now quoted as high as $1.98 per gross
and on Botany yarns spinners are making two cents
more per lb. than they could possibly get bid last

last week. Two-fold 32 's and 40 's appear to be want-
ed, and there is also inquiry for thick singles. The ad-
vances asked for mohair yarns are cheeking business
for the present, but there is rather more doing iji al-

paca of the better qualities.

Adverting back to wool it is quite evident that it is

going to be dearei-—that is the opinion in Bradford to-

day. This is largely accounted for by the fact that

topmakers in Bradford want more wool and it is a long
time since there was so little available. The largest

amount of business in tops continues to be done in the

merino department—at any rate, the best reports of ac-

tual selling are forthcommg from that quarter. There
is also a fair amount of selling in crossbreds, and prices

here are pai-ticularly firm. English wools look like

benefitting owing to the temporary scarcity of colonial

cross-breds. Considerable business is doing in me-
lium and fine fleeces and also skin wools. The special

descriptions called for in the yarn sales are single 30 's

and two folds, and prices have advanced in conse-

quence.—J. R. B.

THE JUTE MARKET.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

Dmidee, February 21, 1914.

The market for manufacturers is quiet and inactive,

and values are irregular, a feature which has pervad-

ed the market for some time past. Groups of first

works for February-March shipment have been offered

at £31 15s and singles at £32. It is to hessian yarns

that interest is mainl^^ directed. The sales of common
8 lb. cops is claimed at 2s 6d, but not a spindle is ob-

tainable from spinners at a fraction under 2s 7d. In

spools transactions vary from 2s lOd to 2s IQi^d, and
there is a tendency to raise values. Twist in 3-ply 8

lb. sells at ^Ysd, sacking weft at 2%d to 2 13-16d for
24 lb. and Dutch at 2 13-16d to 2% and sacking chains
at 4i^d. In 6-lb. warp yarn contracts have passed at

2s 9V2d. Rio qualities which have practically retained
their values of late due to the scarcity of fine jute are
quiet ta 3s 4d to 3s 4y2d for 8-lb. warp. Carpet warp
is steady at 4 5-16d to 4%d for 14-lb. Calcutta fabrics

are firm at 23s 3d for lOoz. 40in. c.i.f. Buenos Ayres
July-September shipment. Hessians are steady with-
out being largely tested of late at 3 14-48d to 3 5-16d
for 1014 ounce 40 inch and at 2 10-r2d basis

for 80Z. 40 in. As a rule recent advances could not
always be insisted upon with orders.

IS IT FAST? WILL IT WASH?
"Permanent colors create permanent trade. The

insistent demand of the consiuner for fast colors makes
it imperative that the retailer, the jobber, the cutter-

up and the textile manufacturer recognize the ques-

tion of fastness of color as an important one. Is it

fast? Will it wash? is now asked by every woman at

every counter and by every buyer of colored cotton
goods of the maker."
An interesting little booklet just to hand from the

Badisebe Company, 214 Lemoine St., Montreal, presents
a brief account of the more important classes of fast

colors for cotton goods that wiU be both of interest

and of service to those engaged in the business. The
booklet may be obtained from the Badische Company
on request.

LACHINE CANAL DRY.

Cotton Mills to be Inconvenienced Longer than Usual.

The emptying of the Lachine Canal, which took

place on March 1, a month earlier than usual, to allow

work to be carried on by the Government on a power
plant at Cote St. Paul, has resulted in serious incon-

venience to a large number of manufacturers whose
factories are situated on the banks of the canal, in-

cluding the three cotton mills, the Merchants, Mount
Roj'al and Colonial. These mills have auxiliary power
and pumps, so that no delay has been caused, although
there is considerable inconvenience. Many of the fac-

tories, however, will sutï'er considerable loss, and in

some cases have been forced to suspend operations.

It is usual for the Canal to be emptied for several

weeks each spring, usually around April 1, when many
of the mills shut down for repair m ork and general ov-

erhauling. This year it will be empty for upwards of

eight or ten weeks.

When the Department of Railways and Canals first

announced its plans, several deputations waited on the
Minister to ask that the work at Cote St. Paul be
held over until some period of the year when the mills

were not so busy, or else to make use of some scheme
wherebj- the inconvenience might be lessened. En-
gineer's plans were submitted, but nothing was done
in the matter, so that, in the meantime, the manufac-
turers are forced to get along the best way possil)le.

Hariy Ball, formerly with the Kingston Hosiery
Company, Kingston, Ont., is now engaged witli tlu^

West Bros. Knitting Co. of Syracuse, N.Y.
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TABLE SHOWING THE IMPORTS OF RAW AND MANUFACTURED TEXTILES INTO CANADA
FOR THE MONTH OF NOV., ACCORDING TO THE LATEST FIGURES COMPILED

BY THE DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

Imports of wool and manufactures of» Into Canada:
Blankets, pure wool
Cassi meres, cloths and doeskins
Coatings and overcoatings
Tweeds
Felt cloth, N.O.P
Flannels, plain
Knitted Goods, N.O.P
Bed comforters
Railway rugs
Shawls
Shirts
Socks and stockings
Undershirts and drawers, N.O.P
Yarns, 30c. lb. and over
Yarns. N.O.P
AU fabrics and manufactures, N.O.P
Lustres, mohairs, alpacas and Italian linings

Women's and children's dress goods
Clothing, women's and children's outer garments
Clothing, ready-made. N.O.P
Carpets, mats and rugs
Felts, pressed
Worsted tops—dutiable
Noils and worsted tops, N.O.P. free

Wool, not further prepared than washed, free

Yarns, free •

Imports of Cotton and manufactures of Cotton, Into Canada:
Cotton cordage
Duck, over 8 ozs-, per sq. yd., N.O.P
Embroideries ,

Gray, unbleached cotton fabrics

White or bleached cotton fabrics

Tailors' hollands of cotton and towelings in the web
Fabrics, printed, dyed or colored, N.O.P
Jeans, coutilles and sateens for use in corset manufacture
Handkerchiefs
Batts, batting and sheet wadding
Bobbinet plain, in the web
Knitting yarn, N.O.P
Warps
Seamless bags
Sheets, bed quilts, pillow cases and damask of cotton in the
piece, uncolored table cloths or napkins of cotton
Shirts of cotton
Sewing thread
Crochet and knitting cotton
Other thread, N.O.P
Clothing N.O.P
Blouses and shirt waists
Cotton bags, N.O.P
Lampwicks
Lace
Shawls
Socks and stockings
Tape, uncolored and colored
Towels
Undershirts and drawers
Uncolored cotton fabrics, bleached
Velvets, velveteens and plush fabrics
Other manufactures of cotton, N.O.P
Raw cotton, free
Yarn No. 40 and finer, free

Yarn, polished or glazed for manufacture of shoe laces, free

Imports of Silk and manufactures of Silk, into Canada:
Fabrics. N.O.P
Fabrics, for manufactures of neckties
Handkerchiefs
Blouses and shirt waists
Clothing
Silk, spun, N.O.P. and in the gum not more advanced than
single team or thrown organzine, not colored .-

Silk, in gum or spun for manufacture of ribbons and shoe laces..

Sewing and embroidery silk

Shawls
Shirts
Silks—N.O.P
Socks and stockings
Underwear and drawers
Velvets and plush fabrics
Artificial silk, free
Silk, .n gum, or spun, for mfr. of underwear or woven labels. . . .

Silk, raw, or as reeled from the cocoon
Imports of Jute, Flax, Hemp, and mfrs. of same into Canada:

Bags or sacks
Canvas of hemp for ship's sails

Carpetings, rugs, mats - • -

Uncolored damask of linen in the piece, stair linen, diaper, doylies,

tray cloths, table napkins and cloths, quilts and sheets....
Handkerchiefs
Towels
Fabrics, brown or bleached
Fabrics of flax, unbleached N.O.P
Tailors hollands of linen and towelling in the web
Linen clothing N.O.P
Linen blouses and shirt waists
Linen thread, N.O.P
Linen shirts
Tapestry, jute
Jute cloth, uncolored, not finished
Fabrics of flax, printed, dyed or colored
Other manufactures of flax, or hemp, N.O.P
Manufactures of jute, N.O.P
Linen yarn, free
Jute cloth as taken from loom, free
Jute or hemp yarns, free
Jute canvas, uncolored, free

Miscellaneous Imports:
Knitted goods of every description, N.O.P
Binder twine, free
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Credits and Special Discounts
There are mauy ways in which au association would

be of great benefit to the Textile Industry in this

country. Although the industry is small when com-

pared with that of other great industrial eoiuitries, sim-

ilar conditions are met with here that years ago brought

about the formation of associations in those countries.

Other industries in this country, notably mining, pulp

and paper, milling and others, have found the need for

an association and have taken care of that need by get-

ting together in such a way that they were able to com-

bat existing conditions in a much more satisfactory

manner. During the past twenty-five or thirty years,

it has been faced with more serious situations than

perhaps any other industry in the country, and anj^

e&'orts that have been put forward on its behalf have

been through individual endeavor. The present state

of the industry is sufficient evidence that the plan

that has been followed has not been satisfactory to

the industry.

In the United States, w-oollen manufacturers found

two abnses working to their detriment, viz., credits

and special discounts, and it was not until those manu-
facturers realised that they could only combat these

two nuisances by thorough organization and co-opera-

tion on their part, that they were able to do anything

worth while in stamping out what had become absolute

nuisances to the industry. To-day, tlie credit depart-

ment of their association is one of its greatest assets,

and furnishes each member of the industry .such in-

formation as will insure him against giving undue

credit to any buyer in the country. Canadian manu-
facturers are up against a similar situation and a very

small proportion of them have not experienced losses

through not naving information on hand as to the sta-

bility of their customers.

In connection with the special discoiuit nuisance, this

lias been very much in evidence in Canada, with the

result that on many lines orders could not- be obtained

luiless prices were beaten down to the lowest point

possible, and buyers have used this weapon so effective-

ly that manufacturers have suffered more than they

care to acknowledge. A discount department of an as-

sociation which would make a thorough investigation

of the discoimts practices of the trade, looking at the

matter from the view point of the buyer as well as the

seller, would be able to work out a schedule fair to

both parties and, if a uniform discount schedule was
adopted—which woidd only be accomplished by thor-

ough co-operation—one of the worst trade abuses ex-

isting at the present time would be overcome. Trade
quarrels would be done away with, time would be sav-

ed in making out and obtaining orders, and much
monej^ would be saved to our manufacturers.

Then again, in other branches of the industry co-

operation on the part of the manufacturers would save

them cousiderable money in the buying of the raw ma-
terial. In yarn buying, the purchasing of supplies, ma-
chinery purchases, etc., a great saving could be accom-

plished. When manufacturers are brought together

frequently in a friendly discussion of the problems af-

fecting the whole industry, they invariably begin to

compare experiences in the matter of their purchases
of these articles, and if any variation is found, they

will immediately inquire into the cause of the same
The result is that they have more information, and are

able to make better terms with the houses from which
they buy. In the United States, the hosicrj- and un-
derwear manufacturers through their association have
established their yarn buying on a net basis and have
thereby saved themselves thousands of dollars by do-

ing away with the abuse which was so flaring up until

a few years ago. The result is that the manufacturers
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get what they pay for and supply firms have been

forced to bring their methods absolutely above board.

These are a few of the benefits that have been derived

from association work among textile manufacturers

in the United States. In Canada, these abuses are very

much in evidence at the pi'esent time, and can only be

done away with by the co-operation of the whole in-

dustry. Many other ways in which the industry would

benefit from an association have been pointed out in

these columns, and there is no doubt but that the entire

industry would derive much benefit. The sooner a

"Canadian Textile Association" is formed the better.

Quality in Fabrics

A matter that comes up for eou.siderable discussion

almost daily among textile manufacturers and dis-

tributors is the apparent disposition of the Canadian

consumer toward imported goods. The extent to

which this is in evidence is keenly realized by prac-

tically every manufacturer of high gi-ade woollens and

worsteds in this eoimtry, and also those engaged in

the manufacture of cheaper lines, as well as cottons,

knit goods, etc. Over seventy-five per cent of the

yearly consumption of woollens and worsteds in Can-

ada is imported goods and about fifty per cent of our

yearly consumption of cotton goods and nearly forty

per cent of our yearly consumption of knit goods is

the product of foreign mills. The hold that importers

and dry goods houses have on the Canadian market is,

therefore very great, and the manner in which they

have influenced the consumer is what afi'ects the do-

mestic manufacturers and adds to the difficulty of

manufacturing in this country.

The efforts that are made to sell imported goods in-

stead of domestic goods are primarily due to the larger

measure of profit in the transactions. Consumers are

generally more easily convinced of the superiority of

foreign fabrics than of domestic goods and it has

come to be the established practice in most dry goods

houses to secure a wider margin of profit on foreign

cloths than domestic. This would not be the case if

it were as hard to sell foreign goods as domestic.

In most instances, the attractive qualities of import-

ed goods do not consist in a greater intrinsic value.

They may be styled more to the liking of the consumer
or they may be constructed in ways that seem more
satisfactory to the buyer, but in few cases do the

fabrics possess better wearing qualities than the do-

mestic goods. Many consumers of fine cloths make
themselves think that the best goods cannot be made
in this country and in this they are influenced by
dealers and merchants thi'oughout the country. Go
into any high-class dealing establishment, and you will

find them telling their customers with a peculiar pride

that they do not carry any domestic goods in stock and
their customers invariably find a great deal of pleas-

ure and comfort in wearing clothes made from import-

ed fabrics, and at the same time, both the dealer and the

consumer may be handling domestic goods which have

been sold as "imported."

Thousands of yards of domestic goods are sold each

year as "imported," especially high grade woollens

and worsteds and novelty cloths. Consumers think that

the imported mark insures distinction and quality and

distributors, to whom our mills sell, find it easier and

more profitable to sell these goods as "imported"

fabrics. That the importers are more successful in dis-

posing of goods profitably than many domestic mer-

chants are is evidenced by the number of houses carry-

ing on this line of business throughout the country,

which rank as the wealthiest and most successful in

the dry goods distributing business. That they make
more profit in handling imported goods is quite evident

or they woidd not continue. But it is folly to believe

that the ultimate consumer is paying less for his clothes

than he would providing they were made from domestic

fabrics.

Some years ago, a Canadian manufacturer of fine men's

wear, tried to market high-priced and high-grade suit-

ings, insisting that they be sold as such, but the ex-

periment failed because the manufacturer realized that

it would have taken a good-sized fortune to convince

the small merchant and consumer that his fabrics were

as good if not better than the imported fabric. To-

day, the product of his mills are being sold in a great

many stores, as the "finest imported" suitings, and

it is safe to say that there are many mills in this coun-

try that would not receive fifty per cent of the orders

they do if they insisted that their products be sold

as domestic. Jobbers and tailors insist on selling the

goods in their own way, with the result that many a

manufacturer here in Canada has had his pride touch-,

ed on seeing the product of his mill being sold as im-

ported. And yet, the importer has the upper hand,

and the manufacturer is, therefore, forced to leave

"well enough" alone.

Such conditions are not conducive to the best in-

terests of the woollen industry in this country and the

present situation applies to the cotton and knit goods

trades as well, although to a lesser extent. That the

importer can sell imported goods to better advantage

than he can domestic cannot be denied and, on this ac-

count, our manufacturers of high grade goods and
novelty cloths are foi'ced to allow their product to be

sold as imported. If the stimulation of quality pro-

duction in this country is to rest on the need for label-

ing goods as imported, as is undoubtedly the case, it

certainly appears to be to the interests of merchants

and manufacturers alike to create a different situa-

tion than exists at the present time. Canadian mills

are capable, and do produce high grade goods equal in

quality to the products of any other coruitry, but the

Canadian consumer is not ready to pay for them unless

they are marked "imported."
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What is required is a campaign of educating the con-

sumers to a knowledge of how well Canadian fabrics

are made, and to the fact that although imported goods

sell freely in this country in competition with domestic

goods, the consumer does not benefit one iota. Impor-

ters make wider margins of profit and are, therefore,

better satisfied to handle imported goods, which is real-

ly one of the greatest forces working against manufac-

turing woollens and worsteds in this country.

LONG STAPLE COTTON.

UNSANITARY CONDITIONS IN MILLS.

A report comes from Toronto that the M.O.II. of that

city has equipped four inspectors for a campaign to

prevent factory diseases and to stamp out any indi-

cations of such diseases there may be at the present

time. The report says, in part :^" This preventive

work is being carried on in the United States and other

countries with much success. Forms of illness that

are termed factory diseases have been traced to bad

sanitary conditions in workrooms and to some em-

ployees being injured bj' the dust of the chemicals in

the material which they handle." The work of the in-

spectors will be to improve the sanitary conditions of

the workrooms and to see that any eases foimd are

given proper treatment.

We heartily commend any steps in this direction, so

long as they are taken intelligently, for, although much
has been accomplished in the way of inducing, or in

cases compelling, employers to provide sanitary work-

rooms and sanitary conditions for workmen, there has

been a lot of needless agitation and imdirected effort.

There has long been a tendency on the part of "would-
be uplifters'" of the human race to get mixed up in

such affairs without having adequate information at

hand or methods to put into effect whereby the de-

sired result might be obtained. Invariably such effort

accomplishes very little good, and usually considerable

ill-feeling.

The question uaturall.v arises as to whether it is not

a paying proposition for any emploj-er to give serious

consideration to this matter. There is undoubtedly

a tendency in that defection. Modern and up-to-date

concerns give it careful study in the erection of build-

ings, the arrangement of machinery and the heating,

ventilation and lighting systems as well as the provision

of rest rooms, lavatories, wash rooms, etc., which are all

neeessarj- to proper sanitarj' conditions. The humanity

side is gradually receiving the proper consideration,

but we stiU find the reverse is true in far too many in-

stances. Sweat shops still exist, child labor is still

employed and a dozen other conditions conducive of

unsanitary and unhealthful occupation are still to be

found. If our health inspectors direct their efforts in

the right direction much good can be accomplished,

but the first move on theii' part is to obtain the sym-

pathy and support of the employers and workers alike.

According to a statement issued by the Agricultural
Department of the United States Government, long
staple cotton of superior quality can be grown in Am-
erica and the reason it is not grown at the present
time is that the farmers do not undertake to produce
it, because they have no direct interest in preserving
the purity and uniformity of the crops, owing to the fact
that buyers do not insist upon quality. New early
maturing varieties of long staple cotton have been de-
veloped, and improved methods of culture have made
it possible to produce good crops of this cotton in
many parts of the imited States. It is claimed that
natural conditions favor its production, and if the
growers are encouraged to take more care in mahitaiu-
ing their cotton at a high standard, unlimited supplies
may be grown.

The Textile Exhibition at Boston.

From information that has come to hand we take it
that quite a representative body of Canadians are plan-
ning to attend the Fourth Annual Textile Exhibition to
be held at Boston, April 27th to ilav 2ud. The Ex-
hibition will be one of the biggest of 'its kind ever at-
tempted, and will be full of the most important and
valuable information to manufacturers and all who
have the opportunity of attending. During the week
the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers
will be in convention, and an attempt is being made
to have as many membei-s of the American Cotton
Manufacturers' Association and of the Southern Tex-
tile Association as possible to attend the Exhibition in
a bodv.

The Knit-Goods Convention.

The Tenth Annual Convention and Exhibition of the
National Association of Hosiery and Underwear Jlanu-
facturers of the United States to be held in Philadel-
phia on May 11th to loth is being looked forward to
by many Canadians, who have formed the habit. Re-
cent reports indicate that the event will far exceed all

previous gatherings, both in attendance and in the
importance of the subjects that will come up for discus-
sion. All the space available in the Exhibition has been
taken up, and it is said that this feature will show a
marked improvement over previous events.

The programme will include papers on "The Con-
ditioning of Cotton Yarn"; '-The Economy of Distribu-
tion as Relates to Sound (Credits"'; "Operating Costs
and Economies"; "Trade Marks and their Protection,"
as well as interesting addresses on important subjects
by leading authorities and discussions of the papers
read.

The committee of Master Spinners of Manchester,
Eng., decided on March 21, to close throughout Easter
week the mills spinning American cotton, because of
present conditions in the cotton trade.
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THE UTILISATION OF WOOD PULP IN TEXTILE
MANUFACTURING.

Some Interesting Facts in Regard to this Product.

By H. A. CARTER.

Artificial sUk manufactured from wood pulp is to- Wood is always a composition of carbon compounds,

dflv verv lareelv used for the production of braiding, and carbon is best described as pure charcoal, an ele-

furnitui-e uphoisteries, knitted neck-ties for gentle- mentary substance bright, brittle, and having no smell,

mpn's wear straw hat bands, and other like goods. The composition of woods varies, and the differences

and the inventors of the processes by which it is pro- met with are marked, and distinguish the various

dueed are using every endeavor to further perfect kinds, but these differences are merely small depar-

them in such a manner that the product can be stiU tures from a class which is imiversal.

more widely employed. Some details of an article Lignification has been described by a German Che-

which has during recent years made its way so exten- mist, of repute, as the formation of a cellulose deriva-

sivelv into textile manufacturing will, accordingly, be tive by combination with certain acid, and unsaturat-

f t st
^^' ^'^^^^^^ groups, the resulting compound being

"^

The trees which provide the product are two sub- ligno-eeilulose, and by different processes which act on
trees wuicu piuviuc i

. these acid, and unsaturated, groups the ligno-cellu-
groups. The f^f^^ane or bamboo, do not seem to

.^ eonverted into secondare products of the last-
ordinary people to be related ^ the ceiea s b^t the

^^ ^^^ cellulose, which is re-
botanist regards them as very clo ely i elated to ea^h

'

insoluble. Ket;nes are a class of bodies de-
other. They are Spermatophytes tla is seed beaim^^^

^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^ substitution of the
plants of the two groups «ymnospems (naked oi ex

^^ ^ ,/^^,^^ .^.^^ ^.^^-^^^

posed seeds) and
^^f°«P^7?J^„^^^*'^"^Xo Suear The cellulose in the condition of these soluble sec-

ferae. Pine Spruce, J^I^^^t^^f
^,^.

'

^^"J^^°'d,^S- «ndary products, or derivatives, is a structureless col-
Cane, Dicotyledons; Popl^^:,

,f
Pl"^"* "^^y be desciib

^^.^ y^^ ^^^ >^^.^ ^^^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^
ed as a structure, or a collection o/ ^tiuctmal ele ^^^i^^

.^ .^ produced in Artificial Silk works
ments, which grows and bull ^^ Jis^^

t'

tji^ it doe
^.^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^

i

^^^^^ .^ ^^^^^^ noticeable in the
through Its assundating «^g''^'^,«;

^J^^^/ f^*,'^^,, .^^Y^', cellulose in tliese artificial conditions is a continuity
The roots aid m the process by takmg up nutnment

^^ ^^^^^^^^^_ j^ changing from the condition of solu-
from the sou. j-j^^ ^o the eventual solid state, there are no breaks
The weight of a wood depends upon the state ot tiie

j^ ^^^^ continuity, and the structural features of these

wood in respect to moisture, and upon the proportion
j^j.^jfigja^i f^j.^^ ^j.g conditioned by this circumstance,

of small weighty lignified vessels, such as might be ^^^.^ p^^jp manufactured into artificial silk has 50
termed centre wood, which is denser than the more dis-

p^^. ^^^^ j^^^ breaking strain per unit denier than nat-

tended vessels composmg the sap wood. ^oplar is a
^^.^j ^.jj^. ^^^^ .^^ extensibility under breakmg strain is-

very light wood, and Spruce and Pine are light, ihe
g p^^. ^^^j. ^^^^

rpj^^
^^.^^^ elasticity of both is the same,

hardness of a wood is measured m terms ot the number
gtrehlenert says, referring to breakmg lengths ex-

of kilograms needed to force a punch ot 1 sq. cm. in
pj.gg^g^ ^ ^erms of kilogrammes per square millimetre

area to a depth of 1.27 mm. into the wood perpendi-
^^ section, which is a good ground of comparison, con-

eular to the direction of the fibres, the strength ot a
gj^jgi.jjjg ^j^^t the two products have been proved to

wood is the resistance offered by it to any force having
p^ggggg g, very similar structure; the relationship be-

a disposition to break the fibres across transversely, or
^^^^^ natural silks, and the artificial silk products, is

to get the better of the cohesion of the fibres, or longi-
^^ ^^^^_ ._

tudinal stress.
^. . ^^ . Dry. "Wet.

What has been said gives some idea ot the fitness ot
j^g^tural China Raw Silk 53.2 46.7

any particular wood, or woody substance, tor convert- ,, ppgnch " " ... 50.4 4.09
ing into a fibrous raw article. Such woods should con- ,, ,, foiled off 25 5 13.6
tain a large proportion of long cells, or fibre, and for ,, ,, ^^^^ ^.^^^ weighted '.'... 20.0 15.6
cheap production of Artificial Silk wood pulp the large ,, ,, blue black @ 110 per cent 12.1 8.0
annual stem possesses properties of growth, transport,

artificial Silks, Chardonnet, Nitrate pro-
and treatment which are very satistaetory. buch

^^^^ -^_^
rj

j ^
woods are obtamed from Norway, Fi-ance Italy, Ron-

j^^^^^.^^ Leliner,' Nitrate process
.'.' '.'.'.'. 17^1 4 '.3

mania. Great Britain, Canada, America, Russia, Ans-
Celluloses, Glanztoff, Cupraminouium pro-

tria-Himgary, Germany, Sweden and Spam.
^^^^ 19 1 3 2

Two methods are employed to convert these woods ,, '

Viscose,' Xanthate process. . . 21.5 5.3
into pulp, by one they are broken up by wet-grmding '

•

. T. u ^ ..

to a mechanical pulp, after which they contain no eon- Celulose is equally resistant to change for the arti-

stituents which are soluble m water, the other method ficial silks obtained by widely varying processes, such

is a chemical formulae which, acting upon the woody as by treating cotton by the Chardonnet and Lehner

components, change them into secondary substances processes are, in their properties, closely akin to the

whi(!h are soluble, leaving the cellulose, which main- fabrics, or threads, produced from wood pulp, by the

tains the form and sizes of the original fibres, making Glanztofl" and Ciscose systems.

a chemical pulp made up of the fibrous structural parts Fibres generally may be looked upon as the strength

of the wood in the completely resolved condition, giving parts of plant structure, and to quite under-

There are only a few woods that are really suitable for stand the chemistry of woods the jute fibre should be

treating in this manner, and coniferous woods, and studied as a structural type, and the jute substance as

poplar are ones made use of. a typical ligno-cellulose. It may be taken to hold
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the middli; position between the cellulose, and the per-

ennial woods, and it may be said to be, as a rule, the

ease in eonneetion with the distinguishing reactions ol

these bodies. Jute, if treated by the cupranmioniuiu

reagent is almost wholly dissolved, but it has little ef-

fect on the liguo-oellulose of the woods, and strong

solutions of the caustic alkalis mercerise jute, and
fibrous ligno-eelluloses, of similar components, but not

upon the woods.
It has been estimated that Germany, Norway, Swe-

den, Finland, America, and Canada produce per an-

num, between them. 4,628,000 tons (air dry) of

mechanical and chemical wood pulp. The wood comes
into consuming di.striets in logs measuring 8 feet x 4

feet X 4 feet. The Aspen, Balsam, Basswood, Fir,

Pine, Spruce, and Tamarac trees, all yield commercial
wood pulp.

The manufacture from wood pulp of paper owes its

origin to J. C. Schaffer, a priest, who made paper of

good quality ft-om several species of wood, about the

year 1770, but the production of artificial silk yarns
from M'ood pulp is comparatively a recent invention,

but very little was heard of this prior to year 1890,

although, no doubt, experiments in the direction were
being carried out by at least a few inventors. Samples
were exhibited in England for the first time, in bulk,

abut 1893. The Chardonnet process had not been work-
ing verj- long at Besancon before the manufacturing
of artificial silk threads from wood pulp commenced,
and the industry has since grown very rapidly, cotton
is, however, our type of chemically balanced cellulose,

and is of a higher order of stability than the wood cel-

luloses. Wood cellulose is always a residue of chemi-
cal processes.

The cellulose in particular in the form of artificial

silk is treated with formaldehyde in aqueous solution
containing, in addition, auxiliary agents, which deter-
mine, combination, and as a result of the combination
there is, experts state, some constitutional change in
the cellulose itself, accompany the fixation of the H2
CO groups, which gives proof of a power of internal
structural modification that opens up an interesting
field for study.

Two means are employed for the bleaching of wood
pulp, the most common being the use of ordinary
bleaching powder, the second the treatment of the
pulp by solutions of soda, or magnesia, prepared by
electrolysing the chlorides.

The celluloses in the form of ultimate fibres are the
unit elements of structm-e of the yarns, and threads,
which are the basis of textile fabrics. The processes
by which they are mechanically prepared, and then
spun into thread are determined by their dimensions.
Artificial silk may be said to be structureless, as it is

prepared from structureless solutions of cellulose de-
rivatives, it in this way is like true silk, which is pro-
duced in solution in the glands of the silkworm, and
turned out into the atmosphere, the worm doing the
mechanical process of drawing and laying the threads
in the specialised form of cocoon. Cellulose allows of
very hard treatment in going through a cycle of oper-
ations, and reverting to an amorphous substance which
retains much of the structural properties of the orig-
inal.

In addition to the manufacture of artificial silk from
wood pulp by the Glanztofif and Viscose processes a
very important new textile has lately been produced
from the product, namely "Silvalin"Varn, samples of
which spun into various counts applicable for many
different purposes, dyed and plain, were exhibited at
the City HaU Exhibition, held in Manchester in Oc-

tober last year, in connection with the Textile Indus-
tries, togetlier witii nuincrons examples of the yarns
woven into piece-goods, curtains, mats, carpets, etc.,

etc., and were very favourably coiiimented upon. R.
Kron has devised a method for the spinning of this SU-
valin yarn in whieli the production of the original
pulp strips is intensified at its full width, the web be-
ing subdivided into narrow strips by an arrangement
for projecting jets of watei' ui)on the web, at such dis-

tances that the web is divided into 100-500 strips per
metre. The sepai-ation of the strips is, however, not
thus completed, they ai-e wound upon a roll of the fuU
width, and are afterwards separated, and detached as
discs. It is based upon a patent covering process for
twisting, or spinning, the cellulose (pulp) directly
from pulp rolls, on addition patents, (1) for winding
up the M^'t web at breadth of the machine to be after-
wards divided in pulp discs of suitable narrow width.
(2) Improvements in the manufacture of pulp roUs in
a moist but coherent state, and patents for process,
and apparatus, for winding up moist strips of paper
pulp, etc. Process and apparatus for subdividing a
web of pulp (as on the wet sud of a paper machine),
into strips. Apparatus for direct delivery of moist
pulp strips, and spinning machine for preparation of
detachable cops.

The Kron process proceeds as under. The formation
of the web on the Fourdrinier wire, its subdivision into
strips by the impact of jets of water for the number
of strips reqviired to be formed. The pulp strips are
submitted to the action of press rolls for the gradual
removal of water and progressive solidification of the
fibrous mass, it is then, further, dried by heat on a
steam heated cjdinder, and then wound up in what is

called a magazine roll, which so iiolds a series of discs
in close contact. These are detached as needed for the
further process of twisting, and are set out for wind-
ing oft* in a horizontal, or inclined, position below the
spindles.

The winding-ofl' and twisting, calls for the passage
through the machine which is the subject matter of
the fourth patent named, the apparatus from which
the strips are delivered continiioush^ to spindles. These
have a speed of 3,000 to 8,000 revolutions per minute
with the sliver travelling at 8 to 16 metres per minute,
according to the size of the yarn, and the degree of
twist needed.

It has been estimated that this description of yarns
made from pure wood-cellulose have a mean breaking
length of 5 to 7 k.m., with an extensibility of 6 to 7
per cent.

Wai"ps of wood pulp yarn need no previous dressing
or sizing. The goods when finished have about one
half the strength of jute materials of the same make,
and weight. They lose their tensile quality complete-
ly when wet, but regain their strength in drying.
This is a serious drawback on these materials, but so
long as they are kept dry they are all right. Wall
coverings, stair matting, braids, webbing, furniture
coverings, upholsteries, hatbands, canvas for tennis
shoes, overalls for workmen and tweeds made of wool
and silvalin, and worsted and silvalin suitings were ex-
hibited at the recent JIanchester Exhibition in addi-
tion to the goods already named. Some of these only
contained from 25 to 100 per cent of silvalin, however.
One exhibit which looked very well was a handsome
lianging, or cover, for a drawing room mantle board.
String and cordage made from the material was also
shown. The natural colour of the yarn is a light
brown, and in this such colours as crimson, blue, green
etc., show up in very good relief. The matiïrial, in fact,
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takes the dye remarkably well, and the stall whieh

the Silvalin Yarn Spinning Co., of Manchester, had at

the exhibition attracted an unusual amount of atten-

tion from visitors.
.

The yarns and cloths can be bleached white, iwo

systems are employed for the bleaching of wood pulp,

the most common being the use of ordinary bleachmg

powder, the second being the treatment of the pulp

with solutions of hypochlorite of soda, or magnesia,

prepared by electrolysing the chlorides as already

stated.

The bleaching of wood pulp by means of a clear so-

lution of ordinary cloride of lime is simple, and may

be said to be fundamentally a process of oxidation.

The methods consists in immersion of the pulp in a giv-

en quantity of diluted bleach liquor of definite strength

but many modifications are available, and they need

to be closely studied in order to produce the best re-

sults economically. If wood pulp be well washed m
warm water before bleaching this gives it a greatly

improved colour. Large quantities of paper are, of

course, manufactured from wood pulp, and one of the

earliest and largest works formed in England to carry

on this industry is that of the Kellner Partington Pa-

per Pulp Co., Ltd., of Barrow-in Furness.

With respect to artificial silk manufactured from

wood "pulp, its breaking length in kilometres averages

12.0, and its elasticity is 2.0.

As a chemical individual, wood cellulose dialers but

little from cotton cellulose, and where only chemical

relationships are involved there is an obvious prob-

ability of the former being able to substitute cotton as

a basis of manufacture. For such substitution there

is always the inducement of relatively low market

price.

Artificial silk yarn, or as it is often called Lustra

cellulose, is used largely for ladies belts and table

covers. Belgian manufacturers utilise it largely also,

for figured effects, especially in linings and it is also

employed extensively for making tapestries and fur-

niture covers. It is further used largely for wide and

narrow braiding. Ether and alcohol are two agents

which are greatly used in the production of lustre-

cellulose thread from wood pulp.

Herr Emil, Claviex, a Saxon, who has invented a

process for making thread, somewhat like silvalin

yarn, from wood pulp. This is based upon a finished,

but unsized paper as a raw material which is cut into

fine strips of a few mm's width, each strip being sep-

arately wound in a bobbin, which is then transferred

to a spinning or twisting frame. In the condition of

twist it is submitted to a rolling process to con-

solidate the thread, and this treatment is repeated

after moistening the thread in a second machine, the

speed of which is regulated to give a certain drawing

The spindle for the spinning, or twisting, of the pa-

per strips has a spool, or reel, carrying the paper strip

of 2-3 mm. width, and this is carried on a hollow brass

axis, which is held in position on the spindle by means

of springs. The fliers rotate in the same direction in

which the paper strip was wound on the spool, the slip

is thus twisted, and drawn off through rollers under a

suitable tension. The yarns produced under this sys-

tem are known as "Xylolin," and they compete suc-

cessfully against jute yarns.

Just as various means are employed in textile manu-

facturing for giving a high degree of twist to textile

yarns in their final form the same principles and form

of machine are pressed into the service of the paper

pulp spinner. The twisting of the yarn is done on ring

spindle machine frames, which have 60 to 70 spindles

on the side. In spinning weft yarns, the delivery of

the spun yarn varied, which permits of it being wound
directly into cops, or on to tubes placed over the spin-

dles. With regard to the effectiveness of this method
two restrictions apply, one is the method of making
the pulp strips in a "cylinder" machine; the alter-

nate process and machine founded on the flat running

Fourdrinier wire with its much higher productive

efficiency is taken by Kron process as the basis of their

system. Tlie second restriction, with regard to out-

put, and accordingly economic production, is in the

speed of the machine, and process of rounding and con-

solidating the strips. A machine of 80 spindles having

a running speed of 12-15 m per minute, will produce

from 1,382,400 m. to 1,728,000 m. per diem, off which
30 per cent must be knocked for breaks and stoppages.

A boating erigine of the Hollander type with 160 to

200kg. dry pulp capacity, dealing with four charges in

the 24 hours, will feed two of these special machines.

Viscose, which in thread or yarn is an artificial silk,

is formed by a combination of cellulose M'ith acid

groups, the cotnjiound is soluble only in alkaline

liquids, it decomposes by its own force with reforma-

tion of cellulose. The first step in the viscose process

of artificial silk manufacture is the conversion of the

cellulose by treatment with caustic soda solution at

mercerising strength. The wood pulp may be treated

with the alkaline lye by reducing the wood pulp in

a koUergang with water sufficient to cause the disin-

tegration of the sheets, and then adding the calculated

quantity of caustic soda dissolved in a quantity of

water sufficient to produce a mixture of cellulose 25

to 30 per cent, caustic soda 12.5 to 15 per cent and
water 62.5 to 55 per cent or the sheets may be steep-

ed in excess of a lye of 17.5 per, cent caustic soda, lift,

drain from the excess, press to a calculated weight, and
then grind in a mixer to secure even admixture of the

mercerising reagent with the cellulose.

There are at least a few classes of knit goods, or

what may be termed knit goods, in connection with
which wood pulp artifical silk and such yarns as are

produced by the Silvalin Companj^, and the Claviez
and other processes, are of interest, for one both des-

criptions would answer well for knit fringes on cur-

tains, overmantles, and similar goods, the yarn produc-
ed by the last named two systems has not the lustre of

the first named or of artificial silk manufactured by
the gun cotton process, indeed, no lustre whateA'er
was to be seen n the samples exhibited at the late

Textile Machinery Accessories Exhibition held in Man-
chester to which reference has already been made,
nevertheless, the goods looked very nice indeed, par-
ticularly those M'hich had had designs printed upon
them. On the light brown background of the Silvalin

cloth, they were, in fact, very artistic. Having this

color they would not need many washings owing to
soiling rapidly, if made nto fringe knit materials,
golf bags, holdalls, rucksacks, etc., and other lines

might be struck of this class in connection with which
they will prove of value.

With respect to the gun cotton, and artificial silks,

it is doubtful wliether they will ever give complete sat-

isfaction when manufactured into piece goods for gen-
eral wear such as ladies dress goods, so, though for
braiding, ladies belts, neckties, straw hat bands, and
so on, the yarns answer very well, and a very good de-
mand exists for them for these, and the other purposes
which have already been named.
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Colhiloso may be said to be the non-nitrogenous skele-

ton of vegetable tissues.

Tlie rise of the vai-ious w.ood pulp manufaeturnig in-

dustries has led to great forest devastations, and in

.some eases the governing authorities have had to pass

laws restricting within certain bounds the cutting

down of trees to meet the demand for raw supplies.

The utility of Avood pulp yarn, and the method em-

ploved in its manufacture were discu.ssed at a meeting

of "the London Section of the Society of Dyers and

Colourists, held lately, and the fact thai the yarns lose

their tensile strength entirely in wetting, and that

they have only half the strength of .jute fabrics of the

same weight and make, was named.

After soaking in cold water, the "Kron" yarn seems

to lose 75 per cent of its strength, but still has a break-

ing strain of 170 grins. The yarns have an elasticity of

H to 7 per cent, and a breaking strain of 5 to 7 kilos.

It is difficult, however, without trial to estimate what
would be the behaviour of such yarns under practical

wearing conditions, especially when they are woven
with other fibres, and although the former statement

may he true in itself, yet in the actual use of such

yarns, in practice, more satisfactory residts have been

obtained than might be expected.

p-or example a sample of table cloth material which
has been in use in Germany for three -years, with con-

stant washing, is still quite good. It contains some
fiO per cent of this yarn.

It is only by actual trial that the working properties

of such material can be tested, and these seem to be

satisfactory within certain limits, which may be re-

garded as giving the yarns a place in the textile in-

dustry.

The yarns are manufactured in Germany in one fac-

toi-y to an amount of 6 to 7 tons per week. Factories

are being erected that will devote themselves particu-

larly to its use in the manufacture of sacks, and such-

like materials. At the same time these yarns have an
actual decorative value, many really beautiful pro-

ducts being obtainable.

Dyeing seems to present no difficulties, and may
«•ven be conducted in the yarn state.

These products will have special interest to the

dver. and t!ie cleaner, who may once more have their

working fonditions r'^ndered more difficult. The many
uses that this yarn has been piit to include the manu-
facture of wall and paner eovei-ings, hessians, tarpaul-

ings, and overalls, and many other cloths of varying
make, in addition to the lise of the yams themselves
in the shape of twine and string.

The value of the paper pulp in yarn form has been
expressed by 0. N. Witt in terms of the comparative
value of one cm. of wood, which has been put at 3s.

Transferred into paper it has a value of £1 1.5s., into

paper yarn .£2 5s., and into artificial silk £7 10s. These
figures are significant.

Paper yarn is now being spun, and cloth woven fi'oiii

it at Dundee, in Scotland, in a mill which has been
specially fitted for the purpose, and the proprietors of

the mill, who have been putting forward great efforts

in connection with the business for some time past, are

meeting with considerable success in the venture. The
firm in (lueftion is Messrs. Ferguson & Co., of Bed-
ville Workî, Lochee Road, Dundee, Scotland.

TEXTILE ALLIANCE, INC.

Organized to Stamp Out Graft in Textile Mills in the

United States.

As a result of the vigorous fight on the part of vari-

ous textile hiterests in the United States against the
bribery and corruption of textile employes by a power-
ful German dyestuflf firm, the "Textile Alliance, Inc.,"
has been organized in an attempt to stamp out such
practices. From suits that have already been tried out
in the United States Courts, it has developed that
alarming conditions prevailed and that mills through-
out tlie country were paying exorbitant prices for their

supplies and that the bribery practice was quite com-
mon.
The "Textile Alliance, Inc." have been organized by

members of the various textile associations of the
United States for the purpose of:

"The protection of millowners and operators from,
and the prevention and reform of. abuses, unjust and
unlawful exactions, deceptions and frauds in the manu-
facture and sale of mill supplies and the prevention and
prosecution of unlawful. Illegal and improper actions,

misdemeanors and crimes in connection therewith."
The Alliance is soliciting the aid and support of aU

sellers of mill supplies in eliminating all forms of graft

and irregular practices from the purchase of supplies

in the mills belonging to the Textile Alliance and ask
that all cases of graft and comniption be reported. The
Executive Committee of the Alliance is composed of:

Mr. John P. Wood, President of the National Associa-

tion of Wool Manufacturers, Philadelphia : Mr. William
A. Mitchell, of Massachusetts Cotton Mills, Lowell,
Mass.. representing the National Association of Cotton
Manufacturers : Mr. Caesar Cone, of the Proximity Mfg.
Co., Greensboro, N. C, representing the American Cot-

ton Manufacturers Association; Mr. Albert M. Patter-

son, of the Waterloo Woollen Mfg. Co.. Waterloo, N.T.,

representing the American Association of Woolen and
Worsted Manufacturers ; Mr. John J. Nevins, Associate

Secretary of the American Association of Woolen and
Worsted Manufacturers.

SAVER FOR COTTON COMBERS.
James E. Keeley, for 21 years a comber man in the

mills of Massachusetts and Rhode Island, has invented

a small attachment for a cotton comber which will save

the teeth of the half lap and also in many cases the nip-

per knives and the knipper arm.

3Ir. Keeley, in common with the other comber hands,
has always had trouble with the machines when the

feed broke and wound around the fluted roll. He
thought that something could be done to prevent the

resultant breaking of the needles of the half lap, and
also the nipper knives. After working for some time,

he evolved a small piece of metal which is attached to

the machine in such a manner that when the feed
breaks, the roll is stopped, and the knife is unable to

force its way into the needles of the half lap.

Mr. Keeley worked for seven years in the Grinnell

ilills of New Bedford, and after leaving there, he be-

came a eoinber hand in the Elizabeth Mill, No. 1, at

ITillsgrove, R. I., where he is now working. He has
not commenced the manufacture of his .attachments aa

yet, but is trying one out on one of his machines, where
it has been for about a year now. During that time, it

has never failed to perform its duties when the feed
broke.
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PRACTICAL TUNING AND CONSTRUCTION OF
POWER LOOMS--II

THE CARE OF BELTING
By BEAUMONT METTRICK.

(All Rights Reserved)

The majority of power looms are driven hy leather

belts, therefore a few remarks at this point in regard
to the eare and use of belting will be found of interest.

To get the greatest efficiency out of the belts, it i.s

important that a correct record of all belting used
should be kept. Different types of looms and looms in

different positions will be found to vary in the amount
of wear and tear of their belts, so that if an account
of the deterioration be kept, the best positions, etc., of

the looms may be found, that will give better and more
efficient drives with least waste in the life of the belt-

ing.

If possible, the length of belt required for each type
or row of looms should be kept uniform. This could be
brought about, by having all the loom pulleys at one
particular angle from the driving pulley, therefore, one

,V^

^rV

THT
T!t

T/G.z.

length for open and another for crossed belts could be

used. The length of belting required being then known,
the belt should be stretched as much as possible before
being cut off the roll to the length required and placed
upon the pulleys. After the belt has been running for

a day or two, it will bo found to have stretched, ac-

cording to the quality of leather, style of loom, and the
class of goods being woven. The belt should he taken
down, when the loom is standing, and cut again to its

original length. Before doing this, the percentage of

stretch and time of running, etc., should be noted for

future reference. This will helj) to ascertain the <|uality

and efficienc.v of the l(>ather used. The cost and record
of different beltings cau in this manner be arrived at,

and a definite time found when the l^elts will i-equirc

shortening. This can be done when flu- looms are at
rest, and before any appreciable loss of powei' oi- speed
takes place. Experiments sliow that the average stretch
of a leather belt is tisually about fi to 7 |)er cent, during
its time of running. After a few years of running, the

pliability of the belt will be found to be used up. When
this happens, it will be better and cheaper owing to

the quality of work turned out, to sub.stitute the old

belt b.v a new one, instead of trying to patch up the old

one.

The above method of keeping the belts in order will

be found to give more satisfactory results, than the old

rule of thumb method of allowing a belt to run, until

it is too slack to drive the loom properl.v, this being
found out owing to the knocking off of the loom, as not

sufficient force is given to drive the shuttle across the

going part. The loom is then stopjied, and a certain

length cut off, usually haphazard. When the loom is

again started, the belt may be a little too tight or slack,

thus, if too tight, a certain amount of friction in the

necks of the loom shafts is set up, causing an extra
amount of stretch in the belt : all this results in waste of

material and power, with inefficient working of the
loom. If too slack the loom will have been running too
slow, or the belt slipping, probably for a considerable
time, before the weaver has drawn the attention of the
overlooker to this fact, therefore the production of the
loom will not have been up to the standard during the
time.

Management of Belts.—Excessively tight belts should
should be avoiderl, as these cause unnecessary friction,

resulting in wear in the bearings, unsteady running and
lii'nvy picking, therefore some loss in power.

Slipping of Belts.—Resin should not be used, to cause
the belt to grij) the pulleys, as it is only effective for a
short time, afterwards caking on to the pulleys and
drying iip the leather, thereb.v eventually causing slip-

ping of belt instead of gripping.

Many good belt dressings are now placed upon the
market, most of which are found to be effective. A
good and cheap manner of dressing often used is as fol-

lows: Clean the inner face of the belt, then apply a
good dressing of thick fat or oil such as tallow (dubbin
is sometimes used). This fills up the pores of the leath-

er, and prevents it from cracking, thus allowing the
belt to get closer grip of the pulle.vs.

The life of a belt can be lengthened considerably In-

washing and dressing it at various periods. Alwa.vs al-

low the fat to be absorbed and thoroughly dried into

the leather, before working the belt. A belt with the
side that was originally the outer side of the skin, run-
ning next to the ])ulleys, will not slip so readily, owing
to tlu' surface of the leather being more even, than a

belt with the inner side of the skin next to the pulleys.

The inner side, being more pliable will also lend itself

better to the extra stretching tliat takes place on the
outer side of belt, as it bends around the pulle.v. Avoid
]iatching up belts with short lengths of vai'ious (puili-

ties and age, as the tension will vary at diffei'ent parts,

and uneven running aiu1 slipping of the joints will take
place. When a belt is made up of short lengths, the
((uality of leather should be uniform, and the joints

eeuu-nted togetlu'r, except at one joint used foi- regulat-
ing |)urposes. Tiiis will cause the belt to last longer
and run smoothei-, than if the joints were laced or fas-

tened up by l)elt fasteners.
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"When belts arc laced, the lacing should be straight

on the inner side, running over the face of the pulley,

and the crossed side on the outer side, the lace being

flattened as much as possible, to present a smooth sur-

face to the pulley, thus preventing slipping. A belter

method is to scjuare the edges, then fasten up with

patent belt fasteners, taking care that both sides of belt

are at an even tension.

Belts with cemented joinings should run with the

joint following the drive, and not again-^t it. A belt

that is constantly slipping, j\imping oft" ihe pulley, or

breaking, usually proves that the load which it is re-

quired to drive is too heavy for the strength of the belt.

The width and thickness of the belt should vary ac-

cording to the load driven, the heavier the load, the

wider the belt.

When belts are not working a load for a considerable

time, it has been found that they grip better and last

longer, if they are allowed to rest. This can be done
without taking the belt away from the shaft, if a belt

as tlie daily newspapers are concerned. The textile and
allied trades will be covered thoroughly as well as daily
reports from the great raw material markets of the
world. When we realise that about fifty per cent of
our cotton goods, over seventy-five per cent of our
woollens and worsteds and nearly forty per cent of our
knit goods are imported, the value of a publication that
will give accurate daily i-eports on the dry goods
trade can well be imagined. The publishers of the new
daily "Journal of Commerce" are making every endea-
vor to secure men who will cover this field in a thorough
manner.

Each industi-y will be covered as thoroughly as pos-
sible, as well as shipping, transportation, general com-
merce and the business of finance, insurance, banking,
etc. It k expected that the daily "Journal of Com-
merce" will make its first appearance on or about May
the 1st. It will not be in any sense a political or party
paper, but will be an independent financial and com-
mercial dailv.

g^i-\"jyii T7= ^ZZEZSS)
F/Ç. 9.

support is provided as shown in Fig. 8. This support
can be used also when tightening or repairing the belt,

the advantage being that it does away with allowing
the belt to rest upon the revolving shaft, which is a dan-
gerous practice, and apt to unduly stretch or wear the
belt, espeeally if the belt is rubbing against the key or
keybed of the pulley. Fig. 9 illustrates a simple type
of strap remover, the strap being placed upon the pul-
ley by the small wood projection, and removed by the
steel pin at the top of the remover. It is a very handy
tool, and is easily made.
Rule to calculate the approximate length of belting

in a roll.

Add the outside diameter and the inside diameter of
roll (in inches"), then multiply by the number of coils in
the roll, and then by 0.1309.

'

This gives length in feet,

e.g., a roll of belting is 30 in. diameter outside edge,
and .5 in. diameter inside edge. Number of coils is 40.

Find length of belting.

(30 + 5) X 40 X 0.1309 = 183.26 ft.

(To Be Continued.)

NEW COMMERCIAL DAILY.

To Appear About May 1st.

The announcement has been made that a new com-
pany has been formed to take over the present weekly
"Journal of Commerce." published in Montreal, and
that it will be turned into a daily financial and com-
mercial newspaper. The Honorable W. S. Fielding,
ex-Minister of Finance, is president of the new com-
pany and will be Editor-in-Chief of the paper with
Mr. J. C. Ross, the present editor of the weekly "Jour-
nal of Commerce," as Managing Editor.
The daily "Journal of Commerce" will be devoted

exclusively to commercial and financial matters, and
will cover commerce and finance in the widest possible
way. In addition to the general financial news and
gossip, and the general commerce of the country, spe-

cial departments will be devoted to Canada's basic in-

dustries, which field has been entirely neglected so far

WELDON PATENT ACQUIRED BY GILES CO.

President of Klauder-Weldon Co. Makes Statement.

The John H. Giles Dyeing Machine Co. of Taunton,
Mass, announce that they have purchased from the ex-
ecutors of the Estate of Leonard Weldon, T^nited States
letters patent No. 64.5,698, issued March 20.. 1900. for
improvements in dyeing machines. It is claimed that
it antedates any patents on dyeing machines granted
to either Leonard Weldon or Chas. L. Klauder that are
in force at the present time. The use of it has been
allowed the Klauder-Weldon Dyeing Machine Co. of
Amsterdam, N.T. by courtesy of the heirs of Leonard
Weldon. but the patent is now owned by John H. Giles
Dyeing Machine Co., Amsterdam, N.Y.. and Taunton,
Mass., who now has the exclusive right to manufactiire
under it.

The attention of the president of Klauder-Weldon
Dyeing Machine Co. was called to the statement that
John H. Giles had purchased patent No. 64.5.698, of
Jfarch 20, 1900, from the estate of Leonard Weldon, de-
ceased, and that thereby he became the sole exclusive
builder of machines inider the oldest unexpired Leon-
ard Weldon patent. In answer to a question he stated
that this patent Avas for a mercerizing machine, and
that the Klauder-Weldon company did not. and had
not. built one about the time of the issue of the patent
and it proved a failure, and that was the only connec-
tion the company ever had with the patent.

He further stated that the statement that the Klauder-
Weldon Dveing Machine Co. did not own the Weldon
patent No. 659.906. of Oet. 16, 1900. was not in fact a

correct statement. "The company purchased," he
said, "for a valuable considei'ation. in 1893 or 1894 all

of the patents, applications and future inventions of
Leonard Weldon relating to d.veing machines and was
the real owner of the patent. Mr. Weldon died a few
months after the issue of the patent in question, and
the company supposed that a formal assignment of the
patent was made, and it was not until recently that it

learned otherwise. It renuested the executrix and ex-
ecutor of the estate of Mr. Weldon to execute a formal
assignment, and upon their refusal to do so it brought
suit against them to compel such transfer and obtained
an in.iunction preventing them, during the pendency of
the suit, from assigning or in any way interfering with
the title of the patent."
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BLENDING AND PREPARATORY PROCESSES IN

WOOLEN SPINNING--X.

RAG AND WASTE PULLING MACHINES
By JOHN W. RADCLIFFE.*

(All Rights Reserved.)

In a previous article upon this subject the reader's

atttention was called to a study of one of the most im-

portant waste opening machines there is in the textile

trades at the present time. This machine, known uni-

versally as the "Garnett" was, in the article referred

to, dealt with in a somewhat general manner, but if the

reader will refer back to the diagram Fig. 18 illus

trated therein, and perivse its parts in conjunction Avith

the illustration shown at Fig. 21 of the present article,

a more specific acquaintance with the workings of the

machine can be acquired. These diagrams and the fol-

lowing description clearly illustrate the methods by
which the component parts are driven.

It mHSt be assumed that the respective right and
left hand sides of the machine are obtained by facing it

at the feed end. shown at Figs. 18 and 21, therefore the

former is the left hand side (see previous issue of this

journal) and the latter the right hand side.

The doffer B is driven fi'om the second cylinder A',

and the parts are given in Fig. IS. On the sliaft of the

cylinder A" is a ])ulley Q', which by means of belt P
imparts motion to pulley Q'. On the stud of the latter

is a small spur wlieel R geared into a large spur wheel
S, and which is fixed on the doffer shaft. The workers
C and C are driven from two different sources, both in

the old and new types. Those workers placed over the

first cylinder A are driven from tlie shaft of the divid-

ing roller K', or what is sometimes termed the (tum-
mer) or second licker-in, while those upon the cylinder

A are driven from the shaft of the doffer B. To make it

more clear, the method of driving the dividing roller

K' will be described prior to that of the first series of

workers.

On the right hand side of the machine Fig. 21, upon
the shaft of the licker-in H will be found a small spur
wheel V fixed and geared into a large spur wheel T,

It will be observed by examining Fig. 18 that on the

end of the shaft of cylinder A is fixed a belt piilley L,

which is the pulley that receives the necessary power
required to drive the machine from the large pulley

upon the main driving shafts by means of a belt. The
cylinder A is then driven direct, but the second cylinder

A' receives its motion from the first one, by the large

pulley M and M' upon each cylinder shaft, and the belt

N and N', the two letters indicating the upper and
lower surfaces of the belt. The licker-in H (Fig. 21) is

driven by a pulley T. and belt passing round another
pulley Q, which has a spur wheel 8 u[)on its stud, and
this latter wheel is geared into another one, fixed upon
the shaft of the licker-in proper. Fig. 18.

The directions of the different wheels or pulleys, al-

though not all indicated by arrows, still from the swifts

arrow on Fig. 18 to the licker-in. they can be traced
with comparative ease.

'Head of Carding and Si)inning Dept.

Technical School, Dewsbury, Eng.
I )r\\sl)in'\'

which is also fastened on to the shaft of the dividing

roller K'. At the opposite end of this roller K", given
in Fig. 18, is placed a belt pulley, having a belt passing

around it the latter of which also passes around a large

pulley. T'pon the stud of the last pulley is placed a

small spur wheel 4, which drives by means of an inter-

mediate wheel 5 the large socket wheel 6, that revolves

loosely round the shaft of the large cylinder A. The
socket wheel 6 conveys motion to each of the wheels 7,

fixed on the ends of the worker shafts simultaneously.

Those workei's upon cylinder A' are driven by the pul-

ley T' fixed upon the end of the shaft of doffer B. Mo-
tion is conveyed by the belt V to the lai'ger pulley V:
upon the stud- of this pulley is fixed a small spur wheel
1 : this is geared directly into the second large socket

wheel 2, placed upon the shaft of cylinder A', which in

turn drives the worker shaft wheels 3 in a similar man-
nei- 1o those on the fii'st cylinder or swift A Fig. 18.

This metliod is like the one on 1lu> old ty])e, but the ni'W

one is driven by means of chains, which, in conjunction

with the varying numbers of teeth in the respective
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wlieels on the workers shafts, give the differential

speeds that have already heen mentioned.

The manner in which the differential speeds of the

workers are obtained is shown in P''i<r. 22 and motion is

conveyed in -this system in a similar way to that already

described to the larsre belt pulley V hi Fi<r. 18. and P. in

Fier. 22. On the stud of this latter wheel is placed a

chain wheel or toothed wheel, around which is passed

the chain D D, and alonjr over the top of the first seven
wheels E, F. G. H, J, K and L, each having 16. 15, 14,

13. 12. 11, and 10 teeth respectively, the continuity of

motion is maintained by a second chain T being passed
aronnd a second wheel M, on the same worker shaft as

wheel L, and along over the remaining worker wheels
N . 0, P. Q. R, and S; each of these wheels have a dim-
inution in the number of teeth, as E, F, G, H, J, K and L.

The ])ulley indicated at U is simply to tension the

chain D D and to keep it sufficiently tight to prevent
any slipping or jumping of teeth taking place. To give

an idea of the amount of differentiation that takes
place, the speeds are given in revolutions per minute
when the first worker E has a speed of twenty-four
revolutions.
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THE KNIT GOODS TRADE IN THE FAR EAST

Recent Consular reports from varions Consul Gene-

rals in leading centers of China and Japan contain the

following interesting information regarding the knit

goods trade in those c^bnntries. The reports say, in part :

"The growth of the knitting factory industry in

Ilonkong is of decided significance in the clothing and
cotton trade of this part of the world. The factories

have heen developed almost entirely within the last

three years, the chief factory, in some respects, is a

foreign concern known as the "Wei San Knitting and
Spinning Co., which has been in existence some seven

years, and has a daily capacity of 100 to 120 dozen

sweaters or pieces of underwenr and similar garments.

This factory einploys about 125 people, mostly girls

and yonng men, whose wages run from 48 cents to $4.4(f

gold ]M'v week, the greatei- number earnings about $1

gold per week. Similar wages are paid in all such es-

tablishments. There are seven other concerns of more
or less importance owned and operated by Chinese com-

panies and under Chinese supervision, five of which

are equipped with considerable machinery. One of

these is at Causeway Bay, Hongkong, and is the prop-

erty of the Wah Me (Chinese American) Co. There

is a small factory at Tsim Sha Tsui and another at

Sham Shni Po, all on Hongkong Island. Four others

are located in Kowloon. They are the factories of the

China Foreign Knitting Co., the Man Snng, Li Man
Iling Kwok, and Quong Sun, and all are more or less

thoroughly equipped in a modern way.

"The export of Chinese-made knit garments (made in

Ilongkong of American coton yarn) to the United
States is the latest deevlopment at Hongkong-American
trade. The export of such garments is made almost

entirely for the use of Chinese in the United States,

but it has grown into considerable volume, and Hong-
kong factories are paying considéra ])le attention to the

trade. One factory reports that almost half of its en-

tire output is now being exported to the United States.

"The lai-gest and first established of Chinese enter-

prises is the China Foreign Knitting Co. in Kowloon.
This concern is typical of the rest of the establishments.

It emplovs about 200 people, and devotes its plant to

making foreign style knit underwear and hosiery. Its

present capacity is 60 dozen pieces of underwear and
100 dozen pieces of hosiery per day. Its plant includes

40 machines for knitting xmderwear, most of them
manufactured at Ti-oy, N. Y. : 80 machines for knitting
hosicT-y, most of them from Pawtucket, R. I., and one
other machine of American make for making lining for

undci-wear. Other native factories are similarly

cfiuiprtcd. though without quite the capacity of the fac-

tory described. There arc a large number of stocking
knitting machines in use in homes all over Hongkong
and in Canton and many country villages.

"The knitting establishments are quite modern for
Chinese concerns in their buildings and other arrange-
ments, and show constant improvement in plant and in

the quality of the output. All of them use American
kîiitting cottons almost exclusively, claiming that the
American yarn runs better' in the machines and other-
wise suits their needs. The factory described makes
stockings in four staii<lai-d coloui-s besides white, and
underwear in three standard coloui-s besides white.
The product of the factory deseribed sells at ifsll to .'(il.'î

local currency per dozen pairs of underwear, and at
.^l.fiO to $2.20 local currency per dozen pairs of hosiery

—the Ilongkong dollar at present (May, 1913) being

worth about Is. llV2cl- The goods for local use are dis-

tributed largely through the Chinese department stores

in Hongkong, and through local brokers to small

Chinese shops and peddlers. Those exported arc sold

direct to the Chincs(^ exporting firms and are often

sold at substantially the cost of manufacture to prevent

the accumulation of stocks. The amount of such goods

sold in the interior districts beyond the ordinary scope

of foreign trade is constantly increasng at a very satis-

factory rate, and in line with the growing use of such

goods by the Chinese all over China. The competition

met by the goods is almost exclusively Japanese, the

Japanese factories usually having travelling representa-

tive in this field selling direct to retailers.

"There are at present in Canton nearly 3,000 small

hand knitting machines, which turn out numerous
cheap socks, cotton singlets, and sweaters in competi-

tion with imported goods of Briti.sh, German, and Jap-
anese manufacture. The one small knit goods mill

(Wing Hing Co.) in Canton produces socks and under-
wear. Native-made socks from hand machines sell at

$1 Canton notes, or 38 cents gold, per dozen, while the

sweaters sell for $1fi to $17 Canton notes, or .$6.68 gold,

per dozen.

"There is, in Swatow, a promising market for knit-

ting machines. Up to the present hand and semi-auto-

matic machines have been principally in demand, but
there are indications that there may be market shortly

for full automatic power driven machines.

"At present there are about 230 hand machines for
knitting stockings (socks) in use, capable of producing
4.50 dozen pairs of socks per day, and about 3.5 semi-
automatic machines, also operated by hand power,
capable of producing 175 dozen pairs of socks per day.
With the exception of about 20 machines in a factory in

Chaoyang. all the above are in home use. In the fac-

tory to which reference is made hand powei- is used.

Rates of wages per month paid in this factory at $6 to

$8 Mexican ($3 to $4 United States currency) 'with food
to machine operator. Boys spooling cotton yarn are
paid by amount of work done, and earn from 6 to 10
cents Mexican (3 to 5 cents United States currency) per
day; they receive in addition two meals a day.

"The machines at present in use run from 72 to 190
needles in a 3%-inch cylinder, both coarse and fine

goods being knitted. Bombay cotton yarn is used ex-

clusively. The majority of the hand machines inuse
and all of the semi-automatic machines are of American
manufacture. For knitting the ribbed tops of socks
English and Canadian machines are used. About 40
German hand machines are also in use.

"The factory mentioned markets its output in Shang-
hai and the north of China. A combination of a num-
ber of home workers which markets the bulk of its

output in Siam, Singapore, and other Southern ports.

The ma.iority of the home workers, however, sell the
article knitted to local shops, and peddle a portion of

them on the street. The average price of socks knitted
locally is about $1.50 Mexican (75 cents United States)
per dozen.

"To give some idea of the mai'ket for socks it may l)i'

mentioned that, in addition to the local output, over
14.500 dozen pairs of first (piality, and over 27,500 dozen
pairs of second quality cotton socks were imported du'*-

ing 1912.
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"There is at present under constnietion a steam fac-

tory, financed by Chinese, which will have for its initial

installation 20 full automatic knittinsr machines of

American manufacture.
"No underwear is knitted locally, hut some 20 ma-

chines of the 'Lamb' type are in use in knitting coarse

cotton sweaters. The daily capacity of each machine
is eisrht sweaters.

"I am informed that to sell knittinsr machines locally

it is necessary ot have a machine for demonstration
purposes. I^nfortunately the majority of American
manufacturers, even when anxious to enter the market,

are not willing to .ship any machine except against cash.

In refreshing contrast is the action of one Ameri-
can firm which built a special machiiu' of the semi-aTito-

tnatic type to certain specifications, shijiped it free to a

local agent, and in retvarn for its trouble has already

sold some 30 odd machines of the same type. The knit-

ting industi-y appears to be making rapid advances all

over China, and if American mannfaclurers desire to

secure their share of orders for machines it will be

necessary for them to do more than send out cata-

logues."
"Apparently there is only one knit goods mill (Heng

Yi. a Chinese firm") in Antuug. No underwear machines
are used, but the firm is now using seven stocking knit-

tei-s, and has seven more ordered from Japan. Three of

its present machines are English auto knitters, costing

$120 Mexican $59.76 gold, at present Ti'casury ex-

change) ; the others are all Japanese machines, with

the trade mark 'Hanejirnshi" (wing or feather brand),

and costing 3.5 to 37 yen f.$17.50 to .$37.50 gold).

"Cotton, woollen and silk stockings are made both

coarse and fine gauge, and the ordinary output per ma-
chine (hand operated) is eight to nine pair per day.

Each operator receives 40c small coin (about 15 to

16 cents) per day. Prices per dozen, wholesale, are as

follows: Cotton stocking, $1.50 to $2; wool stocking,

$4 to $6 : silk stockings, $5 to $6. Retail per pair : Cot-

ton stockings, 50 to 60 cents. These stockings are half-

hose and the prices quoted are in the local small coin.

The demand is good.

"One Japanese machine .iust received cost only about

$10 small coin, too cheap to be good for very long. The
Japanese machines turn out seamless half-hose, while

some others do not. This does not seem to make much
difference in the sale of the goods. No underwear is

made by machinery locally, but this firm is considering

the manufacture of summer underwear."
"The Osaka Knitted Goods Guild, which city is the

headquarters of this industry, states that it is develop-

ing very rapidly. At the end of 1912 the number of

members of the guild was 1.451, an increase of 71

over the preceding year, and the number of operatives

employed by them was 9,860. The value of the goods
for the home and foreign market produced in Osaka in

1912. as compared with 1911, is as follows:

Home Market. Foreign ^Market.

1911. 1912. 1911. 1912.

T^nderwear. $927.297 $1.016.785 $2.778.241 $3.655.367

Socks 116.300 133.030 483.624 523.642

Gloves .... 58155 73.750 70,628 102.399

Others ... 61.358 79.677 61.200

Towels 184,077 193.281 739,907 3.902.992

the increase shown in the value being due to an im-

provement in quality. On the other hand, a good in-

crease was shown in both Ihe value and (piantity of

goods for export. The total export of knilted goods
from Osaka, in 1912, amounted to about $4.347,600 in

value, an increase of over $1.000,000 on the figures for

the preceding year. The increase is attributed
to the continued demand in India and other parts of

Asia, and specially to a marked inci-ease in the demand
in China.

Almost all the knillcd goods and towels exported
from Japan came from Osaka. The average price of
knitted undershirts exported to India is 83 cents a

dozen, while the axerage price of those exported to
China is $2.211/., a far better quality even than the
ffoods sold in Japan. Shipments of knitted goods are
distributed about as follows: 40 per cent to British
Tiulia. 30 per cent to French India, 20 per cent to

Hongkong, and ten per cent to China. Osaka manu-
facturers hold large orders from China this year, and
it is expected that the present positions held bv India
and China as customers for Japanese knitted goods
will be reversed before long.

The wholesale prices of knitted goods per dozen are
as follows: cotton undershirts for winter in China,
$3.50 to $5.50: for sunnner in Philippines. $1 to $1.50;
for .summer in India. $0.65 to .$1.25. Cotton under-
trousers, $3 to $5. Cotton stocking's for winter in China
.$0 40 to $0.75: for summer in India. $0.25 to .$0.75.

Wool stockings for China. $1 25 to $2. Silk socks, $4
to $6..50. Silk undershirts, $15 to .$40.

Total ....$1,347,187 $1,496.523 .$4.072.400 .$8.245.600

"As mav be seen from the statistics, the value of

goods produced last vear for the home market shows an

increase o*" only $Ï49,336 over 1911. All classes of

goods, except towels, showed some decrease in quantity.

HYDRON COLORS ON COTTON YARN.

We are in receipt of a copy of a large and snbstan-
tiallv bound book on the dveine of Hydron colors on
cotton varn and published bv the Cassella Color Com-
panv. New York. This work appears to be most op-

portune in view of the continually growing interest on
the part of dvers and manufacturei's of cotton goods
made from cotton yarn dyed with fast colors.

The tevf covers fourteen pages of complete techni-
(",<] details of the various methods for dveing the Hy-
dron Colors either for self shares or for the production
of compound or made shades.

The descriptions of the several dyeing processes are
A\iitteii in a full, clear and exact manner, so that the
workinsr dyer is in a position to errasp the few simple
dotflils for applving this interesting group of colors,

^'hile nothinsr appears to have been omitted that could
leave anv doubt in the mind of the workman.

Tlw> volume is illustrated with 122 dveings apnarent-
h' from practice, showinsr a range of shades through
:dl the tones of blues, violets, yellows, olives and
bro^vn«. Of particular interest at this time to dyers
of mode «hades is the series of Khaki shades produced
wifb Hvdron Colors, and wbi''h seem to offer possibili-

ties for a wide field of usefulness. Other suggestions
for mode shades include, browns, gi-eens, olives, slates,

etc.

On the whole, a copy of this volume should prove a
v'lhiable and useful addition not only to the I'eference

libraiv of the workinsr dyer, but on the designers'
tables where it might be availed of when occasion re-

nuires shades to be employed possessing extreme fast-

ness.

Without doubt, a copy of this work may be obtained
inion request from the Cassella Color Company, New
York, or any of its branches.
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Improvement in Knitting

Machines
The diagi-ams shown herewith show an invention, re-

eently patented in the United States, relating to knit-

ting machines of the cjdinder and dial type in which

two sets of needles are employed for the production of

a ribbed fabric, especially a doiible-faced fabric having

tlie back and front of différent materials. It is claimed

that in knitting a garment of this kind on coarse gages,

it is not necessary to have any special construction at

/<'

Fig. 1. Position of a CyUnder and Noaclles.

the drawing or casting oiï points of the dial or cylin-

der needles, as an ordinary rib knitting machine may
be used for the purpose. In fine gages, however, it is

impossible to use the ordinary construction for draw-

ing in the full amount of loop used by the dial needles,

which loops are drawn through the loops of tlie cylin-

der needles, as several needles would be drawing loops

at the same time, and the increased or excess tension

tears the yarn. This defect is remedied by using the

needles as jacks to supply the amount of yarn needed

by each needle. This result is obtained by holding the

latches of the needles closed by means of a guard, so

that they draw the loops to the extent necessary to

produce the fabric, before the loops are interknit and

cast off.

Fig. 1 shows a portion of the cylinder and its needles
;

Fig. 2, a portion of the dial and its needles. Fig. 3 is

a perspective view of a part of the machine. Fig. 4 is

a vertical section on the line 4—4 of Fig. 3.

The yarn, a and b, is supplied to the machine by any

suitable means. The former, a, is laid along the cylin-

der needles and the latter upon the dial needles, the

cjdinder needles being indicated at 22 and the dial

are mounted on a cam cylinder and the needles are first

drawn down by the cam drawing the thread or yarn

down over the dial needles, which are then advanced,

at a point (Fig. 2) back of the open latches of the dial

needles, to the low point indicated at Fig. 1, just be-

low the iipper edge of the cylinder. At this point the

old loops or partly completed stitches are cast off of

the cylinder needles, and new loops are formed by said

needles with the new yarn so taken in. The cylinder

needles are then forced up by the cam to a point above

the edge of the cylinder as shown.

As the needles draw down the latches are closed and
held closed by a latch holder, so that the needles act as

blades for forming loops or sinking to a certain extent,

the yarn of the dial needles. After the dial loops are

formed, while the cylinder needles are at point 5, the

cylinder needles are drawn down by the cam. Fig. 1,

and the loops taken in at the point, 4, are formed into

complete stitcîhes at the point indicated at 6, Fig. 1. The
loops cast off at point 4 cannot be formed into complete
stitches until free from the dial needles, that is, until

the remainder of the loops formed at point 4, are east

off by the dial needles at the point 6, the dial needles

Pig. 2. A Portion of the Dial and Needles.

needles at 21, (fiirrii^d in grooves to recipt-ocate in the

usual manner.
Referring first to the action of the cylinder needles,

the yarn, a, is taken in at the eye of tiie yarn guide and
laid across tlie i-aised ends of tlie needles. It is taken

in by the hooks as in any ordinary machine. The cams

Pig. 3. A Perspective View of Part of the Machine.

being advanced between the cylinder needles between
points 4 and 6.

The cam, 3, in connection with the latch holder holds
the cylinder needles up to form blades while the dial

loops are being made.

The yarn, b, is laid on dial needles by the sep-
arate yarn guide having an eye for the yarn. The
needles are then drawing in from the point, 14, Fig. 2,

to the point, 11, by action of the cam, and the needles
start to draw back at said point, 14, after the yarn of
the (cylinder needles has been looped by action of the
cam over the dial needles at points back of the latches
of the dial needles, which are open at this point, and
when the dial needles draw back of the feed point, 17,

tlie latches thereof are closed by means of the latch
closer and holder which, as shown in Fig. 3, rests with
spring pressure on the neculles at the point, 18, Fig. 2.

As the needles drawn in at this point the latches are
closed over the yarn taken in at the eye. The latch
closer receives the strain on the yarn by closing the
latch, instead of using the yarn to close the latches as

in ordinary machines, and holds the latches closed until

the needles are retracted beyond the same. At the
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point, 11, Fig. 2, the yarn of the dial needles is drawn
around the closed latches of tlie cylinder needles, then
at the point, 5, Fig. 1, and tliose needles act as jacks
for the purpose of drawing the necessary amount of
yarn to form the loops of the dial needles. F3y means of
the cam the series of loops are held at the point, 12, and
finally drawn into stitches at the point, 13, opposite the
drawing in point. 6. of the cylinder needles; after Mhicli

Fig-. 4. A Vertical Section of the Uacliùie.

both sets of needles are advanced for the next operation

in the usual manner. It will be seen that in conse-

quence of this operation the cylinder needles, when ad-

vanced to the point, 5, act as blades or sinkers for the

j'arn loops of the dial needles, and the dial needles,

when advanced to the point, 12, act as blades or sinkers

for the yarn loops of the cylinder needles. Each set of

needles is thus advanced to serve as sinkers for the yarn
loops of the other set.

CLOTH AND SERGES IN JAPAN.
The imports of cloths and serses to Japan in l!)]^

were 9,180,928 srj. yards, valued at £690,385, or £375,231

less than in the preceding j'ear. Great Britain is the

j)riucipal supplier (£503,595 in 1912) and Germany
second with £128,133. The notable falling off in im-

ports is attributed to the fact that, in anticipation of

the new customs duties, large purchases were made in

1911 far exceeding the requirements of the market.
The result was an accumulation of stocks, comprising
especially light fabrics of pure wool. This explains the

decrease in imports of goods of this class and furnishes

a reason for the circumstance that the imports of thick

cloths are oul.y slighth' less than during the preceding

period. Japanese consumers are showing an increasing

preference for articles of superior quality, both in wool-

len and cotton goods though as regards cotton goods the

decrease in imports of coarse fabrics may partly be at-

tributed to the sale of goods from several native manu-
factories. The principal articles imported are those of

pure wool, amongst which may be mentioned: winter

cloths, Venetian coatings, serges, black and dark blue

serges for the summer, meltons, striped coatings, pilot

cloth and stuffs for mantles. The progress made dur-

ing the last few^ .years has enabled the home industr.y

to compete to some extent with foreign goods as re-

gards serges, but pilot cloth and meltons manufactur-

ed in the country cannot compete with the imported
cloths on account of their high cost of production and
inferior quality,—Chamber of Commerce Journal.

Some Features of Mill
Management
By ERNEST TAYLOR.

The margin between the cost of production and the
selling price at the present day is so nai-row that each
Item has to be taken into account in order to cheapen
the cost of production. To get at these various items,
it is necessary to practice a sound system of book-
keeping. The firm aim of all mill book-keeping should
be clearness; and in addition to the ordinary work of
recording the necessary particulars relating to the dif-
ferent materials and processes, such things as tlie weav-
ing output for each week, the expense incnri-ed by each
department, the amount of waste between spinning-
frame and warehouse, and sucii like matters which have
a bearing on the dost of production, should be supplied.
In quoting the price for a certain article, it is necessary
to know the cost of producing that article. Competi-
tive prices do not form an accurate guide in fixing the
selling prices, because the conditions in different es-
tablishments and districts vary so widely. Two fac-
tories selling the same goods, at the same price, may
mean profit for the one and loss for the other. By
means of a sound system of costing the manager is en-
abled to know, not only the results of competition,
but likewise the profits of prosperous times and thé
losses of disastrous ones. It also enables him to see
the weak spots in his organization, and to know when
more economic methods and machinery can be utilized.

In determining costs, two classes of items must be
considered :

—

1. Those of a permanent character, known as fixed
expenses, which are necessarily the same whatever the
production, e.g., interest on capital, depreciation, rent,
motive power, taxes, insurance, repairs, etc.

2. Those of a fluctuating character, known as con-
tingent expenses, e.g., piece wages, and auxiliary ma-
terials, such as soap, dyewares, etc.

These items are totalled up for a given period ( ac-
cordmg to the class of trade), and having determined
the output during that period, the cost may be appor-
tioned as so much per pick, per piece. By applvmg
tliis method to each department, the total cost of the
]iiece may be definitely arrived at. Further, by keeping
a chart showing the number of pieces turned out each
week, the manager becomes at once informed of anv
variation in the output and can set to work to deter-
mine the cause. It will be understood, however, that
the output in pieces will vary according to the numbei'
of picks per inch that are put into the cloth; therefore
it is necessary to mark on the chart, alongside the num-
ber of pieces, the average picks per inch. It is also
useful to draw a second line showing the total amount
of wages paid for weaving such pieces.

In the fancy trade, one of the gravest problems to be
faced is the control of the yai-n store. The two great
pobits to be considered are the control of the colors
stocked, and the disposal of the colois which have be-
co.-ne obsolète. It must be borne in mind that the final
control of the stock of yarns rests with the designing
department, as this department chooses, arranges and
fixes the shades and yarns to be used. Until the ranges
have been shown and taken up by the merchant, the
question of stock does not exist, but the moment the
first orders for pieces are received, the question of stock
becomes important. Firms which do not keep a strict
eye on the yarn store are at a severe disadvantage in
the matter of prompt deliveries of repeats, and in keep-
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ing strictly to shade. The tendency nowadays is for

the merchants to place their orders early, and demand
patterns at once. They are afraid to confirm until the

last moment, and require prompt deliveries. At the

end of the season there are far more unconfirmed sam-
ples than there used to be. It will be seen that this all

throws a great extra strain on the manufacturer. In

order to get on with these late confirmations, it is es-

sential that the yarns for them should be in the store

ready, and this implies a careful speculation in yarns
long before the goods are ordered. Unless this is done
the manufacturer will pi-obably be faced with the dis-

tressing condition of having a few months' work on
hand, with half the looms standing. Now, if such spec-

ulation is to be carried on successfully, means must be

taken on the one hand to guarantee that there is a rea-

sonable certainty of the yarns ordered being used, and
on the other hand, that some continuous outlet is sup-

plied for using up those which cannot be got I'id of

in the ordinary waJ^ In order to deal with these items,

it is important that in choosing the range of shades
on which the season's trade is to be based, a definite

number should be as small as it is possible to work with,

and must be chosen with an eye to every class of efi'ect,

from light to dark. When new shades are added, a

corresponding number of old ones should be thrown
out, so that the general range does not increase. By
this means the stock of yarns will be brought more
luider control, as each individual color will be used
more frequently in the ranges, and thus stand a greater

chance of being ordered. The yarn foreman will be
informed which shades have been thrown out, and so

towards the end of the season, he will take care not
to order more than he actually requires. In this way
he will probably succeed in running down his list of

thrown-out shades to a very small weight
; and when

the list is sis months' old, he can proceed to use up the

remains according to the methods adopted for dealing
with old stock. The usual way is to make a quantity
of stock goods, which have to be sold at a cheap rate;

but in certain cases, a trade in piece-dyes may prove
more satisfactory, as better prices may then be obtain-

ed for the yarn. Another way is to introduce darn-
dyed black wefts into some of the ranges, the old stock
being dyed up for this purpose.

Weaving Department.

Here it is not sound to aim at production only, for

imless the pieces are well woven they will require extra
labor to be spent in the subsequent departments through
which they pass. One instance where output may be
lost is in the looming of fresh warps. The usual method
is that of twisting-in, an operation performed by
young persons generally, who are paid at the rate of

31/jd to 5d per score of porties. It is generally per-

formed in th«> loom, and often two twisters, one right

and one left, are engaged, the weaver having to wait
until the warp is ready. Now although this occupies
only one or two hours, the machine is kept standing,
and as it frequently hai)pens that a number of looms
finish at the same time;, this means a loss or leakage iu

output. To remedy this, the warps may be twisted in

a frame outside the loom, so as to be ready when the
weaver finishes. This method will apply more particu-
larly to the fancy trade where the gears require to be
changed after almost every warp. In the making of
some classes of goods, e.g., coarse tweeds, where only
simple weaves are used, the gears are allowed to re-

main in the same looms for several weeks. However,

in this case, if two short wai'ps are intended to follow

each other ,they may be twisted together and run onto

the same beam so that it will only be necessary to draw
the twisted portion through the healds when the first

warp has been woven.
It is well to have a record of the looms that will

finish in the course of, say, two days, as this gives a bet-

ter opportimity for providing suitable warps to follow,

and often saves a loom from being kept standing. In

some cases, where both old and new looms are in use,

a different kind of warp beam is employed for each type

of loom. This often causes inconvenience if certain

warps which are on new beams are wanted for old

looms. To prevent such inconvenience arising, brackets

should be provided, which may be bolted to the loom
frame so as to carry either type of beam.
The object of manufacturing being to produce satis-

factoi'y goods economically, attention should be given

to all details and routine which secure improved output

with efficiency of results.

(From the Journal of the Leeds University Textile

Students' Association.

Developments in Dobby
Mechanism

By Weberei

During the past few years the makers of dobby
mechanism in Great Britain have been paying special

attention to the wearing parts. This have been forced

upon machinists by the obvious defects of the old type

of double lift dobby in wliich the outer jacks were
lifted by the inner ones thi-ough the medium of toothed

segments. This feature is clearly illustrated in Fig. 1.

This is a sectional view of the ordinarj^ type of dobby,

of which there are thousands in use, showing the gear-

ing of the two jacks A and B. Owing to the wear on
the teeth of the segments there was a gradual "drop"
in the lift of the dobby thus leading to trouble.
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To obvialo this defect luauy iirrangenients have been
put t'orwai-d. Fig. 2 shows a Lui)toii and Phiee systciri

ill which great bearing surface at the joints is obtained
with perfect freedom of motion to all the levers. The
joints are so arranged as to retain the oil, each catch
working in a small well of lubricant. All the internal
parts of the joints are hardened. The arrangement pre-

vents "drop" in the jack levers thus ensuring a con-

tinuous and regular lift at both ends. Moreover, in

this arrangement of dispensing with teeth the num-
ber of working parts is reduced, one of the shafts be-

ing dispensed with entirely. As a result of this reduc-

tion in the wearing parts and the consequent friction

the amoimt of power required to drive the loom is less-

ened. As will be seen from the illustration, the outer

jack D when raised by the xisual action of the dobhy

selecting mechanism takes with it the link E which
in turn raises the inner jack F. The illustration also

clearty shows the size of the bearing joints.

Another method of obviating the use of teeth is

shown in Fig. 3. In this case the dobby is of a different

tj^pe, but it will be noticed that the contact between
the two jacks at A is a rolling contact and one for which
good results are claimed.

Figs. 4 and 5 show a still further development. In

this the system of lifting one jack by direct action from

This latter is Avorked from the catches B, which are
caused to iwt upon the bauU C by the feeders A. This
type of d()l)l)y works vertically and as it stands in the
center of the loom it can be driven from either side
e(|ually well. Of course there being no teeth in the
jacks no loss of lift can take place through wear and
the construction of the dobby ("Walker's) enables
parts to be quickly I'enioved and replaced.

Opei

the other is dropped and in its place we have direct

action on both jacks E through the central plunger D.

Object of Measuring Motion on
;ners and Scutchers

By ' • LECTUS ' ' in " Cotton Factory Times. '
'

Anyone accpiaintcd with the operation of cotton spin-
ning machinery knows the value of having the vai'ious

portions of cotton that are put in the creels of the ma-
chines, lasting a uniform length of time. This applies
to laps behind a card, sliver cans behind a draw frame,
laps in a comber creel, bobbins in the creel of a roving
frame, mule, or ring frame. The x>articular purpose of
the full lap stop motion of an opener or scutcher is to
automatically stop the feed aiul delivery of the cotton
immediately a definite length of cotton has been wound
upon the lap. Naturally, the placing of a definite and
luiiform length of cotton upon each lap implies also a

definite weight of cotton so long as the cotton is being
delivered in a iniiform manner, the benefit of this uni-
formity of weight and length is realized in the fact of

weighing the full laps as a test of the uniformity of the
I'otton in weight jier \'ai'd, but it must be (piite under-
stood that the full hqi stop motion does not influence

the production of a uniform sheet of cotton any further
than indicating to a certain extent whether the lap
sheet is unifoi'iii or otherwise. As stated, the specific

object of the automatic measuring motion is to ensure a

definite length of cotton sheet being wound upon one
lap after another all the day over. Practically all

scutchers are fitted with one or another type of measur-
ing motion.

Types of Full Lap Motion.

Many devices have been more or less used for the
purpose, but at the present time three arrangements al-

most supply the market. These three are:— (1) The
ratchet wheel arrangement. (2) The worm and worm
wheel motion. (3) The Hunter cog motion. The last

named motion has apparently increased in use during
recent years, since several of our machine makers now
apply it, a recent application may be described as fol-

lows :—Upon the end of the second from top calendar
roller is fixed a spur «'heel to the side of which is se-

cured a snudl projecting finger suitably notched. In
front of this wheel is the measuring motion change
wheel, sustained in a lever having its fulcrum higher up
ill the framing. The lower end of this pendulum lever
is linked by means of a horizontal rod to the knocking
olf level- which supports the drop lever. A pointed stud
is fa.stened to the side of the change wheel, and after a

Lii'. ( n number of revolutions of the calender rollers, this

finger comes against the notch in the calender wheel,
with tiie effect of overcoming the resistance of a spring,

pushing the change wheel lever away, and removing the
laf<'h lever away from the drop lever. This latter lever
tiicn falls in to a lower position, and in so doing dis-

coiinei'ts the pinion which drivers the calenders, so that
tiie latter ai'e stopped as well as the cages which are
driven from one of the calenders. At the same time the
clutch box which drives the feed rollers is opened by
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the drop lever action, so that the feed of cotton is also

stopped. The beater, fan, lap rollers, and cone drums
are permitted to continue working, so there is no loss of

time or power, and no variation in the lap, attributable

to the constant stoppage and restarting of these parts.

In setting out the wheels for this type of knockoff mo-
tion it is necessary to adopt two wheels which shall

have no common multiple lower than their product, and
their highest common division is 1. Then the rule for

finding length of lap is very simple.

Rule.—Multiply the circumference of calender by the

teeth in the change wheel, and reduce to yards.

Example.—Upon a calender 51^ inches diameter is a

41 wheel driving of 59 change wheel.

full length metliod as above could be adopted, or the

shorter proportional method can be adopted as below :

5.5 X 22 X 59

7 X12X 3

= 28.3 j'ards in full lap.

Worm and Worm Wheel Measuring Motions.

The worm and worm wheel knock-off motion is a fa-

vourite type with some firms, and has been fitted to

very many openei's and scutchers. The single worm
for driving this motion may be fixed either on the end
of the bottom plain calender or on the end of one of the

two .fluted lap rollers. In the opinion of the present
writer the latter method is theoretically the better be-

cause it allows of a direct and simple calculation which
takes into account the draft between the bottom calen-

der and the fluted lap roller. On the other hand the

plain calender has somewhat quicker revolution than
the fluted roller, and this helps to give a slightly

prompter knock-off. It would perhaps help the action

of some of these motions if the leverages were altered

so that a verj' slight movement of the latch lever at one
end would give a bold movement at the holding point
and thus eliminate any tendency to give a somewhat
dragging release of the drop lever and a little variation
in the length of lap. Such an eff'ect, however, is of lit-

tle value unless a check of the weight of the lap is regu-
larly made.
Take an example of the worm being fitted on the end

of the fluted lap roller. This worm has a single thread
and drives a worm wheel of 25 teeth fitted on one end
of a short side shaft. At the other end of the side shaft
is a change wheel which we will assxnne to contain in

this case 21 teeth. This drives a knock-off wheel of

48 teeth, which has fixed on one side of it a knock-off or
releasing finger. The 48 wheel is calculated to make
one complete revolution diiring the making of one full

lap, and at the finish of its revolution the releasing
finger moves a latch lever ai-rangement, so as to release

the drop lever. This latter promptly falls and discon-

nects the parts which feed and deliver the cotton.

The short rule for finding length of cotton in one full

lap is as follows:—Mialtiply the circumference of the
fluted lap roller by the numbers of teeth in the worm
wheel and the 48 knock-off wheel. Divide the product
by the number of teeth in the change wheel, and also by
12 X 3 in order to reduce inches to yards. Assume the
fluted lap roller to be 9 in. diameter. Taking the fore-

going figures, we work as below:

9 X 22 X 25 X 48
= 44.9 yards.

7 X 12 X 3 X 21

The change wheel is a driving one, and a larger wheel
M-ill give a shorter lap because it will drive the knock-
off wheel more quickly round. To find, for example,
the length of lap fiiven by a 22 change wheel, either the

44.9 X 21

22
42.8 yards.

The rack wheel method of knoeking-off is perhaps the
most simple of all, but it is probably the least used of

the three, and we propose to deal with it only in the
briefest possible manner. On the end of the shaft of
the bottom calender roller there is fitted a small cam or
eccentric which gives one double vibration to an arm or
eccentric rod at every revolution of the calender. Each
vibration moves the ratchet wheel forward one tooth,

and after one complete revolution brings a cam finger

against the latch of the drop lever so as to release the
drop lever and disconnect the feed and deliver parts of

the machine as before explained. This motion is almost
the simplest of the lot, but is less widely used than the
other two. A change in the size of ratchet wheel, or an
alteration in the position of the knocking-off stud in

some arrangements, will regulate the length of lap.

PRODUCING SHADED PATTERNS.

For some tiuu: there lias been a demand for shaded
patterns in printed fabrics and in order to meet that

demand the engraver of printed rollers has had to

pay corresponding attention to his designs. The ma-
chines for producing these engraved rollers known as

mill engraving machines could only produce engrav-

ings uniform in depth. Now a machine has been in-

troduced for producing shaded work similar to the

pattern shown in Fig. 1. It will be noticed that the

pattei'n or small design is the same all over the piece

but the depth of the design is so varied as to produce
a shaded stripe. This can, however, be altered at the

wiU of the engraver and shaded checks and various

styles of shaded stripes produced quite readily.

The special appliances adopted on this machine in

addition to those found on the ordinai-y mill engraver
are an arrangement for relieving and resetting the

mill (this is the die that is engi-aved on the roller)

without disturbing the pressure and also an adjustable

disc and springs for giving various degrees of shading.

British exports of cotton machinery for the eleven

months ended Nov. 30, 1913, amounted to £7,597,565,

compared with 6,456,239 for the same period in 1912,

and £6,219,181 for the same period in 1911.
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New Drawing System
Description of Invention by M. Casablancas.

The rollowiuK detiiilcd dt'si'i'iption of tlio new system
of drawiiiii: cotton iiheis on ring si)inniiiK frames which
eliminates tiie middle and baek i-oils an<l snbstitutes

therefor a meeiianism that gnvi' so great a draft as to

make it possible to spin direct from slubber or interme-
diate bobbin is taken from the "Textile Manufac-
turer,

"' Manchester, Eng. The invention is that of F.

Casablancas, Sabadell, Spain, announcement of which
appeared in these columns several issues back.
"At the outset it should be mentioned that this

mechanism for the drawing of rovings nuiy be applied
not only to the spinning of cotton, especially of the

shortest fibers, including their waste, but also to all

classes of fibers. This improvement not only refers to

the mechanism for etïecting the stretch, but especially

to the technicality itself of the operation of drawing.
The essential difference between Mr. Casablancas' ira-

point, as is the case in roller drafting, where the cotton
is held only by a very small surface contact of tlu^ roll-

ers. In the new arrangement the surface of retention is

spread over a relatively large area of the straps, which
s(iueeze the roving moi-e or less at will by means of the
adjustable rollers II and K, (putting the roving very
close to the drawing I'oUers A and R, and allowing of
the fibers sliding gently between the straps. It is

worthy of note that the rollers G and L, being of very
small diameter, (|uit the fibers more gently than the
usual rollers of larger diameter; thus it is much more
ilifficult for the fibers to lap themselves. With the new
arrangement it is easy to see that the roving is held
across the width of the strap in an elastic and regulated
manner.
"Although the analysis of drawing rovings by straps

is of a very eomi)lex and difficult character, a compara-
tive analysis may be established between the usual ar-

rangement and the improved sy.stem, by noting that the
fibers in the roving may be (a) approximately uniform
in length and super-position as at A, Fig. 2: or (b) im-

provement and the usual system is that in the latter the

retention of the roving is effected by one or various
pairs or rollers—two in cotton spinning machines

—

while in the arrangement of Mr. Casablancas it is ef-

fected bj' two straps between which the roving is com-
pressed in an adjustable manner, as may be seen in Fig.

1, which is a sketch of the new arrangement.

"The two front drawing rollers A and B are of the

usual form, while C and D represent two straps. Strap
C passes round the rollers E, F, G, H, J, the latter act-

ing as a drag and affording a means of regulating the

tension of the strap C". The rollers E and F are posi-

tively driven, and transmit movement to the starp C,

which by frictional contact drives the strap D. This
latter is carried on the rollers K, L, M, the latter acting

as a stretcher, being pulled in the direction of the arrow
N by a weighted connection. The rollers H and K are

both moveable, and their position ma.y be adjusted so as

to compress one strap upon the other to a greater or

less degree, so as to exercise the requisite restraining

influence upon the roving which passes between them. A
guide plate P serves to guide the roving from the bob-

bin to the straps. It will be noticed that the rollers G
and L are of very small diameter, even for ordinary

staple, but when spinning cotton waste it is especially

necessary to reduce the size of the rollers G and L to

the least possible dimensions. Also the pressure of the

roller L upon G is capable of regulation. By this ar-

rangement it is possible to make the distance between
the point of subjection at G L and the nip at A H much
shorter than that which may be obtained with ordinary

drawing rollers.

"A point of much importance, and one on which is

founded the technical principle of the invention, is that

the retention of the roving is not eft'ected at one single

equal in length, but uniforly supei--posed as at B, Fig.

2; or (c) unequal in length and unequal in super-posi-

tion as at D, Fig. 2.

"With the usual arrangement the fibers can only be

held at the point A, Fig, 3, or at D, or floating between
A and B as at E. Fibers of equal length, but a little

shorter than the distance A B, have a movement deter-

mined and uniform, because as soon as they are set free

at B they are caught again at A, -while the free fibers,

as at E, are moved irregularly, because their movement
depends only on their adherence to the other fibers with

which they are in contact. This adherence is variable

during the drawing, and therefore the free fibers E are

uneqiuilly distributed, and a roving which is uniformly
on entry at B is no longer (uiiform at its exit at A. This

is the weak point of the present sj^stem of roller draft-

in. and illustrates the necessity for equal length of

fiber in a roving if a uniform stretch is to be obtained

with a given spacing of the rollers, because all the rov-

ing after the drawing, and this proves further the great

advantage gained b.y the operation of combing. If it

were possible to obtain as uniform a roving as the one
shown at A, Fig. 2, the drawing woidd have no greater

limit than the relation between the number of the finest

thread which might be obtained from the fibers avail-

able and that of the coarsest roving which might be in-

troduced with security and uniformity between the
holding rollers. For great variations of roving, as at B
in Fig. 2, the pi-esent arrangement is not suitable, and
much less so in C of Fig. 2.

"In the arrangement of Mr. Casablancas the reten-

tion of the roving may be effected in a very different

manner, which permits of fibers even only one-third of

an inch long being caught by the drawing rollers A, B,

as soon as they are liberated by the retention rollers
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G, h. Therefore, in no instance do loose fibers exist,

not even when drawing the very shortest. Further, the

adJTistment of the reciprocal pressure of the two straps,

although they gently hold even the shortest fibers while
preventing their becoming loose, permits even the long-

est ones sliding between the straps without breaking as

soon as they are caught by the drawing rollers A, B,

thus obtaining great drafts from rovings composed of

fibers of unequal length. This cannot be done with the
usual sy.stem of roller drafting, and it may be under-
stood that great drafts such as this call for an ideal

roving, such as A in Pig. 2 ; but with the new arrange-
ment this maj^ be effected with rovings having fibers

rather different in length, as in B, Fig. 2. It would ap-
pear, therefore, to be proved by this reasoning that

with the new arrangement the importance of combing
is much diminished.

"In rovings the fibers of which are not uniformly
superposed, as in C and D, Fig. 2, although the advant-
age of the new system might not appear to be so great,

nevertheless it is there, because in the thicker places
of the roving this very thickness increases the resistance

to slipping of the fibers among themselves and between
the straps, which facilitates a more regular drawing
than might be obtained from the usual system. These
remarks show clearly why the new arrangement is

capable of giving di-afts of 60-80 and in some cases 100,

a thing wliieh would be impossible with the present sys-

tem of drawing, and which gives to the new arrange-
ment its great value and exceptional importance."

Our Old Country Letter

Short Time—Humidity in Weaving Sheds—Fast Prints

—Export Trade.

WOOLLEN AND WORSTED TRADES—IMPROVED
CONDITIONS.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

The question of short time in the British cotton spin-

ninng trade is causing considerable anxiety and it is evi-

dent that business generally is not what manufacturers
would desire. To close down mills on short time means
that new orders are scarce and that depression prevails.

For many reasons this depression may benefit Canada,
as mills on this side of the Atlantic will not be in a posi-

tion to "dump" all their surplus goods into the Domin-
ion to the detriment of local manufacturers. Too much
importance cannot be attached to this short time ques-

tion in the mills in England from a Canadian point of

view. These stoppages are driving trade from the
country indirectly and the fact is admitted by more
than one mill manager I have been talking to recently.

Therefore, the Dominion should be on the alert for any
stray business and manufactairei-s should not fail to

advertise the crisis that exists in the old country at

present. As an instance of what short time in the mills

means here, a week ago the Master Cotton Spinners'
Federatio)! met to consider what action should be
adopted. The meeting was an unusually long one and
the pros and cons of the subject were debated in all

shapes and forms. No decision was arrived at and
meantime Burnley and other places are sending their

mill-hands home each week minus several dollars in

their wages.

On the question of artificial humidity in weaving
sheds there is a good deal of discussion going on in

England and it is now suggested that the subject might
be propei'ly taken up by technological professors as

there is room for improvement in the heavy sizing. One
practical man says that there is too much flour used in

heavy sizing; if there was less there would be less

artificial humidity required. As is known, flour along
with chemical, has a very bad drying effect, and soften-

ers have to be used largely to counteract the harshness
on the yarn, and at the present time when yarn is so

bad to size one cannot get the necessary penetration
Therefore, the taps is called upon for more size to be
put on and he is bound to get the harshness, so there

has to be more moisture about the shed to keep the

yarn soft. One gentleman states: "If you use a solu-

ble starch along with the flour you convert a great deal

of the harshness and you have more penetration and
less Ij'ing on the fibre of the yarn. It has been proved
that yon get a more even size than with flour alone ; the

weight is more regular."

The other night I heard an interesting paper read
paper read by Dr. Herbert Levinstein, in which he de-

scribed a new process of producing fast prints on tex-

tile fabrics. The prints are produced by a recently

patented process, using an azo-dye stuff mixed with
formaldschyde or some derivation of formaldehyde.
Orange, black, blue and bi'own shades are produced
which are very fast against washing. The process is

remarkable on account of getting fast prints in such a
simple and cheap way; it uses an azo-dye stuff contain-
ing resorcinol as a constituent. Dr. Levinstein also

dealt with the derivation of indigo. The dyestuffs pro-

duced by the processes described possess properties
similar to those of indigo, and they are generally pro-
duced by introducing into the indigo radieb, substitut-

ing groups of the type of bromide, arsenic, sulphur, and
telurinen.

A majority of both spinners and manufacturers are

now doing badly or indifferently in England and it is

anticipated that a considerable falling off in the export
trade will be experienced. There is no easy way of the

present depression and demand is not so restricted as

to compel drastic methods ; perhaps we are not very far

from a balance of demand and supply, though supply,

if slightl.y, is definitely in excess. As to cotton supply
we are between seasons and the reports of preparations
for the new crop are not inspiring. The consumption
of American cotton this season will inevitably be in

excess of the season's supply, but prices are high and
their stability should be an inducement to a large

acreage next season.

There is an improved change in the English woolen
and worsted trades, and though the cost of production
has considerably increased manufacturers now report

that the outlook is not so gloomy as was the case in

Feburary and the beginning of March.

This change for the better in the cloth manufactures

of Dewsbury and Batley is giving increased confidence

to makers and merchants, although the continued high

price of wool suited to the trade is a cause of anxiety.

With these places Canada has a big connection, but so

far business on Canadian account is slow and is ex-

pected to be so for at least another month, by the ex-
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piration of which time there may be more active em-
ployment for workers in the Dominion. Up to now
Canadian orders have been sluggish, as compared witli

some previous years at this time. The betterment is

mainly in tweeds for women and men's wear. In the

foi-mer some very pretty shades of bine, orange and
other colors are seen and designs generally are stylish

without being loud. Prices of all qualities are firm,

with an advancing tendency. Men's tweeds show a

good range of patterns both in low and medium fabrics.

Business with the United States is fair, and it is be-

lieved that the cheap cloth proiluced in Dewsbni'y and
Hatley will become moi-e pojuilar there in the near fu-

ture. The blanket trade of Dewsbury, Mirfield, and
Earlsheaton is a little busier, but orders from Canada
are small. Rug and flannel manufacturers are a little

busier and jirices are firm.

In Huddersfield manufacturers report that the vol-

ume of business passing is satisfactory. There has
lately been considerably more animation and if there

is scarcely the activity there was at the corresponding
period of last j'ear, the upward tendency which started

a few weeks ago is fully maintained. It is fairly cei'-

tain that wool values will not change and this has
caused cloth merchants to place orders with consider-

able freedom and without asking concessions from Hud-
dersfield millowuers. Three large firms in this district

are busy on grey and khaki woolens for the Turkish
army. In worsteds the deuiand is grauall.y improving,
but these goods are not passing into consumption as

(|uickly as tweeds and serges. The Canadian orders
for tweeds to hand is reported not to be up to the aver-

age, but the manufacturers say the prospects are en-

couraging. For the States the demand is keen in high-

class fancy goods, while the better class of tweeds
are being more called for. In Huddersfield practically

all the machinery is being run at full capacity and in

a few cases in the Cobie Valley manufacturers have
had to resort to paying overtime in order to cope with
the trade. The same may be said of the clothing

factories.

Turning to Leeds I find that the wool sales have
caused manufacturers to pay 71/2 to 10 per cent more
money, and as stocks are low, it goes into consumption
at once. This will mean that for the cloth orders in

future a readjustment of prices for the manufactured
article will be necessary. All mills have become in-

creasingly busy with confirmed and repeat orders and
the woolen merchants say that orders are coming in

better and for larger quantities, more especially for

regular goods. The Canadian demand does not show
any great improvement, but there is at present a fair

trade doing in low and medium woolens and worsteds.

At Hawick the mills are also well emplo.yed, but there

are still idle looms to be found in the district. Here
the fine make of cheviots are in demand and some small

orders have ai-rived from Canada. Samples are being
shown for spring season, but it is too early to say how
they will be taken up. From all acounts the public

taste is growing for Saxonies. The hosiery trade of

Hawick is also well employed, but new orders are not

pouring in steadily enough.
In Rochdale the opening of the new season's trade in

March is keeping the mills well on the move. Mer-
chants are examining the new samples and prices are

firmly maintained in view of the dearness of wool.

Taken all round, it may be said the flannel trade of

this district is in an improved condition since my last

report and ihe mills are adopting the policy of buying
very little wool. The orders for sports flannels are

said to be increasing and those mills which make them
are getting busj-. Canadian orders are increasing

weekly, and millowners say they are above last year's

demaiul. At Leicester there ai'e many regarding the

future with caution and anxiety in yarns and in manu-
facturing, as the position of wool and the advanced
prices are attributed more to speculation and in a

lesser degree to the increased demand for yarns and
orders for hosiery and textiles. Hosiery mills are

showing more activity, but the pressure is not to be
compared in any way with this time last year. Fancy
hosiery makers are booking new business, including a

little from Canada, but the glove trade is very moderate
so far. -Just now many buyers from the States and a

few from the Dominion have been seen in the market.
It is evident that a spell of prosperity has set in for

the English .woolen and worsted mills, and what has
struck me very miich is the all-round demand in the

various markets on Canadian acconut, not to speak of

the States which appears to be unusually great.

NEW CARPET YARN.
The "Carpet & Rug Trade Review," in a recent is-

sue says :

—

"Under the present conditions of lowered tariff, high

cost of raw materials and low selling prices, the ear-

pet and rug manufacturers are successfully experiment-

ing with the new Textilose yarn. It has proven appro-

priate both as a stuffer and filling, and- is said to im-

prove the uniformity of pile fabrics. This Textilose

yarn is resilient and elastic and has a woolly surface

besides being free from slubs and weak spots, it being

claimed that in these latter respects it is more satis-

factory for weaving than some other grades of yam
now generallly used. The new yarn has a natural af-

finity for size and the various dye stuffs, and can be

boiled without disintegrating. The base material and
fibers used in manufacturing Textilose yam are crafts

pulp, combined with a carefully graded cotton fleece.

The yarn is made in various sizes, the finest of which
is equal to a No. 2 cotton yarn running about 1,600

yards per pound. This Textilose yam can be sold at

about the same price as jute yarn, with stability of

prices assured.

STANDARDIZATION OF SILK.

At a recent meeting of the F.i-iidford Chamber of

Couunerce a letter was read from the Silk Association

of Great Britain and Ireland, suggesting that the time

had arrived when, in the interest of the public purchas-

ing silks, there should be a definite statement of the

iiuality in degrees of purity, in a manner analogous to

the carat standard of gold—that there should be, for

instance, agreed standards of pure silk, standard silk,

silk, and weighted silk, with the degree of weighting.

The ("oiuu-il were invited to express their opinion as to

the desirability of a regulation fixing such standards

for the sale of silks. The opinion was expressed that,

as regarded the use of silk in connection with Bradford

goods, it would be impossible to make any distinction

such as that suggested by the Silk Association. There

were goods ofa silk warp and wool weft, but even if the

goods wei-e of all silk, the manufacturers would not

be liable to tell whether they were pure silk according

to the standard the Silk Association desired to lay

down. As regarded Bradford goods, the proposal was
not feasible, and he proposed a reply to that effect be

sent.—Mr. George Priestman seconded the resolution,

which was carried.
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Notes from the Eastern States

The Wool Situation—Mule Spinners' Strike in R.I.

—

Protest against present Tariff—The Textile Exhibi-

tion.

Providence, R.I., April 7, 1914.

A great deal of uncertainty prevails among the manu-
facturers of the United States at this time, diie to the

lowered tarifï which has allowed a great deal of goods

to come in from other countries, and to the general at-

titude of the Administration toward the larger busi-

ness concei'ns. A peculiar feature of the whole busi-

ness is that most of the mills are running at least 75

per cent at this time, and some of them have enough
business to keep them going overtime, or with two
shifts in some of the departments.

Taking the tariff otf wools did not tend to reduce

prices any, and at the present time the prices which
are quoted in the Philadelphia and Boston markets is

the highest that the mills have had to meet for some
time past. The supply of domestic wools was prac-

tically sold out a month ago, and all that the manu-
facturers can secure now is foreign wool. The price

is too high for many of the mills to take anything that

they do not need for immediate use, and the market is

very quiet.

Most of the sales that are made are of a miscellaneous

nature, and during the past week there was a sale of

35,000 pounds of quarter blood made at 24 cents.

Three-eighths and half-bloods arc selling for from 21

to 23 cents, and there is pi-actically none of it in the

market. It is a far cry to the new crop of wools in

this country, and the belief is expressed in many quar-

ters that the mills will not be able to compete with the

English mills on the new season 's goods.

At this time there is a lot of uncertainty about the

goods market, especially in New York. This is a re-

flection of the condition of the wool markets, and the

mills are nearly between the devil and the deep sea.

Most of the larger cutters-up have failed to place even

fair-sized contracts with the mills, even at the low
prices which the new goods were opened at. Those mills

which are in the best condition to handle orders in a

hurry are the ones which are securing the best of the

business that is being given.

Most of the larger clothing houses are holding orders

from the mills until they have secured orders from
the trade throughout the country, and when an order

is given to a mill for a certain amount of goods, the

clothier generally wants it delivered the day before he

places the order, to quote one of the manufacturers.

So far as the Boston wool market is concerned, the

past month has seen nearly all of the available sujjply

of domestic wools withdrawn, and the manufacturers of

the East are hard put to secure desirable Avools of any
kind. Several of the dealers who have held a fairl.y

large amount of domestic wools have secured an ad-

vanced price for them during the latter part of April.

The sales of territory wools has largely consisted of

odds and ends during tlie great part of the last four

or five weeks, and prices have ranged high. The result

of the depletion of the domestic market has given an
extra impetus to the scoured wool market, and there

has been a good trade in these wools.

The condition of the cotton trade has been very simi-

lar to the woollen end of the textile mai'kets. Cotton
has ruled high during the greater portion of the past

several weeks, and the mills are running out of orders.

In New England there is a very small quantity of

good white cotton to be obtained just now, and most
of the trading that is being done is in the tinted and
stained staples.

The mills of New England, especially those of the

three great cotton centres of Providence, Fall River

and New Bedford have been having their troubles, and
at this time there is more uncertaintj' about the future

than the owners have seen for a long while. Labor is

restless, ami several of the mills are having small

sized strikes, one of these lasting for the past 16 weeks,

and now threatening several other mills.

The strike mentioned is in the seven cotton mills own-
ed by B. B. & R. Knight in the Pawtuxet Valley of

Rhode Island. There a strike of cotton mule spinners

started four months ago, and has been on since that

time. The company refused to accede to the demands
of the strikers which were not well made, and is takmg
all of the mules out of the mills and is replacing them
with ring spinning frames.

The latest move in this strike is to have the spiiniers

in the ditferent mills of Rhode Island which are selling

yarns to B. B. & R. Knight, strike in sympathy with the

Knight s])iniiers. Tliis move has alread.y tied up part
of the Slater Manufacturing Company in Pawtucket,
R.I., and the whole of the Warren Manufacturing
Company in Warren, R.I.

One of the interesting features of the strike swhicli

have occurred in Rhode Island during the past month,
is the fact that the employes of two of the plants which
are under the control of Governor Aram J. Pothier,
have struck against new working conditions which
the management has requested in the Montrose Worst-
ed Company plant. The workers in this plant are
practically all out of work, and the spinners and help-
ers at the Alsace Worsted Company have struck in

sympathy.
The workers in these mills have always profited by

the fact that Governor Pothier 's father had to work
for a living in the mills of Quebec, and later of Rhode
Island. The Governor was born in a small village near
Montreal in 1854, and was educated at Nicholet College.
He came here at 18 years of age, and worked up to be-
come one of the leading manufacturers of New Eng-
land. He has been Governor of Rhode Island since

1909, and before that held many pubic offices, both in

his home city and in the State at large.

In his handling of mill operatives it has always been
his policy to pay the highest wages and to make the
working conditions the best that he could. In the
Montrose plant, where the first strike originated, the
weavers were paid higher wages than the average for
New England, and were only required to run one loom.
The management found that it would be necessary to
have the weavers run two looms to compete with other
plants i-unning the same line of goods, and tiiis was
resented. The mills have not given in to the strik-
ers, and it is said that the Governor will not re-open
his plants until the woi'kers are ready to give some
real service in return for the many good things which
they have enjoyed for the past 10 years. Most of
the operatives aiul all of the overseers were formerly
employed in mills of the Dominion, mostly those about
Montreal.

There is much dissatisfaction in this counti'y over
the new tariff which was hailed as the one thing to re-

duce the high cost of living. In this it has failed mis-
erably, and the Administration is growing in disfavor
with all classes. The ])rices of ordinary food stuffs

which are i)urchased by the working people, have gone
up instead of down, and there are more people out of
work than there has been for some time past.
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In Khode Island there has been iutroduced into the

Legislature of the State, a resolution asking that "ade-
quate protective tariffs'' be put back by the Govern-
ment. This resolution was adopted by both Houses
without a great deal of adverse comment. This reso-

lution sliows the way the wind is blowing, and while it

is the first to come from any State, and that State

against the Administration as a whole, it is said that

there will be more demands to follow.

The mills of all kinds are finding that it is almost im-

possible to secure business enough to keep them go-

ing witli auj' great degree of certainty for the future.

It is true that there is enough business to keep most of

the mills going for the time being, but the selling agents

in New York are not securing the business which they
should.

When the recent selling season opened, prices were
quoted the lowest that the trade in this country has
ever seen. They were set low to keep out the foreign

competition that was headed this way. But even these

low prices were not enough to line up the clothiers and
other large cutters 'up for the American mills. Many of

the cutters "up investigated the different fabrics which
were being offered by both domestic and foreign houses,

and the concensus of opinion was that the domestic

goods were much better, price for price, than the im-

ported goods. But there is that feeling about the mar-
kets that there is apt to be much adverse legislation

passed by the Administration against business in gen-

eral, and this keeps back everj' line.

The big event that is before the Manufacturers of the

country for this month is the textile show in Boston.

Already the American Association of Cotton Manufac-
turers is billed to hold its annual meeting in conjunc-
tion with the show, and other organizations are to

hold special meetings during the week. Chester I.

Campbell has received word from a number of Can-
adian mill men that they will be in Boston for the

show, and it is expected that a great ban(|uet will be

arranged for all of the mill men who will be in Bos-

ton that week. These will include, also, a great body
of men from the South, who are coming North in a

specially chartered boat from Norfolk, Va.

The management of the show is making all arrange-

ments to have the mill men see the whole of the city,

and some of the near-by textile plants while they are

here, and it is believed that the show will be one of the

greatest ever held. There has been a slight movement
on foot to have the show move to Montreal when it

is finished in Boston, but so far this movement has not

progressed. The principal reason for this, according

to the association which is backing the venture, is the

lack of co-operation on the part of the manufacturer.s

of Canada as a whole. It is believed that with a united

front, the manufacturers of the Dominion could securi^

most of the exhibits for Montreal.

After striking out the amendment legalizing pooling,

the United States Senate, on March 28th, re-passed the

bill to regulate trading in cotton futures.

The Canadian Chamber of Commerce in London has

established a British manufacturei's' section, composed
of nearly one hundred firms, among them some of the

most prominent in the country, for the purpose of con-

ducting a campaign to capture a greater proportion of

the import trade of Canada of manufactured goods.

Another matter that will receive attention will be the

Canadian transportation problem, taking into considera-

tion the freight position as it will exist consequent upon
the working of the Panama Canal.

The Situation in Toronto
Past Month More Satisfactory and Prospects are

Brighter.

Unusually mild weather during the winter just

closed coupled with general money stringency, has
given those directly interested in the textile trade a
bad jolt this year. Losses thus sustained cannot be re-

paired to any extent. The industry and trade have,
however, entered upon bettei- things, and alrejidy they
have reason to look upon 1914 as a year of prosperity.

From interviews with a good many manufacturers and
wholesalcT's, your correspondent obtained decidedly
contradictory views. Some said business was still

quiet, while others reported trade exceptionally ac-

tive during the past month. The diversity of opinions
is doubtless due to the manner in which different firms

have prepared for the vacillating wants of the ultimate
consumer, for probably never have fashions changed
so radically as this spring. Goods are wanted now
keenly, but only those who have foreseen and taken
risks in laying in stocks are prospering thereby.

Many retailers, whose custom it was to stock up heav-
ily in winter goods, have been forced either to sacri-

fice in bargain sales or hold an unusually large sur-

plus over for next winter. This has added to money
difficuiti es, in preparing for this summer's trade and
the result is a general tendency to buy only for imme-
diate requirements. But immediate orders have been
heavy for those who have the goods desired. Last year
the call was for knitted wear. This year, while the
style of knited wear has changed to open fronts, and
lapels, the chief demand has been and will be for wov-
en goods. "Woven spring coats have been a feature.

The demand last winter was for light underwear, es-

pecially womens' wear, and heavy lines were largely
neglected. One firm sold fifty per cent less heavy,
and seventy-five per cent more light last winter, com-
pared with the previous winter, and this was generally
the case. A large local woollen concern stated on
Saturday that whereas a month ago they were $23,000
behind 1913, at this date they were at least $23,000
ahead, the demand for woven goods being largely re-

sponsible. Women are going in for colored fabrics,

checks and plaids. Yet plain dress goods ,such as

blues and blacks, have not been neglected.

Most of the current demand is coming from Ontario
points. The Canadian west is still behind in orders. It

is from there that collections have been tardy, and this

has put a decided check on buying power. All are
agreed that general normal trade will not come until

another good crop is assured, for finally the agricultur-

alist is responsible for commercial expansion or de-
pression.

It is thought strange that prices have been maintain-

ed throughout the period in f|ue stion. A Toronto buy-

er of cottons and other light dress goods, just returned

from Bi-itain, stated that latterlj' these lines could be

bought a slight recessions, because the old land has

shared in the general depression from which business

circles are just reawakening. Woollens, on the other

hand, have a firmer tendency, because the raw material

has commanded higher prices at the great wool mar-
kets. The result has been that manufacturers in the

old land have already issued statements warning the

trade that advances in prices are in view, blankets be-

ings specified.

In the eyes of local wholesalers and the trade, the

products of Canadian mills have no superior. They are
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becoming more popular, and indications are that the

sale of home-made goods in 1914 will not only be the
biggest on record, bnt are destined to grow in favor in

advance of imported manufactures.

Glove factories are becoming more active. Local con-
cerns report large orders, which will keep them busy
for some time. The call just now is especially for
working men's wear, although fancier gloves are not
being neglected.

Spring business is opening up satisfactorily in cloth-
ing factories. Quite a number are working full time,
and stoe^ics are not allowed to accumulate to any great
extent. In this department too, the trade has suffered
through climatic conditions, as well as from money
stringency, and orders from the west are comparative-
ly small to date. Knitting factories in "Western Ontario
speak disappointingly of business, but it is they who
especially feel the tendency on the part of the trade
to buy only for immediate needs, because a good deal
of their product is for winter wear.

The character of the textile trade is "hand-to-
mouth buying," but this has been, and promises to be
large enough to more than make up for small early
placing orders.

EFFECTS OF BOILING ON COTTON YARN.

The question often arises as to whether raw cotton
yarn becomes increased or deei-eased in strength after
undergoing a boiling out operation. The consideration
of the question depends upon numerous factoi's. The
boiling-out of cotton yarn with water does not usually
bring about any appreciable alteration in strength
though a slight diminution may come into evidence
when sharply-twisted yarns made fi-om short-stapled
material are treated. P.oiling-ont, however, by the
method generally adopted with alkali for the bleach-
ing of cotton hanks, usually takes away some 5 to (î

per cent, of impurities, and eorrespondinglv dimin-
ishes the strength of the single fiber.

The influence these alterations may exercise on the
yarn itself depends on the twist of the yarn and the
tearing strength of the raw fiber. As concerns a rela-
tively light-twisted mule yarn, it should be remem-
bered that the strength of the yarn depends not actu-
ally upon the strensrth of the fibers, but upon its resist-
ance to friction. Upon boiling such a yarn with alkali
the fibers become more or less raised, and are thus ren-
dered proportionately weaker. Strongly-twisted warp
yarns, treated similarly, and therefore not to be
bronghtinto comparison with the other fibers show a
slight diminution in strength. It appears that it mav
be taken for granted that when the boiling-out takes
ont the fats natural to the cotton, the strength is weak-
ened correspondingly; if for some reason it is desired
to avoid this, one course consists in employing the cold
method of bleaching, which effects only tlie removal of
the coloring matter natural to the cotton.

Co-related to the question considered is one as to
whether cotton yarns become strongei- aft(>r dyeing, say
with the mordant dyestuffs. It may be stated that in-
creased strength to any ni-onounced extent can only be
expected after dyeing when a partial mercerizalion has
taken place at the same time. The influence of the
mordant colors may cause a raising of tlie fiber of the
yarn, but the precipitation of metal sails and the color
lake thereon genei'ally diininislies the .strength.

SILK MAN'F'G. AT PANAMA EXPOSITION.
How the silk worm spins its cocoon and the manu-

facturer weaves this tread into fabric which is after-

ward made up into clothing will be fully shown in an

exhibit in the Palace of Manufactures at the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco in

1915 and the finished product will be worn by scores of

beautiful women on a promenade in the Palace.

The entire exhibit will be made up of the various in-

dustries in the manufacture of the finished product biit

will be combined so that to the public it will appear as

one exhibit arranged in sequential order.

First will be shown the worms in their cases actually

spinning the cocoons and then the method of killing

them so that they will not break a sti-and. In the next

booth workers will catch up the filaments of the cocoon

on a fine bi'ush, wind them through an eyelet into i-eels

of continuous thread from 800 to 1,000 yards in

length.

These skeins will then be passed along to the next

booth in which the weavers make the silk fabric and
the cloth will be shown in its various stages of manu-
facture.

The finished product will be given to a department
of America's most famous modistes who will measure,

cut and fit it upon young Avomen in full view of the

public.

At the end of the exhibit will be a Inog promenade,
the floor of which will be covered with expensive car-

pets and the walls with rare tapestries and velvet hang-
ings. Here will promenade scores of beautiful women,
wearing the latest models of modish gowns.
The legendary history of the discovei-y of the value

of the silk worm as related by the Chinese chroniclers

will be explained in an interesting manner.
It is told that about 4,550 years ago the Empress Li

Ling Chi was walking in gardens surrounding her
palace when her attention was attracted by a small,

ugly green worm feeding upon the leaves of a mulberry
tree. Day after day she returned to watch it as it grew
to matiirity, when it finally spun a silked body. At the

suggestion of the Emperor, IToang Ti, she took the co-

coon, disentangled the filament and wove therefrom the

first silk fabric.

If the story be true that was the beginning of the

world's great silk producing and manufacturing indus-

tries. For more than 3,000 years ('hina jealously

guarded its monoply of the pi-ecious fabric and great

cai'avans journeyed from the cities of the Celestial Em-
pire to Syria and other parts of Asia, laden with woven
silks and the raw filaments. The Persians became the
intermediaries in this trade between China and Europe,
supplying the Greeks and Romans until the middle of

the sixth century, A. D.

How two Nestorian monks journeyed from China with
a quantity of silk worm eggs concealed in their i)il-

grim's staffs is an oft-told tale. These eggs were de-

livei-ed to the Emperor Justinian, who for a time mo-
nopolized the .silk industry of the Occident, but after

his death in 5(i5, A. D.. the production ami iiianufacturi!

of silk became widely disseminated.

Last year over 1.500,000 acres were under flax in

Caiiîida from which the faiMiiers derived about -tl 7,000,

-

000 for seed alone. It is estimated that if some ]irac-

tical means were available foT- working the fibre the
crop would have been woi-th at least .^50,000,000 more.
In Russia, in 1912, the flax area under gi-owlh ainount-
ed to 1,9S8,SC0 acres and the fibres exported, indeitend-
ent of home consumption, was valued at ifîij?,000,000.
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Proposition for Establishing

Cotton Warehouse

System Represents Co-Operation Between J. B. D\ike

and Largest American Bank.

Loans Made On Security of Cotton Which Will Be
Warehoused.

A special New Yoi-k (lisi)ateh to the Daily Mail.

Montreal, in a recent issue, makes the following com-
ment on the proposition for establishing a cotton ware-
house system in the Southern States :

"If the pro])osition for establishing a cotton ware-
house system in the South, which represents co-opera-

tion between James B. Duke and the largest of Ameri-
can banks becomes fact, then it is deemed probable that,

for the first time since cotton warehousing financed by
large capital and banking institutions was proposed,

the plan will be worked out successfully. Something
of the kind has been in the minds of the cotton men of

the South and the banking interests both in the South
and in the North for years. About 30 years ago, a

banking institution operating under a state charter was
organized in ilassachusetts to do exclusively a ware-
house commodity business. The chief offices of this in-

stitution were in the town of Northampton, but a

branch office was established in Boston, where it was
presumed the largest part of the business done by the

instiution would be carried on.

"This banking company was organized for the ex-

clusive purpose of making loans upon visible commodi-
ties: these commodities to be warehoused until, by the

payment of the loan, they covdd be released.

"The argument was a familiar one in banking cir-

cles—namely that there can be no better security for a

bank if it negotiates a loan than commodities. Negotia-

tions of that kind were, in fact, almost the exclusive

occupation of the merchants' bankers of Europe a hun-
dred years and inore ago. If. for instance, cotton be

taken as an example, it is safe to report that banking
houses which make loans now look upon cotton as a

prime security. It can be sold sometimes when bonds
cannot. It is visible. It can be weighed. Its quality

and its value can be accurately estimated.

"The Massachusetts institution was admirably organ-

ized. Its capital was increased from one hundred thou-

sand to five hundred thousand dollars, and its executive

officers were men who eominanded confidence and re-

spect. At first it seemed as though the business was
to be reasonably profitable to the trust company and
also of great acconuuodation. After a while, the dis-

covery was made that the chief peril in the acceptance

of a security of this kind was the risk that the commod-
ities would not be appraised at a figure which would
represent their safe security value. This did not imply
dishonesty, but it did imply inaccurate or possibl.v in-

competent judgment.
"It was something of this kind which Senator Hoke

Smith must have had in mind when he recently spoke

with reference to accurate and proper grading of cot-

ton.

"A test long enough to give satisfactory results jus-

tified the officers of this JIassachusetts institution in

deciding to liquidate. It did do that honorably and
very successfully. Some years later a trust institution

of New York was organized for the purpose, in part, of

facilitating cotton warehousing throughout the South.

The institution did not last very long, although its ab-

sorption was not due to its proposed financing of cot-

ton warehousing. The officers of this institution did

learn speedily, however, that, outside of possible fraud,

thei-e was only one danger in accepting cotton which
was in a warehouse as security for a loan. That was
the peril of inaccurate appraisal of value and judgment
of the quality of the cotton.

"Mr. Duke, who has had long experience in the

South, and the managers of the National Citj' Bank,
liave not been blind to the fact that it is essential that

there be highly accomplished expert judgment as to

the value and quality of cotton which is offered as se-

curity for bank loans. That Mr. Duke and the bank
understand this peril is evident from a statement of

some of the suggestions made by City Bank experts.

One of these suggestions is this: When cotton is util-

ized as collateral security it should be done with such
safeguard that the integrity of this collateral—that is

to say the quality of the cotton—-would be unquestion-

ably accepted everywhere as assured.

"There are, of course, some minor details to be
worked out, but the foundation of this propostion seems
now to be pretty well estal)lished. The warehouse cor-

poration will probably build a good many new storage

houses and will, in addition, take over many warehouses
now owned or controlled by large spinning interests.

The corporation will operate the warehouses, will in-

spect the cotton as to weight and grade and issue ware-
house receipt.

"If something of this kind had been possible for the

Massachusetts trust institution which thirty years ago
undertook to loan money upon the collateral security

of warehouse commodities, it very likely would not

have been compelled to liquidate. The warehouse re-

ceipts which were issued upon stored cotton which has

been subjected to competent inspection so that its

weight and grade eoidd be determined would then be

guaranteed by the great warehouse company itself or

by responsible banking institutions. Thus guaranteed,

the warehouse receipts will become possibly the best

kind of collateral security for loans. The plan as put
into operation, as it probal)ly will be, should be of the

highest advantage both to cotton spinners and to cot-

ton growers. It will also be of great advantage to

banks under the operation of the new national banking
system. It should provide a large amount of the high-

est grade commercial paper of a kinri which can easily

be rediscounted and which banks all over the country

would gladly buy. It was undoubtedly this feature of

the plan which has persuaded the largest of American
bank, and may hereafter persuade other banking in-

terests to give cordial co-operation to the proposition."

CASSELLA COLOR COMPANY.
Diamine Aldehyde Scarlet GO is fully described in

Supplement No. 6, to the Cotton Book recentl}' placed

in the hands of dyers by the Cassella Color Company.
This new dyestuff possesses very good fastness to

washing and boiling in weak acids and is consequently

a valuable addition to the well-known series of Diamine
Aldehyde Colors of the Cassella Color Company. Ow-
ing to the level dyeing properties of this dyestuff it

jîossesses distinct advantages when applied to the dye-

ing of cotton in mechanical appliances.

Diamine Aldehyde Scarlet G G appears to be particu-

larly advantageous in the dyeing of union goods on ac-

count of the cotton taking up the color deeper than
the wool, and which enables the dyer to cross-dye with
acid dyeing colors to give brilliancy to the wool.
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A Short Talk to the Employe
for the Employer

By GEO. MacLEAN.

An employee -who allows himself to be overworked,

lessens his value to the man who buys his services.

But there are at least two kinds of " overworked
""

people ; to which kind do you belong? Think this over

carefully, for your decision, and the action, based on

your decision are vital factors in your success or fail-

ure.

The first kind of "overworked" employee is alto-

gether too common, every employer of experience

knows him, and is on guard against the fellow. He is

the one who never reaches his work a minute ahead of

time, and who watches the clock all day long for the

sole purpose of informing himself as to how many hours

and minutes more it will be, before the day's toil is

done.

This rather worthless fellow is almost invariably a

grumbler and is never satisfied. He shirks as much
work as possible and, he is always beginning a new
task in a heartless manner, as though it was a terrible

penalty, -the worst of these fellows being that their

"shirk and discontent" is a disease, which is infectious.

Gradually he produces in others the same symptoms as

he himself has. The worklessness that he displays is

soon evident in bis compauions. This fellow is the kind

who is sure he is overworked, and tliat he is worth

mo7-e to his employer than he is getting. He ought to

be; otherwise where would the employer's profit come
in? You who hire your services to others must always

bear this in mind: Your employer must make some
profit in his business ; if he does not do this he cannot

afford to remain in business.

If he pays you all the profit you earn, then he does

not make a cent out of your services.

If an employer understands what he is about he de-

termines to make a certain profit out of employing

you.

With that idea of profit fixed in his head, he won-
ders if it is possible to grant ^vou your request for an

increase in your wages.

In all justice to both parties, he sliould decide what
you are worth to him per week, and deduct from that a

reasonable amount of profit tluit lie wants for employ-

ing you.

The difference is exactly what your weekly salary

should be.

The cry, "He's got a pull," etc., all leading to the

cry of favoritism, is heard everywhere. As a rule there

is very little caiise for the charge. Of course, there

are some employers who are guilty of showing undue
favoritism, but those who do are soon failui-es, or the

man higher up in()nii-es into a few things, then a cap-

able man is put in tlie favorites ]ilace.

It is often heard coi-jjorations have no souls. Why
should they have? It is not their line. They are en-

gaged in buying materials and services on which to

make a profit. And they want just the kind of services

that bring them in a sur(> and largje profit.

The man who has such services to sell is always in

demand, and at higher jirices than are paid to the ^shirk-

er. In this eonnlry there are hundreds of men working
for these cori)orations, who I'eeeive liigher salaries than

the President of the United citâtes. Why? Because

they are men who produce results and are in them-

selves successes, and help to bring the companies for

which they work on a higher plane of success.

It is the grumbler, the clock-watcher, who wants all

he is worth without allowing his employer any profit

who is slated to go, when any discharges are to be

made. Don't go on looking for something in return

for notliing. and don't expect all you are worth; allow

the other fellow a .shai'e of your value in return for put-

ting u[) the capital that makes it possible for yoTi to

be emploj'ed. Cultivate a sensible view of the ((uestion,

live up to that view, and you won't be long in discover-

ing that tlu've is a larger l)alanee between your value

and the employer's profit. Do everything you do with

a vim; do it lionestly, as well as industriously. Don't
be afraid of ovei-working, wherever you work; what-
ever the number of hours, work for all there is in it.

Then you will find tliat your employer will give you all

he can affoi'd to do. And the man who is known to

work without a watcher, finds the securing of em])loy-

ment one of the easiest things in the woidd. Look
for promotion systematically, and, (|uietly let yoiu' em-
ployer know from lime to time that you are doing this.

Don't take u|) too much of his time, discussing this sub-

ject with him, but continue to keep it in his mind that

you are ]ire]iared with all your energies to demon-
strate tliat you will be worth more money in a more re-

sponsible position.

Steel Belt Power Transmission
(From Our London Representative.)

In England there is a very interesting investigation

being carried out into the use of steel belts for power
transmission in textile mills. I find that these belts

have to a great extent replaced cotton rope drives in

a. number of important applications, and also leather,

and an inexpensive method of conversion has been de-

vised whereby the conversion of a complete rope race
can be undertaken on a Saturday midday and be com-
pleted with the steel belts ready for running for the fol-

lowing Monday morning.

According to one well-known authority on the sub-
ject, Mr. Bernard Kruger, of IManchester, the conver-
sion usually increases the horse-power available at the
driven shaft by 7 to 2^-, per cent and he says that as-

suming that the necessary conditions could be fulfilled,

steel belting transmission is guaranteed to give the fol-

lowing advantages:— (1) An efficiency in power de-
livery of 99 to 991^ per cent, as against a loss of from
4 per cent to 15 per cent in straps and 6 jier cent
to 25 per cent in ropes. (2) Great Steadiness — a
necessity for paper mills. (3) Favorable use of space.
The distance of pulleys are optional to a great extent,

depending on the speed; a perjiendicular drive is no
disadvantage for steel belt driving. (4) Absence of
stretching. A steel belt does not stretch by use, as
lias been shown bv five years' experience. (.5) Even
running and fi'eedom from sliji. Transmission by steel

belt is uniform and invariable. (6) Narrower width.
A steel belt is only about one-third as broad as a cor-

responding leather belt, consequently the pulleys would
not cost so iiiiieli. (T'l (îreater jjower under present
conditions. In cases wliere (hi' |)ulleys ai'e limited in

size it is often possil)l(> to get an increased ])ower trans-

mitted by the use of steel belting wiliiout any re-ar-

rangement. (8) Cool bearings; (9) Cleanliness; (10)
"Unwearabilit \'.

" Steel driviiiir belts have now been
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in operation for six yoars, and tests made of the belts

used at the first showed no signs of deterioration. It

seems evident that the life of a steel belt is unlimited.

Dealing with the cost, Mr. Krnger says that owing to

each steel belt-di-ive being priced on its own individual
merits and conditions, it is not possible to give a state-

ment of prices in the same manner as would be ajiplic-

able to belting or ropes. "I give," lie said, "particu-
lars of a drive in which the costing has been calculated
as against an e(|uivalent drive by i-opes and leather.

The comiiarative initial cost, if new installation, is:

—

Ropes $1,152, leather belt $1,176 and steel belt $864.80.

The minimum loss of i)ower given with ropes and lea-

ther belting as against a ma.ximuin loss given by the
steel belt and woi-ked out on a financial l)asis showed
the loss to be:—Rope $:524 per year, leather belt $216
and steel belt $27.55 Mr. Kruger added that there is

no question as to the jn-aetical success of the Eloesser
system and it could no longer be considered to be in the

experimental stage.

Recently a great deal of interest in paper and indus-

trial circles has been manifested in this steel belting,

and from what I can see and hear, I believe we are

on the road to success now in adopting a system of steel

belting for power transmission. Manchester and Lan-
cashire men are elated over it.

TARIFF CHANGES.

The tariff changes of iîuportauce to the textile in-

dustrj^ effected by the new tariff schedule submitted
bj^ the Finance Minister are as follows :

Garnetted wool waste, in the white, transferred to

the free list instead of being dutiable at 7V'2. 10, and
I2V2 per cent.

Jute or hemp yarn, plain, dyed or colored, use lim-

ited to prevent free importation of twine.

Linen yarn for hose, is transferred to the fi'ee list

where the general tariff was formerly 25 per cent.

Jute, canvas, luieolored and not finished, transfer-

red from free list to 714 per cent., 10 per cent, and 10

per cent.

Silk in the gum or sjiun silk for silk tiiread, trans-

ferred to the free list.

Buttons of vegetable ivory clianged from 221/2 per

cent., 30 per cent, and 35 per cent, to five cents per
gross plus 20 per cent., five cents plus 30.

The provisions for drawbacks include : Yarn, com-
posed chiefly of wool, No. 30 and finer, in white, when
used in the manufacture of socks and stockings, Hi) per

cent.

The imports of cotton machinery into .Japan in 1913

were valued at 34,358,844 yen, compared with. 28,-

289,431 yen in 1912. Exports of cotton yarn increased

from 53!680,797 yen in 1912 to 70,997,538 yen in 1913.

Woollen and worsted yarns, on the contrary expanded

from 8,225,051 to 10,01,604 yen and woollen cloths from

6,911,278 to 10,501.803 yen. The exports of raw silk

increased from 150.324,733 yen in 1912 to 188,884,182

yen in 1913.—Yen = .498.

Cotton valued at $2,500,000 was destroyed by fire

on March 23rd at Bombay, India. It was stored in

sheds ready for shipment.

The Importance of Good
Winding

Good Winding is the First Essential to Good Knitting.

By F. L.

Some years ago while discussing the relative merits

of various makes and designs of stoj) motions to an old-

time practical knitter in one of our Canadian nulls, he

observed that the most efficient automatic stop mo-
tion he had ever seen was a good careful girl at the

winder. And he was right. Years of observation have
convinced the writer that good winding is the basis

of all good knitting and most knitlei-s will heartily en-

dorse this. How then is the winding prol)lem to be

solved ?

We have, here in Canada, jirobably every known type

of winder. Most of the older nuichines are of American
make, and there are also some English and German.
Within recent years Canadian built wanders appear to

be in general favor and to command most of the busi-

ness.

Generally speaking, all winder builders have adopted
one standard bobbin as correct in size proportion. This

is 171/4 in. high with a 6 in. base and covered with red

flannel. Various expedients have been adopted from
time to time, even in so simple a matter as in bobbins
and various sizes up to 19 in., various angles of base,

various methods of driving the same with a groove
across the bottom or with a hole engaging keys and pins

have been adopted. It is doubtful, however, if a posi-

tion drive is desirable because this means that the

yarns on a matted skein instead of draM^ing tightly and
indicating trouble to the attendant, will break and
continue to break until the source of trouble is re-

moved.

The writer has seen bobbins covered with corduroy,
flannel and felt, while others again have been serrated
or filled with grooves with the evident intention of hold-
ing the yarns, and others have the head of the bob-
bin beaded for the saiiu' purpose. It appears, how-
ever, as if the standard flannel covered bobbins were
giving the best results.

Tensions, heart cams and variable speeds are the
vital features of the winding problem. Nearly every
knitter has professed at some time or other to have
discovered a new and improved shape for heart cams
that would solve all the trouble, but in most cases they
have fallen back on the cams supplied with the mach-
ines. This is a quite plausible field to exploit, and the
writei- confesses to having been carried away bv' the
mechanical lure.

Two causes of bad winding are very common, and
both can be put in order very easily. In the first place
who is chosen to run these machines—no one; any
girl who proved inefficient at knitting, looping or run-
ning an overseamer. The snudlest, cheapest and least

intelligent help that can be found is promptly consigned
to run the winder and the result is bad winding, bad
knitting and waste. Poor winding comes from a |)Oor
o])eratoi- and poor knitting ensues.

Apart from the various defects incidental to poorly
designed and propoi'tioned bobbins one fault common
to all types is that holes through the centre of the bob-
bin that should fit the spindle reasonably well are
bored or burnt out with a lu-ated iron rod until they
are as much as Vi inch too large. This invariably leads
to troul>le. and is one of tiu' chief cau.ses of soft nosed
bobbins.
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Variable speed devices have been designed since

winders were first built, but with the band driven types

of iiiacliiiies a convenient form of variable speed was
never acquired. The attachments were ungainly and
]-equired as much additional poM'er as the running of

the machine itself. Belt driving between taper cone
l)ulleys get opposite one another in reverse position,

seemed the only method until the friction drive of

spindle was adopted. This has led to a vast simplifi-

cation of the trouble and now thi; driving shafts float

backward and forward across the face of the friction

plates in perfect accord with the rise and fall of the cop

rail, gradually increasing the speed of the bobbin as

the buider rises to the top so that uniform consumption

of yarn is attained and consecjuently uniform strain on

the yarn. This is, of course, absolutely necessary in all

proper skeiii winding, and is also desirable in wind-
ing fi'om cop spindles, jack bobbins or in rewinding
cones.

The Late D. K. McLaren
Few men not actively engaged in textile manufactur-

ing in Canada were better and moi-e favorably known
to the industry than the late David Keay McLaren, who
(lied March 18th in Monti-eal. As president of Messrs.

1). K. McLaren, Limited, belting manufacturers, of

Montreal, the late Mr. McLaren was closely in touch
with the manufacturing interest of the country and
always mfiintained a close ac<|u;iiii1;ini'csliip with these

the

Mr.
the

the same line associated with his brother under
name of Wm. C. McLaren & Co., for some years.

McLaren later became connected with his brother
late J. C McLaren, in the belting business for about
eighteen years, and founded the present business in

1896, which was incorporated as D. K. McLaren, Ltd.,

in 1907. He was president of the same up to the time
of liis iie;ith.

lias II a b\-woi'd throusili-interests, until his nan

oui the Dominion.
Uv was horn in Pei-|li, Scotland. Feb. 20th, 1835, son

of the lat(^ Wm. INhdjareu. He came to Canada in May,
3852 aiul went to Southern Wrmont, where ho was en-

gaged in the boot and shoe business under the late

James Linton, boot and shoe numufacturer . He re-

turned to Montreal in 1864. and since then has been a

resid('nt of Montreal. On his return he continued in

Associated whh him were his two sons, Mr. W. Fred
and K. M. Walkei' McLaren. He was an active member
end supporter of the First Baptist Church, and Y.M.C.A.
of this city.

Mr. D. K. McLaren is survived by his widow, two
daughters, Mr. D. S. "Wood and Miss Grace McLaren,
and two sons, Mr. W. Fred and Mr. R. M. Walker Mc
Laren, and one brother, Mr. Wm. C. McLaren, of Guelph

Ont.
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MILL AND GENERAL TEXTILE NEWS
Messrs. Bates & Iniios, Ltd., Carleton Place, Ont.,

have reeeiitly installed an additional set of cards.

E. C. Slioi't has resitrncMi his jiosition ,is overseer of fiu-

ishing with .J. A. Humphrey & Son, of Moncton, N.B.

Harry Twiji^ has resigned his position as foreman
dyer with the Standard Wooll(>n Company of Toronto.

I\Iessrs. Joseph Simpson & Sons of Toronto have in-

stalled four sock machines and will manufacture plain

wool socks.

Charles Lewitt. who has liecii in tiic Wi'st diiriii>; the

jiast few years, has joined the llainiltoii and Lewitt

Knitting Co. of Amhersthurg, Ont.

The new plant of the Canadian Flax Mills, Ltd., at

St. ('atharines. Ont., is now under operation. Power
was turned on for the first time on March 21.

H. T. Robinson, late overseer of carding with the St.

Anne Branch, Dominion Textile Company, has ac-

cepted a similar position with the Otis Company. Ware,
Mass.

The Northern Knitting Company of Winnipeg,
Man., ai"e erecting a factory at noi'th-west corner of

Austin Street and Selkirk Ave., East, in that city to

cost .$17,500.

The Excelsior Needle Company, Tprrington, Conn.,

plan to erect an addition to the business jilant of the

Corey Needle Company, at Bedford, Que., recently pur-,

chased by them.

A. H. McManus. late superintendent of the Magog
Branch Dominion Textile Co., has been appointed chief

clerk at the Hochelaga Branch, succeeding Geo. Hart-
ley, who is now chief clerk at the St. Anne Branch.

J. W. Willis, of the Xew Brunswick Woollen Mills

Co., Golden Grove, N.B., has installed several machines
for knitting stockingette. This company was incor-

porated in 1903. and the equipment includes two set.s of

cards and 600 spindles. Blankets, flannel and home-
spuns are still manufactured.

Messrs. Boyd, Caldwell & Co., Appleton, Ont., havi'

recently installed one Harley-Kay Winder, 2.Ô Ilarley-

Kay Sock machines and 3 Beattie loopers, supplied by
the Harley-Kay Knitting Machine Co. of Georgetown,
Out. Wm. (îrahame, formerly with Messrs. John Me-
Murchy, of Iluttonville, Ont., is in charge of the knit-

ting department.

Harry Harrington, a foreman in the employ of the

Oxford Knitting Co., Woodstock, Out., was recently

fined .$40.00 for stealing underwear and jiat terns fi-om

the mill. Harrington, who drew a salary of $30 a week,
was foreman of the finishing department, and as such
had the opportunity of selecting the best grade of

goods the factory made. When he appeared in court he
stated that he had taken the garments to use as sam-
ples for a factory which he intended to start near
Butïalo, and for which he had already commenced sell-

ing stock in Buffalo and other American points. He
was let oft' on suspended sentence, after being fined

$40 and costs and ujion returning the stolen goods.

Charles Neidnei' Son.s Vo. of Montreal, manufac-
turers of linen and cotton hose, have removed their of-

fice, warehouse and factoi-y to Coaticook, Que. The
town has granted certain concessions to the company
for the erection of a faiitoi'y. This concern is a branch
of Charles Neidner Sons Co. of ]\Ialden, ÎMass.. manu-
facturers of cotton electric tubing and linen fire hose.

W. H. White has resigned his position with the Can-
ada mill, (Canadian Cottons, Ltd., Cornwall, Ont., to ac-

cept a position with the York Mills, St. John, N. B. Mr.
White was tendered a i)aiiquet by the ovei-seers of the

Canada Mill who presented him with a club bag togeth-

er with an address testifying to the esteem in which
he was held.

Flax Towels, Limited,

This new company has just been oi'gani/.cd to erect

a i)lant at Gravenhurst, (^nt., for the purjjose of manu-
facturing linen towels and coarse linens. A linseed oil

mill will also be built. The company has a capital of

$100,000, most of which has been subscribed locally.

The directors are: Dr. J. A. C. Grant, D'Alton Camp-
bell, Geo. E. Clipsham and A. C. Meldrum, all of (ira-

venhurst. The latter is the managing director.

Wallaceburg Knitting Co. Extends,

The Wallaceburg Knitting ('()mj)any, Wallaceburg,
Out., have recently installed some additional equip-

ment including 1 set cards, 1 mule, 1 winder, and 8

knitting machines, and have thoroughly reorganized

the business, (xeo. Kirby is in charge of the knitting

and John Fligg of the cai-ding nnd spinning.

Colin C. Denoon, Dead.

ilr. Colin C. Denoon, proprietor of the knitting busi-

ness on St. James Street, Montreal, operated \nuler

his name, died at his honu' in that city on .\pril 3rd

last. The late Mr. Denoon was well known in tlir in-

dustry, and his death is greatl.v regretted.

Will of Wm. Algie Probated,

The will of the late William Algie, proprietor of

the Beaver Woollen Mills, at Alton, Out., has been
admitted for probate. The document is a very brief

one containing only one j>age of typewritten matter.

The two sons of the deaceased are not mentioned in

the will at all. Deceased left property amounting to

$87,000, of which $4S.n29 is personafty and $37,960
realty. The stock on hand in the mill is valued at $39,-

155 and the e<|uity at $37,960. All of the above i)i'o-

perty is equally divitled among the widow and four
daughters of the deceased, Mrs. Dorrmgton, Mrs. Mc-
Intyre, Mrs. Mason and Miss Phoebe Algie, with the

exception of a legacy of $500 which is be(iueathed to

Miss Margaret Moore, forewoman of the mills, for

faithful services.

Oxford Mfg. Co., Annual.

The annual statenuMit of the Oxford Woollen Mills,

Oxford, X.S., showed an increase hi sales of twenty-five

per cent, and a satisfactory year's business in gen(>ral.

All accounts had been pi-omptly met and the outstand-
ing bills payable at the time of the declaration of the

thousand dollai's. Allowing for dividend distribution

five per cent dividend were computed at less than two
there was still a cash reserve in the bank, instead of

an overdraft. During the past year a bond issue of

.$25,000 reached matui'ity. This was not entirely pro-
vided for by a sinking fund, a large portion being met
out of the earning power of the industry.

The board of directors stand as appended : Pi-esident

J. A. DeWoU'e, Oxfoi'd: Vice-President, J. S. Hickman,
Oxford; Secretary Treasurer. R. R. Hickman, Oxford;
Directors T. W. :kIcLellan, :\Irs. May Cameron, Oxford,
and Albert H. Buckley, Halifax.
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Arprior Felt Co. Extends.

The Arnprior Felt Company, wliieh, as announced in

our last issue, has operated the woollen mill at Galetta,

Ont during the past few months are now preparing

plans whereby a new mill will be equipped at Arnprior,

Ont., for the purpose of manufacturing paper, pulp and
sulphite felts and mangle cloths. Three sets of 48 in.

cards will be installed, as well as spinning and finish-

ing machinery and several felt looms. The plans aiul

specifications are not yet complete. J. T. Griffith, form-

erly general manager of the Lachute Knitting Co., Ltd.,

Lachute, Que., and an ex])erienced manufacturer of felt

goods, is manager of the Arni)i'ior concern.

Horn Bros. Acquire New Addition.

A by-law was carried in Lindsay, Out., on March 24

fixing the assessment of the Horn Bros. Woollen Co.,

Ltd., for a period of ten years and allowing for the

purchase of the Cornell Brewery by the Town, for the

sum of !ii7,.500.00. This property will be turned over

to tlie Company which will erect a new addition, and
will have a railway siding inm into their works. The
work will be commenced at once and considerable new
machinery will be installed. The Company will em-

ploy 300 hands when the extensions are completed.

The vote was one of the laregst ever j)olled in Lindsay

and was almost unanimous.

Smart Woods net Profit $214,883.

The financial statfuirnt of Smart -Woods, Ltd., pre-

sented at the annual meeting of the shareholders sonu»

weeks ago, and whicli was not given out for publication

at the time has now been made public.

Net profits amounting to $214,883, equal to 14.32 per

cent on the preferred stock and 7.64 per cent, on the

common stock, is shown for the year. After paying
deferred dividends amounting to .$99,808, and common
dividends of $74,944, a surplus of $40,131 was carried

forward and with the previous surjdus of $126, .591

makes the total surplus on December 81 last $166,722.

The balance sheet for the year places the total assets

at $4,890,643, the principal items in which are : Real
estate, plant, etc., $1,112,438, as compared with a value
of $758,144 placed upon it in 1912. Stocks on hand
amount to $1,004,614. Investments are $1,131,100 and
goodwill is covered bv an item of $890,924, as compared
with $831,207 for the same item in 1912.

Monarch Knitting Co. Annual.

The description of lousiness during the last few
months of 1913 had a serious efi'ect on both the volume
of business and profits of the Monarch Knitting Com-
pany. With net profits to November 30, 1913, of $171,-
492 the company earned 22.8 per cent on the $750,000
prferred stock issued. The profit and loss balance
brought forwar<l of $140,278 is equivalent to 18.8 per
cent on. the ]ireferred issue. Mi'. V. R. Lawlor, the
president, points out that "owing to the unseasonably
mild winter weather the ti'ade is carrying over consid-
erable stock and will, we believe, be conservative in

their bookings for 1014."" Under these conditions the
directors considered it advisa))le to discontinue j)ay-

iiients of tlie common sto(dv dividends (which in 19i3
called for a disl)urseemiit of .$61,750') and to build up a
siilist initial reserve.

Hewson's Likely to Re-Start.

Although the rcpoi-l of the cdmiiiitlee of shareholders
of the Hewson's I'ui'c Wool, Fjimited, of Amherst, N.S.,
has not yet been made public, it is uiulerstood that a
practical form of rc'organization will b(> suggested. The
committee will i-ejiort that the })usiness lias been ad-

versely affected by bad trade conditions, and insuffi-

ciency of working capital, but that fiuidamentally the

business is sound and the plant and mills in excellent

and efficient condition, and that it is thei'efore justified

in recommending the addition of further working capi-

tal and the future operation of the business. It is un-

derstood that some feasible scheme of providing capital

will be presented at a special meeting of shareholders,

to be called early this month, for the purpose of coiLsid-

ering the committee's report, and taking such action

thereof as the comjiany may decide. The report will

probably call for a further issue of bonds or first pre-

ferred stock if tlie company is to be continued. Other-
wise it will be a (luestion of foreclosure by the bond-
holders, who liave a good plant to offer and little else.

The outcome will be watched with nnich interest, and
the censure on the directors, if any, will be scrutinized

with more or less luiriosify.

Reliance Knitting Co., Enlarge Plant.

We understand that the Reliance Knitting Co., Ltd.,

of Toronto, are installing a plant for the manufacture
of hosiery—silk, lisle and cotton. The capacity to start

will be 200 doz. per day, and samples of spring liiu>s

will be I'eady for the trade in a few weeks. This firm

now manufacture an extensive range of sweaters, men's
libbed undei'wear, combinations, and hosiery.

Messrs. R. G. Long Co., in New Quarters.

The damage done l)y fire to the plant of R. (!. Long
& Co., Toi'onto, as stated in last issue, has not deterred
this firm fi'om getting started again. The company has
secured vei'y suital)le ((uarters at 439 Wellington St.,

West Toronto, and expect to be in full operation in a
few weeks.

Scott & Williams New Showrooms.

Messrs. Scott & Williams, Inc., 88 Pearl St., Boston,
Mass., manufacturei's of knifing machinery, announce
the opening of offices at 366 Broadway, New York,
where there will be an operative showroom with a full

line of knitting machines, and a complete assortment of
hosiery and underwear samples. Any officer or repre-
sentative of the company uigy be met there at any time
Ity appointment.

THE FLAX FIBRE INDUSTRY.
The Hon. W. T. White, in his budget .speech, stated

that the Goverinnenf would make an investigation to

determine whether or not the flax fibre industry could
be advantageously developed and whether a bounty
should be granted.

The United States Census Bureau reports the 1913
crop grown in that country at 14,767,151 bales of lint

and linter coton, which had an aproximate value of one
billion dollars. This includes the value of the seed.
The 1912 crop was worth $920,000,000, and that for the
year 1910, which made the previous high record, .$963,-

000.00. For the first time, the figures for last year's
coffon crop do not include linters. The Bureau has
given up its old method on theg round that with the
installation of modern machinery closer delinting of
seed has largely inci-eased the (|uantify of lintei-s, and at
the same time lowered the average quality of the fibre,

so that now only a very small part is \ised as a substi-
tute for lint cotton.

The number of I'untuiig liales of lint cotton, counting
round as half lia les, was 13,964,981, aiul of linter cot-

ton 629,019 riiiiniiig liales. This compares witli 13,-

488,539 running bales of lint, and 602,324 running
bales of linters last veai".
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THE MARKETS
THE BRITISH MARKETS.

(By Our Loiuloii ('orrcspondeiit.)

It is quite evident that stocks of wool are low all

round, and the advance of 7 to 10 per cent at the Lon-
don wool sales for crossbreds has clearly shown the ex-

istence of large re(|uireuients. Great firmness has been
the main feature of the sales and all gooil greasy and
scoured merinos have often distinctly stiffened. As to

cross breds the best styles fully maintain their gi'ound,

America and Scotland being pai'ticularly interested in

them. Ordinary sorts no longer find the same eager-
ness on the part of Yorkshire topniakers and conse-

(|uently sold slightly at a lower level. The chief com-
plaint of the manufacturers now that the sales is over
is the dearness of the wool, resulting in smallness of

profit, and this dearness has hung orders up all over
the country to such an extent that now, when they are

let loose, so to speak, the mill find it difficult to cope
with the work as delivery is urgently wanted.
The East India wool sales in Liverpool produced a

poor selection this month, but the demand is good, so

much so that prices have jumped another "> per cent.

The Glasgow and Leith wool sales showed a very slight

advance on home wools, but this was to be expected as

they have been very little aiïected of late. There was
a good demand, and sellers seemed satisfied. At Dews-
bury, Huddei'sfield, Rochdale and other places all class-

es of wool have been exchanging hands on the hand-to-

mouth scale. It is quite evident that users must come
in now and purchase to fulfill the orders on hand. Quo-
tations are about as follows:

—

Tops.
•40 's Colonial tops, prepared 33 cents.

40 's Colonial tops, carded 29 "
46 "s Colonial tops, prepared 29 "
40 's English tops, average 33 "

40 "s Devon tojjs 33 "
36 "s Devon tops 32 "

Yam.
1-36 's Demi lustre (40's-44's) English per

gross 8s Od.

2-32"s Worsted (40 "s) crossbred, per lb. .. Is 9d.

2-16 's Worsted (40 "s) crossbred, per lb. .. Is 7l4d.

3-12"s Hosiery white (40"s). per lb Is Si^d.

3-12 's Hosiery white ((46 "s), per lb 2s Od.

BRADFORD WOOL MARKET.
(Special to (.'anadian Textile Journal.)

Bradford. March 22, 1914.

Everything may be said to be marking time, though

some of the best featui'es which have been the reassur-

ing element recently are still visible. The struggle over

prices is still somewhat undecided and consequently

business is slow and dull. A slight decline occurred

in crossbreds and merinos in the London wool sales

and this new feature tempted users to do their level

best to secure tops at cheaper rates. Topmakers. how-

ever, were firm and any sales they record have been

efl'ected at the highest prices yet made. There is no

doubt stocks in Bradford are low—much lower than

one could ever guess at this time of the year when
trade is showing an improvement all round. The posi-

tion in regard to crossbreds is now unchanged. Spin-

ners are of the opinion that they will be able to buy

very shortly medium and low descriptions at a slightly

lower rate ii" a definite offer was made, but to])makers

insist that there will be no room for concessions. The

greatest need which is being felt is more business, for

though particulars for yarns are coming in regularly

there is little other encouragement. Yarn prices are

generally steady; the tendency would seem to be a lit-

tle easier, but more en(iuiry would soon tighten them up
again. English wools are all being ipioted at full prices,

but no amount is Ix'ing sold. Holders persist in asking

prices above the Hi-adford level and as this way of do-

ing business is likely to continue Bradford market is

featureless. In Jloluiir there is just a small steady
trade iji fine and low sorts, and users are nibbling at

the nuMlium (lualities, but reject substantial weights.

With regani to yarns, merchants are doing very little

either with the Continent or any other place. Particu-

lars, however, are coming in well for warp yarns, and
delivery is usually wanted ([uiekly. Business in mo-
hairs is ((uiet. In the Botany trade, spiiuiei's cannot
dispose of their full production, but they are not sacri-

ficing the advance tliey recently obtained from buyers.

DUNDEE JUTE MARKET.
(Special to the Canadian Textile Journal.)

Dundee, March 22, 1914.

A (|uietei- feeling has again crept into jute branches
of the market, consequent upon raw material showing
a slightly easier tendency. Further curtailment of pro-
duction in weaving is also notified and tlie movement
is spreading in that connection. Sellers of first marks
are prepared to pass contracts at £31 10s to £31 1.5s.

March-April shipment, daisee middles for the same
position are going at £33 ôs. The new position in jute
has had a detrimental effect upon jute yarns and cloth
and here, too, quotations are slightly lower. In yarns
common 8 lb. cops are named at from 2s 6y2d to 2s 7d,

and medium spools at from 2s lOd to 2s lOi/od. Only
small quantities of hessians are being taken off. Quo-
tations for IOV2 oz. 40 in. range from 3 14-48d to 3 15-

4Sd, with 8 oz. at from 2 39-48d to 2 40-48d. Every-
thing depeiuls upon the views of speculative sellers,

and bids are necessary tlefinitely to determine the low-
est rates practicable.

In London diminishing supplies and a good demand
from the Calcutta mills gave the opening of this mar-
ket a more active appearance. Trading, although not
l)articularly strong, was sufficient to keep prices on
the up-grade for both spot and shipment until an ad-
vance of about 20s jier ton was recorded. The subse-
((uent withdrawal of support from industrial centres
led to a set-back in shii)ment ([notations, Xative First
JIarks now being offered, although sparingly, at £31
15s. The spot position, however, has remained practic-
ally unchanged. P^irst iMarks continue to change hands
at from £33 to £33 5s, according to quality; Medium
grades, top numbers £30 10s, lower number £27 10s.

Heart SCC grade is plentiful and difficult to .sell ; top
numbers offer from £20 to £23 10s and lower numbers
from £18 to £22. Ordinary Xative Mixing Cuttings
have been sold at £5 10s on the spot, and £;5 5s has
been accepted for forward.

Spot values are about as follows:

—

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Good White to Best 33 to 40
Good 25 to 33
.Medium 21 to 24
Common 16 to 20
Rejections 10 to 15
Cuttings 6 10 to 11 10
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THE COTTON MARKET.
The dullness which kept the cottou market in a rut

during the month of February was suddenly followed

by the greatest activity during March. We mentioned

in our last issue that a squeeze of the March shorts

seemed very probable, and they surely were squeezed

to the limit.

March was quoted 12.06 on the 3rd of March, and

went up steadily until it reached 13.40 on the 31st,

an advance of nearly $7.00 per bale. Outside of the

very evident manipulation, this rise is in line with

the statistical conditions. The takings of the mills are

still larger than last year (about 200,000 bales more on

the 4th of April). The visible supply of American
cotton is less than 200,000 over last season. The scar-

city of good grades is felt more and more every day,

and the news from the next crop, as far as planting con-

ditions are concerned, are not too good.

Under present conditions, it looks as if the advance

coidd very easily be sustained, of course, with fluctu-

ations up and down. The old crop months are held

very firmly by very strong interest. The Southern

merchants do not show any sign of weakening. There
is now no more cotton left than last season to be dis-

tributed to consumers, and it is certain that the quan-

tity of bad cotton, hollies, low grades, bad staple,

stains, etc", is very large, leaving less good cotton than

last year to be bought by the mill.

The May option is now the spot month and, from the

way it is acting for the past few days, it will, no doubt,

be carried up like March.

The New York stock is not very big. It is insuffi-

cient to protect the large short interest outstanding.

Very little cotton was shipped to New York when
March was selling around 13c, and it is not likely that

the south will ship there with ]May at 121/2- We may,
therefore expect the same display of strength, unless

something new devlops regarding tlie planting of the

new crop.

We consider the situation dangerous for the summer
months. Any serious set back to the planting of this

crop would certainly create a stampede of the shorts.

On the other hand, we need a very large and good crop

next season to compensate the poor quality of the pre-

sent one. Therefore we consider that prospects
should be exceedingly fine to have a decided offset on
values. Even with such problematic brilliant prospects,

we think that only the value of fall months would be
influenced by them, as it will be fully six months before

the new crop becomes available.

THE PRESENT WOOL SITUATION.

The chief interest during the past month in the

market for raw material was centered in the Colonial

sales where prices advanced all along the line, due to

the heavy demand from British and American buyers.

The sales closed with Cape wools 5 per cent higher,

merinos 10 per cent, and crossbreds 5 per cent dearer
than the closing prices at the previous sales in Janu-
ary. Prices during the coui'se of the sales had gone
higher, but the last week found the demand soiiic'(\liat

restricted owing to the fact that buyers had satisfied

immediate requirements. Since the close of the sales,

prices have maintained for merinos, and crossbi-eds

bought toward the end of the sales are selling in fair

volume, a good deal of buying being for American ac-

count.

Local dealers have done some good business during

the month as a number of mills have been forced to

come into the market. Conditions have improved very

satisfactorily during the month with the result that

most of the woollen mills are now comfortably filled

with orders, sufficient to caiTy them over to the fall

season. Several concerns are still working short time,

but it is expected that these mills will have been put

under full operation before the end of this month.

Those knitting mills on men's wool underwear might

be said to be moderately busy, but the sweater trade

continues very slack and a number of mills on these

lines are working short time. The wool sock trade

continues very active, and several mills were compelled

to call in their sami)les during the past week or so,

being filled with orders up to their present capacity.

Manufacturers are confident that little improvement
will be shown this season over the present situation, and
are not disposed to manufacture for stock. In this

they are upheld by the present high prices for raw ma-
terial and the general trade slackness. There is like-

ly, however, to be a large volume of repeat orders, and
a big fall business. In the meantime a good many of

the mills will have a chance to re-organize some of

their departments.

THE MAIN DRIVE.
Belts arc an item of considerable importance in tex-

tile mills, so that the more information one acquires
on the subject of belting and drives the better. "The
Main Drive," issued by the Federal Engineering Com-
pany, Ltd., of Toronto and Montreal, is one means
of obtaining some of that information. After a des-

cription of the belts made by this firm tlu; book contains
jihotographs of and information regarding the many
conditions under which these beltings—Scandinavia,
Lanco Belata and Yeon—are riuining at the present
time, thereby giving the reader such information as is

necessary to guide him in the best selection of belting.

The belting supplies handled are illustrated and de-

scribed, and the latter half of the book is given over
to general information on the subject of belting and
other lines handled by the company. The booklet is

full of useful information, and may be obtained on
application.

' ' Correction. '
'

In the article on "The Cosmos Cotton Company" in

last months' issue, the author gave the number of

spindles as 12,000. This should have read 21,000.

Change of Address.

Messrs. Charles F. Taylor, successor to the Burgess
Coj) Tube Company, sole manufacturer of Burgess or

Taylor Cop tubes for cotton, flax and silk spinners,

winders, etc., announces change of address from 15

Custom House Street, to 57 Weybasset Street, Provi-

dence, R. I.

London advices state that India promises to have a

lMiiii]H'r cotton crop this season. The latest estimate

places the ai-ea under cotton at 23,900,000 acres, or 3,-

0000,000 acres ahead of last year's figures, which means
an increase of 14 i)er eent. On the other hand the

total outturn is expected to reach 4,900,000 bales of 400
pounds each, against 4,300,000 bales last season.
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TRADE PROSPECTS

An optimistic tone prevails throughout the trade,

but little improvement in business has taken place so

far. However, most of the mills that were closed a

month ago have commenced operations on short time

and are now in a fairly good position.

The slackness is general. In the cotton industry

most of the mills are working short time and orders

have fallen off some twenty-five to thirty per cent.

Some of the largest houses have curtailed their orders

as much as eighty per cent. No improvement is looked

for this season, and in the meantime the proposed

extensions are being held in abeyance.

The knit goods trade has felt the slackness perhai)s

more than any other branch of the textile trades, tin-

majority of the mills having been working short time

for the past few weeks. In several cases mills have

been closed entirely for several weeks past with hardly

an order of any size on hand. Prices have been cut to

a rock bottom basis and those mills that are in any

way filled with orders have had to accept .such low

prices that profits are practically out of the (juestion

with the high prices for yarn and raw material now
ruling. Wool half hose and wool ribbed underwear

are the only lines that have been selling in any great

volume and even on them a good many cancellations

have been coming in during the past few days.

The woolen and worsted mills are in little better

condition and most of them are working short time.

The Government orders have been fairly well dis-

tributed, and these are helping out the situation quite

noticeably, but the slackness of the clothing trade has

practically cut off the demand from that quarter, so

that the mills have not many orders ahead. The large

clothing factories have been curtailing all spring,

working short time and short handed and just now
several of the larger factories are closed altogether.

Business in a wholesale way in dry goods has not

fallen off to a noticeable extent, but the stocks of

fall and winter goods are quite heavy all over the

country, so that little improvement is anticipated this

season and the mills have settled down to a quiet

summer.
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Business men all over the eouniry are looking for a

big and successful crop from the West, and if this

materializes it will not take long for business to pick

up. T he financial and business status of the West is

now much better than it has been any time during the

past few years. A lot of accounts have been straight-

ened out and surplus stocks got rid of. The summer

will clean up things pretty well, so that if there is a

good ci'oi) there should be a big trade next season.

ASSISTANCE TO WOOL GROWERS

The live stock branch of the Dominion Department

of Agriculture is offering assistance to wool growers

this year in the preparation of their wool for market.

Expert graders are being supplied by the branch to

mutual organizations of sheep-raisers of ten or more

members. Graders will classify and pack wool only

and endeavor to see that it reaches dealers in condition

they graded it, but in no way will they act as selling

agents for the growers. This should provide a means

of stimulating breeders to take greater interest in the

preparation of a clean product, for it is definitely

understood that wool graded under the auspices of the

branch will be severely, and impartially, treated.

In the announcement of this policy it is stated that

fleeces tied with binder twine, containing paint locks

or filled with chaff and straw will be discarded to the

rejection class and the sacks plainly labeled as such.

Western range wool will be separated for quality into

three grades: fine, medium and low, and into combing

and clothing lengths. Five grades will be made of the

Eastei'n wool and wool of a medium character raised

on the small farms in the West. Washed and unwashed
will be carefully designated. Associations are now
being formed for this purpose and much interest is

already being awakened amongst farmers throughout

the entire Dominion. A uniformly graded wool will

act equally as a boon to growers, dealers and manufac-

turers and may serve as the beginning of a rather

greater appreciation of the real character of Canadian

wools.

The action of the Government is undoubtedly a move
in the right direction and should pave the way for the

placing of the wool industry on a sound financial and
scientific basis.

Canadian manufacturers should endorse and en-

courage these efforts because any good accomplished
will work to their benefit. They are able to give

valuable assistance to the men who are carrying on the

work in the way of information as to the best grades
of wool for the industry here and by pointing out the

defects and suggesting remedies. The Department is

anxious to secure this information and would welcome
suggestions.

TO ENCOURAGE FLAX FIBRE PRODUCTION

That some encouragement will be given by the Gov-

ernment to those seeking to develop the production of

flax fibre in the West appears somewhat certain. In

his recent Budget speech the Finance Minister said, in

part: "There has been placed before us recently, in

fact since the beginning of the year, the question of

the development in Canada of flax fibre production. I

think that the development of the industry of flax fibre

production woidd be of great advantage to certain

parts of Canada provided it could be carried on suc-

cessfully here. But the success of manufacturing flax

fibre will depend upon the efficiency of the flax pidl-

ing machines and the flax fibre manufacturing ma-

chines. I am unable at present to express any opinion

as to whether the flax industry is one which, having

regard to the labor conditions that prevail in this

country, and the stage of invention of the machinery

required, should be regarded as a possible industry,

but during the summer it is our intention to look fully

into the matter and see whether such an industry is

possible of development in Canada, and whether a

reasonable bount.y would have the effect of contribut-

ing to its institution and development."

When asked by whom the inquiry would be made,

Mr. White stated that the first inquiry would be made

by Mr. Brock, of the Mines Department, and that a

second inquiry would be conducted by the officers of

the tariff branch of the Finance Department.

In other countries steps have already been taken in

the way of giving bounties to encourage the production

of flax fibre and vast sums are being spent annually

for experimental work. In those countries where

cheap labor can be had present methods of preparing

the flax for the fibre are practicable, but so far no

feasible process has been perfected that will do away

with a great proportion of the labor now necessary
and thereby make it possible to utilize the vast quan-

tities of fibre that is annually destroyed in the West.

Government assistance would midouhtedly do much to

encourage experimental work and the trying out of

processes lately on the market.

MANILA FIBRE TESTS.

The Bureau of Agriculture at Manila is conducting
extensive tests to establish scientific standai-ds for the
Phillippine fibre production. The method followed is

to select average samples of the fibre, cut them into

metre lengths, weigh each sample to the fraction of a
gram, and then ascertain the breaking strain of each
strand. The average breaking strain per grain metre,
secured by dividing the registered breaking strain by
weight of the sample being tested, is the accurate
indev of comparative strength and quality which is be-
ing used. Tests for single fibres are varied by tests

with twisted fibres. The weight .method is followed,
because a thick single fibre, which will stand a strain

of three kilos (6.6 pounds), for example, may not be
so sti'ong, comparatively, as a thinnci' fibre breaking
und(M' much less strain.
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CHAIN DRIVING IN TEXTILE MILLS
By H. T. HILDAGE, M.Inst.C.E.

iit il nifctiiijr of tlic Ti'XtiK' liislitiitc ln'lil in .Alanehester, on Xovcnilicr 2r)tli. 1913.

The object of submitting tliis paper foi- the consid-

eration of tlie Institute is two-fold. In the first plaee,

it is hoped that it will be a means of attracting the

attention of everybody engaged in the textile trades

to a comparatively new means of transmitting power,
which seems to have many advantages over the oldei'

methods, at any rate as these are usually applied, and
also to open up great jjossibilities in the way of econ-

omy, efficiency, ipiality of i)roduct, and certainty of

result. Although driving chains were invented some
30 or moi-e years ago, antl have been in fairly extensive
use for 10 or 15 years, it is only very recently that any
organized attemi)t has been made to apply them sys-

tematically and extensively to industrial driving, and
still more recently that it has been possible, in an
organized manner, to try to spread useful knowledge
and information concerning this means of transmission,
of the character that is found in text books and pocket
books evei-ywhere, with regard to other forms of
transmission.

The second object is to ensure that the discussion
which has been initiated by an e.xcellent series of

What Driving Chains Are

The chains referred to are those made from mild
steel, and consisting of plates, pins, bushes and rollers,

which |)ai'ts, when assembled, give a perfectly flexible

band of fixed length, wiiich is capable of ruiuiing upon
wheels having suitable teeth cut on their periphery.

The flexibility is obtained by knuckle joints, each con-

sisting of a propei-ly-ground pin or stud, turning on

or in a {)roperly-prepared bearing or bush, and implies

no bending or straining of the material. There are

two main types of chain of this character commonly
in use— thi- Silent tyjje and the P>ush Roller type.

Silent Chain.—The Silent chain consists, as will be

seen by the diagrams and illusti'ations. Figs. 1, 2, and 3,

of flat plates threaded on studs of some form or other.

The plane tooth faces of the links engage with the

plane tooth faces of the wheel (Pig. 1), and as the

chain enters and leaves the wheels with the same peri-

pheral speed as the wheel teeth, and almost the same
angular velocity, there is very little impact at entering,

and no sliding whatever. In consequence of this action

the silent chain runs very quietly and smoothly, and
it is to this quality that it owes its name. It is neees-

papers on the different methods of generating power
for use in textile factories, and which will probably be
continued with the discussion of the different methods
of transmitting this power to the machines, shall con-

tain a statement of the case of chain driving. It is

neither possible nor desirable at this time to say all

that can be said on the subject of the history, the
design, and the use of these chains. To do so would
be to obscure, and probably to defeat the main object
of the paper, which is, as has been stated above, to

attract attention, and, having done so, to give some
general indications of what driving chains are, what
their characteristics are, how they may be applied in

textile factories, what may be expected to be gained
and lost by their application or substitution for other
transmissions, what has already been done in this

vlireetion, and how the development of their use may
be expected to affect the claims of the advocates of

different prime movers. It is not, therefore, proposed
to do more than touch upon the design of chains, nor
to give any detailed instructions, either as to their use,

or as to the selection of suitable chains for specific

purposes.

sary to say, however, that the term '"silent" in this

connection is merely a comparative one. Some silent

chain drives are in truth as nearly silent as could be

wished, while others, principally those where small

pinions and vei\v high speeds are used, are rather noisy

than otherwise. The pins which form the joints in

silent chains are made of different shapes by different

makers, but it is not necessary in this paper to sa.y

more than that the main object in the design of these

pins is, or ought to be, to render wear, and consequent
elongation and alteration of pitch of the chain, as

slow a process as possible. As this elongation of pitch

takes place, the chain rides up the teeth of the wheel
and automatically adjusts itself to a larger pitch circle

(see Fig. 2), until ultimately the chain is too much ex-

tended in pitch to gear with the wheel at all. This

type of chain lies on the face of a wheel just like a

belt, and there are several methods, corresponding to

the crowning or flanging of a belt |)ulley, for keeping
it in plaee.

The silent chain is made in various pitches from V2
in. to 3 in., and the pitch used depends largely upon
the speed of the shafts. Where the speed is higli a
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small pitch is used, in order to keep the diameter of

the sprockets small, and so keep the chain speed within

limits, and the width of the chain is made sufficient

to give the necessary strength to transmit the power
required. It is very undesirable to use a wheel having

less than 15T., or many more than 120T. The silent

chain is principally used for high speeds, or for low

or moderate speeds where exceptionally smooth turn-

ing is required.

Bush Roller (Jhaiu.—The bush roller type of chain

is so called because it consists of a series of pin and

bush knuckle points, each of which has a roller run-

ning on the outside of the bush to relieve the friction

between the chain and the yheel teeth at entering and

leaving. The chain consists of inside and outside ele-

ments. An inside element consists of two side plates

with two bushes fixed or keyed into them, and two
rollers running loose on the bushes. The outside ele-

ment consists of two side plates with two pins fixed

or keyed into them, and these pins pass through the

bushes of the inside element, forming, with them, the

bearing of the chain. This consti-uction is shown in

Fig. 4, which is a photograph of a short piece of bush

roller chain, together with its component parts.

The bush roller chain is a very satisfactory and dur-

able means of transmitting power between shafts run-

ning at moderate speeds. Provided the speeds and

power are such that wheels having a sufficient number
of teeth can be used, the turning is very uniform. It

is also specially useful in difficult situations, and in

damp or dusty atmospheres. On account of the sub-

stantial character of its construction, it is also used

for exceptionally high speeds, especially where a little

noise is not objectionable. In general, the roller chain

is used in preference to the silent chain when dura-

bility and long service are more important than me-
chanical refinement, and where the avoidance of noise

is not the most important consideration.

Characteristics of Chain Gearing.

In speaking of the characteristics of chain trans-

mission it is necessary to do so in terms of comparison
with other forms of transmission.

(1) It is a positive transmission, masmuch as the

chain cannot slip over the wheels as a belt does, and
there will consequently be no lost motion. In the long
run the periphery of the driven pulley will have trav-

elled as far as the perii)hery of the driver pulley. Not-
withstanding this, it is a fact that a chain drive; has
a certain small amount of (dasticity in many cases, and
this is often a very valuable property. When the drive
is horizontal, or inclined at a small angle to the hori-

zontal, the weight of the chain which hangs between
the wheels may act as a spring in tending to smooth
out any sudden impulse. In any position of the drive
the film of oil in the bearings, and, in certain cases,

even the shapes of the links themselves, add to this

quality. The effect of this elasticity is to reduce con-

siderably the vibration and noise which is inseparable

from most positive power transmissions. It also has

the effect of rendering unnecessary the microscopical

accuracy of erection and alignment usually essential

to obtain high efficiency with tooth gearing of any
type. On the other hand, this elasticity is insignificant

compared with the elasticity of a belt or rope, and is

not sufficient, in consequence, to interfere materially

with the evenness of turning of the shafts. It is suf-

ficient, however, to render it of great importance in

certain cases of impulsive loading or driving.

(2) The theoretical efficiency of a chain drive is well

over 99 per cent. The importance of this figure lies

in the fact that it proves the futility of attempting
seriously to increase the efficiency of a driving chain

by modifying the design of the bearings. Such ex-

periments as have been made, show that the actual

efficiency of a chain drive lies somewhere between 97

and 98.5 per cent. The nature of the action of the

chain upon the wheel is such that the efficiency is

maintained until the chain is worn out, and the con-

struction of the chain is such that minute inaccuracies

of erection do not seriously detract from it.

(3) In general the distance between the centres of

the shafts connected will be much less than is usual
with ropes or belts. The most suitable distance is from
2ft. to 9ft., according to the power to be transmitted
and the lie of the drive. The minimum distance will

be fixed, to some extent, by the speeds and the speed
ratios, and represents the sum of the radio of the small-
est wheels that can be used, plus a small allowance for
clearance. In silent chain drives, as a rule, the centre
distance should not exceed 12 ft. or 15 ft., unless the
drive is almost vertical, in which case the limit is set

by the weight of the chain, and the ease or difficulty
of obtaining adjustment for tension. Vertical chain
drives, with the. silent chain, have been quite successful
up to 36 ft., centres, and hoi'izontal ones up to 20 ft.

centres. With the roller chain longer centre distances
are permissable, except when there is difficulty in

obtaining adjustment, or when the drive is subject to
impulses. It is obvious that small variations in the
centre distance are of no consequence whatever, i.e.,

in any particular drive it is immaterial whether the
centre distance be 7 ft. or 7 ft. 6 in.

(4) The speed ratio between the shafts, in ordinary
good practice, may be anything up to 6 : 1. In ex-
ceptional cases ratios as high as 10 : 1 are possible.
The penalty of using excessive ratios is that the life

of the chain will be correspondingly short.

(5) Driving chains are capable of running satisfac-
tory at any speed usually found in textile factories.
Drives of small power are commonly used at speeds
up to 3,000 revolutions per minute, and large drives up
to 400 h.p. or 500 li.p. can be used for chain driving are
revolutions per niinute.

(6) In general tlu; wheels used for chain driving are
smaller in diameter than with other forms of trans-
mission. It is thus often possible, where the direction
of rotation is not of much consequence, to substitute
chain drives for spur wheels. By virtue of this same
fact, it is also very often possible, in confined situa-
tions, to use much larger ratios of reduction than can
be used with rope or belt drives.

(7) In ordinary cases it is not necessary that there
should be any initial tension in the chain.

'

If the load
is fairly steady there is no possibility of the chain
slijjping ovei' the teeth, and provided "it is not in the
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\va.v, or is not liablo to get wrapped roiiTid the wheels

and eanse troubles if that kind, there is no obj"ction

to running a chain drive very slaek indeed. Drives in

which impulses oecur, however, either from the driver

or driven end, are an exception to this. In such eases

the chain must not be permitted to accumulate any
slack, and, in some cases, must even have an initial

tension.

(8) Driving chains require rather more care and at-

tention for ordinary working than is usually necessary

or at any rate is usually conceded, to belt or rope

drives. The erection requires to be a little more ac-

curate. Faults in erection will not cause the chain

to run off the wheels, but will cause it to be damaged.
It will be obvious from what has been said of their

construction that chains require to be lubricated, and
this usually implies that they must be covered or cased

in, in some way or other, in order that the lubricant

may not be spread about. A little more care is also

required in selecting the most suitable chain for any
specific purpose than is required in the case of belts

or ropes.

How Chain Drives Can Be Applied in Textile Factories

It will be readily understood that driving chains

cannot be ci'ossed, and consequently can only be used

for driving between parallel shafts which are required

to rotate in the same direction. In drives of moderate
speeds, however, and under conditions that are si;it-

able for bush roller chain, it is possible, by the use

of three wheels, to obtain a reverse of the direction

of rotation. Right angle drives are usually out of the

question, and the limitation of the centre distance must,

for the present, be regarded as precluding the use of

chain gearing for the driving of line shafts from en-

gines in spinning factories. The remaining applica-

tions can be treated as follows :

—

(1) Driving lineshafts in spinning factories from
electric motors.—Chain drives furnish a very conven-
ient means of transmission from electric motors to

lineshafts. They are very convenient for this purpose,
and their high efficiency, positiveness, and the quiet-

ness and absence of vibration with which they operate
go a long way towards obviating the necessity for

the directly coupled motor. The limit of power can
be taken at about 2.50 h.p., and the limiting speed
ratio about 1 : 6. The motor speed permissable varies

with the power.

(2) Driving of lineshafts in weaving sheds.—It

would probably be (|uite possible to drive from a steam
engine to one or two of the lineshafts in a weaving
shed, and from these to the remainder by chain gear.

It is very easy and convenient in the case of electri-

cally driven sheds to connect the motors to the line-

shafts by chains, and two alternative methods of doing
this are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In the first case a

single motor is placed about the middle of the shed,

and power taken by chains to each of two adjacent

lineshafts. The remaining lineshafts are connected
with these first two by chain drives. This method of

driving is convenient where the motor is already in

existence, and spur gearing or bevel gearing is being
used. It is not, however, so efficient as the other
method, which consists of connecting one motor to

each of two lineshafts.

(3) Driving from lineshafts to machines.—In many
eases it is possible and advantageous to substitute a

chain drive for the belt drive at present in use from
the lineshaft to the machine. This generally involves

the use of a friction clutch to take the place of the fast

and loose pulley, and, of course, Ls only |)ossible where
the drive is a straight one, between i)arallel shafts, and
the belt optui. This iinjthod of substitution would have

many advantages, which will be discussed later, and
would be rendered much easier if the lineshafts were
under the floor instead of under the waling. The
cases in which chains can be substituted for belts im-

mediately, with the greatest possibility of profit, are

given below, and the advantages that should be ob-

tained are mentioned in conjunction.

(a) Mixing Room in Cotton Factory.—The drives

in these cases are generally of comparatively small

powers, say up to 5 h.p., fairly low speeds, and inter-

mittent, or perhaps, impulsive. The presence of float-

ing dust, as well as the above-mentioned conditions,

tend to a fair amount of loss of production by slipping,

which would be entirely obviated by the use of chain

gearing where this can be conveniently applied.

(b) Blowing Room in Cotton Factory.—In this de-

partment the speeds are higher, the power still under
10 h.p., and the conditions are probably more suitable

for belt driving than in the mixing room, but even

here there would be a considerable advantage in steadi-

ness of drive and conseqiient increase in production,

and better quality of product, from the substitution of

chains.

(c) Card Room in Woollen Factories.—A very se-

verely-felt disadvantage of the present method of driv-

Fig. 3.—Bush Roller Chain.

in g scribblers and carding machines is introduced by

by the dust in the atmosphere. It is sesential that all

by the dust inthe atmosphere. It is essential that all

the various units should be driven at exactly the same

speed, and any departure from this results in delay,

trouble in the "later processes, and deterioration in the

quality of the product. Sometimes the units are driven

all from the same lineshaft, and sometimes from differ-

ent shafts. The speeds are moderate, and the

the power usually below 10 h.p. The bush roller chain

is an ideal method of transmission in this case, and if

the drive be fitted with a friction clutch, considerable

advantage will result from the substitution of this

form of drive for the present one.

(d) Card Room in Cotton Factories.—The adapta-

bility of the bush roller chain to the driving of carding

engines is as great in cotton factories as in woollen

factories, but the principal advantages obtained will

be those due to the absence of slip, and the consequent

increase of steadiness of the drive. The remainder

of the machines in the card room can usually be ad-

vantageously driven by chain gearing, with the same

advantages. Those machines, however, which, on ac-

count of their shape and the shape of the building,

are usually driven by a half-crossed belt from a line-
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shaft at right angles to the axis of the machine, would

have to be re-arranged. This is worth while consider-

ing in new buildings, and sometimes even in old.

(e) Spinning Rooms for all Materials.—Spinning

rooms in existing mills are usually driven from a line-

shaft at right angles to the axis of the frames. For

chain driving the machines would have to be arranged

with their axis parallel to the liueshaft. The drive

from the lineshaft to the counterslial't for mules can

be advantageously carried out by chain gearing. Where

the present drive is a crossed belt the chain drive will

have three wheels instead of two, but this presents no

particularly difficulty.

(f) Loom Driving.—At first sight it appears that

one of the most profitable places to substitute chain

drives for belts, from lineshafts to machines, is in the

weaving shed. The drive is a very impulsive one, and

the greatest impulse occurs just at the moment when
it i sreqnired, for good quality, that the drive should

be positive, namely, at the beating up of the weft, and

it is just at this point that the belt will slip. There

are several difficulties from the chain point of view.

One is that with an impulsive drive it is necessary

that the chain should be kept taut. Another is that

half the drives are reversed, and the chain drive is

consequently required to have three wheels instead of

two. A third difficulty is introduced by the necessity

for a friction clutch, which must be so adjusted as to

refuse to slip at the peak load. This difficulty can
easily be overcome. Perhaps the greatest difficulty,

however, is the rough character of the machinery. The
best way to apply chain gearing for loom driving

would be to have the lineshafts under the floor, and
between two rows of looms. A short chain drive, one
each side, from the lineshaft to the loom, each drive

having three wheels, one of them adjustable, would be
a very satisfactory arrangement. The advantages that

would be obtained, could this substitution be made sat-

isfactorily, would be so great that it is worth while

making considerable efforts to overcome the difficult}'.

Experiments in this direction are being undertaken,
and I hope to be able to make a communication to the

Institute on the subject later.

(g) Finishing Trades.—The speeds used are gener-

ally moderate, but the powers vary very considerably.

In general the conditions are bad for belt driving, on
account of the atmosphere, and, in many cases, ou
accomit of the low speeds. These disadvantageous,
however, do not affect the use of chain gearing, and in

consecjuence the saving by the use of this method of

transmission is usually very considerable.

(4) Machines for individual motors.—Sufficient has
been said to indicate that i)ractically every machine
that can be driven by an individual motor can advan-
tageously be connected thereto by a chain drive. The
saving of floor space is usually a consideration of

primary importance in these cases, and the compact-
ness of the arrangement, where a chain drive is used,

makes it highly advantageous. For somewhat similar

reasons belt drives in these cases are very unsatis-

factory.

(5) Internal drives on the machines themselves.

—

There are very many cases where the substitution of

chain gearing for some other drive in the machine itself

will remove serious disadvantages in the working of

that machine, which have only been tolerated on ac-

count of the difficulty of removing them, and because
those who use the machines have become so accustomed
to the disadvantages as to regard them amongst the

ordinary incidents of life. This can best be illustrated

by mentioning one or two examples, some of which are

already in successful operation, and others which still

re(|uire to be tried. Of the first, the one that comes
most readily to mind is the substitution of a chain drive

for the swing gears on a speed frame. This substitu-

tion was found very considerably to improve the run-

ning of the machine by reducing noise and vibration;

to reduce the power consumption, in a particular case

tested, by about 18 per cent., and to increase the pro-

duction by 4 i)er cent., by virtue of the fact that it

relieved the driving belt of so much load. In addition
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to this, it is well known tluil llic spur •i>-:\vs used for

this purpose are liable to break, uspeeially in roving

frames. This diffieulty is entirely removed by llie use

of ehain gearing.

A possible applieation, wliieh has uot yet been tried,

is the driving of the flyers and bobbins on speed frames.

A horizontal ehain gearing, with wheels attached to

each of the spindles, would make a continuous drive

which would be perfectly regular, highly efficient, and

much less noisy than the present arrangement. Again,

the bowls on fulling mills are at present connected by

simr wheels with .s])eeially deep teeth to permit of

motion of one of the bowls. This drive is highly unsat-

isfactory, as one would naturally expect. The substi-

tution of ehain gearing would eliminate most of the

ti'oubles and bi-eakages that are so common at present.

The substitution of chains for belts for driving from

the flyers and twisters in rope-spinning machines has

resulted in great economy of power, great increase in

l)i-oduction, aiul improvement in quality of material.

The belts in this case were only about 2 ft. centres, ran

at a high speed, and over comparatively small pulleys

-V great deal of slip took [)lace.

These circumstances are mentioned only for the pur-

pose of iiulieating in a general way what has and can
i)e done in this direction. There are many other cases

whe7-e serious disadvantages could be eliminated by
the substitution of ehain for belt or spur gearing, in

the construction of machines themselves.

Textile machineiw users will do well, from now on,

to satisfy themselves that any disadvantage from which
they are suffering in the operating of any machine,

cannot be eliminated by the substitution of chains for

some other form of transmission, and to bring pressure

to bear upon the manufacturers of these machines, with

a view to having such points investigated. If they

have any difficulty in this connection, they will find

chain manufacturers ready and willing to co-operate

with them. On the other hand, textile machinery
manufacturers may well consider whether it would uot
be profitable for them to seek out such cases as these

for themselves, without waiting to be urged to do so

by their customers.

Effects and Advantages of Using Chain Gearing

The effect of substituting chain gearing for some
other form of transmission will naturally depend, to a
great extent, upon the form of transmission for which
it is substituted, and the circumstances under which
the substitution is made. It is not necessary to speak
very fully on this aspect of the matter, because the
description of chains, and the enumeration of their

characteristics which has been made with studied mod-
eration and impartialit.v, will enable anyone to decide
for himself what will happen in any particular case.

However, the advantages usually expected from a sub-
stitution of chain gearing in textile factories, are as

follows :

—

(1) Improvement in quality of product due to uni-

formity of turning.—It is impossible to exaggerate the
importance of the fact that a chain drive will transmit,
with perfect uniformity, a uniform turning-effect; will,

if anything, reduce impulses from the driving end, and
will steadily overcome impulses at the driveu end, with-

out permitting the speed to vary, and yet will not give

rise to the distressing and troublesome noise and vibra-

tion so common to most kinds of tooth gearing. In

fact, it will take some considei'able time to realize what
an important quality this is. In many cases the present

running .speeds in textile factories are liiTiited by the
uniformity of turning obtaiiuible with present methods
of transmission. How far these speeds may be in-

crease without affecting the ipiality of the product, or

causing other troubles, when the machine is driven
with perfect uniformity, is a matter foi- experiment and
investigation. Non-positive methods of transmission at

present seem to affect the uniformity of turning of
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the driven shaft in two ways:

—

(a) By their ability to stretch and slip they permit

and magnify the action of impidses on the driven shaft,

in accelerating or retarding, momentarily, its motion.

(b) They may originate variations in turning by

the ease with which they swing and stretch. This mat-

ter will be further discai.ssed later.

(2) Increase in production.—This may be pro-

duced in one or all of thi-ee ways, as the result of the

substitution for positive for non-positive methods of

driving. These are as follows:

—

(a) Overloads cause no reduction in speed. The
transmission is positive, and is capable of being oper-

ated at considerable overloads without any serious

disadvantage. The efficiency remains the same, and

the strength is always sufficient to withstand any

ordinary overload, i.e., up to 100 per cent. The effect

of this is that the additional deinand for power, usually

found in a textile mill after stoppages, does not cause

any reduction in speed of the lineshafts, with conse-

quent falling off in production.

(b) Production is increased, owing to the elimina-

tion of the ordinary slip of belts or ropes. A belt drive

is only at its best foi- a limited time. The slip, which

Fig.16.—Chain DrivfsJin'FlaxlSpinninRjFactory. __"

always occurs, steadily increases as the belt increases

in length, and production falls off. It is only when
a mechanic takes up the .slack that the drive is re-

stored to its original efficiency. With a chain drive

there is no slip at any period, the production is regular,

and whilst neglect of the chain will possibly enough

cause trouble, it will be trouble that will make itself

obvious at once, will give warning that it is occurring,

and will prevent the occurrence of considerable losses

that cannot readily be tracked and remedied.

(c) There are some cases in which, on account of

the improvement in the uniformity of turning, it is

j)Ossible to Sliced up the machines. Such cases will

readily suggest themselves.

These remarks are specially applicable to the driving

of machines by belts in finishing works, and in other

places where the temperature and humidity of the at-

mosphere vary considerably.

(3) Space saved.—In many cases there is a con-

siderable saving of valuable space, by virtue of the fact

that the distance between shafts can be much less than

with belt or rope drives. In other cases the latitude

that is given in the placing of motors or machines, by

the general adaptability of the chain drive, results in

further economies of the same character.

(4) Lower first cost.—If a belt drive is properly

designed to transmit, without slip or excessive tension,

the power re(|uired in any case, and a durable belt is

used, the first cost will exceed the first cost of a chain

belt. Quite often, double reduction belt or rope drives

are used where a single reduction chain drive would
have sufficed, or a combined drive of belt and spur

wheel is used. When electric motors are used in con-

fined spaces, and double reductions and large pulleys

are not possible, a single reduction chain drive and a

high-speed motor will give a higher efficiency with a

lower first cost, than a slow-running electric motor

,vith a single reduction belt or rope drive. It occas

ionally happens that very extravagant arrangements

are made to connect two shafts, simply because they

are too far apart for spur gears, and too close toget-

her for satisfactory rope or belt driving. Chain gear

should always be considered for such cases.

(5). Economy of power.—Over an extended period

of running, there is an economy of power of at least

^ per cent obtained by the substitution of a well-de-

signed chain drive for any rope or belt drive. If the

conditions are not suitable for ropes or belts, or the

drive is badly designed, this economy will be greatly

increased, and may be as high as 30 per cent. Spur
gearing and machine-cut helical gearing, when erected

with perfect accuracy, are perhaps as efficient as an
average chain drive Any departure, however, from
this accuracy, which is exceedingly difficult to obtain

under commercial or factory conditions, results in a

very great falling off in efficiency. Where it is possible

to substitute chain gearing for a transmission by
bevel gears and intermediate shafts a great economy
of power is obtained. The difference in efficiency be-

teen chain gearing and ordinary cast spur, helical, or

bevel gearing, may be anywhere from 10 to 40 per
cent.

The reason for the superior efficiency, imder com-
mercial conditions, of chain gearing, becomes obvious
after a moments' thought Consider the ease of two
shafts connected by spur gearing. The connecting
links are each of them absolutely rigid, and it follows

that for the ideal transmission of power, that is, for

the equivalent of rolling contact to be obtained, ex-

quisite accuracy, not only in the shape but of the rela-

tive position of the tooth surfaces, is essential. Any
departure from this will cause rubbing instead of
rolling, with a subsequent loss of power. This
consideration alone ought to be sufficient to rule

out entirely the use of plain cast gearing of any des-

cription for power transmissions of any importance.
Machine-cut gearing of a very high degree of accuracy
is now so readily obtainable, and so reasonable in

price, that there is little inducement to use cast gear-
ing, and no reason to fear loss of power due to badly
formed tooth surfaces. The relative positions of the
tooth surfaces that have to work together, however,
which are equally important with their shape, is a
much more difficult thing to obtain to the required
degree of accuracy. Play in the bearings, a certain
amount of which cannot be avoided, lack of rigidity

of the shafts, errors of erection, either in alignment,
parallelism, or distance between centres are very dif-

ficult to avoid in factory work, and will cause great
falling off in efficiency, and in many cases will entirely

neutralise the advantage obtained by the substitution of

machine cut for plain cast gearing.

Now consider two shafts connected by chain gear-
ing. There is a rigid link on each shaft, and a per-
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fectly flexible link bi'twecu tlu'in. Every joint or l)ear-

ing in the eliain has a certain amomit of play and this

is suffieient to iieriuit ])erfeet gearing between the

chain anil each wheel, in spite of any small looseness

in the shaft bearings, eccentricity of the wheels on

the shafts, fanlty alignment of the wheels, or lack of

]>arallelisin of the shafts. In a word, this flexibility

will bring the attainment of the highest possible ef-

ficiency innch more easily within the scope of prac-

tical factory eoiulitions

What has already been done.

It will be difticnlt, if not impossible, to convey an

aecnrate impression of the extent to which chain

driving has been adojited in textile mills. Genei-ally

speaking, the tendency has been to resort to this form
of transmission oidy in cases in which other forms of

transmission, for some reason or other, are not
are not suitable or have given trouble. The idea that

chain driving is a standard method of transmitting
power, of very great value, and of almost general ap-

plicability; that it ought to be considered whenever
a new plant is being put down, or an old one re-

moddled, has not received proper recognition either

from engineers or from textile manufacturers, and
it is only when chain manufacturers have been lui-

tisually i)ushing, or when consulting engineers or mill

owners have been unusually enterprising, that the mat-
ter has been considered in this way. It can be as-

sumed, however, that in every one of the eases mention-
ed hereafter, the application of chain gearing has been

thoroughly tested and found satisfactorj^ and may
therefore be regarded as one of the standard drives

for the future It will be convenient to arrange these

eases under similar headings to those used in dealing
with 'possible applications."

(1)—Driving lineshafts in Spinning and Weaving
Factories.—In only a few cases has chain gearing been
used to drive direct from the engine to the lineshaft,

and in these cases the power has not exceeded 100 li.p.

It has however, been very extensively used for driv-

ing from electric motors to lineshafts, and its suit-

ability for this purpose has been very completly de-

demonstraied. Perhaps the best example for us to take

now is the electric conversion of Mr. Robert C'lough's

mills at Keighley, carried out by Mr. W. 0. Pepper.

A cross-compound Corliss engine driving by ropes

to the head shafts in the usual way was replaced by

a turbo-attei-nator as a prime mover and electric motors
without any other alteration in the structure or ar-

rangements of the factory. In every case the shafts

were driven from the motors by means of silent chain

gearing, and specialists in chain transmission wei'e

consulted from the outset, and, as far as latitude was
possible, arranged the drives so as to be entirely suit-

able for chain gearing. The conversion was carried

on without any interuption whatsoever to the daily

work of the factory. The chain wheels were mounted
on the shafts alongside; the rope pulleys, and no other

alteration to the shafting or mill gearing was made.

As Mr. ("lough's installation embodies many novel

features, it has naturally been ke[)t under close ob-

servation by those directly interestetl, and now, after

considerably more than a year's running, it is pos-

sible to say that, as far as chain gearing is concerned
the results have proven more satisfactory than was
originally anticipated.

Another drive that is interesting, because it shows
another form of construction is in a flax spiiuiing fac-

tory, and the rooms were formerly driven—before elec-

trification—by vertical shafts and bevel gearing. Af-

ter electrification spur drives from the motors were
first used, but the vibration and noise was so great

that they had to be taken out.

(2)—From lineshafts to machines—For several rea-

sons the substitution of chains for belt driving from line

shafts to machines has not been very much taken up
by textile manufactiu'ers. In the first place, it is rat-

her a radical proceeding, and mill owners are conser-

vative. The advantage to be obtained from a single

substitution appears very small, and extensive sub-

stitution could naturally only be taken up after ex-

l)eriment and experience. Chain manufacturers on the

other hand, have not devoted much attention to jiushing

this kind of business, because in the present state of

the knowledge of chain gearing they realised that they
had tremendous difficulties to overcome, and a much
more natural line seemed to be to push the sale of

heavy drives, which gave them the business that they
wanted immediately, and served a useful purpose in

educating those interested in the subject of chain
gearing. There is no real reason, however, why it

should not be taken up very extensively indeed, and
with very great advantage. There are some cases
which present no difficulty whatever from a chain
point of view and immediate benefit would be ob-

tained.

One of the cases in which it has been applied is of
striking interest to woollen manufacturers, namely,
the driving of scribbling and carding nuichines. The
designers and builders of these machines have been
at very great pains to ensure that all the various swifts
of each unit should be connected up by a positive
transmission, for the obivious reason that the i)roduct
of one unit is the raw material of the next, and must
consequently be supplied at exactly the correct rate.
In other words, each unit must be capable of taking
the product of the machine before it, just as fast as
it is produced. In spite of this obvious necessity, and
the great pains taken to meet it, the units are usually
connected to the line-shafts by belts, and the conden-
ser connected to the swift of the last unit by belts or
bands. These belts or bands, which all slip to some
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extent, are often of different lengths and differently

loaded, and even if they were all the same length

and efjually loaded, their condition as regards the

presence of "fly," or as regards tightness, would
cause them to slip difl'erently.

Messrs. William Lawton Ltd., of Huddersfield, were
the first to conceive the idea of using chain gearing for

the purpose of driving these machines. They tried

it on one set in tlieir own mill, with entire success.

A comparison was made between this set of machines

and another set with belt drives, running under, as

far as possible, identical conditions, for a period of

21 days, and there was found to be an increase in

production of 4.3 per cent. Mr. Lawton also said that

a considerable improvement in the quality of the mater-

ial was found, which showed itself in the reduction of

the number of broken ends in the spinning room.

In a more recent case, when the change was first

made it was found, after 15 minutes running, tliat

the scribbler was overmaliing the carding engine, and
the feed into the latter had to be speeded up to 7

per cent. In the two days previous, the feed on this

l)articular machine had to be changed four times to

allow for the varying slip of the main belt on the

scribbler. During five hours running, after the con-

version to chain driving, two ends came down in con-

denser ,whereas the average before the conversion was
made was in the neighbourhood of three per hour.

No modifications of the arangemeuts in the carding

room are necessary for the purpose of mailing this

kind of conversion. A friction clutch moiuited on the

lineshaft is substituted for fast and loose pulleys on
the machine, and if desirable, on account of the lieavy

starting torque, to use a gradual engagement device

for operating the clutch. The chains can then simply

take the place of the belts.

(3)—Machines from individual motors—Tliere have
been many isolated cases of th(! application of chain

gearing to driving from individual motors to machines
and this method of driving is developing.

An Italian firm have driven scuteliers and combing
machines in this way.
A firm in Leeds have driven carding machines (six

in number) in this way.
Several firms have driven spinning and doubling

frames by chain gearing from individual motors. Gen-
erally speaking there has been something special about
the arrangements, either for the purpose of obtaining
dtachability of the gear, or change of speed, or for

some other reason. In the finisliing trades there have
been many exami)les of individual drives to mangles,
back-filling macliines, drying macliines, calenders and
printing machines. The advantages usually obtained
in these conversions will have been sufficiently in-

dicated by my earliei- I'eniarks.

Summary.

The |)osition of chain gearing, tlicn, as far as the

driving of textile mills is eonecnu'(l. can be briefly

summarised as follows:

—

(1) It is a possibk' solution of any transmission

problem which does not exeeefl 300 h.p., in which the

distance between the centres does not exceed say, 12ft.,

and in which it is possible to use wheels of such dia-

meter that the linear speed of the chain does not great-

ly exceed 1,300 ft. per minute.

(2) Chain gearing is a highly efficient trausniission.

It is at least equally efficient, inuler i)arllel conditions,

Mdth any other form of gearing, and much more effi-

cient, pnder bad conditions, than any other form of

gearing. Its high efficiency is maintained until it is

worn out.

(3) It is a positive transmission, with enough elas-

ticity to prevent serious vibration, and withal is rigid

enough to transudt, with perfect uniformity, a uniform
turning.

(4) As a direct consequence of the above qualities,

the substitution of chain gearing for other forms of
transmission can be made to give reduction of power
consumption, increase of output, improvement in

quality, as well as freedom from noise and vibration.
To some extent it is open to the user to choose in which
of these dii'ections he will use the improvement.

(5) These facts have been sufficiently proven by the
extent to which chain gearing has been used, to justify

its being regarded as a standard transmission, and ta-

ken into account when transmissions are being consid-
ered.

As regards the pai-t chain gearing will play in the
controversy as to which general system of driving is

the best the position of chain gearing can be sum-
marised under four heads:

—

(1) In existing mills which are driven from a main
engine by ropes, as a general rule the only appli-

cations possible for chain gearing are from lineshafts to

machines or from lineshafts to countershafts. If the

transmission from the engine to the lineshaft is not

a straight rope drive, but a complicated one, or if

it be a drive through vertical shafts and bevel gearing

chain gearing can often be sidisfituted with great ad-

vantage.

(2) In existing mills which are to be electrified, it

is impossible to overestimate the value of the newer
transmission. It enables the engineer to make his con-

version without any change in the existing structure

of the mill, and usually without any stoppage what-
soever of any part of the machinery. In old mills

where floors are nearly fully loaded, and weight is

a consideration, lighter motors can be used if the trans-

mission is by chain.

(3) New mill that is to be driven from a main engine.

—The remarks on the subject of existing mills driven

from main engines also apply in this case, except that

it will be advantageous to depart from the preesnt stan-

dard arrangement and put the lineshafts under the

floors instead of under the ceilings. It will also be ad-

vantageous to arrange the lengths of speed frames and,

if possible the shapes of rooms, so that a straight drive

from the lineshaft to the frame will be practicable.

In many eases this can be done without any cost of

floor space, and without any greatly cost of shafting,

and the gain in improved quality and increased pro-

duction will be very great. Apart from radical chan-
ges in the relative position of the engine room and the
various manufacturing rooms, there is not much point
at present in considering the use of chain gearing
oetween the engine and the lineshafts Weaving sheds
however, are an exception to this.

(4) New mill that is to be electrically driven.—In
new mills that are to be electrically driven under the

group system, the advisibility of chain gearing for

the drive from file motor to the lineshaft gives in-

creased latitude for arranging the mill purely and
.'-.imply from a pi'oduction i)oiut of view. The motors
can be put in a small annex(> at the end of each room,
they can be hung from the ceiling, they can be put on
the floor in the middle of the room, if space is not val-

uable or they can be arranged in any other position
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tliat st'ciiis ilc.sii'iil)lt', from dii effii'ic'iicy point of view.

If cliiiiii (Irivt's fi-oiii the liiiesliaft to the niaehiiie.s are
used, and .some litth' iiioi'e attention paiii to tlie mounf-
infî of tlie lineshafts themselves than is now nsiial, it

will probably be founil that the difference in effieieney
between individual drivini; will not b(> in favor of the
formel-, and even if it i.s, the difl'erence in first cost and
up-keep ehai-jres is likely to eoiinterbalanee it

Conclusion.

After a careful study of this prolilmi of transmission
in mills, it is almost impossible to avoid the eoiivie-

tion that most of the troubles experienced are due to
three causes—the use of non-positive drives: the use
of drives which though positive, are badly construct-
ed or i-oughly erected ; and the use of shafting, hangers
and bearings of crude character.

From the ])oint of view of electrical engineers, it

may be conceded that these factors materially help to
strengthen the case for electric driving, l)y furnishing
them with "bad cases"; nevertheless it is equally true
that these very factors prevent them from reaping
to the full the benefits potentially attainable from elec-
tric driving—unless, indeed, they adopt individual
driving, and thus eliminate gearing altogether. Loose
and bailly aligned bearings, eccentric and twisted shaft-

ing, badly-Muule ami badly erected gearing, destroy
unifoi'mity of turning, aiul waste jjovver

On the other hand from the millowner's point of
view, it is hardly worth while to use well-made and
well-fitted bearings or to go to considerable expense
in the alignment of shafting and careful erection of
gearing, if this refinement is at once nullified and
liable to be quickly destroyed by the defects and faults
of the instruments of transmission, viz., tight belts,

tight ropes, ajid i-ough-east gearing. With the use of
chain gearing, however, many refinements throughout
the mill become, not nu-rely possible, but profitable,
for these refinements will easily be maintained, and will
greatly improve the qiudity of the product, not merely
not increasing its co.st, but generally definitely re-
ducing it, by lowering the power and repair bill. Fin-
ally, therefore, I would urge electrical enginers, no
less than the mill owners themselves, in their own in-
tei-ests and those of their industry, to weigh very care-
fully the claims made in this paper on behalf of chain
gearing, and the evidence put forward, and to ask
themselves whether they can any longer afford to look
on the motive power and the transmission system as
two separate problems, the second a matter of com-
parative indifference to them : whether the two are
not, in point of fact, almost equally important parts
of the same problem—the problem of mill driving.

THE FOURTH NATIONAL TEXTILE EXHIBITION
(Special to the Canadian Textile Journal.)

"The largest and best exhibition of textile machin-
ery ever given" was the unanimoiis ver<lict of every-

one who visited the Fourth National Textile Exhibi-
tion in Mechanics' Building, Boston, last v;eek. More
machines were shown, greater interest was manifested
by the manufacturers, and greater crowds were han-

dled than ever before. The show was an unqualified

sijccesfj from every view point, and when a movement
^^as started to have the show given in Atlanta, Ga.,

next year, it met with the endorsement of everyone
interested.

In connection with the textile exliibiriou was given
the second annual Powder Show, this being held in the

basement underneath the large exhibition halls. Here,
as in the show above, interest was at its height all week
long, and many of the associations connected with the
using of power held meetings during the week.

Six acres of s])ac:' were used in showing the various
machines and other things that are connected with
the textile industry, and visitors were registered from
all parts of the country, including not a few from
different sections of Canada. Most of the machinery
was shown in ojieration. this jileasing both the nuuiu-
facturers and those who visited the show out of curios-

ity as to what cotton machinery looked like.

The exhibits included everj^thing that an interested
person could wMsh for, from the ancient forms of card-
ing, spinning and weaving to the very latest machinery
made by the best machinery makers in the world.
I\Iuch of the nuu'hinery shown was the latest orders that
have been finished in such plants as the Draper Com-
pany of Hopedale, Mass., the Woonsoeket IMachine and
Press Comiany of "Woonsoeket, R.I., the Potter and

Johnston Machine Company of Pawtueket, R.I., and
other companies of like size and reputation.
The big event of the week in connection with the

show was the annual convention of the National As-
sociation of Cotton Manufacturers, w-hich was held in
Paul Revere Hall in Mechanics' Building on Wednes-
day and Thursday. At this meeting Albert Greene
Duncan, of Boston, who is Treasurer of the Harmony
Mills of Cohoes, N.Y., was elected President to suc-
ceed Edwin Farnham Greene, Treasurer of the Pacific
Mills of Lawrence, Mass.

The other officers elected were as follows: Vice-
Presidents—William M. Butler of New Bedford, Mass.

;

and Grosvenor Ely of Jewett City, Conn.; Secretary
and Treasurer: C. J. H. Woodbury of Boston, Mass.";
Directors, for three years : Philip Dana of Westbrook,
Me., William A. Mitchell of Lowell. Mass.. W. Frank
Shove, of Fall River. Mass., John Sullivan of New Bed-
ford, Mass., and Alexander Makepeace of Fall River,
Mass.

Many of the manufacturers had been in attendance
at the annual meting of the American Cotton Manu-
facturers Association which was held in New York
on Jlonday and Tuesday. They spent the remainder
of the week in looking over the various exhibits which
were spread out for their edification at the show.
The most notable exhibits from the \aewpoint of

both the mill men and the outsiders were those by the
five companies who style themselves the textile machin-
ery specialists, viz.: the Woonsoeket Machine and
Press Company; the Potter & Johnston Machine Com-
pany: the T. C. Entwhistle Company; the Easton &
Burnham ilachine Company and the Fales and Jenks
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Machinery Company, all of these being set side by

side; the Draper Company, the Stafford Looms and

the machinery exhibit of the Crompton & Knowles

Loom Works.
There were many other notable exliibits shown, but

those mentioned were larger and atti-aoted more inter-

est than any of the others, with the possible exception

of that of Mrs. Jackson, of Dorchester, Mass., who
showed several old time spinning wheels, an old loom

and several old hand cards. This exhibit, which was

set upon the stage in Machinery Hall, attracted much
attention because of its character and its age, all of

the articles shown being more than an hundred years

old.

Taken in order as a person entered the exhibition

hall from the streets the best of the exhibits were to

be seen as follows :

—

In spaces 10 and 11 were shown some of the machines

made by the Klauder-Weldon Dyeing Machine Com-
pany of Amsterdam, N.Y. This exhibit included a

raw stock dyeing machine, a 28-stick all bronze com-

bination cotton and worsted skein dyeing machine and

a 21-stick combination cotton and worsted bronze

spider. Two of these machines were turned over by
a motor, but had no stock or dyestuffs in them.

William Firth of Boston, Mass., had an exhibition of

small portable machines in space 16. The Grosser

Knitting Machine Company of New York City had a

number of their knitting machines on view. These
machines were their regular stock such as are shipped

to customers and were shown from every side, giving

visitors at the show a good opportunity to see what a

knitting machine looks like, and what it can do.

David Gessner of Worcester, Mass., had a complete

line of his textile finishing machinery on view, and
the chief exhibit in the space was that of three-string

24-roll double acting napper for cloth. This machine
because of its size and the mechanical skill displayed

in its manufacture was a center of attraction among
the mill men present.

In addition to the exhibit which was set with those

of the other "textile machinery specialists," the Woon-
socket Machine & Press Company had a separate ex-

hibit, showing a special machine for cotton waste

slioddy and wools. This machine was recently fin-

ished for a NeAv England mill, and it was receiving its

tuning up runs at the Textile Show. Much interest

was displayed by those present in the machine, and it

is reported that several other machines of the same
type were sold during the week.
The ITniversal Winding Comjiany had one of the

most attractive exhibits at the show. This was due
partly to the fact that a corps of young ladies were
employed to operate the various winding machines
which were on view In addition to having a com-
plete line of machines, the company also had samples
of the various styles of winding which can be done.
The company occupied spaces 22, 23, 24, 28, 29 and 30.

One of the most attractive exhibits for the laymen
at the show was that of the Roessler & Hasslacher
Chemical Company of New York city. Practical
bleaching was carried on in small glass tanks under
the view of the public, and samples that were sub-
mitted were handled at once. The small vats were
heated by electricity. In addition there were a num-
ber of samples from various mills of bleached textiles

of every fibre.

The G. M. Parks Company of Fitchburg, Mass., had
on view a complete hiunidifying j)lant in Diiniature.

This attracted a great deal of attention from mill
men and others. There were also shown air com-

pressors, air hose and other specialties for mills which

are made by the company. All of the latest improve-

ments to their Turbo Humidiliefii-s were shown, as well

as their latest effort, a small outfit for isolated instal-

lations, this being designated as their Turbo Clus-

ter Tank.
The Steel Heddle Manufacturing Company showed

a full-sized Simplex Auxiliary Drawing-in machine

which was kept in operation a great deal of the time

to satisfy the curious and those really interested in the

work for which it was designed. Various advantages

to be obtained from flat steel heddles were also demon-

strated and there was a complete line of tlu' products

of the company on view.

Several knitting machines were shown by E. 0.

Spindler of New York city, these machines being in

operation and for the most part fashioning sweat-

ers. This space was split with the Dubied Machinery

Company of New York.
The Stafford Company of Readville, Mass., showed

many of its Ideal looms all in operation. This exhibit

was in charge of W. Wood Smith, sales manager of

the company. At one end of the exhibit was a mina-

ture reception room this being also fitted with desks

for the convenience of those who wished to make the

space their headquarters while they were at the show.

The looms wre arranged along one side of the wall

of the large exhibition hall and some of theme were

weaving narorw goods while others were working on

M'ide goods. All of the looms shown were automatic and

the exhibit was one which had crowds around it all

of the time during the week.
Almost across the aisle of the exhibition hall was

located the exhibit of the Crompton & Knowles Loom
Works of Worcester, Mass., and Providence, R.I. This

exhibit consisted wholly of automatic magazine looms

nearly all of which were equipped with dobby and
Jacquard heads. This exhibit contained the follow-

ing looms, working on various textiles : two gingham
looms, one two color, and one six color; a Terry
towel loom viith a four-color magazine, three colors

of which were used in making the body of the towel

and the fourth only in the border; a cotton blanket

loom with a Jacquard head, weaving a cotton figured

blanket ; a duck loom, with an automatic shuttle chang-

er instead of a magazine full of filling; and two types

of the woollen and worsted looms made by the com-
pany, the first a 2x1, 25 harness heavy worsted loom.

This latter loom was weaving a high grade worsted
heavy-weiglit suiting at the show, the yarns and pat-

tern being furnished by the W. T. Tillotson Manufae-
uring Company of Pittsfield, Mass.
The Draper Company exhibit at the show Included

eight Northrup looms, a twister, a spooler, two beam
warpers, one warper with bailer, a single thread test-

ing machine and samples of various small machines
and parts that are made by the company. The ex-

hibit held the interest of all who attended the show
the loo!ns being in operation, girls coming in from
the factory for that purpose.
The looms shown Avere as follows: One M model,

40-inch loom weaving fine goods and using a 6% inch

magazine filled with filling on cops ; an E model 36-

inch loom with a filling magazine filled with 8-% inch

bobbins of extra large size ; a P Model for 36-inch

goods, with the same size magazine as the previous

model ; a K model loom for 36-inch goods for 7% inch

filling cops. This machine was fitted with a 20 har-

ness Crompton & Knowles dobby of the Stafford pat-

tern : an 11 model with filling battery for eiglit inch

bol)bins, this loom being fitted with a special corduroy

take-up and side cam harness motion for eight shade
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and iiiiii' throw for corduroy weave. It was also fit-

ted with a special heavy selvage temple. One E model

40-iiieii loom for eiglit inch bobbins ;
and one E model

loom for ;50-ineii goods fitted with a magazine for

eight-inch bobbins ami with special attachments of

various kinds. All of these looms were driven by in-

dividual motors.

The other machines in the exhibit of the Draper Com-

jiany were fitted with various special attachments of

varying pattei-ns, that the manufacturers might see

thewhole of the line in operation, and see what would

fit in any particular null best. Each of the other

machines were driven by small individual motors.

Messrs. John Iletherington & Sons, Ltd., through

tlu'ir American agent, Stephen C. Lowe, had on view

a 121/2-inch laj) Nasndtli cond)er, fitted with a Roth

Aspirator and Waste lattice. There was also shown
a candess quiek-traverse cross winding machine. The
first nmchine, the comb, showed the immense improve-

nu>nt which has come with the aspirator as designed by
Roth. The attachment keeps the machine clean,

and collects the waste by a suction device, this

tending to keep tiie machine clear and niuning nearly

100 per cent of the time. The company claims that

the comber needs cleaning but once a week instead

of twice a day, as is the genral rule, and the machine
ran all week at the show, working on 1 1-16 American
cotton. The waste is collected and coiled in sliver

form in cans making it ready for the drawing frames,

and saving additional carding and the making of

more waste. The winding machine attracted con-

siderable attention also.

The "textile specialists" had their five exhibits

arranged in regular handling oi'der as tiiey would
be in the mill. The first in the line was that of the

Potter à Johnston Machine Company of Pawtucket.
The principal thing in the exhibit of this company

was the recently acquired waste mixing attachment
for use in connection with breakers, openers and like

machines. The new attachment was shown working,
and opened, and mixed raw staple, card and drawing
sliver and comber lap waste, together in a perfect
blend. The company also showed a regular stock
model of their 40-ineh revolving flat top card, fitted

with all of the latest improvements which have been
made on the machine since it was last shown at an
exhibition.

Next was shown the exhibit of the Woonsocket Ma-
chine & Press Company, recently changed hands. These
great machines for roving and drawing were a show in
themselves, and as the operatives worked about them
there was always a crowd of spectators present to
see the "wheels go round."
Then came the exhibit of the T. C. Entwhistle

Company of Lowell, Mass., which consisted of warp-
ing and beaming machinery. The principal machine
sho\^Ti was a standard slasher complete with creel,
the latter fitted with porcelain step. They also show-
ed one of their balling machines, a traverse grinder
for grinding the doffei-s and cylinders, and a roll
grinder for grinding revolving flat tops.
The Eastou & Burnham Machine Company of Paw-

tucket, showed a skein winder, a reel and a stand
of spinning spindles. The winder and the reel at-

tracted a great deal of attention because of the sim-

plicity with which they were made.
The last member of the group of specialists, the

Fales & Jenks Machinery Company of Pawtucket, R.
I., showed their spinning and twisting machinery and
these machines in operation most of the time showed
the public thr.t their machines were the last and most

effective word in spinning of cotton.

A full sized model B special carpet dyeing machine

was shown by t\n: John II. Giles Dyeing Machine Com-

pany of Amsterdam, N.Y. This machine a 25-stick

skein dying luachine was specially shown because of

the fact that there is no iron used in the inside con-

struction of the machine. All bolts, rivets, hoops and

tie rods are made of Monel metal and this is said to

add much to the effectiveness of the machine. One

of tiu' claims of the demonstrator was added dyeing

with the same amount of dye liquor.

The Philadelphia Drying Machine Company of Phila-

phia, Pa., showed the very latest word in drying ma-

chinery of various kinds. The company showed sev-

eral fire-proof drying machiiu's with panel insulated

with Air-Cell asbestos; the Hurricane circulating dry-

ing machines, ventilating and heating apparatus. These

machines all of which meet the requirements of the

fire underwriters in every respect, were the center of

interest to many of the mill uu-.n wlio were at the show,

and it is reported that several good sales were made
by the company during the week. The (concern also

showed a hot and cold plate press with either hydrau-

lic or power screws attached.

The same company also showed a special singeing

machine which was equipped with indestructible me-
tallic forms and special burners, and also with extin-

guishing apparatus. This machine was designed for

the jiurpose of singeing cotton hosiery, and is com-
pactl%' built so that it effects a saving in floor space

as well as in other respects.

A novelty from the other exhibits of dyeing mach-
ines which were on exhibition was shown by the Moi'-

ris & Company, Inc., and the Hussong Dyeing Ma-
chine Company of Groveville, N.J. Instead of the

regular stock models as shown by the other companies,

this company showed their nuichines in minature and
also showed several models of duck baskets.

The American Kron Scale Company showed two of

the platform scales of the company, one of the port-

able platform type and the other of the counter type,

both equipped with automatic dials.

Dyeing machines formed the exhibit of the Frank-
lin Process Company of Providence, R.I. A large ex-

hibit was that of the Fairbanks Company of Boston,
scales, trucks, cars, roving cans and pulleys and shaft-

ing being among the things shown.

A. W. Buhlmann of New York City showed several

napping and fleecing machines for sweaters, and also

had a large amount of mercerized yarns shown on
cones and skeins.

The Brown Spin Wright Company of New York
City showed several models of spinning frames, most
of which were kept in operation during the show.
The American Moistening Company ,of Boston,

Mass., showed a complete moistening aparatus for var-
ious purposes, and also a complete humidifying appara-
tus.

For sewing on various kinds of knit goods, tlie

Union Special Machine Company of Boston, Mass.,
showed several sewing machines. These machines
performed several different operations on knit goods.
A spindle spooling machine was shoMTi by the

Spool Cotton Company of New York.
The American Tool & Machine Company of Boston,

showed a number of different hangers and couplers,
several hydro-extractors, steel pulleys of various sizes',

a centrifugal oil separator, idler pulelys and a belt
tightener.

A card clothing machine in operation nuiking narrow
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card clothing was shown by Ashwoi'th Brothers, Inc.,

of Fall River, Mass.

Stuart W. Cramer, recently Preisident of the Am-
erican Cotton Manufacturers Association, and owner of

the Cramer system of air conditioning had a complete

outfit of humidifyers working in his space.

The Davis & Furber Machine Company of North An-
dover, Mass., showed a 36-roll double-acting ball-bear-

ing napper, not in operation.

The Westinghouse Electric Company and its rival

the General Electric Company had exhibitions of

lamps, motors and other ajjparatus of an electrical

nature. In addition the two companies furnished the

individual drives which were used by the various ma-
chinery builders in displaying their machines. The
General Electric Company also had a Draper Northrup
loom working with an individual motor which was
capable of being run at varying speeds. This motor
was attached direct to the loom.

The Psarski Dyeing Machine Company of Cleveland,

O., had a full-sized dyeing machine which was sur-

roi;nded by samples of textiles which have been dyed
on machines owned by the company.

Thomas Leyland Company of Boston, Mass., showed
a cloth expander of the usual type, and another with a
center support scutcher. There were also two power
sewing machines.

A cell driei- was shown by the Cell Drier Machine
Company of Taunton, Mass. The Carrier Air Condi-
tioning Company of America, showed a section of a
two-story mill witli humidifying apparatus working,
and also a full set of machinery.

The Howard Brothers Manufacturing Company of

Worcester, Mass., showed a varied line of card cloth-

ing, and also a card clothing machine at work. The
background for part of the exhibit was a great model
of a hand card that was approximately 12 feet in

length, everything being built in proportion.

The United States Bobbin & Shuttle Company of

Providence, R.I., showed numy différent kinds of bob-
bins and shuttles, the latter being all self-threading,

as is required by the mills of New England at this

time.

To enumerate the whole of the exhibits shown at the

Textile Exhibition would take up more space than can

be made for it, and so only those exhibits that stood

out from the rest liave been mentioned. In all there

were more exhibits at the Fourth Exhibition than have

ever been gathered in one place before.

For a very short while there was an attempt to have

some of the maehinei'y sho^vn taken to Montreal for

exhibition tliere. This movement died out because

of lack of support, and in the face of the competition

of Atlanta, Ga., to have the next show given down
there.

This latter movement was backed by tlie whole of

the body of Southerners who came North In a special

boat from Norfolk, Va., and who had one whole day
set aside for their benefit.

Among the exhibits which should be mentioned in

passing, however, were those of the three textile

schools which sent down samples of the work of the

students. These were the Lowell, Mass., Textile

School, the New Bedford Textile Seliool and the Clem-
son Agricultural College of Clemson, M.d, the latter

d(;voting most of the exliibit to the growing of cotton

and tlu' diseases that are fovmd in the plants.

THE COMBING MACHINE.

'"Combing jMachine"' was the title of a lecture re-

cently given a meeting of Textile Society connected
with the Manchester School of Technology. The lec-

turer, Mr. T. Ross, after dealing with the various ma-
chines used in the cotton trade, pointed out as a re-

markable fact that the device of Ileilmann, the original

system of combing, was still in practical use after 60
years almost unaltered. He had no doubt that if Heil-

mann had lived to see his machine used commercially
he would have discovered the most natural means for

remedying its defects, the chief of which were a low
productive power, and inability to deal with cotton of

very short staple. More modern maeliines modelled
on Heilmann's liad overcome these difficulties. Atten-
tion was also drawn to the reintroduction of the Alsa-
tian combing machine as a four-head system. In its

original form of a one-head system it could not com-
pete with other types; but it was possible that the new
machine, though it was now unknown in Lancashire
mills, might win some favour on account of its high
productive power. In his remarks on the working of
combing machinery, Mr. Ross showed the inadvisability
of maintaining high speed.

WORLD S COTTON STATISTICS.

The International Federation of Master Cotton Spin-

ners' and Manufacturers" Association, in accordance

with its annual practice, has collected from all over the

world, where cotton is spun, statistics showing the

stocks of cotton in spinners" hands on March 1. Re-

turns have been received in respect of 132,059,812, out

of a total (estimated) of 144,704,012 spindles, and it

appears that the total of the stocks on March 1 was

4,862,494 bales. This is larger than the total at the

corresponding dale of any of the last five years, and

we shall probably be justified in saying that it constij

tutes a record. The total a vear before was 4,769,535

bales, in 1912, 4,200,413 bales"; in 1911, 4,060,740 bales;

and in 1910, 4,166,688 bales. It should be explained

that these are actual bales, regardless of weight. The

Canadian returns are for 855,059 out of 860,000 (esti-

mated) spindles. The stocks are given as 48,368

(compared with 465,015 in England, and 1,726,000 in

U. S. A.), actual bales, these fiugres being made up as

follows: American, 48,172; East Indian, none; Egyp-
tian, 143 ; Simdries, 53. As to mill stocks, and eon-

sumption of all kinds of cotton on the basis of spin-

ners" returns, calculated per 1,000 spindles, Canada's
stock (actual bales) on March 1, is given as 56.56, com-

pared with 77.93 in 1913; 42.71 in 1912; 71.05 in 1911,

and 59.55 in 1910. The consumption (actual bales) for

the vear ending August 31, 1913, is 132.70; 1912, 148.29;

1911, 138.83; 1910, 150.08. The world's totals for six

yeais are as follows:

—

Spinning Spindles
Spindles. In Mills. Totals.

1914.. 144,704,012 132,059,812 4,862,494
1!)13 . . . 142,186,308 126,714,982 4,769,535

1912 . . . 139,312,870 123,564,126 4,200,413

1911 . . . 135,596,724 122,22(;,091 4,060,740

1910... 133,421,004 119,1.54,411 4,166,688

1909... 130,795,927 113,752,697 4,266,927

These figures are estimated, and the cotton stocks giv-

en are actual bales, regardless of weight, at mills, from
which returns were received.
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BLENDING AND PREPARATORY PROCESSES IN
WOOLEN SPINNING.—XI
THE ELIMINATION OF VEGETABLE MATTER.

By JOHN W. RADCLIFFE.
(
All Jîiiihts lû'sci-vcii. I

Some kiiowledjïe of the elimination of all vegetable
matter from either loose wool, pulled waste, or rags is
very liiglily essential in the mamifaetiire of pure
woolen yarns or fabrics. The process by which this is
accomplished is either mechanical or chemical, accord-
ing to the form the vegetable matter assumes in the
material to be dealt with.
The mechanical burr extractor has already been

dealt with, so that we may now confine ou'- attention
to the elimination of vegetable matter, by means of
chemical re-agents in the process known 'universally
as carbonization.

It may be mentioned that even the best type of me-
chanical burr extractor known is unable to cope with
some types of very profusively infested wools, whilst
the extracting of cotton and other vegetable threads
trom rage or yarns is entirely out of the question by
such a process.

The term "carbonization" is derived from the car-
bonized appearance of the vegetable matter under
chemical treatment, and which, if properlv carried out
converts the cellulose of such organic

'
matter into

liydroeellulose, which can be easily removed after-
wards.

The action of chemical re-agents ou the wool fibre ismore or less harmful to its physical structure, but by
tlie exercise of much care during each stage of the
process, there need not be any appreciable deteriora-
tion m the material carbonized.

There is no doubt but what materials of various
quality require various strengths of chemical re-
agents to enable the process of carbonization to be
carried out the least harmfully, but if the foreman
responsible for the process will carry out simple tests
.with samples of the stock to be carbonized, his obser-
vations might be very helpful in ascertaining the mostIdeal conditions for dealing with the bulk lots. Thiseou d be done by taking samples and subjecting them

Ln L""" '°'"'"i^
re-agents at different strengths,then hy means of a small laboratory oven the mostdesirable temperature could be detennined a wela

Xrwardf '
•'""'^"" °' ^'" neutralizing agenS

It is obvious also, that in carbonizing loose wools«le type of burr or rather vegetable hnpuiSy w° h"which the wool IS infested is to some extent a determining factor of the strength of the chemical re atentused as the liarder the vegetable matter is physicfllythe stronger must be the chemical re-agent 'aSied'^'
In any case however, these points make it clear thatthe foreman in charge can, in an experimental watdo much that will assist him in finding Ô the LSsoperandi for dealing with the bulk lot-^of the ma eriafor which carbonizing is essential.

mateudl

Carbonization involves two methods of treatment

Jar^boSoï
"^* -^'^--t--- and the otherl?^

ed^v/tl?SmrV'''-™f'"f^*" '^^ carbonized is treat-ed with some chemical solution, whilst the latter ne-

ce.ssitates the use of some gaseous acid such as hydro-
chloric.

The re-agents most commonly used are as follows
Sulphuric Acid, H,, S O^
Aluminum Chloride, la., cl,;

Bisulphate of Soda or 'Sodium Ilvdrog.'u Sulphate
Na H S Oj

^
1 .

Magnesium Chloride, Mg CI,
Ilydroehloi-ic Acid or Muriatic Acid, H C L.

In well organized carbonizing plants there are six
opt>rations m dealing with burry wools. First, the
materials are subjected to the action of one of the
acids re-agents, either in solution or gaseous state, to
destroy the vegetable matter which the material con-
tains. Secondly, the superfluous acid should be re-moved by .some such device as the Hydro Extractor,
winch will be subsequently dealt with. Thirdly thedrying or baking of the material, which at a suitable
temperature reduces the vegetable matter to a hydro-
cellulose state Fourth, mechanically crushing andsnaking out the carbonized matter in the form ofpowder. Fifth, the saturating of the extract wool lu
clean water, t^ weaken the concentrated acid upon thewoo fibre. Sixth, the immersing of the wool in an
alkaline bath to neutralize all the acid that remains.On the continent the theory is held that wool should
be carbonized in the grease, as the latter tends topreserve the fibre s delicate structure from the effects
ot the acid.

It must be remembered, however, that the acid act-ing upon the grease liberates the fatty acid, and fixesthe grease more upon the fibre, making it more dif-
ficult to get rid of in the subsequent sc1)uring opera-
ion.s, and retarding the neutralizing effect of thealkaline solution.
All the re-agents given are used in this country, asA^ell as on the Continent, and in America, but then.os common is the Sulphuric Acid treatment
All the re-agents given, except the hydrochloricacid are applied m solutions, and the various strengthsof the different solutions are obtained by the usfofHydrometers, and indicated by the specific gra^y ofthe^same. or m degrees Twaddell or Beaumf. ^
The strengths of the liquids vary according to thematerial to be treated, and whether the vegetable matter IS hard or tender.

>egeidoie mat-

fromVfn*?' T'^ ^"
r"""''''

''^'y considerably,
t om 31/0 to 8 deg. Be. or about 5 to 10 deg. Tw Wlienthe higher densities are applied, then the temperatm-es

preciable detriment to them.
Muiout any ap-

It is ahvays better to emnlov a fairix- ini^i, +
ture and weaker acid than'vSe vers!'

^'^ '""P"^'^"

160 to 170 deg. Fahl'=l;rthtftrgr;?X
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acid be reduced 2 deg. Be, it will be necessary to raise

the temperature in the baking process to 100 deg. Cen.

or 212 deg. Fah.
The temperatiire and duration of the process is gov-

erned by the re-agent and its strength, and to a smaller

extent on the quantity of vegetable impurity to be

removed. It is well to remember that a mean tempera-

ture must be applied mitil the superflous moisture is

driven off, and then to gradiially raise the tempera-

ture until carbonization is complete.

Sulphuric acid has a great affinity for water, a fact

the most elementary student of chemistry is cognizant

of; also substances containing cellulose ( C„ H^^ Oj.)

are mainly composed of Carbon, Hydrogen, and
Oxygen, the latter occurring in the same proportion

as in water. By adding Siilphuric Acid to such sub-

staucs, it acts upon them in such a manner as to re-

)nove some of their Hydrogen and Oxygen, leaving a

portion of the water of hydration in less stable com-
bination with its other constituents.

Thus, by the application of heat, the vegetable matter

(which is made up largely of cellulose) is caused to

lose some of its hydrogen and Oxygen, and it is thereby

converted into a friable hydrocellulose of a brittle

be removed from the wool by agitation.

If the carbonizing process is accomplished effectu-

ally, the vegetable matter will be removed in the form

of brown carbon.

It is essential in the first place to impregnate the
'

wool containing the vegetable matter with the acid,

either by steeping in lead-lined tanks, or by passing

through a nuichine, similar in construction to any or-

dinary scouring machine, but essentially lead-lined to

preserve the machine from the effect of the acid. When
the wool has become thoroughly saturated it should

be whizzed in an hydro extractor to remove the super-

fluous acid, which can of course be conducted back by

means of lead pipes to the steeping tanks.

The acidified stock may then be passed to a drjdng

machine, and subjected to a mean temperature, to

remove the ordinary moisture, after which the tem-

perature is raised to reduce the organic matter to

ashes.

After baking in the manner referred to, the organic

matter will have been converted into hydrocellulose,

which should then be pulverized or crushed and got

rid of by shaking. It is advisable at this stage to pass

the stock through a bath of pure water, prior to sub-

jecting it to the neutralizing agents proper.

This is not essential, but it will be found that weaker
alkaline solutions will suffice for neutralizing than

otherwise.

The stock may then be neutralized by the alkaline

re-agent, and rinsed again in pure water to remove

any alkali that may be present, as this will, if allowed

to remain, be as disastrous as the presence of acid.

Although the Sulphuric Acid treatment has been

popular for many years, the other re-agents have been

and are very largely employed.

One of the most recent re-agents used for carboniz-

ing is bisulphate of soda and is kiioM'n as Spennarth's

process. One advantage in using this re-agent is that

the sodium hydrogen sulphate salt used is about 40 per

cent, cheaper than Sulphuric Acid, and as the friable

hydrocelhdose formed is of a white compound, the

purity of color in white materials is fully retained.

In addition, it is claimed that this re-agent actually

increases the strength of the materials carbonized, al-

though the burrs are more difficult to crush if too long

an interval is allowed between drying and crushing.

In any case its merits seem to be such as to deserve

a little research and experimental work by those in-

terested commercially.

In carbonizing this re-agent the density of the bath

is greater than in the sulphuric acid treatment, and

varies from 5 deg. to 61/2 deg. Be. or 61/2 deg. to 10

deg. Tw., also the material is immersed for a longer

time owing to the reduced strength of the re-agent.

The aluminium chloride process has been in operation

since the year 1874, and is known as Joly's process.

The material to be carbonized is steeped in a solution

of this re-agent, the density of which should be about

6 deg. to 8 deg. Be., the material being allowed to steep

for about forty minutes. After removing some of the

superfluous chloride by whizzing in an hydro extractor

the material is d)-ied to a temperature of about 50 deg.

Centigrade or 112 deg. Fah., after drying, the tempera-

ture for baking is raised to about 105 deg. C. Mag-
nesium chloride is also used at a strength of about 5

deg. to 8 deg. Be, the temperature for drying being
similar as in the aluminium chloride treatment, though
for baking the temperature will be required at about
115 deg. Centigrade. The reason for this high tem-
perature is that the hydro-chloride acid gas is not lib-

erated from these chlorides at temperatures lower than
those given, and it may be mentioned that aluminium
chloride gives off a much higher percentage of the

H C L gas than does magnesium chloride, though the

former is the more costly to use.

At very high temperatures both these chloride salts

from oxychlorides, which have a somewhat injurious

effect upon the material if allowed to pass unnoticed.
The oxychloride formed by the heating of aluminium

chloride possesses an acid reaction, whilst when mag-
nesium chloride is heated, the reaction is strongly al-

kaline.

The chief advantages of the chloride treatment may
be summed up as follows :

—

There is no disagreeable smell, as is the case in H,
SO4 acid treatment.

The danger of staining the wool with iron rust is

eliminated, as the chloride does not attack the iron
of the machines.

The wool by this treatment retains its elasticity, soft-

ness, and natural handle to a greater extent than when
carbonized with acid solutions.

Wool carbonized with aluminium chloride after be-
ing stored a short time gains about 5 per cent in

weight.

Its chief disadvantages ai-e as follows:

—

The chlorides maj' .suddenly lose their carbonizing
strength, so that the process becomes somewhat un-
certain, and H, SO^ is unfailing as regards its car-

bonizing strength.

Stock carbonized with chlorides do not seem to take
certain colors as well as stock carbonized with sul-

phuric acid (oil of vitriol).

The chlorides also have a tendency to decompose
into a sticky compound that coats the inside of the
dryers and dusters and must be periodically scraped
off.

(To be Continued.)

Loudon board of trade returns for April show ex-
poi'ts of worsted yarns to the Uïiited States of 172,-

000 pounds, compared with 8,800 a year ago; woollens
464,000 yards, against 116,000 a year ago; worsteds
2,031,000 yards, compared with 795,000 a year ago.
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Hevvson Pure Wool Affairs

Tlu' spoeial i-oiiiiuittcc aijpoiiiti'd to iiwi'stigalo the

operations and business of tlie Ilcwson Pure Wool
Textiles, Limited, Amherst, N. S., filed their report last

mouth. The committee censured the management be-

cause of the condition that has come about, and re-

commended a plan of financing in the hope of at

least partially saving the investments that had been
made in tlie company. They suggest that the bond-
holders, and preferred shareliolders apjioint a commit-
tee, or select some reliabU; trust company, to act as

trustee, and arrange to deposit with that trustee

all the bonds and preferred shares, v^ith in-

structions to bid in the propertj\ If the prop-
erty were pui-chased by this trustee, a new
company would have to be formed. From $100,-

000 to $1 50,000 additional working capital would
have to be provided. This money might bo raised by
issue of short term notes, say ten years, or debenture
stocks. An arrangement then could be made to give

common shares in the new company, at par, to holders
of the present preferred shares, iipon terms which
could, no doubt, be made satisfactory. So far as the
old common shares are concerned, the committee has
no suggestion to make, as every one is aware that they
are valueless."

At the meeting of shareholders held on April 22, to

consider the report, there was a remai'kable expression
of desire for co-operation, and it is felt that if it is

at all possible that the industry can be saved it will be.

If what the committee profess to think of the old man-
agement is correct, they will all have to disappear. If

a new directing force is secured, equal to the occasion,
and the proposed issue of $150,000 bonds is secured,
there is no reason wh.y, when times improve and trade
conditions are better, the company should not yet be-
come the success which the orginal prospectus antici-

pated it would have become before this.

Eastern States Notes
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

Conventions of bodies connected with the cotton

was held in Boston during the week have held the at-

tention of all men connected in any manner with the
textile trade in the Eastern States. The conventions
have been held in New York, where the American
Cotton Manufacturers' Association met; in Boston,
where was held the amiual gathering of the National
Association of Cotton Manufacturers ; and in Augusta,
Ga., where the conference called by the Augusta Cot-
ton Exchange and Board of Trade is meeting this

week.

The latter meeting is the one which it is hoped much
relief will come from for the growers and the buyers
of cotton. The methods pursued by some of the Ex-
changes, notably the New York Cotton Exchange,
will probably be adopted reforming the present me-
thods, before the adjournment of the gathering in

Tracy I. Hickman, was elected President of the Am-
erican Cotton Manufacturers' Association on the clos-

ing day of the session. He is President of the Granite-
ville Manufacturing Company of Graniteville, S.C,
and last year was vice-president of the association.

Augusta.

The otliei' officers elected were as follows: Vice-Pre-
sident. Scott Maxwell, agent of the Indian Head Mills,

located at Cordova, Ala.; Secretary and Treasurer,

C. P. Bryant.

National Association of Cotton Manufacturers.
\

At a meeting of the National Association of Cotton
JIanufacturers which was held in conjunction with the
Textile Show in Mechanics Building, Boston, Mass.,

Albert Greene Duncan, of Boston, Treasurer of the
Harmony Mills of Cohoes, N.Y., was elected President.
Mr. Duncan has been active in the affairs of the asso-

ciation for some time.

The other officers elected at the meeting were as

follows: Vice-Presidents, William M. Butler of New
Bedford, Mass., and Grosvenor Ely, of Jewett City,

Conn. ; Secretarj' and Treasurer, Dr. C. J. H. Wood-
bury, of Boston; Directors (for three years), Philip
Dana of Westbrook, Me.; William A. Mitchell of Lo-
well, ]\Iass., W. Frank Shove of Fall River, Mass., John
Sullivan of New Bedford, and Alexander Makepeace ot

Fall River.

Canadians in Attendance.

Among the members in attendance at the convention
of the National Association were the following from
various mills in Canada: Alexander A. Adams, manager
of the Canadian Cottons, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. ; William
V. Boyd, manager of the Canadian Cottons, Ltd., Corn-
wall, Ont. ; John B. Cudlip, manager of the Cornwall
and Yoi'k Cotton Mills Company, St. John's, N.B.; F.

G. Daniels, general manager of the Dominion Textile
Company, Ltd., Montreal; Arthur 0. Dawson, of the
Canadian Cottons, Ltd., Montreal;, J. Whidden Gra-
ham, Superintendent of the St. Croix Mill, of the Can-
dian Cottons, Ltd.. Milltown, N.B. ; John Lowe, Jr.,

general manager, secretary and ti-easurer of the Mont-
real Cotton Company, Valleyfiield; Charles H. Potter,
Superintendent of the Empire Cotton Mills, Ltd., Wel-
land. Ont. ; and James ]M. Young, manager of the Ham-
ilton Cotton Company of Hamilton, Ont.

Curtailment of Production.

An effort Avas made during the past two weeks by
certain of the New York brokers and converters to

secure an agreement among the cotto?! mills of the
Eastei-u States for a curtailment of about 50 per cent
dui-ing the month of May. This movement was re-

ceived with favor in some parts of the States, but other
manufacturers stated plainly that there would be no
curtailment if they could avoid it.

Among the cotton spinners of the South there has
been some curtailment, but there has been no attempt
on the part of the manufacturers to work together for
a general shutting down of plants diu-ing the month.
Several of the cotton .yarns commission men of the
Northern States have been notified by their Southern
mills that orders for June delivery would only be
taken subject to enough business to re-open the mills.

Most of the cotton mon of the States ai-e sitting
tight waiting for the business which it is hoped will be
secured during this month and next. They do not
care to close their mills if they can avoid it, because
there has been a movement on foot among the manu-
facturers for some months past looking toward the
betterment of the conditions under M'hich the help
work and live. This has been put into words by one
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of the leading mill men of New England, President

Henry Clinton Dexter of the Southern New England
Textile Club as follows: "We have eome to realize at

last that we owe something to the people wlio have
settled in our villages and who have v/orked for years
in our mills. No longer must we !ook upon o\ir mills

as a means of revenue onlj% to be closed at any time

when we are not able to make the best of profits, but
we have come to look upon our employes as our broth-

ers, and as such they are entitled to the best that we
can give to them. To this end, we are going to keep
our mills going, even if we have to suffer some ma-
terial loss beside that of lost dividends, and just so

long as we can stand the strain, our employes will

share with us just what we get."
The foregoing statement was made at a meeting of

the club recently, and was heartily concurred in by all

of the members present. These members represent
more than $500,000,000 worth of mills in New Eng-
land, and for that reason the words are taken at more
than their face value.

cents; Buenos Aires high' quarters are quoted at 25

cents in the grease, while low quarters are quoted at

231/^ cents in the grease; Lincolns are quoted at 23

cents in the grease

Foreign tops are being tested by several of the

manufacturers here and the position that they will

occupy in the coming season is uncertain as yet. The

reports that come from the different mills are inter-

esting in their diversity, some of the mills having fovind

them wholly unsuited to their needs, and unreliable in

the extreme, while other mills report tliat they are

very satisfactory. Labor cost is the only difference

between the prices of foreign and domestic tops, and

the small duty on the former about equals the dif-

ference.

The Wool Markets.

The wool situation both in Boston and Philadelphia
has been quiet during the past month. Domestic wools
are exceedingly scarce and have been so for the past
two months. The total trading during the weeks
has been small, and one week the total sales of do-
mestic wools of all kinds amounted to but 1,500,000
pounds. Foreign wools have been arriving freely and
there has been some little trading, but the wool deal-
ers have found the mills pretty well filled up with
domestic grades, and loth to pay the high prices asked.
During the past two weeks the principal trading in

wools, in the Boston market especially, has been in
the foreign staple, and the supply of Territory in the
grease, pulled and scoured wools of varioios kinds,
and Ohio fleeces, Texas and California nne clothing
wools have been almost taken entirely from t'le !aar-
kets. New Utah and Nevada wools have been offered
to the mills recently for 20 and 22 cents a poimd i)i

the grease, the estimated scoured basis bc'ng 53 to
55 cents.

There is not much demand for foreign wools from tlie

majority of the mills at this time, because it will be im-
possible for them to use these wools until the be-
ginning of the new heavy weight season in inost
eases The most conspicuous wools in the movement
which has been noticed in the foreign wools have been
the Australian merinos and cross breds, with a very
fair business being done in Montevideo and New Zea-
land wools. Full prices have been realized in the re-
cent sales which have been made.

Arrivals of new wools from the West have been
slow, cold and wet weather having held up the shear-
ing of the sheep to a large extent. Some new Ari-
zonas arrived in the Boston market last week, and the
opening prices were at 21 and 22 cents. This brings
the scoured prices up to 53 and 55 cents. Moderate
sales have been announced on the above basis, and a
good-sized transfer of Territory half-blood was an-
nounced last week, the scoured basis being 53 cents
Last week's arrivals of foreign wools at the port of
Boston were the smallest since last December ,viih
the exception of two previous weeks.
The following are some of the prices at which for-

eign wools are held on the scoured basis : Sydney 64s-
62 and 03 cents; Port Philip 64s-64 cents; Sydney 60s-
58 cents; Geelong 60s-61 cents; Australian 50s-52 cents •

46s at 40 and 42 cents; and 36s to 40s at 35 and 40

PROPOSED ASSISTANCE TO ASSOCIATIONS OF
WOOL-GROWERS.

The Live Stock Branch of the Dominion Department
of Agriculture is prepared to offer practical assistance

this year to Associations of Wool Growers in the pre-

paration and display of their wool clips for market. As-

sociations, in order to receive this aid, must be organiz-

ed in accordance with the regulations of the Branch,

and membership is limited to actual owners of sheep.

West of Fort William an Association must contain at

least 3,000 sheep, or sufficient to comprise one car-load

of wool ; east of there, a relative number. The services

of expert wool classifiers, who will take charge of and
perform the grading classifications and preparation of

the wool, will be provided.
This proposal represents much more than a mere

continuation of the work undertaken last year, when
two wool classifiers, in the employ of the Live Stock
Branch, visited the Western Provinces and gave prac-

tical instruction and advice to sheep-raisers upon wool
growing. Rather it means the introduction of a defin-

ite scheme whereby wool producers may be actually
assisted in preparing and presenting their wools upon
the market in the most acceptable fashion, and thus
be in a position to cater more directly to the require-
ments of the market. Moreover, it should prove ef-

fective in developing and improving the general status
of sheep-raising and in creating an impetus to the
production and preparation of an improved grade of
wool and indirectly a better class of mutton.

The Branch will also provide the means for the es-

tablishment of a central bureau for the distribution of
current information respecting domestic and foreign
markets of wool, so that the Associations may be con-
stantly in command of complete knowledge concerning
the source of the demand and the ruling price of all

grades. Reliable information of this nature will serve
as an excellent asset to an Association in directing its

poUcy of placing it in closer relationship with the de-
mands of the trade.

In Saskatchewan the Provincial Government is also
preparing to give assistance to the wool growers of
the province in the way of marketing the wool. A bul-
letin has been issued giving directions as to the proper
method of preparing wool for market, and each produc-
er who follows these directions can market his clip
through the Department of Agriculture at Regma,
where warehouse facilities have been provided, and
where it will be graded. A liberal advance will be
made as soon as possible after receipt of the wool, and
a final settlement will be made when all of the wool has
been sold, after deducting the cost of twine sacks and
other necessary expenses.
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Warp Threads and Fabrics

Warp knittfd iabrics air now extensively used in

the luanufaeture of both phiiif and faney knitted goods,

and with the jiossibh^ exeei)tion of hose and half-hose

—although, even in this ease, warp knitted legs and
insteps have been made—all classes of garments are

made, to a considerable extent, from warp knitted

fabrics.

It is somewhat surprising in these days to find that

there is still a kind of half-expressed prejudice against

the manufacture of warp knitted goods. Manufactur-
ers who cannot help admiring the qualities of a warp
knitted fabric, who openly express their approval of

the manj^ excellent designs that can be made on warp
knitting looms, and who are frequently asked for

warp knitted articles, are still reluctant to add warp
knitting looms to their plant of knitting machiner}-.

They may be heard to remark that there is too much
preparation; that it does no pay to make small or-

ders; that there is a difficulty in obtaining the right

sort of labor, and that there is a scarcity of capable
designers, but the fact that these remarks are passed
seems to show that there certainly is scope for the

extension of the warp section of the knitting industrj',

or otherwise some of the above remarks could not
logically be made.

It is true that in some lines of warp fabrics, as with
other classes of knitted fabrics, prices ma.y be cut
owing to the fact that these goods have been made for

a number of years, but the manufacturer is not advised
to take up lines in which he must meet with severe
competition of others who have been in the trade for a
considerable time, and who, in consequence, know that
particular branch of the business from A to Z.

Quite to the contrary, the manufacturer should say
I am producing underwear, jerseys, coats, shawls, scar-

ves, ties, or what not, on weft knitting machines,
and in some branches I am considered a specialist.

Can I, with advantage, make other lines of similar ar-

ticles on a warp principle ? Is the warp fabric suitable,
and, if so, can I produce cheaply? In many cases the
answer will be in the affirmative ,and there seems no
doubt that for well-established firms specialising on
certain articles, the addition of a range of warp
samples, would add to their prestige, and it is only
where a manufacturer is in a small way and totally
non-technical that the addition of warp machinery is

not advisable.

Perhaps one of the points which a manufacturer
objects to in the making of warp knitted goods that
of the prior warping of the threads. Warping neces-
sitates the winding of the yarn on to a number of bob-
bins and then transferring the multiple threads on to
a beam For this purpose a warping stage and mill
is required. The stage is simply a convenience for
holding a number of bobbins, an average number of
which may be taken as 72. These threads are then
wound on to one part of the miU which may be liken-
ed to au extended reel. The threads are passed through
holes in a warp plate or between vertically disposed
points in order to evenly distribute the threads, and
in some cases a slight traverse motion is given so as
to spread out the warps. After a definite number of
turns have been given to the mill, the stage is shifted
so that a similar warping can take place adjoining the
first set of warps, and so on until the whole of the
threads are on the mill. The threads are then worked
off" the mill on to the warp roller or rollers of the warp
knitting looiu. The advantage of the intermediary

warping mill will readily be seen, as owing to the large
diameter of the reel a large amount of warp can be
put on at an etjuable tension.

There lias been much discussion lately about the
warping of artificial silk, as owing to its constitution
and structure it does not lend itself so readily to the
process of warping. This weakness of artificial silk,

point, as in many cases the artificial has been warped
however, has not been considered from the right stand-
with the same amount of sangfroid as is practised in
the case of worsted. It should be borne in mind that
the warping of artificial silk yarns must be effected
with great care, due notice being taken to keep it

under tension and see that the knots are properly
tied and placed. Porcelain or glass guides should be
used in the winding, and knots kept at the bottom of
the bobbins.

The mounting of the warp rollers and the drawing in
of the thread is the next operation. The beams should
be placed in position and the threads drawn in through
the holes in the guide bars in the prescribed order, and
finally through the holes in the guides themselves, a
hook similar to the binding-oif rollers, being attached
to the strings of the latter in sets. Care must be taken
to preserve an equal tension on all the threads. The
exact methods used in starting are naturally dependent
upon the particular type of loom that is being used.
Bearded needle and double rib latch needle looms are
practically self starting, although the latter must have
the requisite drawing-off power applied, as also are
single rib latch needle looms with sinkers. Single
rib latch needle looms without sinkers require the first

lap to be taken below the latches before the making of
the second lap. The first few laps should be watched
carefully so that it can be seen whether each needle
is taking the thread properly. Selvedge threads sup-
plied from bobbins should be drawn in where the
guides do not lap continually round working needles.
The setting up of the loom is, after all, a simple mat-

ter, and given proper instructions, an intelligent work-
er, although unskilled in the manipulation of a large
number of threads, soon becomes proficient It is well
known that in the weaving trade where warping is the
trade basis, that loom mounting is a specialised opera-
tion, and even in warp knitting, if sufficient looms are
in use, it may be found profitable to subdivide the labor
in a similar manner. In this way the question of
obtaining the right sort of labor would soon be over-
come, and by introducing specialised labor for warp-
ing, mounting, and operating, it would then become
necessary to possess an experienced designer who could
adapt himself to the manufacturer's specialities, who
could make the design in accordance with the use of
the intended article, not as has so often been the case;
revive an old design for a new article

Would the organization of the warp knitting trade
on these lines give an impetus to the industry? In this
age of specialisation, and given a numerical sufficiency
of machines, there is no doubt that this would be the
most rational method of procedure.—Hosiery Trade
Journal.

PERCENTAGE TABLES
Under the above title the Cassella Color Company

has published for free distribution to dyers a table for
conveniently and accurately calculating into pounds,
ounces and grains the percentages on given weights
of material to be dyed. Such a table is almost of hourly
use in a dyehouse, and as it is of ample size, being 8y2
by 16 inches, it can be tacked to the wall of the drug
room to advantage or mounted near the dyer's desk.
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TEXTILE MACHINERY EXHIBITION IN
MANCHESTER

(From Our London Correspondent.)

If an exhibition does anything for the advancement
of an industry it certainly brings to light the latest

improvements in machinery, and that is what the Man-
chester exhibition has been notable for. My visit to

it was of short duration, but sufficiently long to pre-

vent me from dealing extensively in the Canadian Tex-

tile Journal with all the spinning, weaving, Avinding

and finishing machinery, not to speak of fibres, hosiery

machinery, filters and fans, etc., etc., that came before

my notice. Manufacturers turned up in their hun-

dreds at the exhibition, and Sir Arthur A. Howarth,
Bart., who pei-formed the opening ceremony, said there

were people to-day who took the view that labour sav-

ing appliances were not altogether good. He won-
dered if people who thought like that ever allowed

their minds to go back and imagine what would have
happened to Lancashire if their forefathers had held

such opinions. Lancashire would have been, compara-
tive!}^ speaking, a desert countj^ to-day.

A tour round the stands showed up some good ex-

hibits. Messrs. Hans Renold, Ltd., had a model woollen

carding engine side with chain-driving applied. The
firm, which belongs to Manchester, says this method
of driving the scribbler, carder and tape condenser, is

certaiul.y an advantage in securing regular condenser
ends, and it has been proved by tests that actually a 10

per cent, higher production is secured from the mule
owing to the regularity thus obtained. Several other

examples of chain driving were also shown. In hosiery

machinery some excellent samples were seen on the

various stands, and probably one of the most attrac-

tiee was the Terrot machine, which is a French circular

frame with bearded needles. Its characteristic parts

are the large loop wheels (placed obliquely), contain-

ing movable sinkers. Behind each loop wheel the

knocking over motion is placed, with a small presser

wheel, and as soon as the sinkers of the loop wheel
have brought the stitches between the beards and in

front of the heads of the needles the beards of the
needles are pressed bj^ the small presser wheel, and the

old stitches are at once knocked over the new ones by
the knoeking-over motion with A'ertieal jacks, so that

the new stitches have no time to slip back. For this

reason it is claimed for the Terrot machine that worsted
cashmere, wool, silk and other fibres can be worked
like cotton, without being moistened, steamed, or oiled,

which in itself is a great saving. Another attractive

exhibit was a patent baling press, which is designed to

give a maximum pressure of 25 tons. It possesses sev-

eral advantageous qualities. An improved roller stamp-
ing machine has been designed to meet the increasing
demand for a superior style of stamping trade marks
of intricate design on dhooties, jacconettes, etc., for
foreign markets.

In weaving macliincry, Messrs. Hacking and Co., Ltd.,

installed a battery of six plain looms, 44 in. reed space,
weaving two and tM'o twill, 40 in. wide, 82 picks per
minute. The weft used was No. 22 's, wound by the
International Winding Co., Ltd., on to pirns, 7 in. long
by 114 in., containing 2,140 yards. The looms were
bushed in all bearings, and it is interesting to note that
three of them were fitted with "skefko" ball bearings.

The looms were running at 200 picks a minute.

Messi-s. Barlow and Hocknell, of Huddersfield, were
showing wire healds for all classes of work, and a

rather interesting form is that for weaving wire gauze,

whereby should a trap of the shuttle occur the healds

will give way, and thus obviate breakage of the wire

warps. Amongst the other specialities may be men-
tioned a new machine for twisting-in This machine
works across super-imposed warp threads of an old

and new warp, it selects the correct one in each, and
twists them together in such a way that the join will

easily withstand the strain placed on it when drawn
through the healds. I am told this machine can dis-

place six operatives. Another good machine is that

for leasing. It forms a lease in dressed warps. The
mechanism, although not so intricate as that in the

twisting-in machine, is modern and ingeniouslj' con-

structed. A detector selects a thread and by moving
the thread in a direction opposite to the travel of the

leasing mechanism, operates a trip lever which actuates

a threading needle. This actuation of the threading
needle can only be effected by the selection of a thread.

Amongst the winding machinery I noticed an auto-

matic knotter, bj' which manufacturers can reduce
winding costs and operatives can secures considerable
advantages. Besides the increased production there

is the advantage of evenly tied knots with short ends,

which is of very excellent service in the production of

all kinds of fabrics.

In the spinning, weaving, and winding machinery
the stands contained numerous examples that are to
be seen in Canada and America to-day, and what
made the exhibition more attractive and interesting
was the fact that fully 80 per cent, of the exhibits were
working. This enabled one to study the good points
of the numerous machines. Incidentally Sir Arthur
Haworth, Bart., explained that a vast majority of the
spindles and looms of the world were made by the
British machinery makers. In 1900 England exported
some £19,500,000 worth of machinerv, and in 1913
that had mcreased to £ 37,000,000. Great Britain to-
day had over 58 million spindles, and in the United
States, where they had cotton on the .spot, there were
only 32 million spindles. Germany came next with 10
millions. It had been stated that Japan was coming, and
would increasingly become England's most formidable
rival in the cotton trade. So far there were only 2,-

200,000 spindles in Japan. As for looms. Great Brit-
am had 786,000, the United States over 700,000, Ger-
many 230,000, Russia 213,000, India 88,000, and Japan
20,000. ,

Canada might very well take a pattern from the book
of promoters of the Manchester exhibition It was
organized to secure exhibits, each of which should re-
present some new movement in the textile industries,
and it may fairly well be said that the object Avas
fully accomplished. Demonstrations of the effective-
ness of grey weft Avinding for looms, the better treat-
ment of cotton waste, the increasing employment of
chains for driving, the application of ball and roller
bearings, ncAv methods of humidifying, ventilating and
lieating sheds Avere all to be found in the exliibition
Avliicl» closed on the 15th April, after being open since
the 27th March.

^
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English Woollen and Worsted
Trades

(15y Our Loudoii Jxepresontative.)

London, April 28, 1914.

Most of the British luanufacturers are coiuplaining

that lUMv business is dilVicult to get in the woollen and

worsted trades, that present prices seriously reduce

their margin of i)rofit, and that the cost of production

continues to increase. A larger output would be some

compensation against these difficulties, but so far the

volume of business passing has fallen much below that

of the early months of 191:5. Comparing, however, the

state of trade in April with that of February and
Marcii in this ycai', there is a decided iraproveinent,

and tiie inidertoue is reported to be good.

At Huddersfield the cloth trade is in a quiet state,

due to the decreased home demand, while a serious

coal strike has upset business. Canadian shipments of

tweeds are reported to be barely up to the average

of other years, but manufacturers are under the im-

pression that the demand from the Dominion is likely

to be more extended within a month or six weeks' time.

Generally there is at Huddersfield a beter demand for

tweeds than for fine worsteds, the former trade being

aiignunited lately by a steady flow of orders for Whit-
suntide and suuuner, and there appears to be no change
in tlie popular taste as far as patterns and designs

are concerned. Greys and browns in a great variety of

shades lead the way, and styles are quiet. The United
States' demand for high-class worsteds and woollens,

which has now reached very large dimensions, is still

expanding. But worsteds and woollens of thin web
are shipped in small quantities to Canada and South
America. While there is an absence of rush in the
mills, tweed producers are better employed than tine

worsted makers, and in several Colne Valley mills full

capacity is resorted to.

In Batley, Morley, and Dewsbury, the woollen cloth

trade, especially in low grades, has improved and from
Canadian sources orders are to hand for tweeds for
ladies' wear in larger quantities than was ever ex-

pected, while there is also a good demand from the
Dominion for stylish patterns for suitings in stout
fabrics. Manufacturers are firm as to prices ruling,

the cost of wool, they maintain, and other raw ma-
terial allowing of no reduction. Batley and Morley are
likely to suffer in trade with Turkey, as the Ottoman
government propose to raise the tariff on cheap woollens
from 11 to 15 per cent., and, of course, other markets
will have to be sought to make up for losses. There
is a fair demand for white blankets and rugs, par-
ticularly coloured rugs for motorists. Carpet manu-
facturers in the Spen Valley and Dewsbury are only
moderately employed, and orders from Canada and the
Colonies, in addition to London, are not up to the
usual mark. I Liversedge flannel manufacturers are
doing rather better, and business with the Canadians
i.s reported to have slightly improved since the be-
ginning of April. Prices are very steady.

The Rochdale flannel trade, I am informed, is in a
flourishing condition, and there is every indication that
manufacturers will work full capacity for many months
to come. The booked orders, although not so large as
in previous years, are quite as numerous, and business
with Canada is fair, but not up to expectations. From
all accounts, stocks of flannels in Engljftid and other
countries arj very low just now, and the policy is to

carry on a "hand-to-mouth" trade during the spring
and summer. Sports flannels are going well. There is

a shortage of flannel weavers in Rochdale, and it is

feared that the execution of orders for the home and
shipping trades may be delayed. In Leeds the high
price of goods is causing buyers to act with caution,
and they are only buying what they cannot do without,
and avoiding any risk in speculation. Manufacturers
say they cannot give any concessions. There is, how-
ever, a fair average trade being done, and most of
the mills are kept going pretty well. Mills making
tweed sand serges suitable for the clothing trade are
the busiest. The worsted manufacturers, are not so
brisk owing to the high prices. From Canada the de-
mand is about on the same average as this time last
year, while tlie orders from the States show a marked
increase. Manufacturers in the Hawick district re-
port a slight -improvement in trade, but there is not
much to look forward to in the near future. Orders for
October and onwards are being received in fair bulk,
but on the wliole it will take a very considerable in-
crease to bring matters up to a fair average. Spin-
ners have a fair amount of work on hand, but there is

no great demand for yarns. The hosiery branch of
the trade is in a good condition, and better than has
been experienced for some time.

Turning to the linen trade, in Barnsley and Belfast
there is a moderate amount of business being done. Buy-
ers are cautious and show little disposition to place bulk
orders, except at unworkable prices. The market ap-
pears to have moved a step forward, and if the busi-
ness now held in abeyance in the hope that lower
prices comes out, it would quickly respond.

For the information and guidance of Canadian mill
owners, I append a notice that has been circulated by
the London Chamber of Commerce journal to the Brit-
ish manufacturers. The notice says: "The trade in
articles of hosiery in Canada is very important. There
is a large sale for silk hosiery, including wool and silk
mixed, and for stockings, luiderclothing and men's
scarves. Cotton hosiery is sold to a still larger extent,
the articles in greatest demand being stockings, socks
and underclothing. There is an extensive sale for ordin-
ary qualities of these goods. Payment is usually made
30 days after receipt of the goods with diseoimt, or at
60 days net." Marnifacturers in the Dominion would
do well to make a note of this, and so prevent as much
trade as possible from being taken out of their hands.

WOOL DYEING.

We are in receipt of Supplement Number .50 to the
Cassella Color Company's liook of Wool Dveing, de-
scriptive of two new products, desienated respectively
Brillian Milling Red R and B. These two new dye-
stuffs will be found of particular value and interest to
dyers of blankets, flannels, yarns for shot effects and
selvedges, on account of their remarkable fastness to
Alkalis, stovmg and carbonizing. For wool printint»
these two new Reds appear to ])ossess the remarkabîê
advantage of yielding prints of particularly good fast-
ness to washing, whieli should prove of interest to
manufacturers of printed fabrics.
The Supplement is illustrated with a series of eio'ht

dyeings, showing the colors on yarn and slubbing
Copies may be obtained without doubt upon request
made to any of the branches of the Ca.csella Color Com-
pany.
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Methods of Reducing the Fire

Hazards of Cotton Convoyers
Read Before the National Association of Cotton Manu-

facturers at the recent Convention Held in Boston,
Tyfgcg

By H. A. BURNHAM,
The writei- had the pleasure of presenting at the last

New York meeting of the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers a paper describing the safeguards usu-

ally applied for the prevention and control of fires

starting in connection with cotton conveying systems.

The paper was quite closely limited in its scope to

the arrangeemnts of the various parts of the convey-

ing systems necessary for the greatest degree of safety,

and in this connection interesting discussion was
brouglit out, touching on the fire hazards present in

cotton airing rooms and in picker and dust rooms.

The very close relationship of this subject to the

work in which the members of your Association are

engaged encourages me to present this matter to you
with the hope hat there may be further discussion of

the advantages, possibilities or difficulties attending
the use of these s.ystems.

The paper describes briefly methods of limiting the

number and. extent of fires such as occur from known
causes in connection with the preparing processes of

opening and picking. The methods described are the

results of the experience of many of the best known
cotton mills in America, whose continued co-operation

with the Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance
Companies has been instrumental in developing this

class of apparatus up to its present standards of great-

est safety and efficiency.

such fires form from 50 to 7.5 per cent of all cotton
mill fires reported and the key to the problem of pre-
venting them is the removal of foreign substances from
the stock, it being well known that this large percent-
age of fires is caused by such substances as bits of
metal, stone, or matches which find their way into the
cotton and that the vigorous treatment the cotton re-

ceives i nthe i)ickers is sure to seek out such material
with troublesome and perhaps dangerous results in
the form of fires.

None of this foreign material is more difficult to
remove than matches, as they are too light in weight
to separate readily from the cotton by ordinary means.
In this matter more than in any other, preventing the
matches from entering the stock is the only true so-
lution of the problem. This has been actually accom-
plished in effect in many mill properties by providing
the help with safety matches to the exclusion of all

other kinds.

The particular point in these preparing processes to
which attention is directed is the mechanical arrange-
ment of the conveying apparatus used for transferring
cotton from the bale opening room to the picker room.
By proper arrangement of its parts, this apparatus has
proved to be an excellent means of removing nearly all

of the heavier foreign material from the cotton. There
are records of many instances in which, by the observ-
ance of the simple i)recautions described, troubles from
fires occurring with great frequency and regularity
have almost entirely disappeared.

Pneumatic Conveyors.
It is hardly necessary to describe to you the mach-

inery commonly found in opening and picker rooms,
ther than to say that we are, in this case, concerned

chiefly tvith the bale breaker in the opening room,

the automatic feeder in the picker room and the con-

veyor operating between them, which may be of the

pneumatic or of the mechanical type.

The pneumatic cotton conveyor, as it exists to-day,

is the outcome of attempts made in earlier days to save

the labor of trucking baled cotton from the storehouse

to the picker room. Mills having storehouses separ-

ate from their manufacturing rooms, and especially the

larger mills, found this labor a considerable item.

At that time it had been common practice to con-

vey damp cotton from dye house to drier by blowing

it through a long sheet metal pipe attached to the dis-

charge outlet of a pressure blower, the stock being

fed in through the suction inlet of the blower. In

applying this method to dry cotton fed by hand, how-
ever, fires m the blow pipe were common, and the air

blast made them so intense that the arrangement in

this crude form was considered far too risky for gen-

eral use.

In many kinds of work the action of the air on the

cotton in transit was found to be beneficial to subse-

quent working of the cotton ; so much so, indeed, that

manufacturers who had not at first thought it worth
wliile wished to use the blowing system.

The causes of these fires were found to be foreign

substances in the stock, or the wedging of the cotton

in the fan casing, due to the feeding in of masses which
were too large to pass through. In some cases this

fault was aggravated by the too small clearance in the

fan between the blades and casing. The number of

fires with this arrangement was considerably reduced
in some cases by using blowers having bronze blades.

The introduction of the bale breaker or opening ma-
chine above mentioned to take the place of the irregu-

lar hand feed also contributed materially toward the
elimination of fires from these causes.

The general use of the cotton condenser in its pre-
sent form, however, furnished means for avoiding the
objectionable blast of air and coton in the bin or room,
and of operating the entire system under suction in-

stead of under pressure. This advantage of operating
under suction entirely, however, was not at once re-

cognized, and many systems were installed with the
stock blowing through the fan, discharging to the con-
denser, or with an auxiliary smaller fan beyond the
condenser and known as a dust fan.

The final step to the present practice was to elim-
inate the blow fan, and to make the dust fan large
enough to produce the necessary air current, so mak-
ing the cotton-carrying part of the system operate en-
tirely luider suction. This arrangement is known as a
' ' suction ' ' system.
The condenser consists of a slowly revolving cylin-

drical screen in a metal casing, with air pipe con-
nections 5-0 arranged that the air current in passing
through deposits cotton on the outer surface of the
screen, from which it is removed by a small roll, the
cotion droj.ping lightly from th;,-= rolj.

Suction Systems.

Under the most favorable conditions, pneumatic sys-
tems arranged under suction have been successfully
operated through pipes up to 900 or 1,000 feet in
length, handling (|uantities up to 4,000 pounds of cot-
ton per hour. The limiting distances and weights of
cctlon are determined by local conditions, such as
size and tightness of pipes, number of bends, uniform-
ity of feed, and adjustment of air passages through
the condenser.
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Tlic skotcli, Fis- 10, shows a modern safe cotton con-

veying system taking cotton from an opening room

through a condenser on to a mechanical conveyor by

wliich the cotton is carried to a number of automa-

tic feeders. This combination represents the best

modern practice in the hirger mills. In mills hand-

ling various staples, the discharge is often into bins

instead of into machines.

In plaiMiing a new system for cotton conveying and

distributing, or in remodelling an old system, the fol-

lowing cs.sential features of this arrangement shoukl

be obtained, as far as possible :

Removal of Foreign Substances.—Provision should

be made for heavy substances to drop out of the stock

before entering the conveyor pipe. This can be done

by having the cotton pass vertically upward into the

conveyor pipe, shaping the inlet like an inverted fun-

nel or box over the feed table or apron, and making

the vertical part of the pipe about 12 feet high. To
obtain the desired vertical height it is sometimes neces-

sary to use a long radius inverted U.

Location of Fan.—The fan should be so located that

no cotton will pass through it. In cases of extreme

length this condition can be met by installing two sep-

arate systems in series with a relay station at which the

condenser of the first system discharges to the inlet

of the second.

Disposal of Air Vents.—Air currents from the sys-

tem should not discharge into the main rooms. This

condition is usually met by discharging the air direct

to the dust room.
Location of Pipes.—Long pipes should be generally

located outside of main rooms and should not pass

through important fire walls or floors. Trouble from
condensation inside the conveyor pipe in cold weather,

which sometimes arises, may be avoided by providing

an auxiliary cold air inlet, and in difficult cases by
covei'ing the conveyor pipe, where out of doors, with
non-conducting covering.

Pipes should have joints riveted in addition to be-

ing soldered and have suitable handholes for cleaning.

This is to guard against breakage of the pipe in case of

fire from inside or outside the pipe.

Variations from the arrangement shown in Figure 10
are frequently necessary, depending on the number of

varieties of stock, the quality, and distance to be car;

ried, as follows:

Omission of Bale Breaker. In the opening room of

the smaller mills, the bale breaker or automatic feed
er is often omitted and the cotton fed from a pile pre-

viously shaken out by hand from the bale. In this

case the stock should be fed across a slatted movable
table under the inverted cone of the inlet pipe. Uni-
form hand feed, however, is difficult and without the
automatic feeder, frequent clogging of the condenser
may result.

Omission of Mechanical Conveyor in Opening Room.—In some of the older systems or where more than
one pneumatic conveyor is to be fed, the mechanical
conveyor in the opening room is sometimes omitted
by forming a pipe connection between the automatic
feeders and the branches to the conveyor pipe. In
such cases this connection may be in the form of a
flattened conical pipe sloping downward and having
an opening at the lowest point opposite the upward
turn where heavy material may drop out.

Omission of Mechanical Conveyor in Picker Room.

—

At the picker room end, in case several staples are used,
the mechanical conveyor is often omitted and the cot-

ton delivered direct to bins through condensers. Un-

der these conditions, the condensers may be piped in

parallel with proper switches and the same fan used for

all.

Pressure Systems.

In handling cotton mixed with some wool, as in knit-

ting mills and felt mills, or in colored cotton mills using
a large variety of colored stock, pneumatic systems
are usually operated under pn^ssure instead of suction.

The reasons for this are: (a) stock containing above a
very small percentage of wool cannot be successfully
handled with condensers, the greasy nature of the wool
causing the stock to stick and clog the mechanism, and
(b )in handling colored cotton the bins are often so
small and numerous that the use of a condenser for
each is impracticable. Mechanical conveyors, also, are
objected to by manufacturers for handling colored
stock, on account of the liability of small tufts of
stock caught in the mechanism afterward finding their
way into lots of another color.

The pressure system, improperly installed, is dan-
gerous to life and property, as the strong blast of air

intensifies any fire in the pipe or near its outlet. The
safest arrangement of such a system, where it must
be used, is obtained by placing the cotton inlet and
the cotton outlet both on the discharge side of the
blower, causing the stock to enter by means of a hop-
per having at its bottom a vane or nozzle projecting
into the conveyor pipe at such an angle as to cause an
injector-like cone at the point of inlet. This device is

practicable, however, only for distances np to about 75
feet. Another method adapted for longer distances is

to use a pair of flexible surfaced rolls forming the up-
per part of an air-tight feed box.
At the delivery end, with either of the above ar-

rangements, the pipe should terminate in a bin with
tight walls with non-combustible surfaces, and with
vent through a screen piped to such a point that no
blast of free air can enter any important room.

Mechanical Conveyors.

Mechanical conveyors are often used between the

opening room and picker room bins, or airing rooms.
In such cases these rooms are usually near each other.

The practice of passing these conveyors through
openings in the partitions between adjoining bins has
proved objectionable, as fire may enter several bins

at the same time.

To avoid this objection, the convej'or can be placed
over the tops of the bins, discharging through protect-

ed traps in the top. This arrangement requires consid-

erable head room. Another arrangement is to place
the conveyor high up at the front or rear wall of the
bin and discharge it through small protected openings
in the wall. This can best be done where the bins are
not deep from front to back and where the conveyor
discharges from its side.

In either case the openings through which bins are
fed from mechanical conveyors should be protected by
tight-fitting, tin covered shutters interlocking with the
switch of the conveyor so any shutter will be open only
when its bins is being filled

As with the best of machinery and with all the safe-
guards thus far described, we cannot hope to eliminate
all fires as may still occur the extent be made as small
as possible. This is especially desirable in mills which
store temporarily in bins in the room, considerable
quantities of opened cotton of various long staples,
and is usually best accomplished by making the bins
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only moderate in size and making the partitions of ad-

joining bins tight from floor to ceiling.

Automatic Sprinklers.

Having limited the number and extent of fires, the

matter of promptly controlling those which do occur

should be cared for, In addition to the automatic

sprinkler equipment, alwa.ys needed at the ceiling of

the cotton working roms, sprinklers should be placed in

the bins, in the condensers, under travelling aprons, in-

side and under picker trunks and close over the cot-

ton in the hoppers of the automatic feeders.

Airing Efifects in Pneumatic Systems.

Reference has been made to l)cneficial eiïeets pro-

duced on cotton by its passage througli the conveyor

pipe. The nature of this eflfect is probably akin to that

produced by the so-called ageing, or airing process, as

practised extensively in England, and to a less extent

in this country. In that process the cotton is allowed

to lie for several days in its opened state in large rooms
provided for this piirpose. In case of a large mill

this may require exposing to air of 7.5 to 1.50 bales at

a time, so whenever a tire occurs from any cause in one

of these aii'ing rooms the loss is likely to be unneces-

sarily great, due to accidental mixing of staples or

wetting, or both.

That this "beneficial effect does actually exist with a

pneumatic conveying s.ystem is evidenced by the facts

that (a) better working of cotton has been reported in

some mills after this conveying system has been in

use, even when the class of work done has not warrant-

ed the use of airing rooms, (b) Ageing bins have been
discarded in pprtain mills whei-o the pneiunatie onn

veying system is in use. (c) Machines have been de-

vised and brought into riuite general use, whose suc-

cessful performance depends partly on the violent agi-

tation of cotton and air within the machine.

It is not likely that the advantages of the airing

room for conditioning of cotton can be supplied by a

pneumatic conveying system or by any machine at

present known, because the element of time appears

to play an important part in the effectiveness of the

airing room for treatment. It is doubtless possible,

however, with the aid of these mechanical devices, sup-

plemented by air conditioning apparatus designed to

produce a definite degree of humidity in the air which
carries the cotton, to closely approach the condition-

ing effect now produced by airing rooms, so making it

possible in many cases to greatly reduce the airing

room space or to dispense with it entirely.

In addition to the .specific remedies which I have
described and which have proved their worth for re-

ducing fire losses in connection with the use of pneu-
matic conveyors, this suggestion of the possibility of

its additional usefulness is offered for your further con-

sideration.

In concluding, T would state that the practicability

and safety of the arrangements described for convey-
ing stock, have been repeatedly proved and they
should be adopted in all mills where the old method of

passing stock through fans is still in use.

H. A. Konnar, of tlie Redclift'c Knitting ilills, Red
cliffe, Alta., is now in the East purchasing machinery.
Hosiery and fancy knit goods will be manufactured.
The building is now nearing completion, and it is

expected that the plant will be running in a month or

so.

Effect of Tariff on U.S. Cotton

Industry

In his opening address at the recent Convention of

the National Association of Cotton Manufactm-ers held

in Boston last week, Edwin Farnham Greene, Presi-

dent of the Association and Treasurer of the Pacific

Mills, spoke as follows :

—

"We cotton mauufacturers are met here to-day for

our ninety-sixth meeting. As we survey the events

of the past few months we are not over hopefid. A
tariff bill was enacted last fall, the last provision of

which, so far as textiles are concerned, went into effect

January 1, with the reduction of the duty on wool

goods. This readju.stment was a most serious one with

the woolen and worsted mills of the country. As is

well known, the losses through curtailment and shrink-

age of inventory last year were very large for most of

the companies. The result is that even to-day some
of the larger woolen mills are still idle and others are

radically curtailing, and it is safe to say that most
of the mills are operating on the smallest margin of

profit, if indeed there is any profit in the present busi-

ness. Wluit I fear most is that the full effect of the

tariff has not been felt. The manufacturers perhaps

have not been seriously disturbed in most lines by
direct competition from the foreign manufacturers.

However, on fine goods, particularly of a fancy nature,

competition has been in evidence, and yet the cotton

manufacturers as a whole, are not as alarmed as those

in the other large branches of the textile industry.

This is an ad valorem tariff, and with prices fairly

high as they are to-day the margin of protection is

greater than it will be later when the industry suffers

a possible severe setback and foreign prices fall to a

lower level.

"The changes in the tariff, as I have just stated, are

likely to effect the textile industry, but apart from
this the prosperity of the cotton mills is dependent
to a very large degree on the general business of the

country, and this seems likely to continue in a very
unsatisfactory way unless some of the momentous ques-

tions that are now being discussed by Congress and
the Interstate Commerce Commission are decided
wisely. Congress at this very time is considering cor-

poration bills which directly affect us, and unless sane
legislation is enacted injury is bound to result to the
general business of the countrJ^ It seems to be the
consen.sus of ojiinion that the increase in freight rates
demanded by the railroads is a necessary first step
in the restoration of public confidence.

"Moreover, there are several labor bills being con-
sidered by Congress. While we in New England can-
not help feeling the textile industry should in the long
run be put on the same basis as regards labor legis-

lation, nevertlieless the Democratic party seems to be
departing strangely from its ideals of State rights and
individual liberty in the paternali.stic ])rogramme of the
present day with its policy of uniform laws.

"One of the most serious problems which we manu-
facturers have to face is the labor problem. It is not
mereh^ a question of wages or hours of work. A mere
shortening of hours will not accomplish wliat the wage
earners themselves really seek. It is a much larger
question. As I have frequently stated, we all believe
in higher wages for textile workers. The present
schedule of wages shoidd be maintained, but if the
Governnuuit seeks to iini)ose unjust and unfair burdens,
labor must bear its fair share of the load.
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"It is, perhaps, a sign of the times that one of the

largest carpet mills in this country recently reduced

the wages of all their operatives, inchiding foremen,

ten ])er cent. 1 sincerely ho])e that this will not prove

necessary throngliout tlie industry, but it behooves us

to consider carefully whether we are in a position to

compete with the English, French and German mills

if any further burdens of restrictive legislation, such

as shorter hours, are imposed."

Systematic Supervision in

Dyeing and Bleaching

Read before the National Association of Cotton

^lanufaeturei's at the recent Convention held in Boston,

Mass.

By ANDREW FISHER, Jr.

Georwi' William Curtis once said : "Progress is every-

whi^i'o. the eolden fleecp to be won onlv bv hard con-

tention, by taminsr fire-breathing bulls of stupidity, by
slayiua: dragons of malignity, and by victoriously with-

standins hosts of slanderers and liars snrung from the

teeth of venomous sernents." Most of us know that

there are plenty of bulls of stnnidity in the world, and
that progress is confronted with obstacles hard to over-

come The men who control the financial end of the

textile business are often ignorant of the details and
the practical men have to tame bulls and slay dragons
in order to accomplish resvdts.

The object of this paper is to discuss briefly system-
atic supervision in the dyehouse, which will make it

possible to keep up to date in resrard to materials used.
It is not alwavs the lowering of costs and increase of

production which is aimed at. but also the improvement
of the ju-oduct with reçrard to general appearance of the
goods and fastness of the colors used. A man may
weave and spin well, but poor colors and bad finish-

insr keep his eoods in the storehouse. Charles M.
Schwab recently said, "Great corporations have done
great harm in deadening individual initiative," and
further. "Determine what is a fair output for a fair

wage in anv depa'-tment and then, when that output
is exceeded in riualitv or efficiency, share with the ac-

tual producers in this department the profits of their
production."
No department in the mill needs intelligent super-

vision more than the dyehouse, yet few mill men ever
keen accurate records of the costs of dyeing the var-
ious shades produced. Fsually. dyers have an approx-
imate idea of the costs of different shades, but they
arc not carefully kept and recorded.

Svstematic supervision must result in progress, in-

dividual initiative beinsr ])reserved by encouragement
from the executive head. We cannot have progress
without initiative, therefore let us have intelligent
supervision in order that individual initiative may
meet with its just reward. If this paper, liy mentioning
a few incidents of dyehouse and bleaehery routine
causes you to think some good will result.
Progress in the dyestiifi' industry has been rapid, the

Germans now having the supremacy in the dyestuff
and chemical business. The quality and strength of
most dyestuffs have been wonderfully improved dur-
ing the past twenty years, and as a result, many fast
colors are now in use, much to the disgust of paper
makers and users of rags and mill waste.

The use of dyestuffs and chemicals has followed
along lines laid down by the manufacturers, and the

user and the maker co-opei"ate somewhat, although
it may be safely said that the user is more conserva-
tive. In a recent conversation with a gentleman of

the old school this remark was made, "No, we do not
require fast colors in our mill." Dosen't it seem as

if the user should demand fast colors, rather than
obect to them?

Industrial research along these lines should be car-

ried on to a much greater extent by the cotton manu-
faet\irers, who should constantly strive to improve the
quality of their product. A man recently took charge
of the dyeing department of a large concern. The re-

sults obtained in the department previous to his ar-

rival had been poor. This man introduced a system of

systematic trial and thorough tt>st of every dyestuff

submitted. His method of keeping records is somewhat
as follows :—He uses an ordinary filing cabinet, pro-

vided with indexed folders, similar to those used in

filing correspondence. On each folder is placed the
name of each dyestufl' submitted for trial, the date,

price quoted, maker's name and address, as well as

the formula used and a sample of the dyed result. The
tests of value to him are :

(1)—Fastness to light.

(2)—Fastness to washing.
(3)—Fastness to bleaching.

These tests are made on the dyed sample and neatly
mounted on the folder. As a result, he always sel-

ects suitable colors for his work, taking no chances
of putting out goods unable to stand all sensible re-

quirements.

Under the system previously used it was impossible
to know definitely the dyestuffs used to produce each
shade, the cost, or the trials made to produce the same
shade with other colors.

Consequently the salesmen calling at the mill were
unable to know if the goods they carried would be of

value to the concern, and never felt certain that the
samples submitted were given a fair trial. Whenever
a new shade was wanted or any dyehouse problem
arose, very little reliable data was available. The new
man has every shade matched np with all the latest as
well as cheapest and fastest colors, and keeps his

laboratory staff everlasting at it, and has little trouble
in getting any desired shade at short notice. For
example, take a fairly heavy green shade. This is

rather expensive, and it will be well worth while to

be careful to use the dyestuffs, which may be obtained
at the lowest price, without sacrificing anything in

the M'ay of quality.

The dyestuff concerns are glad to match any shade
submitted. Prom them we get every possible method
known to them. We take all the colors submitted by
them, find the least expensive method of obtaining the
desired result, by anj' combination we can make from
these, or other colors, keep an accurate record of all

trials made, the cost, level d.veing properties and fast-

ness tests. When we get through we have something
which will serve the purpose better than the old method
and usuall.v at a much lower cost. Every mill dyeing
regular shades should have some competent person take
them one at a time to see what improvements can be
made. If a big saving or an improvement in general
appearance or fastue.ss is possible, the change should
be made just as soon as an opportunity presents itself,

but it is not advisable to mix things up by constant
changing, as slightly different results cause trouble.
If an arm of a shirt is the least bit different from the
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body (even after it has been worn for some time) it

may injure the reputation of the mill. Many of the

mills making blue check apron ginghams have of late

years dyed the warp in long chains in indigo vats

and have dyed the filling with sulphur colors in the

raw stock, spinning directly on to the filling bobbin,

thus saving the cost of quilling. The indigo fades

much faster than most sulphur blues and tlie result

is that after the apron has been laundred a few times

the warp and filling no longer match. This makes a

bad looking piece of goods and both warp and filling

should be of similar fastness properties.

Very often laboratory tests of colors are not carried

out on a sufficiently large scale to be of much impor-

tance to the dyehouse. It is advisable to always con-

duct tests on a large enough sample so that tlie results

will be close to those to be obtained under practical

conditions, and in all cases costs must be determined

from the actual work, not from samples. The cost of

drugs used in the dyehouse over a period of six months

must exactly balance the sum of the costs which is

charged against each shade produced, and an account

of all re-dyes must be carefully kept. In this way the

efficiency of the department will constantly improve.

As a general proposition, the labor and dye.stutïs used

per pound of goods dyed may be reduced by making
the batch as large as possible. A man can handlf the

work better and the shade will run more uniform.

This is especially true in long chain dyeing of warp
yarn where all the chains making up the sets are dyed
in one bath.

For piece goods dyeing, tlie keeping of accurate re-

cords is extremely impoi'tant, as the shade is usually

matched by making one or more additions of fresh

color. In some dyehoxises, the dyer is paid a bonus
for matching his shade in two trials. The fewer ad-

ditions necessary and the less time required, the greater

the chance of uniformity, and a bonus of this kind
if sensibly carried out, is found to be profitable to

both the manufacturer and the workman. By constant

examination of shipments of dyestuffs received and
close inspection of the results obtained in the mill, the

laboratory may become a great aid to keeping results

uniform and helping the dyer earn their bonuses.

If the exact cost of dyestuffs, chemicals and labor

for dyeing each shade is recorded, the executive of the

concern may find it possible to avoid expensive dye-

stuffs and expensive shades. If orders can be obtained
on styles using shades of low, rather than high cost,

profits are materially increased. If dyestuffs and labor

are constantly being reduced, the men in the dyehouse
may well be given a share of the increased profits

which they have helped to earn.

Systematic research work in connection with bleach-

ing and dyeing must become more general. Years ago
when chemicals were very expensive, much greater
care was taken to obtain economical results.

There is a book written by Bertholett in 1804, entitled

The Elements of Dyeing and Bleaching, which may
be consulted at the Chemical Library of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. Thei-e is nothing con-
fusing about the manner in which Bertholett condiicted
his bleachery, and it is unfortunate that there are not
more men like him to-day. He was a practical man
as well as a great student and scientist. He controlled
his bleaching process chemically, that is, he measured
the excess chlorine used in bleaching and kept his re-

sults very uniform, for he found that the goods were
not well bleached until the bath ceased losing in
chlorine content.

The theory of bleaching with chlorine compovmds
is that the chlorine set free forms hydrochloric acid

(H CI) and sets free oxygen (0) from the water pres-

ent. Of course a slight amount of moisture is the same
thing as a lot of water and it would be interesting

to see what rapid results might be obtained if we
had gas bleaching for raw stock, similar to the dry
carbonizing process used in woolen mills. This woidd
be a good problem for the Industrial Laboratory of Ap-
plied Chemistry at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, which you should all visit occasionally. The
new Technology buildings in Cambridge will make pro-

vision for nearly one hundred men in this department
each year and the Institute is very anxious to have
all members of this association realize that right here

at home we have an equipment, second to none in the

world for solving industrial problems.

Berthollet made his own chlorine and the workmen
were nearly suffocated at times because the gas es-

caped from the bleaching bath and filled the room.

Javelle overcame this by using solution of caustic soda

to hold gas (now known as Javelle water), and found
he could get much more gas into the bath in this waj'.

Tennaut afterwards found that lime water would take

up more chlorine than Javelle water. The bleaching

powder of the present day is made by passing chlorine

gas over lime and good bleaching powder contains

about 35 per cent of available chlorine.

The writer once made several experiments to deter-

mine the most efficient method for bleaching raw cot-

ton and found that when water and chlorine gas are

used without any alkali being present, less chlorine is

required. This corroborates Berthollet 's contention of

one hundred years ago. The operation was carried on
in a pressure machine, that is, the cotton was packed
into the machine and the cover screwed down tightly,

the bleach liquor then forced in from beneath and out
through the holes in the cover. It was then circulated
for about fifteen minutes to make sure of uniform re-

sults. The working pressure for the operation was
about fifteen pounds per square inch. The bleaching
powder solution was found to be cheapest, and the re-

sults were about the same as far as uniformity was
concerned. Bleaching powder is at present much the
most economical method of obtaining chlorine for
bleaching cotton.

The results of my trials led us to make certain

changes which made the bleach house turn out more
uniform results at less cost, and conviced me that the
whole dyehouse problem is to be handled best by ex-
ercising intelligent and systematic supervision over the
workmen. If we keep everlastingly at it we will find

the most economical method for producing each desired
residt, and if the executive power happens to be placed
in the hands of men capable of comprehending the
chemistry and mechanics involved in these operations,
the efficiency and economy of the dyehouse should be
excellent.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Canadian Niagara Linens, Limited, Niagara Falls,

Ont. Capital 300,000. A. Ferguson Mclntyre, mana-
ger.

The Canadian Underwear Company, Limited, Mont-
real, Que. Capital $50,000.

The Princess Hat Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Capital $40,000. Max Sigal, Asher Winkler, Moses
Sigal.

The Premier Pants Manufacturing Coinpanv, Limit-
ed, Montreal, Que. Capital $50,000. Saul Rubin,
Charles Rubin and Samuel Cohen, directors.
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Obituary

EBEN SUMNER DRAPER.

The death of Eben Suiimer Draper, of tlie Draper
Coiii|)aiiy, of Ilojiedale, Mass., iu Greenville, S.C, on
Ai)ril 9 last, came as a great shoek to liis many friends

in tlie textile in<hi.stry in this eo\intry. The late Mr.
Draper was strieken with paralysis several days prev-

ious to his death and never rallied.

business. He was elected a director in each of the
older companies and on the incorporation of the Draper
Company in 1896 was elected a director and agent of
the company, which position he held until his death.
As agent he had entire charge of the sales of the com-
pany.

Tiiroughout his life he always had wide business in-

terests other than those directly connected with the
Draper (-ompany of Ilopedale. He was associated
with the Hopedale Machine Company, the Dutcher-
Temple Company, tiie Ilopedale Screw Machine Com-
pany, the Globe Yarn Mills, the Continental Mills,

The Late Eben Sur

The late Mr. Draper was one of the best known men
connected with the textile industry in the United
States, and through the firm of Draper Company, of
which he was a leading member and with whicli he
had been connected all his life, he had done much for
the industry in the United States and throughout the
world. He had also won his spurs in the political arena
of his native State and was twice Governor of Massa-
chusetts.

Mr. Draper entered the firm of George Draper &
Sons in 1880 as a junior member and at once became
closely identified with the selling department of the

Lewi.ston, and the Glasgow Thread Company.
He served as vice-president of the Manville Com-

pany, was director of the Milford National Bank, the
Queen City Cotton Company of Vermont, and the
Sawyer Spindle Company of Maine.

He retained an active interest in the Massachusetts
Institute of Teclinology and was for a number of years
a member of its corporation. A Unitarian in religion,

he was elected some years ago vice-president of the
American Unitarian Association. He was a member
of the Society of Colonial Wars, the Metropolitan Club
of New York, the Hope Club of Providence, and the
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Somerset, Algonquin, Union, Middlesex, and Massa-

chusetts Clubs of Boston.

Much of the success of the Draper Company is due to

his clear foresight and untiring energy. Under his

direction the Draper plant at Hopedale became one of

the model industrial organizations of the country. Ile

was responsible for the development of a cottage colony

for the men whom he employed, which is regarded as

one of the best solutions of the industrial housing

problem in the State. The whole section has been at-

tractively laid out by landscape architects, and the

town of Hopedale possesses many evidences of tlie

generosity and interest of Mr. Draper and the Draper
family in the way of public buildings, schools, churches,

etc.

THE LATE WILLIAM S. McMORRAN

In tlie deatli of William S. McMorran, which oc-

curred in St. Hyacinthe on April 14, the textile indus-

try in this country lost one of its oldest and most

respected members. Mr. McMorran had been ailing

for some time, but his death was not expected, so that

it came as a great shock to his family and many
friends in St. Hyacinthe, where he had lived for a num-
ber of years, and elsewhere.

The iate Mr. McMorran was born in Hawick, Rox-
burghshire, Scotland, August 21, 1853. He came to

Canada with his parents when only a child and with
them settled in Gait, Ont. After about a year in Gait

the family moved on to a farm in Minto Township,

Ont., where they lived for about 5 years. They next

moved to Harrison, Ont., and there he received his

education. In 1867 the family moved to Hespeler, Ont.,

and, after going to school for a short time longer, he

went to work in the woolen mill, then known as the

Parr's mill (which is now the Forbes mill). Mr. Mc-
Morran worked there for a number of years, learning

the dyeing trade under the foremanship of Mr. Mus-
grave.

In 1874 the Farr factory was )noved to Holyoke,
Mass., where it is still running, noAV knowai as the

Farr Worsted Mill, and Mr. McMorran went along.

His family at this time moved to Valleyfield, Que.
Billy, as he was then called, and was known all his

life to his friends, remained in the States for upwards
of 9 years, after which he moved to Hopewell, N. S.,

and then back to Montreal in 1885. He worked in the
Valleyfield woolen mill for about 2 yeai's, going to St.

Hyacinthe in 1888, where he held the position as boss
dyer up till his death.

William McMorran was always one of the most
popular men in the mill and was always held in the
very highest esteem by his employers and fellow-

workers. As a dyer he had earned an enviable repu-
tation and his work had established itself throughout
the country where tlie Penman goods were sold.

He is survived by his wife and three sons, all of
whom were at his bedside at his death. His son
Howard succeeds him as boss dyer with the Penman
CoTripany in St. Hyacinthe.

The Glen Woollen Mills, Glenwilliams, Out., are
installing a new set of 72 in. English cards, bringing
the e(iuii)ment up to three sets of these cards. (Consid-

erable additions have also been made to the knitting
department, including several Jenckes automatic
machines, stripers and automatic I'ibhetl liosc iiiaeh-

RECENT TARIFF CHANGES

No important changes affecting the textile schedules

of the Customs Tariff were announced in the budget

speech submitted by the Finance Minister last month.

Those of any interest are as follows:

—

Garnetted wool waste in the white when imported

by manufacturers of woolen goods for use exclusively

in their own factories, free.

Jute or hemp yarn, plain, dyed, or colored, when
imported by manufacturers for use exclusively in their

own factories for weaving purposes, or for insulating

wire, or for the manufacture of hammocks and twines,

free.

Linen yarn, when imported by manufacturers of

towels, damask, or seamless linen fire hose duck, for

use exclusively in the maniifaeture of such articles in

their own factories, free.

Jute and jute butts, jute cloth or jute canvas, as

taken from the loom, not colored, cropped, mangled,
pressed, calendered, nor finished in any way, free..

Jute cloth, or jute canvas, uncolored, not further

finished than cropped, bleached, mangled, or calen-

dered, 71/2 per cent. pref. and 10 per cent, general.

Twine or yarn of paper, when imported by manu-
factiu'ers of furiture for use only in their own factories

in the manufacture of furniture, free.

Embroideries, n.o.p., lace, n.o.p., braids, n.o.p., tapes
of cotton or linen not over one and one-quai'ter inches
in width, not including measuring tape lines, fringes,

n.o.p., cords, elastic, round or flat, garter elastic, tas-

sels, handkerchiefs of all kinds, lace collars and all

manufactures of lace, nets and nettings of cotton,

linen, silk, or other material, n.o.p., shams and curtains,

wlien made up, trimmed or untrimmed, corsets of all

kinds, linen or cotton clothing, n.o.p., free.

Silk in the gum or spun silk, when imported by manu-
facturers of silk thread, silk underwear, or of woven
labels, for use exclusively in the manufacture of such
articles in their own factories, free.

Yarns composed in chief value of wool, single, num-
bers thirty and finer, on mule cops, tubes or cones, or
in hanks, dry spun on the French or Belgium systems,
in white only, and doubled or twisted, when used in
the manufactiu-e of socks and stockings, 99 per cent,

drawback.

mes.

INVENTOR OF TURBXf HUMIDIFIER.

Mr. Albert W. Thompson, the inventor of the Turbo
Humidifier has, after mature consideration of several
positions open to a man of his attainments, concluded
to become actively identified with The G. M. Parks
Company, of Fitchburg, Massachusetts.
Mr. Thompson will act in the Engineering Depart-

ment which is ])econiing more and more a factor in the
Parks Company's work, and his shop and particularly
his textile exi)erieiiee will make his engineering know-
ledge jiarticularly valuable to the client.

Mr. Thompson was graduated from the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology in the Class of 1896.
He joined the stafï of the Amoskeag Company, rising
by merit to the office of Mechanical Superintendent,
having in charge the machine shop and machine prob-
h'm about the mill.

Later he became Superintendent of the Saco-Lowell
Machine Shops at Lowell and comes from them to the
statï of The G. M. Parks Company.
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Mill and General Textile

News

Earnest N. Brooke, designer for the Patou ilauiifae-

turing Co., Sherbrooke, Que., has resigned.

Howard Mcilorran succeeds his father, who died on
April 12, as boss dyer with the Penman's Limited, at

St. Hyacinthe.

John Irving of Hnddersfield, Eug., has secured the

position as head desi<riu'r witli the Trent Valley Wool-
len Mills at Caiupbellford, Ont.

Gerald Markham, lately with the Dominion Textile

Co., Montreal, in the purchasing department, is now
with the Federated Press, Montreal.

IMr. Bell, formerly assistant superintendent in the
Thorold mill of Penman's Ltd., has succeeded the late

T. L. Hillabrant as superintendent.

The Harley-Kay Knitting Machine Co., Ltd., George-
town, Ont., has been granted permission to change the
name of the company to Harley-Kaj', Limited.

Harry Twigg, formerly with the Standard Woollen
Co., Toronto, has accepted the position of head dver
with Messrs. T. H. Taylor & Co., of Chatham, Out.

^

It has been estimated that sales of textile machinery
and supplies totalling $3,000,000 were made by ex-
hibitors at the Textile Exhibition held in Boston re-

cently.

Mr. Albert F. Duclos, of the firm of dry goods im-
porters, Messrs. Mclntyre & Co., Montreal, died very
suddenly on April 23rd. Mr. Duclos had been in the
employ of the Melntj^re Company for iipwards of 4-5

years and was a director of the firm at the time of
his death.

L. Routh, for many years boss dyer with the Slings-

by Mfg. Co., of Brantford, Out., has resigned on ac-

count of ill-health. Mr. Stewart formerly with Messrs.

T. H. Taylor & Co., of Chatham, is now with the Slings-

by Company as head dyer.

The Niagara Silk Mills of North Touawando, N.Y.,
are establishing a branch plant at Brantford, Ont., and
have commenced building operations on a three-storey

mill 165 feet by 52 feet, at the corner of Sarah and
Drummond Streets. This company manufactures silk

gloves, imderwear, hosiery and scarfs at North Ton-
awanda.

The Halifax plant of the Dominion Textile Co., was
closed down the week of April 26, but resumed opera-

tions again on May 4, working until 4 p.m. each day.

Most of the mills of the Dominion Textile Company are

now workmg short time. Sales are reported 25 to 30

per cent below last year, some of the largest accounts
having curtailed as much as 75 and 80 per cent in their

orders.

The Canadian Knitting Co., Limited, Montreal,

Que., has been granted a charter. The capital is .$50,-

000. The powers granted include the right to cari-y on

a general dry goods and manufacturing business and
to acquire and purchase the general diy goods busi-

ness now carried on by Sol. A. Jacobs under the name
and style of ' The Canadian LTnderwear Co. '

'

The Canadian Niagara Linens, Limited, has been or-

ganized at Niagara Falls, Ont., with a capital of $300,-

000 to establish the liuen factory in that town. Dam-
asks, napkins, covers, towellings, etc., will be manu-
factured. Plans for a mill of the very latest design

have been prepared and work will be commenced on
the construction at once. The machinery will be driv-

en by individual motors. The building will be erected,

two-thirds saw tooth roof and the remaiuder, compris-

ing the bleaching and finishing section, with monitor
lights to allow of the leading away the steam and
fumes. A. Ferguson Mclntyre, who was for five years

cost accountant with the Montreal Cottons, Limited,

is the general manager of the new company. His ex-

perience in the manufacture of the goods named is

very wide and goes a long way toward insuring the

success of the luidertaking.

ARTIFICIAL SILK MANUFACTURING
RESULTS.

Tlie viscose process for the manufacture of artificial

silk is maiug rapid progress among Continental manu-
facturers, and a glance at the net profits earned by two
important concerns that have discarded other pro-

cesses in favour of the viscose p)rocess is sufficient to

.show that the change-over has not been made at the

expense of the profits. The Fabrique de Soie Artificiele

de Tubize, the leading Belgian company, which has
hitherto manufactured by the gimcotton process, is

increasing its capital by two million francs in order
to acquire a controlling interest in a new company
which will work the viscose system in Belgium. The
report now issued shows a net profit of 1,088,902
francs, and dividends of 25 per cent, on the preference
shares and 20 per cent, on the ordinary shares are be-
ing paid. The report issued by the Vereinigte Glanz-
stofli-Fabriken, Eberfeld, probably the largest produc-
ers of artificial silk in the world, shows a net profit

of 5,743,598 marks, against 3,726,825 marks in the
previous .year, .and a dividend of 34 per cent, is pro-
posed. Up to about two years ago this company worked
only the cupro-ammonium process, but it has smce
adopted the viscose one, with good results.

TRAVELLING TROLLEYS.

We have just received from the Herbert Morris
Crane & Hoist Company, Limited, a copy of their new-
ly issued bulletin B. 5, whicli is entirely devoted to tlie

various types of Travelling Trolleys made by the
Company.

The Morris Trolleys are of many patterns to run
either on a flat-bar track, or on the lower flange of
an ordinary steel I Beam. Some of them are prepared
for short straight runways, while others, containing
suitable swivels, are flexible in a horizontal direction,
and thus permit of the use of curves or "bends" in
the track.

The bulletin contains a great deal of practical in-
formation of immediate interest to all users of this
kind of e(iuipment. Tlie illusti'ations, diagrams and
tables of dimensions and prices are arranged in a
handy and useful form.
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THE MARKETS
THE WOOL MARKET.

Shearing has commfiieed in most districts where
sheep are maintained under mixed farming condi-

tions, and in pure-bred flocks, has been completed
for a fortnight. This is especially true of south-

western Ontario, where in some eases clipping began
the first of April. The rancher in the western pro-

vinces is commencing to make preparations for an
early shearing season and indications are, if the wea-
ther holds favorable, that many may begin by May
20th or thereabouts.

This should prove a banner year. The winter, very
generally throughout the Dominion, was not severe,

and had an added advantage of being exceptionally
short, which entailed little feeding. Reports from the
western provinces point favorably to the production
of a strong, firm fibre. This feature has frequently
been called "the besetting sin of Western wools."
It is caused by a check in the normal growth of the
fibre created by ill-nourishment or disease. Where the
animals have received sufficient feed of a nutritious

nature the tensile strength is not so likely to be im-
paired. A Western dealer stated recently to your
correspondent that he anticipated little complaint in

this regard this year.

Western wool production will exceed that of last

j'ear. The exact amount, however, is difficult to esti-

mate. More than 200,000 sheep were trailed across the
border, but of these many were disposed of directly to

the shambles. That a third were retained for breeding
purposes should represent a fair average, which would
mean altmost half a million pounds' increase in fleece

wool. The sheep imported were largely Merino pro-
ducing wool of a fine character. Such animals are con-

fined mostly to the rauehiug districts, the small farm-
ers in the northei-n sections purchasing from the
ranchers their crossbreds which give wool of a medium
grade. Therefore, with the recent introduction of so

much Merino blood it may be expected that a por-
tion of the M'ool clip will incline toward a fairly high
shrinkage.

In the older provinces a slight decrease has occurred
within the past year in sheep production which will

affect to some extent the wool yield. This is due to

the high prices for mutton that have prevailed. Farm-
ers have shortsightedl.y endeavored to reap all their
profits at once, and have unfortunately in far too many
instances sold to the butcher females perfectly capable
of bearing offsi)ring. Owing to the short length of

time it was necessary to confine the animals during the
winter, shrinkage on the average should be somewhat
lighter.

Little Canadian wool has been actually purchased or
contracted for yet. A few special Ontario and Que-
bec clips have been bought by dealers, but the prices
paid cannot act as a criterion for the general clip,

since the wools come mostly from ])ure-bred flocks and
represent small lots of extra long staple, strong fibre
and sui)erior preparation. Down and Dorset medium
grades of this character have sold from 20 to 24 cents
in the grease.

Southern Alberta Wool Growers' Association recent-
ly applied for incorporation with a capitalization of
$20,000. The Association comprehends most of the
large ranchers south of Lethbridgc to the Milk River

Ridge, who will shear this year about 125,000 sheep.

Shearing will be performed co-operatively at central

corrals. It was recently reported in a Lethbridgc pa-

per that the entire clip has already been contracted for

by a Boston firm at 16 cents flat in the grease.

THE COTTON MARKET.

The strength of the market has been unabated dur-

ing the month of April. This was mainly due to the

spot situation, which is as firm as ever—good grade

(|uautity here and there. Even strict low middling

good color is hard to find, and prices for all desirable

grades are high everywhere.
In spite of the talk of bad business, the takings of

the mills continued very large. On the 2nd of May,
they were .360,000 bales more than last season and only

this week did the weekly takings begin to show a de-

crease as compared with last year.

May cotton went up to 12.83 on the 8th of April,

reacted back to 42 on the 15th and went up again to

12.77 on the 23rd. At this writing—May the 7th—
May is quoted 12.56.

These fluctuations are inevitable in such a nervous
market. Nevertheless there is a strong undertone,

and for the present, we do not see how May could

break heavily, owing to the strength of the spot mar-
ket.

Some 50,000 bales were tendered on May at the end
of April. It is understood that this cotton was taken
lip by the representatives of some southern mills who
may use the best of it and retender the balance. It is

also rumored that a large Philadelphia concern, after

tendering a large number of bales on their May short

contracts, bought May in order to regain their ten-

ders.

Whatever it may be, this manipulation shows the
strength of the actual stuff, and that it is very hard
to get enough real cotton to cover sales of fictitious

contracts. The certifiacted stock of New York was
80,139 bales, on April 1st and on May 4th, it is only 86,-

682, in sj)ite of the heavy bulge in the price of futures
during April.

We still believe that the only thing that may cause
prices to go down will be a change in the present cool
and wet weather prevailing in the Western belt. It is

an axiom that a wet May is very bad for he crop and
so far we have had too much rain in Texas. It seems
to be changing lately, and two weeks of fine warm tem-
perature may change the conditions in that state, on
which we depend for an early crop.

Of course, good prospects for the growing crop
would affect the fall months' values more than the sum-
mer options. In fact we do not think that May would
be very much depressed by a decline in October and
December. Best July would probably be more sensi-
tive to very brilliant weather news.

Last year, October and December went down to
about 10.82 in the early days of May, when the pros-
pects were very good. It may do the same this sea-
son if conditions change for the best during the next
month or so. But the expectation of a large demand
for new cotton, as soon as the crop begins to move,
may act as a damper on bearish speculation.
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The Jobbers in Canadian
Business.

The proposition, put forward by the Canadian

Chamber of Commerce, London, Eng., to establish a

British Manufactiu'ers ' Exhibition train in this coun-

try, which would constitute a travelling exhibition of

the products of British manufacturers, with a view to

bringing these products prominently before the notice

of merchants throughout the Dominion, is attracting

much attention in the Old Country. Commenting on

the scheme in a recent issue the "Textile Recorder"

says in part :

—

"As to whether or not the trade is there in sufficient

voliuiie to justify competition for it, it may be men-
tioned that for the year ended March 31st, 1913, the
imports of Canada "entered for consumption' were
£137,860,000.

•'With a population of 7,200,000 at the June, 1911,

census, with immigrants flowing in at a rate of nearly
500,000 a year, and with a natural increase of, say, 20
per cent., there is good reason to believe that the popu-
lation of the Dominion shoxdd almost double itself

during the present decennial period of 1911-21
; so also

should the imports.

"It should be borne in mind that there is a prefer-
ential tariff of, roughly, 33 1-3 per cent, reduction on
British goods, whilst in some instances freight is ac-
tually lower from the United Kingdom than from the
United States manufacturing centre.
"Another point to be borne in mind is that in Canada

the merchant as a successful intermediary between the
manufacturer and the distributor can hardly be said
to exist. Direct trading between the wholesaler or
I'etailer and the manufacturer is a marked feature and
dominates the situation. It has been stated that failure
to appreciate this attitude has resulted in business
passing the United Kingdom and going to the United
States."

Undoubtedly the Canadian market is a most attrac-

tive one to the British manufacturers, but so far as
textiles are concerned we do not think they have any
cause to complain over the proportion of our import
business they have secured since the granting of the
Preference. As far as proof of their recognizing the
usefulness of the jobber goes one needs but go into
any wholesale house in the country to find ample evi-
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deuce. British goods have not ouly been given the

preference in the tai'iff, but importers and jobbers

have been miceasing in their efforts to discredit do-

mestic goods and create a prejudice in favor of the

imported goods. British manufacturers have no better

friends than the Canadian jobber, simply because there

is a much wider margin of profit for the jobber on

imported goods than on domestic. Of course, there are

exceptions, but exceptions prove the rule.

We believe it would be to the advantage of Canadian

manufacturers to eliminate the jobbing end of the

business so far as their goods are concerned in every

possible way. In the first place, mills selling through

the jobber have to allow at least 15 per cent, on their

price for the house charges and profits of the jobber,

while the actual selling expenses amount to only some

8 or 10 per cent. This applies to staples as well as

fancy goods and in some cases the jobber's pi'ofits

amount to considerably more. There are also other

inconveniences. In most eases the mills have to carry

the full responsibilities of selling the goods, that is,

the jobbers do not place their orders from samples or

else place their orders without specifications and rely

on being able to make cancellations or repeats as the

occasion demands. It is undoubtedly an unprofitable

system for our manufacturers and many of the mills

are awaking to this fact. There is, imquestionably, a

l)lace for the jobber in this country, a large place, but

conditions such as prevail at present are not in the best

interests of the textile industry here. The jobber has

the upper hand mostly because there is a lack of or-

ganization and co-operation on the part of our textile

in;iiiut':ictur('rs.

work done by certain members of the industry who

had sufficient influence to obstruct the good work for

reasons absolutely foreign to the best interests of the

facturers of the Dominion will soon awake to the pos-

woolen industry. Do such practices not require illu-

mination? Surely organization and co-operation would

squeeze out such individuals and counteract such politi-

cal influence the.y may have.

Wi' believe the time has arrived when better organ-

ization is necessary, and if the Woolen Section of the

C. M. A. does not provide the proper co-operation on

the part of the manufacturers of the Dominion, a sep-

arate association shovdd be formed, or at least a sep-

arate organization. It should not interfere in any

way with the C. M. A., but there are a great many
things to be taken up that are not being dealt with

by the Woolen Section nnd tluit reciuire immediate and

concerted Met ion. We trust that tiie textile manu-
Dui'iii^- the past year efforts have been made to se-

cure iciief and tliere is every reason to belit^ve that

some success was obtaiiu'd. These elTorts woulii iinve

met witli even greater snceess lint l'or the eonntei--

sihilities of an jissociiition.

The Woolen Goods Section of

the C. M. A.

The Ciinadiaii Manufacturers' Association is in an-

nual convention in Montreal this week. Many subjects

are being discussed, both in connection with events of

the past year and the propaganda for the coming year.

There is a certain feeling of contentment over the

tariff legislation this session and also over the results

obtained in other features of the commercial activity

of the Dominion. There is one section, however, that

is far from satisfied. That is the "Woolen Goods Sec-

tion." But we have not lieard of any serious attempts

being nuide to hold a meeting of this "Section" in

order to discu.ss the events of the past year as directly

affecting the woolen industi-y or the course to be fol-

lowed during the coming year.

The woolen industry is recognizcnl as one of national

importance to the country and yet the present state

of the industry is deplorable. Even more pronounced
this year than for some time past. The question natur-

ally arises as to whether organization and co-operation

would not be effective in bringing about a change of

conditions.

Trade During the Month
Conditions ainoiifj the mills are about unchanged

since hist month and the majority of tin; mills are still

working short-time. At this time none of the mills

are closed. In some cases they are well sui)plied with

orders, altlioiigli contracts are mostly close. During
the past couple of weeks there has been a fair repeat

order business in underwear and cotton goods, but in

some cases the jnills have received notice to delay the

shipment of fall goods another month, which has caused

some inconvenience. Tliis is more general among the

knitting mills.

The blanket and woolen cloth mills are busier than

they were last month and several on pure wool white

blankets have all they can do this season. The cloth

mills have not been so fortunate, but, have kept their

travellers on the road and are now fairly well supplied,

although cancellations during the past few weeks have
ht'i-n more general. The clothing factories are busy
now, but orders on hand are not large. The Western
trade in clotliing has shown no improvement but the

East has ordered well, especially in the Maritime Prov-
inces, whei-e there has been little falling off.

During tlu' month the cotton mills have been very
slack. One week five of the weaving mills were closed

and several have been closed each week. The latter

part of the month saw a good repeat business, how-
ever, and at this tiuu' the mills are all running, although
shoit time is general. The anmuil statements of the
two largest companies showed a considerable falling

off in sales, and likewise profits, but in view of the
general trade dei)i-ession, the statements are most sat-

isfactory. The iiresidents in their addresses to the
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stoi'klmlilci's wci-f Dptiiiiistic, but l'cIViiincd I'i'diu iiiak-

iiig any pi-oplu'i-y as to when Imsincss woiiM lii't;in to

sliow iiiiproviMiu'iit.

Tlio hosiery iiiills aiv l)iisy, likewisi- tlu; heavy wool

iiiultTwi'ar mills iiiaiuifacturiiig the cheaper grades.

Sweaters ami knitted novelties have not been iu de-

tiircrs and the trach' in general is eagerly looking for-

ward to an iinpi-oveineiit. If the present prices of

yams and raw material, cotton and wool, continue

there will have to be a general advance in prices of

the finished fabrics, which would have already taken
lilaee if conditions had been better. A great deal of

iiiiMul, as also the higher grades of fine underwear, dei)endenee is jjlaced iu this year's crop, which, if up
the mills on these lines being very slack. There is, to expectations, will go far toward a general improve-

howevei-, an optimistic feeling among the nianufac- ment in trade conditions.

COMMERCIALIZING A TECHNICAL TRAINING
Address by Harry C. Raynes, Consulting Engineer of Boston, Mass.

(iraduating Class of 1914, of the Bradford-Durfee
Textile School, Pall River, Mass.

before the

Whatever infhienees foster and encourage a deter-

nunation in a young nuni to seek -i technioai training,

there are almost invariably three diametrically opposed

ol).ieets involved in the process of acipiiriug such an

I'ducation.

The sf.'dent, choosing the line of industry to which
he intends to devote himself, usually most desires the

shoi'test road to success and the acquisition of position

and wealth to better advantage than his fellows. Or,

possibly, throngh influences of inheritaiu'e, he nuiy de-

sire to imiintain a family position and prestige in an

industry and follow iu the footsteps of his fatliei'.

Results of Technical Training.

\Vhate\-er may be the process of teciuiical training.

the crude result is the saiiie. A condition is produced
either properly or improperly, expeditiously developed

or long deferi-ed, of a high, low or medium order. Tliis

last, peihaps more than the others, is dependent uj)on

individual characteristics.

Accepting this unmaterial condition as the reward
for months of studious application to classroom and
laboratory, or years of unremitting labo among ma-
chines and working men and women, the eoiiimercial-

isiu, uses and investment of this asset is the subject I

wish to place before you. Such a condition of mind
and body is but the "stock in trade" of a young man
starting in business with himself. To this stock, of

course, we will add continuously. I wish to point out

that this nucleus to future conunercial greatness will

ui'ver be other than working capital.

Importance of Standardising.

To standarize selling methods and preiletermiiie mar-
ket possibilities is but a different apjjlication of the
same principles which govern standard operations for

production. The shrewd investor in mill Siciirities care-

fully analyzes both dead property valuation and live

operating possibilities of his property. Very few men
put their moiu-y into mill property only wit'i a know-
ledge that the ojjerating organization is sound in prin-

ciple and personnel. To accept security through, con-

fidence in the ability of a single man to conceive and
execute all profitable measures is to taki' the very sluirt

end of a gamble with life and death.

Buying, manufacturing and selling conditions, al-

ways changing and in a state of evolutiou, are at pre-

sent violenetly agitated. Increased cost of labor and

material have botii been saddled with more or less

rc^sponsibility for unsatisfactory aspects of business.

Treasurers decry the acts of selling houses and direc-

tors; supei-intendeiits bend under the bu"den o" hard-
ships inflicted by other superiors, aud so down the line

of delegated autiioiify to the smallest and most hundjle

of an association of graded men and responsibilities

which is not collectively an organization.

Responsibilities of the Individual.

Years ago in the textile industrs mills were com-
[iai'atively few in nuiiiher. limited in ctiuipmeut, simple
in variety of product and served by a high order of

intelligent labor. Advances in mechanical research and
invention have about kejit pace with the demands for

increased unit human service. However, with this

advance have come inei'eased denujuds upon the resour-

cefulness of laboi', and the numerical increase iu ma-
chines of a growing mill has been enormous.
Time in which to accomi)lish results has also been

steadily decreasing, until today the operating mill man,
or superintendent, as he is commonly called, cannot,
through sheer physical inability, occupy his former
self-contained position of usefulness. Several years ago
one man could know his mill of a few thousand spindles
intimately and the successsful control of his equipment
and labor was a simple matter. Today the same form
of organization ami the same single man is supposed
successfully to handle, and does struggle to adminis-
trate, a manufacturiug plant of 500 per cent, or more
increase iu size or number of units and with rapidly
detorioratiug instruments of labor.

Industrial pressure upon mill operating executives
has not as yet, to any extent, produced permanent
i-emedial measures. The conventions of our forefathers
still endure in the organization of the textile industry,
and as business demands have im-essantly increased the
instinct of individual, self-preservation has come strong
ly to the front, lien still talk in whispei's and look
wise over "trade secrets" known to them alone, and
superintendents believe they "hold their jobs" through
i.xiividual experience and qualifications to which noth-
ing can be added by association with unconventional
n>eas(i'-es.

Necessity of Analysis.

The young technical uuni about to engage in the
commercializing of his training through the textile
industry should then further school himself luitil the
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habit of analysis is well formed. Unless he would

suffer the hardships of the pioneer the young man
should select a field of opportunity for work where

science has at least begun to replace chance or guess-

work and organization or the harmonizing of effort

has been recognized as a constructive measure of per-

manent success. These conditions are not always

easily recognized. An inclination soberly and thorough-

ly to analyze all conditions surrounding a problem is

one of these developments and is to be highly cul-

tivated. To apply this analytical examination not only

to a branch of industry and field for work biit to

one's self is of tremendous value to a man, either

young or old.

Traditions a Handicap.

Possibly the most serious difficulty to confront the

young man will be his battle in the exercise of his

reasoning powers against traditions and local con-

ventions. He may secretly entertain brilliant aspira-

tions for the doing of things yet undone and for ac-

complishment along lines of radical departure from his

immediate examples. The practise or habit of his

mill community will very likely oppose his progress-

ive thought, and the professional esteem of his fel-

lows is, to the young man, a very precious possession.

Incompetent men apparently succeed in many in-

stances and their lack of constructive effort may not

overtake the business committed to the charge for a

very long time. The potential of able predecessors

may carry the business along in spite of bad manage-

ment and pride in prestige, often cover real finan-

cial losses. The price of commercial elevation of

an individual is sometimes a long one for the industry

involved.

Organization versus Waste.

Good organization is an instrument for the elimina-

tion of waste of all kinds and unnecessary wear and

tear of business. Standard organization is an analy-

tically recognized plan or grouping of methods for

scientifically delegating to each necessary part of the

plan clearly defined duties and organic fimctious to

be discharged. Organizations or parts thereof be-

come standard when all involved business conditions

positively determine the necessity for functional de-

legation of responsibility. Financial restrictions may,

to an involved concern, retard or apparently forever

prohibit the realization of standard organization, but

the principles are elementary and all mill operations

can with no great effort be made much better than

they are by adhering to the principles of standard-

ization.

No operating mill executive or superintendent can

alone and without an enormous amount of help through

organization and council maintain a high operating

efficiency. The fact that the mill executive is techni-

cally educated or not, ha,p been experienced under

good, bad or ordinary superiors, has served an in-

dustry for many years, do not in any sense raise his

capacity for the development of a high operating

efficiency under standard organization and conditions.

The superintendent can best serve his mill who so

thoroughly knows his craft as to recognize his limita-

tions and who fearlessly admits his inability to cope

with all the difficulties of a rapid operating develop-

ment. Such an admission honestly made is an indica-

tion of strength rather than weakness, for a mind fair

enough to conduct a self - examination will supply

the lacking elements of his plan from whatever

soui'ce they may be secured.

Possibilities of Standarized Operation.

No superintendent knows his whole mill as intim-

ately as a specially delegated man who, by devoting

his entire energy to each specific producing problem,

becomes a specialized source of information. On the

other hand, such a specializing assistant might pos-

sibly fail if put to the test of executive management
and operation. The same principles of requisite elem-

ents apply to all executives other than the superin-

tendent.

It is unfortunate for the young technically trained

man that very much more than a majoritj' of mill

executives know but little of the possibilities of stan-

dardized organization and operation. It is true that

much less than 100 per cent of the present number
of operating mills eould easily supply the entire mar-
ket if standards of operating efficiency and organiza-

tion were fairly well developed. Reliable detailed

knowledge of all conditions surrounding mill operation

is absolutely necessary to a high order of success. Com-
l)arisons cannot be intelligently made without proper
consideration for all conditions. Standardization
of organization and operation will olearlj- indicate the
necessity for sujjplying this reciuisite to success.

You must leai-n to both respect the ideas of other
men an<l accept them in co-operation with your own.
Contemjjt for the knowledge of others is a deplorable
stumbling block to progress, but not as serious an out-
rage against progress as stubborn conceit and a self-

sufficient contentment with average conditions and
satisfaction in being an average man.

Elements of Standardized Organization.

Technical knowledge however ai)plicd is but part of
tlie service demanded by standardized organization.
If sp(!cializatiou is devoted to the actual operations
of converting raw cotton into a salable fabric or to
the marketing of the finished product other elements
inust be supplied if 100 per cent institutional effic-

iency is to be realized. The operating bill executive
or director of sales organization cauuot alone es'en

ai)j)roxiinate a reasonable standard. Scientific ac-
counting, cost and controlling methods are indispen-
sable to maximum results, and that this element of
organization is almost invariably terribly neglected
opens a splendid field of work for tl'.e teshnieaily trai;;-

ed man. A keen knowledge of cotton processes is

not alone sufficient to suebess in cotton manufactur
ing. Mo.st supei-intendents and higher executives
consider it so, however, and herein lies the
cause for the low operating efficiency of the tex-
industry as a whole. Conventions of the trade,
time iudlowed inefficiency of organizatio.n and an
abounding conceit fostered in the breast of a vast
majoi-ity of operating men have held it down.

I have been brought closely in contact with many
very able men in executive position^* in cotton mills,
and in this contact innumerable iiuestions of doubt
as to causes for low ipevatinj'' efficiency have been
answered by the general condition u!' sublime ignor-
ance of what other men could ])ossibly do and what
a small part they are playing in their self sufficient
turtle-like seclusion. These conditions, while exer-
cising a tremendous liandicap upon the textile indus-
try, will boiuiteously spread the table of opportunity
for young, keen, broad-minded and couratreous men.
My advice to the young technical man is to avoid

aspirations to executive mill offices. Do not make
.\our ambition the acquiring of a superintendent's or
even a ti'easnrer's position only. Ratiiei- determi)ie
to supply an element of organization which vou \a ill
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ill time know to be lacking. Rise above obstacles and
the interference of narrow minds. Do the \musual

thinjîs to npset and defeat limiting or destructive

eiistoms of however long standing.

Cultivate courage to attack all problems from in-

side as well as out. Business politics are necessary

to avoid the losses of commeroial clashing and trade

marketing warfare. Such politics are perfectly jus-

tified as a means of harmoniously smoothiut; the way
to an end.

Individual Staadardization.

Ambition to l)e a eommereial success is most \vorthy

of praise. Such material suc^^css will come of itself

if the young mill man standar'ii^es himself nud watch-
es his own operating efficieucy and his influence for

good or evil on the institution of which he is only

a part.

Demand your true worth, demonstrate it, fight

for it. Pay no attention to the scotf and jokes of

small minds; go ahead aloug the linos you believe to

be right, profiting by advice and council from any and
all sources. The innumerable problems of textile or-

ganization and operation offer magnificent opportun-
ity for the exercise of your talents in many directions.

The demand all along the line for reorganization of

operating methods is too insistant to b(i mueli longer
ignored by the whole industry.

Your reward will come from ef.Sc.ieney, both in-

dividual and your influence upon the collectivf?

efficienej' or organization. The term efficiency, much
abused, ill used and dragged in the mire, is well known
and familiarly used by all men as the ratio of their
producing condition to an accepted base.

The last four lines of Kipling 's now very celebrated
poem, to me, mean moi-e and convey more than any
exhaustive treatise upon the subject from an engi-
neering source.

I otïer them in conclusion :

"If you can fill the unforgiving minute,
"With sixty seconds' worth of distance run.

Yours in the Earth, and everything that's in it.

And what is more, j'oii'll be a Man, my son.

ANALYSIS OF WOVEN FABRICS.
The need for such a book as this has long been felt,

for although there are many books on the market deal-
ing with the methods whereby a fabric may be analys-
ed in the finished state, none have treated the subject
in such an authoritative and exhaustive manner as the
one under review, written and compiled by two such
authorities as Aldred F. Barker and Eber Midgely. of
Leeds University and the Bradford Technical College,
respectively. This treatise first deals with the qualities
of the raw materials and yarns, describing all the fibres
and substitutes now used in textile manufacturing and
the yarns manufactured from them, as well as the
various methods of calculation relating to the yarns.
It then deals with the various successive steps in the
designing of fabrics and the analvsis of the fabric in
the finished state, describing the effect of the finishing
processes on the cloth and the many methods and op-
erations made use of by designers the world over. The
chapters on the "Qualitative and Quantitative Analv-
sis of Fibres in Woven Fabrics" and "The Costing of
Woven Fabrics" are especially interesting. The book
will be a valuable addition to the designer's library.
;ind IS one that merits careful study by both the vouiisr
and old designer who wi.shes to keep abreast of the
times.

The Flyer-Lead and Bobbin-
Lead Fly Frames.

In the flyer-lead frame, when you decrease the speed
of the bottom eone you increase the speed of the bobbin.
At no time does the bobbins revolve as fast as that
of the bobbin-lead except at doffing time. The faster
the bobbin eone revolves the more revolutions are
taken from tlie bobbins. Any hesitation of the bottom
cone has a tendency to slacken the end, which is con-
trary to our former belief. When the bottom cone is
raised at doffing, the .speed of the bobbin is increased
to the same proportion to that of the si)ind]e. Owing
to the position of the presser paddle, the grip is not
as firm at the termination of paddle, consequently, the
tension comes more between the bottom of the hollow-
leg of the flyer- and the bite of the front rolls. For
these reasons, the jx-essure between the paddle and the
surface of the bobbin does not affect the compactness
of the bobbin as in ease the bobbin-lead

Tlie sun-gear rotates in the same direction as that
of the driving shaft, which is a great aid to the eone
belt, and one of the strongest points in favor of the
flyei--lead.

In the bobbin-lead frame, when you decrease the
speed of the bottom cone you decrease the speed of the
bobbin. Tlie bobbin speed exceeds that of the flyer-
lead at all times except at doffing time.
The faster the bobbin eone revolves the faster the

bobbins revolve.
Any hesitation of the bottom cone has a tendency to

slacken the ends the same as the flyer-lead.
When the bottom cone is raised at doffing time, the

bobbin speed is reduced to the same proportion to that
of the spindle. Owing to the position of hte paddle the
grip on the strand is greater, and this, aided by the
pressure, makes a more compact bobbin, but makes the
conditions on fly frames unequal, although the grip
and pressure aids in holding more twist in the strand.
The tension is mostly between the paddle and the

surface of the bobbin, which means a slack tension be-
tween the hollow leg of the flyer and the bite of the
rolls, a condition that should always exist on fly-
frames.

The sun-gear rotates in the opposite direction to that
of the driving sliaft, which is a strong point against
tlie bobbin-lead.

The friction is as great with the new so-called dif-
ferential motion, as the differential sleeve is called on
to check the jieriphery and drive the belt wheel or
gear.

Any hesitation of the flyer in the flyer-lead through
a worn flyer pin, etc, will cause slack, as the flyer leads
tlie bobbin.
Any hesitancy of the flyer in the bobbin-lead through

a worn pin. etc., will cause a certain amount of strain
on the strand as the bobbin leads the fiver.

Out of total of 190.000 bales that were available dur-
-

ing the third series of London wool auctions, 185.000
bales were sold. Of these 121,000 bales were sold for
home consumption. 80.000 bales to the Continent, and
l.'4,000 bales to America, leaving 5,000 to be carried for-
ward to next series

The fourth series will commence on July 7 and the
list will be closed on June 29. Assuming "that the net
new arrivals will reach IfiO.OOO bales, the total quantity
available, including old stocks, will be jihout Ifio.OO'O
hales.
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HANDLING THE TEXAN COTTON CROP

-liiuc. 1014.

Cotton tîi-owiiig is the main fcatui-e in the agricul-

tural life of Texas and the occupation gives employ-

ment to the majority of the population. Weatlier con-

ditions and the soil are specially favorable, as the

plant must have hot weather and the soil is well adapt-

ed, being of a sandy nature, so that the State produces

a good proportion of the Country's crop.

The city of Houston is one of the principal centres

in the cotton districts. It is situated about 50 miles

from the two principal seaports of the State, viz.:

Texas City and Galveston, so that is in an admirable

position as far as shipping is concerned. The ware-

liouses can therefore easily trace all shipments until

they are ready for ocean shipment and in this way
do away with endless trouble. Messrs. Ilnbliell, Slack

& Co., are one of the largest handlers of cotton in the

State and have their immense warehouse in Houston.

Loading Scene, Warehouse and Yard.

The warehouse is lliOO feet long and 156 feet wide

and will hold about 25,000 bales. The reproductions

herewith fui'uish a good idea of the facilities for stor-

ing, classing and sliipi)in£; jiossessed by this firm. All

the cotton handled by this firm comes from the inter-

ior and is first stored at Houston Avhere it is classed,

weighed and made ready for sliii)ment. Damaged
bales are mended and great care taken to ensure the

right cpuility and the pi-0|)er baling for shipment. The
following description of the cultivation and handling

of the cotton crop has been kindly fiu-nished by
I!ul)bell, Slack & Co., and yill give our readers an idea

of how the world's greatest crop is jiroduced and made
ready for the mills.

"The ground is grnei'aily broken up by the end of

Novembci' by a shallot' plow to about 4 inches in

depth. aii<l is harrowed \nitil time of phiiitiiig. which
is aliout the end of h'ebruar-y. Of eoui'se some farmei's

are late in planting and do not finish until about the

beginning of I\lay. This is all subject to conditions of

weather. It may liapjien when they are stai'ting to

plant, heavy rains come, ami the work lias to be |)ut

on one side until clear weather comes again. This is

one of the liard contingencies cotton growers have to

l)ut up with in this eounti'>'. Weather conditions are

not alwavs favorable.

Cotton planted the end of February is ready foi-

picking about the end of July, and picking goes on

fiom that date until about the end of November. In

j)lanting, llie ground is ridged up to about 6 to, 12 in-

ches, and tile seed is planted in the top of the ridge

to a depth of about 2 inches. After the young seed-

lings commence to conu' up they are tliiuned out to

about () inches apart to as much as 15 inches, depending

n\wu the soil. Black land sections generally thin out

to about 15 inches, owing to the fact that the rich soil in

such disti'icts nuikes a bigger plant, wliich require more
si)ace in the groinnl.

Tlu' cvliief point in growing cotton is for the |)lant

to have what they call a big tap root, that is, a root

wliii'li gfies down deep ill the ground. Such a root

will alwa\s go down deep enough to collect any mois-

ture. These roots are always formed after goood win-

ter seasoning of rains whicli have gone deep into the

soil. Should the winter and s]iring rains be light,

the i-esnlt is that the root instead of being a tap root

is what they call the horizontal I'oot, that is, it spreads

out instead of going down, and such roots make weak
plants. While the plant is growing it is essential the

farmei's keej) theii' fields clear of weeds, and to see

that soil is well ridged against the stalk. If this is

done a good healthy ])]ant i-esults.

Cotton will not gi'ow unless it has hot weather, about
!)() degrees ill the shade. The plant will stand tempei'
ature Diactically up to 110 degrees in the sluide, jirov-

ided that it does not ex]icrience hot winds. In this

case young lioUs are likely to get burnt and fall otV.

and should the plant not have a good tap root it will

soon wither anil die. There is an old saying in this

eoinitry that a cotton plant never dies. It is really,

ill the horticultural sense, a "Peri'nnial"' but it is al-

ways planted each Season, othei'wise if left to gi-ow
each year it would grow to all wood and not much cot

ton.

We now get to the point when cotton is ready for
picking. The jJant bears a bloom, which falls ofï and
changes into what they call a square, which is a cover-
ing to the little boll inside. As this boll grows the
squai-e falls off, and the cotton is found inside the boll.
The boll finally grows to the size of a fair .size peach.
These bolls ripen by the heat of the sun and crack
open into four or five sections, and finally open out
full shoM-ing beautiful cotton in all its whiteness.
Of course oiu' will readily understand that no plant

can be expected to grow perfect. This applies also
to a cotton |)lant. It is subject to many climatic con-
ditions and insect pests. Sometimes worms will get
hold of the plant and do tremendous damage. They
have various remedies to try and kill this pest, on'e
is that certain poisonous powders are sprinkled ovr
the plants. This is a big undertaking and rather ex-
pensive, but it must be done, or some other pi-oceeding
resorted to, or else the pest would never be overcome.
At times the holl weevil will come into certain districts.
This pest is one of the most dangerous to the growing
I'lii'it. It is a most peculiar kind of insect which at-
tacks the holl only; hence its name. It attacks the boll
while it IS ill its infant stage by piercing through the
(Miter shell, penetrates to the centre laving its egg and
f'"' ''ii^'^i "hen hatched eat the centre^ of the boll
!""! I^'ll I'- II' '1 l>oll is so attacked that is the «mkI of
It, and there is no known way to combat the boll weevil
with poison. The only way to fight it is bv planting
the cotton so the sun can p.^iietrate between plants at
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all times. Hot sunshine kills weevil so that the fai'iners

must allt)w ojienings so as the sun can reach the plants

and the soil..

A few seasons ago tlie lioll weevils practically de-

einiated the cotton croji in si'veral sections, and it was
only after a lot of hai-il work tliat it was got under.

A wet season is always favoi-able to the breeding of

sueh insects, but on tlie otlier hand a very hot di'y

season is detrinu'utal to tiuMii and soon burns them up.

Cotton is picked and i)ut into canvas bags
wliich each picker has hanging from the neck. This is

called seed cotton. This seed cotton is taken to the

nearest gin house in which are the machines for separa-

ting cotton from tiie seed. This is done by a process
of rai)idly revolving circular saws. The cotton first

of all is taken from the farmers wagons by air suc-

tion. It then travels through forced draft chambers
which takes ont most of the rough matter, such as

dust, etc., and finally falls on the saws which sep-

arate the cotton from the seed. The seed falls into

special receptacles while the cotton goes on to the
gin box, this is a square box the size of the bale to be
made. When the box is full it is pressed. The box

grade is "ordinary"' cotton, which is cotton of very
poor color anil contains plentv of leaf and dirt and
•sticks (sticks are stems attached to the boll). The
matter of grade is all caused by the climatic condi-
tions. If the boll matures undci' pcrfect weather, that

Weighing Yard.

is first lined with canvas and after the pressure is pnt

on, the canvas is wrapped around the bale and six

iron bauds are put around the bale to keep it together.

The diamensions of such a bale are 27in. x 54 in. x
47 in.

The bale is now ready for market, and after being

sold is sent by railroad to the nearest compress. The
compress is a special piece of machinery where the

bale is subjected to a much heavier pressure than the

gin, and is pressed down to about half its thickness.

While Tuider the press a new set of bands, eight in n\ira-

ben in this ease are put on the bale. The dimensions
of the bale now are about 27iu. s 54in. x 22in. Cotton
is compressed so that cheaper railroad rates and ocean
freights can be had.

The bale is now ready for shipment to the spinner,

either in the States, Canada or abroad. The last man
receiving the cotton is the shipper. On him lays one
of the most responsible parts of the cotton business.

The cotton has to be sampled and classified. An ex-

pert classifies the cotton into various grades and stap-

les. What we mean by grades is how the cotton looks.

The highest grade is called "fair" cotton, and it is

perfect cotton, and is cotton without a blemish, being
of good color and containing practically no foreign
matter, such as leaves, sand and dirt. The lowest

Classing Yard.

is i\i-y sun-shiny weather, cotton of high grade is the
result, but hsould rain and frost occur the open bolls

are damaged, with the result that the white cotton
is discolored, and we get what we call tinged and stain-

ed cotton. Sometimes when the bolls are ,iust about
matured and hard rainy and frosty weather conies
the stem on the boll becomes rotten and it is imposs-
ible to pluck the cotton away from the boll as the
boll will come ofi:' the plants in the actual picking.
Such bolls are plucked off in their entirety and all

thrown into a special gin for holly cotton. There is

a great difference in this kind of cotton. Some bolly
cotton is full of sticks and trash, while others are
discolored cottons and do not contain so much trash.

The reason of this is that in this ease the}' havbe been
passed through a special gin to which new mechanical
cleaning appliances have been attached which drives
out most of the trash.

As regards the staple of the cotton, this is quite an

Warehouse 1,700 ft. long, 150 ft. wide.

expert jiiece of business. Staple is the fibre of the

cotton, and the experts test it by i)ulling the fibre from
the sample and test it with their fingers as to strength

and length, and the clearness of the fibre.
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BLENDING AND PREPARATORY PROCESSES IN
WOOLEN SPINNING.—XII

MODERN CARBONISING MACHINES.

By JOHN W. RADCLIFFE.

(All Rights Reserved.)

The subjeet of uarbonising would be incomplete with-

out some reference to the machines which 'omprise

an up-to-date plant. The old time methods and ar-

rangements of tanks with their dripjuni? trestles will

not suffice for the present day carbonisers of wool

and rags.

Ill such old time systems the rags oi- wool to be car-

bonii^ed were steeped in tanks containing the carbon-

ising agent, and by means of i-akes, tb-3 material was

lifted out and spread over racks or trestles in a drip-

ping condition. In this way the process, was attended

by much unnecessary waste of acid, which in the mod-

ern plant is considerably reduced if not entirely el-

iminated.

In some cases, where large quantities of burry wools

are dealt with, mechanical steeping tanks are employed,

which are similar in construction and actuation to

ordinary scouring machines, of which more will be

said at" a later stage. Where such machines are em-

ployed, the process is a continuous one, as the wool

to be carbonised passes slowly through the acid con-

tained in the lead lined bowl of the machine and is

exhuded in a thoroughly soaked condition. It is more

general however, to have a series of lead lined tanks,

the tops of which are level with the floor. Above this

series of tanks is a travelling crane, or runway which

is so arranged as to accomodate the same number of

crates as there are tanks.

When a batch of the material to be carbonised is

placed in one of the crates, it is hoisted up and run

into a position from which it can be more conven-

iently lowered into one of the acid tanks. After the

in position over the hydro-extractors the bottoms can

be opened to allow the contents to fall into the per-

forated receptacles of the machines referred to, with-

out having to handle the acidified wool.

When the material has been placed in the hydro-

extractor it is caused to rotate at a very high speed,

which develops such sufficient centrifugal force as to

extract the desired quantity of acid from the wool,

wliich after treatment contains about 20 to 25 per cent

of acid and moisture.

Fig. 25.

material has beconu; thoi'oughly soakwl with the acid,

the crate is raised out of tlic tank, but is allowed to

remain suspended above it, until the superfluous acid

runs off the material. When this occurs the crate

and its contents are run to an hydro-extractor to re-

move a furthei' quantity of the carbonising agent from

the fibre. It may be mentioned that the crates are

fitted with automatic bottoms, so that when they are

machine is a most ideal one. as it not only serves to

convey the material to the top lattice, but the hot air

engages with tlic wool. wIkmi the latter is in the most

Fig. 26.

After "whizzing" in this machine the material is

passed through a continuous drying machine at an
ordinary drying temperature to remove the ordinary
moisture prior to actual baking or carbonising.

The drying or baking machines are very similiar,

both in construction and actuation, and only diff:'er in

the extent to which they are heated for their respec-

tive objects. Of course there are several types of these

machines made, but the one shown at fig. 25 is a most
popular type and very efficient in its treatment.
From this diagram it will be noticed that a series of

endless lattices are so arranged as to convey the mat-
erial through the machine. The material passes into

the machine at the point marked A and is blown by
a strong blast of warm air to the top lattice B, upon
which it travels in the direction indicated by the
arrows to be eventually deposited upon the second
lattice C which in turn slowly conveys it to the third
lattice D and so on until it is exhuded from the mach-
ine at tlH> ])oint mai-ked E.
The liot air is generated by means of a super heater

(i, and is di'iven into the iiuudiine by a fan F, as will

be noticed, the su|)er heater contains a series of hot
air pipes II, so that it will be readily understood that
the fan F. liy its revolutions causes the hot air to pass
into tlie machine at the point marked I, and the cen-
trifugal force, created by the action of the fan, causes
the wool to be blown to the top lattice as previously
stilted. This means of introducing the hot air to the
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moist condition. After drying, the material passes

tlirough another similar machine for baking or actual

carbonising, but at an increased temperature.
It must not be understood from tlieso remai'ks that

it is entirely essential to have continuous machines
similar to the one illustrated, as this is by no means
the case. Ordinary drying ovens of a non-continuous
type may be employed altliough they are not as con-

veniently handled as those of the continuous type.

When the vegetable matter has been reduced to

hydro-cellulose by baking, it is essential that this veg-

etable residue, which is now in a friable state, shall be

crushed or rediiced to powder, which can be entirely

removed by shaking. For this purpose, a machine as

shown at fig. 26 is employed, which is a burr crusher

and shaker combined.
If rags have been carbonised, the hydro-ceUulose re-

sulting from cotton tlireads, etc., does not need crush-

ing, so that an ordiuarj' shaker is all that is required

to remove the dust. The machine shown at fig. 27 is

equip]ied with several pairs of heavy pressure rollers

as shown at A, B, C, D, and E, and the wool passing

along the feed sheet P must stand the challenge of the

5 pairs of rollers. By so doing, the burrs, which at

this stage are friable hydro-celluse are reduced to

powder which is removed when the wool comes into

contact with the pins of the swift G. In order that

the rollers of this machine are better enabled to crush
the vegetable matter, the respective pairs are arranged
to run at different speeds. Thus the first pair of

rollers A will revolve at a slightly lower speed than
the rollers B, whilst rollers C have an increased vel-

ocity over B, and rollers D possess a greater speed
than rollers G, as also do the rollers E over rollers D.
In this way, the machine possesses what may be termed
a drawing action, which reduces the bulk of the mat-
erial at each pair of rollers, and as the wool becomes
reduced in bulk in passing through each successive

pair of rollers, tlie gradually diminishing particles of

vegetable matter are more ably dealt with. A fan
operates at H which removes much of the dust from
the machine, and by means of a convej'or pipe trans-

fers it to some convenient place away from the machine.
The inside of drying and shaking machines are bet-

ter when covered with lead or galvanised iron, as the
acidified wool will attack the machines with disas-

trous results. Not only is there a danger of machines
becoming affected, but the wool itself is liable to be-

come stained with iron rust if this is not carefully
guarded against.

After the removal of the dust, the avooI may then
be passed through neutralising tanks. In this part
of the operation a similar series of tanks are arranged
containing the neutralising agents, as was described
with regard to the acid steeping tanks. In these the
wools are steeped, and after drying are ready for use.

MACHINERY FOR DYEING, BLEACHING AND
SCOURING.

We have iust received the new catalogue of the

Klande'-'Weldon Dyein? INIachine Co.. of Amsterdam.
X.Y.. descT-ibins; and illustrating the various machines
niflnufactured by this firm. The machines described

iivlude skein machines, raw stock machines, garment
iiiHehiues. tubs and special machines for sulphur colors

nnd cai'pet yarns. The catalogue is well put up and
eaob machine is described carefully. Rome twenty

Canadian mills are now using Klander-Weldon ma-
ehines with satisfaction.

Dyeing Wool in the Grease

The dyeing of wool in the iion-degreased state is

undertaken almost solely with the object of avoiding
loss in weight of the material as against the weight
in the raw state. The practice of sending piece-goods
to the dyer with the definite stipulation that they must
be returned '"weight for weight" is growing consid-

erably. This requirement was at one time met in a

fashion by weigiiing the cloth after the dyeing with
metallic salts, but this procedure has fallen into dis-

ciedit, and the custom of dyeing in the greasy state

has taken its i)lace. The goods handled in this way
are mainly serg(>s, and ]iarticularly those woven with
a cotton war]). This method of treatment simplifies the

manipulation, and at the same tinu- reduces the cost

of production. Although the fiiml results in the mat-
ter of appccU'ance of the goods may not come satisfac-

torily through close criticism, the matter of lessened
cost is in nmny circumstances a sufficient reconuuend-
ation in .I'ustification of the ])rocedure. A further ad-

vantage of leaving the greasy impurities of the wool
in the fabric is that the finished material has a fuller

bodied and more pleasing feel. The economy effec-

ted is, however, the main point.

The goods, after having been looked over and "set,"
ai'e dyed in the ordinary way and then washed, where-
by of course only the loosely adhering particles of col-

oring matter are removed, while the oil still remains
in the goods. The material is then dried on the stenter,

and passed on to the pressing operation. It is at this

stage where the character of the goods may be influenc-

ed more than during the actiml dyeing. Certain quali-

ties of light black and blue serges, which, when treat-

ed in the more general way, weigh only one pound to

the yard when finished, maye be double the weight
when dyed and finished in the grease. Naturally
enough the new jiractice produces a material that rubs
badly and soils clean washing liquors. Moreover, the
material is extraordinarily receptive of dust and dirt,

and this becomes quickly obvious after a short period
of wear.

There can be little doubt that the new practice, if

allowed to extend nuich, will bring the hitherto good
reinitation of these classes of wooled materials into
serious question, and on that account it is to the inter-

est of the manufacturer and the dyer alike to discour-

age this class of work.—Textile Colorist.

MACHINERY FOR TEXTILE SCHOOL
John Ileatherington & Sons. Ltd.. through their

agent, Stephen C. Lowe, have given the New Bedford
Textile School, New Bedford, Mass., the camless ^vind-

ing machine exhibited at the Textile Exhibition in
Boston last month. Through Mr. Lowe the firm has
given this school a hasmith comber, a Ileatherington
mule and a Heatherington card, thereby showing them-
stdves quite anxious to further the cause of textile
education in the T'nited States.

At the annual meeting of the Canadian Cottons, Ltd.,
Iiehl in JMontreal on May 22, the old board of directors
and executive were re-elected, as follows : David Mor-
riee, president; C. R. Hosmer, vice-president; and Sir
H. Montagu Allen. Theophillus King of Bo.ston, D. Mor-
rice. Jr.. Hon. F. L. Beique, Geo. Caverhill, A. A. Mor-
i-ice and A. <^. Dawson, directors.
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Problems of the Hosiery

Manufacturer

By Herbert Robson, B. Sc.

A spécial, tliou,i;li .small, class ol' loosciiess to stocking

consists ill the appearance on loaded silk of red stains,

(iiieliiii, iMeister and Sisley have proved that this is due

to the action of coiiiinon salt. Even small quantities of

this haloid are sufficient to produce the stains under

definite conditions of temperature and moisture, or in

the presence of certain catalytic agents, such as traces

of copper, or with the co-operation of certain local at-

mospheric impurities. Sisley attributes the presence of

the common salt to contact with sweaty fingers, and

to the eondensatioii of cigarette smoke, and the pre-

sence of traces of copjier to the abundant use of eoj)i)er

coins in France and Italy. We may observe that salt

particles are found in the air in all seaside places, and

that even in England a certain amount of copper is

used i)art of it in the form of bronze currency. It

has been, nevertheless, remarked that these red stains

vary in the time tliey take to appear in different coun-

tries. Ill Italy and the South of France they apiu-ar, if

they appear at all, in from one to two months, while in

Switzerland farther from the salt sea be it noted they

re(|uire three to four months, and in North (iermaiiy

(still farthef' off) nine to twelve months. It has further

been remarked that if silk workers keej) their hands

dry and clean the stains rarely occur. The stained

places are invai'ialily tendered, and sulphocyanide and

the other ri'iuedies for tendering by loading also are

a gooil iii'eventive of these stains.

Greening of Aniline Black Under This Head.

This plieiioiiieiion has undoubtiMlly a right to he clas-

sified with looseness to stocking. It may be due to the

fact that imperfect rinsing has left in the fabric drugs

used in preparing the dyebaths. It may also be due

to imperfect dyeing. Besides ,aniline black proper

(nigi-aniline), other ])roducts are formed, which turn

green under the influence of atmospheric gases es-

peciall.N' moisture and reducing agents. Many of the

latter are fi'e((uently present in the air of a warehouse,

such as sulphur dioxide from fires and gas lights,

organic dust, nitrous acid from incandescent gas and
electric lights, and even ozone. All these agents are

greatly assisted by any large amount of moisture in the

air. The remedies ai'e keeping the places clean, dry,

and well ventilated. It is by no means waste of space

and lalior to have vacant shelves to which goods can
be removed while their own shelves an' being cleaned.

Artificial light should be avoided as far as possible by
having large windows so as to get as much natural

light in the daytime, and dust should be excluded hy
well-fitting doors and window sashes. Dust shoukl bt«

reiiio\e(l, and not just disturhcMl so that it will settle

again a i'rw feet off. Slijihtly dam|)ed dusters or a

vacuum-(deaner should he used. In the formel' case the

goods must not be put hack until the shelves are (|uite

dry. These remarks appl\- all round and ar<' not con-

sidered as eonriiicd to stocking goods d\-e(l aniline

black.

Yellowing Due to Imperfect Rinsing.

White goods sometimes i|iiirkl\ turn yellow in stock,

although [Uire cellulose when e.\i)osed to light keejis its

color for an extremely long time. The cause of the

yellowing is in ahnost every case imperfect rinsing, so

that the goods contain residues of bleacbing powder,

powder soaps, es]iecially lime-soajis from hard water,

i-osin from adulterated soaps, dye from colored soaps,

and other things besides. Even iron in the water which

has been used is occasionally responsible for the mis-

chief. Furthermore, starching or finishing may cause

yellowing. K'aneid fats, sour dextrine still containing

traces of the acid used in its manufacture, and over-

heated irons, often have something to say in the mat-

ter. Thi-re is no cure, and the only thing to be done is

to do the washing and other processes in a workmanlike

manner, and with soft water, and good soap and other

accessories. The yellowing sometimes does not appear

until the goods have been for .some time in stock. It

develoi)es most quickly when much daylight has had

access to the goods. It may just be noted that nltra-

maiiiie. often u.sed for blueing, is very quickly destroy-

ed hy acids. When this occurs any yellow it has hidden

at once reajipears. I''urther, the destruction of ultra-

marine l>y acids forms sulphuretteil hydrogen, which

will hlackeii yellow marks made hy iron. Overheating

in calendering or ironing, not unfrequently causes yel-

lowing by converting starch into dextrine. Yellowing

is sometimes associated with tendering due to the for-

mation of oxcellulose.

Metal Stains Caused by Sulphuretted Hydrogen.

These are rare and referable when they do arise dur-

ing stocking, to the presence of suliiheretted hydrogen
in the air of the warehouse. Extremely small traces of

the gas, indetectihle by the most delicate nose, will

cause brown stains by long continued action on traces

of compoiinils of the heavy metals should they be
present in the stocked goods. The cause of the pre-

sence of sulpheretted hydrogen in the air of the ware-
house may be an escape of croal gas, or when the gas
has been left on unlighted or blown out by a draught,
or it may be that sewer gas has got into the stockroom
from a drain or a toilet which is out of order. The
metallic salts which must be present in the goods to

enable the suljiheretted hydrogen to produce the stains

may be salts of iron from a vat or from the water
sujiitly, or compounds of copper or lead from washing
or dyeing plant.

A curious case possessing several points of interest

was recently investigated in Germany at the Imperial
testing station, t'ertain goods, some of silk and some
of wool, developed numerous small nearly black stains,

scattered in a very irregular fashion over the fabric.
While the goods wi-ie waiting in the station for analy-
sis, many of the stains disapiieared mysteriously. Those
left were found to consist of sulphide of lead. It was
therefore probahle that those which had vanished and
were the smallest of all, had probably been converted
into white lead sulphate by oxidation by the oxygen of
the air. To test this hypothesis, the goods were treated
l)y a reducing agent, whereupon the. lost stains immedi-
ately reappeared. Further investigation showed that
till' gas fittings in the warehouse were in very bad con-
dition, and that the warehouse was so badly construct-
ed that in the winter, the season when the stains were
notiecil, the gas had to be burnt all day. The goods in
(|iiesli()ii had heeii bleached in lead-lined wooden vats,
the linings of which were jiartly corroded and anything
I'll' clean. Clearly all this trouble could have easily
been avoided, and the history of the occurrence is a
sufficient indication without further elaboration, of the
iiecessary preventive measures.
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Mould Stains on Unbleached Cotton Goods.

These appear mainly on stocked goods containiiif^ an
excess of size, especially in damp badly ventilated

stoek-rooms. Tlie chief funfji concerned ai'e Fnsai'ium,

I'eiiieilliiiiii glaucum, and Mncor raeemosus. The
stains are of all sorts and colors and shapes, following;

llie places where the spores of varions kinds can flonr-

ish best. Nevertheless, they rarely occur near the

edges. The fungi multiply rapidly and infest whole
piles of goods.

Experience has shown tiiat unbleached dressed cotton
goods are those most liable to mould-stains. The bleach-

ing process, especially if traces of the bleaching agents
are left in tiie fabric, checks moulding to a great ex-

tent. The original sizing is removed by the scouring
before bleaching, and all bleaching agents are antisep-

tics, or rather bactericides. Haw cotton whether in tlu'

form of yarn or fabric, which has begun to gel mouldy,
can usually be saved by bleaching. It has also to be
noted that the hygrosco|)ic substances used in sizes and
dressings for getting a soft handle, such as magnesium
chloride and glycerine, favor the development of the

fungus-spores which are always s(>ttliug on the goods
out of the atmosphere.
When momliness is well dcveloiied there is no cure.

The fibre is irretrievably I'otten and should be burnt
to prevent it spreading the infection: A rough and
very useful test is that once the moiildiiic.^s can lie

sinelled, all is over.—Knit Goods.

DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY'S STATEMENT.

Profits Smaller Owing to General Trade Slackness.

In spite of adverse industiial conditions the Domin-
ion Textile Co. earned nearly as large profits during
the year ending March 31st, l'Jl-1, as the preceding
year. It is true that net manufacturing profits were
smaller, amounting to $1,196,990, compared Avith $1,-

230,705 the preceding year; but this net was arrived
at after writing otï the sum of -$294,362 for repairs and
improvements to the mills, compared with .1î241,482

written otï during the previous twelve months. Or, in

other woi'ds, if only the same sum had been paid out
for improvements and betterments during 1913-14 net

manufaeturiilg profits would have shown an increase
of over .^20,000, and not a decrease.

Details of Prifit and Loss.

Net profits, as stated before, after paying current in-

tei'est on loans, mill charges, and writing oft' :f;294.3C2

for I'epairs and improvements on mills, amounted to

$1,196,990. To these profits were added the sum of

•$73,385, being a dividend of 2i/^ per cent, on the 29,354
shares of the Dominion Cotton Co., Ltd., held by the

Dominion Textile Co. : or in all, total earnings availalile

for disbursement amounted to $1,270,375, compai'ed
with a total of $1.301,129 the year before. Interest on
bonds took $219,138: dividend on preferred stock,

$134.653; dividend on common stock, $300.000: rental

of Dominion Cotton Mills and Mount Royal Spinning
Co., .$551,172: for bad debts was written off .$15.989,

compared with $12,290, leaving a suri)lns for the year
of .$49,420. This added to the accumulated surplus

makes the total balance now at credit of pi-ofit and loss

$829,379.

Surplus earnings available for dividend were etpial

to 25.11 per cent, on the preferi-ed, against 29.63 per

cent., and on the common (Î.98 pei' cent, against 8.49 per

cent, the i)l'evious year. Comparisons ol" the profit and
loss figures for two years are prrscnlcd in tlir follow-

ing table:—

Profits $1,196,!)90 $1,230,705
Dividend 73,385 120,424

Xet rev $1,270,375 $1,351,129
b'eiitals 551,172 566,434

I'.alaiice $ 719,203 $ 784,695
Writ, oir 15,989 12,290

I'-alanc,. $ 703,213 $ 772,405
I'oiii. iiil 219,138 216,285

liahinc.. $ 484,075 $ 556,119
I'fd. div 134,653 131,395

llalaiice $ 349,421 $ 424,723
Com. ,liv 300,000 275,000

1". L. hal $ 49.421 $ 149,723
I'l-cv. bal 779,958 630,235

Total 1». and L $ 829,379 $ 779,958

Mr. C. r>. Cordon in his report as presitlent states
that the new cotton mill at Magog erected the previous
year has been fully eciuipped and is now supplying the
print woiks with grey cloth. The extension to the St.

Anne's mills has also been comjiieted and fitted with
new machinery. "All the mills," adds Mr. Gordon,
'have been kept up to a high standard of excellence
and are capable of increasing their output considerably
as soon as trade warrants it." ilr. Gordon ventures on
no prophecy as to when a turn in business will come.
The board of directors was re-elected as follows:

—

Messrs. C. I!. Gordon, president; H. S. Holt, vice-presi-
dent

; Hon. Robert Mackay, 1). Morrice, J. P. Black, C.
R. Hosmet, G. A. Grier, John Baillie and Captain D. C.
Xewton. Mr. C. A. Hanna was re-appointed secretary-
treasurer.

Sales of the Dominion Textile Co. in the year ended
March 31st last fell considerably below the high record
level estaldished in the previous year's business and,
indeeil, were the snudlest in four years. Net manufac-
turing profits, however, made relatively a very good
showing, being exceeded in the company's record onl\-
by the figures for the previous year. Sales, net manu-
facturing profits and surplus carried forward in each
of the last niiu' years were as follows :

—

Sales. Net. Snr]>lus.
1906 .$8.131,600 $ 918,810 .$236 194
1907 8.507.013 89.5.518 286.927
1 908 8,045,497 900.S05 44,493
1909 6.1.-i3,626 678.017 8,285
1910 8.743,706 S<)3.312 .35 73''

1911 9.470,270 9S!».710 37J05
1912 9.038,464 ],137,.554 100 225
1913 .9,824,101 1,230.705 149 723
1914 8,899,718 1.196,990 48.421

The yarn trade in England at the i)resent time is
none too good, as shown by a cable from London, say-
ing that about twenty coanse yarn mills at Royton
have decided to close on account of poor trade. There
will be further temporary mill closings during Whit-
week (next week), and most of the Burnlev mills, main-
ly making print cloth, will shut down.
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PRACTICAL TUNING AND CONSTRUCTION OF
POWER LOOMS.-III

DRIVING OF POWER LOOMS
By BEAUMONT METTRICK.

(All Rights Reserved.)

The commonest method of driving power looms is

by means of friction between belts and pulleys, driving

by means of chains being only in the experimental

stage as yc^t. They may be driven directly from the

main shaft, or indirectly, by having counter shafts on

loom, or by small motors, one for each loom or one for

a group of looms.

A directly driven loom is one where the strap comes

from the liiie shaft, directly to the loose and fast pul-

leys, which are fitted to the crank shaft of the loom.

Figs. 12 and 13. An indirect drive is one where a

counter shaft on train wlieels carries the motion to the

crank shaft of loom. Fig. 14.

The driving pulleys on the main sliafts should be

arranged so that the belts run straiglit on to the loom

pulleys and are not held in position by the strap guides.

It is tile usual practice when line shaft drives are

Fig. 17.

used to arrange the looms in two rows for one line

shaft, then the belts will run thus, one row with open

belts and the other Avith crossed belts. As a rule, the

crossed belts will give a better drive, owing to a larger

surface of both pidleys being gripped by the belts.

When the loom i)ulleys are placed at right angles to the

line shaft, the half (;rossed drive is used, but this style

is not a very satisfactory drive. Have slack side of

belts running on toji side of loom pulleys, if i)osssible.

The Direct Drive

Figs. 17 and Is illustrate one type of a direct drive,

showing the en<l and back elevation. Here loose (LP)
and fast (F P) pulleys are used, and arc connected
directly on to the crank shaft (C 8) of loom, the loose

pulley being held in position on shaft by means of

collar (', and the fast pulley keyed fast by a taper key.

Behiufl the fast imUey is jjlaced the brake wheel B W.
As this type of loom usually runs at a good speed,
anywhete between 100 aiul 200 i)icks per' minute, ac-

cording to width of loom and goods woven, an appli-

ance of this nature is needed to help stop the loom
from overrunning, after the strap has been transferred

to the loose pulley. B is a leather lined brake, which
is made to act against the brake wheel, when the loom
is stop])ed. B L is tlu^ brake lever connected by rod R
to the tumbler lever T L at Y, T L being pivoted to the

frame work at X, and the position of T L is regulated

by the starting handle S T, as follows :—If the strap

guide SG is moved from L P to F P the starting handle
will push the tumbler lever back by means of an arm
A (as shown by front view of tumbler lever). This

will cause the rod R to lift, by means of the regulating

collar C, the brake lever, and take the brake off the

brake wheel. When the strap guide transfers the strap

to loose pulley, the i-everse actions of tlie brake mo-
tions, assisted by the weight W will place brake against
brake wheel, and liel{) to stop the loom. Care should
be taken to see that the collar is set in such a position

as to allow the brake lever, assisted by weight W.
to drop low enough to give brake a good grip
against back wheel, and the leather on brake must be
kept free from oil and in good repair. Next to the
brake wheel, the spur driver S D P is keyed fast to

the crank shaft ; this gears direct with the spur fol-

lower S F, which is keyed fast to the pricking shaft
P S of the loom, this last wheel being usually twice
the size of the spur driver (S D), so that the picking
shaft is only turned once to the crank shaft twice. This
allows fixed picking tappets being used to pick al-

ternately from each side, and also gives a nice steady
pick, when the loom is running at a good speed.

This type of drive is chiefly used on overpick single
shuttle .jacquard looms, and on light and medium built
tappet looms, where the heald tappets are fixed out-
side the loom frame, at the opposite end to the driving
motion.

For plain cotton and linen looms, where the heated
tappets are fixed on the bottom .shaft between the two
end frames of loom, the two driving pulleys and the
brake motion nmy be placed at one end of .shafts, and
the spur wheels at the opposite end, the advantage of
this being: 1. A heavier brake can be used for linen
looms

: 2. The brake motion is brought more into sight
and is more easily reached for repairing purposes; 3.
Tlie spur wheels may be covered better to safeguard
the weavers.

Position of Strap.—Care should be taken to have the
driving strap so guided by the strap guide that when
the strap is working the loom, it is partly on fast and
partly on loose i)ulleys, say % on fast and % on loose
pulley. This factor allows the loom to be stopped
quicker and easier, when stopped by action of weft
or warp stop motions, without much strain being placed
upon the various levers of the motion in action. When
belts are fixed in this manner, it is advisable to re-
verse the working side occasionally, and run it on
loose pulley side, especially if fast 'pulley is slightly
larger than the loose pulley, which is sometimes the
ease, allowing for a higher grip of pulley by the belt.
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The main advantages of direct driving are: one end of the eounter sliaft i.s fixed the change speed
1-—The first co.st is low. 2.—Less power is required wheel 1.")4(), a bevel driving wheel, usually ranging

to work it. 3.—Economical in cost of repairs. fioni IS up to 2'2 teeth, one tooth making a difference

Fig-. 19.

The disadvantages are : 1.—The line shaft being
connected directly to the crank or top shaft of loom,

any irregularity in the running of the line shaft is

transported directly to the crank of loom, thus caus-

ing the motions to work erratically with such accom-
panying faults as constant knocking off of loom, owing
to bad action of the picking motion, stripping of the

weft off the bobbins in shuttles, or shuttles thrown off

the going part, with probable broken warp ends, or

looping of the weft, owing to sudden checking of shut-

tle as it enters shuttle box, and various other defects
according to amount of variation in speed of loom. 2.

The speed of loom cannot be changed without changing
line shaft pulley. The loom pulleys, of course, could
be changeii, but this is worse still.

The Indirect Drive

The majority of dobby looms are driven indirectly

by means of a train of gear wheels and pulleys, and
sometimes an extra counter shaft is iised as on the
Dobcross loom.

Fig. 19 gives the end elevation of the ordinary loose

and fast pulley, indirect eccentric drive, fitted on the
80-piek per minute Dobcross looms. This motion is

driven by a belt running from the line shaft pulley
on to the loose and fast pulleys, 1550 and 1551, the
loose pulley 1550 revolving on a sleeve 1554, the sleeve

being connected to the counter shaft 1543 by a set

screw. This pulley is made extra heavy, so as to assist

in overcoming the resistance offered by the gear
wheels, etc., to the motion of the belt, when it is trans-

ferred from loose to fast pi;lley. The fast pulley 1551
is keyed fast to tlie eounter shaft, which rests in the
moveable bracket 1510, which is fastened by two bolts

Bi and P.. fitted in slots on the framework 1507 and

l.")OiS, to allow for change of size of change wheel. At
of about 5 picks per minute in speed of loom, therefore
a 19 wheel will nui loom at 5 picks more per minute
tliau an 18 wheel woiUd.
The advantages of using this change wheel are: (a)

Sj)eed of loom can be altered, without changing the
belt pulleys and the length of belt; (b) It is easy to

d;
Fig. 20.

get at, and a much quicker method of altering speed.
(c) It helps to steady the drive of loom, and to reduce
variations in speed.

Ast the counter shaft, pulley and changing wheel
rest against the loom frame, and arc jjartly supported
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by the floor, very little vibration is set up iu the loom,

file cliiui^'e wheel is held on counter shaft by a key

and two lock nuts F. Care should be taken to see

that the change wheel does not gear too deeply with

its companion bevel 1549, or the gearing will bind, and

set U|) extra friction to wheels, necks, &c. If not deep

enough in gear, the teeth will wear away. The bevel

1549 with which the change wheel gears, is fastened

by two set screws on to the spur gear wheel 1552, which
is keyed fast to the bottom or picking shaft P. This

gears with the following spur wheel 1553 keyed on to

the crank shaft C of loom. It will be noticed that the

two spTir wheels are eccentric wheels, this idea being

to vary the speed at which the going part travels, so

as to allow a i)ause at the back centre, to give more
time foi- the shuttles to cross from box to box, and to

give a 4ui<-k beat up of the weft at the front centre.

When these wheels have to be removeil for any pur-

pose, rare should be taken to see that they are put

hark in geai' in their previous positions. The wheels

•^^mmûi

Fig, 21.

are usually marked by tiie makers, but, if not, the

exact position of gearing should be found, and the

wheels nuu'ked. On the newer type of fast looms this

idea is dispensed with, the picking having been im-

proved to give a snuirter and quicker blow to the shut-

tles. The handle to work the belt is shown at 578.

This is pivoted at the centre, and eoiniected by a small

centre pivoted lever 1290 to the rod 1509. This passes

through the frame 1.507, behind which is fixed a strong

si)iral s|)ring 1499, which is fitted loosely round the

rod between frame and strap guide 1505, The result

is that when the belt is ti'ansferred to fast pulley, by

lUiUing the handle towards the weaver, the spring will

be compressed. Mud the expansion of this spring will

assist in moving the bi'lt fi-om fast to loose pulley, if

the slightest touch be given to the handle by the

weaver, or to the rod that coiinecl-s both haiulles by

the weft fork levers, or wai'p |)i-<)tector nu>tion.

The Indirect Friction Clutch Drive

This nu'thod of driving is now used on the improved

Dobcross fast dohby looms, and have been fouiul to

work very successfully, when kept in good oi'dcr, the

great advantage being that tlu^ loom can be stopped

at once without any over-i'unning of the going part,

when the weft fork motion acts upon the loom han-

dles, or the weaver throws back the handle. Thus a

great saving of time, yarn, &c., is brought abont, to

the advantage of both weaver and employer. It is

also a style that is suitable for drives, where only short

belts can be used, as the belt is not required to move

much (say only about Vs to 1/2 in.), therefore no

drag is imiiarted to the belt by the strap guide, which

also means a considerable saving in wear and tear of

belt.

Very little ])ower is lost on this motion, compared

with some indirect drives, as all the wheels are ma-

ehine cut, therefore the drive is true, and not many
breakages of teeth are registered, if the other motions

of the loom are kept in correct working order by the

tuner.

Fig. 20, which shows the end view of the clutch, and
P'ig. 21, the side elvatiou of same. Fig. 22 illustrates

how tlu; cluth and counter shaft are connected to the

picking shaft of loom. Fig. 20 shows the strap S run-

ning directly from the line shaft to loose pulley L P.

As this is always revolving, when the line shaft is

luuning and straj) is on pulleys, care should be taken
that the bearings are ke])t well lubricated, and that

the stra]) guide, whicli is a fixture, fitted on to loom
frame, does not rub against the belt edge, as this in

time works loose the belt fasteners, and wears away
the belt. The loose })ulley is controlled by the level

(', which is connected to loose pulley by a loose collar

(', and is |)ivote(l to framework at tlu' point C. The
lever in turn is (connected to starting handle by the

regulating rod A, and other i)lain rods and levers as

shown ill Fig, 22. Over the rod A is fitted an escape
si)riiig P>, regidated by the two pairs of lock nuts B,

and 1>_,, Sufficient tension should be put on the spring
to foi'ce the loose luilley by means of lever C into

clutch with the fast juiiley F 0, but a certain amount
of compression must be allowed for, to allow for an
escape motion, so that the pulley may slip in ease of

an.y part of the driving gearing should be locked. The
fa.st cone-shaped ])ulley F is lined with leather on
the outer rim, this being fastened on to the shell by
^yooden pegs, and the shell is keyed on to countershaft
by pin P and key K. (îarc; must be taken to see that
the key does not jiass beyond the inner edge of cone,
or the loose pulley will be ajit to work against it, and
eitiier work it loose, or fail to grip the cone side; the
pin should also fit tightly. The leather lining should
be kept free from oil or dirt, and tlie loose pulley
should grip as large a surface of leather as is possible.
If only a small part of leather is worked upon, a ridge
is apt to be formed at that point, which often prevents,
by suction, the loose pulley from being pulled away
from th(^ fast cone.

The Brake Motion

This motion is controlled from the starting handle,
rod, and lever 0. Two threaded rods I), and D.. are
connected by the regulator D, D, being connected to
lever C by a jnn, and I) to brake levers B L by another
pin; the length of these rods and likewise the distance
of brake lever from lever C is determined by r(>gulator
I). The brake lever is pivoted to frame work at the
bottom, and to this lever is bolted the brake shoe B S.
A leather face is fastened to the shoe, which works
against the fact of fast cone F C, in which small wooden
pegs are fitted, to assist the brake iu its action.

Setting of Brake and Loose Pulley.
When the loom handle is full back, and loom stop-

ped, the brake should be pressing tightly against face
of fast cone, and the loose piilh'v clear (if the edge of
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Siiiiii". Willi till' liaiiilli' liall-way pulled forward (as

ill Fig. 22) the brake and loose pulley should both be

clear of fast eoiie, the reason for this being to allow

weaver to turn the going part by hand.

With the handle pulled full on, the brake should be

elear of fast cone, and the loose pulley in gear with

fast eoiu', so as to start the loom at once, without any
slipiiing of eone. These settings can be obtained by
adjusting the regulating nuts B, B. aud D. The neck
of loose pulley and the collai' ('.. require constant lubri-

cation, as they are ahvjiys in motion when the line

shaft revolves.

Fig. 22 illustrates this style of drive, fitted with a

three phase alternating current motor, aud belt driven.

The writer is of opinion that an improvement of this

would be to have a silent chain di-ive. fitted with pinion

Fig. 22.- Dobcross High Speed Loom
(Motor Drive.)

ou motor, and a groove on loose pulley. This would
give as near a positive drive as it is necessary to have.
Tlie pinion would drive the chain positively, and the
groove would allow for a certain amount of slipping

necessary for safe driving. The style of driving shown
in Fig. 22 is not yet in general use.

Another form of individual electric loom driving is

by liaving the motors fitted on the floor and fixed up
with spring belt relieving fittings on each motor. This
allows for escapement, aiul when the looms are stopped,
the current is immediately cut off from the motor, thus
allowing the motor to stop also. It is advisable to lay
the wires in grooves cut into a cement floor, and cov-

ered, so that there is not much chance of fire taking
place, and any loom may be easily moved and con-

nected up.

Setting of Counter Shafts.—See that the coiuiter

shaft is perfectly level, and set at right angles to the
jiicking shaft, and parallel with line shaft.

Repairing of Spurr Teeth.—If one of the teeth in

spur wheels 1552 and 1553 (Fig. 19) is broken, which
often occurs through hard picking, they can be repair-

ed and made workable very simply.

Fir.st remove wheel, cut aud file away the remains
of the broken tooth. Drill two holes into bed of wheel,
cut a thread into these holes, and one also on the piece
of metal to fit into the holes. Screw these down tight-
ly, then file to shape of other teeth. Care should be
taken that the false teeth do not come above the level
of the others, and the shape should be as near to the
shape of the original tooth as possible. Drill the holes
near to the centre of wheel, because if too near the
edge, they will jirobably burst the rim of wheel.

Improved^Methods in the Hand-
ling and Dyeing of Raw

Cotton Yarn and
Piece Goods.

By LOUIS JOSEPH MATOS, Ph. D.

The handling of cotton in the sevei-al stages of its

inaiiufactiue is so closely related to the oi)eration of
dyeing in the corresponding stage that to give con-
sideration to one without discussing tlie other is prac-
tically impossible, and as proper handling has much
to do with succes.sful dyeing results, the two proposi-
tions will be treated jointly.

Model n cotton dyeing dates from the |)criod when
mechanical apparatus and machines began to gradually
replace hand work, aud not, as is usiially siqiposed
when the artificial dyes began to rejilace the dves
of natural origin.

It is a long step from that remote period when cotton
was only dyed in the raw state in open tubs, to the
modern high pressure apparatus for warjis upon the
beam, but the gradual stages through which the in-
tervening improvements were made show the constant
apjilication of thought of many men leading towards
that filial triumph that enables the cotton manufac-
turer of today accomplish in a short time that which
his or his jnedecessor barely dreamed of.

The piirjjose of this paper is not to enlarge upon
the merits of any system of dyeing, but rather to point
out the ailvantages that accrue to cotton mills doing
their own dyeing by adopting proces.ses that will re-
duce the time and lalior elements in handling cotton
in tlie preparatory stages.

Raw cotton dyeing has advanced gradually along
two broad lines—mechanical and chemical. —The for-
mer comprehending only the manufacturing processes;
the latter the dyeing proper.
Formerly and in the olden times cotton was most

commonly dyed in the piece, and in very olden times
in short lengths only, except in case of narrow widths,
when the lengths were correspondingly increased.
The actual process was to immerse the entire piece

of goods to be dyed within the boiling dye liquor, and
work it around until it had taken up the amount of
color to give it the depth of shade desired by the
dyer.

In olden times shade matching was not the art that
it is today.
Xext we have the desire to i)roduee effects of var-

ious kinds that led to the coloring of varus before
vvea\-ing, and this gave rise to the art of .skein dyeing,
and as the skill of the dyer increased with time," so iii

a corresponding way the ambitious of the textile de-

Read before the Xational Association of Cotton
Manufacturers.
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signer iucreased, with the result that more preten-

tious patterns were developed.

As the art of spinning advanced, so in a measure the

ability of producing colored threads from pi-eviously

dyed raw cotton increased, and this gave rise to the

widely extended practice of raw stock dyeing.

Warp dyeing is comparatively a recent development

of the cotton dyeing industry. In former times warps

were made from dyed skeins exclusively, but in course

of time means were devised for handling warps in dye

kettles so that almost any l<*ngth could be taken care

of properly.'

Piece goods dyeing has not made the same relative

advancement that other branches of cotton dyeing have

but the time will come when cotton piece goods will

be revolutionized, and that levelness of shade, coupled

with penetration will be a matter of routine.

Raw stock dyeing is now a matter of dyeing in two
ways, either by moving the loose cotton through a

stationary volume of the dye liquor, as is done in the

common open dye tub by poling, or as is common in

some of the well known types of revolving dye mac-

hines ; or by keeping the mass of cotton fibre in a fixed

and immovable position, and causing the dye liquor

to circulate regularly through the cotton by means of

a force pump, as is common to those machines that are

designated "pack system" machines.

Each of these two methods of dyeing possess tlieir

disadvantages. The former, in that it tends to an im-

pairment of the condition of the cotton fibre to such

an extent as to lower its spinning value, and in some
instances to a wastefulness of the heat, especially in

dyeing in the old types of stationary open kettles.

This method of dyeing, whatever the results might be

as to shade or condition of the cotton, is also positively

wasteful of the dye. Of course, it must be remembered
that the open tub method of dyeing is a relic of the

days when shades were fewer than they are today,

and when logwood—always a cheap dyeware—was the

principal coloring matter used in the cotton dyehouse.

While poleing in the open kettles, and tumbling in

rotary machines generally produced fairly even shades,

this apparent advantage is offset by the amount of

man-killing labor over the open tub.

The so-called pack system machines have revolution-

ized raw cotton dyeing, and at present it seems that

this general method will hold its own for a long time

to come, atlhough it is possible that various improve-

ments will constantly be made towards simplifying the

machines and their appendages.

The principle of dyeing fixed masses of cotton or

other loose fibre by circulating dye liquor is very old,

but it is only during the last fifteen or twenty years

that any attention has been given to the development
of the idea, and this actually from manufacturers and
dyers rathei' than from machine builders. This un-
usual condition of affairs being traced indirectly to

commercial conditions of competition—the desire to

eliminate whenever possible, hand labor by the sub-
stitution of machines.

One of the disadvantages of the pack system is trace-
able directly to the human element, and is the almost
impossibility of i)a(^king the cotton so evenly and uni-
forndy that uiicvcnncss is eliminated. At times, leads
will form through wliicli the dye liquor circulates with
greater freedom and there causing much heavier
shades than where the dye liquor encounters greater
resistance. This condition api)ears to be attracting the
attention of inventors who may in time overcome this
ti-ouble.

The pack .system of dyeing, by whatever name known,

however, has come to stay, and must be accepted by all

progressive dyers as the last word when maximum out-

put^at the lowest possible cost is desired, not only

lowest cost for handling, hut for the greatest saving

in dyeing, due directly to the relatively small volume

of dye liquor necessary for a given weight of cotton

to be dyed—the spent dye liquor being, in the great

majority of instances, of no use to serve as a "Standing

Kettle" about M'hieh dyers are so much concerned

when dyeing in open kettles.

Cotton skein yarn dyeing has not progressed much
beyond the ordinary open kettle method of dyeing, the

skeins being manipulated by hand, but it is safe to

assert that rotary skein dyeing machines will ultimate-

ly prevail, the packing system not likely to prove

universally applicable for such work on account of

mechanical reasons that appear to be extremely diffi-

cult to overcome, notably the tendency to form leads

resulting in imeven shades.

Warps, however, always a most interesting branch

of cotton dyeing, is in the revolutionary or transition

period, and with the great attention that has been

given to it diiring the past few years, both in this

country and abroad, leads me to believe that the per-

fect dyeing machine for cotton in this formn is not

far distant. The idea of dyeing a heavily wound mass
of cotton thread on a hollow and perforated spool is

old, but it has taken both time and courage to persist

in developing the idea so that it might become techni-

cally practical. To-day there are several such ma-
chines on the market, especially constructed for this

class of work, and the results obtained indicate that

they are no longer experiments.

By dyeing cotton warps in sucli machines a very
great saving is effected, not only in direct labor and
handling of the warps in this condition, and which
contributes to a very much better fabric. As the warps
are correctly wound on the dyeing spool at a uniform
tension, and put through the slasher and wound on to

the loom beam at the same tension, it cannot be other-

wise but that tile warps are i^ractically perfect.

On the other hand, however, the cost of such modern
warp dyeing machines is so great that many mills

defer buying them, preferring to continue using the
old Scotch tubs or long chain systems, and hoping that
the unforeseen may not çccur to impair the quality of
the dyeing or conclition of the warps.
The dyeing of cones and cops, a favorite method of

dyeing cotton in many European mills, is not likely to
become at all popular in American mills on account
of the higher labor cost in handling the cotton in this

condition, and besides we entertain the idea that by
haniUing the skein dyed cotton, as is customary in
American mills at present, we are able to obtain a more
uniform run of cops than each lot of cops from a
specially constructed dyeing machine is liable to turn
out. It is generally accidental when two succeeding
lots of ('oi)s fi-om the sanu^ cop dyeing machine, dyed
with the same dyestuffs, are of exactly the same depth
of shade. When standing kettle dyeing is undertaken,
the final conditions are even worse. For cotton mills
of small output, such dyeing machines are without
doubt very good, but time considered, the output of
dyeing is restricted, and out of proportion to the cost
of the installations.

Cotton piece goods dyeing resolves itself to three
broad methods: Jig dyeing, continuous machine dye-
ing, padding machine dyeing; and, of course, each of
these methods is directly applicable for solid colors
only.
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Jig (lyeiug is deservedly popular on accouut of the

uase of'eoiitrol and regularity of quality of output,

besides being easily atlaptable to nearly all classes of

cotton goods and groups of dyestuffs. Dyeing with

certain classes of colors, jigs must be constructed to

cope with the new conditions imposed by the chemical

principles involved in the newer dyes, and any attempt

to uuike improvised makeshifts will only lead to dis-

api)ointments. In this connection, it might be well for

us to beai- in mind that the large color works have

elaborate experimental dychouses fully equipped with

commercial size apparatus in order to try out their

new discoveries, and to devise proper methods for their

use, in connection with the combined skill of both en-

gineers ami chemists. These color works also have

their own machine shops, to be called upon for special

machines or api)aratus to meet pending requirements

tlcmandcd by the properties of new dyes.

When new ideas are thus developed, it does not imply

that otlier workers, or local conditions existing else-

where may not modify the method originally devised

in the color works, but it is quite fair to presume that

their recommendation may prove of value as a means
of preliminary trials of a new d.ye in a given mill.

Jig dyeing is modified by the introduction of "skys"
or continuous oxidizing frames to permit the dyed
fabric to obtain the full benefit of the oxidizing action

of the air. Jigs are also provided with carefully bal-

anced heavy squeezed rollers, to introduce which, in

many instances, required considerable diplomacy on

tlie part of the dyestuff demonstrator to overcome
objections on the part of the dyer. The gradual intro-

duction of sqeeze rollers on all jigs is now only a mat-

ter of a short time. Submerged rollers and spreaders

to keep the cloth completely beneath the surface of the

dye liquor, is a matter of common note in cotton piece

dychouses using regularly immedial and many vat
colors.

The continuous machine is not as common in this

country as it should be. It is one apparatus that per-

mits of a large output. Ordinarily constructed to ad-

mit of from two to three or five compartments, each
of which is provided with a pair of squeezing rollers,

tlie upper one of each i^air being generally coated with
rubber. Immediately preceding each nip is generally
mounted a spreader to keep the cloth smooth and free

from wi'inkles.

Owing to the tendency of the strength of the dye
liquor to vary, due to condensation, it is thought best
to provide for heating the liquor by means of indirect

steam, together with a steadj- inflow of stock dye
liquor from overhead tanks, thus permitting, after the
machine is started, a uniform shade to be produced
upon a large quantity of cloth.

The amoiuit of stock dye liquor allowed to flow into

the first compartment corresponds to the amount of

liquor taken up by the cloth and mechanically retained
after passing the last nip. When once the speed of the
machine, and rate of inflow is fixed, the process is

almost continuously automatic. As a rule, the first

compartment is for wetting out or preparing the cloth
for dyeing, and for the general run of staple shades
such as black, brown, dark blue, etc., dyed with diam-
ine or direct colors, this first compartment is charged
with soda ash only.

The continuous dyeing machine is also used for the
well known diazotising and developing process. The
construction is somewhat modified, however, to meet
the different conditions and usually has only three
compartments. After the pieces have been previously
dyed and washed on another machine, they are trans-

ported to the diazotising and developing apparatus,
the first compartment of which is the diazotising box
containing the nitrite of soda and hydro-chloric acid,

both of which solutions are fed from stock tanks mount-
ed ovei-head.

The second compartment is a rinsing box containing
acidulated water, and the third is the developing box,
containing the developer found best suited for the
shade to be dj-eil and which is replenished from an
ovei-head tank. Each compartment is separated from
the other by a heavy nip. Where continuous diazotis-
ing is practiced, the location of the machine can be
conveniently placed in a boxed-off corner of the dye-
house and provided with a suitably constructed ventil-
ator leading from a hood suspended over the diazot-
ising tank so that the fuiiu'S may be led to the open air.

Closely related to the diazotising and developing
process above described is the so-called paranitraniline
red proc(!ss, which, while not requiring any particular
tyj)e of dyeing machine, yet it has been found best
to make use of a machine specially constructed for this
purpose. The goods are first prepared or "'mordanted"
by i)assiug through a beta naphtol prepare, after which
they should be made absolutely dry, then passed
through the padding machine, constructed as shown in
the accompanying sketch, where the first compart-
ment consists of a trough containing two small sub-
merged rollers which keep the cloth below the surface
of the diazotised paranitraniline solution. After leav-
ing the second roller, the cloth is passed between a
moderately heavy nip, subsequently given an air pas-
sage, finally given a thorough washing with two jets
of water, then a nip and then through two washing
compartments and final nip and terminated with a
plaiting down; the usual boiling soap and rinsing fol-

lows.

Dyeing in the Padding ^lachine is becoming better
understood in this country, and while a number of piece
goods mills employ it, yet there is room for its further
extension. It permits of the production of a very great
output and where the fabric to be dyed is not heavy,
very excellent results both in penetration and level-
ness are obtained. Two forms of padding machines
are common, one for the direct padding in one short
passage, the other for a slightly slower but with a
greater amount of fabric in the dye liquor. The first
machine, shown in Figure 4, consists of three super-
poser rollers taking the dry cloth from the small sub-
merged roller into the color box, given two nips and
plaited down. This machine serves for almost every
variety of light and medium shades. By means of an
overhead stock tank, for the dye liquor and in which
is a closed steam coil, the stock liquor can be made
up in sufficient quantitj- for a morning or a day's run.
This method permits of a very large output of uniform
shades. In usual mill practice, knowing beforehand
the amount of cloth to be dyed, the padder prepares
only sufficient dye liquor for a day's run or to dye
the amount of cloth a given shade. On standard goods,
running for weeks at a time, no difficulty is encoun-
tered in nmking successive fresh batches of color each
da\-. •

The second foi-m of apparatus previously alluded to
provides for a box containing a double row of sub-
mei-ged rollers similar to a single compai'tment of a
continuous dyeing machine, through which the cloth
passes, thereby being given about eight up-and-down
passages through a large volume of dye liquor (instead
of one passage in a single submerged roller, as in the
former case). This modification of the machine per-
mits of very good penetration and a more thorough
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fixation of tlu- .he h.v dyeing, than sqiieeziug with the

single roll i.adder. This method aas been called the

•Migo-er Dveing Method," although there seems to be

no eoimeetion between tin- stan(iard jigger and such

a machine. The goods are i)rei)ared for dyeing, and

passed through the machine, plaited down or rinsed

befor,' plaiting. In ease of either of the above two

nuH-hines, one passage only is employed, which meaus

that the shade and dye formula can be carefully work-

ed out befoi-ehand.

The above Tuethods of dyeing api)ly equally to the

direct or diamine colors as well as to the sulphur or

immedial colors. In dyeing the latter, it becomes ueces-

sarv to make use of the oxidizing action of the atraos-

ohere and dvers have found it advantageous to con-

struct over the nuichine. oxidizing frames consisting

of a series of rollers in order that an air passage can

be convenientlv given. So-called vat dyeing is done m
a small wav by making use of dye kettles similar m
almost all particulars to the ol.l fashioned cloth dyeing

machines and capable of handling at one time eight

or ten pieces of an aggregate weight of 400 pounds

more or less. The wooden jtartition serves to separate

the pieces from contact with the steam pipe and which

always facilitates the addition of fresh portions of dye

liquor. The pieces are usually dyed in rope form and

consequentiv this precluded the possibility of medium

shades in liaudling. As a matter of fact, black and

dark shades on cheap cloth only are dyed in this way.

Since th'e iuti-oduction and wonilerful development

of the so-called vat colors, marked improvements have

been noticed throughout the entire field of handling

and manipulation of cotton goods. These changes have

been broiight about by the peculiar characteristics of

the various classes of colors that belong to the vat

dyeing group and which differ so much from other

classes of dyes heretofore used, that they stand in a

class by themselves.

The dye solutions of siuth colors are known to chem-

ists as "reduced" solutions, that is, the dyestuff itself

has been subjected to the action of chemical reducing

agents such as hydrosulphite of soda, and which, when

in solution alters chemically the condition of the dye-

bath. imi)arting at the same time to the dye liquor, a

color entirely different from that of the ultimate color

of the fabric when dyed. Upon immersing cotton in

such a reduceil chemical solution for a short time, then

squeezing, washing, and afterwards exposing to the

air the proper color is restored by the action of the

oxygen of the air, which thus counteracts the •'re-

ducing" action of the hydrosuli)hite in the dye liquor.

The iirineipal jiroperty [)osse.ssed by the so-called vat

dyes is that they are much faster to the usual influence

of wear, exposure and repeated laundering than other

heretofore well-known dyestuffs.

The writer's experience in the use of tlie vat colors

has been limited to the handling of cotton dyed with

the so-called group of hydrou dyes, and which will be

referred to for the purpose of illustrating this pai'tieu-

lar tyiie of coloi-s, hut in doing so he does not desire

to create J he iin])ressiou that other vat dyes do not

possess ])roi)erties of etiually general interest.

Hydron blue is the type of a grou)) of dyes that pos-

sess the ])eculiar i)roperty of i)rolouged resistance to

the action of hyjiochlorite of soda, and consequently

ajipiar to be of jjarticular intei'cst in the ui.auufacture

of cotton goods. The shades of blue produced by this

dyestuff Avheii (\\h-{\ heavy and full ui)on cotton, un-

like time-honorecl indigo, remain upon tlie cotton where
the dviM' puts them, and dn init lil,-r,l nil' or sdnin ad-
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jacent whites as is one of the characteristics of indigo.

The group of dyes re|.)resented by the hydron may
be dyeil in all existing forms of machines, but it has

been" found an advantage to recommend slight modi-

fications where such alterations do not interfere with

the usual woi'king of the dyehouse. Under ordinary

conditions, rotating raw stock dyeing machines or dye-

ing machines constructed in accordance with the pack

system ideas, necessitates no other requirement. On
tiie othei' hand, skein dyeing appears to oiïer a chronic

disadvantage of requiring the use of bent iron sticks

in Older to keep the skeins well beneath the surface of

the dye bath. On the other hand, warps can be dyed

on the long chain system oi- in any suitable warp dye-

ing machine, on aci'ount of the relatively small sur-

face of the dye bath exjjosed to the atmosphere, or

an indigo warp dyeing machine may be modified for

the saiiu' purjiose.

Beam dyeing machines, however, have served a verj'

useful purpose in making it possible for hydron and
other vat colors to be dyed satisfactorily, and there is

no doubt but that this system will be greatly exten-

ded.

The particular point to be noted in the dyeing of

waips on beams, with vat colors, is that but a relativ-

ely small volume of dye liquor is necessary and which
is continually circulated in alternating directions

through the beam, and with little or no exposure to

the outside air. While the dye solution remains in

a reduced condition, no oxidation takes place, owing
to absence of contact with the air, and perfect dyeing
consequently jirogrcsses. After the circulation of the
dye li([uor and sufficient time has elapsed and the ex-

cess of licjuor drawn off', then oxidation may take place

advantageously, as indeed it must, in order to fix the
color and develop the ultimate shade.

It seems to the writer that as dyeing machine build-
ers study the dyeing details of the processes nocessarj'
to apply the nuidern dyestutt's to cotton, the apparent
difficulties now encountered in dyeing will be rapidly
overcome.
Having briefly outlined the principle methods of

"dyeing cotton, it only remains to direct attention to
the fact that even the simplest process is essentially
a chemical operation, and to secure the results having
the highest coniinercial value, it becomes necessary
that every advantage be taken to place at the command
of the dyer those facilities that modern science points
out as essential to good work.

In the matter of dyes, it is rapidly becoming a sub-
ject of prime consideration on the part of the manufac-
turer to em))loy those that have been best suited to
meet the recpiirements and conditions imjjosed by la-
ter day conuuercial demands.

In former days, and not so many years ago, almost
any colored fabric, if prettily woven or printed, would
tim] a ready sale, but at the present day—owing to
broadly conducted cami)aigns of education—the ul-
timate bu\ er is the creator of the demands which must
be met by the mill man, and in the last analysis, it

devolves upon the dyer to keep abrea.st of modern color
achievements and dye his goods to fully meet the con-
<litions imposed.

The Journal of Commerce, New York, in issue of
May 28, places the (condition of the cotton crop on May
23 at 78.2 ])er cent., compared with 80.5 per cent, a jœar
ago, and the ten year average of 78.9 per cent. An
average gam of 1 per cent in acreage is indicated.
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Eastern States Letter

(From Our Spi'cial Cori'i'spoiuicut ).

I'roviiioiUH'. .Iiiiii' (i, l!n4.- Then' lias hciMi a n»-

axvakt'iiinir in tlic tfxtilf iiuliiiti'v in the Eastmi States

(luriuf;- tln' past two weeks that augurs well for the

eominu: season. At tlie l)eginning of the month there

was mueh talk about eurtaihnent, and during the past

four weeks there ha.s been some little curtailment among
tlie various eotton mills. i)ut the i)ast week has revived

the intei'est of the manul'actiu'ei-s ami they have receiv-

ed more orders than for some time past.

The woollen and worsted mills are still running fnll

time and better than full time, and some of them ai'e

having a hard time to get eomix'tent weavers and spin-

ners who will work at night. Labor troubles have prae-

tieally disapix'ared from the horizon and at this time

tliere is not a single strike of moment among the wool-

len or worsted mills. Tliere is still the strike of the

mide spinners of the Pawtuxet Valley, R.I., mills of

li. H. and R. Knight, but this, now running well over
'20 weeks, will probably never be declared off.

The mills of Xew Bedford, Mass., have made gains

in the recent stiuiulated buying, there being calls for

fine staples for the firs ttime in many months. Prices

strengthened and the market as a whole felt better.

The good trade which had prevailed in print cloths

for two weeks grew better and most of the mills secured
contracts that will cai'ry them fairly well through the

coming season.
* « * *

While the mills of the North are running close to

their capacity, the mills of the South, especially the

spinning mills, are running short time, and intend to

keep on that schedule until the beginning of the new
cotton year. The Hard Yarn Spinners' Association of

the South held a meeting early in the month at which
it was voted to i-un not more than 50 per cent, until the

first of -July, and on that date to curtail still further
with a total shut down during the mouth of Aiigust.

This association is the largest in the South, and con-
trols more than 1.000,000 spindles in all. The individual
members followed the lead of the association by noti-

fxing their agents and commission men in the North
that they would not take orders subject to positive de-
livei'v on any date, and that after the first of July they
would not accept any orders that were not large enough
to warrant the opening of the plants and the starting

of the maehinei-y.
* 5> * *

The condition of trade in the woollen and worsted
mills is something which i>leases the great majority ol'

the manuracturers. .\ot at any time have the mills

been ruiniing as well as they are at this time, .and sev-

eral companies are planning for additions. Of course
there is a great element of doubt in the minds of aiany
of the manufaetui-ers as to whether or not the good
business of this season will be repeated in the eoming
season, because of the fact that prices are being raised
on the new goods for the fall. But the clothing ;nanu-
facturers of the country are almost wholly out of
stock and there is nothing that they can do except buy
the goods that are at hand.

Ir is a fact that the importers are going to give the
domestic mills a hard run for the business of this com-
ing season and if they can cut the prices any lowi r

than they are at this time, they will certairdy do sc.

ilany of the importers had a very unsatisfactory season

last winter and the goods that they sold were but a

small percentage of what they had contracted to take.

Several of the manufacturers have found a good busi-

ness on one or two particular styles and the American
Woollen Company has been forced to withdrav,' its

.serge style 1:J!)2, which is made by the Fulton Mills of

that company. This is one of the leatling serges of thi-

mai'ket, and is always in great demand, but this year
the withdrawal came much earlier than it did a year
ago.

« * * *

The annual meeting of the Textile Exhibitors' Vsso-

eiation of Hoston, which gave the recent textile show in

ih'chanics' lUiilding in IJoston, was held at Danvers,
Ma.ss., on Monday, June 1, There was a dividend of 6

per cent, and a substantial rebate was voted on the

space which the members of the association occupied
at the show. The officers of the association are as fol-

lows : -President, F. II. Bishop ; vice-president, K. F.

Hathaway; secretai'y-treasurei', Chester 1. ('ami)bell;

directoi-s, F. H. Bishop, of the Universal Wiiiding Com-
pany ; E. F. Hathaway, of the American Warp Drawing
Machine Company; Lewis E. Tracy, of Lewis E. Tracy
and Company; E. H. Rooney, of the Whitiu Machine
Works; Charles F. Ilutchins, of the; Crompton and
Kiiowles Loom Works; and Chester 1. Campbell.

* * * *

For the second time in its history the Philadelphia
Textile School is sending the graduates of the year to

New England and New York State for an inspection

trip through some of the large and more 7'epresenta-

tive plants. The party leaves New Y^ork on June 7th
and travels by boat to Fall River, Mass. The first day
will be spent in looking through several mills in New
Bedford, and the party will arrive at Providence on
Tuesday.

In Providence the graduates will be the guests of the

New England Alumni Association of the Philadelphia
Textile School, and will inspect several of the plants

which are in charge of members of this association. On
Tuesday evening the sevond annual banquet of the as-

sociation will be held at the Crown Hotel, and the grad-

uates Avill be the especial guests of honor.

Among the plants which will be visited here will be
the Providence plant of the Crompton and Knowles
Loom Works; the Howard and Bullough American
Machine Company ; Fales and Jeuks ; the Hope Web-
bing (Company, and several others. Wednesday morn-
ing the party will leave Providence and will go to the

plant of the W^hitin Machine Works, at Whitinsville,

Mass. They will also visit the Worcester plant of the
Crompton a)id Knowles Loom Works and various tex-

tile nulls in the vicinity of Worcester.
Thursday and Fi'iday will find the graduates in the

viciiuty of Springfield, Mass., and Rockville, Conn.,
and on Saturday the trip will end in New York with
a dinner. The i)arty consists of E. W. France, director
of the Philadelphia Textile School; Ray S. Cox, teacher
of .Jac(|uard design in the school, the latter in charge
of the par'ty; and the following students: A. B. Eise-

mann, C. A. Wimpfheimer, J. C. Eanu's, Jr., J. W. Gil-

lesi)ie, W. L. Meisel, I. I). Strasser, B. C. Goodnuin, J.

A. Ilen.son, C. K. Oillingham, L. N. MacKenzie, and J.

W. -letfers. The ti-ip of last yeai- was said to be one
of the best things that was ever done for the students
of the school.

* * « *

The ti'iith annual convention of the National Asso-
ciation of Hosiery and Underwear Manufacturers was
held in Phildelphia during the week beginjiing May
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11th. There was a large attendance of the members

and iu connection with the convcition was held an ex-

hibit of machinery and products used by or allied to the

knitting trade that was one of the best of its kind ever

attempted.

The officers elected were as follows: — President,

Charles E. Leippe, of the Reading Knitting Mills, of

Reading, Pa. ; first vice-president, Edward Blood, Sr..

of John Blood and Brother, Philadelphia, Pa. ;
second

vice-president, T. H. Johnston, of the Knoxville Knit-

ting Mills Company, Knoxville, Tenn. ;
secretary, C. B.

Carter, of Philadelphia, Pa. ; treasurer, Robert C. Blood

of John Blood and Brother, Philadelphia; directors,

W. Parke Moore, of the Brown Knitting Company,

Philadelphia ; S. D. Bausher. of the Gotham Underwear

Mills and Bleach Works, Hamburg, Pa. ; B. L. Galbraith

of the World Star Knitting Mills, Bay City, Mich.

The convention lasted several days and was very

well attended. The members listened to many
papers on matters of interest to the knitting trade in

general. The delegates were welcomed to Philadelphia

by Mayor Rudolph Blankenbur, who reminded the

members that 50 years previous to the convention he

had become interested in textiles himself and that after

10 years on the road he had established a plant of his

own and had remained its active head until his re-

tirement.

The following were some of the papers read, and the

names of those who read them :

—"Optimism Because of

Development," by Edward James Cattell, of Philadel-

phia, Pa.; "Economic Necessity of the Jobber," by

Calvin M. Smyth, of Philadelphia ;

" ' Sound Credits and

Economy Distribution," by J. H. Tregoe, of New York
City; "Too Much Tinkering," by Hon. J. Hampton
Moore, of Washington, D.C. ;

' ' Adoption and Protec-

tion of Trade Marks," by H. R. Culbertson, of New
York City: "Operating Costs and Economies," by C.

E. MuT'ray, of New York City.

* • * *

Recently the Navy Department asked for bids for

making bunting to be used in making flags for the

United States war vessels. Among the bidders were

two English firms, C. B. Brock and Company, of Brad-

ford, and the Xostrand-Rej'nolds Company, of Halifax,

Eng. When it was found that these two firms had en-

tered bids with the Navy Department and that they

being the lowest were about to be accepted by Secre-

tary Josephus M. Daniels, there was a storm of protest

from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The bids were based

on the tariff of 35 per cent, that is charged on this

class of goods, and at that they were considerably

lower than the two bids submitted by the mAerican
concerns. This would make the cost to the Government
hardly more than half what the domestic firms wish-

ed to make the bunting for.

During the second week in May an announcement
was sent out by Assistant Secretary Roosevelt, who was
actin-secretary at the time, that it had been decided to

confine the bids to American firms only. The elimma-
tion of the two English concerns left the following bids

for the goods: United States Bunting Company, of

Lowell, Mass., $43,095; The New England Bunting
Company, of Lowell, Mass., .$44,625.

* * * «

The New England section of the Society of Chemical
Research at its May meeting devoted the time to listen-

ing to papers on the i-ccovery of wool grease. The
])apers read included the; following: "Operations of

Wool Grease Recovery Plants in England," by Joseph

Edmondson, of the Barre Wool Combing Company, of

Barre, Mass.; "Prevention of Stream Pollution," by

H. W. Clark, of the Massachusetts State Board of

Health; "Engineering of Wool Grease Recovery

Plants." by Robert S. Weston, a sanitary engineer;

"Operations of Wool Grease Recovery Plants in Am-
erica," by Charles E. Swett; "Market for, and Market

of. Recovered Grease," by H. Gardner McKerrow.
* * • *

The various lines of carpets and rugs were opened

in .N'ew York on May 18th, and the prices quoted ranged

from those made last year to several moderate advan-

ces. . The most important of the changes was that on

rugs of the 9x12 basis, where the advance was from 25

cents to 50 cents.

From 12,000 to 15,000 pounds of tree cotton from
Jamaica has been sold in the New York market at 17

cents a pound. This cotton came from the farm of the

Canto Tree Cotton Company, of Meriden, Conn., and
the sale was made by W. W. Wheeler, the president of

the company. He states that the company is doing fine

business and expects to be able to supply many thou-

sands of pounds of the staple within a few years.

The National Association of Woollen and Worsted
Ovei'seers held their annual outing at Rocky Point, just

outside of Providence, R.I., on May 16th. There was a

large attendance ,and after officers were nominated
a genuine Rhode Island clam bake was the order of

the day. The supply of clams was hardly large enough
to supply the craving of the members for the bivalve,

and when the dinner was over, many of the overseers

were ready to say that they had eaten enough clams
to last them until next vear.

The wool markets of Boston and Philadelphia have
been very active during the past month, and the prices

of wools in both places have soared to heights believed

to be impossible six months ago. The highest prices

of the season have been paid in Montana for the new
clip, where 20 cents has been freely offered for wool
throughout the State.

The killing off of thousands of sheep in anticipation
of lower wool prices has caused a shortage in the wool
market that will be hard to make up. The usual wool
sales have been held in various places in the West, but
at nearly every sale there was very little wool to be
offered, and what was offered was not the best of the
clip by any means.
The manufacturers are anxious to secure the new clip

as soon as possible, and they have asked several times
to be supplied with the stock as soon as it is received.

One dealer in Boston reports the transfer of 500 bags
of wool from Utah in the original bags, for which he
secured from 19 cents to 22 cents in the grease. Scoured
values of the new wools are running from 53 to 57 cents
a poimd, the latter for good Nevada wools.
Throughout the country, as is the condition through-

out the world, there appears to be no limit to the price
which manufacturers will pay for wool. American
manufactuiers and wool interests bought a large pro-
portion of the wool offered at the London sales, and in

the West for the first time probably in the history of
the woollen business, t he manufacturers have repre-
sentatives out who are making a stiff fight for the new
clip against the agents of the wool buyers.
Buying operations now extend throughout the whole

of the West, and are most active iu Idaho, Oregon, New
Mexico and the Middle West. Growers in Wyoming
are holding the remaining portions of the clips for a
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flat rale of 20 cents, and they will get it before a great

wliile. It is estimated that fully 75 per cent, of the

clip in this latter State has already changed hands.

In Ohio and other fleece wool States the mill buyers
havi' set tlie pace for the dealers, and one Hhode
Island mill has already picked up about 1,000,000

pounds of fleece wool in Ohio, paying 28 ^-'2 and 24

cents a pond for it.

The excitement of the first pai-t of the month in the

West among the dealers and buyers of wool coutintied

throtighout tiie mouth, and as this letter is written there

is no let-up in sight. In souie portions of the West
speculation in wool is ramitant and the buyers for mills

ami dealers are competing strongly for the new clip.

It is intimated that the i)rices that M-ill be paid befoi'*

the end of the present season will be the highest in

many years. z

Foreign wools are more quiet than they have been
for some time, but there is still a large movement in

the wools from othei' countries than America. Several
of the dealers have representatives in all of the large

wool gi-owing centres throughout the world who have
instructions to secure the greatest amount of wool that

is possible for them to get. and to bid high for it if

necessary.

Speed Variation Device for Ring
Spinning Frames

Textile engineers will appreciate the difficulty which
is frequently found in giving proper provision for the

increase of diameter of the bobbins as these are being
wound. If the speed at which the thread is being
wound exceeds a certain limit the strain upon it be-

comes excessive and it breaks, the result being the loss

of time in the operation of the machine until the

thread is repaired, besides the disadvantage of having
numerous breaks in the thread as a finished article. In
order to overcome this two things are necessary : The
first is that the regular or irregular variations of speed
in the driving power shall be eliminated except when a

definite variation is required by the operator, and sec-

ondly, that these variations of speed shall be so adjust-

ed that the highest speed is obtainable when the
bobbins are at their smallest diameters, the speed being
reduced when the larger of the diameters of the bobbin
is reached. In practice it has been found that in order
to keep the thread at all times running at the highest
economic speed and still within the limits of strain im-
posed to tlie strength of he thi-ead it is necessary to

have a controllable speed variation on the driving head
of the spinning frame of something in the nature of 15

per cent. In order to accomplish this a good many
installations have been [)ut into operation in wliich

electric motors of a special tyi)e are iitted to the
frames, each frame having its own motor, the speed of

which can be varied, either automatically or by hand,
within the desired limits.

It is not. however, every mill which can contemplate
the expense either of doing away with its present driv
ing power or even where electrical drive is used, of in-

stalling a separate motor of special type to each ma-
chine, and in order to meet cases of this description a
most interesting form of speed variation device, which
is illustrated in Fig. 1, has been introduced by the
Berlin Anha'iische Maschinenbau Aktiengesellschaft,

of Dessau, Germany, and which embodies some features
which make it worth description. It may incidentally
be mentioned that, although its obvious application is

in connection with ring spinning frames, a speed varia-
tion device of this description is also applicable with a
great deal of use to a considerable range of drives for
other industrial ])urposes.

The mechanism consists essentially of a belt tighten-
ing pulley (a) running on a steel pin fixed into a mov-
able lever (b), and fitted with an automatic lubricator.
The belt is tightened automatically by means of the
swinging lever (c) and the spring' (d). These again
are held l)y means of a forked shape lever (e), and a
l)iii (f), which by means of the rocking lever (g) and
the hand lever (h) can be swung from side to side. The
stop pin can be set at any desired position in small
holes drilled in the segment (k) at the time of erec-
tion, and is held in place by the pressure of a spring.
The link (I) .serves to guide the tightening pulley (a)
so that it is always in the correct position on the rising
side of the belt. The duty of the oil brake (m) is to
minimize the vibration which takes place when chang-
ing the power or speed of the machine. The v?hole

Speed Variation Device.

mechanism is supported bj' a small frame (n) which is

fixed to the stretcher in the frame of the machine. The
driving belt can always be narrower than would be
necessary for ordinary driving, because owing to the
use of the tightening pulley the belt is always taut, and,
moreover, it laps round the driving pulley. It is, of
course, necessary that the belts should have no project-
ing joints. For ordinary sizes of machines a belt 2% to

21/2 inches wide is sufficient, while for heavy drives the
width of belt can go up to 31/2 to 4 inches. The step
cone jiulley has four steps for belts 2% to 2V2 inches
wide and a I'ange of speeds varying up to 15 per cent.
It is made 11 inches wide and is supplemented by a
loose i)ulley (p) 2 11-16 inches wide. Hence the space
((|) about 1434 inches wide has to be provided in the
end of the frame of the machine. If this space is not
at first available, it is generally an easy matter to shift
out the end of the frame, while if necessary a smaller
uiuiiber of steps can be used.

The .speed can also be changed by hand within cer-
tain limits while running by means of the hand lever
(hi. When changing, the belt is guided by means of
a belt fork fixed to the lever (b). Apart from this
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thé bolt runs <iuite free ou the tightening pulley and

does not rub against the belt fork, as the tightening

pulley always adjusts its position to the direction of the

belt.' If necessary the link (1) can be shift(^d slightly

and the mechanism can be adaiited to almost aii.\- ex-

isting belt drive. When the belt runs over guide pul-

leys it is often necessary, on account of the wider pul-

leys, to shift them a little, and with open belts care

must be taken that the side running upward is not at

too great an angle to the mechanism. — The Textile

ilamifactui'ers' Journal.

Carding Points

By WILLIAM SHAW

In almost every carding room it is a common thing

to hear the coile'rs on the drawing frames making a

rattling noise. This is generally due to a dry coiler or

a small piec of matter lodged in the groove for the re-

ception of the coiler. However, it is strange when one

stops and thinks of it, how few drawing tenders know

what to do in such a case. They should be instructed

each time a coiler is found dry or dirty to first lift

out the coiler to ascertain whether there is dirt in the

groove or not. If none is found, the tender should be

iiistructenl to oil the coiler.

When a coiler is dry or dirty, it offers much resist-

ance to the train of gears driving it, and in a short

time considerable wear takes place, and although the

work is not affected, it does much injury.

There are many times when a can will fall to the

floor from the coiler on the card or drawing frame. In

most cases the can is blamed and marked and placed

to one side. But the real cause is generally due to a

small piece of dirt being lodged in the groove in which

the turn table revolves. I find that when dirt is lodged

under the turn table of either card or drawing, that it

will not cause the can to fall to the floor every set,

but will every yilttle while during the day. So that

in this case, again, the turn table should be lifted each

tiuh the can falls out and thoroughly cleaned.

Ill liftiug the coilers out of the drawing frame great

care should be exercised, for the reason that the frame

on which the coiler revolves is very weak and easily

l)roken.

T notice of ten in many mills when a coiler is broken,

the frame is stopped until repairs are completed. This

occurs mostly in ease of electrical .stop motion draw-

ings, because, owing to no stock ])assing through the

calender rolls on the delivery where the coiler is broken,

it is found impossible to run the frame. Removing the

top preventer rolls from the lower preventer roll is an

easy matter, but to many separating the calender rolls

while in motion seems a puzzle. Not only in case of a

coiler being out of repair, but other things connected

with the delivery of a drawing is liable to cause delay,

and stopping the whole fi-ame means a loss of produc-

tion.

In such cases, first remove the top prevent ei' rolls

from the bottom preventer roll on the delivery where
repairs art to be nuule. Next, come in front of the

di'awing and |)ick a long jiiece of sliver, say about one
yard long, wet one end, then remove the clearer on
the calender rolls for that delivery; lay the wet end
of the sliver on the front calender roll and then stai't

the frame slowly. When the whole length of the sliver

is wound around the roll, the frame can be put on full

sjieed and run for hour-s. wIumi a new piece shouhl re-

place the first one.

Care should be taken that too much sliver is not

wound, as it may separate the calender rolls to such

an extent as to cause the opposite ends to come in too

close contact and cause the frame to be continually

knocking off.

It i)ays also to instruct every new drawing tender to

be sure and have what is known as tail ends hanging

over the to]i of the can after doffing. The writer never

fails to do this, and I am sure I have saved myself

much work and the company much money by so doing,

because every practical carder will admit that this

practice of allowing ends to hang over the toj) of tlie

cans has caused many bad break-downs on drawing

frames. On all drawing frames, the coiler shafts are

fairly well j>rotected, but somehow, the end of the

sliver is too often wound around the coiler shaft,

which in a short time will make a mess. It is very

little ti'o\d)le to instruct a new hand to be sure on

starting the frame that every end is in the can.

Another common fault found in most carding rooms
is the drawing coiling between the tin roll which sup-

{)orts the ends on the slubber and the back rolls. I

have seen in some mills where a bunch would come
through every few minutes. I know a mill that is both-

ered much at this very writing with the above trouble

and as they happen to be subscribers to this journal,

the following will I'emedy the trouble, and may also

helj) out others having the same trouble.

The first thing to do is to stop the roll, then lengthen
the arms that support the tin roll about three inches.

By having a greater space between the tin roll and
the back drawing rolls, the coils in the drawing will

be exti'acted before entering the back rolls. Having
the i'(5ll stoi)i)ed will also aid in making the coils in

the drawing disappear.

By lengthening the arms as stated, the tin roll is

brought more central over the cans, and I find this a
great aid also in preventing the drawing from breaking
in the cans.

THE SCIENCE OF KNITTING.

"'A book on the universal laws of knitting." An
illustrated reference book on the elementary principles
of knit fabrics and machine knitting, including funda-
mental conventions, definitions, rules, formulae, and
tables, for the student, operator, manufacturer and an-
alyst." The author. Earnest Tompkins, M.E., knitting
expert for the Wildman Manufacturing Co., Nori'is-

towii. Pa., has given in this book one of the most valu-
able ti-eatises of the subject ever written. There is a
conspicuous absence of technical terms and yet the
author has not lost valuable points. It is a description
of knitting machinery and covers every i)hase of knit-
ting thai comes up in everyday work.

Principally, it is the result of over twenty years" ex-
perience and observation in many departments of knit-
ting, concisely expressed in simple rules with instruc-
tions how to use the rules. Tables are given for rib
machinery and loop-wheel machinery, so that those who
have no use for the rules in connection with those ma-
chines may obtain the results directly from the tables.
These tables show for different conditions the ob-
tainable production, width, weight, wales, courses,
strength, etc. The book also contains much special in-

formation tabulated and arranged ready for use. The
Kenouf Publishing Company, 25 McGill College Ave.,
Monti-eal, are the i)ublisliers" agents For Canada and
.Xewfoundland. The book will be sent iiost-paid to any
address on receipt of the price. iff'S.
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A Wool Recovery Machine

A» iutorestiiig t'onii of wool recovery luaeliiiic and
sand separator is that illustrated in cross section and
sectional elevation. In raw wool scouriiiK', unless spe-
cial pivcaufions are taken, the effluent will convey
from the works a considerable waste of valuai)le wool
or other fiber. In order to prevent loss in lliis way
the scouring: li(|uors are tlirected tlirou^h fine mesh
screens before bein;? alloweil to leave the works. This
method is at least successful in pi-ouioting a feeling of

It

Wool Recovery Machine.

assurance that tlie best precautions have been taken
toward the prevention of unnecessary waste. Never-
theless, sucli means do not by any means prevent a con-

siderable loss of wool or other fiber for a veiy simple

reason.

The tliameter of the individual fiber is many times
less than the finest mesh screens which are practicably
available, and the result is that separate fibers thread
themselves through the perforations in large numbers.
A practical demonstration of this fact was afforded
some little time ago at a very large wool washing works
which had an average flow of 20,000 gallons of effluent
per hour. The whole of this effluent passed through
fixed screen the mesh of which was very fine, whereas
it would have been thought that as mncli as possible of

the fiber suspended in tin- effluent had been retained.

A machine of the rotary type, illusti-ated in the figure

was, however, installed in such a way that the effluent
after passing the fixed screens mentioned had to trav-
erse the rotary arrangement shown, and the result was
that the rotary machine recovered on an average no
less than 150 pounds of dried wool per day. This sav-
ing, the important nature of which is appai'eilt, is due
to the fact that in the rotary recovery machines the
fibers, which would otherwise thread themselves
through the ])erforations. are deflected by the traverse
of the rotary disk, with the result that tlie fibers come
into contact with the ilisk in a lengthwise manner in-

stead of liead on. As a consequence any fiber exceed-
ing one-(|uai'ter of an inch in length, it is claimed, is re-

rovered by the nuichiue. The claim appears to be jus-

1 itied by the record above given because the mesh of
I lie screen in the rotary machine was actually largei-

iluui that adoi)te(l in the fixed screens.

In raw wool ami other scouring the fiber- recoveied
by fixed screens is merely a matted mixture of wool,
sand, burrs, seed and other foreign matter which con-
siderably detracts from the value of the fibei-. The
wool recovery screen shown in the illustration, liowt-
evr, automatically separates the fiber from any of the
foi-eign bodies referred to. and as a residt the recovered
wool is. it is stated, (piite equal in (piality to the bulk
I'l'oin which it was detaclird in the scouring process.

)len

therefore be retui'ucd to the scoured wool oi-

u' machine is vcvy simple in design, consisting
of a substantial peil'oi'ated disk, a cast iron plate, .

horizontal shaft and ri'ceiving tray, and hence is en-
tirely free from complicated working parts. There are
no brushes, scraper.s, conveyors or other mechanical
parts, and the screen will work for days without atten-
tion. If an external source of power is not available
the necessary ])ower- can be derived from the flow of
the effluent. Tire r-ecover-ed fiber- is automatically
washed irr the effluent and before beiirg deliver-ed is

s(|ireezed fr-ee fr-om water- aiul dir-t. The fiber- is

thevefon- so cleair that it can be used again for- manu-
fa(-tur-ing |jiir-|)oses ami is worth twice the value of
fiber from the fixed scr-een. Moreover, the screen is

self cleaning; rro Irrushes are used, but the screen
washes itself elearr irr the effluent and does not become
choked. By means of a simjile ejector the .sand in the
settling com pa r-t merit is very easily removed. — The
Textile Manuracturei-s' Journal.

Improvement in Producing
Patterned Fabrics

An improved method for producing patterned fab-
rics having tuck, oi)enwor-k, or similar designs, and for
selecting and actuating the rib needles bv the introdue-

Improvement in Producing Patterned
Fabrics.

tion of a rotary patter-n or selecting wheel combined,
wilii the i-ibbing dial of a t-ib machine working irr srtch

a manner- as to act dii-eetly ujion the rib needles to

select same for- patteirririg |)ur|)oses. has recently been
iritr-o<Iuced.
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Pig. 1 sho-ivs a plau of a part of a ribber dial cap

with the pattern wheel combined ; Fig. 2 being an un-

derside plan of the dial cap showing cams, and Fig. 3

a side elevation of the patterning wheel on the cam cap.

The patterning wheel (4) is shown arranged on the

cap (1) in such a manner that its side is disposed ob-

liquely to the circular track of the needle butt (7),

certain gaps of the wheel are filled by means of re-

movable bits (8), and so become what is technically

termed blind gaps.

During the rotation of the dial (2) and pattern

wheel (4), the rib needle butts following the track (7)

meet the wheel, with the result tiiat where a butt

enters a gap, it passes through the edge of the wheel
from one side to the other, and the needle is not moved
by same but by any needle comiug to a blind gap is

pushed back until the wheel rises clear of the butt, and
so causes these needles to follow a diiferent track

shown at (9). The setting of the wheel, therefore, de-

termines the needles affected, and by the set-out n-

abls different patterns to be made.
In conjunction with the wheel (4) may be four or

more cams for directing the selected needles from the

track into which they have been deflected by the wheel

operating for the various purposes of tucking or knit-

ting, taking a change of thread, or for taking of ad-

ditional threads.

Any convenient number of wheels may be combined
with the same dial to act upon the needles at different

places and feeders.

This improvment is not limited to a rib machine as

it may obviously be applied to circular flat needle beds.

—Hosierv Trade Journal.

The Proper Handling of Wool
A Description of the Australian Methods of Marketing.

This year's domestic wool clip is now about all on the

market and reports from various sections of the country
are, in many cases, far from flattering so far as the

condition and quality of the wool is concerned. In some
sections the Government- and Agricultural Colleges have
done good work in supervising the shearing and grad-

ing and in such cases a ready market has been found
for every pound of wool on hand. But the reports of

the experts sent out from the above sources concur in

saying that there is much prejudice to overcome and
that a vigorous campaign of educatioji is necessary to

bring the Canadian wools generally up to the state of

excellence obtaining in other great wool growing coun-

tries, as Australia, New Zealand and Argentina.
The following description of the Australian methods

of marketing wool, by W. T. Riteh, formerly of the

Live Stock Br-aneh of the Department of Agriculture,

gives an idea of the woik that must be done in Canada
before the sheep raising industry will bceome the highly
profitable feature in the agricultni-Ml life of the Do-
minion it should rightly be :

—

"Nearly all of the shearing in Australia is done by
shearing contractors, who clip i'oi- so much jx'r head.
This contract system has develojx'd scores of organiza-
tions of expert shearing crews and has reduced tlic

shearing to an exact science.

The Australian floctkmaster works foi- a clean, high
grade clip of wool from the moment he begins to pre-

jjare for the shearing.

"The sheej) of but one floekmastcr ai'i- handled in the
estnbli.shment at any one time. The flock is driven

from the mustering pens to the sweating pens, and

then to the feeding pens, where they are segregated

—

the ewes, rams, hoggets and wethers going into separ-

ate pens.

"From these pens they go to the catching pens.

These are pens arranged down the sides of the centre

of the building and before each pen stands the man who
does the shearing. The sheep are put into individual

catching pens to obviate the custom practised by so

many shearers in crews not properly organized of rush-

ing about among the sheep to try and secure the easiest

sheep to shear.

"The moment a sheep is shorn he is rushed through a

chute that leads down under the shearing shed floor,

and thence into counting pens, where he is branded and
counted and sent on his way to the rest of the flock.

"Meanwhile, some very intei-esting things have been
happening back in the main room. The shearer first

clips the belly wool. The instant it falls to the floor

—

and that, floor is as clean as a library table top—-it is

quickly but carefully gathered up and thrown into a

basket provided for belly wool. The same process is

performed with the hocks. These are inferior classes

of wool and are kept separate.

"Then comes the main fleece, and it comes off in

one piece. As it drops to the floor a boy who is expert
in handling fleeces picks it up in such a way that it is

not liroken or greatly disturbed, and spreads it on one
of the I'olling tables.

"From the shearer the wool is taken direct to men
known as skirters and rollers. Here the fleeces are
spread out and skirted—or, in other words, trimmed
of those portions which are not desira.ble of retention
with the entire fleece. Each portion trimmed off goes
into a certain basket, and is kept separate.

"After the fleeces have been rolled and skirted they
go to the wool classer 's table. This man is one of the
important employees of a shearing organization. Under
his eye is classed all the wool that goes through the
shearing station. Not only mixst he class all the main
fleeces, but he supervises the classification of the in-

ferior portions of the fleeces.

"Grading is the placing of whole fleeces into differ-
ent grades, according to their indications of breed and
quality, while classing is the placing of skirted fleeces
into different classes according to their length, quality,
soiuidness, condition and tint.

"From the classer 's table the fleeces go into different
bins. Th(> classer's table is always clean, as he works
with tremendous rapidity and must make no mistakes.

"Then men who assist him by classing the poorer
pa Its of the fleeces all deposit their work in baskets
from which they are later taken to be pressed by the
ha Ici-. Then the bales are branded and sent through to
the shipping platform Outside the shearing station. The
moment the last of one flockmaster's sheep is shorn
word is sent to the superintendent of the shearing sta-
tu)n, and tlie woi-k begins at once of dealing away
every vestige of the clip just finished. When all of the
.shearing oi)ei-ations have been completed on a flock of
sheej), the shearing station is as clean as a ballroom
floor fi'oiii oni> cikI to the other.

"The mrthod of handling the fleeces so that they
ai-i' not broken is close to perfection. In the pressing
and baling, the fleeces are so laid that they retain their
form and as each hale comes out to the .shipping depart-
m(Mit it is Muirked as to quality and grade, and with
the owner's name.
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"From the shipping platform tlio owner carts away
his wool to a railroad d('i)ot and makes whatever other
disposition of it that best suits lus purpose or eonveni-
enee foi- the time beiuiî. The only hands through
which his wool will {)ass, however, before rt>aehinfï tin

manufacturer, is that of the wool broker. There is no
expensive, profit-making middleman in the Austi'alian

system.

"The secret of the success of the system lies almost
wholly, of course, in the propci- i)i-eparatioii of th.^

wool for the market at its source. You see, the woi-k of

separating the wool into its diffei-ent classes has already
been done, and the manufacturer by inspecting samples
of each class knows exactly what he is buying. The
main j)ortions of the fleeces, or, in othei' words, the best

of each fleece, brings the price such wool can always
command when it is segregated. The first and second
[lieces. the necks, the belly wool, the hocks and other
wool of a lower grade bring lower prices, of course,

but the higher price of the best of the fleeces pre-

dominates.

"Or let me illustrate in this way—the bulk of the

fleece of a sheep is high-grade wool that should bring

anywhere from 24 to 28 cents a pound. The poorer por-

tions of the fleece bring from 16 to IS cents. When
wool is properly shorn and prepared for market, the

high grade portions of each fleece are segregated, and
the grower therefore receives from 24 to 28 cents a

pound for his wool. This is the case in Australia, re-

member.
"Western Canada sheepmen, on the contrary, re-

ceive the lower price of from 16 to 18 cents a pound for

their wool, because the fleeces are poorly clipped to

begin with ; they are neither skirted, classed or picked ;

they are thrown promiscuously into bags and tramped
by men in heavy boots, thereby breaking the fleeces

and permanently injuring them so far as their market
value is concerned, and finally, because the buyers have
no means of knowing how much high-grade avooI is

mixed with the lower grades and dirty wool. These
buyers average the good with the bad, and hammer the
price for the whole clip down to about the level the
poorer portions of the clip should bi-iiig alone, were
they properly prepared.
"The difference is so evident, and the supci'iority of

the Australian system seems so obvious, that T hesitate

to draw further comparisons."

KNITTED SPORTING COATS.

Probobly the newest knitted novelty shown by the

leading stores at the present time are ladies' tennis
and golfing jackets, knit very much the same stitch

formation as the knitted neckties and scarfs which
heve been so much in demand in recent years. In fact
the cloth for these garments is being made on the same
machines that a year ago were knitting mercerised
and artificial silk mufflers. The cuffs collar and bor-
ders are knit in plain heavy stockinette stitch, which
in-oduces a very dainty and effective trimming.
Knitted caps of the same design and material and fini.sh-

ed with a band of stockinette stitch are sold with the
coats, the retail prices of which are now $10.00 to

$12.50. A short belt across the back of coat is the
only additional trimming shown. These coats and
caps are offered in solid colors throughout and in
all the prevailing fashionable shades. One enter-
prising Toronto manufacturer has placed among a
few of the exclusive stores spoi-ting coats of pure
silk to retail at $50.00 each.

Our Old Country Letter
(From Our Special Correspondent).

London, May 28, li)14—Professor Aldred F. Barker
lias been appointed to the chair of Textile Industries at
Leeds Univei'sity, and it is quite evident he will have
the good wishes of a great nundjcr of friends in Can-
ada. Ill Egland business men know him as an authority
on. trade subjects and many hundreds of his former
students (many now in lucrative positions) owe much
to the knowledge he imparted to them. He has suc-
ceeded in the chair of Textile Industries Professor
Robert Beaumont, whose father, Professor John Beau-
mont, was the fii'st to hold the jiosition. Professor Bar-
ker was the second head of the Textile Department of
the Bradford Technical (College, the first, whom he
succeeded twenty-one years ago, being Mr. T. R.
Ashenhurst. Befoi-e taking up the appointment in
Bradford which he has just vacated, Professor Barker
was attached to the Technical School at Saltaire. Pro-
fessor Barker has not confined his interests to the
Bradford College. He has been a leading spirit in
movements outside the college. He was instrumental
m starting the Shipley Textile Society and when he
removed to Bradford he took an active part in found-
ing the Bradford Textile Society. In this Society
Professor Barker has taken a great interest and the
members have had the advantage of hearing many valu-
able lectures delivered by him. Other bodies in which
he has played a prominent part are the Association of
Managers of Textile Works and the Textile Institute
m Manchester. All the institutes and societies Profes-
sor Barkei- has been associated with are doing excellent
work for the good of the English textile trade, and
considering that frequent references have been made
in the Canadian Textile Journal to the fact that greater
niterest should be manifested in technical work in Can-
ada, I may mention that these English bodies have in
past years produced some of the finest practical work-
ers, which in the end must prove of great benefit to
trade.

* « #

The third series of Colonial wool sales in London have
.iust closed. Throughout there was a good attendance
of buyers and competition was strong. Prices of meri-
nos and fine erossbreds ranged from par to 5 per cent,
dearer, while those of medium and coarse cross-breds,
though firm, showed no quotable change from March
clo.sing prices. Punta Arenas and Peruvian wools were
again in keen demand and sold well at full current
rates. All other sorts realized satisfactory rates from
the sellei''s point of view.

* « *

Scotch manufaeturei's repoit that the Border woollen
ti'ade is in a statisfactory state. A substantial amount
of confirmation orders for the winter have come in
from all sources and interest is now being centered in
the new spring season's showings. Manufacturers tell
me that they are fairly satisfied with the pattern orders
offering. In addition to fiannels and fine Saxonies
there is indication that good Cheviots will still be
wanted. Dyers and spinners are not too busy, but with
the strong wool market there is no uncertainty as to
the future, and more business is expected in Jiine and
July. Hosiery manufacturers are well employed with a
good deal of work in hand.

* * «

Professor Chapman at the spring meeting of the
Textile Institute, held in Manchester the other day,
gave an address on wages problems, and emphasized
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their importance to the producer, who juight easil> ,
ln'

said, throw away in a labor dispute of a few weeks tlie

earnings of twelve months. In the solution of sueh

questions it was necessary, in tlie first place, tliat the

SN'stein of settling wages sliould be one whicii would

lead to the "right'' wage. By a right wage he meant,

nothing fundauieulally ethical, but a wage which cor-

respondeil to what was meant in speaking of '"the right

price"; it should be the expression of the eijuilibrium

of the forces of demand and supply. Tlie machinery

needed was not something to be substituted for supply

and demand, but was a frictionless medium through

which those forces could be exi)ressed. He commeud-
etl the Australian system of arbiti-ation.

The P'arnworth Spinning and Manufacturing Coni-

pany, whose mill is at Walkden, are building another

adjacent to their present one. Th(^ company is a very

successful one. The jiresent mill contains 45,000

spindles for fine yarns, and the new mill, which is ex-

pected to be finished in a year, will contain 4r),00()

spindles.

Trade between England and Caiuida in woollens,

piece goods, etc., is reported to be satisfactory all

round. This uo doubt is due to the increas(;d shipi)ing

facilities obtaining between the two- countries and

Canadian uiannfactiirers in their own interests should

not lose sight of the tariff question in matters of this

kind. There is a movement now in England to secure

lower rates, an improved bill of lading so as to make
the shipping companies responsible for loss or delay

during a strike in a port, and from what I can leai-ii

there is a general concentration of attention on the part

of r3ritish and Continental manufacturers to sei-ui'e

more of the trade of the Dondnion. A strong associa-

tion, or some similar body, is, therefore, necessary in

Canada to counteract these modei'u movements, aiul

one way will be is to have furnished first-hand infor-

mation from the English side—which, of coui-se, must

be of a private charactei-—for the purpose of piotecl-

ing Canadian textile and other industries.

* * *

The cotton trade in England is fail-, but (luotations

have been rising and falling rather in quick succession

owing to the American consumption, w'hich creates iin

uneasy feeling on this side of the Atlantic. Demand,
liow'ever, is certain; supply is uncertain; and as the

world cannot accumulate large reserves of cotton it is

particularly liable to beiixg- startled in advancM's.

FAST COLORS ON UNION GOODS.
We are in receipt of :in interesting pamphlet il-

lustrating and descrihing the use of Diamine Fast

(,'olors and Union Fast ('olors in tlyeing union goods.

It shows a series of 90 dyed |>atterns, of whieh 150 are

self shades and 60 are combinations on a wide variety

of fabrics, togethei' with elaborate dyeing directions.

To liyes of all classes of cotton and wool inixliires

this ])amp)ilel will prove of much viiliic iis il siiows

two de))ths of sluule for each color type, I bus enabling

the dyer to accurately judge the color vidue oT eneb

dye.

A copy of this pamphlet (No. :J.5:!S) should be in

the library of evei-y union goods dyer, and no doubt a

reipiest made to any of the offices of Cassells Color
Company will secure one.

Mill and General Textile

News
The Canadian Cottons, Ltd., are installing a beam

dveing plant in the Marysville, N.H., mill, at a cost of

Charles Ferrill, boss linisher with liâtes and Immes,

Jjimited, Carleton Place, Ont., felt department, has re-

signed to accept a i)osition with the Militia Dei)artiuent

at Ottawa as inspec-tor of clothing. Mr. Ferrill was
iiandsoiiiely remendiered by his fellow-workc^rs on his

dep;ir1ure.

Hairing Twigg has resigned his position as boss

liiiisber with Messrs. T. H. Taylor and Sons at Chat-

bam, Ont. He has accepte<l another position in To-

ronto.

Krnest Mills, of Bridgetou, Maine, has accepted the

l)osition of boss finisher with Bates and Innes, Ltd.,

Cai-letoii Place, Ont.

The wai'chouse of the Monti'cal Cotton and Wool
Waste Co.. Montreal, was badlv damaged by fire on
May iilst.

Patent Twines, Limited, have established a plant on
lOsjilanade Ave., Toronto, nnder the management of

K. H. Wilkinson, late of the New Brunswick Pulp and
Paper Co., Millerton, .\.B. The twine is mannfactured
from pajier and flax.

Charles Portei-, sujieriiitendent of No. 1 mill, Paris.
Ont., has resigned to accept a similar jjosition in a
Sont hern mill.

Dan Kellv, of Amsterdam, N.Y., has accepted the po-
sition of boss carder with the Almonte Knitting' Com-
l)any, Almonte, Ont., replacing Joseph Ainley, who re-

signed i-<>cently.

A des|)atcli from Washington on June 2nd stated that
dissolution of the so-called thread trust, organized un-
der the name oT the American Thread Company, was
ordered on tluit date by the Federal Court at Trenton,
.V..I.

The iioiird of Conlrol of Montreal is considering the
advisability of nianufacturing all the clothes required
for its uniformed employees. The matter was brought
up by a letter from the Clarinent Workers' Union, ask-
ing the city to make inquiry and see that the uniforms
for rirenien and jiolicemen were made in sanitary
simps, ;in<l by tailors paid fair wages.

W. '\\ l.'iteb, formerly employetl with the Dominion
(iovernmeiit in the Live Stock Branch of the Depart-
nu'iit of Agriculture, has returned from Australia and
is now conducting an' education propaganda among the
wool growers of the State of Ft ah.

.

Hdward F. JMagner has acceiited the jjosition of over-
seer of dyeing with the Cobourg Dyeing Co., Ltd., Co-
bourg. Out.

The byi'-law |ii-oviding for a conditional loan of $10,-

000 in aid of a comi>any jiromoted b>' George W. Charles
of Montreal was cai'ried by a large majority in Cobourg.
Ont., on May 2'2nd. The company takes over the plant
and machinery of the Cobourg Matting and (!arpet
Company, and is to manufactuie felt and other textile

fabrics, boots, shoes, and other footwear made of felt,

etc.
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The Co-operative Silk Mamifaeturiiijr Conipauy, Ltd.,

of Montreal, has been •granted a Doiiiiiiion cliarter to

carrv on a silk niainifacturinsï l)nsiness. The caitital is

$50,000.

The new mills of tlie Canadian Flax Mills. Limited, at

St. Catharines, are now nearin>t eom|)letion, and it is

expected they will be ready for operation witiiin a

montii's time.

Thadie Daleourt has severed his eonncetion with tlie

Donnnioii Textile Company as boss eai-der in the ^fer-

ehants Branch, ^Montreal, ami has establislied a plant

at St Felix de Valois. Joliette Co.. Qnebec. for the

mannfacture of hoses, tnqiies, belts and mittens. 'Sir.

Daleourt has been with the Merchants mill for 22 yeai's

as second hand and boss carder.

The authorities at the :\lcI)onald Ajjricultural Col-

lege, St. Anne's, Que., have been active in sriving as-

sistance to wool growers in tiie neighboring district.

The entire clip of Pontiac Co. was sheared under their

direction and j)roperly graded and jjacked. and is

being di.sposed of to Ontario mills, ^lanufacturers

who have already purchased part of the clii) are most

pleased with its quality and condition.

English Woolens and Worsteds
(From Our London Correspondent.)

London, May 30, 1914.—Trade in the English woollen

and worsted industries shows considerable i;iiprov(-

ment, and manufacturers in the Hudder.sfield centi-e

say that while there are some who could do with mor-'.

work looms as a rule are fully employed. Repeat (.r-

ders for the present season are still flowing in, anÂ
orders for winter goods are rather more numerous. The
patterns for next spring, which are being shown by
the manufacturers, are being well received. It is likely

that cheviots and Saxonies will be in favor, with rathei'

more variety in colors, but styles are still very neat,

especially in checks, these also being very small. At
the same time, only slow progress is being made in

the fine worsted department. This is entirely due to

high prices. Manufacturers, however, are pi-oving

very resourceful and cheaper lines, rather smart in

appearance and tinish, are being placed upon the mar-
ket. Much better conditions are being experienced by
fancy tweed makers for whose productions there is a

brisk demand, particularly on the part of the whole-
sale clothiers, who are very busy and inclined to be for

some time. All classes of manufacturers complain that

prices are a source of difficulty, and that the high
rates of wool, coupled with a constant increase in the

cost of production, leave them an inadequate margin of

profit. Canada is at present a good customer at Hud-
dei'sfield for tweed fabrics, while tlu're are also siirns

of a stead}' growth in worsteds.

At Dewsbury and Batley the woollen cloth tiade con-
tinues brisk, and the same may be said of Morley. To
meet the demands for prompt delivery, full capacity is

being worked at the mills. Canadian orders are about
on an average, but the United States demand for luc-

diuiii tweeds in stylish designs, as well as of jdain

cloths of the same grade, have been vejy heavy. Tn

ladies" costume cloths more is doing, also in mantlings,
and there is a fair demand for serges in navy blue and
o'her colors. Some manufacturers in these districts

have army and navy contracts on hand, and 1 am told,

also, thai in Birstall, Ravensthorpe, and Ossett the

cloth trade is in a healthy condition, and numulactur-

ers in the entire district are doing well, but it is doubt-

ful considei'ing the prices of raw material. White
blanket makers are not fully em])loyi'd, and oidy small

(irders have ari'ived so fai' from Canada. In colored

blankets more is doing, and the same is true of motor
and other rugs. Saddlery blankets remain dull. In

the Spen Valley there is more activity in the production

of rugs for Canada and South Africa. The carpet trade

of the Spen \'alli'y also shows animation, but it cannot
l)e described as brisk so far as the home demand oi'

the export denumtl is concerned. Livei'sedge flannel

maiiufacturei's are doing very well, but the high price

of wool hits these men very much.
Hawick manufacturei's repoi't a fair amount of busi-

ness doing, althougii tlie confirmation of orders for the

winter season are rather late in being placetl. First

sample patterns for the spring of 1915 are being well

taken, and the better class of Cheviots and Saxonies
continue in favor. Spiiniers appear to be well em-
plo\('d. an<l in few instances overtime is being worked.
The liosiery bianch of the trade is enjoying a good
sjjell of business and i)rospects ai)i)ear to be satisfac-

tory.

The new styles made at Leeds from the season's

wool are to command higher prices. That is decided
upon, and the general trade for Canada and other sour-

ces is keeping up for actual I'cquirements and repeat

ordei-s ai-e coming in satisfactorily, but future orders
ai'e giviii out with the greatest caution. They are

mostly for low and medium qualities, higher priced
goods being slow of sale. Most of the mills are fully

emplo.ved, antl a few are very busy. Woollen merchants
report good business, the best sellers being tweeds,
serges, and costume clotlis in neat designs in a variety

of gi'c.v shades, and meiliinn worsteds, Avhicli Canadians
seem to like. Indeed, the Canadian trade with Leeds
has imi)roved very much in recent months, while the

demand from the United tSates is not so great. At
lîochdale manufacturers have shown some indifference

to accept the orders of merchants at the lately ad-
vanced prices on wool.

In Leicester trade is limited in (piantity, and prices

are very firm. Spinners of yarns are compelled to main-
lain advanced prices, even though for the time being
there is little, if any, response by way of new business.

The hosierv branch of the trade is fairly active.

TARIFF CHANGES

Correction

In our last issue issue, on page 156, under the head-

ing •'Recent Tariff ('hanges,"' we reported the follow-

ing:

—

'Embroideries, n.o.p.. lace, n.o.p., braids, n.o.p., tapes

of cotton or linen not over one and one-quarter inches

in widtii, not including measuring tape lines, fringes,

n.o.p.. cortls. elastic, round oi' flat, garter elastic, tas-

sels, handkerchiefs of all kinds, lace collars and all

manufactures of lace, nets and nettings of cotton,

linen, silk, or other material, n.o.p., shams and curtains,

when made up. ti-immed or luitrimmed, corsets of all

kinds, linen or cotton clothing, n.o.p., free."

This is item 575 of the Canatlian Customs Tariff and
under the new arrangement these goods are dutiable

as follows: British Preferential, 25 p,c. : Intermediate,

321/2 P-c. ; General. 35 p.c. Under the |)revious Act the

following duties were in force : British Preferential,

25 p.c. ; Intermediate, 271/^ p.c. ; General, 35 p.c. ; and
inider treaty with Belgium and Netherlands. 32^^ p.c.
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THE MARKETS
THE WOOL MARKET.

Dliriiif^ the past few wcck.s tlie new elip has been

coming forward in good volume. The Ontario clip

is in fair condition and improvement is apparent in the

manner in which the wools are put up and marketed.

Top prices are being paid, averaging from 2 to 3 cents

a pound over last year's prices, and are holding firm

at these figures. A number of mills in Eastern Ontario

have bought up the wools marketed by the McDonald
Agricultural College, St. Anne's, Quebec, collected

from the farmers in the neighboring counties and

found these wools of good quality and excellent condi-

tion. No great trade, however, has passed -N^ith the

mills as conditions do not warrant the purchase of large

stocks of the raw material at the present time. île

ports of the past week show no improvement m woollen

manufacturing circles. Dealers state that they have no

difficulty in disposing of their stocks to American

buyers and anticipate that prices will hold very firm

for some time. The following prices prevail : Unwashed
coarse, 171/2 to ISVaC; do., fine, I8V2 to lOVoC; washed
wool rejects, 19 to 19i/>c

; washed coarse, 251/2 to 26y2C ;

do. fine, 26I/2 to 27i/2c"; N.W. fleece 151/2 to I6I/2C.

Business in foreign wools has practically been at a

standstill. Recent Bradford reports state that there

is still an upward tendency for merinos, largely because

of the difficulty in connection with new supplies. Some
topmakers will not quote at all, whilst others are pro-

tecting themselves by asking higher prices. C'l'oss-

breds are firm all round at late rates. Yarn business is

quiet, and some spinners are working to stock. Home
wool prices are unchanged, but are largely nominal.

THE COTTON MARKET

Messrs. Hubbard Bros. & Co., in their weekly letter

of June 5, say:

—

Although the cotton trade expected a low report of

the condition of the cotton crop on May 25th, we do
not believe they thought the Government could give

as low a condition as 74.3—a condition wliich makes
the report one of the three lowest reports in the past

twenty years. Nor are they yet quite prepared to

admit that the rains in Texas have reduced the crop
in that State to a basis of 65, which would mean a
disaster. They have not forgotten the error made in

the low estimate of the crop of this season made in

De^'cmber last and the admitted large error made in

the acreage. As a matter of fact, the impression is

waild-widc that condition reports and estimates of the
tton crop aie influenced to favor higher prices. We

doubt the correctness of this idea, conceiving it to be
the leTection of the errors in yield and acreage which
we h^ve .iu.st mentioned, yet still it exists. It may be
Montai mourning" over the losses caused by those

'eports; nevertheless it will take some time for the
t:ade to become convinced of their verity. However,
to us, admitting a margin of error quite possible in the
best of estimates, it will call foi- remarkably good
weather conditions to make moi'e than an average
crop.

We look forward to a period of fine weather wliich
will raise the average condition durijig this month, and
M'hich, if it occurs, is likely to ])ut the marUet in its

present condition under such a strain as to bring about
a sharj) i-eaction from the extreme advance and pos-

sibly a partial change in the present bullish sentiment.

But, as we pointed out a fortnight ago, the crop has

been put on the defensive, to produce more American

cotton than will be needed at present prices.

At the moment the market has not the support of

the spinner in providing for his future requirements.

On the contrary, spinners at home and abroad are

waiting for further developments becavise they wish

to see how the market will act under the test of good

weather, and also they find trade in such a condition

that there is oidy a small proportion of the usual for-

ward orders for delivery ahead.

Merchants have not yet had an opi)ortunity to study

the details of the proposed legislation in Congress to

regulate the cotton trade neither have planters, who
are quite as much interested in the disposition of the

different grades that nature gives them to sell to the

spinner. In this present mania for regulating business,

some are bounil to be injured, and we fear the pendu-
lum has been swung so far that the loss to the farmer
and |)lanter will greatly exceed the proposed benefit

to tlie spinner througli Government Regulation of

THE BRITISH MARKETS.
(Special to Canadian Textile Jf)urnal.)

London, May 27, 1914.—The high cost of the new
material today in England is making manufacturers
very careful in any dealings with merchants and buy-
eis, and it is now i-umoi-ed that the increased cost of

production of the finished article will necessitate anoth-
er rise in prices. At the recent Colonial sales here there

was a strong market for all grades, and the delays in

New Zealand gave crossbred wools an exceptional pre-

dojuinanee, and the demand from all countries seems
to convince everybody that there will in the future be
no probability of any fall to a narrow limit of either
cross breds or Merinos. Bradford consumers filled their

iei[uiremeuts in Merino and fine cross-bred tops for

a while ahead and top-makers advanced their prices to
a level at which little or no business could be done
lately. The cart is before the horse in most cases
occurring recently, the contracts being made from
motives of policy rather than for the sake of any visible

profit. Now while more work is being done it cannot
be said that moi-e money is being earned. Stocks are
not the encuinbi-ance they were in the yarn and cloth
trade, and spinners are feeling a more direct pull of
demand. P"'roiii the various consuming centres through-
out England and Scotland reports reach your corres-

pondent of the extra cost of wool, while at the East
India Wool Sales at Liverpool—the third series for this

year—])rices were well maintained, except for defec-
tive lots, which went at 5 per cent, cheaper than the
rates at the second series.

Prices are about as follows:

—

Tops.

cents.
40 's Colonial tojis, prepared 331^
40 's Colonial tojis, carded 30
46 's Colonial tops, i)repared 30
40 's English tops, average 33
40's Devon tops 33
36 's Devon toj)s 33
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Permanent Colors Create
Permanent Trade
THE INSISTENT DEMAND OF THE CONSUMER FOR
FAST COLORS MAKES IT IMPERATIVE THAT THE
RETAILER, THE JOBBER, THE CUTTER-UP AND TEX-
TILE MANUFACTURERS RECOGNIZE THE QUESTION,
FASTNESS OF COLORS, AS A MOST IMPORTANT ONE

T |-» £-1
i (3 ^ The introduction of synthetic Indigo by the Badische \nilin-&
^ Soda-Fabrik in 1897 greatly lowered its cost, simplified its applica-

tion and placed it on a scientific basis. The immediate practical result has been
that Indigo is used on an ever increasing scale in the production of overall goods
(denims I for working garments worn by artisans of all classes everywhere, as well

as for navy blues with white designs, in percales and similar fabrics which are so

largely used the world over for women's house and working dresses. Nothing has

yet been found which is as well suited as Indigo for these and many other purposes,

since it combines minimum cost, brilliancy of color and satisfactory fastness. In

fact, the word "Indigo" to the consuming public is a guarantee of a durable and
satisfactory color.

TtlHiinthrPtlP** unfortunately, however. Indigo produces only a Blue,

____^^^^^^_^___^____ while the trade requires every shade in fast and brilli-

ant colors. To Dr. Rene Bohn, Director of the Badische Anilin-& Soda-Fabrik,

Ludwigshafen a Rhein, should be given credit for the discovery of the series of dye-

stuffs derived from Anthracene, known as Indanthrene Dyes, which produce fast

colors in every desired shade and tone. The introduction of these dyes in the

cotton industry has created a new standard for fastness and brilliancy, in which
combined respects they excel any colors heretofore known. Indanthrenes are actu-

ally permanent while the fiber lasts, meeting therefore every trade requirement, a

fact so well demonstrated that to-day the word "Indanthrene" pronounced In-

dan-threne! is synonymous with "Fast Colors." There is probably no factor of

greater importance in the manufacture of cotton goods than the fastness of the

colors, in that it constitutes a most attractive selling argument, increases their

popularity, and broadens the market for them.

BADISCHE COMPANY
CANADIAN OFFICE:

214 LEMOINE ST. :: :: MONTREAL
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Yarn.
d.

1-36 's Demi dustre ( 40 "8-44 "s) English per

gross '^ "

2-32 "s Worsted (40 "s) cross-bred, per lb . . . . 1 9

2-16's Worsted (40"s) cross-bred, per lb ... . 1 7

3-12 's Hosiery white (40 "s) per lb 1 8V2
3-12 's Hosiery white (46 '.s) per lb 2 Qi/o

BRADFORD WOOL MARKET.
(Special to Canadian Textile -louriial. 1

Bradford, :May 27, 1914.—Bradford market has not

been relieved in any way by recent events, and business

generally continues to be exceedingly difficult to ne-

gotiate. Fine wools are exercising a very strong influ-

ence over the whole position, and in consequence of

high prices makers are today exceedingly firm. The

amount of actpal business doing in this description of

tops is not large and the position of spinners is such

that they are not operating unless compelled to do so

by actual needs. Fine spinners have recently not been

meeting with such a good inquiry for their yarns and

manufacturers have somewhat kicked so strongly

against the prices which they have been compelled to

quote that profitable business has become more diffi-

cult than eft'orts can devise. Reports have been heard

of good 64 's top being sold as high as 54 cents, but this,

of course, is an extreme figure even at the present time

and a cent less business can be done. Fine cross-bred

tops are all very firm and inquiry in that section seems

to be improving somewhat. Crossbreds are on the whole

steady, and the recent ready improvement of this class

of raw material in London has strengthened top makers

in Bradford, though there is still room for considerable

improvement in respect of inquii-y for tops. Spinners

are very often in a worse position than is the ease

among Botany men. Fortie's prepared tops are being

quoted at 32 to 33 cents, and it may be said that the

best in(|uiry is still being experienced for the low des-

criptions, including 32 's and 36 's.

English wools are quiet and unchanged. As regards

mohair the only sorts in which there is any business

are mixed classes of capes. Sales of Alpacha are being

effected at full rates, with every indication of a rise

taking place.

Canadian Cottons, Limited, '

Statement

Sales Fall Off 20 Per Cent.—6.13 Per Cent. Earned On
Common.

Despite a sharp falling off in the volume of sales for

the yeai- ended March 31st, the annual statement of

Canadian trottons. Limited, shows profits which will be

considered highly satisfactory in view ol' the general

depression in business.

Sales amounted to $3,500,4776, a decrease of .1^906,-

688, or 20 per cent., but profits, including rentals, were
•$602,942, a decrease of only .$45,r)6S, or about 7 per

cent, as compared with the previous year. Net manu-
facturing profits were some $70,000 lower than in

1912-13, but rentals received for the Mount Royal Mill

and other leased properties brought in about $25.000
moi'c than in the previous year.

The balance available for preferred stock dividends,

after interest charges had been met, was $392,942,

equal to 10.7 per cent., against eariungs at the rate of

11.7 per cent, on the preferred, the previous year.

After paving preferred stock dividend and setting

aside $10,000 for bad debts reserve, a surplus of $163,-

252, equal to 6.13 per cent, on the common stock, on

which no dividend has yet been paid, remained to be

carried forward to surplus account, bringing total sur-

plus to $969,225. A year ago the surplus available for

the common stock was .$205,213, equal to 7.56 per cent.

The pi-ofits and loss and surplus accounts of the two

vears compare as follows:

—

1913-14. 1912-13.

Manuf. pro .$411,104 $481,502

Rentals 191,838 167,007

Total prof $602,942 $648,510

Bont int 210,000 207,500

'ref. di

$392,942 $441,010
219,690 215,797

Balance
Reserve .

Surl)lu^

Prev. suri

$173,252 .$225,213

10,000 20,000

$163,252 $205,213
805,973 600,760

Total surp $969,225 $805,973

ilr. D. Morrice, the president, in his report to .share-

holders, remarked that in view of the year's depression

the statement should be found eminently satisfactory.

"Because of a desire on the part of tlie trade gen-
erally to reduce stocks during a period of financial

stringency, the sales for the year showed considerable

shrinkage, while there has been some increase in the

manufactured stock. This stock, however, is abso-

lutely staple and has been figured at conservative
values, and it will all be needed as soon as business

confidence is restored, as supplies in the hands of the
jobbers and retailers have been much depleted."

jMr. Morrice pointed out that good spinnable cotton
ruled high in price throughout the year, and as trade
conditions were i^oor and competition keen, the nuirgin

of profit for the spinners was small.

All items of ordinary repairs and betterments neces-

sary for the efficient upkeep of the plant were as

usual charged to operating expenses, amounting for

the year to $101,258.

The balance sheet shows considerable changes which
i-eflect in general the conditions of slow business com-
mon to all iiulustries during the year. Bank loans ai'e

up about $672,000 and against this is an increase of
about $500,000 in cloth inventory. These are the two
largest changes. Current assets show a good margin
over current liabilities, .$460,678, but this compares
with a c()rresj)onding surplus of current assets anu)unt-
ing to .$713.1.")7 a vear ago.

])ii-P"- \,„i| l!)i.i w'.oj to the value of £12.464 was
iiniKii^'.i Mil-, (':iii;i'1m t'voiu Ci'cat Britain, compared
wit 11 1:9 700 cliii-n..- .\pi-il. 1913.

Tlic ucwiy i.lMiitril cctto,! ,.,•„» nf the I'liitcd States
simweil :i i-nuditinn en Mav 25 of 74.3 imt crnt. of m

i">iiii-d in ll'r ic]M)i-t (if the V. S. Dopt. of .\giicnltiirc.

isi-'iicd .linic 2.

,M. Ilartniniui Schmidt of Mazamet, France, was a

visitor to Montreal and Toronto last week in the in-

terests of his fii-m and appointed T. D. Wardlaw. of

Toronto, as Cjiiuidian i-cprcsentative.
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Organization

Uuder the lieadiug, "The Wooleu (ioods Seetiou of

the C. M. A.," au editorial running in last moutli's

journal was so badly disarranged by the compositors

that the sense was eutirelj' lost. We regret such an

occurrence and, considering the importance of the

question with which it dealt, reproduce it in another

column of this number so that readers who tried to get

tile sense out of it will be rewarded for their efforts.

We have said a good deal of late regarding the

formation of a textile association and from talks with

various manufacturers on the subject feel warranted
in continuing our efforts in that regard. There is un-

doubtedly a great need for some sort of organization

of the textile manufacturers of Canada. This has been
duly demonstrated by events of the past few months,

some of which have been discussed in recent eitorials

in this journal, notably that dealt with in last month's
issue. refeiTed to.

The textile industry, especially the woolen section,

is perhaps more in need of thorough organization than
any other Canadian industry. This is seen in the legis-

lation passed affecting the industry, in our education
faciUties, in the publicity the industry should receive,

in the absence of facilities to direct the enforcement
of laws passed to assist the industry, such as the dump-
ing clause in the Customs Act and many others.

If there had been organization in this latest ease im-

mediate good would have been forthcoming, but there

are other just as important issues that have not re-

ceive careful and concerted attention. This applies

to our appraisement system. Dry goods are being
dumped into this country every day at values far below
the market price in the country of origin. Such prac-

tices ilo not l)eiietit the ('ou.sumer. It is seldom that
staples can be bought at reduced prices and staples
form the greatest proportion of this country's con-
suni])tioii of dry goods.

The other day we saw a slaughter sale of silk goods
in a local departmental store. The excellent values
drew our- attention, and in conversation with the gen-

eral manager of the store, he said in plain words that

the dumping clause of the Customs Act had been
evaded, but added that the consumer was receiving
the benefit. But is it not true that the consumer who
wears silk skirts and other silk goods can afford, or

ouglit to be able to afford, to patronize home industry
even at a higher cost than might otherwise be the
case? Such practices obstruct the development of a
silk manufacturing industry in this coiuitry that woidd
give employment to a large niunber of highly-trained
and highly intelligent workmen. Surely there is some
way in which the intention of the authorities can be
called to such evasions of the law.

It will have to be done by the industry most effected,
and the most efficient way of doing it is through the
offices of its own association. A CANADIAN TEXTILE
ASSOCIATION within a year is a good slogan for
every textile manufacturer in Canada.

The Proposed Merger
Reports which appeared in several of our newspapers

the other day regarding the amalgamation of two of
the large.st knitting concerns in the country, viz.,

Messrs. Pennum's Limited and the Eagle Knitting
Company, appear to have been rather premature. In
a statement to a leading Montreal financial paper Mr.
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C. B. Gordon, president of Penman's, stated that the

report was incorrect and that at the present time his

company did not wish to form any new amalgamation.

It is quite common property, however, that negotia-

tions have been going on for the past two or three

years between the two companies with a view toward

a merger and those familiar with the operations of the

concerns are not surprised at this announcement, al-

though they are quite contented that any official recog-

nition of the merger will be withheld until the mass of

detail in connection therewitli is cleared up.

It is stated that the Moodies value their holdings in

the two concerns, the Eagle Knitting Company and the

Eagle Spinning Company, at a million and a quarter

dollars and that if the merger with the Penman Com-

pany is consummated the business of the Hamilton

concerns will be conducted on precisely the same basis

as formerly, for a period of at least seven years, under

the management of the present owners. Confidence is

expressed in well informed quarters regarding the

favorable outcome of the negotiations now pend-

ing.

Penman's Limited are at present the largest knitting

concern in the world and hold a veiy strong position

in the domestic trade. Until now they have made no

apparent effort to enter the ladies' wear market.

Their selling organization extends throughout the Do-

minion and the product of such a mill as the Hamilton

concerns could be handled with little additional ex-

pense. At the same time the position of the company
would be considerably strengthened in so far as the

distribution end of the business is concrend. The mer-

ger if completed will have a far-reaching effect on the

knit goods industry in Canada, perhaps unfavorable

to many of the smaller miils at i)resent in the busi-

ness.

showed a decrease of !|i6,718,666 and a corresponding

decrea.se took place iii the imports from practically

every other country, while our exports increased in

every case except the Argentine Republic.

Our iin])orts of cotton amounted to $37,601,310, com-

jinred with .'t;37,951,599 during the fiscal year 1913.

Curtains, !li594,841 compared with .$738,875. Fancy

goods, .$4,879,431 compared with $5,000,874. Flax,

hemp, jute and manufactures of $8,963,057 compared

with $8,794,962. Gloves and mitts, $2,722,130 compared

with $2,793,606. Silk and manufactures of, $9,689,305

compared with $9,170,912. Wool and woolens, $31,438,-

22;! compaivd with $33,649,791.

Correspondence Course in

Textiles

'I'lie UniviTsity of Wisconsin has under consideration

several six'cialty courses which should appeal to the

eilucational authorities of this country. One of these

courses embraces a study of textiles—their history,

iiiMinifacture and handling—from the salesman's point

of view, while another will make a detailed study of

the selling of men's clothing. The main idea of the

couiscs, which are conducted by correspondence, is to

teach tlie salesman the Avay to sell goods and, what is

just as important, the nature and quality of the goods

he is endeavouring to sell. Efficiency is tlie goal of the

teaching, and the success that has attended the at-

tempts already made in Wisconsin and other Western
States indicates a large and growing field for develop-

ment. When we stop to think of the position the

occupation of retail selling holds among all the callings

of this country the imjiortanee and necessity for such

instruction is clear.

Canada's Trade For Last

Fiscal Year

The .statement of Canadian trade for the last fiscal

year recently issued by the Department of Trade and
Commerce shows that the total trade in merchandise
for the year was $1,073,766,098, an increase of $26,697,-

5.54 over the preceding fiscal year. Imports totalled

$618,328,874, a decrease of $51,671,315 from the prev-
ious year, while exports totalled $455,437,224, an in-

crease of .$78,328,869 over the previous fiscal
.year.

Our trad(,' with the United Kingdom totalled $354,-

265,529, as compared with $316,641 ,431 for the previous
year, a net increase of $37,624,098. Our trade with the
United States totalled $611,245,464, as compared with
$608,266,237 for the previous fiscal year, a net increase
of $2,979,227. Our imports from the United KingdoTu

Trade Prospects Brightening

There is a decidedly better and more oi)timistic tone

prevailing among tlie textiles trades just now than for

some time. Manufacturers' agents and jobbers speak
more confidently of the outlook and, although there

has been no great improvement in business as yet, in-

dications are that the approaching season will be quite

satisfactory in most lines. Stocks throughout the
countr\' are said to be i-educed to a very comfortable
lev(>l, so that if confidence is restored, placing orders
sliould be well up to former years. Of course, a good
deal depentis on the coming crop and the trade is

marking time until they see the outcome. Present con-
ditions point to a bumper harvest, and if such is the
case business in llir textile trades should improve im-
mediately.
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OILS AND SOAPS USED IN TEXTILE
MANUFACTURING

By HEEBERT CARTER.

(Spi-t-ially written lor the Canadian Textile .Toui'nal).

Tlie quality of the (littVrcnt Oils and Soaps made use

of to-day in Bleaeliinpr, ])yeiug, Calico Printing, and

the textile iudiisti-ies generally, and they are very

largely enii)loyed in these, it may be remarked, has a

iiiueh more important effect upon the results obtained,

wlicther they are good, bad, or indifferent, than most

peoi)le suppose. In oriler to ensure excellence of pro-

(hu'tion those which are most suitable for the special

pur|)oses to which it is intended to apply them .shoidd

alone be utilized, and a right selection very often will

not only improve production but also cheapen the co.st.

Accordingly, those engaged in these industries should

l)Ossess, at least, some knowledge of the different

grades of oils and soaps.

Soap is thought to have come to the Romans from
Germany, and it is believed that the detergents in iise

in earlier times were composed of the ashes of plants,

and other puritying agents. Soap may be described

as a chemical compound, or mixture of chemical com-
pounds resulting from interaction of fatty acids, and
fats with alkalis. The usual characteristics of a soap
are a certain greasiness to the touch, ready solubility

in water, with formation of riscid solutions which on
agitation yield a tenacious froth, or "lather," an in-

disposition to crystalize. readiness to amalgamate with
small proportions of hot water into homogenous slimes

which on cooling set into jellies, or more or less con-

sistent pastes. Soaps give an alkaline reaction, and
have a marked acrid taste in a pure condition, a state

never reached in practice. They have neither smell
nor color.

In the 13th ceutiuy the manufacture was established

at Marseilles, and in England during the next century.
Chenreul, by his chemical experiments and investiga-

tions carried out at the beginning of the 19th century,
revolutionized the art of making soap, and the extent
of the industry. His researches were made into the
fats and oils. The invention of Leblanc 's process was
another circumstance which contributed largely to the
above. Bj^ this caustic soda is obtained from common
salt. Potash soaps if made from the solid fatty acids
ai'c soft, and soda soaps, although manufactured with
fluid-oleiu are ''hard," but there are great variations
according to the prevailing fatty acid in the com-
])ound.

Soap, when it is dissolved in a large quantity of
water, suffers hydrolysis, M'ith formation of a pre-
cipitate of acid salt and a solution containing free
alkali. The reaction is very complicated. Chevi-eul
discovered that a neutral salt soap hydrolysed to an
acid salt, free alkali and a small amount of fatty
acid. Nearly all soaps are precipitated from their
watery solutions by the addition of a sufficient quan-
tity of common salt. Potash soap with the same re-
agent undergoes double decomposition, a proportion
being changed into soda soap with the formation of
potassium chloride. Ammonia soaps have also beeu
manufactured, but not with much success. H. Jackson,
in 1906, patented the preparation of ammonium oleate
directly in the washing water, and it is maintained
that to clean articles it is only necessary to immerse
them in the ".rater containing the preparation, and then
rinse them. Rotondi, in 1885, regai-ded a neutral soap

as hydrolysiug to a basic salt soluble in both hot and
cold water, and au acid salt insoluble in cold and
sparingly soluble in hot. Chevreid's views were con-
firmed in 1894 by Krafft and Stern. The extent to
which a soap is hj^drolyscd depends upon the acid,

and the concentration of the solution; it is also effected
by the presence of nietallic salts, i. e., calcium and mag-
nesium.

In the Leblauc process caustic soda is manufactured
from the black-ash liquor. The density of the liquor
must not exceed 13 deg. Be., or the reaction will be
reversed by the calcium carbonate being attacked by
the caustic soda. The impure solution of sodium car-
bonate is heated to boiling, and the Lime added with
agitation by means of an air blast. When causticiza-
tion is complete the contents of the vats are allowed
to settle, and the supernatant liquor is drawn off from
the lime mud, and evaporated to dryness, and to fusion,
the impurities ha^dng been largely removed in the
meantime by oxidation and fractional crystalization.
The superior advantages and economy of high grade
caustic ueed no argument. It is true of this product
that the best within certain limits is the cheapest.

Potassium carbonate was the first alkali used in the
soap industry. It was converted into the caustic form
by primitive causticization with lime whence the liquor
obtained, on settling the mixture, was used for saponi-
fication. The potash soap thus made was grained with
salt whereby an interchange of alkali occurred with
the formation of a hard mixed soda and potash soap.
The first use of soda ash in soap is attributed to Van
Haagen, of Philadelphia, shortly after the Civil War.
The oils and fats employed by makers of soap are got
from both vegetable and animal soui-ees. An oil does
not differ very much from a fat, it is merely a question
of climate or temperature as to whether a particular
body makes its appearance in a solid form, or a fat, or
a liquid as an oil at the ordinary temperature of the
place in which it is.

Soap in Textile Manufacture.
Two kinds of soap are employed in the textile indus-

tries—hard soft and soft soap. Quite a variety of
soaps are made, and the pui-poses to which they are
put are various. Calico Printers use soap very largely
in the final processes of washing and cleaning the
printed cloths, and so far as the alizarine and mordant
dyes are concerned, soap helps to brighten these and
fix the color. A soap liquor of about II/2 lbs. soap to
50 gallons water is the one, as a rule, employed. The
best soap to use in dealing with printed calicoes and
.similar goods should be readily soluble in water, so
oil soaps are the luost suitable. They must be kept
neutral, as any free alkali is liable to alter the tints
of sonu! of the colors, and cause them to run, which
is a serious fault; and they must not leave a disagree-
able smell behind them. Marseilles soap answers the
purpose very well. Tallow soaps must not be used.

In the silk trade soap has long beeu used in the un-
gummiug or boiling off of the raw silk, and in many
processes of silk dyeing. In the woollen ti-ade it is
employed in the milling or fulling of woollen fabrics,
and also in the scouring and cleaning of wool; then
again in the finishing and cleaning of cotton and in
the manufacture of jute, linen, hemp, and other fibres
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used in textile manufactui-ing. Soaps that suit the

scouring of woollens are not suitable to use m t^e

processes of calico printing, or to make use of tor boil-

ing off silk.
„ ,,. „ ,,

Soaps employed for the milling or fulling of woollen

cloths after they have been dyed should be ones easily

soluble in water, and there should be no free alkab or

free fat in them. The latter is necessary m order to

prevent any change in the color of the dyed goods oc-

curring, and to prevent the color running ;
further, to

ensure that the fibre when it has been passed through

process will be soft, supple and firm to handle In this

ease well made soft soaps are the ones that should be

employed. Those made from olive, cotton, or other

liquid oils. If a soap containing too much free caustic

alkali is used for scouring wool it will spoil the sur-

face of the wool by raising the scales and removing

the lustre. For the very best wools a soap that is

neutral, and preferably a neutral potash soap, answers

the most satisfactorily. Grey mottled soaps made from

bone, tallow, cotton oils, and other fats of a very good

quality are also suitable.

The procedure employed in the manufacture of genu-

ine mottled soap is the same as for ordinary settled

soap up to the settling of change. There is no better

process for the manufacture of general purpose soap

than the grained settled, and any departure from it

is in the direction of sophistication and inferiority of

product. A mild neutral soap is the best for textile

purposes.

The wool scourer very often employs a neutral olive

oil soap, or, on account of its cheapness, a neutral curd

01- a curd mottled brand. Curd soap is made by boil-

ing the fat with alkali and removing the unused lye.

The oil mixture used differs in the several manufactur-

ing countries, and the commercial name of the product

is correspondingly altered. In Germany tallow is the

chief fat, in France olive oil occupies the chief place,

and the product is known in Marseilles as Castile Soap.

In England tallow and palm oil are largely used. But
in all countries a mixture of several oils enters into the

composition of curd soaps, and the propertise used

have no fixidity. For each ton of soap to be made 12

to 16 cwt. of oil is needed.
For unfilled mottled soap soft stock is killed, rosined,

if rosin is used, and strengthened as with an ordinary

settled soap. If it be desired to purify the soap by a

partial separation of a nigre, water is carefully added
and boiled until proper conditions for the separation

of impurities by settling are obtained.

Soft soaps cost more than hard soaps, as they are

made with caustic potash, but they answer quite satis-

factorily with the wool fibre. The reason why soft

soaps suit best for the treatment of the wool fibre,

giving it a softer handle and more silky gloss than if

hard soap had been used, cannot be given. Raw wool
contains some soap and the wool fat possesses great
emulsifying properties, so making it easy to clear away
from the wool. The following is an analysis of the
wool fibre : Water, 23.48 ; soap matter, 21.13

; wool fat,

9.26 ; wool fibre, 43.20 ; dirt, 2.93. The soap matter is

sometimes called wool perspiration, suint or yolk. It

is soluble in water.

The melting point of the fatty acids cannot be de-
termined in the same apparatus and by the same means
as those used for the fats themselves, because the acids
are soluble in alcohol.

The readiness with which highly hydrated soap as
grained settled soap dries presents some difficulty in
an accurate determination of the amount of water
originally present. With a fresh cake the sample may

be taken by cutting the cake through the middle into

two parts and collecting the shavings cut from the en-

tire freshly cut surface. If the cake has been exposed

for some time the sample should be cut from the inter-

ior of the cake. Care must be taken that all portions

of the cake weighed out for analysis are of the same

consistency as, for example, the determination of one

in gredient should not be made in a portion taken from

the interior of the bar or cake. In the determination

of the moisture from 2 to 3 grains of the shavings are

weighed into a small beaker and placed in the hot

closet, where it is allowed to dry to a constant weight.

The loss in weight is water.

The soap employed by silk throwsters for putting

ill the troughs in which they .steep the raw silk are

expressly made for the purpose in some cases. Silk

washing needs to be done very carefully, as it only

requires the gum to be softened so as to cause the

silk to wind free, and great care is taken by the

throwsters not to steep the silk in overheated suds,

as tliere is a difference of 15 deg. of heat in the climates

where they are made.
The soap maker should be informed of the kind of

water that is used by the wool fuller, and make the

soap, if any. to counteract all the mineral impurities

of the latter. The cloth is sprinkled with a soap liquor

before it is put in the eyelet hole of the fuller, and

very great care needs to be taken by the soap maker,

or this soap will catch in the cloth and leave the face

streaky, then the fuller will be put to great trouble

and expense to bray out. This braying is so made that

it kills the patclies or streaks made in the cloth and
brings the color well upon the face, and a good soap

would be one so made that no difficulty would be ex-

perienced by the fuller by bringing his cloth clean

out. Such a soa]i should be made to work with the

water.
One authority says, as a mild scoui'ing agent for the

better classes of wool potash or soda soap is decidedly

the best. Satisfactory results are always got with these

if the soap is of good quality and free from excess

of caustic or corbonated alkali. Other things being
equal, the most soluble soaps are to be preferred, such
as potash soaps or soda soaps made from oleic-acid.

An average soap solution may contain 30 to 50 gr. of

soap per litre of water (4.8-8 onz per gall.). An ad-

dition of ammonia to the soap solution is often made
for the purpose of increasing its detergent properties.

An important matter to be remembere when using soap
is that the water should be as free as possible from
lime and magnesia to avoid the formation of lime and
magnesia soaps. Olein and resin soap likely aid emulsi-
fication in the scouring bath, while seek, which is often
used, is effective by reason of its alkalinity. Sodium
carbonate is employed with or without soap. Patent,
or scouring substitutes, should be avoided. They are
either useless or can be made by the scourer himself
more economically.
For the dyeing of many of the direct colors in cotton,

soap is frequently employed to the extent of 3 to 314 per
cent, of cotton dyed. No trouble arises here in the
choice of the soap to use, any good well made soap will
prove satisfactory, and soaping after the dyeing pro-
cess is always one in the dyeing of Turkey Reds, Aliz-
arine Reds, and Para Reds, on cotton. The work has
to be done carefully. It has the effect of brightening
the color. For cotton cleaning an alkaline soap should
be used and for the cleaning of printed cottons a neu-
ti-al olive soap is the best, for, in this instance, free
alkali and resin are detrimental. Olive oil soap, free
from caustic alkali but often with sodium carbonate,
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is frequently employed for cleansing the Bilk fibres, al-

tlioiigli liard soaps, free from resin, are also often used

on aecount of their elieapuess. For the removal of

tarry stains pearl ash soap suit well, and for carpet

cleaning ox-gall soaps are good.

Oils are very largely use in the textile industries;

tiiey consist principally and, in some cases wholly, of

carbon and hydrogen. They are readily inflammable,

and insoluble in Mater. When the grease and dirt has

been removed from wool, the wool is always oiled to

prepare it for spinning, and when the wool has been
spun into yarn anil woven into cloth, the oil must be
removed from it. This is accomplished by boiling the

wool in alkaline solutions, soap being or not being used.

If soaps are used, those ordinarily used in the washing
of wool will be found satisfactory. If the oil employed
on the wool is of an acid nature an excess of free

alkali in the soap will do no harm; it may be either in

the form of caustic soda or eai'bonate of soda, for this

excess will practically be neutralized at once when
being used by the oleic acid. Sodium carbonate is also

used in the scouring liquors in addition to the soap. If

the oil is composed principally of a fatty oil a neutral
soap should be used and dependence placed largely on
the emulsifying properties of the soap. Soft soaps are
in this instance the best, and if a little caustic potash

be added the woollen manufacturer will find it to help
him greatly in extracting the oil. The oils used for
oiling wool are, in England, chiefly got by the distilla-

tion of Yorkshire grease. Some works only sell one
quality of wool oil, others sell three qualities; the firall

is got from the second distilled grease, the second iji

pressed from the same, the third is pressed from thia

first distilled grease. Oils having a great proportion
of hydro-carbon cannot be so easily secure out of tho
wool as those which have not.

Gexlon says the fats and oils are organic salts ; that
is, they are organic acids in which the H is replaced by
an organic radicle, and the acids vary according t(i

the nature of the fat, and ordinary or hard soaps are
sodium olearate mixed with the sodium salts of other
acids, the soft soaps are potassium stéarate. If some
of the soap thus prepared, i. e., by heating fat with
soda or potash be treated with excess of hydroehlonji
or sulphuric acid, it is decomposed, stearic acid is lib-
erated, and being insoluble in water, floats to the top
if the mixture is shaken up with ether the stearic acid
will be dissolved. On addition of a solution of a Umti
salt to a solution of soap a curdy precipitate of calciui ui

.stéarate is got, this salt being insoluble. Hence harll
waters which contain lime destroy a certain quantity"
of soap.

'

THE TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ROPES
By EDWIN KENYON, of WUliam Kenyon and Sons, Ltd., Dukinfield Eng.

So far as I am able to .judge, the outstanding featui'e

of the enquiries hitherto held by this Institute, upon
the various methods employed to convey the power
developed in the prime mover, to the productive ma-
chinery, is that of discovering the nearest approach
to the irreducible minimum of wasted etïort, acknow-
ledging, as we must, the impossibility of realising upon
every atom of energy expended in the pursuit of our
project.

Therefore at the very threshold of our present dis-

cussion, and before entering into those details, on the
mastery of which depends om' ultimate success, we
cannot do better than tackle the question of efficiency.

So many theoretical bai'uacles have attached them-
selves to this problem that one experiences the great-
est difficulty in forcing the point of any conclusions
based upon the more deiinite findings of actual prac-
tice, much less driving home the argument.

Take, for example, the theory of declining efficiency
as velocity advances, beyond 4,800 feet, so persistently
upheld in several of our engineering text books? Trace-
able probably to the many times proven effect of centri-
fugal force upon rotary movement generally, and par-
ticularly noticeable in belt driving. This retarding ac-
tion is allowed in such lists to exercise its virulence to
the extent of reducing the economical duty of a 1% in.

diameter rope, running at 7,000 ft. per minute to 29.5
h.p.

Experiment conducted in the United States with a
view to ascertaining "The efficiency of Rope Driving
as a means of Power Transmission"—long accounts of
which were published in our technical journals so re-
cently as the August of last year, appear to confirm
such conclusions, but only, be it understood, from the

Read April 7th, 1914, at The Textile Institute, Man-
chester.

staudi)(>int of American practice, clearly defined in thii

opeuiug statement of the experimenter.
Without troubling to wade through the elaborate de-

scription of apparatus employed, or the various figurei

formulae, and plots submitted in the report, we will

confine ourselves for the moment to just two typical

examples bearing upon the eft'ect of speed on effi-

ciency. A drive is plotted which shows efficiency

falling so low as 85.4 per cent, at 5,500 fet. per minute
from au initial velocity of 2,500 ft. While a power
curve exhibits the brake horse power gradually advanc-
ing from 100 at 2,500 ft. to 160 at 4,500 ft., then rapidly
declining until it regains the starting line of 100 B.
H. P. at 5,500 ft., with Manilla ropes 1 in. diameter.
The Charlotteubm-g experiments, previously conduct-

ed under the auspices of the Society of German En-
gineers, cover a much wider field of resareh, but are
far from agreeing with the American conclusions.
For example, a long paragraph in the summary of ac-

quired data is devoted to the "Influence of Velocity,"
in which efficiencies under various tensions are given.
These show a considerable fall at the lightest loads,
while an effective tension of 286 lbs. per 2-in. diameter
rope (which is somewhat below the usual calculations)
represents a drop of from 0.98 to 0.96 per cent., or a
total depreciation of only 4 per cent, at velocities rang-
ing from 2,544 to 7,680 ft. per minute.

These tests also serve to confirm other facts brought
to light under actual working conditions, which need
not now be enlarged upon; such, as the deleterious
elt'ect of jockey pulleys, stretch of ropes under heavy
driving strains and square ropes being less efficient
than round ones, ' " because they must receive larger in-
itial tension to run steadily."

Further German tests taken between the 5th and 12th
of August last and published in the proceedings of the
Society for 1913 add weight to the evidences of advanc-
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ing efficiencies under increasing loads. These data

are tabulated at 95.5 per cent at a tension of 137 lbs.

and 98.3 per cent at 365 lbs. per 2-in. rope travelling

6,900 ft. per minute, thus representing a total loss of

only 1.7 per cent., which is said to include "bearing

friction and air resistance of brake and rope pulley."

Quite naturally the Professors in charge of these ex-

periments concentrated their attentions upon the ropes

manufactm-ed in their own country. So much for com-

mercial patriotism, which our leading technical col-

leges might do worse than emulate. For it is to be

deplored that, while so much valuable data has been

acquired through such well-equipped agencies, the

British experimenter in the field of power transmission

is left pretty much to his own devices. He must either

be content with such conclusions as may be worked out

in his own laboratory, or dogmatise on primary causes

from the effects produced under conditions prevailing

a properly-made steel pulley), all the evidence ob-

tainable from actual experience goes to prove that we
may safely reckon upon a continued accession of power
in the ratio of speeds up to at least 7,000 ft. per minute.

About ten years ago what was regarded as a risky

experiment was successfully carried out by speeding

up an ordinary east-iron pulley to 6,050 ft. The en-

gine now develops 2,200 h.p., 2,000 of which is being

transmitted by 32 ropes 1% in. diameter—50 per cent,

above the discounted list just discussed.

It needs but little searching to discover the reason

for the wide difference of opinion. Certainly the Am-
erican experimenters make no secret of their intention

to demonstrate the feasibility of pre-conceived ideas,

foixnded upon what is known as the continuous system
of rope driving. This system entails the use of jockey
pulleys mounted upon a weighted eaiTiage designed for

the purpose of maintaining an equality of tension,

Fig. 1.

in general practice after years of patient enquiry, sim-

ply because there is no court of appeal to affirm or re-

ject his decision and give the reason why. Granted
that an elastic medium, whose quality varies with ma-
terial and make, stands in the way of reducing rope

driving to an exact science ; that can scarcely invali-

date the search for the hitherto elusive factor which
"nilitates against the mathematical accuracy of our cal-

culations. Until this is decided, we shall be always
confronted with the difficulty of producing a definite

list of powers in conformity with graduating speeds.

The two last-mentioned experiments conform so near-

ly to the discoveries of 30 years ago—confirmed by
every step in our subsequent progress—as to make
it absolutely certain that with a well-designed instal-

lation on which good cotton ropes are used, the index
of centrifugal detraction may be safely removed a
considerable distance bej'ond the 4,500 ft. velocity de-
termined by the American tests, or the 4,800 ft. sug-
gested by the before-mentioned tables.

While it may not be advisable to push the proposi-
tion of constant power trausinission by ropes to the ut-

most limit of mechanical endurance (which may mean
a rim speed of 20,000 ft. oi- 30,000 ft. per minute for

which is never realised, as they direct a single rope

across the entire drive, after completing the circuit of

primary and secondary pulleys, in as many laps as

there are grooves to fill (see Fig. 1 ).

A serious defect of continuous driving is that of hav-

ing to depend upon one rope, the splicing of which has

a liabit of giving way at unexepeeted times, involving

long stoppages during the tedious process of replace-

ment; whereas, on the English or multiple .system, a

damaged roj.e may be laid aside, awaiting a favorable

opportunity foi' repairs while the rest do the work.

Worse still, nothing but manilla ropes were employed,
and these were run in shallow, open grooves of 60 de-

grees. Anything more conducive to loss of efficiency

due to unnecessary friction, creep, slip, and lack of

impact, it woidd be difficult to conceive. All this, not-

withstanding the fact that cotton ropes are comi)ressed
into and withdrawn from grooves of 40 deg., with so lit-

tle effort that any friction resulting therefrom is treat-

ed as a negligible quantity. Not only so, but because of

their superior flexibility, they are more durable, and
will transmit a much higher rate of power than manilla.

These qualities and the adoption of the multiple
system arc sufficient to account for the complete as-
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cendaiiey gained by cotton over the harsher fibres in

this country. Excellent res\ilts have also followed the

replacement of manilla with cotton, both in Canada and

the T'nited States.

Tliat elasticity plays a most imjiortatit part in the

economy of rope driving cannot be gainsaid. Else

why should cotton which is 50 per cent, weaker
than manilla transmit considerably more power? The
answer is discoverable in their relative conditions. The
last-mentioned more ([uickly gains the permanent set,

wlierc elasticity ceases. On the other hand, driving ten-

sion stretches the working side of a cotton ro]ie, which
bulges out again to something like its original thickness

immediately it passes to the slack or "idle" side. This
resilience, due in a measure to spiral activity, and more
pronounced iTi the three-strand combination than any
other make, may account for the ready recovery from
fatigue, and for the consequent longevity of cotton
rojies, which under favorable conditions will continue to

do good service for over 20 years. Some ropes made
upon what has become favourably known as the patent
inter-stranded principle, fixed iîi the September of 1878,
are still driving the card room of a Lancashire cotton

application and gradual release of the load, as the in-

gots of heated metal are drawn out to the required
shape and dimensions. This type of machinery may,
therefore, not only serve as a medium for testing the
validity of laboratory experiments, but may also be
used to decide comparative durability between various
methods of power transmission, seeing that the lives

of ropes are cut down to about one-fifth of their or-

dinary existence on cotton mill drives.

Mr. J. Ingham, of Bolton, who has had considerable
experience in rolling mill driving, has comi)iled a list

of friction losses from indications taken upon an
electro-rope driven sheet mill. The rope design load
is set down as 500 H. P. with friction at 31/0 per cent.
When a peak of 900 IT. P. is reached the friction is

brought down to 2 per cent., but runs up to as much
as 11.3 per cent, at 1.50 H. P., or 25 per cent, of the
normal load.

How discounting the power of loads may lead to
misapprehension when estimating comparative values,
was strikingly manifested by calculations made after
a personal inspection of several mill installations in
Yorkshire, where steel belts have .substituted leather

Rope Drive in Weave Room at Mag-og.

mill. This is considered an exceptional case, and not

too desirable from the maker's point of view.

An instance scarcely less remarkable, however, is

that of a flour mill drive, where ropes of the same class

have been engaged upon day and night duty for 21

years. "Wlien examined at the end of last year they

appeared to warrant an extended lease of life before

replacement might be considered necessary.

Other ropes evidently not so well placed, were re-

newed after 14 years of practically constant running
at a paper mill in Scotland.

Tn order to corroborate fTerman e\ndences on the

question of higher duties, we must leave the textile

industry with its refined jn'ocesses, cale^ilated to such

a nicety that the engineer may be instructed exactly

what energy to provide and how to distribute that

energy throiighout the entire concern, and seek less

favourable conditions, where more rigorous treatment
accelerates investigation by shortening the period of

endurance.
Iron roUi.ig mills are i)robably more severe on ropes

than any other class of driving, owing to the sudden

or ropes. In one case a 10-inch leather belt -was re-

placed bv 31/8 inch steel. This, however, gave a con-

siderable' amount of trouble and had been twice re-

newed during a run of about 15 months, a thn-d being

in use at the time of the visit. The cork sheathing

on the puUevs had also been stripped. These mishaps

were attributed to a very slight but not permissible

fault in lining up the shafts.

Another firm desiring more power, speeded up their

engine from 60 to 80 revolutions per minute, thus add-

ing 23 per cent, to the power hitherto suocessfully

transmitted by five ropes IV^ in. diameter, which,

owing to their enhanced velocity would .iust as effect-

ively have carried the larger load. The firm, however,

regarded this as a favourable ojiportunity for realizing

the advantages promised by the adoption of steel belts.

The grooves of their 12-ft. fly pulley were accordingly

encased in the usual way, the driven pulley being en-

larged from 6 ft. to 8 ft. Now this drive always fav-

oured the use of thicker ropes, and had it been de-

signed for two ropes 2 in. diameter, an economical

and by no means unusual size, they would have only
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occupied a space of 6I/4 in., as against 8 in. for the

steel belt and about 914 in. for the five l^/i in- ropes.

"Wearing surface, it should be noticed, is governed by
sectional area, while the total weight remains a fixed

quantity and has no more effect upon bearing friction

than the strain of a taut steel belt. It is. therefore,

advisable to arrange for the heavier sizes whenever
pulley dimensions will allow.

Information acquired at two other concerns enabled

the investigator to approximate relative costs of steel

belts and ropes. Some 16 months ago a progressive

firm of woollen manufacturers adopted steel belts, and
were evidently prepared to go the whole length in

complying with the exacting demands of this new ven-

ture. For they lined up the shafts to the true parallel,

fixed stronger bearings and increased the size of their

pulleys from 30 in. foi- ropes to .36 in. for belts running

driven 4 ft. 2 in. diameter. Three ropes 1% in. di-

ameter would under these conditions transmit more
than the appointed load of 140 H. P. The present cost

of tliese ropes, including splicing, is £11 10s. Od., as

against about £22 10s. Od. for the 6 in. steel belt.

The following provides more definite data on the

question of relative charges :

—

A steel belt just under 8 in. wide and costing £88. in-

cluding £r^ for fixing, replaced a double leather 22 in.

wide. The quotation for the latter at the time of the
replacement was about £139. F'our ropes 2 in. diameter
would prove .superior to the estimated power at £42,

including fixing, or less than one-half the cost of the
steel and one-third the leather belt,

A good example of cost differences between ropes
and woven belts for even duty is provided by a high-
s]>ee<l turbine drive. The first lot of belts gave a

Fig. 2.

at 220 revolutions per minute. The peripheral velo-
city was thus increased by about 20 per cent, and
power in about the same proportion.

Under the improved conditions considerably more
duty might have been imposed upon foiu- ropes 1%
in. diameter at a cost including fixing of £11. The
charge for the belt was stated to be about £19.

In another part of the mill where it was found iiii

possible to carry out the necessary alterations witli

the same exactitude, the steel belt gave so much trou-
ble that it was ultimately removed, and ropes were
again employed, to better advantage than before, be-
cause of readjustments.

Still another case, that of a driving pulley, 5 ft. di-

ameter, making 360 revolutions per minute, and a

considerahlf amount of trouble and were renewed after

six months" running at a cost of £150. Six years ago
these were replaced with ropes l^i in. diameter, de-

livered and fixed for the sum of £47 6s. 2d. The ropes
arc still doing good service.

When investigating a more recent and much-adver-
tised case—where a saving of 60 H. P. in about .340, or
just over 17 per cent., is said to have been realized
ovi'r i-opes by the introduction of steel belts—it trans-
pired that the entire section of the mill thus controlled
had been remodelled. New and fewer shafts and bear-
ing.s had sui)i)lanted over thirty-year-old arrangements;
in fact, evei-ything had been modernized.
To wliat state of efficiency this department was re-

duced prior to the caryying out of these improvements
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may be gathered from the declaration that a slip of

10 per cent, was manifested in the ropes, accompanied

by even greater frietional losses.

Mneh to our surprise the steel belts at this mill gave

off a crackling sound, so intense that conversation

nt>ar by proved impossible. On the other hand, rope

driving is praotieally noiseless.

The unfortunate habit of attributing to the trans-

mitting medium itself all the benefits derivable from
tlie introduction of new methods, makes that mysteri-

ous bourn, known as the unbiassed opinion, all the

more difficult to reach.

As well credit ropes with the entire gain of .50 H.P.

in SCO. and an enhanced spindle speed of 3 to 4 per

cent, when the whole of the mill gearing was over-

liauled and rearranged to accommodate the replace-

ment of two superanniiated engines (one spur gear

and the other rope-driven) with a well-appointed mod-
ern engine, equipped with new steam raising appli-

ances.

The engines referred to are vertical cross-compound
by John Musgrave and Sons, Ltd., and develop 1,100

H. P. to provide against extension. The above fig-

ures provided by the Manchester Steam Users' As-
sociation, do not therefore represent the total siun

when working up to full load.

Ano+her mill in the same neighborhood gained so

much as 714 per cent in spindle speed and saved 16

h.p. at 540. Just recently 7 per cent, of frietional

loss was recovered at a rope driven cotton mill by
simply errors of alignment.

Suppose, for the sake of argmnent, we presume up-
on the total abolition of rope drive and bearing fric-

tion. It would, on well attested engineering authority.
be impossible to realize upon more than 5 per cent,
at the utmost, or according to the Charlottenburg tests,

21/2 to 3 per cent on a properly designed rope drive.

That negligence in readjiistment and renewals does

most effectually militate against efficiency may be
gathered from indications taken at a Yorkshire wool-

en mill, which sliow a waste of 60 H. P. on a total of

150 H. P.. or 40 jier cent of the entire load, after

throwing off all machine belts.

Chain driving, the governing principles of which
are set forth by Mr. Hildage. whose paper is rendered
all the more acceptable by his frank acknowledgment
of those peculiar limitations, the attempted over-step-
ping of which often discredits what might otherwise
be turned to valuable account.
Rope driving claims no exemption from this general

affliction. There are, however, several points of agree-
ment which might be mentioned. For example, posit-
ive transmission on well-designed ro])e drives has been
placed beyond doubt by expert tests taken on ring
frames at an Oldham spinning mill, where it was
found that calculated speeds from driving to driven
pulley were maintained without any detectable varia-
tion. Loss of spindle speed is usually discoverable
in the bands driving from the tin rollers.

Mention is also made of theoretical and practical
differences in efficiencies, varying from 99 to between
98.5 and 97 per cent. So slight a difference for ropes
as the 98.3 per cent, of the German tests, may there-
fore beneglected. Although goverened by wlieel dia-
meters in both cases, speed ratio difficulties are usually
met by adding more rope to make up foi- contact
losses. But ropes are at a disadvantage when used in

quantities on small pulleys less than, say, 9 in. or 10
in. diameter.

As demonstrated by Fig. 2, which reproduces a mill

drive in Dundee, where 360 II. P. arc transmitted with

pulleys only 8 in. apart, short centres are no impedi-

ment to successful rope driving. Many instances might
be quoted where even less clearance is allowed. When
the speeds of both shafts are alike, the greatest pos-

sible pulley contact is available.

(To be continued)

Bleaching With Perborine

The first oxygen compounds which price permitted
for consideration in mill use were the peroxides, and
the good results which have been obtained with these

compounds and their method of application is now so

wnll known, that it does not need to be commented upon
here.

During the last two years the price of perborate of

soda has come down considerably and experiments
which have been made to use this compound for bleach-

ing have proven very successful, and it certainly de-

serves interest on account of its simple method of ap-

plication.

Perborate of soda appears on the market under the

name Perborine. It is an odorless white crystalline

powder, which is non-inflammable, and can be stored

without danger of explosion. Tt will not lose in

strength unless stored in a rather hot place. In solu-

tion perborine will only disengage oxygen while hot,

so that no loss occurs when letting the cold or lukewarm
bleaching bath stand.

To bleach with perborine it is only necessary to dis-

solve the reqiiired amount of it in the liquor, heat up
the bath, enter the goods and when a srood white has
been obtained, lift and rinse them. The strensrth of the

bath to use depends upon the degree of resistance of-

fered to the oxygen by the natural coloring matter on

the fibre. The average amount to iise for 100 pounds
of material is from six to eight pounds, correspondingly

less for the succeeding baths.

The bleaching may be done in a vat of white wood.
stone ware or enamelled metal. Tt is best to keep
all metal except lead out of contact with the liquor.

The coils for heating the liquid indirectly with steam,

should be made of lead.

Vegetable fiber goods are entered in the bleaching

bath at 212 deg. F.? animal fibers at 200 de?. F. "WTien

bleaching cotton the soods must first be boiled out thor-

oughly to remove the natural grease and other impuri-

ties which adhere to the fiber mechanicallv. When
bleaching silk or half silk the material is boiled out be-

fore bleaching with a good olive oil soaj». frc^ from
alkali. When any of the perborine remains in the bath

undissolved, it will in no way harm or tender the eroods,

although it may come in contact with them. Tendering
in spots and turninsr brown of the silk does not occur

when using perborine. Tussah silk is boiled out with

3 per cent soda ash then entered in the bleach bath and
afterwards rinsed in a bath acidulated with muriatic

acid.

.As bleachinsr with perboripe i.^ an oxidizin<r process,

the goods are not tendered and they do not turn yellow

after a good white has been obtained, as the oxidized

natural coloring matter has been removed from the

fiber by rinsing the goods. Thev are left with a soft

handle and retain elasticity and tensile strength.—Tex-
tile World Record.
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Profit Sharing as a Solution of

the Wage Problem

By PROF. W. W. SWANSON

Pi-ofit sharinp: lias been tried in various industries

as a solution of the wages problem, but it has met

with only indifferent success. As a rule, workingmen

fear employers who come bearing gifts. In not a few

instances their suspicions have been justified, for the

plan has not been carried out on a generous or fair

basis. But it cannot be denied that there are possi1)ili-

ties in the plan if properly worked out. No doubt the

solution of the wages problem will depend upon the

working out of some scheme that shall harmonize the

conflicting claims of labor and capital and give the

worker some share of the profits of the enterprise.

One of the most remarkably successful plans that

have been worked out, developed in a small Connecti-

cut town near New York in 1892. A man who had
begun business in a small way was facing severe com-

petition and had a hard time to hold his owti. He
called in consultation a couple of his heads of depart-

ments and offered them an interest in his business, the

interests to be paid out of earnings. He told them
that he did -so for the sole piirpose of increasing their

interest in their work and hence in the success of the

factory.

These two department heads woke up. A new spirit

began to spread in the shop. After one successful year

a stock company was formed and other department
heads were taken in. These men were permitted to

pay for their shares with their earnings. The company
started with less than $50,000 capital and employed
about 100 men. At the end of seven or eight years the
directors were so satisfied with the experiment that
they decided to carry out the same principle with all

their men. though in another way.
The opportunity to take up the plan was offered to

all men who had been in the employ of the company
for one year. By the contract agreed upon, the men
share in the profits of the company, and also the losses,

should such occur. The profit is ascertained on the
basis of the actual business and a standard form of
inventory. Six per cent, is first deducted, to be paid
on the capital actually invested. The balance of the
profit remaining is divided between the company and
the individual workmen in the proportions that the
actual capital invested bears to the total wages of the
men enter'ing into the contract. Each man, therefore,
gets a share of what goes to labor depending upon the
raio of his wages to the total wages paid.
The company, to protect itself, against loss and to

make the plan practicable, retains 10 per cent, of the
wages of the men as a basis for the scheine. At the
end of the year each worker has, from the inception
of the plan, drawn his wages togetliei- with dividends
amounting to between 6 and 7 per cent, of the sum
involved. If a man leaves the coii\pany he may at once
draw his back wages or elect to leave them with the
firm until the end of the year.

The plan has worked like magic on the quality ami
extent of the output. Most of the employees now
share in the profits of the company. New men some
times complain and threaten to leave, not because of
pressure brought to bear upon them by the foreman
as under the old i-egime, but because of the watchful
supervision of their fellow-workers. They are encour-

aged to stay with the company, however, and try to

make good, being promised a contract at the end of

their year if their work merits their remaining with
the corporation.

The company's capital actually invested has grown
from .$.50,000 to $500,000 during these years, 1892-1914,

and all that has been added has been gathered by the

superintendents and the men. A workingman who re-

ceives a cheque for $100 to $175 at the end of the year

is filled with graitfication and pride in his work. The
men place 60 per cent, of their dividends in sa-\nngs

banks, or in homes of their own. They arc successful

men, and filled with all the courage and energy that

come from successful work gladlj^ done.
The compan.y has not been without troubles and

difficulties to face. At one time a strike involved every
wood-working shop in town, and the men with a class-

conscious spirit, that cannot but be admired, joined
the movement even at the risk of loss to themselves.
HoAvever, every man afterwards returned to the works,
and no bitterness remained. Indeed, to-day, after

tAvelye years of operation, the plan is working more
smoothly and with more conspicuous success than in

the past.

Here, then, appears to be one avenue of escape out
of the impasse that exists between capital and labor.
We must not look to the large corporations to take the
lead. The solution of the labor problem will depend
upon establishing a harmony of interests between capi-
tal and labor everywhere throughout the country, in
the many small undertakings as well as in the large
corporations. Only by establishing such a harmonious
relationship can any permanent results he achieved.

—

Journal of Commerce.

THE WORLD S SHEEP POPULATION.

It is estimate that the total number of sheep in the
world is about 620,000,000; of this total the European
countries are credited with contributing 182,500,000,
while Australasia ranks second with 117,000,000, and
8outh America third with about 109,000,000. Russia
IS foremost among the European countries with 45,-
800,000, while the United Kingdom comes second with
about 29,000,000. Of the South American flocks Ar-
gentina contributes about 66 per cent., or 67,000,000
sheep, the remainder being credited to Uruguay. The
Asiatic flocks are estimated at about 92,848,000, and
of tins total Turkey in Asia claims about 45,000,000,
while the remainder is distributed largely between
Asiatic Ru.ssia and British India. Africa contributes
about 48,000,000 head.
The total number of sheep mentioned in connection

with Nortli America is about 6-3,467.000, and of this
number 58.000,000 is credited to the United .States. The
small quantity of avooI produced in the Ignited States
IS not sufficient for her requirements, and there is no
doubt but what the changes in the new tariffs will in-
crease the importation of raw materials and iirohiihlv
ilecrease that of manufactured goods.

Tile value of raw wool imported into Canada diii'lii.^

irJ'.'noi
•'''" ''"'^'"-^ ^^''''''^' ^^- ^914. amounted to

+I,.s/2,0,S9, comiiared with .$2,068,028 for the same
l-'i-iod last year and $1,5.55,395 for the year previous.

.\t the recent meeting of the International Cotton
Kedeiatioii, iield in Paris last month, it was aiiih)iinced
that the increase in production of cotton in In.ji:, i,.,,!

been from 250,000 to 600,000 bales.
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BLENDING AND PREPARATORY PROCESSES IN
WOOLEN SPINNING--XIII.

THE BLENDINCi OF WOOLS
By JOHN W. RADCLIFFE.

(All J{i-lits l^^scrvc'dj.

Ill flic laakiny 14) of hiciiils tor tlu' siibseqiiont inanu-

fai'turc ol" woollen yarns or fabi'ics, there are at least

three very essential factors to take into consideration.

In the first jjlace, we have the ((iiality or nature of the

materials nsed ; in the second, the value of the mixture,

and the third, nniforinity in nnxing the colors, if the

hltMul is to be a colored mixture. It must be remem-
bered that once the lilend has been made and subjected

to tlie process of scribbling;, there is uo means of recti-

f^nng mistakes, as no intermediate process exists be-

tween carding: and spinning, where anything can be

added to or taken from the stock.

Exactness is tlierefore an essential qualification for

a good blender, as a woollen manufacturer may either

succeed or fail by the management of this very im-

portant department.
Before dealing with the selection of materials and

colors, to meet the requirements of specific types of

yarns and fabrics, it may be advisable to enumerate
at least one method of ascertaining the proportions
of a blend, to be made at a given cost per pound.
One of the best methods is that known as the "alli-

gation medial" principle, which is really the affirmed
mean of two or more numbers.
To illustrate the application of this principle, let it

be supposed that a blend of materials is required, the

value of which must be 20 cents per lb. ; and suppose
the blend must consist of S.OOO pounds weight and be
made up from the following materials :

—

Merino lambs wool at 30 cents per lb.

Merino land)s wool at 24 cents per lb.

Merino shorts at 19 cents per lb.

Cotton laps at 14 cents p('r lb.

It is first necessary to arrange the values and link

one above tlie mean value of the blend with one below
the mean, tliat is. link 30 with 19 and 24 with 14 to have
the mean value of 20, retiuired.

It will be observed from this calculation that two of
the materials are above the mean value of the blend,
whilst two are below it. Therefore in order to give
an honest estimation of the blend, the highest values
of the blend must be neutralized by the lower values,
and \dce versa.

To do this properly the arrangement of the values
can be made as given as above, or, if jn-eferred, link
30 M-ith 14 and 24 with 11. to have the mean value 20,
rt-quired.

Then by taking the difference between one of the
higher and lower values and arranging the niunbers
in such a manner as to cause the higher values to neu-
trali/e the loAver values, the calculation can be proceed-
rd with.

It will, of course, be obvious that such a quantity
of till- higlier valued material will be needed as wiil
neutralize the effect of introducing the lower valued
material. The difference between one of the higher
values and the mean value must therefore ])e placed
opposite the lower value to which it is linked, and vice
versa.

Thus from the first arrangement given we have 1

part of 30, « parts of 24, 10 parts of 19, ami 4 jiarts

of 14, a total of 21 parts.
From this arrangement it will be gathei-ed that 1 pai-t

at 30 cents will be requii-cd to 10 parts at 19 cents to
give a mean value of 20 cents, whilst 6 paj-ts at 24
cents will be required to 4 i)ai-ts at 14 cents to produce
the same effect.

Or if the second ai-rangement of linking was taken,
we have 6 parts of 30, 1 part of 24, 4 parts of 19 and 10
parts of 14, a total of 21 parts.
By this arrangement of linking we have 6 parts at

30 cents, 1 part at 24 cents, 4 parts at 19 cents and 10
parts at 14 cents. Of course, the linking can be ar-
ranged according to the convenience of the blender and
the nantre of the blend to be made,

îlaving arrived at the nund^er of parts of each ma-
terial, relative and consistant with the othei-s which
have to form the blend, it is an easy matter to find its
value in pounds, when the weight of the blend be
put down as known. Thus in the example given, the
weight of the blend is to be 5,000 lbs,, and as the total
number of parts equals 21, the weight of each part
may be determined by dividing the weight required by
the number of parts in the blend, thus :

—

Weight of blend, 5,000 lbs.= 238.09 pounds weight of
each part.

No. of parts, 21,

Then by taking the first example we have for a mean
value, 5,000 lbs. at 20 cents,

1 part 30e X 238,09 = 238.09 lbs. at 30c.
6 parts 24c >( 238.09 = 1428.54 lbs, at 24c.

10 parts 19c >( 238.09 = 2380.90 lbs. at 19c.
4 parts 14c X 238.09 = 952.36 lbs. at 14c.

L'l parts. 4999.89 jiounds.
Tliis example may be proved as follows:

238.09 pounds at 30 cents
1428.54 pounds at 24 cents
2380.90 pounds at 19 cents
9.52.36 pounds at 14 cents

7142.70 cents.

34284.96 cents.

45237.10 cents.

13333.04 cents.

4999.89 pounds = 100297.80 cents.
Therefore 100,297,80 -f- 499i).89 = 20 approx.
In order to illustrate the ap|)licatiou of this principle

to an odd number of quantities, suppose a blend of
2,000 lbs. is required from the following three materi-
als ;

—

New Z(>aland slipe at 20 cents.
New Zealand noils at 15 cents.
Shoddy at 12 ceiits.

Tlie subsequent value of the blend to be 16 cents
per lb.

It will be seen that two of the values are below the
iman value of the blend, and only one above it, so that
both tlie lower values vriU have to be liked to'tho one
Inglier value, that is, to have a mean value of 16 cents
we hnk 20 with 15 and 20 with 12.
When this has been done, the differences between

the two lower values and the mean value must be
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placed opposite the higher valiu, and the difference

between the higher and mean values beside those of the

two lower vaines; that is:

—

4 _[- 1 = 5 parts at 15 cents.

4 =4 parts at 15 cents.

4 =4 parts at 12 cents.

Total.. 13 parts.

Then, as there are 2,000 lbs. in the blend to be made,

and 13 parts in the arranged averages, one part will

i-epresent 2.000 ^ 13 = 153.84 lbs. The calculation

may be worked out as in the previous example thus :^

Lbs. Lbs. Cts.

4 4-1 = 5 parts X 153.84 = 769.20 at 20

4 =4 parts X 153.84 = 615.36 at 15

4 =4 parts X 153.84 = 615.36 at 15

Total.. 13 parts. 1999.92

The quantities in this blend would therefore be:

—

769.20 lbs. of New Zealand slipc at 20 cents.

615.36 lbs. of New Zealand noils at 15 cents.

615.36 lbs. of shoddy at 12 cents.

This rule is similarly applied if there are several con-

stituents below the mean value and only one above it.

as in the following example :

—

Suppose a blend of 3,000 lbs. is to be made up from

the following:

—

Queensland greasy lambs wool at 26 cents per lb.

Queensland recombed noils at 23 cents per lb.

Adelaide greasy lambs wool at 22 cents per lb.

Adelaide recombed noils at 20 cents per lb.

The mean value of the blend to be 24 cents per lb.

This calculation would resolve itself as follows.

Linking 26 with 23; 26 with 22, and 26 with 20, we
have :

—

4 + 2 + 1 = 7 parts at 26 cents.

2 =2 parts at 23 cents.

2 =2 parts at 22 cenfs.

2 =2 parts at 20 cents.

Total.. 13 parts.

Then 1 part would represent

3000
230.76 lbs.

13

Therefore

—

7 X 230.76 = 1615.32 pounds at 26 cents.

2 X 230.76 = 461.52 pounds at 23 cents.

2 X 230.76 = 461.52 pounds at 22 cents.

2 X 230.76 = 461.52 pounds at 20 cents.

1999.88 pounds at 24 cents approx.
Again, su|)pose there is in stock 680 pounds of cotton

waste at 12 cents per lb. and it is desirable to use it

up in a union blend. How many lbs. of wool at 26
cents per lb. wo\dd be required to jiroduce a blend with
a mean value of 16 cents per i)outul? The whole of the
cotton waste to be used in making the blend.
Then l)y the same i)rinçiple, it is essential to find the

affirmed mean of tin- two qualities: thai is, to have a
mean value of 16 cents, we have 4 pai'ts at 26 cents and
10 parts at 12 cents.

Then let 10 parts equal 680 pounds, whicli is the
weight of cotton waste in stock, and by simple i-ule of
|iropoi-tion the value of the 4 parts of wool cfui be
aseei'tained, which will represent the weight of wool
required, thus:

—

: TO : 4 : : 680 : X.
01- 680 X 4

= 272 lbs. wool Ml '_'(; cents.

10

The accuracy of this calculation may be proved as

follows :

—

680 lbs. of cotton waste at 12 cents = 680 X 12, or

8160 cents.

And 272 lbs. of wool at 26 cents = 272 X 26 or

7072 cents.

The total number of pounds in the blend will there-

fore be 680 + 272 or 952 lbs., and its value in cents

will be :

—

8160 V 7072 or 15,232 cents.

15232 -f- 952 = 16 cents, the mean price of the

blend per lb.

These calculations can be arranged to suit the re-

quirements of an.y blends that are made up to the

standard of a mean value.

Th( Woolen Goods Section

of the C. M. a;
The Canadian Manufacturers' Association is in an-

imal convention in Montreal this week. Many subjects

are being discussed, both in connection with events of

the past year and the propaganda for the coming
year. There is a certain feeling of contentment over
the tariff legislation this session and also over the
i-esults obtained in other feature.^ of the commercial
activity of the Dominion. There is one section, how-
ever, that is far from satisfied. That is the "Woolen
Goods Section." But we have not heard of any serious

attempts being made to hold a meeting of this "Sec-
tion" in order to discuss the events of the past year
as directly affecting the woolen industry or the course
to be followed during the coming year.

The woolen industry is recognized as one of national
importance to the country and yet the present state
of the industiy is deplorable. Even more pronounced
this year than for some time past. The question natur-
ally arises as to whether organization and co-operation
would not be effective in bringing about a change of
conditions.

During the past year efforts have been made to se-

cure relief and there is every reason to believe that
some success was obtained. These efforts would have
met with even greater success but for the coxinter-
work done by certain membei's of the industry who
had sufficient influence to obstruct the good work for
reasons absolutely foreign to the best interests of the
woolen industry. Do such practices not require illu-

mination? Surely organization and co-operation would
squeeze out such individuals and counteract such politi-
cal influence they may have.

We believe the time has arrived when better organ-
ization is necessary, and if the Woolen Section of the
C. M. A. does not ])rovide the proper co-operation on
the part of the manufacturers of the Dominion, a sep-
arate association should be formed, or at least a sep-
arate organization. It should not interfere in any
way witli the C. M. A., but there are a great many
things to be taken up that are not being dealt with
by the Woolen Section and that require immediate and
concerted action. We trust that the textile manu-
fphn-ers of the Dominion vnll soon awake to the pos-
sibilities of an association.

* Tliis article appeared on the editorial page of last
issue, but was so badly re-arranged by the compositors
that we have deemed it advisable to run it again in
this issue. We regret such occurrences, which are
sometimes unavoidable.
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PRACTICAL TUNING AND CONSTRUCTION OF
POWER LOOMS.— IV.

ROPE DRIVING IN WEAVE SHEDS
By BEAUMONT METTRICK.

(All Rights Reserved).

Ill most of tlir weaving slu'ils of this side of the wa-
ter, driving by means of ropes for main shafts is in

general use, it having gradually superseded the old

style of spur gearing and belt drives. A few of

the newer sheds use independent electric driving either

group or single machine drives, and a few are fitted up
with the silent chain drive.

Some Advantages of Rope Driving.

The cost is less than that of the belt or spur drives,

A good cotton rope can be bought at about % to one-

third of the price of belting, to give the same amount
of power.

It gives practically a positive drive, the amount of

slip being so minute, owing to the gripping of the
rope by the grooves in the pulleys, that it is not worth
considering, that is, if load, size of pulley, and length
of drive are calculated for.

It is silent in working, and is easily kept in condi-
tion. It is not affected much by the fluctuation of

power required, owing to sudden stopping and starting

of the looms, as the rope will expand and contract
spirally with the varying of the load, therefore ropes
that are required to run at a good high speed should
be started and stopped slowly, allowing the speed
to grade evenly, if not, the ropes are unduly stretchd
and are liable to be torn apart, rather than slip.

Methods of Rope Driving may be divided into two
two classes::— fl) The English or direct individual
drive, this system consisting of endless bands of ropes
as many bands as grooves in pulleys, and these con-
nect the driver and follower imlleys directly. Fig. IT.

(2) The American or single rope drive, this system con-
sisting of one long endless rope wound around the pul-
leys, running in all the grooves, and tensioned by an
extra sliding pulley, which is weighted to take up any
slackness of rope, or variation in length of rope (Fig
12).

The English system has been found to answer sat-

isfactorily in England, for driving shafts in weaving
sheds, as it is more convenient for the style of work
done. There is always a reserve of working ropes,
in ease any one rope breaks, so that it is not necessary
til stop the engine for any length of time in case of a

lii'eakage, as the repairing can be done during meal
times, or after working hours. It is also claimed that
a certain amount of frictional resistance is saved by
this method, and the grooves and ropes do not wear as
((uickly, the writer's experience being that this varies
considerably according to size of rope and grooves,
that is whether the ropes fit tightly in grooves or not.

The ,\merican system has been found to work to ad-
vantage, where ex)iosed drives are required. In this

case, the tension of the rope alters, according to the
atmos|ihcric conditions, therefore automatic regulation
is necessary to keep the tension even. It is also found
•^o lie of advantage where long drives are necessary,

and no counter shaft can be used as it prevnts ex-
cessive sagging of the rope, which often results in
rope slipping off the pulley, or riding on the next rope.
It works satisfactorily for drives in the s<'ouring and
dyeing departments, where the humidity of the at-
mosphere varies greatly. The chief disadvantage of
this .system is that extra friction and pressure are
brought to bear upon fittings and ropes by the weiglit-
ed pulley W.P., and continuous running depends upon
one rope and one splice holding out /Pig. 12).

Management of Rope Drives
Covering of Pulleys^It is advisable to cover all

large pulleys when possible, especially on line shafts,
above weavers. If not covered, a strong current or
draught of air is set up, which greatly inconveniences
the weavers in that neighbourhood. tt is also claimed
that a saving in horsepower consumed is eflfeeted, by
covering pulleys.

Diameters of Pulleys.--A certain minimum liiameter
must be set up for rope pulleys, according to the tliick-
ness of the rope used. A three strand or 1 in. dia-
meter cotton rope should not be worked on less than
a 30 in. pulley, and the minimuin size of pulley should

vary in a iirojiortion of 30 to 1, according to thickness
of rope, that is, for a 1 IV2 in- rope, the pulley sliould

not be smaller than 4.5 in. diameter. This diameter
should be increased whenever possible, as the larger
the pulley, the less bending required of the rope, there-
fore the longer the life of the same.

Relation of Driver to Follower.

These pulleys should he arranged where possible, to
allow the slack or idle side of rope to be in the top
position, as in Fig. 13, or, in case of a vertical drive
to rest upon the largo pulley as in Pig. 14. This ar-
rangement gives the best results, the transmission of
power being greater and steadier, owing to arc of con-
tact between the ropes and pulleys being greater. If
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the amoimt of the load required varies considerably,

such as drives for heavy carpet looms, or the distance

of the span of the rope is longer than usual, the rope

may be run with the slack side at the bottom, and give

better results, as this helps to keep the ropes from rid-

ing over eaeli other, as they are held in tlie grooves

of the pulleys by the tension of the pulling side being

at the top (Fig. 15). There will always however be a

certain amount of loss of speed to account for, when
fixing size of pulleys for this .style of drive.

Different Conditions of Drives.

(a) Short Centres.—This rope drive is much better

adapted for short drives than the ordinary belt, and
has been found to work successfully, when replacing
centres, with very little slip, this varying according
to ratio of pulleys.

(b) Driving at an Angle.—The rope drive is a

very suitable one for any type of angular drive, and
by using guide pulleys, difficult corners may be ne-
gotiated with ease, without any noticeable loss of pow-
er. Care should be taken to have the size and grooves

I5 lAGR AM l6o

of guide pulleys large enough to prevent excessive
gripping and bending of rope. For driving shafts that
iii'c not exactly parallel, pulleys with tilted grooves are
sometimes employed (see Fig. 16), which gives a sec-

tional sketch of a two gi'ooved |)ulley. The grooves
should be smooth and well polished to allow lopes to

slip as low into groove as jiossible.

Fig. 17 illustrates how ropes are sometimes liloeked

up, when they have to stand for any hingtli of time.

This prevents them from shrinking excessively, owing

to damp atmosphere, and also prevents strain being

imparted to the shaft bearings, when the sluifts are

again started.

Dressing of Ropes.

This is usually done iu the making of the ropes.

If this dressing dries up, it is advisable to apply a

good hard dressing, which the rope makers usually

supply. If the rope is greasy an application of whit-

ing, or other oil absorbing substance is advised, after-

wards cleaning both rope and pulleys of any foreign

mattei'.

Chain Driving.

This style of driving shafts and looms is now advo-

cated undei' certain couditious, it having many ad-

vantages such as:— (a) It gives a positive drive; (b)

The efficiency claimed is very high, 99 per cent being

claimed for a perfect drive, ignoring friction in shaft

bearings, etc., and a series of tests, accounting for

friction of motor and shaft bearings have been 95 per

cent to 98 per cent of efficiency (ordinary wear and
tea is said not to lower this factor to any great extent).

(e) Economy of power is also claimed, especially if

shaft or looms are driven from motors, and short

centres are used, (d) There is a saving of space, as
extra counter shafts can in many cases be done away
with. See Fig. 18 for example of this fact. The dia-
gram illustrates how a double reduction of speed trans-
ferred to line shaft and driven by belts, was substitut-
ed by a chain drive, thus doing away with counter
shaft, two pulleys and extra belting, at the same time
allowing a saving of space. B. shows belting, E.P. ex-
tra pulleys

; C chain ; M motor and CF. chain follower.

Cost.—The fii'st cost is much more than that of rope,
belt, or spur gearing drives, unless the shafts are so
spaced, that is with short centres, that rope or belt
pulleys oidy need replacing by chain gearing, which
can be done effectively, if shafts are set true, then the
co.st may compare favorably with others.

The life of chain depends upon various factors, such
as distance between centres, size of gear wheels, am-
ount of load di-iven, and condition of shafts ntid bear-
ings. The chains I'eciuire constant attention, and
.some system of di'ip lubrication to ensure good wear-
ing, and efficiency in working.

i)isl:inre lielween centres. This styli> of di'iving is

l'iii'l''d III a iiia.xinium l)elow 120 ft. horizontally.
Aiiove this distance, it is not advisable to work, with-
out using counter shafts.

Ci'ossed Drives.— It is not pos.siiile as yet to drive
with a .silent chain gearing in this manner, and only
by the use of three chain wheels can this drive be
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;u'comj)lisliO(l l)y nsiiii;: biisli roller cluiiiis, tlu;rei'ore

it is more expeusive

Non-Positive Drive.—Wlioii a positive tirive is not
required, or is dangerous to use, an arrangement can
be a(iopted, ealled a sheai-ing pin joint, whieli allows
the eliain to break at a eei'tain tested overload or
strain. When this device is used, the chain should be
well guai'iied to i)revent accidents.

When this drive is adopted for driving power looms,
a drive as shown in Fig. 1!) is advisable Here a small
motor may be used foi- di-iving two line shafts, also
power may be saved, l)y allowing any two rows of
looms to stand, when not re<iuired. When the shed is

driven from the main engine, line shafts fitted nnder

the floor are advised, as this allows for a shorter drive,

and more light above the looms. One disadvantage is

that the looms cannot be arranged for two rows to be
driven by one line shaft, without using the equival-
ent to a crossed drive, that is three chain wheels for
one row of looms. When summed up, this drive gives
good results for short drives, giving greater efficiency

in woi'king, positive drive with a slight amount of

elasticity between centres, and is useful for independ-
ent motor driven looms, of which more will be given
later.

THE GERMAN TEXTILE INDUSTRY
The number of German joint-stock companies in the

textile industry whose balance-sheet for the past

year have now been i.ssued is 127 according to reports

just to hand. The total capital represented is £11,-

441,000 against £11,069,000 for the same companies
last year. The total amount paid in dividends is £1,-

116,000 against £1.061,000 representing an average re-

turn on the capital of ;).7 per cent against f).6 p(>r cent.

The following table gives a comparison of the vari-

ous branches of the industry:

Capital Dividend p. c.

1913-14 1912-13 1913-14

15 Cotton spinning .. .. £1,602,500 9.9 10
9 Cotton weaving 500,000 8.7 8.4

25 Spinning and weaving . . 2,391,.500 8.2 7.6
16 Worsted varn .. 1,722,500 8.5 7.8
2 Woollen goods 1,255,000 10.9 10.1
15 Linen and jute 1,273,500 10,2 12.9
2 Silk weaving 387,500 9.2 6.1
8 Dveing and finishinsr. . . 558,500 4.6 6.1

22 Other branches 1,744,.500 13.0 14.7

The improvement under the heading "linen and
jute" is due to the bettei' profits made in the jute
trade, the year having been an unsatisfactory one for
linen spinrers and manufacturers.

The Bleaching of Silks

By JOSEF LOEBL.

The lilcaehing of silk may be accomplished in a num-
l)er of different ways an<l by a number of different

methods, among whieli may be uientioned the sulphui-

bleach, the i)ermanganate bleach, the hydi'ogen and the
sodium i)eroxide bleaches, the ])erborate bleach and the
sodiumbisulphite bleach. While the silk mills have to
figure with all of these different bleaching methods
and others, according to the quality and the grade of
whiteness desired in any grade of goods, they are not
limited to sueli extent, uoi- do they have to use the i)re-

cautions, as does tlu' cleaner and the gai-ment dyer. The
reason for this is very simple. In the first place the mill

deals only with new goods that have not been weighted,
the weighting when done, coming after the bleaching
process. On the other hand, the cleaner and garment
dyer must take the weighting compounds into con-
sideration when bleaching silk, also, the wear and the
tear to which the goods have been subjected.

Silks that have been tin weighted cannot be blea-

ched with peroxide for the I'eason that all of them
depend in their action upon the oxygen that is con-
tained in them. Oxygen has a very injurious effect
on the metallic tin salts comprising the weighting of
the silk and in uniting with these salts causes oxygen
stains on the silk which cannot be removed. Thus silks

that have been weighted must be bleached with the
reducing bleaches such as the permanganate and the
bisulphite bleaches. This being true, it is essential that
the dyer be able to distinguish silk that has been weight-
ed with one of the tin salts, such as phosphate or perch-
loride of tin. As a general rule such silk can be de-
termined from the effect that perspiration has had on
the fabric. Where perspiration, for instance inider the
arms, has caused weak, yellowish looking places, breaks
in the goods and yellow or brownish spots that will

not come out with hot soap, it is positive that the
silk has been weighted with a tin salt. The chemicals
contained in perspiration combined with the tin are
so very injurious to the silk that even the closest
woven silk cannot withstand this injuriou.s action.

The bleaching of silk, until a comparatively re-

cent date, presented a number of difficulties to all

cleaners and garment dyers. The permanganate
bleach was the only one available and the results
from its use were never thoroughly satisfactory be-
cause this bleach is not permanent. If it was not
handled by one thoi'oughly experienced in its use
and combined with carefid bleaching methods, care-
ful rinsing, careful scouring and careful blueing, the
original color of the garment would again show up
when the silk was ii-oned in the pressing room. Nowa-
days, hov/ever, most of the difficulties of silk bleach-
ing have been overcome by combining the perborate,
permanganate and the hydrogen peroxide bleaches
and the results secured are jiermanent and bi-illiant.

Following are accounts of the different bleaching
methods for silk most generally used.

Sulphur Bleach

This process is but little used and is given here
to satisfy any curiosity on the subject and as a matter
of infoi'mation.

The silk is first cleaned and dampened and hung
in a tightly closed wooden box, preferably over
night, by burning in the box about eight ounces of
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sulphur for each ten pounds of silk. Repeat the pro-

cess if necessary and then rinse the silk several times

in lukewarm water.

Hydrogen Peroxide Bleach.

Tht^ pure concentrated hydrogen is a water clear

liciuid, but it is not very constant so that it can be

.stored only in weakly acid solutions of from ten to

twelve volumes. Even this has to be stored in a dark

cool place, otherwise the liquid will spoil for the

reason that light and heat decompose it rapidly. Even

some metals will accelerate the decomposition; there-

fore, only wooden, earthern or enameled bleaching

tubs can be used and the heating is accomplished with

steam flowing through lead pipes. There is a strong-

er solution of hydrogen peroxide on the market than

that mentioned above and is known as perhydrol. This,

however, is more expensive and decomposes just as

(|uickly, under the same conditions, as the weaker sol-

ution. Due to the fact that hydrogen peroxide is sold

slightly acid it is necessary to make the bleaching

bath alkali again by the addition of ammonia or sili-

cate of soda before using. The commercial hydrogen

peroxide is diluted with fi-om five to fifteen times

its own weight of water.

The following is a good bath and will give good

results: Twelve gallons of water free from iron; two

gallons of hydrogen peroxide; three-fourths of a pint

of silicate of soda and one pound of white soap in

solution. The bleaching should be started cold and the

bath heated slowly to 120 degrees Pahr., the goods

being turned occasionally. If it is not desirable

to give the goods continual attention during the bleach-

ing they may be placed imder a wooden lattice to

keep them under the surface of the bath. If the goods

are not sufficiently bleached after they have been in the

hath for an hour or so the operation should be repeat-

ed after having replenished the bath with the necess-

ary (luantity of the bleaching agent. If it is desired

a stronger bleaching bath than the one given can be

made as there is no danger of injuring the goods

with this process. After bleaching, the goods are acid-

ulated in a cold bath with a two or three per cent

solution of sulphuric acid, calculated on the weight of

the material, and then rinsed.

The bleaching effect can be increased if the goods

after being taken from the bleaching bath, are hung
up damp and exposed to the rays of the sun. WTien
dry they are dampened, again acidulated as described

above, and rinsed twice. Whatever bleaching method
has been used and whatever goods have been bleached

the results will always be a yellowish white. To over-

come this, bleached goods must be properly blued. It

has been found that when articles are bleached with
liydrogeii peroxide and the blueing done before the

bleaching pi-ocess, the results are better and a saving
in hydrogen peroxide results. However, it should be
borne in mind that the older processes of bhu-ing with
indigo, carmine and methyl violet should be replaced
by the better class of blue dj'es such as alizarine

cyanoles, formil blue, alizarine sky blue, etc.

Sodium Peroxide Bleach.

Sodiiuii |ici-()xicle is a yellowish powder, which, when
stored ill lightly closed in tin boxes, will keep for a

considerable length oF time, even for years. This is

one advantage of sodium peioxide as a bleach for
silk is that it is thirteen of fourteen times stronger
than hydrogen peroxide in its action, thus making
the latter chemical the cheaper to use. Again, the

sodium peroxide bleach will not exhaust, as does the

hydrogen peroxide, and can be used over and over

by replenishing some of the bleaching ingredients.

A sodium peroxide bleaching bath is prepared as

follows: Sixteen gallons of water; one pound of sul-

phuric acid, 168 degrees Tw. ; three-fourths pound of

sodium peroxide added slowly to the water and acid

solution and well stirred into it; enough ammonia or

silicate of soda to make the bath slightly alkaline.

The bleaching process is followed along the same lines

as that described for the hydrogen peroxide bleach.

This bleach can also be used for all kinds of dress

goods, eitlier wool, silk, or cotton, or mixtures of

any of them. In the latter case, however, it is better

plan to replace the sulphuric acid of the bath by sul-

phate of magnesia in the ratio of three pounds to each
pound of sodium peroxide.

Peborate Bleach.

Bleaching witli sodium perborate is a very simple
process. The; well cleaned goods are bleached by pre-

paring a bleaching bath as follows: Dissolve from two
to three pounds of sodium perborate in ten gallons

of water ; enter the goods cold and heat the bath
up to 120 degrees Fahr. and allow the goods to lie

in this bath for several hours, or if it is preferred, over
night. The goods are then taken out and allowed to

drain and entered, without rinsing, into a scouring
bath of 100 degrees Pahr., acidulated with sulphuric
of formic acid. After a short time the goods are taken
out of the scoui'ing bath and rinsed twice. The scour-
ing cannot be omitted as this developes the bleaching
effect. Tlie blueing is added to the scouring bath.
The bleaching effect can be increased if some sodium
bisulphite is added to the scouring bath. Some bleach-
ers add to the perborate a solution of magnesium
chloride in an amount equal to the weight of the
perborate. Due to the fact that the results achieved
with bleaching silk depends upon the (juality of the
goods, exact directions cannot be given. Goods that
are badly damaged should not be bleached at all, but
after carefully cleanmg, if the white has a yellowish
tint, the goods should be blued in the last acid rinse.

This will restore the whiteness.

Permanganate Bleach.

To a cold bath adil potassium permanganate to the
auiount of two per cent of the weight of the goods.
Enter the damp goods into this bath and work them
for about one-half hour after which time sufficient
manganese dioxide has been formed on the fibers. The
goods are then entered into a cold bath to wliich has
been added .six per cent of sodium bisulphide and
again worked for one half hour, after which time
one pel- cent of the sn]i)iiuric acid is added to the
bath. Tile goods are then worked until they are
perfectly white, after which they are rinsed. If de-
sired the sulphui-ic aeid may be replaced with muriatic
acid and fnrtbeniiorc the sodium bisulphide and the
sulpbinic or the iiiiiriatic acid can be combined in
one bath.

Bleaching for the purpose of dyeing fancy pale
and evening shades must be done with the same ex-
actness as lileaeliing to produce only white goods for
the reason that any impurity in the bleaching will
show up after the dyeing process. All bleached goods
should have a soap passage before dyeing, while the
addition of some sodium perborate to the dye bath
will clear up the color, producing clear and pure
shades.—National Cleaner and Dyer.
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Automobile Tire Fabrics

By ALVIN KINGSBACHER.

A Paper i-ejul at tin- Tliirtefiitli Aiiiuial Meeting oftlie

Ahiinni Association of the Pliiladelphia Textile

Scliool.

It is the rule and not tlie exce])tiou to start a techni-

cal treatise with the preface that the subject such a

tremendous amount of material upon which to write

that the author is necessarily limited in time and space.

Modestly, I must admit that time and space are not

the only things which limit me in a subject of this

kind.

The subject is a big one and, strange to say, its big-

ness lies not only in its possibilities, but in its very

realities. The present day application of tire fabric

to industry and to society is enormous, and one may
naturally but wrongly infer that a greater development
is apt to result from the present unprecedented demand
for it.

I am prepared to contradict the belief—widely cur-

rent, generally accepted and apparently supported by
fact—that tii'e fabric is in its experimental stage.

There have been so mauj' innovations attempted, such
as the substitution of ramie for cotton, the twisting of a

wire with the component cotton threads of the yarn
and the experimentation with other than plain weaves
such as leno and similai- ones—that the failure of all

these has not only removed the possibility of further
development in tire fabric, but has reflected greater
merit on its present qualities and construction. In
mentioning these various experiments it may be well
to make evident in a brief uuinner the cause of their
failures.

The substitution of a stronger material for cotton
has necessitated the introduction of a fibre which has
not the necessary properties of elasticity and flexibility.

Any increase in strength without these qualities would
not be considered an improvement, but rather a detri-
ment. In twisting wire with cotton threads the diffi-

culty encountered is to secure a wire of such a material
as ^vi\\ possess the same elasticity as the cotton.
Another feature of this construction is that the wire

will tend to cut the cotton or other fibrous material.

In using leno or other weaves, which, by crossing
the threads, yield a stronger fabric, the objection arises
from the cutting action of the threads. The effect of
tire service on a fabric is so peculiar that it would not
be long before the threads would cut each other in
the places where they cross. From these observations
of Avhat has already been tried, it is natural to suppose
that tire fabric has long since ceased to be an experi-
iiient. It stands to-day as a scientific certainty and is
as much a standard commodity as army duck or any
such similar fabric.

If I may be permitted a prophetic indulgence, I wish
to say at the outset that tire fabric has reached its
height to-day, that to-morrow, with increased knowl-
edge of rubber compounds and tire construction, the
importance of tire fabrics vrill be greatly diminished.
Even now the tire manufacturers, by using better and
tougher rubber compounds and by employing better
methods of tire construction, have made it possible
to use carded and condied Egyi^tian fabrics, and in
some cases even Peeler fabrics, Avhereas formerly Sea
Island tire fabric was used exclusively.
Do not let this somewhat decreasing importance in

respect to the fabric give you the idea that it is not a
vital factor in the tire. It is the body, or technically,

the "carcass," and upon it to a great extent depends

the durability and strength of the tire.

It is not my intention, nor have I the ability, to ex-

pound the theories of tire manufacture. My experience

has been gleaned, firstly, in a cotton mill running ex-

clusively on tire fabric, and, secondly, in a tire factory

as fabric analyst. It is my desii-c to combine these ex-

periences in such a way as to give you not only a fair

idea of how tire fabric is made, but also what is ex-

pected of it by the tii-e manufacturer.
The automobile tire or pneumatic tire, as it is called,

is a complex organization and combination of fabric

and rubbei'. It has bccTi created like most other inven-

tions, to uuM't existing demands, and having arrived at

its present efficient stage, has succeeded in establish-

ing for itself a monoiioly. opposed to which countless

devices designed to supplant it have not even made an
impression.

The name automobile tire fabric is generic. It in-

cludes many kinds of fabric which are used in the con-

struction of a tire, but the most important of these

and the one that is used in greatest quantity is the

building fabric. It is estimated that of this style alone

about forty million square yards are used annually.

In addition to this building fabric there are various

other fabrics that go into the making of a tire. These
sundry fabrics include special constructions known as

chafing fabric, breaker fabric and other fabrics such
as Osnaburgs, sheetings and tapes. The last two are

used more especially in the process of tire maniifacture
and are not an inherent part of the tire itself.

Before approaching the subject of tire construction,

I wish to outline in a crude and desultory manner the
various processes through which the fabric must go
before it becomes part of a tire. When the fabric is

received at the tire factory it is inspected by the proper
officials, and of this I shall deal at greater length later

on : but in this connection it is well to state that not
all tire factories maintain a dei)artment of this kind. It

is to the credit of the Firestone Tire and Rubber Com-
l)any, with whom I am more familiar, and a few others,

that they do maintain this department. It speaks well
for a high standard of quality, and the rigidness and
thoroughness of inspection in regard to fabrics be-

tokens a similar care and exactness in the selection

of other materials and in the various processes of manu-
facture.

After the iusectioii comes the di'ying process. The
fabric is run over hot rolls and all the moisture is ex-
tracted, as it is essential that the fabric be dry before
it is coated with rubber. The "calendering" or "fric-
tiouing" i)rocess is the means of forcing the rubber
compound into and onto the fabric. The spaces or
pores" in the fabric are filled with rubber and then

tlie fabric is "skimmed" or coated with a layer of rub-
ber. The fabric is now ready to be cut into strips,

and the cutting is done on a 45-degree angle in order
to secure a greater strength and to prevent the unrav-
elling of the threads in the strips. These strips in
vai-ious piles, depending on the size of the tire, are
built on a moidd of iron core. This in short, is the
preparation of the fabric for the tire.

The building fabric, as previously mentioned, is the
body of the tire, it is the most important fabric, and
as such must jjosscss above all—strength, flexibility
and elasticity. The fabric is a plain weave, and weighs
approximately 37.25 ounces to the square yard. The
yarns from which this fabric is made are 11-22.5 or
11-23. The twist in the single yarn is from 14 to 16
and the ply yarn is 4 to 5 turns per inch. The texture
is 23 ends and 23 picks per inch. The gauge or thickness
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of tlie fabric is .040 iueh. The water content should

not be over 5 per cent. The take-up is found to be

about 14 per cent, and the contraction of filling about

10 per cent., leaving normally a difference of 4 per

cent, in the amount of warp and filling yarn stretch.

Tliis is an important point in the construction of tu'e

fabric. It is obvious that if the difference is too

great, the filling, when the fabric is subjected to a

strain, will arrive at its straight length before the

warp, and will consequently weaken or break before

the straight length of the warp is reached. When the

percentages of crimp or bend in the warp and filling

are about equal or within 5 per cent, of each other

the warp and filling will tend to reinforce each other.

In my capacity as fabric inspector I have analyzed so-

calle tire fabrics which had 32 per cent, take-up in the

warp and 7 per cent, stretch in the filling. The differ-

ence of 25 per cent, made tliem totally unfit for use

in tires, although the fabrics were in every other re-

spect perfect.

Building fabric is used in various grades, but the

construction remains the same. Sakellaridas, or cotton

grown in Egypt from Sea Island seeds, is a material

that has become very prominent. The staple is longer

and stronger than Sea Island, but isn't quite so elastic.

In color, it is a yellowish white, a compromise between

Sea Island and Egyptian. Long staple Sea Island,

combed Egyptian and carded Egyptian are also iised

in great quantity, chief and most important of which

is Sea Island.

Strengtli obviously is the paramount feature in a tire

fabric, aud upon this factor there cannot be put too

much emphasis. Every tire manufacturer, even though

he has no fabric inspection department, has at least

a tensile strength testing machine. They have various

ways of testing, and each method results in a diffei-ent

standard of strength. For example, breaking a 3-inch

strip in a 2-iuch jaw is virtually testing two inches

of fabric, but will yield a higher strength test than

if just two inches are tested. This is because the two
inches in the former case are reinforced by the threads

adjacent, although not held in the jaws of the machine.
The standards of strength which I will give you is

based on a different method of testing and yields

a lower but truer breaking strength. A piece of fabric

is unraveled down to one inch, representing in number
of threads the exact texture of that inch. This strip

of falu-ic is placed in the jaws and tested for strength,

and can indicate no greater strength than the exast
number of threads in that inch actually possess. Ac-
cording to this method of testing v.^e arrive at the fol-

lowing standard for strength in building fabric :

—

Sakellarides Warj), 340 Pilling, 360
. Sea Island Warp, 310 Pilling, 320
Combed Egyptian Warp, 275 Pilling! 285
Carded Egyptian Warp, 260 Pilling, 270

A question may arise as to the cause of the difference
ill warp and filling sti-ength. When it is remembered
that the wai-p is woven under consitlei-able tension, this
difference in strength is readily understood.

Tlie breaker fabric is applied on the tire just beneath
the ti'ead, and its purpose is to protect tlie building
fabi-ic and to disti-ibute the shock that the tire neces-
sarily receives on the road, over as great a surface as
l)ossible. There are many and varied consti-uction of
bi-cakei- fabric, each manufacturer having his ovm par-
ticular weave and construction. Tlie average breaker
fal)ri(% if such tlu!re be, is somewhat similar in con-
struction to the building fabric in respect to the yarns.
The texture; is very much lower in order to permit large
openings in the fabric to accoiiiiiiodate moi'e rubber

than the other fabrics. The weight of the fabric varies,

of course, with the construction, but usually is some-

where around 10 ounces to the square yard. Twelve

ends and thirteen picks per inch give the necessary

openness to the fabric. The weave will vary anywhere

from a plain weave to a mock leno. It is made of Sea

Island, combed Egyptian or carded Egyptian. It is

difficult to set a strength standard for this fabric, as

any change in texture, weave or yarns will greatly

modify any standard which may be placed upon it.

However, with a construction such as outlined above

the breaking strengths would be as follows:

—

Sea Island Warp, 160. .. .Pilling, 180

Combed Egyptian Warp, 140 Pdhng, 155

Carded Egyptian Warp, 115 Pilling, 130

The chafing fabric is used on the side walls of the

tire, where more flexibility is required and is of neces-

sity a lighter fabric. It is a plain weave, weighing 9

oTinces to the square yard. The yarns are 4-22.5 or

4-23. The gauge or thickness is .022. There are 34

ends and 34 picks to the inch. It is made of Sea Island

or combed Egyptian and the breaking strengths are as

follows :

—

Sea Island Warp, 1.55. .. .Pilling, 170

Combed Egyptian Warp, 125. .. .Filling, 140

The other fabrics, Osnaburgs, sheetings and tapes,

need no particular mention, as they are standardized

fabrics and differ in no respect from the fabrics that

are on the market to-day.

Before discussing the inspection of the tire fabrics,

I want to touch upon some of the precautions that are

taken in the mill in order to turn out a perfect fabric.

The spinning of the yarns is, of course, an impoi-tant

step in the work and it follows that unless the maxi-

mum strength of the cotton is secured here the succeed-

ing processes of manufacture cannot yield a suitable

tire fabric.

The twisting of the single yarn into ply yarn is not

such a simple problem as it appears. When 11 single

threads are twisted into one, there is always a possi-

bility of one or more threads breaking and the twisted

yarn continuing in its whirly course with a fewer num-
ber of component threads than the requirements de-

mands. This feature is knoAvn as "dropped ends" and
is a serious weakness when found in the fabric. It is

absolutely essential that every piece of yarn should
have its required number of component threads its

entire length; and to twist it with this unfailing ac-

eiu'acy involves the human element more than the me-
chanical, as the result depends largely upon the skill

and alertness of the operatives.

Throughout the entire handling of the yarns, warp
and fabric there must be avoided any contact with
oil, dirt or grease. Rubber will not adhere to an oily

or greasy fabric and the tire manufacturer is very
particular in regard to the cleanliness of the fabric
which he buys. The mill runs its looms on all grades
of tire fabric and it is not always easy to keep the
different grades of yarn separate. A weaver may be
rimning one loom on Sea Island and another on Egypt-
ian and may inadvertently mix the bobbins, weaving
into a Sea Island fabric one or more bobbins of Egypt-
ian yarn. Such a fabric is said to have "mixed filling"
and is generally rejected by the fastidious fabric
buyer.

It is iiiiporlaiit that there be no broken or knotted
threads. When a filling thread breaks the pick is

pulled out entii-ely and the loom started with a new
l)ick in its proper shed. In the case of a warp thread
the yarn is spliced; that is, two oi- three component
threads are knotted at a time in different places so
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tliat the l)iiidinjf of a broken yarn does not iiuiku a

bulky knot.

There imist be no holes in the faltrie, and rverylhing

about the fabric must be even and uniform. After the

weaviufT eonies the niendiufr, burling, mill inspeetion,

finishing and packing. The fabric is rolled, and wi'a])-

ped with paper and burlap for slapping.

The fabric, being a plain weave and of heavy con-

struction, apjiears to most people as a very simple one,

but this idea is abandoned when the number and di-

versity of tests which the fabric must undei-go at the

tire factory is represented. These tests may be divided

into two cla.sses: the ]>hysical and the visual inspec-

tions.

The physical tests include tests for strength, weight,

thickness or gauge, texture, take-uj). contraction of

filling and water content. When these physical tests

are made and found satisfactory the fabric is run over

an electrically lighted inspection perch. This is the

visual inspection and by its means every defect or

irregularity in the construction of the fabric becomes
apparent.

In the beginning of this article, I ventured the opin-

ion that the fabric is no longer an experiment; and
when you read over the following points which are

looked for on the perch you may agree with me that

no experiment could possibly meet these rigid require-

ments. The irregularities that are looked for are as

follows :

—

Loop Knots
Warp Knots
Beat Ups
Bad Beat Ups
Uneven Fabrics
Slack Filling

Slack Ware Ends
Pulled-in Selvage
Reed Marks

Drop End Yarn
Split End Yarn
Oil Stains

Hard Twist Yai-n

Soft Twist Yarn
Mixed Warp or Filling

Mispicks or Double Picks
Smashes
Floats

While the presence of any one of these may not of

itself constitute sufficient grounds for rejection, a com-
bination of several of them or the frequent recurrence
of one of them, would place the fabric in the imperfect
class and render it unfit for use in tires.

These strict specifications and requirements for tire

fabric will give you an idea of its importance in the
building of tires, and may contradict in a sense the
statement made in the beginning that with increased
knowledge of rubber compounds and tire construction,

the importance of tire fabric will be greatly diminished.

These two need not necessarily conflict, as in its pres-

ent form the pneumatic tire of to-day requires all the

strength, flexibility and elasticity that can possibly

be brought forth in a fabric, but with a prospective
advancement in tire building and the possible substi-

tution of a solid resilient substance for air, the fabric

may, as prophesied, become less important than it is

now.

The second largest acreage ever recorded and with
the prospects of the production probably equal or

better than those of last year, was reported by the
United States Department of Agriculture on July 1, as

the condition being 79.6 per cent, with the area in

cultivation as 36,960,000 acres. The condition of the
crop is lightly less than one per cent, below the average
condition on June 25 for the past ten years. Bad
weather early in the season caused a low condition in

a number of states, but during June conditions in those

localities greatly improved.

Preventinjj^ Bad Waste in Cotton

Mills
By H. D. MARTIN.

l'a|M r read at the Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the

Alumni Association of the Philadelphia Textile

School.

There are four places in a cotton mill where a great

deal of bail work can be made unawares, and which
can be prevented.

These places are the picker room, drawing frames,

spoolers and chain quillers. These four departments
of textile processes require much more attention than

they usually receive in many mills. The reason why
these i)rocesses are less supervised than others is be-

cause they ap]>ear so simple. These machines can take

care of themselves. Any (-heap hands will do to operate

them. While many hours will be spent in close ob-

servation of a loom, speeder or card, these four ma-
chines are making the bad work which causes the

misled observer to spend his time at the loom as other-

wise.

These four machin(;s, particularly the pickers and
drawing frames delivei- goods very fast. Either can
make enough bad work in one day to eripj^le succeeding
results for weeks. The mills succeeding the best are

those paying particidar attention to their pickers,

drawing frames, spoolers and chain quillers.

The defects arising from these processes form a very
interesting study. Taking the picker room for ex-

ample, if the machines are not operated and watched
by as good help as can be secured by any other part

of the mill, the following defects are sure to be passed
along for mischief-making in the succeeding pro-

cesses :

Uneven laps—these maj^ vary as follows: The first

half of the lap may be heavy and the rest of it light,

or vice versa; or the lap may be run in shoi't lengths

of thick and thin places: or a whole lap may be heavy
anil a whole lap light. There ai-e still two other kinds
of uneven laps. The luottled laj) which is full of places

where one can see through it. The other is the one-

sided lap—being made light on one side and heavy
on the other. So there are six kinds of uneven laps,

all of which may cause untold trouble in the succeed-

ing processes. It requires a man of good judgment
to detect these different derangements, find their cause
and remedy the trouble.

It is uncommonly believed that because one lap
weighs the same as another and up to weight, that
they are alike and all right. Not so. A lap may be
full of thick and thin places and yet be up to weight.
The next series of bad weight is that which emanates

from stock being improperly cleansed of impui'ities.

A dirt.y lap may weight the same as any lap made of

good stock, and there can be all the varying degrees
of dirty laps.

There is another cause of bad work, and that is mixed
woi'k in all of its varying forms. Careless hands may
mai'k laps wrong, and mix the raw cotton grades.

Incidentally might be mentioned the wear and tear
of the machinery, waste of oils and waste of good
stock, which should go into the regular work. When
good, conscientious Avorkmen are employed on pickers,
they will not only sjx-nd their time doffing laps, but
will take pi'ide in watching their machines throughout
to see if the fans are working right, beaters sharp,
cages free, bearings properly oiled, cotton well opened,
lai)s properly weighed and marked, also that the evener
motion is working right Where there are sufficient
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machines it will pay to have a good picker room boss

who will spend his time on the efficiency end alto-

gether. For want of care in this line, pickers have

been known to run a long time with a fan stopped,

beaters dull, cages plugged, bearings improperly oiled

and machines improperly adjusted. And worst of all,

the evener motion making uneven work instead of

even. It will also pay to study the relative speeding

of beaters, fans and machines as a whole, according

to stock used and other local conditions.

There is a wide range of different speeds on pickers

which would seem unnecessary. Why a fan in one

mill should run from 1,800 to 2,500 and in another

mill 800 to 1,500 on similar work is a quandary. It is

the same with beaters and other machines. Another
thing which looks strange is to see fans running in

different directions.

It may seem strange to say that these machines may
make very much the same kind of bad work that the

pickers make. But this is so. There may be long

stretches of coarse slivers or long lengths of fine. There
may be the alternate short lengths of coarse and fine

lengths. While some cases of slivers may be all coarse

and others all fine. Then there may be the mottled
sliver which is full of cuts—cut-sliver, so-called. And
there may be one-sided slivers—heavy on one side and
light on the other. The bad work made on the drawing
frames does much more harm tliau that on the pickers.

For the cards can imdo and average up some of the

uneven, dirty and mixed work of the pickers. But
the cards do not remedy all the bad work. They have
enough to do without remedying bad work. If the
pickers turn over perfect work to the cards, much
better work will result all along the line. But the bad
work made on the drawing frames has no remedial
agency. It stays bad and creates more bad work to

keep it company.

Like the picker room, it will pay to have carefully
selected workers on these machines. Dirty work is

also caused by allowing the clearers to go unpicked
too long at a time. Work can also be mixed, thus dam-
aging valuable processes ahead.

Clearers should be frequently picked. Stop motions
should be in good working order. Care should be given
to have the cans evenly distributed at the back. If
cans are started full on one delivery the tension will
vary until there will be too great a difference between
full cans and empty cans on that delivery. There are
two ways of remedying this matter—that of having
one-half the cans full and tlie other half full on the
same delivery. By the time the half-full cans run out,
the full cans are half full, etc. Or the cans may be put
in so that they always average about one-half fuU.
This is not hard to do by careful hands.

One cause of bad work is the filling of cans too full
at any point. It is very important to scour these
machines often. Drawing frames work hard. They
requiring a breathing spell and time to take a bath,
as it were. Fluted rolls, roll necks, roll ends, bearings
all easily get clogged, gummed, dried out, causing much
bad work. Flutings should be kept clean, sharp and
bright.

There are also nice scientific points to be determined
in connection with the good management of drawing
frames. There is a great deal of bad work on drawing
frames, on account of the speed being too high, drafts
too great, feeding too light or too heavy, and the
spread of the sliver. Many mills have improved the
quality of their drawing by narrowing the spread,
so that the angle from the converging point at thé

trumpet to the edge of the sliver at the point where

it leaves the rolls may not be so acute. That is to say,

that if the spread is six to seven inches it may be better

to reduce it to four to five inches, so to speak, accord-

ing to the work run.

Another important point to consider well is that of

the distance between rolls. The proper gauging of

setting rolls is one which requires skill and good judg-

ment by the room boss or superintendent.

On these machines much bad work can, and is, being

made where poor help cause the following defects :

—

1. Wasting good stock.

2. Knot ends too short,

ci. SUp-knots.
4 Knots too large.

5. Ends of knots too large.

6. Loose ends.

7. Double ends.

6. Lapped ends,

y. Mixer yarns.

10. Lumps allowed to pass.

11. Chafed yarn.

12. Strained yarn.

13. Soiled yarn.
14. Soft tilled spools.

15. Soft yarn allowed to be spooled.
16. Cut jam allowed to be spooled.
17. Single yarn allowed to be spooled,
lb. Cocked yarn allowed to be spooled.
19. Spools too full at one end.
20. Spools not full enough at either end.
21. Spools unevenly wound.
22. Underfilled spools.

23. Overfilled spools.

It is the same with above machines. Bad work of
the following kinds is the result of poor help :

—

1. Strained yarn.
2. Double ends.
3. Bobbins too large at top.
4. Bobbins too small at bottom.
5. Bobbins bunchy.
6. Bobbins too soft.

7. Bobbins of mixed yarns.
•S. Bobbins of wrong taper.
y. Dirty yarn on bobbins.

10. Bobbins filled too large.
11. Bobbins filled too small.
12. Twists and knots defective.
13. Mixed colors.

14. Mixed bobbins.

A plant which may be struggling under such con-
ditions is in no shape to hold its own. What is the
use of having the pick of the help on other processes
wading through the spoiled work made by careless
help on the most important preparatory processes in
the mill?

HAVE OPENED NEW YORK OFFICES.
The Zittau Engineering Works, Limited, of Zittau,

Germany, engineers to bleachers, dyers, finishers, print-
ers and mercerizers, have opened a New York office at
200 Filth avenue, with Mr. A. W. Buhlmann in charge
who will look after the Canadian and United States
business of the firm.

Ihe value of the raw cotton imported into Canada
during the fiscal year ending March 31, 1914, amounted
to $9,752,437, compared with $8,735,191 for the same
period last year and $7,932,467 for the year previous
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Operating Costs and

Economics

By CLYDE E. MURRAY.

Address dcliveiod at llie lOtli Annual Convention and

Exhibition of tlif National Assn. of Hosiery and

Underwear Mfrs.

In tlie rt-alm of Natural History we learn of the ex-

istence of a law which makes for the survival of the fit.

Similarly, in manufacturing, certain laws operate to

insure the survival of the efficient.

The easy-going manufacturing methods of our grand-

fathers are gone the way of the tallow caudle and the

flintlock. In these days, when a variation of five per

cent, in cost may mean riches or rmn, eternal vigilance

is the price of success.

Manufacturers to-day find themselves between the

devil and the deep sea—between the "devil" of con-

stantly increasing cost for materials and labor and the

••deep sea"" of constantly increasing competition.

There is a certain form of competition to which the

manufacturer cannot well object, namely, to that of the

man who knows exactly what his goods cost and whose

prices, if low, reflect advantages actually secured

through volume or by reason of highly efficient meth-

ods of production. The form of competition which is

most dreaded, however, is that of the man who, having

no proper knowledge of cost, sets prices which pre-

clude the possibility of there being an adequate profit

in the business for anyone.

The natural acciunulative effect of this unintelligent

competition was really the prime factor in causing the

formation of associations in various lines with the eon-

sequent agreements relative to sales prices. Recent
legislation, however, has tabooed these selling agree-

ments and manufaetui-ers find themselves contending

with the same old discouraging competition. Despite

this fact this legislation has been a beneficial move in

that it has forced manufacturers to approach the prob-

lem from an entirely different angle, namely, uniform
cost-finding methods. No matter how many selling

agreements might be in force the evil of manufacturing
some portion of the product at a loss would still be in

evidence without an exact knowledge of final costs.

Absence of this knowledge forces a manufacturer to

govern his selling price bj- that of his competitor. His
competitor is just as liable to be producing at a loss.

In fact, more so, as the natural law of competition has
a tendency to lower selling prices from year to year
due to the sending out of leaders with an attractive

pi'ice attached and the almost utter impossibility of

getting that price back to its original figure.

This is true in j-our line as well as many others. A
number of industries, however, have awakened to the
fact that it is business suicide to continue as they have
been doing, and through the activity of their associa-

tion officers have adopted cost methods. Wherever
this measure has been adopted the desired results

have been immediately and almost automatically at-

tained. No manufacturer will continue to produce a
line of goods in the face of conclusive proof that he is

exchanging a dollar for eighty or ninety cents.

It is perhaps indulging in generalities to too great
an extent to say offhand that maunfacturers of knit
goods do not know what their various lines of goods
cost to mf.nufaeture. Unfortunately, however, it is true

that so large a percentage of manufacturers lack such
kiKiwIfdge that the effect is to reduce profits for all.

The manufacturer of knit goods to-day faces the
combination of advancing costs on material, labor and
expense, together with the keenest sort of competition
on the selling end of the business. Under such circum-
stances profits would luidoubtedly be sufficiently re-
duced if all competition were based on an exact knowl-
edge of costs. In the absence of such knowledge it is

not surprising that conditions are far from desirable.
If we were able to make a canvass of the entire indus-

try we would find a lai-ge number of manufacturers
who would cheerfully admit their ignorance of this
important matter, and who would, at the same time,
defend themselves by claiming that the clerical cost
to be incurretl in determining manufacturing costs
Mould be in itself so great as to be prohibitive. We, in
turn, cheerfully admit that cost finding, like any other
good thing, can be and has been carried too far. But
for every manufacturer who goes too far into the
matter there are hiuidreds who do not go far enough.
This is notably the case in the knit goods industry.

This fear of over-elaboration in details and conse-
quent excess of clerical cost, is largely responsible for
the conditions which exist in the industry along this
line. Yet, despite the fact that there are refinements
of e-ost keeping which are profitless, there is a happy
medium of cost knowledge which all who expect to
survive must in time acquire.
We accept the pound and the yarn as units of weight

and measure and yet as we use them in business they
give us results only within a reasonable degree of pre-
cision. In the same way it is possible to devise for
any business a method of determining cost, which,
while free from hair-splitting distinctions, will give
wholly acceptable results with clerical economy.

It is usual in the knit goods industry to prepare
an estimate of the cost of each line at the beginning
of the season in order that an equitable selling price
luay be set. This condition of affairs always has ex-
isted, and an estimated cost will always be a neces-
sary part of your business. Very few manufacturers,
however, have sufficient knowledge of the variationsm cost which occur during the actual production of
the goods.
The estimated cost and the actual cost determined

after the production of the articles in question will
show variations at every point; in the weight of the
yarns used, the amount of waste made in cutting etc
and in the amount of trimming and supplies is.sued
trom stock. The labor cost will vary, espeeiaUy under
the day-work wage paj-ment plan and expense wiU
ot course, vary widely under changing production con-
ditions.

The work of the cost expert is to present with clerical
economy aU these percents of discrepancies and varia-
tions as they occur in such a way that manufacturers
may always know the relation between his actual costs
and his assumed costs as expressed in his estimates

iiiUtirely apart from the matter of variation between
estimated and actual costs, many manufacturers have
been misled by an improper treatment of manufactur-
ing expense m computing estimates or costs. In ap-
plying such expense the heretofore accepted method
in the knitting industry is to use as a basis the unit
ot dozens or a combination of labor and material Both
ot these methods are obviously incorrect

Consider them in the order named: That the dozensmethod IS incorrect will be apparent if a study of thedetail ot manufacturing expense items is made Such
a study will show that expenditures of this nature areincurred, practically without exception, in order to
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keep the workmen employed, and, hence, may be equit-

ably applied to the various lines produced only m re-

lation to the productive labor hour, the machine horn-

or other factors which reflect the elements of time.

To show more specifically how possible it is to be

misled by the allocating of expense upon the basis of

the dozen manufactured, let us suppose that a concern

produced last season a line in which the cheaper grade

predominated. Their estimates of expense costs for

this season would naturally be based on a production

possible under last season 's conditions. Assuming that

this season the sales run largely into the better grades,

the production in dozens will drop off correspondingly

and the actual profits will fall below the esimates for

the simple reason that expense was improperly treated

in the estimates.

Manufacturing expense ordinarily approaches in

volume the productive labor. Its misapplication,

therefore, is just as misleading as would be an equally

incorrect handling of the direct labor charges. How
many manufacturers would consider satisfactory the

averaging of labor charges in their estimates on a basis

of the dozen manufactured 1

As compared with the dozen method, the allocation

of expense in relation to productive labor would have

the effect of reducing the calculated cost of the grades

which are cheaper from a labor standpoint, at the same

time throwing the bui-den on the more expensive lines.

Such a distribution of expense is, however, correct and

will produce costs which will be comparable from

season to season, for the reasons stated.

Applying expense on a combination of labor and

material is even more inaccurate than the dozen method
The value of material in a dozen garments or a dozen

hose should have no bearing upon the amount of ex-

pense charged to that garment or hose. Let us consider

a hosiery mill manufacturing a line ranging from $2

to $30 per dozen. Admittedly there is very little more
labor on the $30 number than on the $2 number. Yet,

ten or twelve times the amount of expense would be

assessed against the former than against the latter.

Analyizing expense by items fails to show why this

should be. There should be no greater charge for

administrative expense, for taxes, insurance, deprecia-

tion or general expense as reflected by any increase in

the labor cost. The $30 number takes ujj no more
space moving through the plant, nor, in fact, costs any
more to the manufacturer, so far as expense is con-

cerned, with the possible exception of a slightly in-

creased charge for interest on money borrowed to carry

the higher priced material.

The reflection in the unit cost of this method of ex-

pense application is to show a lower cost on the cheaper
grade and a mvicli higher cost on the better grade than
is actually the case. This is just the opposite to what
it should be to allow for an intelligent setting of selling

prices.

To illustrate further : Some years ago we served a
manufacturer of ladies' underwear who liad just sent
out an attractive leader. The cost of this number was
figured as usual and showed about five per cent, profit.

Over five thousand dozen had been sold by their selling

agents before we were in a position to submit a final

cost. This final cost, however, showed that they were
taking a thirty per cent, loss instead of a five per cent,

profit. The loss amounted to over $12,000 on that one
number. By using a combination of labor and material
on which to apply expense this manufacturer had as-

sessed his $12,000 against his higher grade numbers
with a consequent increased cost for those numbers.
Competition, however, lu-cventcd him from obtaining

a proportionately higher selling price for the better

grade.
When we consider that the knit goods industry is

using two methods of cost finding, both incorrect,

which are diametrically opposite when reduced to the

final unit cost it is not surprising that conditions are

unsatisfactory.

This question of costs is not one of merely academic

interest. It is, as a little thought will show, a matter

of real concern, for if costs are to be utilized to the

greatest extent as guides to executive judgment, the

cost of each article must be calculated so accurately

as to reflect its individual status as a profit earner.

From the standpoint of the intlividual manufacturer

the adoption of uniform cost methods merely marks

the primary step in efficiency. Unquestionably uni-

form costs mean the survival of the fit, or, in other

words, the survival of the efficient. With a logical

basis, however, on which to operate and the knowledge

that if a competitor is underselling it is because he is a

better executive and has a more efficient mill, the

manufacturer finds himself with something tangible to

work upon. It then behooves him to study his own
costs and determine just where he is lacking.

A lot has been said, Avritten and done the past few
years about efficiency in the metal working industries,

and these industries are becoming more and more ef-

ficient. The average knit goods manufacturer will

claim, and rightly so, that his business is different.

Yet this does not lessen in the slightest degree the fact

that the knitting business is just as susceptible to in-

stallation of efficiency methods as is any other line.

Lack of time and the risk of getting into a discus-

sion of detals, which might be out of place here, pre-

vents an exhaustive talk on possible economies. There
are, however, a few subjects of vital importance which
might be mentioned in passing. Of these a considera-

tion of the need of scientific production methods should
come first.

A production system, to prove thoroughly effective,

should cover a number of points. It must insure that

stocks are maintained at certain limits, such limits to

be set with a view to the demand during the past
periods. It must consider the money tied up in carry-

ing raw material, cloth, stock, goods in process and
finished stock. It must consider the time required
to replace that wiiich is withdrawn. It must minimize
the lost time factor of the knitting machines. It must
insure a sufficiently well-balanced stock in process in

the finishing departments to obtain the maximum
amount of machine and operator efficiency. It must
insure all of these and more. Yet this particular phase
of manufacturing in the knitting business receives less

attention than any other.

The ordinary miU carries some of its yarn from three
to six months before attempting to use same. A large
per cent, of cloth is frequently carried over from one
season to another due to the prevailing custom of al-

lowing the cutting or finishing overseer to determine
the cloth requirements. Following the sequence of

operations we find the finishing department benches
piled ceiling high with goods in process and so on onto
the finished stock Avith its oversupply of some numbers
and shortages on others.

Reducing the queries to figures, how many manufac-
turers are able to produce $300,000 a year with a maxi-
mum yarn stock of ten to twelve thousand dollars?
With a maximum cloth stock of eight or ten thousand
dollars? With a maximum finished stock that will

enable them to turn their money over three or four
times a year and eliminate the shoi-tage evil? How
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iiiaiiy arc assiii-ed that all «roods will be delivered to

finished stoek one week after cutting? All of these

are entirely jiossible, and, at the same time, insure a

sufficiently well-balanced stock of goods in process to

eliminate any loss of time on the part of the operators

or maehin(>s waiting for work.

It is an admitted fact that the knit goods manufac-
turer is slower in deliveries than any other class of

manufacturing. Also, admittedly, the fact that the

business is seasonable allows a reasonable excuse.

There is, however, one underwear concern in this

country, dealing with the retailer direct, that has built

nj! a .$2,000,000 a year business due almost entirely to

the fact that tliry were able to deliver goods on prom-
ised dates and were in this way able to take the busi-

ness from their competitors. Needless to say, this con-

cern has realized the possibilities of and had adopted
.scientific production methods. What one manufac-
turer lias accomplished is possible for another.

Next in importance, and just as essential, in order
to aitproach ideal manufacturing conditions, comes the
need for incentives to the ojierators. Local conditions
undoubtedly govern this phase of manufacturing to a
considerable extent due to labor difficulties in some
sections.

There is little need to emphasize to you the impoi't-

ance or value of piece work or bonus method of wage
payment. The fact that the piece work method is so
widely used throughout the industry proves that you
appreciate the advantage of this idea. Very few under-
wear concerns, however, are at present using wage in-

centives in all departments of their biisiness.

Let us consider the operations in their natural se-

quence : The day work wage is common in the "Wind-
ing Department, yet this operation offers an exception-
ally good field for piece work. Here the simple unit
of pound may be used. To .show the possibilities on
this operation I would mention the ease of a concern
I served some years ago. The winding girls in this
plant were recei^-ing four dollars a week. By speeding
up the machines, forcing the girls to tend three sides
instead of two and installing piece work we obtained
a cTit in the labor cost ranging from 40 to 80 per cent,
and enabled the girls to increase their earnings to seven
or eight dollars a week.

Piece work in the knitting department, while com-
mon in the hosiery business, is the exception in the
underwear. The idea that an increase in poor cloth
would follow any speeding-up of operators has appar-
ently prevented the majority of manufacturers from
installing an incentive on this operation. By the use.
however, of a supplementary bonus scheme for a de-
crease in poor cloth it is possible to reduce this latter
factor to a minimum and at the same time receive a
maximum production. I have also found that the or-
ordinary knitting department ovei-seer overlooks the
)iiatter of machine speeds. I have found it possible,
for instance, to increase the speed of an ordinary latch
needle machine, running on medium cloth, from eigh-
teen R. P. M. to thirty-seven R. P. M., and obtain a
lower percentage of poor cloth.

The washing and drying has ajiparently offered pro-
hibitive diffieidties owing to the inability to determine
an equitable unit on which to base a rate. I have re-
cently sei'ved a concern, however, where, by the stand-
ardization of bleachers, ivith a consequent stardardiza-
tion of time and the installation of a bonus scheme,
based on the ratio of one class of goods to another, we
were able to produce an av(>rage of eight thousand
pounds of cloth a week with two men. Prior to the

installation of this scheme there were six men in the de-

partment. I might saj', in passing, that some me-
chanical changes were necessary in order to accom-
plish this, but these will be paid for within a few
months by the saving in labor and allow a handsome
saving subsequent to that time.
The laj'ing out, nuirking and cutting of cloth with

an additional bonus for decrease in waste has proved
thoroughly elïective when performed by piece work.
Summarizing briefly, the fornnda for increasing la-

bor efficiency may be expressed in a few words—time
and motion study and the standardization of perform-
ances.

Before closing I want to say a few words about the
general condition of the knit goods industry from a pro-

fit or loss point of view. In other words, how does your
business compare as a profit-earner with other indus-

tries? First, let us consider what a satisfactory return
would be. If we were to consult the manufacturer of

steel he would tell us that a profit of from 50 to 75 per
cent of the gross sales would be satisfactory. This
business, however, is hardly a typical industry from a
manufacturing point of view.

There are many manufacturers engaged in pro-
ducing special or patented articles who might make
even larger profits than are to be found in the steel

business

.

The average manufacturer engaged in the manu-
facture of a staple line, however, considers 12 to 15
per cent on the gross adequate. This under ordinary
circumstances, would represent from 16 to 20 per cent
of the capital invested

.

From this we .should deduct the 6 per cent which
capital can earn in natural investments, leaving about
12 per cent to be secured in return for the risk which is

taken and the extra effort expended by the man who
devotes his capital to manufactnring.
Admitting that this would be an adequate return let

us compare this with the facts as they exist in your
business and your will admit that some action is neces-
sary.

It is a difficult matter to obtain statistics regarding
the profits accruing from any given branch of industry
as the majority of manufacturers keep this to them-
selves for obvious reasons. From .statistics which are
available, however, and our own personal experience
has substantiated them to a greater or less extent, we
understand that of the 1076 knit goods manufacturers,
caitalized over $10,000, in this country, only about fif-

teen per cent are paying I'egular dividends. Li other
words, eightj'-five per cent of the knit goods manu-
facturers are not receiving the 6 per cent which their
capital would return were it invested in stocks or
bonds.
From this it would seem that the neeessitj-- for dis-

covering some means of increasing your profits is a
vital one.

As this condition has been caused by unintelligent
competition the only way to remove the" condition is to
correct the cause, and this can only be accomplished
by uniform cost-finding methods.

A cartel or combine, embracing all the dyers and
finishers of silk and half-silk piece goods in' Switzer-
land, has been formed, similar to the combine of yarn
d.vers already in existence. The organization will in-
troduce standard prices and terms of credit on July 1st.
Agreements have been entered into with the other
similar Continental silk dyeing cartels. England is the
principal market for Swiss silks.
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"The Economy of Distribution

as Relates to Sound Credits."

By J. H. TREGOE.

Address Delivered at the 10th Annual Convention and

Exhibition of the National Association of Hosiery

and Underwear Manufacturers.

There is prominent in all that has been said to you

this morning this definite thought—economy and dim-

inution of waste, and now T am going to direct youi-

thoughts for just a few minutes to an element which is

not considered usually by the practical man. You

have been considering in conventions the questions of

style and quality, of cost and of trade-marks, but

there is one primary element that has the same effect

upon your enterprises as has air upon human life, and

that is the purchasing power. I could not venture this

morning to give you an idea that would touch upon the

practical end of your business, and I merely want to

present this element, the purchasing power, which has

your enterprise in the same grasp, and surrounds it, as

the atmosphere the earth, and that purchasing ppwer is

not our money, for our money wealth of $3,800,000,000

would not carry on our domestic commerce. It is not

our bank deposits of $22,000,000 resting in the deposi-

tories of this nation, for that would not carry on our

domestic c'ommerce. It is our credit—that mysteri-

ous, unseen element—that affects the success, the pro-

gress, of every manufacturer in this convention. When
the wheels of your factories are idle, when the workmen
are standing around with hungry eyes and hungrier

hearts, it is usually because the purchasing power has

been affected, the credit system has browen down. I

just want you, in considering this subect, gentlemen,

to do a little intensive thinking. "We people of these

great States have come b.y our riches with so little ef-

fort that beyond contradiction we are to-day the most
wasteful people under God's heavens and now comes the

time not only for intensive work for the utilization of

the backyard, for the raising of that which will sustain,

of intensive farming on a large scale, but intensive

thinking. Wlien you are considering the hum of your
machines, when j'ou are looking upon those people to

whom you will dole ovit their weekly allowance, when
j''0u look in your ledger and mark the profit and loss

account, remember above all things the element that

is affecting it is the credit system. We have every rea-

son to be proud, as a people, of our credit system. No
people in the world give as much credit and bestow as

much confidence upon one another as do the merchants
of this nation. Buyer and seller never meet one anoth-

er; shipping goods thousands of miles, never expecting
to see that buyer, and yet. notwithstanding our com-
mercial morality. T want to say to you to-day. without
fear of contradiction that our avoidable bad debts,

waste per annum is not less than .$200,000,000. There
are but few men this morning in this convention who
arc not paying a greater tax to the bad debts and fire

waste of this nation than they will pay under the in-

come tax law, and yet you are doing it unconsciously.
The waste of the country is taxed ultimately upon ev-

ery citizen of the nation, whether that citizen be man,
woman or child ; and now we want to attack this waste

;

we want you to consider the economy in production as
related to distribution. Business lias three elements:
first, the need ; last, the satisfaction of the need ; and
midway between the two, the ability to satisfy the need.
Eliminate the first and last and you have aifiPected the
continuity of business transaction

; eliminate the

second, and you have destroyed it entirely. Now, as we
have physical laboratories for physical tests, why
wouldn't it be economic to have laboratories to gauge

possible distribution or consumption, so that we can

regulate our production? We continue the wheels of

industry no matter what the consumptive ability of

the nation is. If we do that it means cheapened cre-

<lit: cheapened credit means bad debt waste, and bad
debt waste moans higher cost of living to the individual

consumer. I am as sure, gentlemen, as I can be that

in pivscnting this thought to you, you are getting a new
phase of industry to-day; you are recognizing this per-

fectly new element that is affecting enterprise, and
whilst coming into convention here we know that con-

ditions in this country are subnormal to-day, we are

\voii(h>ring what has happened. I will tell you, in

plain, sini|)le words, what has happened; the purchas-
ing power of the nation has been affected, and not only
of this nation, but we are responsive to the whole world
movement for credit, world-wide, is under a strain

to-day. Now, be thoughtful. You are part of a tre-

iriendously big and honorable Commonwealth, and
when considering the question of economy in distribu-

tion and production, bear in mind also the thought of

eoiiniiercial morality, for we can have no higher ex-

pression of i)atriotism, gentlemen, than to stand united-
ly for an honest, commercial Commonwealth. We want
the business men of this nation never to trade princi-

ples for dollars. In the goods you produce, put pro-
per quality and never misrepresent them. In distri-

bution, never strain the buying power or the financial
and credit standing of the buyer. Endeavor to main-
tain the delicate poise between him who needs, him
who produces and him who distributes—the science
and system of it all. Oh, gentlemen, we are striving
to inspire these ideals in our business men and the as-
sociation I represent is endeavoring to cultivate and de-
velop in our bu.siness men this this exi)ression of high
ideals, honesty and honor in that which we do, and if

we stand by them and maintain them the generations
are not far away when America will be the world's
nioilel for honest and progressive trading.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Tlie National Waist Company, Limited, Montreal.

Capita] .$45,000. To manufacture and deal in ladies'
M-aists, suits, skiT-ts, children's wear, whitewear, cos-
tumes, dresses for women and children, both wholesale
and I'ctail. Dominion charter.

The Drummond Shirt Co., Limited, Drummondville,
Que. Capital $300,000. To take over the Drummond
Shii-t Co., Limited, and carry on the business of manu-
facturing, selling, buying and dealing in shirts, collars,
haberdashery and clothing. J. A. Gendron, W. A. Mol-
son. (Jeorge Braekbank. Harry Tucker and C. H. La-
londe, of Drummondville, incorporators. Dominion
charter.

Dominion^ Linens, Limited. Guelph, Ont. Capital
$300.000. To tak(> over the business of the Dominion
Linen .Mills, Limited. Ontario charter.

.Mr-, .\. Ili)eggei-, presiding in Manchester at the an-
nu;il nieeiiug of thi- Cotton and Wool Dyers' Associa-
ti(ui. recently, said the dindnution in their trade during
tlu' fiiuil eight months of the year was about LOOO.OOO
lbs. of yarn per month helow the average. C<mtrary
to anticipation, they had benefited little froiri the new
American tariff, and from the Balkan States tlio-e had
not been the customary volume of business.
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Eastern States Letter
(Special to the Canadian Textile Journal)

Providence, R. I.. July 8. — The failure of the

great jobbing house of the H. B. Claflin Coiupauy of

Xew York, closely followed by the burning of the

Xaumkeag Steam Cotton Company's plant in the great

fire at Salem, Mass.. overshadowed everything else

tliat had gone before during the month.

The first mentioned caused a sensation throughout

tlie United States, for the firm was second only to

Marshall Field and Company of Chicago in the amount
of goods bought from the mills and sold to the dry

goods liouses throught the country. It is estimated

that the liabilities of the company amount to $35,000,-

000 while the assets are set at $44,000,000. These

are characterized by those who are in close touch with

the situation as being composed of "ipiiek liabilities

and slow assets."'

Practically all of the mills in tlie East were hit by
the failure, but the amount of the losses which they

will sustain, if there be any losses, will be comparativ-

ely small, because most of the mills had all sales

guaranteed by the company, and therefore the ac-

counts are secured. It is believed that the losses will

be very small, because of the fact that there are ample
assets to take care of the aeounts that are outstand-

ing.

The mills which had tht^ greatest amount of orders
from the failed firm were those owned by B. B. and E.
Knight in Rhode Island and ]\Iassachusetts. The H.
B. Claflin Company was for years, the biggest cus-

tomer on the Knight's books, and when the crash

came the manufacturing company had on hand many
orders from the Claflin Compan}^

All of the mills, however, have found other out-

lets for their goods, and there has been no seroius

effect of the failure among any of the manufacturing
plants since the crash came. The ultimate consumer is

still buying goods, and Claflin was but a distributer.

The ultimate con.sumer will not buy so many goods as

he bought before the crash came, that is certain, but in

the meantime, stocks are low. and the goods are need-
ed, therefore the mill owners predict that they will be
able to keep the plants going on their present sched-
ules until the new cotton year arrives. In this opin-
ion they have the support of nearly all of the selling

agents in New York and elsewhere.

President William I\I. Wood, of the American Wool-
en Company sailed for Europe on June 20tb, and will

study manufacturing conditions abroad at first hand.
He was accompanied by Moses Shuttleworth, agent of

• • •

the Washington Mills of the company, and by Vaughn
Jealous, wool buyer for all of the mills of the company.

President Wood has maintained since the begin-
ning of the year that it was possible to sell a certain
grade of goods in England and other countries of
Europe, and to that end he opened a London office
sometime since. This office has done some business
and it is the intention of the head of the largest wool-
en and worsted company in the world to see what is

needed to make the sales force over there effective.
This trip abroad is the first that President Wood has

made in some years, and it is believed in textile circles
here that he will come back loaded with information
that will be of use to his company in fighting the com-
petition that it is getting at this time.
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of

the United States Government has organized an ex-
hibit of .voolens and worsteds, including much useful

information about their manufacture and their sell-

ing price, and is sending it about the country for the

purpose of showing the manufacturers and others what
foreign countries are doing in these lines. The ex-

hibit opened on -lune 26 at Boston, and they will

stay there until July 9. They will then be shown in

Lawi-ence, Mass., Lowell, Mass., Worcester, Mass.,

Philadelphia, Passaic. N. J.. New York city, and Chic-

ago. They will be on exhibition until the middle of

September. Providence is making an effort to se-

cure the samples for exhibition but it is not known
at this time whether or not the effort will meet with

The past month has been the time when numerous
graduates of the textile schools of the country are

sending out their announcements that they are ready
to take care of all the vexing mill problems which have
bothei-ed the regular millmen for years. The Philad-

elphia Textile School, the New Bedford Textile School,

The Lowell Textile School, the Bradford-Durfee Tex-
tile School of Fall River and the textile school of the

Rhode Island School of Design have all added their

(luota to the already large list of competent mill super-

intendents, designers and overseers, and have closed for

another year.

At each of the schools banquets were held, and the

graduates of former years were back in large numbers
to tell abottt their experiences in the world, bucking
against the men who had not been in school for many
years. The largest number of graduates from any one
school were sent out by the Philadelphia institution.

• • •

The third quarterly statement of the National As-
sociation of "Wool Manufacturers issued as of June 1

shows that throughout this countr.y there is less machin-
I'ry stopped than there was on Dec. 1. According to

the figures of the report, the percentage idle is as

follows :

Percent of idle machines to total.

June 1. Dec. 1.

Looms wider than .50in. reed space .... 24.6 24.9
Looms less than .50 in. reed space . . 25. 27.2
Woolen cards, sets 19.4 21.4
Worsted combs 15.5 23.1
Woolen spinning spindles 25.8 22.7
Worsted spinning spindles 18.1 26.

The various mills are busy at this time turning out
the samples that will be .shown for Spring, 1915, and it

is said that the American Woolen Company will open
about July 15th. with the other factors following close-

ly. This will be one of the latest openings in years,
and the reason is said to be that an attempt is to be
made to keep out tlie imported fabrics as they were
kept out during the past season.

.• • •

To combat the evil of the boll weevil the Govern-
ment is making experiments looking to the shortening
of the cotton season by an appreciable degree. The
details of this system have been published in a book-
let issued by the Dejiartment of Agriculture, and this
booklet is being sent to all of these cotton planters
who wish to have it. The short season will do more
than combat the boll weevil, for it will help all of those
farmers who are situated in counties which have severe
droughts.

• • •

An important measure which will eventually legis-
late out of existence the gambling which has been
done in cotton futures pa.ssed the House of Represen-
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tatives on June 29. This measure is known as the Lever

bill, and it is designed to regulate cotton exchanges

through the exercise of the taxing power. A like bill

has already passed the Senate, and the proposition is

now thrown into a conference committee of tlie two
Houses. The hill has the support of tlie Sontliern lead-

ers, who have been conducting an agitation against the

cotton exchanges for many years past.

The bill refiuires exchanges to accept Government
established standards in gi'ade and levies a tax of 1 per
cent, a pound on all contracts for future sales. Con-
tracts that do not comply with tlie Government stan-

dards are each to be taxed i|<r)00. Advocates of the bill

say that this provision is proliibitive, and that it will do
away with all futures gambling.

Various rules are laid down for the cotton exchanges
rnd they are recpiii'ed, among other things, to keep
"• 'i ^"•fonnts of all sales, whetliei- for actual delivery
or in futures. These accounts are subject to examina-
tion of the officers who are charged with the collec-
tion of the taxes. Sales for delivery must be reported,
despite the fact that no tax is levied on this kind of
sales.

The penalties attached to the bill for violations in-

clude fines ranging from ^100 to .^2,000, and any na-
tural person may be imprisoned for a term of not less
than 60 days nor more than three years at the discre-
tion of the 'court. The bill also provides for the stan-
dardization of uplands and Gulf cottons separately.'
It is expected that Congress will pass a law containing
the best features of both bills before adjournment.

The United States Wool Market.

The depression fliat exists in nearly evciy uiai'kct in
this country cannot seem to affect the wool markets,
and the buying goes steadily on, with prices hitting
nothing but the high s])ots. During the past month the
shipments have been averaging about .'i,000.000 jiounds
of wool a week, this exceeding the shipments of a year
ago by about 100 per cent.

The price question on wools is interesting evervbody,
and there is no man connected with the trade wlio will
venture a prediction as to when the upward tendency
will cease, or what th(> lop jirice will be u-hen the final
heights are reached.

One feature of the ])ast month has been the fact that
the domestic and the foreign wools have reached about
the same level in point of sales, and throughout the
month they have held 1o Ihat level fairly well. Total
receipts at Boston since Jan. 1, have been about 76,-

000,000 pounds of domestic wools and about 111.000,-

000 pounds of foi-eign wools.

Probably the non-T'esislaiice to (he increasing price
of foreign wools accounts in a large degree for the
great amount of business that is being done. Dui-ing
the week ending June 27, Ihe salrs of domestic wools
reached a total of 1.^0.000 pounds of Utah a1 .").') to

58 cents; 100.000 pounds of Soda Springs at 22^/, to

24 cents in the grease, or 57 to 5Ri/. cents scoured ;

100,000 pounds of Coloi'ado. at 22 to 221/, cents in the
grease or 55 to 58 cents clean : 75,000 pounds of Wvoni-
ing fi-om 221/. contf!. to 24 cents; 100,000 i)ounds of
Oregon at 56 to 60 cents, clean: 80.000 Colorado 57
to 60 cents scoured and 00,000 pounds of Wyoininsr
at an estimated cost, clean, of 55 to 57 cmls.

The total receipts at Tîostou for the same week
were: domestic 5,406,091; foreign .501.270 This com-
pares with 1913 as follows: domestic .3,297,480; foreign

440,990. The total shipments of wool during that week
amounted to 5,019,554 as against 2,162,508 in the prev-

ious year.

Tlie rush of the previous month to get all of the wool
possible in the shortest po,s.sible time continued through-

out the past mouth, and the prices held uji to their

former levels, and in many cases went to still high-

ei- mai'ks. During the first part of the month the re-

ports were that renewed buying had been the business
of the day, and that the highest prices of the season
were paid for the clips.

Many of those in touch with the wool market thought

that the prices paid for some of the clips were far

too higli, but this had no effect on the buyers who
were determined to secure all of the wool possible

no mattei- what it cost them.

Uleece wools ;dso brought high prices throughout
the month, and the sales of these wools were large in

the aggregate. The majority of the sales were made
ai'ound 25 to 27 cents, and when the price reached
upwai'd to 30 cents thei-e was a .slight falling off in the
haste which buyers displayed in coming forward, and
fleeces began to drag for the time being .

Woolen and worsted mills have ])urchased freely
during the month of foi'eign wools. Transfers were
estimated as being close to 11,000,000 pounds during
that, this including lioth low and medium grades.
Ci'ossbreds sold well throughout the month, several
thou.sands of bales being di-sposed of at one sale, the
price being 66 to 67 cents for 64s and 60 to 62 cents
for 58—60s.

The territory wools were pretty well cleaned up by
thr middle of the month, and were to be found either
in the hands of the dealers or those of the manu-
facturers. Several dealei-s bought New Mexico at a
scoured basis of close to 60' cents, which is called ex-
cessive by most of the buyers.

The close of June found a stronger feeling in the
wool markets than at any other time during the month.
Although many efforts had been made during the
month to depress the markets to a more normal level,
they had not met with success, and the trend was still
upward for all M-anted wools. The advance of from
one-half to one cent a imund for South American
40s—I4s did not hold back the manufacturers to any
gvvat extent, and it was reported that they were
taken fieely of these wools at the advanced prices.

The bulk of the wools now remaining in the hands
<>i the growers are either mider option or already con-
tracted for. Recent advices from Utah, Wyoming,
Idaho, New Mexico, Colorado, Arizona and Texas in-
dicate that most of the desirable wools have been
covered up. ;in,I that what ivmaiiis is not of good
(|llalily.

Trading was hrjsk throughout the month in the
Boston market l„it Philadelphia was .piiet. The small
stocks wliieh were m the hands of the dealers in Phil-
ii'l''l|||iia account for the (|uietiiess of the trade

1-our carloads of machinery for extracting fibre from
he t ax plant has recently been shipped from England

Ish^rr'p *^f
«'I"- A large factory has been estab-

'slM.I at Rosetown, Sask,, capable of producing 2,000"ns oi fibre per annum, which is used as binding ma-
'•lai with gypsum for the manufacture of pla.ster
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Our Old Country Letter

(Kfoui Oui- S|ii'ciiil Coi'vospondent).

Loiulon, Junfi 25. r.ll4.

Sine.' till' ('iiiiiKliim Textile Journal" was last pub-

lishftl, I have lifcn on a visit to Black])ool—the favorite

watering resort in the north of Enjilantl for Lancashire

mill hands— attending the ninth international Congress

of Textile Workers. Tlie proceedings lasted a little

over one week and forty-four of the delegates were

English, fifteen were from Germany, nine from Austria,

seven from Helginm, three from Holland, and the rest

from Canada. America. France, Switzerland, Denmark,
Hnngary and Sweden. Altogether, the Congress repre-

sented societies with a total membership of 510,363.

The Blaekjiool municipal council gave the Congress-

men a civic reception, after which the president (Mr.

W. MarslaiuO delivered his address. A long disucssiou

also took i>laee on the possibility of doing something

to regularize the supply of raw cotton and to prevent

it from being subject to speculation, a diseu.ssion which

did not lead, however, to any definite resolution on the

part of the Congress, ifr. Tom Shaw, the secretary,

in his rejiort stated that in England the question of

fines imposed on workers in mills, shuttle kissing, and
artificial hiunidity in weaving sheds had been very

much under notice and there was hope that fines in the

mills would soon be abolished by law. The report was
fully discussed and the question of adequate siipplies

of cotton sprung up and an inquiry was demanded.
It was pointed out that the inquiry would also have
to apply to wool and jute, as these inadequate supplies

injured workers. A congress man pointed out that the

inquiry was a matter for the States of the w-hole world.

It would have to be an inquiry into how the raw ma-
terials of the world were manipulated. As long as the

raw materials were in the hands of private persons

there was bound to be speculation and gambling. It

was agreed eventually that the International Commit-
tee might consider the question of inadequate supplies

of raw materials.

The next important question under review was the

employment of children of less than fourteen years old

in mills shoidd be made unlawful and a resolution sup-

jiorting the subject was [iroposed and carried, the Eng-
lish delegates voting against it. ilr. Ben Turner, presi-

dent of the Yorkshire Woolen Workers, supported the

resolution in a decided speech and said half time had
been abolished in the woolen trade and only existed

in the Yorkshire worsted and cotton mills at Halifax
and Bradford, while the wages paid were the lowest
in Yorkshire. He was in favor of raising the age to

14 years. The education of the child ought to be, he
thought, between 10 years and 14 years of age and
trade continuation schools, like what was in Germany,
were necessary. All the foreign delegates spoke of the

injurious effects of child labor in foreign mills. All the

woolen trade delegates voted for the resolution, but
Mr. J. Cross (Lancashire Weavers) said the child labor

question would be raised at the annual meeting of the

T'nited Textile Workers' Association in a few weeks in

the hope that the debate would have made some im-
]iression u]ion their ])eople. Dijilomacy and armaments
were next talked about, as was also the shuttle kissing

problem, otheiwise tile mouth-threading of shuttles,

which the Congress contended should be abolished for

the ]>roteetion of mill workers' iiealth and to avoid ac-

cidents. A resolution demanding an international law
on the mptter was passed. The proceedings closed on

Saturday, Jvme 13th, and Herr Kossell (Germany), in

proposing a vote of thanks to the English delegates for

their kindness, said that all the Continental masters
had yet a great deal to learn from their English
brethren. The Congress meets in 1917 at Lyons.

While the workers were meeting in Blackpool the
International Cotton Federation mi'mbers were sitting

in Paris, and before leaving for the French cajjital, the

president. Sir Charles Macara, of JIanchester, had an
interview with the German, American, and other for-

eign Andiassadors on the question of cotton. He also

had dinner with Mr. A. S. Terrill. of New York and
Chicago, who has done a great deal in carrying out the
recommendations of the International Cotton Congi-ess
as regai'ds the growing, packing and marketing of

American cotton. Sir Charles Macara said in regard
to his interview with the American Ambassador, that
the United States not only grew five-eights of the crop
of the w^orkl, but were, after England, the owners of

the largest quantity of cotton-spinning machinery. The
Ambassador, he added, fully realized the closer co-

operation of growers and spinners of cotton and asso-

ciated himself heartily with the efforts that were in

progress for adding the States to the nations who were
banded together in the International Federation.

Mr. H. A. Newton, of the English Flannelette Associa-
tion, recently read a paper before the Drapers Chamber
of Trade, in the course of which he pointed out that
not^vithstanding all the legislation introduced and the
misdescriptions applied to it, flannelette of good qual-
ity was much safer against fire or accident than calico,

longclotlis, muslin, nainsook, or voile. This had been
thoroughly demonstrated at the testing house of the
Manchester Chamber of Commerce. There was no cot-

ton fabric which would stand the government test for
inflammability after all chemicals had been removed
by washing and ironing, and no more danger attached
to the use of good flannelette than to any other fabric
made from cotton. The prejudice against flannelette
was promulgated to push tlie sale of other fabrics.

The Trade Board is holding an inquiry into the pro-
posal to have a Briti.sh Empire trade mark, but the pro-
ceedings will not be finished for some time to come.
Nearly all the Chambers of Commerce are against the
proposal, as it is feared it would greatly interfere with
the trade marks of merchants and manufacturers whose
particular goods are noted by marks. It is fully antici-

pated the ]iroposal will not be accepted.

Hewson's Still Idle
Affairs Still in Hands of Committee and No Decision

Has Been Reached.

The Halifax corresjiondent of the Journal of Com-
merce writes, under date of June 29, as follows:
•The Hewson Pure Wool Textiles. Limited, whose

mille are located in Andierst and whose secrities are
largely held in Nova Scotia, is still inoperative and
there are no signs of a resumption.
'The mill has been closed down for several months

following the discovery of the company's financial
difficulties. The shareholders ajjpointed a committee
to inquire into the managenu>nt and bi-ought in a report
censuring the manager and projjosing a i)lan of re-

organization which would wnpe out the common stock,
turn the prefej-red .shares into common, make the bonds
preferred stock and give precedence to a pi-oposed new
i.ssue of bonds for $150,000.

"So far as known no action has been taken on this
report. It is stated that a certain Halifax capitalist
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agreed to take $100,000 in bonds if others would put

up .$50,000. but no move to supply the smaller amount

appears to have been made and meanwhile there is

looming up a big law suit over the affairs. George

E. Corbett. of Annapolis, has eolleeted a fund to defray

the expenses of the action associated with a share-

holder from Newfoundland and one from Prince Ed-

ward Island.

"Mr. ("orbett lias prepared writs which will be issued

in a few days claiming from the directors, on behalf

of themselves and of the other preferred shareholders,

a return of the moneys they invested in the preferred

stock, which amounts' to $250,000. Corbett claims that

the representations of directors make the latter liable

for the money in question and he says he will take the

case to the highest court in the fight to obtain what

he calls "restitution" from the directors.

"The affairs of the Hewson Company were ventil-

ated at the 7-ecent session of the legislature by Mr.

Carter, one of the members for Cumberland, but no

Hction was taken in the House. Corbett asserts that

he ^^^ll sto]) at no half measures but will push the case

to the extreme limit.

"A great deal of feeling has been aroused by the

embarrassment of the Hewson CompanJ^ In the Anna-

polis Valley particularly the secrities of the Company,
in its bonds and preferred shares, are very freely held,

and while the bulk of the shareholders are taking no

open part in Mr. Corbett 's proceedings, what he is

doing is being watched with eager interest. Person-

ally. Mr. Corbett 's holdings are said not to be very

large. He obtained a considerable sum from a number
of the security holders to enable him to proceed and
if he is successful non-subsribers as well as those who
contributed will benefit.

"The cessation of work by the company is an un-

pleasant thing for the industrial life of Amherst and
of this ])rovince. as well as being a somewhat severe

blow to those who were willing in the hope of profit,

to help along a provincial manufacturing industry.

There will be sincere rejoicing shoidd the company get
out of its present position, of which, however, there is

no immediate prospect"

The Turkish Rug Industry

Turkisli I'ugs ai'e made at some twenty-six centres

scattered over Asiatic Turkey. Excepting that the yarn
is now maehine-spiin. none but hand labor enters into

the various operations ccmnected with their manufac-
ture. In the olden times it was purely a home industry,

and si)ecial designs wei-e handed down from generation
to genei'ation as precious family heirlooms. These de-

signs ai'c still used by luiiueious families in various
centres: but the re(|nirciiieuts of modern markets have
caused carpet-making to be sy.stematized so that carpets
arp '•,,< ..'.i^ally made to order from designs which are

either eopiesNsof—tjque originals or else new concep-
tions worked out \ Ein-opean designers.

Among the best kn'-riwu centres of the nig industry
the following may K'o mentioned: Oushak. which pro-
duces a iu-avy c^'ijrrpet. often with a "Turkey red"
ground; this cavi-pet is very popular in the United
Kingdom, and Vs u.sually known as the "Smyrna"
carpet. Demin|;ji and Oliiordes also produce heavy
carpets, but theyv aie usually woven in lighter colors,

\

and are especially in demand in Continental markets.

Sivas and Konia produce the finest carpets, i. e.. those

with the greatest number of knots to the square inch.

Coula. Mêlas. Sparta and Kutahia are noted for the

finei- weaves in classical Oriental designs, both Persian

and Ajuitolian. Some districts produce two or three

grades of carpets, but at Sivas the finest cai'pets are

exclusively made.

Six of the largest rug manufacturing and yarn spin-

ping firms in Asia Elinor combined in 1907. and a

powei-ful company, with a capital of over £1.000,000,

now to a large extent controls the production of rugs

in .\natolia. There are also two impoi-tant private

firms, as well as ninnerous native maufacturers who
(leal mostly in the Oushak qualities.

The (>x])()rts of rugs from Turkey have increased

vei \- rapidly diu-ing i-ecent years, the value of the ex-

ports in 1910 from Smyrna' being £730.000. of which
the T'nited Kingdom is credited with £530,000 worth, a

large jjroportion of which was transhipped to other

countries. It is noteworthy that, according to statis-

tics, tlie increase is greatest in the cheaper grades.

The industry will in all likelihood remain firmly es-

tablished in Turkey. In the first place, labor, which
is nearly all female, is likely to remain cheap for many
years to come in Anntolia. and hand-made rugs with
hundreds of thousands of knots to the square yard
demand clieap labor. Even a skilled weaver cannot
earn more than 2s. 6d. a day in Anatolia, and the

avei'Mge eai'tiings are about Is. a day.

Sentiment also i)Iays a large part in the popularity
of the Tui-k(>y rug. and even perfect "Turkey rugs" if

made outside Anatolia would be considered spurious,

ludded. "perfect" rugs are not aimed at. The Moslem
iilea that it is offensive to Allah to claim perfection
t'oi' any human handiwork found its expression in the
ancient carpets by soTne small defect being always vol-

untarily introduced. Nowadays, too. weavers are dis-

couraged in many cases from producing rugs of so
mathematically accurate a design that they would be
indistinguishable from machine-made carpets. The
associations of artistic romance and ancient beliefs

that attach to the Turkey carpet make it unlikely that
its maniifacture could be started in western countries
with success.

In addition, it is evident that the development
reached in the organization of the Turkey rug indus-
try in Anatolia further militates against the likelihood
of the premier industry of the Ottoman Empire being
faced with a rival manufacture elsewhere. Labor
long trained in rug-making, native wool and spinning
factories in the country, the accumulated knowledge
of generations—all these tend to make the Turkey
carpet industry a factor of importance in the com-
mercial future of Turkey. Temporary crisis may ad-
versely affect Anatolia in these coming years, but it

may be safely assumed that the carpet industry is

based on a sound and lasting foundation.

The Niagara Silk Co., Ltd.. Brantford. have taken out
letters i)atent to manufacture silk goods. The capital
is $150.000. The incorporators are A. J. Baker and J.
T. Shanahan. of Buffalo. N. Y. : Fred îlann. Jo.seph
Kuddy and (I. S. IMatthews. of Hiantford. Ont. Work
has commenced on the erection of the building, to be
3-storey, 165 ft. by 52 ft.
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Our Bradford Letter

(Special to tlu' Canadian Textile Journal)

Bradford, June 30tli, 1914.—A general improvement
in the elotli trade of tlie heavy woollen district about
Dewsbury cannot be reported, though a few hovises

are busy with .small orders that arrived in the course

of the past two weeks. Stout wearing tweeds, c(uiet

in design, are mostly favored by buyers acting for

dealers in ('aiiada ami Australia, also royal and navy
l)lue serges. Something is being done in costxune

cloths for ladies, and it is expected that in the near
futui'e this branch will be fairly well pati-ouised. With
the United States Dewsbury and Batley firms are doing
fairly well and there is a confident belief amongst the

manufacturers that the soiuid cheap cloths supplied to

the States will establish themselves as they have done
with Canada.

This is a point Canadians should not overlook, viz.,

cheap tweeds and cheap cloths capable of standing
a twelve months' wear and tear. In Ossett the cloth

trade is dull, but there is a better feeling at Morley.
Little business in overcoatings is being transacted.

Birstall and Ravensthorpe manufactui'ers are fairly

active with army and police cloths, but in carpets
things are dull on home and export account with the
States and Canada. In the Spen Valley, mills are busy
but not to be compared with the riish this time last

year. All the mill owners are complaining very bit-

terly of the high rates they have to pay for wool and
consequently ordinary prices are xt'vy firm. In rugs
there is not much doing, but the blanket market of

Earlsheaton, Mirfield and Dewsbuiy are a little

busier. The trade, however, is not up to its usual
standard of briskness and Canadian orders amount to
very little. Liversedge flannel works, though not fullj'

employed in all departments, are improving their out-

put. Neither are the dvers or finishers fully employ-
ed.

At Leeds, the Caimdian trade, I am informed on very
good authority, has lately caused bitter disappoint-
ments and dullness, with the result that there is a
quieter tone. No doubt the high prices of goods has
something to do with the (piiet tone and buyers are
ordering only what they absolutely need. There
is only a moderate demand for tweeds and serges
of lower qualities, but high priced goods such
as worsteds are very slow of sale. Orders ap-
pear to be fewer and smaller for future delivery.
The woollen merchants are faii'ly busy, but say they
could do with more. JIanufacturing concerns at Haw-
ick, with the exception of about three, are pi'aetic-

ally idle and complaints are being made that orders
for the winter season are not coming in at all well.
The few mills who are better off report that they
have sufficient to kee]) the machinery going till they
start on next season's goods. The prospects for next
season are said to be fair as first samples are being
well taken up. Spinners are well employed, but there
is no push foi- delivei'y of yarns. Dyers are slack.
Hosiery makers have plenty of work, but not quite
so bu.sy as they have been.

At Huddersfield there is no impi'ovement in business
which proceeds on quiet lines. It cannot be said that
there is anything like depi-cssion. but coiiipai-ed to the
volume of trade at the corrsepondiny- perio<l of lest
year, I am informed there is a considerable falling off.
Evidence of inactivity is more marked in the worsted

than in the tweed depaitment, though all classes of
manufacturers are handicapped by the reluctance of
l>uyers to place contracts for large bulk for forward
ilelivery and the situation ari.sing out of the firmness
of wool sales causes no little perplexity. The home de-
mand for worsteds is jioor. owing to the high priites,
l>ut if |)i-iees wei'e i()\\(>r there is lu) doubt ti-ade would
lie more brisk. In tweeds and serges the home trade
is more active.

The Canadian ilemand foi- tweeds is slower than usual
and the same nuiy be said in regard to serges. Fine
woisteds are selling well with Americans and on the
Continent. In the worsted mills machinery is not too
well employed and in many eases holidays have had
to he extended loi- the employees. Next spring's de-
mand for i-ri\i\y made clothing is active ;ind .several
houses have large orders on hand.

.\s wool has continued to advance in jirice, a little
more life is noticeable in the flaimel trade of Roeh-
dah'. OrdiTuirily flannel i>riees have been slow in fol-
lowing the ui)ward movenu^nt of wool, but manufac-
turers have now been compelled to raise their prices
of flannel for new oi-dei-s. Indeed, they are in a
strong position 1o ailvanee pi'lecs. for new production
is more limited than it was a few years ago. They are
executing contracts, and for years stock lots have not
' " thrown on the market to disturb ti-ade—which
shows in this respect that the bu.sine.ss is sound. Prom
Canada thei'e is a fair demand and the trade with
the Dominion keeps steady. In the hosiery trade at
Leicestei-, while some manufacturei-s cojnplain of a
check in the demand, a fair average ti-ade is being done
all I'ound and there are signs of improvement in the
Canadian and State orders received.

In the Laneashi7-e weaving and spinning mills trade
is not too bri.sk. while the linen factories at Barnsley,
Belfast and Londonderi-y report an iniproveinent, the
medium grade goods particulai'ly moving off very
i|uickly.

IN DEFENSE OF SHODDY AND "WOOL BY-
PRODUCTS.

The National A.ssociation of Wool Fibre Manufactur-
ers of the Ignited States have recently issued a state-
ment as an explanation and a defense of shoddy and
other wool by-products. All are familiar with the
many forms in which wool is now used for clothing,
and the variety of other purposes. In explanation of
the actual wool available for these products the state-
iruMit says, in part:
"The raw matei-ial for these products comes origin-

ally from the sheep. an<l the sheep of all countries jdeld
ajtproximately 1.468,000,000 jioundsf scoured weight)
of wool each year. This in the aggregate is a large
iiuantity. but there is a loss of about 3 per cent in
manufacturing scoured wool into cloth, so that the
wool grown throughout the world each year would pro-
duce 1,027, fiOO,000 pounds of wool cloth ready to be
made into clothing. This also is a large quantity,
but let us consider how many there are to use it. The
people livijig out.side of the tropics number approxi-
mately 1,109,000,000. and for them wool covering is a
necessity that grows greater the farther north or
south they live, all of these 1,169.000,000 people must
have the protection of wool, i-egai-dlcss of age, sex or
occupation. If the 1,027,600,000 pounds of cloth made
froTu the annual production of wool were divided equal-
ly among the people living outside the tropics, each
person would receivi' 14 ounces per year, equal to a
light-weight cloth 44 inches .square, about enough to
make a respectable girdle."
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Mill and General Textile

News

Messrs. Thos. Watcrlioiisc & Co., Ltd., IiigersoU, Out.,

ai'e adding 5 new knitting machines and several finish-

ing machines for the manufacture of fine underwear.

The machines are from Scott and Williams and Wild-

man Manufacturing Co.

Chas. H. Porter, late superintendent of No. 1 mill,

Paris, Out., is now with Julius Kayser & Co., Brooklyn,

N. v.. in a similar cainicity.

It is expected that the new plant of the Arnprior

Pelt ('o., at Arnprior, Ont., will be completed about the

end of August. The building is 3 storeys, 105 ft. by

50 ft., with picker room and store house outside. The
new plant will be equipped with 3 sets cards and other

equipment for the manufacture of pulp and paper
raakei-s' felts. The company is at ])resent manufactur-

ing at Galetta, Out., and, we understand, are very busy.

The plant of the Lachute Knitting Co., Lachute, Que.,

was burned to the ground on June 5. The total loss is

estimated at .$40,000, of which .+'25,000 is covered by
insurance. Of late this plant has been engaged almost

entirely in the manufacture of paper makers' felts.

The company has not yet decided to rebuild.

T. H. Warren has lately taken charge of the spinning

department at T. H. Taylor & Co., Chatham, Out.

Messrs. Horn Bros. Woolen Co., Ltd., Lindsay,

Ont., have received permission to increase tlieir capital

stock from .$100,000 to $195,000.

The Oxford Worster & Linen ^Manufacturing Com-
pany of Dorchester, N. B., is reported taken over by a

group of outside capitalists, acting through the Nova
Scotia Trust Company. The intention of the new
management is to increase the plant and extend the
sales area of the company throughout the Dominion.

Our Hamilton eorresjiondent writes, under date of
July 9th, that "the fiiuil ste|)s toward the merging of
the local concerns, the Eagle Knitting Company and the
Eagle Spinning Mills, Limited, with ^\e Penman Com-
pany of Paris, and several other knitting concerns, will
be taken in the very near future, it is said. Colonel J.

R. Moodie, ])resident and .joint ])roprietor, with his
three sons, of the two local firms, stated to your cor-
res])0)ulent to-day that he was not as yet ready to
nuike any announcement. lie would not deny, liow-
ever, that negotiations tending toward the merger are
being carried on.

Mr. ('. B. Gordon, president of Penman ',s, Ltd., wheji
seen regarding the report, stated that that company did
imt want to form any new anuilgamation and expressed
himself as satisfied with present conditions. No denial
to the report has yet been made.

The tariff changes annoiuiceil in the Kiiiaiicc .Minis-
ter's budget on April 6 last, in so far as they involve
increased duties, became oi)erative throughout Canada
on July 2.

The Inilependent Silk Co., Ltd., with headcpiarteis
at Montreal, Que., have taken o\it a Domiinoii chartei-

to cari-y on business as silk manul'actui'ers, dvcrs nnd
merchants. The capital is .$100,000.

The binder twine factory at- Wal kerton, Ont., wlch

has been closed for some time, will resume operating

this month.

Halifax reports state that certain interests thi-e

have offered to put up $100,000 on a new bond issue or

the Hewson Pure Wool Textile, Ltd., of Amherst, N-i.,

if Andu'r.st and otlu'r people furnish .$.50,000. lis

would become the premier security of the re-organi^d

company, the present bonds and jjreferred stock beig

each i)uslied downwards aiul the conunon stock wif;d

out altogether. In the nu>antime there is no sign oa
move to accept the $100,000 offer from Halifax.

The death occurred in Regina on the 7th inst. >f

Arthur Bates, a former sui)erintendent of the Stormot
]\lill, ('anadian Cottons. Ijimited, Cornwall, Ont., ad
latci- of the Coi-nwall and York Cotton Mills at t.

John, X.li.

Trade Inquiries

The nann^s of the firms nuiking these inquiries, will

their addresses, can be obtained only by those espei-

ally interested in the respective commodities upon a-

|)licati()n to: "The Inquii-ies Branch, the Departmet
of Trade and Commerce. Ottawa," or the Secretary f

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, Toronto, r

The Secretary of the Board of Trade at London, T-

ronto, Hamilton, Kingston, Brandon, Halifax, Montrei,

St. John, Shei-brooke, \'anc()uver, Victoria, Winnipe,
(Jalgary, Saskatoon, and Clunnbre de Commerce d
Montreal. Please Quote the Reference Number who
requesting Addresses.

506. Binder twine.—A South African importer ask

for samples and prices on Canadian-made binder twin
5().S. Duck.—A South African importer makes h

(luiry fdi- samples and prices of Canadian-made due
for tent making.

« « * *

529.—Overalls.—Several South African importer
aie i)repared to consider quotations on overalls; sair

I'les of cloths and illustrations requested. Prices mu?
he f.o.b. Montreal or St. John.

« » » *

530. Overalls.—Sevei-al South African importers ar
prepared to consider quotations on overalls; sample
of cloth and illustrations requested. Prices must b'

f.o.b. Montreal or St. John.
* * * *

532. Shirts.—Several South African importers art

juepared to consider quotations on working skirts, Ox
ford cloths, blue and black striped denims. Samples oJ

cloth and illustrations of shirts required. Prices musi
be f.o.b. :\Iontreal or St. John.

* * # «

533. Underwear.—Several South African importer.-
are piepared to consider samples of Canadian fleeced
underwear. Prices must be f.o.b. Montreal or St. John
Samples and illustrations requested.

« * * *

534. Underwear, fleeced.—Several South African
importeis are pre|)ared to consider samples of Canadian
fleeced underwear. Prices must be f.o.b Montreal or
St. John. Samples and illustrations requested.

» * * *

i3;>. Duok.—A South African importer asks for sam-
ples ;ind prices on Canadian duck for tent Tuaking.
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THE MARKETS
THE WOOL MARKET.

TlH'i-f is practically no cluuigi^ to note in tlic con-

dition of tlie market here since last month. The de-

iiiaiid from tlie mills has been strictly hand-to-mouth

iind outside the buying done from the farmers and
local dealers very little business has passed. The On-

tario clip is about all marketed, being held in dealers'

haiuls. Several good shipments were made during the

month to United States buyers, who, it is said, will

take up nu)st of this year's clip, but of late the deniaml

fi-om that quarter has fallen off somewhat. Dealei's

are confident, however, and prices are holding firm.

Tlie fourth series of Colonial sales opened in London
on July 7 showed an advance iii the earlj^ sales of 5 to

71/2 per cent, on merinos and fine crossbreds. Selec-

tions generally have not been equal to last series, but

prices even for poor selections are unchanged on the

low end. Latest cables state that greasy merinos and
medium crossbreds are bringing 5 per cent, over the

Jlay series and that opening pi-ices on good selections

are firmly maintained.
The net quantity bales available for this series totals

1-16.Ô00, of which" 106.700 bales are New Zealand, for

which the demand both from the Home Trade and
America has been very active. Sales dm-ing the past

few days have been chiefly in sellers' favor.

BRITISH WOOL.

(Special to the Canadian Textile Joui'ual).

London, June 30, 1914.

British wool is firmer and there is no disposition

on the part of sellers to grant the slightest concession

to buyers. This state of affairs has existed ever since

the last colonial sales, with the result that manufac-
turers in most cases have had to raise prices to a higher
level in order to meet the increased cost of production.

These prices are materially affecting trade. English
wools are also moving slowly, and with the advent of

the new clip everj-body seems to be letting things have
a rest. Buyers are of the opinion that English wool
should be purchased at two cents less than the price

paid last if it is to be of any use to-day. So far Irish

wool has been secured at one cent below last year's

prices, but the supply is somewhat limited this year.

Business in tops is quiet as regards merinos and cross-

breds, and the same may be said of the yarn trade.

Botany spinnei's are complaining of the slowness of

trade and the reluctance on the part of their custimers
to take u]) contracts.

BRADFORD WOOL MARKET.
(Special to the Canadian Textile Journal).

Bradford, June 30, 1914.

The raw material is still ruling the situation at Brad-

foril antl topmakers who can sell wool are able to do

more satisfactory business than turning out the combed
article. Fine tops are being sold in small quantities

and this also applies to the raw material. All quota-

tions may be said to be unchanged, though sales are

stated to have been put through at the fullest price

current in the market. Merinos of all sorts are in a

very strong and firm position, and so far as the spin-

.WW&J^E%de.i9;;»'ttacerDed, this also is better than cross-

breds, for the largest amount of work which spinners
have in haiul is for fine j'arns, such as are used for the

best quality fabrics. Crossbred tops are steady in

prices, but business is limited so that it is virtually

impossible to test prices. Medium descriptions are still

firm and sellers will not accede to the low offers of

biiyers on any aecouut. Cai)e wool and tops are ex-

ceedingly dear, partly for the reason that this class

of wool is somewhat scarce. The Aim^-ican demand
is moving further and further down tlu; scale owing
to the high quotations and very little is also being
done with Canada. There is a very fair enquiry for

crossbred wool for scouring. The persistent inquiries

for low class wools is gradually strengthening the

hands of the topmakers, but concessions they will not
grant and are not likely to do so for some time to

come. Indeed, the tendency is upwards.
English wools at Bradford are moving very slowly,

owing to the fact that users are unwilling to come up
to the level of prices asked. Quotations are steady.

Fleece avooIs are going on a high basis, while Irish wool
in some cases has gone at one cent, below last year's

prices.

In Mohaii' some buying has been done, both in Tur-

key and Cape, but the best demand still continues to

be for the Turkey sorts on account of prices taking an

easier turn a couple of weeks ago. Generally speaking,

users of wool are testing the sellers daily to see if there

is a likelihood of any particular description to be ob-

tained at a lower level and this is the state of affairs

that has been going on since the London sales. Bxisi

ness is most unsatisfactory in the wool market, but

this may be attributable to two causes, viz., high prices

and dullness in the principal manufacturing centres.

Alpaca firsts are going at about 3,51/2 cents to 36

cents, while inferiors are exchanging hands at full

prices.

DUNDEE JUTE.
(Special to the Canadian Textile Jorunal).

Dundee, July 1.

During the past week or two there has been great

depi'eciation in the Dundee jute market. Fall after

fall has been recorded in the price of raw material,

with spinners disinclined to make a move. First marks
for August shipment are going at £26, but very little

business has been done. Spot jute has been affected

by the collapses in new crop prices and first marks in

warehouse w^ere offered at £31 10s. and £32. Hessians

in 10 07.. 40m. are offered at 19s. 9d c.i.f. Buenos Ayres
•luly-September, and bids at 19s. 6d. receive due consid-

eration. All prices have been dislocated and o^ving

to dullness very little has been tested in any section

—

in fact, all goods have been dei)reciating in value and
actual limits were quite vmknown. Heavy goods are

similarly situated. Common 81b. cops at .57 cents have
been nominal, while the most that can be expected for

spools is .57 cents to 58 cents. Raw jute holds the po-

.sitiou as regards the resumption of bu.siness and the

market is consequently waiting. Since the beginning
of January Hessians have dropped from 7 cents to 7I/2

cents. Though the jute supply at this centre is 300,000

bales less at present compared with last year, there is

little or no request for material, hence the reduction
in prices. Four months have still to go before the
importation of jute can be commenced in quantity.

So far no price of imjjortance has been mentioned for
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uew crop Daisee, which, in view I last season b crop

failure, is regarded with more than usual concern.

Prices are now first marks, £31 June, £32 spot
;
first

marks, £26 red SCC-B-c. grade ;
£24 15s. August.

At London the market has had a quiet and depressed

appearance during the past month. Values for all

positions have receded, but more particularly for New
Crop, which have declined about 60s. per ton on re-

ports of satisfactory growing conditions and some Cal-

cutta selling pressure. Native First marks August

shipment are offered at £28 15s. Present crop values

show a decline of about 20s. per ton from opening rates,

but values are more nominal than real in the almost

total absence of business. "Native Firsts" for ship-

ment are quoted at £32 5s., on spot at £32 10s. Medium

grade top numbers sold spot Hamburg £29 5s. Daceas

assortment £32 5s. Lower qualities entirely neglected.

The Hamilton Industrial

Exposition
The Haiiiillou lud list rial Exposition which was open-

ed in the armories here Monday morning, July 6th

by the lieutenant-governor, Sir John Gibson, and con-

tinued for two weeks, was not as great a success from

point of numbers as the ex{>osition held during Cen-

tennial week one year ago. This was accounted for

because of 'the big iron and steel companies having

made no entries, also a falling off of entries by the

Textile manufacturers.

The large hall of the armories was profusely de-

corated witli flags and bunting, intermingled with

which was hundreds of prettily colored electric lights

single and in groups, all of which were turned on at

11 o'clock opening moi-ning when Sir John Gibson,

accompanied by Mayor Allan, opened the exposition.

At the exposition held one year ago, nearly a dozen

textile manufacturing concerns of this city were prom-

inent among the textile manufacturing concerns of this

city were prominent among the exhibits. This year,

however, only two textile concerns was represented,

and this falling off was one of the regretable features,

as the textile exhibit of last year, was the outstanding

feature of the exhibition.

The two textile firms represented this year were the

Hamilton Cotton Company, and the G. D. Membery
and Son, Company of Hamilton, both of which had
exhibits of their goods which attracted no small amount
of attention and favorable comment. Especially was
this the case with the exhibit of the Hamilton Cotton
Company. Theii' exhibit consisted of elastics, colored

twines, bindings, sash cords, rope, lamp wicks, garter

elastics in various colors, girth wicks, chenile curtains

and covers, cottonades, and duckings, tennis mark-
ing sets, fancy bell cords, hose supporters, fancy yarns,

etc. The entire arrangement of the booth was very
prettily done. W. H. Shipman in charge
The G. D. Jlcmbery and Sou exhibit, consisted of a

neat and large disjjlay of bedding, pillows, mattresses,
I'ushions, etc. which lines this company make a spec-
ial feature of in connection with their factory here.
One of the features of this exhibit which attracted
considerable attention was the special hospital mat-
tress, so designed by means of straps as to allow a
patient to be carried without the use of a stretcher
with the greatest of comfort and ease. E. Carpenter
was in charge of the exhibit, and was kept very busy
throughout the entire two weeks because of tlie large
ci'owds which visited this booth.

Textile Publications

ADVANCED TEXTILE DESIGN. By William «

Watson, superintendent and lecturer in textile m
manufacture, the Royal Technical College, Glas- ^
gow, 450 pages, 461 illustrations, embodying s

over 2,000 designs, diagrams and representations m
of woven fabrics. S3.25. ^

TEXTILE DESIGN AND COLOR. Elementary m
weaves and figured fabrics. By William Watson. *

Medium 8 vo.; 413 illustrations, which include *

over 1800 different diagrams, designs and repre- m
sentations of woven fabrics.

g|

Price $2.50, postpaid. «

THE TEXTILE FIBRES. Their physical, micro- g
scopical and chemical properties. By J. Merritt *

Matthews, Ph. D. Second edition, rewritten, m
480 pages, 127 figures. Cloth $4.00 I

LABORATORY MANUAL OF DYEING AND S

TEXTILE CHEMISTRY. By J. Merritt Mat- |
thews, Ph. D. 363 pages. Cloth, $3.50 |

COTTON WASTE. Its production, characteristics g
regulation, manipulation and uses. By Thomas *

Thornley. Price, postpaid, $3.50. ffi

GRAMMAR OF TEXTILE DESIGN. By Harry «

Nisbett. 280 pages, with 490 illustrations and m

diagrams. Price, postpaid, $3 00. e

THE FINISHING OF TEXTILE FABRICS, a
By Robert Beaumont. M. Sc, M.I.M.E. 260 m
pages, with 150 illustrations. Price postpaid, $4.50 f

TEXTILES. By A. F. Barker, M. Sc, with chap- i
ters in "The Mercerised and Artificial Fibres, and *

the Dyeing of Textile Materials," by W. M. Gard- a
ner, M.Sc, F.C.S. "Silk Throwing and Spin- g
ning" by R. Snow. "The Cotton Industry, "by ^
W. H. Cook. "The Linen Industry." by F. m

Bradbury, 370 pages, with 86 illustrations. g
Price, cloth, postpaid $2.00. g

RAW SILK. A practical handbook for the buyer a
A study of raw silk production and filatures in ^
European and Asiatic countries. Price $2.50. B

CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF A «

COTTON MILL, or How to Build. Equip and m

Operate a Cotton Mill. Neatly bound. 800 s
pages. Price $3.00 postpaid. §

SILK MANUFACTURING AND ITS PROB- a
LEMS. By James Chittick. A series of papers a
on important questions of interest to all those |
engaged in the manufacture and distribution of m
silks and other textiles. Cloth bound. 432 pages, s

Price, postpaid. $3.00. |

COTTON MILL MACHINERY CALCULATION. 1
By B. M. Parker. B.S., Asst. Professor, Carding a
and Spinning. Textile Dept.. N,C. College of g
A. & M. Arts Price, postpaid, $1.50 s

PRACTICAL COTTON FINISHING. By J. Harold a
Edge. Price, postpaid, $1.00 |

a
Books sent postpaid by the ®

INDUSTRIAL & EDUCATIONAL PRESS LTD.
g

35-45 St. Alexander St., Montreal
9

Remittance must accompany order. m
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Effect of War on Textile

Industry in Canada
The great crisis that is now confronting the world

will uudoiibtedly have a far-reaching effect on all lines

of industry and conuiierce in Caiiada. We are virtually

at war along with the ^Mother Coimtry and, although

there is not much danger that this country will be

directly affected by invasion, we will feel the effects of

the war in a corresjjonding degree to the deterrent

effect upon the great industrial covmtries of the world

directly engaged in the conflict. The effect upon the

textile industry will be far-reaching.

We import souiethiiig like fifty per cent, of the cot-

ton goods, eighty per cent, of the woolen and worsted

goods, thirty per cent, of the knit goods, ninety per

cent, of the silk goods, and practically all of the linen

and jute material consumed each year, and the great

proportion of these imports comes from those countries

engaged in the present conflict. Of course, Great

Britain is the principal source of .supply and. so long

as commerce is not interfered with, our trade with that

country w-ill be little affected, except in so far as the

high instu-ance rates and war risks act as preventatives,

but imdoubtedly considerable portion of the goods that

would otherwise have been purchased abroad will have

to be produced by domestic mills.

Buyers from all the large etxtting-up and jobbing

houses in the country have been in Great Britain and

Europe diu'ing the past month or so, making pin'chases

for next spring and summer goods, and in most cases

buying was about completed. In the ease of German,

French and Belgian goods these purchases will in all

probability be cancelled and there will likely be consid-

erable difficulty experienced in obtaining shipment of

goods at tilt' proper time : that is, December and Janu-
ary, owing to the probable depression of the textile

trades in England during the crisis as well as the dan-

gers confronting shipping. This will cause a big de-

mand for all such goods as can be duplicated by Cana-
dian mills, while in other cases importers will either

have to do without them or obtain them in the United
States, which alternative appears rather impracticable,

as the industi-y there will have all it can do to look

after the home demand on the class of goods imported
into Canada. This trade along with the demand for

military cloths and materials will give a considerable

imiietus to practically all branches of the textile in-

dustrj- in Canada during the next few months.

The principal difficulty confronting our mills during
this time will be the procuring of raw material. In the

ease of the cotton mills this will not be so evident.

American cotton has drojiped in price and will likely

reach the lowest level in years in the event of a conflict

of any duration. But a great deal of the supplies used
in our mills, such as chemicals, dyestuffs, etc., has been
purchased in Germany and Great Britain, and these

will have to be obtained elsewhere. Moreover, the

question naturally arises as to what extent domestic
mills are equipped to manufacture cotton goods import-
ed. At present the consumption of the class of goods
mainifactured here is practically all of domestic goods,

while a glance at the customs returns will show that a

large portion of our cotton imports consists of special-

ties and mauufactin-es for which the Canadian demand
is someM-hat limited. Manufacturers will not think
of equipping their mills in order to supply this tem-
porary demand, but the industry will undoubtedly
receive a considerable impetus during the crisis owing
to the increased demand for the grades they are capable
of manufacturing.
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In llic fiisc of woolens, our mills are cMjiahlr of inaiiu-

faeturiiig the most of the lines importcil, but they arc

not equipped to look after the entire traile, either for

quantity or quality. With the extra Government de-

mand for military cloth and the orders already taken

for spring 1915 they will be kept running to full capa-

city, so that it is probable that a considerable quantity

will have to be imported from the United States. The

difficulty here again will be the matter of obtaining

sui)plies of raw materials. Of the 7,252,119 pounds of

washed wool imported during the fiscal year ending

March 31 last, some 3,929,650 pounds were imported

from Great Britain, 776,350 pounds from the United

States, 871,515 pounds froni New Zealand, 688,204

pounds from France, and 986,400 pounds from other

countries. The obtaining of these supplies, as well as

the yarns, noils and tops, most of which are imported

from Great Britain, will depend on the extent to which

shipping is interfered with and the state of trade in

(ireat Britain, although it may be possible to purchase

the necessary raw matei-ial direct from the prodiieing

centres. Stocks of these commodities now on hand are

small. Manufacturers have been buying only to fill

actual wants and none anticipated the present situation,

so that it will be necessary to import a large quantity

ill order to look after the extra demand.

Knitting mills are in a somewhat different position.

With over eighty per cent, of the Canadian consump-

tion of knit goods supplied by domestic mills, only a

slightly increased demand can be expected. The diffi-

culty will be in obtaining yarn and wool supplies. Do-

mestic spinning mills will be called on to supply much

of the yarn supplied abroad and some difficulty will

undoubtedly be experienced in obtaining delivery.

There will be a stimulation in the demand for some

lines and Government orders will be heavy, so that the

approaching season, which under ordinary conditions

would have been a quiet one, will likely find all the

mills fully engaged.

From present indications we believe that domestic

mills will benefit for the time being. What the ulti-

mate effect will be is a moot point.

Business Economics
Xo liusiiiess is transacted, no industrial concern can

lie operated, without some of the rules and theories of

political economy being followed. Economics underlies

all feat III es of modern industrial life, so that a stud.v

of the principles involved explains the wh.ys and wliere-

fdics of practically every phase of commercial eii-

di'iivouiir, till' history and evolution of modern business

and commercial systems and gives the student a knowl-

edge that enables a closer and more concise insight into

wliiit is going on. Our school system does not alTord

tlic avi'iage youth tlie oi)i)ortunity to study along this

line, so that many are left ignorant of the theory, how-
ever much they might acquaint themselves and become
familiiir with the practical operation of those funda-

mental laws and subséquent history. The stud.x' of

iMMinoniies is a necessity to the ambitious youth, and if

the opportunity to learn is not afforded in the schools

it must be found elsewhere.

Business men and manufacturers who tlid not have

the o|)poit unity or have not taken it, have learninl

these laws fioiii h.aid ex]ierience. They know the prac-

tical application without realizing the fact, but do not

grasp the underlying principles and are not,, therefore,

in a position on many occasions to take advantage of

ojiport unities offered or anticipate losses and disaster.

This is not ilue to the fact that the principles are so

involved or difficult to understand as to make the study

a buiih'ii, but simpl.v that too many men lia\-e a wrong

(on<'e|itioii of the whole study of economies, although

they ail' following and c(niforiiiing to those laws at

every turn.

We ale therefore pleased to announce to our readers

that we have secured for publication in the Canadian

Textile -lournal, starting this issue, a series of articles

on P.usiness Economics," hy Prof. W. W. Swansoii.

of (^neeii's I'liiveisity, Kingston, Out. The autiior will

deal with this phase of the study of economics from as

practical a viewpoint as possible, following closelj' the

courses given in the best colleges in the country, and

his treatises of the various sub.iects will uiiiloubte<lly

be of much value and interest to our U'aders. The

series will comprise alimit twelve ait'cle; and, il' tlior-

oilghly a])preeiated, will be followed l;y a fiii t her st iid\-

relating to other phases of commereial endeavour.

Textile Im ports During
Fiscal Year

Last

There was a considerable falling off in the value of

textile im)>orts into Canada during the fiscal year end-

ing ;\laieli 31, 1914, which cannot be ascribed to any
other cause than the general trade depression which
has existed for the past eighteen months in practically

all blanches of trade in Canada. The total imports of

cotton goods show a decrease of $1,029,447, as com-
pared with the 1913 figures; wool and woolens a de-

crease of $3,593,731; Avhile on the other hand the value
of silk iiiipoits show an increase of .$448,704, and flax,

hemp and .jute materials an increase of $27,844, as com-
pared with the 1913 figures. The total value of the im-
poi tatioii of textiles, including cordage, rope and twine,
silks, cottons, woolens and worsteds, flax, hemp and
.iiite materials, and raw materials, show a decrease of
$"_',947,()S4 fr(Mii last \-ear's figures.

It is interesting to note the position iîritish and
I'liited St.-ites manufacturers hold in this trade with
<'aiiada. In thi' ease of cordage, rope and twine Great
I'.iitaiii supplies less than 9 per cent, and the United
Stat.'s about 90 per cent. Of cottons Great Britain
supplied l(i per ci'iit. and United States 47 per (•.•nt.

or i-iiilaiiis (il, .at i'.ritain siipplieil ."lO jier cent, and
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United States 19 per cent. Of flax, hcnii), jute ami

luanufaetures of, Great Britain supplied 55 per eeiit.

and United States less than 10 per eent. Of .silks and

manufactures of, Great Britain supidied 86 jx'r cent,

and United States 15 per eent. Of wool and woolens.

Great Britain supplied 86 per eent. and United States

7 per eent.. and of the total imports of textile materials

Great Britain supplied over 57 per eent. Those of wool

and manufactures of wool amounted to eousiilerably

more than any other item classified inider the heading

'principal articles imported for eousumption into Can-

ada" in the customs returns, being nearly 20 per cent,

of the total importation of merchandise, and 50 per

cent, of the total importation of textile materials from

Great Britain during the last fiscal period.

The greater proportion of the woolen goods imjiorted

were woven goods, amounting to $21,442,414, as com-

pared with the total importation of woolen fabrics

valued at $28,667,836. The value of such goods manu-

factured in Canada amounts to about .$500,000, so that

over 80 per cent, of the total quantity of woolen goods

consumed in Canada last year was imported, the vast

majority being from Great Britain under the prefer-

ence tariff. Surely these figures deserve the closest

attention from manufacturers in this countrv.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.
A recent press dispatch from New York emphasizes

the present situation and its effect upon the import

textile business of Canada and the United States, stat-

ing that the prospect of textile competition from abroad

is slight. The widening of the area of conflict in

Europe, with the consequent closing of all manufac-

turing establishments, has convinced the most optim-

istic importers and handlers of European products that

it would be impossible to make deliveries here on goods

manufactured in the belligerent countries. The only

possible exception is the British Isles. The cancella-

tions of the sailings of the steamers of the German
lines as well as of the French companies was regarded

last week as serious enough, but now that the workers

of both France and Germany have been called to ser-

vice in the military and naval arms of their respective

Governments it seems settled that deliveries for fall,

winter, and possibly spring lines of textiles will not be

made.

One result of the war in which England is now en-

gaged is the already apparent effect it will have on

the English cotton industry. For some time British

spinners of American cotton have been curtailing antl

only the other day agreed to a three weeks" suspension

of work between then and September. The Manchester
Federation of Cotton Spinners has now urged such

mills to arrange for the curtailment as speedily as pos-

sible. British textile trades will suffer more from the

present conflict than any other industry in the United

Kingdom.

Discrimination Against Domes-
tic Woolen Fabrics

A eommon eomplaint among textile manufacturers
and agents in this country is the very apparent preju-

dice in favor of foreign fabrics, or the prevailing idea

that foreign fabrics are necessarily superior to those

|)roduci'd by domestic manufacturers. This idea has
i)een taught by a few in the trade Who are interested

in selling foreign goods, but no one who is at all con-

versant with the fabrics maufactured by many of our
mills places any credence on such tales. Still, the pre-

judice continues and our nulls are compelled to recog-

nize it in considering the comjietition of foreign textile

manufacturers.

The fallacy was fostered years ago under the old

tariff law with the United Kingdom, when practically

all the woolens and worsteds imported were of a dis-

tinctly higher than average type, owing to the fact

that the mediuui and low grade fabrics now coming
into the country could not be imported profitably at

tliat time. To assist in securing an unwarranted profit,

some jobbers or merchant tailors placed foreign tickets

on much of the better grade of their purchases from
domestic sources, thereby creating in the minds of the
ultimate consumers the false impression that all of the

finer, high grade fabrics were of foreign origin.

Comparison of fabrics from the standpoint of in-

trinsic worth, perfection of manufacture, style, color

and finish, will convince the unprejudiced investigator

that the domestic manufacturer has made wonderful
progress in the development of the industry—that

Canadian woolen and worsted mills are as well equipp-

ed as those in any other country and are now producing
fabrics which are fully equal to those manufactured
abroad. Much of the domestic product is probably still

sold as of foreign manufacture. The custom still exists

to mark Canadian goods as foreign, but merchants feel

indignant when their attention is called to the fact that
much of the goods on their shelves is domestic make.
These same merchants are the ones who should lead

the movement to break down this prejudice. It is

working against their interests, as in most cases they
are innocent of any attempt to hoodwink the consumer.
They buy in good faith and as they believe that nothing
good can be made in Canada in the way of woolen or
worsted goods they make little effort to ascertain the
true origin of the fabrics they buy. It is surely a ques-
tion that desei'ves serious attention from both mer-
chants and manufacturers, and should be dealt with
accordingly.—Journal of Commerce.

AUSTRALIA WOOL YEAR.
Dalgety & Co., Limited, Bradford, England, have re-

ceived a cable from their Sydney branch stating that
the exports of wool from Australia from July 1, 1913,
to June 30, 1914, were 1,966,000 bales, an increase of
248,000 bales on the previous year, and from New
Zealand 561,000 bales, an increase of 32,000 bales. The
total for Australasia is therefore 2,527,000 bales, an
increase of 280,000 bales.

The cable continues : The total sales of wool in the
colonial markets up to date amount to 1,968,500 bales,
against 1,805,000 bales at this time last year, an increase
of 163,500 bales. The average value per bale is £13 4s.

lid., compared with £13 13s. Id., and the average
weight per bale 327 lb., compared with 321.2 lb. The
all-round average is 9%d. per lb., compared with 10
3-16d. for the previous year.
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BUSINESS ECONOMICS
First of a Series of Articles Dealing With The Econom ic Factors Operating in the Modern Business World.

By PROFESSOR W. W. SWANSON.

A knowledge of the principles of economics is

essential to every man who is engaged, directly or in-

directly, in the affairs of the business world. Most

men, unfortunately, are inclined to conduct their af-

fairs by rule-of-thumb ; but in the keen competition

met with in the field of modern business, it is be-

coming more and more necessary for the business

man to have a working knowledge of the economic

principles involved. These principals are as operative

in business as natural laws in the physical world.

A knowledge of the laws of nature is essential for

carrying on great business enterprises, transportation

for example ; but no less essential is a working know-
ledge of the economic factors operating in the modern
business world.

Some men boast of their "practical" knowledge
and scoff at such abstractions as laws, principles and
underlying causes. Yet the most practical men, al-

though they may not realize it, are generally the most
opinionated theorists. They work upon the basis

of theory, and apply principles to their business with

greater or less success, year in and year out. The hum-
blest of enterprises does the same thing.

The trapper in the black wilds who saw a flock of

wild ducks winging their rapid way southward in the

early autumn, deduced the fact that winter would set

in early, and laid his plans accordingly. He rushed
in supplies by boat and trail, and was still busy with
his work when the iron hand of winter stayed the pro-

ceedings. Supplies were low, but prices were high
;

and he reaped the benefit. A simple illustration, to be
sure, but it hammers home the point. It pays to un-
derstand the laws of nature, and business laws. Such
knowledge compels success.

Aside from the old haunting, speculative curiosity

which is inborn in man, which has made itself felt from
time immemorial in Greek and Barbarian, bond and
free, the modern man feels more than ever the abso-
lute necessity of grasping knowledge for its own sake.
Knowledge is power—a dynamic, irresistible force
that makes for success in business as well as in every
other sphere of human activity."

What is the Science of Economics?
Economies is that science which deals with the pro-

duction, distribution and consumption of wealth. But
it must be understood that the social jioint of view is

always uppermost in the mind of the economist. That
is to say, he studies wealth because of its bearing upon
the prosperity of individual in particular, and of man-
kin(l in general.

But wealth is also the subject-matter of other fields
of hiuuau investigation—of law, of ethics, of politics.
It is, therefore, from a ])articular point of view tiiat

the economist approaches his work. Ilis view is that
of market value. Any thing, fact or condition, that
affects value in the market comes within the scope of
economi(; investigation. We may then define econo-
mics, in tiie light of what has been said, as that science
which deals with tiie i)roblems of market value. That
is to say, the economist desires to learn why a commod-
ity has value in the first place, and secondly, why its

value is as great as it is. A study of the fii"st problem
involves the question of production, of the forces caus-

ing market values to arise ; a study of the second phase

of the problem—namely, why values are as great as

they are—leads us into the field of distribution, of

wealth, and explains why labor receives its particular

reward, why interest on capital rises and falls, and
why rents fluctuate under varying conditions. A
knowledge of the principles involved in each case is

of the greatest value to the business man producing

goods under conditions that are constantly changing,

and pei'mits him to adjust his output to meet the

pai-ticulai- demands of the market.

Classification of Wealth.

Since our science deals with goods in their value as-

pect, it is necessary to examine carefully the nature of

economic goods, or wealth.
It is perfectly clear that goods that exist in super-

fluity, that are free, do come within the scope of our
inquiry. Such goods as air, sunlight, water, and so

forth, are generally free and hence have no market
value. As they have no market value, they do not fall

within the scope of economic investigation. It is not
that the economist minimizes their importance ; he re-

eogiiizes that they are just as essential—perhaps more
so—for the happiness, health and prosperity of the

people as are economic goods. But as they are free to

all, they do not present any problems of direct interest

to him—that is, problems that arise from a study of

market condition and market values.

The goods which form the subject-matter of his in-

vestigation, are those that are not free, and that satisfy

a human want. Both these conditions must be present
before market value can arise.

There may be goods that are relatively few in num-
ber, and yet valueless, because there is no demand
for them. There are such things as scarce nuisances

—

that is, "goods" that may exist in relating firmness,
but yet have no market value because there is no de-
mand for them. Thus, the first essential for the emer-
gence of value in an object is, that it shall satisfy a
liuman need.

The second is, that it shall not exist in superfluity,
that it is not so abundantly distributed that there is

more of it than is necessary to supply the demand. We
may, therefore, define wealth, as all goods which satisfy
a human want, and that are limited relatively to the
demand for them.

Economic Goods Not All Material.

Economic goods may be divided into two great class-
es, lu the first category are placed all goods that are
iTuiterial, limited in amount, and that satisfy a human
need. Examples of such are : Houses, clothing, furni-
ture, coal mines, stocks and bonds, and so forth.

In the second class are placed all those immaterial
goods that are limited in number, satisfy a human
desire and are immaterial. Examples of these are:
the good-will of a business, a doctor's practice, the con-
nection of a promoter with a group of financiers, etc.—in a woi-d. intangible goods, that may be bought and
sold.
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National and International Wealth.

Ill il si'iisi', \vi' may iiicliulc in llic sum total of a

nation's wraltli iiunc iliaii can Ix' counted in from the

coiiil)iiif(l wcaltli of ils iiuliviilual citizens. Thus, a
good cliiiiate. favorable ports, proximity to the world's
markets, the degree of enlightenment of its people,

are all parts of the nation's wealtli, liecause tliese fae-

toi's have a direct or indirect bearing upon the prosper-
ity and happiness of tlie people as a whole. And so,

there are international possessions that make for the
progress and ])rosperity—science, art, and literature,

as well as all means and methods of facilitating inter-

national intercourse and trade. Therefore, the growth
in knowledge, and the progi'ess of all nations is of vi-

tal interest to tiie prosperity- and ha|ipiiiess of each.

The Meaning of Production.

ilaii cannot ereati' material goods, lie may alter

their shape, change their j)osition and reduce the time
required in transjiorting them from place to place. But
he cainiot create goods in the substantial meaning of

that term.

When we speak, therefore, of the production of

goods, what we mean is that man adds utilities to the
raw materials ••|;-16,000. Was this a productive enter-
prise?

When a combination is formed in any line of indus-
try, with diminished outinit as a result, bnt higher
l)rices, can it be said that we have here a case of econo-
mic production?
The illustrations might be multiplied one thousand-

fold, but the same fact would always appear—namely,
that there is a conflict in many cases between the
claims of society and the welfare of the individual. The
producer is not so mucli concerned—if he is concerned
at all—with the abundance of the supply. The whole
matter to him simmers down to one problem : How can
I best increase my value returns, my net income from
my business?
The diamond kings of South Africa take good care

to control the sujiply of cut gems that go out from Am-
sterdam to the markets of the world. They are not
concerned with making diamonds cheap, bnt of making
them dear—at least as dear as is consistent with effect-

ing a sufficient sale of them.
"We now see clearly that economic production is a

question of value, of the creation and eidiancing of va-
lue in the market. To eti'eet these ends it is necessary
to impart to goods certain utilities in order that a de-
mand for them may be created and stimulated.
Man cannot create material goods in any real sense

of the term. All that lie can do is to add utilties to

goods—utilities of time, of [dace and of foi'm.—He may
transport goods from place to place; he may change
their shape ; he may etf'cct economies of time in their

use. Beyoinl this, man cannot go in the act of econo-
mic creation.

The Individual Point of View.

Once more we should emphasize the clash of inter-

ests that often ai-ise between the individual business
man and society at large. An individual liusiness man,
or a corporation, is not concerned with the mere weight
or number of the goods placed upon the market. What
the individual prodm-er is conceiiicd with is the value
of his output. A high net rctui-n may be effected by
diminishing the output. Abundance of want-satisfy-
ing goods for society at large and high income yit'lds

to individuals seldom go together. Over and over again
our agricultural magazines emphasize the fact that
big peach crops, or bumper wheat returns carry with
them no particular cause for rejoicing, as far as the

I armer is concerned. .Scarcity and high prices suit the
producers concerned mucii better. When these facts
are kept in mind it will be evident that in economic dis-
cussion, these two viewpoints should always be kept
distinctly sejjarate. Only so may many economic pit-
falls be avoided.
And much more will it be evident that the problem

of market value can only be understood from the in-
dividual competitive point of view. Whatever society
at large may wish, we are aware that men follow their
own selfish interests in business, and leave the people
at large to take care of themselves.

The Sources of Wealth.
Tlh jiroviTliial sources of wealth are: The fisheries,

ihe mines the forests and agriculture. These are the
so-calleil extractive iiulustries, and for many years it

was supposed that from these alone all wealth was
derived.

The Physiocrats of Fiance, that brilliant group of
economists who appeared just prior to the Revolution,
taught that land alone (including in land all the ex-
tractive industries noted above yielded a "net pro-
duet." The seed sown not only replaced itself, the cap-
ital employed, and enough to sustain the labor engaged,
but a net product above all this—a clear gain on the
transaction. Manufacturing, according to the Physio-
crats, was a barren iinlustry. However useful it might
be, it yielded no net return above the replacement of
the food and material used uj) in the process.

It remained for Ailam Smith, whose great work,
"The Wealth of Nations' appeared in 1.776, to dispose
of this contention once and for ever. He showed how
the successive processes through which wool, or wood,
or iron ore went added greatly to the value of the fin-

ishing product. In human skill, the capacity and gen-
ius of man to mould and change nature to his will, he
found a fifth great source of wealth. And strange to
say, what the great Scotch economist taught over a
ci'iitury ago is being otïered to the public as something
new to-day. Vet the truth needs to be emphasized, as
was ree<4itly done by Professor A. E. Chamberlain.
The develoimieiit commissioner of the Great Northern
Railway-, in a recent address to Ontario farmers, said:
•"Denmark, which is a little larger than the three

counties of Essex, Kent and Larabton, Ontario, sup-
ports a ])opulation of 1,250,000 people. It exported
in one year -tlOl.OOO.OOO of farm products—pork, dairy
and poultry products. It did so because of a high de-
velopment of the skill of the Danish people. They
did it first by ])roducing more per acre. Then they
took a larger (|uantity of the raw product and manu-
factured it into a bettei- linished product; or, we might
say, marketed it in a l)e1ter and more desirable coudi-
li(ni. One may sliip to London and Liverpool the
same qiiaiitit.x- of pork, dairy and poultry products as
the Danish i)eoi)le exjiort, sell them on the same day,
and on the same market, and the Danish people will

get approximately .+8,000,000 more than the people with
less skill will receive.

"The country lacking skill has to pay for that dis-

advantage, and the money has to go to those countries
whose citizens have the skill. Canada has the four
chief natui-al sources of wealth to a remarkabl degree.
The fifth source of wealth, human skill, has yet to be
considerably (leveloi)ed. When the four are combined
with the one in this Dominion, some remarkable
acliievemeiits should be accomplished.

(NOTH—Pi-of. Swanson will take up and deal with
"The Factors of Production" and "The Division of
Labor," in the next article of the series, appearing in

the September number.—Editor.)
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WOOL AND ITS MANUFACTURE
With Special Reference to Domestic Wools, their Grading, Classification and Use.

By T. REG. ARKELL.

(Pamphlet No. 3 issued by the Live Stock Branch of the Dominion Department of Agriculture.)

Although for twelve months in the year every resi-

dent of Canada, man and woman, depends for the

maintenance of bodily warmth and comfort upon cloth-

ing made wholly or partially from wool, it is surprising

how little the 'great majority of people really know

respecting the various qualities and classes of cloth

composing their wearing apparel, the source of the raw

material and the process of manufacture. Everyone

is more or less certain that wool comes from sheep, but

not infrequently that compi'ises the limit of their

knowledge. It is still more surprising, however, how
poorly informed in too many instances is the wool

grower himself anent the grades and purposes in manu-

facture of the wool he produces. Lack of information

precludes the grower from disposing of his product to

the best advantage. To assist farmers and city dwellers

alike to gain a more complete and definite knowledge

of the character of wools grown in this and otlier coun-

tries, and' of the products manufactured therefrom,

the wool exhibit of the Live Stock Branch, Dominion

Department of Agriculture, is presented to the public.

The technical terms used in describing the various

specimens in the exhibit may, perhaps, prove puzzling

at times. Therefore, a full and concise explanation of

these, and a popular description of the worsted and

woollen processes of manufacture, outlining the essen-

tial stages in the transformation of wool to cloth, have

been prepared in this pamphlet.

The Wool Fibre.

The wool fibre posseses many peculiar physical pro-

perties, which especially adapt it for textile purposes.

It is covered with minute scales, apparent only under
the microscope, and resembling to some extent those

upon fish, which not only impart strength to the fibre

but give to it its distinctive lustre. When a scale is

injured or destroyed through disease, mechanical or

other agency, a weak section will exist in the fibre at

that point, thus decreasing its tensile strength and ren-

dering it unfit to withstand the strain of the combing
process in worsted manufacture. The interlocking or
fitting of the scales of one fibre into those of another
creates felting or close matting together of the fibres,

which is a necessary proceeding in cloth production.
The number of scales upon a fibre is very variable, de-
pending upon the class or grade of wool. For instance.

Merino wool, which is the finest, or has the least dia-

meter, is frequently found with only a single scale
surrounding the entire circumference of the fibre; a
medium wool, as grown upon the Shropshire or Hamp-
shire Down, two, three, or even more scales; and a
coarse grade, represented l)y the wool of the Cotswold,
Leicester or Lincoln, several scales.

Waviness or Crimp.

Examined casually, it will be observed that the wool
fibre possesses a wavy or curled appearance, which is

technically known as crimp. A heavy crimp i>roduces
compactness of fleece, and the closer the wool the more
effectively will it retain the yolk or grease which ex-

udes naturally from the skin of sheep and tends to pre-

vent i-ain or snow from penetrating to the body. The

degree of criiii]) bears a distinct relation to the dia-

meter of the fibre. Fine wools have greater crimp

than coarse. It has been estimated that Merino wool

will bear as majiy as twenty-four to thirty waves per

inch; Southdown, thirteen to eighteen, and Lincoln,

only three to five. The average diameters of the fibres

upon which were based the foi-cgoiiig data were : For

Merino, .00064 of an inch; Southdown, .001; and Lin-

coln, .0018. These figures will also serve to illustrate

the extreme minuteness of the wool fibre. CoTnpared

witli huniiin liair, even Lincoln wool is finer.

Variations in Length.

Considerable variation occurs in the length of the

wool fibre in tiu> same fleece, as well as in different

sheep. Tlie shortest wool is tipon the belly; the long-

est, on the thighs. Generally speaking, the coaser the

wool the longer it is in the natural state, but this can-

not be taken as a definite criterion, for many of the

medium-wooled breeds have coarser, yet shorter, wool
than the Merhio. The length cannot be estimated ac-

curately by mei-ely opening the wool upon the sheep
without a thorough examination of the extent of

crimp. A fine Merino fibre may be stretched by hand
easily thirty per cent beyond its crimped length, and
by gradual pressure upon a machine fully that much
more. The average range of wools in length is be-

tween two and eight inches, and the number of fibres

growing per square inch, between 4,000 and 6,000.

Absorption of Dye.

In dyeing, the central portion of the wool fibre un-
derneath the scales alone absorbs the coloring matter.
The scales themselves become but slightly, if at all,

changed. Where the scales are thick and cling firm-
ly, the same rich efl:'ect cannot be obtained as where
they are small and open. Therefore, this explains why
one class of m'OoI will not dye so readily as another and
also why such care must be taken in the mill, in the
manufacture of many styles of fabrics, to separate the
fleece into lots containing similar specimens.

Difficulty is, at times, experienced in coloring ef-

fectively pulled or skin wools, which are removed from
the pelts of sheep after death, frequently by means of
a lime solution, since the lime permeates the cells of the
fibre and prevents the uniform distribution of the dye.
Besides, following a disease such as scab, or through in-
sufficent nourishment, the wool fibre may be imperfect-
ly developed and will not take the coloring solution in
a satisfactory fashion.

Kemps, Mdiich are hair-like fibres, found mostly on
the thighs or britch of eoarse-wooled sheep, will absorb
little dye, if any at all, and, consequently, all wool of
this nature must be entirely removed from the fleece
before the process of manufacture commences, con-
stituting a waste product. Black, brown or grey wool
must be included in this class also, since it can only
be used in dark-colored fabrics. Moreover, even with
a black color it is difficult to stain it exactly the
same shade as white wool. For this reason, dark wool
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enters mostly into the manufacture of natural luider-

wear. Tlu-refore, it may be readily understood from
this cursory descriiition how careful, if he hopes to ob-

tain the hijrhest pi-ict> for his product, the wool pro-

ducer should be to eliminate from his breeding flock

animals possessing to any degree a defective quality of

wool.

Classification of Wools in the Fleece (Grading),

Classification of wools in the fleece comprehends
what is technically called grading, and should be per-

formed by the grower or dealer before the wool reach-

es the mill. Grading is done without untying the

fleece, and three distinct divisions are made according
to till' Condition, Quality. Stajile or Length of the
wool.

Tubwashed.—(Wool scoured by hand with soap and
water frequently containing a weak solution of caus-
tic alkali, after it has been removed from the sheep,)

Scoured.— (Wool cleansed in the mill by efficient

nuu'hinery.)

Rejection or Reject.—(Wool containing an excessive
(luantity of seeds, burrs, straw, hay or kemp.)

Cotted Reject or Cots.— (Wool matted together.
Cottiug is created by ill-health and is due to lack of suf-

ficient yolk or grease in the wool, which ordinarily
keeps the fibres from sticking together.)
Black or Grey Reject.— (Wool containing numerous

black, brown or grey fibres.)

Tags, Dung Locks or Stained Pieces, (Short locks
generally besmirched with manure.)

Government Wool Exhibit.

Eveiy wool-growing country has its own special me-
thods of classification and its own nomenclature for

the different grades, which, however, are more or less

similar and allied. Canadians, owing to contingencies

of market, should be more especially interested in uu-

derstanding those of Great Britain and the United

States, and in correlating them with our own. For
this purpose some attention will be given to a descrip-

tion of these.

Little difference exists in the form of grading ac-

cording to condition. Therefore, a bald ((uotation of

it as practised in this country shoidd be sufficient.

Unwashed or Grea.sy.— (Wool shorn from the sheep
in its natural condition.)

{ Washed.— (Wool washed with soap and water upon
the sheep's back.)

Unmerchantable.— (Wool poorly washed or iu)t shorn
for some *ime after washing.)

Pulled or Skin.— (Wool removed from the pelts of

dead sheep.)

Shrinkage From Washing,

Washing removi's only the foreign material or dirt

and creates a shrinkage in weight from fifteen per cent

to twenty-two per cent on the average. Not only the

dirt, but the yolk or grease as well are taken from the

wool by scouring and it is left in a thoroughly clean

condition ready for making into yarn. Tubwashing
is an attempt to fulfil the same purpose as scouring, but

the process is not so effective. Before the wool can be

used for manufacture it must be re-scoured. The loss

in weight through tubwashing ranges from thirty per

cent to fifty per cent.

In washing wool the sheep-raiser should carefully

estimate the decrease in weight and the cost of labour

against the higher price received for the washed pro-

duct before undertaking the operation.
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Quality.

Quality refers in this respect to fineness of the fibre

or the diameter. The finest wools are arranged in the

r-lassifications at the top. each quality following beuig

slightly eoarser.

Correlation of American, British and Canadian Quali-

ties ( Grades), and Their Distinctive Terms.

United State.s. 'British. Canadian
Dome.stic. Rang.

Fine 64's to 66's Fine
One-half Blood 66'.s Fine
Three-eig-hths Blood ... SB's Fine medium
One-quarter Blood . . . . 50's Medium Menium
Low one-quarter Blood.. 44's to 46's Low medium
Common 40's Coarse Low-
Braid .'îfi'.'^ Truster

American Classification.

The Anieriean idassifieatioii and nomenclature are

based upon the quality of Merino wool which, being the

finest, was taken originally as the standard. Differ-

ent crosses between the Merino and the mutton breeds

were supposed to produce the intermediate grades. Tlie

first cross resulted in so-called one-half blood wool,

that is, one-half Merino, and presumably twice as

coarse as the Merino parent. The other grades fol-

lowed similarly to show the i-elative and corresponding

lack of fine wool blood.

Fine is frequently subdivided into three separate

classes, known as XXX, XX and X. This comprises an

exceptionally fine distinction for Merino wools. XXX
represents 'tiie highest class obtained from the Spanish

Merino, which is surpassed only by Picklock, derived

from the Saxony Merino, which is generally conceded

the finest type produced in the world. This breed is

confined almost entirely to Germany, and is not raised

at all extensively.

American wools are also divided into Territory and

Domestic classes. The former refers to Western range

wools ; the latter, to Eastern and Middle "Western, such

as is produced on the small farm. Range wool is of

a finer character than the other, being either Merino or

a Merino cross. It therefore possesses, usually a high-

er shrinkage owing to the excessive greasiness of the

Merino, but contains little or no straw or chaff which

unfortunately are found all too frequently in Eastern

wool. These conditions apply in similar fashion to Can-

adian wools.

British Classification.

Difi'erences in the spinning ipialities of wool on the

worsted principle are taken as the basis of the British

system of grading. The factor \\»ed is called a count.

A slight count, which represents the standard or unit,

will |)roduce, from one pound of scoured wool, a fixed

number of yards of spun yarn. Wool twice as fine as

the established standard will spin as far again, since

.he weight being the same, there must be double the

number of fibres, and would thus represent two counts

)r, as commonly abbreviated, s. Therefore, the finer

the wool, the higlier will be the (U)iints. A eom]>arison

of the range of fineness in the various classes can i-cad-

ily be obtained from the foregoing table.

Canadian Classification.

No organized methotl of grading Canadian wools lias

been pursued on a national scale. This is being over-

come, however, now that the slice]) industry is in a state

of rapid development and is fast becoming a perman-
ent asset in the agricultural system of the country.

The following comprehends a complete classification,

in respect to ((iiality and staple, of Canadian wools in

the grease, with the exceiition of tubwashed, which, as

previously stated, cannot be satisfactorily arranged :

—

Western \

eastern f Domestic fine iiiediinn combing.

Western \

Eastern / Domestii' medium combing.

Western \

Eastern i Domestic low medium combing

Western \

Eastern / Domestic coarse comliing.

Western \

Eastern i Domeslic liisti'e combing.

Western \

Eastern f Doim <lic line mediinn (dofhiiu

Western \

Eastern f Domestic (liiim clotliiii'.

Western \

Eastern (
Domestic low metlium clothing.

Western range fine staple.

Western range medium staple.

Westell! range low staple.

Western range fine clothing.

Western range medium clothing.

Western range low clothing.

Rejections.

Grey and black.

Loocks and i)ieces.

Tags.

Fort William acts as the dividing line for Eastern

and Western wools. Domestic refers to wool pro-

duced in small lots upon the farm ; while range applies

to wool raised under ranching conditions. Domestic
grades are also offeied upon the market in the washed
state.

It is difficult to coi'relate the ty|)es of wool produced
by the different breeds with the foregoing grades, for

the reason that within each breed there is always a

wide range and great variety of qualities. Grading is

performed entirely irrespective of breed type, and
Shropshire or Hampshire wool may be included in the

same grade with Oxford or Suffolk. Fleeces of several

hundred sheep of one of the Down breeds, which are
the most variable, may fill every category except fine

and braid. The wool of the Cotswold, Lincoln and Lei-

cester is the most constant in <piality, and seldom is

classed as other than braid.

Staple or Length.
Fleeces are separated very generally, according to

staple, into two lengths, combing and clothing. Three
inches is ordinarily the dividing point. Combing is the
long wool, intended for worsted purposes. Clothing
is too short for the combs and must be carded, enter-
ing mostly into woollen gods. Delaine, a wrd fre-

quently used in connection with Western wools, signi-

fies a combing fine or ^Merino fleece.

In Great Britain fnithei- divisions are made into what
are technically termed Hogg and Wether classes. Hogg
represents the first fleece shorn from a sheep : and
Wether, all subsequent ones. For Down breeds, as Ox-
ford, Suffolk, [lamjishire, Shropshire and Southdown,
the titles. Teg and Ewe, are sometimes substituted for
Hogg and Wether, respectively. This classification may
well be adopted in this country with some types of
wools, since lamb's wool, in most instances, is not only
longer than otiier fleeces, hiit. owing to its finer tex-
ture and tapei'cd end, po.sscsses better sjiinning quali-

ties.
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TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ROPES
By EDWIN KENYON, of William Kenyon and Sons, Ltd.,

Dukinfield, Eng.

(Concluded from last, issue).

Ixopcs arc now applied to a rolling mill drive on
which spur gear, belts, and chains had been successive-

ly tried but failed to accomplish the task. The rope

pulleys are each -4 ft. 3 in. diameter, and the centres

being (Î ft. apart, only allow a rim clearance of 1 ft.

!1 in.'

The adaptability of ropes to short drives was so little

understood by one firm that, in order to drive a line

shaft from a motor it was deemed necessai-y to fix an
intermediate pulley, 5 ft. 2 in. diameter, about 16 ft.

away, which was driven by 10 ropes l\-> in. diameter,

from which again 10 ropes transmitted the power to a

10 ft. driven pulley. The centres between this and the

motor pulley 3 ft. diameter, afforded ample space for

a direct-drive, and .six ropes would be (]uite equal to

the load of 150 H. P. at 4,866 ft., after allowing for any
losses due to proximity and speed ratios between 500

and 150 revolutions per minute, besides gaining con-

siderably in efficiency by replacing the' 20 ropes. This

drive offered an opportunity for replacement—at much
greater cost—with two 8 in. chains.

Long centres with ropes are, however, very much a

matter of pulley diameters and direction of rotation,

particularly on horizontal drives. The ultimate sag

seldom exceeds 7i/^ per cent, of the distance between
centres, but 10 per cent, is generally considered ample
for estimating the depth of a race or for clearing ob-

structions. Thus, presuming upon the use of pulleys

each 10 ft. diameter, the centres might be extended
100 ft. before the trailing and working spans touched
each other, i. e.. with slack uppermost.

Reversing the direction of rotation as per dotted

lines, obviously permits longer ranges, reaching in

several instances from 150 to 200 ft. This direction

is recommended when erratic loads or irregular im-

pulses set up oscillations in the ropes.

The geometrical formulae under Fig. 9 will serve to

approximate the sweep of the curve, either above or

below the pulleys.

Vertical driving is carried out with ei|ual success.

The drive sketched in Fig. 3 was originally arranged
for oblique transmission, by introducing an intermedi-
ate pulley a little above midway on the left. Pro\'ing

a purposeless absorber of power, this was removed
and the ropes run direct. Under a steady load, the

slack side incurves upon the driving pidley and so

gains the fullest possible contact with the driven.

At a mill near Belfast the pulling side of the ropes,

not the centres, takes the vertical direction and was
set out on the American system, having a continuoiis

rope wound round primary and secondary pulleys.

The tightening jockey was fixed in the centre with
liie object of establishing eipiality of tension through-
out, a result never attained, for the first lap was pulled
up too tight, while the others gradually slackened
until the one on the far side hung below the pulleys

when at rest. Rearranged on the multiple system the

ropes most satisfactorily transmitted the power to the

fourth storey of the mill.

The sketch. Fig. 4, of scutching room fan drive, illus-

trates tile best method of dealing with shafts at right

angles, whether one or more ropes are used. It will

be noticed that the tight side of the rope is deflected

by the guide fixed at a suitable angle, while the slack

is directed by the one having the horizontal axis in

line with the driven pulley. This arrangement also

offers the most favourable guidance, either from above
or below when both siiafts are on the same plane. Long

Fig 3.

keyways are a decided advantage in fixing up angular

drives, so that the pulley may be moved to what may
prove to be the best position in actual practice. See-

ing that they have no power to transmit, guide pulley

grooves should always take the form of Fig. 5, and

be worked out to the same pitch as the grooves to

which they are tributaries. They should also be very

smooth. Considerable easement of unavoidable fric-

tion may be secured by the use of ball bearings.

The difficulty of transmitting power to a room 9

deg. out of line with nuiin building, was successfully

overcome by introducing an improved form of imi-

versal coupling, which has now been doing satisfactory

service for five or six years with very little attention

beyond regular lubrication.
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Cross driving with ropes is undoubtedly the best

method of conveying power from and to shafts revolv-

ing in opposite directions. Although some curtail-

ment of life may be expected from unavoidable fric-

tion, many ropes so placed have lasted from seven to

ten years.

Much, however, depends upon the method of attach-

ment. Fig. 6 illustrates one method. A single rope

is so folded as to occupy two out of a set of thi'ee

grooves, the empty one providing space for over-lap-

ping in the centre. But as movement is in one direc-

tion friction is also reduced to a minimum. We are

indebted to Messrs. Croft and Perkins, of Bradford,
Yorks., foi- the woodcut, which describes itself. As each

the motor house are at once regulated to the required
speeds, by ropes running upon comparatively large

pulleys, from which again the various line shafts ob-

tain their movement inside the shed.

A disconcerting problem in connection with rope
driving is that of fixing upon a basis of agreement, as

to the proportionate size of pulleys in relation to ropes.

Flexibility must naturally be the determining fac-

tor in the proposition, although an all-round minimum
of 30 diameters has hitherto ruled the reckoning. But
the experience gained in connection with ring frame
driving, the advent of the high-speed turbine and elec-

tro-motor has led to a gradual slackening of the some-
what ai'bitrarv rule.

Fig. 4.

has its most favourable conditions the choice of meth-
ods is best left with the expert splicer.

Since rope driving has become so closely associated
with the use of electricity as a secondary motive power,
due in a large measure to the acknowledged advan-
tages of group driving over direct electrical transmis-
sion, the two systems may be considered as iiUies rather
than rivals. Tlierefore, without entering into the
([uestion of installation, upkeep, and running charges,
or comparing them with the cost of disti-ibuting the
power direct from the prime mover, it may not be our
of place to pi'esent a few amongst a large number of
instances, where l)oth methods are working in com-
bination.

The plan of millwriglit ari-angements in connection
with a new weaving slied, as carried out by Messrs.
John Musgrave and Sons Ltd. (see Fig. 7), gives some
idea of liow tlic two main sliafts i)i'ojected through to

The size of ropes employed on ring frames has been
extended from % in. to 13-16 in., and ultimately to %
in., the latter being now the niost popular diameter,
because of its gn ater tenacity and lasting properties:
while driven pulley diameters are generallv about 16
in., say, 18 times the rope.
Two 1 in. ropes running on a 20 in. motor pulley

were recently removed after ten years' good service,
not because they were worn out, but because of altered
condition

; while ropes are regularly run on steam tur-
bine pulleys of 22 diameters.
These ami other obtainable data lead to the conclu-

sion that driving foi'ce does not decrease pro rata with
(limini.shing sizes, in the absence of better adjust-
iiK'nt we therefore take refuge in the safe if empirical
suggestion of fixing upon li/. in. diameter as the the-
oretical dividing line, at and beyond which the old
standard of .'iO diaiiielers iriay be observed, and below
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which a jri-adual lessoning may taive place, down to,

say. IS diameters for •' ( in. rope, leavin;; the absolute

minimum yet to be decided, always on tlu^ understand-

ing that larger pulleys mean greater advantages, par-

ticularly beyond a velocity of 5,000 ft. These figures

appear under rope diameters in the power table on

page ???

Still another much-debated item on the purely me-
chanical side of rope transmission awaits our careful

consideration, i. e., the construction of rope pulley

Fig. 5.

grooves. Fig. 8 presents a group of four leading types.

The curved sided form A though not so much in evi-

dence as the rest, is still insisted upon in some quarters

from a desire to afford easy withdrawal by conform-
ing in some measure to the contour of the rope.

This curvature militates so much against efficiency

that it is generally necessary to increase the diameter
until the groove is completely packed with material, in

order to ensure the required transmission.

Flanged grooves like B are the most commonly used

because of this narrow pitch, and because of the belief

that they give direction to the ropes. This supposition

does not appear to hold good, for when ropes are in-

clined to oscillate they rebound from side to side as

shown in dotted circle, much to their detriment. Then
again, the flanges offer a barrier to any extension upon
the designed size. The weakness of these flanges is

manifested by the breakages which too frequently

occur during transit.

Fig. 6.

For all-round good service there is nothing to beat

the flangeless groove with the driving angle carried

through to the terminals, as in C. An angle of 45 deg.,

however, whilst permitting an extension of % in. in

rope diameter, produces a wider pitch than most en-

gineers care to adopt.

No other groove appears to conform so well to gen-

eral conditions as the D type, although more acute

impact and delivery are accomplished without the

slightest additional "friction, while the estimated power
may be increased by one-third. This type also retards

any tendency to revolve, which wide angles and curved

sides appear to encourage unless well filled and not

too lightly loaded. These useless gyrations are not

always constant for the ropes may fix themselves for

a period then roll over until their section assumes an

irregular polygon, instead of the more serviceable

wedge.
In order that the simplified method of setting out a

40 deg. groove may be better understood an enlarged

diagram is submitted in Fig. 9. A circle representing

the re()uiied roiie diameter is drawn, through which
the vertical and horizontal centre lines are pro,jected.
The chord of the arc A ii then becomes the standard
of further measurement, decides the centre for the
rounded basi; and doubled, points the inverted apex
of the angle, carried through the points B B and the
upper horizontal lines, where the pitch is indicated.
Another line projected from half A B or its opposite
decides the length of the terminals.

Fig. 7.

It has been urged tliat every size of rope has its

best driving angle. Whether this be so or not, there
is no appreciable advantage in providing a multitude
of templates to cover the whole range. Therefore as
the 40 deg. groove gives such excellent results it may
well stand for all sizes above 1 in. diameter, while 30
deg. may be just as usefully engaged upon this, and
the smaller sizes in general use, not, however, includ-
ing the thin bands used on cotton mules, for which
more acute angles are provided.

Good splicing is of so much importance to the gen-
eral well-being of rope transmission that expert .splicers
are sent to all parts of the manufacturing world. They
also instruct others in the craft, so that the necessity
for long foreign journeys grows less every year.

At our suggestion demonstrations in rope splicing
have been held in connection with quite a number of
cotton classes throughout the Lancashire district dur-

ing the winter session, through which the students

have largely benefited, not only in acquiring a knowl-
edge of driving rope manipulation but by improving
their methods of mule band splicing and—what is more
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reniarkable-iu tviug s-roll knots. Tl.is may serve as ual practice, and as supported by a mass of irrefutable

i ecomnum.lation to those interested in technical evidence-the accumulation of ong years of expen-
a leLoniiiuiiu.u u

^^^^_^ dating back to the inception of the method—

tZ fm^l^'oin^then mav be said to fairly present the aftei' following the work of many engineers, both at

case for rope driving, according to the findings of act- home and abroad.

^^-1%P^-A

Fig. 8.

Transmission of Power by Rope.

Sizing and Weighting Fabrics

Methods Used to Cheapen Textile Materials.

Wool goods cannot be sophisticated to anything like

the same extent as cottons and silks, chiefly because

their characteristic softness of handle is soon impaired

by the addition of foreign bodies. Fillings may be

divided into two classes, the first being exclusively for

the purpose of imparting body and stiffness, while the

second is used for increasing the weight only. Many

cheap woollen cloths, particularly dress material, owe

their appearance and fini.sh entirely to the backbone

put into them by mixtures of sizes and gums. Clu^ap

woollens, as a nile, do not need the addition of weight-

i-iving bodies, which are usually added to jjure worsted

cloths' only. The adililion of starches and other stiffen-

ing agent's to woollens cannot be regarded in the liglit

of^'adulteration pure and simple, as the fabric is im-

pioved by their use. Many low cloths made l'i'oiii

loosely-spun shoddy are dependent for their strength

upon the accompanying cotton, and for their body upon

tile sizing mattei's. On the other liand, the use ol'

weiahtjng agents is solely adulteration, as they sci've

no puipcPse but that of taking tlu' place of wool. The

agents used i'or slilTening woollens are principally con-

lined to starch, Hour, dextrine, gelatine, farina, Irish

moss, and glucose. Such bodies as China «day, hariuin

sulphate, etc., although freely usrd for eoltons, are

rarely employed Cor woollen goods, as they show their

presence too plainly. The sulphates of soda and mag-
nesia are sometimes used, but must be restricted to

small quantities or the handle soon suffers.

As a general rule non-ery.stallisable bodies combine
with wool far better than those of a crystalline nature.

The fault of the latter is that they imjiart harshness

of touch, and "candy,"" or show a white streak, wher-
ever the surface of the cloth is rubbed. Thick cloths

carry stiffening agents better than thin ones, as the

bulk enables the substance to lodge in the interior,

while the outer surfaces show no sign of it. Stiffen-

ing is carried to thé highest degree in the cheapest

class of dress goods. These, after passing through the

stiffening trough, are mostly run straight on to a range
of hot cylinders, which gives an extra stiffness to them.

Worsted goods are oidy stiffened in very rare eases,

as the material is a worse carrier of foreign matter
than woollens. Wheaten floui- forms, with the addi-

tion of glue or gelatiiu' if extra body is desired, one of

the nuist generally used and economical of stiffeners

for woollens. Farina and dextrine do not give the

leathery handle which wheat flour does, and a stronger
solution is re(piired to obtain the same amount of stiff-

n(>ss. The most reasonable cause to which to attribute

thi" supei'ioi'ity of wheat flour appears to he the amount
of gluten it contains, and it is probable that the whole
meal riour would yield a stronger stiffening liquor than
the pnrifii'd wliitr. The presence of this gluten may
he iasil\ MTh. and the liody isolated by enclosing
some I'lour in a fine cotton cloth, and kneading it for

some tinu' in running water. After a finie the starchy

matters will be entirely wasiied away, leaving a sticky
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glutinous l)0(ly hcliiiui. This s'litfi is ;i ilift>' grey
colour, very elastic ami insoluble in water. The clastic

])roperties appear to account lor its value as a stiffcncr.

Flour Stiffenings.

To pi'cpai-c a stiffening li(|uor fi-om wheat flour it

should first be Avell mixed to a thick i)aste with a little

warm water. Boiling water should then be added to

swell and burst the starch granules, and when this is

effected the li(|Uor takes on the well-known semi-trau.s-

parent appearance of flour paste. Xo fixed propor-
tion of flour to water can be given, as the material

and I'equircmeuts differ so greatly, but the proper
stif'ength is soon found after one or two trials. Flour
stiffening has the advantage of the stiffening not dust-

ing out after finishing, like some other bodies are apt

to do. nor does it dry as white as starch docs, which
renders it safe to use for blues and other dark colours,

ilany sizers consider a solution of wheat flour is im-

proved by its turning sour, particularly when used for

very heavy woollens ; but, if carried too far, fermenta-
tion destroys all the adhesive properties exactly as it

does that of glue.

Irish moss is much used as a stiffener for some cloths.

This is the dried fronds of a seaweed, '"chrondus eris-

jnis,"' and is known also by other names, such as Ice-

land moss and Carragheen moss. It is a grey, cri.sp

weed, tasteless and nearly free from odour. By boil-

ing in water a mucilaginous solution is produced, which
on cooling sets into a jelly. On account of the large

amount of saline matter in this moss its solution when
evaporated down leaves a tough body which does not

dust out of cloths as the starches do. This renders it

very useful for treating low woollens in which a fully

clothy handle is required. Like most organic bodies its

solution soon ferments and loses its gelatinous proper-

ties, so that stock solutions of it cannot be kept. Li(|-

uors made up with glucose possess both stiffening and
weighting properties, but have the drawback of form-

ing a hotbed for mildew growths, and are apt to candy
and show a grey streak wherever the fabric is rubbed.

Tragasol, which is a ginnmy product from the kernels

of the locust bean, forms a capital filling for woollen

cloths, as it sets to a pliable india-rubber-like film,

which may be formed in the heart of the fabric, and
does not interfere with the natural woolly handle. It

is extensively used in the cotton trade, and finishers

of woollens will find it answers many purposes for

which animal size is often used.

Fillings for Cotton Goods.

Altering and improving the appearance of cloths by
means of fillings of various nature is of much greater

importance in the cotton trade than in that of woollens

or worsteds, and special fabrics, such as book-back
cloths, glazed calicoes, and cretonnes, are converted

into leather-like tissues impervious to both air and
dust. Book cloths are got up to imitate leather, and
with these the fillings can hardly be termed sophisti-

cations, as they are indispensable foi- embossing pur-

poses, and also for rendering the material imi)ervious

to paste and glue. On the othei- hand the stiffening

of shirting cloths and other fabrics of a like nature

which ai'e intended to be washed is nothing but adul-

teration, as a fictitious substance is given which dis-

appears in the wash. Agents used for stiffening au<l

binding consist of flours, .stai-ches, gums, dextrine, and

animal size. Those for weighting and filling of China
clay, mineral white, blanc fixe, Epsom and Olauter
salts, etc. Among tiu' softening agents used with tiu;

foregoing are tallow, oils, soluble oils, soai)S, glycerine,
and the chlorides of calcium and nuignesia.

Weighing of Worsteds.

Weighting only, wiiere stiffening is unnecessary and
often undesirable, comes under quite another branch
of filling. It serves merely to replace wool, and nuikes
a light cloth heavy. Worsteds are the chief fabrics
treated in this way, and when it is considered that a

16 oz. cloth can be converted at a small cost into one
weighing IS oz., or even 20 oz. per yard, the profitable
side of it will be obvious. The substances used for this

purpose are all highly deli(piescent salts, and the
weight is obtained simply liy the amount of moisture
the fabric is able to retain i)y their use. Worsted
cloths in the natural state easily carry 8 or 10 per cent,

of moisture without eithei- feeling damp or carrying
any risk of mildew ; in fact, moisture up to this amount
is necessary to impart softness to the handle. Auy-
one handling a fabric straight from a drying machine
will easily appreciate the difference between the han-
dle then and after the goods have been finished. With
the use of water-holding salts another 10 to 20 per
cent, can be added to the weight of the material, which
will still not betray any signs of dampness. The fav-

ourite agents used are the chlorides of zinc, calcium,
magnesia, and alumina. All these possess a powerful
attraction for moisture, and will abstract it from the
atmosphere if the salts are concentrated sufficiently.

Under ordinary conditions none of these bodies cr.ys-

tallise when their solutions are evaporated, but form
shapeless masses from which it is very difficult to

drive the last traces of moisture. Glycerine is also

highly deliquescent, and was formerly much used for
weights, but owing to its sticky nature it is objection-

able luiless present in very small quantities.

Probably the first weighting agent to be used ex-

tensively was chloride of magnesia, either alone or
along with glycerine. Xow zinc chloride is mostly
used, which, besides being highly deliquescent, is a

strong antiseptic, and has a high specific gravity.

Chloride of zinc has been used for many years in the

cotton trade together with other fillings, but it is only
comparatively of late years that it has been used as a

weighting agent for woollens and worsteds. It is rec-

ommended foi' this purpose in a very old book on dye-
ing, but. like mei'cerising, it appears to have had no
extensive application until years after the discovery
of its properties. The chlorides of magnesia and alu-

mina are both strongly deliquescent, but their light

Aveight renders them inferior to the zinc salt. The
chloride of lime is heavier and cheaply obtained, but
is liable to form white cloudy places unless used in

small quantities. It is a peculiar fact that among salts

only the chloride exhibit this deliquescent quality. The
corresponding sulphates, nitrates, etc., forni hard dry
crystalline bodies, and the chlorides of soda anti potash
also form hard crystals. The first users of weighting
agents undoubtedly nuide a good thing out of the prac-

tice, but as it became known it was carried to extremes
by the desire of one man to go one better than another.
The effect weighing agents have upon the weaver of

the garment cannot be beneficial, as theii" tendency is

to keep the cloth damp, even in the driest of weather.

A fabric artifieiallx- weighted with any of the agents
named may be distinguisiied from one with a pure
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finish by allowing a drop of water to fall upon it :

under normal conditions the cloth would be difficult

to wet, and the drop would be repelled, and form a

tiny globule on the surface. When weighted the fabric

(|uickly absorbs moisture, and very much more quickly

after it has been worn for a time. Heavily-weighted

cloths are difficult to finish, and, besides taking longer

to dry, they are apt to mark during the pressing. The
filling has such a strong affinity for moisture that

glazed marks at both ends of the cloth are a common
fault; these are caused by the pressing acting upon
the overweighted fabric, and this is more often the

case when the pressing has been hurried and time stint-

ed. The use of deliquescent salts also causes the press-

ed finish to fall very quickly if the cloth is left about

opened out, so that instead of keeiting their handle anil

appearance, the pieces soon get lini)) and a()pcar like

old rags. Weighting materials are usually sold in the

form of liquors, but the best and cheapest way is to

buy the ingredients in the solid form and make up your
own liquor. Zinc and magnesium chlorides of good
make can now be bought in the solid state. They are

both highly caustic when solid and cannot be handled
with impunity, but the.v both dissolve very readily in

water and lose their causticity to such an extent that

neither the wool fibres nor the dye is affected. Usually,

zinc chloride is sold in the fluid form with a specific

gravity of 1.48 to 1.5, and contains .'Î4 to 60 per cent,

of zinc chloride. It should be tested to see if it is free

from iron, which it sometimes contains; this impurity

is liable to affect very delicate coloui's by saddening
them.

Cotton Warp Cloths.

Cloths with cotton warps are sometimes liable to he

tendered by weighting unless rather weak li(|Uors are

used. Magnesia chloride has a stronger action than
zinc, owing to the drying process partly decomposing
the salt into hydro-chloric acid and magnesia. Chloride

of zinc is a preventer of mildew, and the weighting bath
may with advantage be made vei-y slightly acid with
a trace of hydrochloric acid. This helps to keep the

liquor clear and prevents oxy-salts forming, while it

also aids the antiseptic properties of the zinc. Fancy
worsteds that have been soap-scoured must be quite

free from all soap residues when weighting is done.
Any soap left in the cloth splits up the zinc or mag-
nesium salt into a white curd, which will show on the
fabric as a white cloudy stain. Tlie same api)lies to

alkalies, such as soda-ash or other similar l)odies, all

of which decompose the weighting liiiuors.

The amount of filling in a cloth may be estinuited

roughly as follows: Cut off exactly one yard of the
material and weigh this carefully, then boil it for ten
minutes in distilled water in a large basin. In case
alumina is present in the filling, the water may be
acidulated with a little hydrochloric acid to aid in the
extraction. After boiling, the cloth should be well
rinsed in warm water, s<|ueezed, and dried, but should
be allowed to lie for three days in a well-ventilated
room before being weighed. The loss of weight repre-
sents the filling, but an additioiuil .5 per cent, should
be added to the Aveight of the dried cloth to represent
the water added during the finishing to improve the
Finish.

Davidson's Textile Bluebook
The Twenty-Seventh Annual Edition of this well-

known publication has just been issued, and the fol-

lowing statistics covering the volume will be of interest

to the textile trade.

The new volume contains mills as follows : Cotton

Mills 2,231; Woolen Mills 1,256; Silk Mills 1,087;

Knitting Mills 1,667: Jute, Linen and Flax Mills 166;

Dvers, Bleachers and Finishers 454; Canadian Mills

413, a total of 7,274 Mills.

Mills have been added to the volume as follows:

Cotton Mills 188; Woolen Mills 92; Silk Mills 165;

Jute, Linen and Flax Mills 10; Kiutting Mills 301;
Dvers, Bleachers and Finishei-s 52; Canadian Mills 40;

II 'total of 848 i)lants added.
Tliere has been removed from the volume 449 mills

as follows: Cotton Mills 87; Woolen Mills 66; Silk

Mills 83; Jute, Linen and Flax Mills 8; Knitting Mills

164; Dvers, Bleachers and Finishers 20: Canadian Mills

27.

The number of changes made in the mill reports

were: Cotton Mills 1,374; Woolen Mills 496; Silk

Mills 554; Jute, Linen and Flax Mills 89; Knittmg
Mills 1,950; Dyers, Bleachers and Finishers 144; Can-
adian Mills 451, a total of 5,058 changes.

Besides the regular reports, a separate list of the new
mills is shown and this should be useful in soliciting

trade from the new concerns. The Textile Maps, show-
ing all towns where there are textile plants or dye
Avorks, have been carefully revised to date.

The Blue I>ook is really twenty-one directories in

one volume as follows :

Directory of Cotton Mills; Woolen Mills; Worsted
Mills; Silk Mills; Knitting Mills: Jute, Linen and Flax
Mills; Canadian Jlills; Dyers and Finishers; Mills with
Dye Houses; Commission Merchants; Cotton Dealers;
Wool Dealers ; Hair Dealers ; Waste Dealers and Manu-
facturers; Mattress Makers; Textile Supplies; New
Textile Maps, and is the only textile directory issued

M'ith thumb indexes for quick references.

Two editions are issued as formerly ; the office size,

1,100 pages, with heavy cloth binding, is printed on
fine i)late paper with a large i)age and contains all the
above features, while the pocket edition, 1,000 pages
printed on thin paper with flexible cloth covers, has all

the features given in the office size except the Classi-

fied Directory of ]Mills and Textile Supply Directory.
The Salesuu'u's Directory, elegantly bound in flexi-

ble leather, size Si/o x 5% x i/o i'lch thick, is much
smaller than the pocket edition, but has a full report
of every mill, dyer, etc., these being arranged alpha-
betically, all mills under each town, different from the
Blue liook, which subdivides into Cotton, Woolen, Silk,

etc.

The volumes can be obtained fi'om the publishers,

Davison Publishing Co., 407 Broadway, New York.
Prices delivered. Office Edition .$4:00, Pocket Edition

.•f;3.00. Salesmen's Directory .$3.00.

Alfred Sykes, of Georgetown, Ont., has been engaged
as manager of the Redcliffe Knitting Co., Redcliffe,
Alta. Dr. Bonnar, the president of the concern, stated
recently that he expected the plant would be otx-rating
this fall.

"CORRECTION."
In giving credit for tiie article appearing on page

207 of the July number, entitled, ''Preventing Bad
Waste in Cotton Mills," we stated that it had been
I'ead before the Alumni Association of the Philadelphia
Textile School. We regret this, as the article was writ-

ten specially for ])ublication in tlu' Textile Manufac-
tiu-ers' Journal, New York, and our- thanks are there-

fore due to the publishers of that joui-nal.
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PRACTICAL TUNING AND CONSTRUCTION OF
POWER LOOMS-V.

THE DRIVING OF POWER LOOMS
By BEAUMONT METTRICK.

(All Kiivhts Keservedj.

*Tliis iiistaliueiit is eoiitimietl fi'oiii llic June issue.

That appearing in the July issue was delayed foi' uii-

avoidahle reasons and shouhl have pfecei'ded ttn' .luiie

installment.—Ed.

Fig. 23 illustrates two views of Ihe llattersley in-

direct eccentric driving motion, fitted on their dobby
looms, and working in conjunction with a brake mo-
tion, which is also connected to the warp stop motion,

and weft stop motion. It is claimed to be a useful

drive for a heavy wide coating loom, as it allows a

pause, wlien tlu> going part is at the back centre, to

give more time for the shuttle to cross the shed, and

a strong quick beat up of the weft at the front centre.

The fast and loose pulleys F P anil L P are fitted

over a tube or sleeve S, the fast jtulley being keyed and
bolted to the sleeve. This pulley is usually made larger

than the loose pulley, to allow for a l)etter gi'ip l)eing

obtained, by the belt, when starting the loom, and to

pi'cvent slipping of belt, by reason of the exti'a tight-

ness. The loose pulley revolves freely upon the sleeve,

to which is also fastened the spur drivei- S 1) and the

brake wheel B W, the sleeve in turn being held in posi-

tion over the crank shaft C S by the collar ('. The
spur driver then gears with the spui' follower S F,

which is keyed fast to the picking shaft P. S., so that

the regular speed imparted to the circular gear wheel

S. F. by S. D., and the speed of S. F., will be the speed

at which the picking shaft travels. Nest to the spur

follower is placed the eccentric driver E. 1). M'hieh

gears with its companion wheel the eccentric follower

E. F., keyed to the crank shaft C. S. These two wheels,

being ellipse shaped, impart an irregular motion to the

crank shaft C. S., this motion being in turn given to

the going part of the loom by the two eraiik arms on

the crank shaft.

The chief fault about this style of drive is that, if

looms are run at fairly high speeds, when weaving

heavy goods, special care should be taken in setting

the picking and also the warp stop motion, as exces-

sive knocking off of loom and hai'd picking is apt to

cause stripping of spui- teeth, this being assisted by the

increase of speed that takes place, when the crank arms

are moving between the top centre and front centre,

this being the time, when the dagger D of the warp
stop motion knocks against the frog F; this may also

cause breakage of sword arm S. A. The motion im-

parted is eccentric, and the irregularity of speed im-

parted to the going part will be di-alt with in a later

article.

The Brake Motion.

To this drive is fitted a brake motion. B shows the

brake wheel, which is lined with leather L. and pivoted

to frame at P. Special care should be taken to keep

this leather free from oil and dirt, so as to allow it to

grip the surface of the brake wheel P. W. To the bot-

tom of the brake is attached the brake rod B. R., and

this is the regulating point for the brake. Near the

other end of rod is cast a small stud S, to which is con-
nected by a loose bracket, the brake lever B. L. which
is bell crank level- pivoted at P, to the framework and
tensioned by the weight W, this lever being also con-
nected to the humbler lever T, by the rod R, which
passes through H. L. and around which is fixed a loose
spiral spring R, held in place by the collar C. This
sprhig and collar regulate the distance dropped by the
biake levei- H. L. ami the amount of brake put on to
Ihe wheel B. \V. by the brake B, when the tumbler is

allowed to drop. This taking place when the loom
handle L. H. is pulled back to transfer the strap from
fast to loose pidley, the rod R. drops, which allows
weight W. to pull down B. L., which, being pivoted at
P., will pull on the rod B. R. in the direction of the
arrow, and place the brake B. in contact with the brake
wheel. The brake rod is also connected to the frog F.
at S,. This causes the brake to be applied at once, if

any knocking off of loom takes place. The action is

as follows: If the shuttle fails to enter the box B, a
small spiral sj)ring will hold the top of stop rod finger
S. F. in contact with the box swell B. S., which, not
being pressed out of the box by the shuttle, will allow
the dagger I), (which is connected to S. F. by the stop
rod S. R.) to be exactly opposite to the notch at the
toj) of the frog F. As the going part of loom is coming
forward to front centre, this will bring about a colli-

sion of the dagger and frog as the crank is about the
top centre, and as the frog is free to slide upon the
rail of frame, when the tension of the spring S. is over-
come, it will pull the brake rod and brake into action
and by means of a small projection P^,, cast on to frog
F. will knock ])ack the rod R,, which is con-
nected to loom handle. Therefore, this will knock
Ijack the handle, and cause the strap to be transferred
from the fast to the loose pulley, and the loom to be
stopped, without much vibration, owing to the action
of the brake. This motion needs careful adjustment,
for all the motions to work in co-operation with each
other, and comjjaratively few breakages of teeth and
sword arms need take place, if all the rods and levers

are regulated to the correct length, etc., and all the
springs kept at the correct tension. Springs too tight

means unnecessary waste of power used to overcome
this tightness, and springs too slack allow vibration of
levers, therefore sureuess of action is not ensured.

Gearing Calculations.
ir-r-^':

—
'È.

'

The up-to-date tuner reipiii'es to know these calcula-
tions, in order to obtain the required speed of looms,
etc.. and should not need to rely upon the knowledge
of the engineer for these particulars.

To find the surface speed of pulleys divide the speed
travelled by the face of the pulleys, when they are
running at a certain definite revolutions per minute
or other unit of time. (The surface speeds are usually
expressed by feet pel- minute).
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DiaiiiftiT of i)uUeys in ins.X 3,1416 Xrevolu'ns miii. It liiis now been shown. how the speed of wheels vary

j{i,],. .

'.

in invin-se ratio to their diameters, or the number of

12 their teeth, therefore from this fact we may fix a for-

e. ?. A. 24 ill. inilley makes 120 K. P. iAI. (Tive snrfaee inula, which will be found useful for all speed or gear-

s])ee(l allowing' 2 jxt cent loss for fi-ictioii. ing calculations, viz.:—D. S. = F. S.

HftTTHHSLtY ^OT.IMOLSS'^ IlMDIREC-l- CDriV

.^ID.- ETl^ei-ftTloH
.

I

24 X :5.141« X 120 98

X =

12 100

739 ft. per niiiiiile. 1) = Diameter oi- niiiiilier of teeth of the first driver

or the product of all the drivers.

S = devolutions per minute of first driver or the

(2) Relative Speeds of Pulleys, etc.—These are us- revolutions for any unit of time of same.

ually expressed in revolutions per minute. F = Diameter or number of teeth of last follower or

Two pidleys driven by the same belt must make the the jiroduct of all the followers,

same surface speed (ignoring loss), therefore the rela- S, = Tlie speed or revolutions ])cr miiinte of last fol-

1"^
I AC-RAM «24-

tive speeds or revolutions per minute will be in invers(>

ratio to their diameters.

Rule

—

Diaiiietei' of drivers : diameter of followers : :

R. I'. M. of followers: R. P. M. of drivers: e. g. A 24 in.

])ulley makes 120 K. P. M., this drives a 36 " pulley.

What is the speed of last pulley?

24 : 36 : : X : 120. 120 x 24

X = = HO i{. 1'. .M.

36

lower or revolutions for any unit of time of same.
The chief difficulty in applying the above rule will

be found in determining which are drivers and which
foUoweis on the looms. This can easily be fouiul for

gear wheels, by noticing whieii side of the teeth are

woi'u most, as. the teeth of drivers always rubbing
against teeth of followers, are worn at the point of

contact.

Ill (letcrmiiiiiig this factor for i)ulleys note the dif-
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4 <listiiu-1 classes foi-

which impart motion

which i-cccivc motion

i'crciicc in tension of tiic hcltinji' on each side ol' [julleys.

As the (Irivins; pnlleys move tile load, the tifxlit side of

belt or rope always follows in the direction taken by

the revolutions of ilrivei-. The followinir points may
also serve as a guide, when determining these features:

Wheels may be divided into

purposes of calculation :

(1) Driving wheels are those

direct.

(2) Driven wheels are thosi

direct.

(3) Intermediate or carrier wheels are tiiose which
give and receive motion direct, and they are used only

for carrying the power, or changing the dii-ection of

the motion, and therefore they may be ignored so far

as calculations are eoueerued.

(4) Double stud wheels are so made that there are

two wheels on one stud, one to receive the motion and
the other to impart it. This type of wheel is used to re-

duce or increase the sp(>ed of the wheels following
• hem.

The Worm Wheel.

The ordinary singh' worm can be reckoned as a

wheel with one tooth, as the gear wheel running witli

it, turus one tooth for one revolution of worm shaft.

A Double Worm may be reckoned as a wheel with

two teeth, as two teeth of its companion gear wheel
are moved for one revolution of worm.

Diagram 24 will illustrate various arrangements of

driving and gearing, and fi'om it can be calculated out:

(1) Speed of countei' shaft.

(2) Speed of main shaft.

(3) Speed of counter shaft on loom.

(4) Speed of crank shaft on loom or picks per min.

(5) Speed of machine.

(6) Speed of bottom roUer B. R.

(7) Speed of top roller T. R.

(8) Speed of worm wheel W^. W.
Allow 2 per cent, loss off speed for slipping up to

counter shaft of loom, and 5 per cent, for main shaft

of machine.

(1) 1800 X 8
=600 Rev. per min. of covmter sliaft.

24 (R. P. M.)

(2) 600 X 12

200 R. P. M. of main shaft.

36

(3) 200 X 18 98

X = 252 R. P. M. of counter shaft

14 100 C. S.

(4) 252 X 19

51

— !I4 jiicks per min. (approx.)

(5) 200 X 12 95

X = 95 R. P. :\I. of machine.

24 100

(6) 95 X 30
= 57 K. P. M. of bottom roller 15. H.

50

(7) 57 X 30 X 45
851/2 R. P. il. of top roller

25 X 36 T. R.

(8) 171 1

X — !'•"' i;. I'. M. of worm wheel.
2 90

It is also necessai-y that calculations of the follow-
ing ortler can be woi'kcd out by the tuner.

How many ])icks will a Dobci'oss indirect driven loom
run at, if sizes of win-els and care as follows: Speed
of main shaft 162 R. P. JI., driving drum on main shaft
22 in. diameter, fast and loose pulleys on loom 14 in.

diameter, change bevel speed wheel 1!) teeth, bevel on
])ickiug shaft 51 teeth, si)ur wheels on ])icking and
ciank shaft 57 teeth, using formula:

D S = F S

22 X lit X .57 X 162 = 14 x 51 x 57 x X

22 X 1!) X 57 X 162

14 X 51 X 57

95 picks ])er min.

(2 I How long wouhl it take to weave 62 yds. of cloth

with ()() i)ii-ks pel' inch, liii' main siiaft running at 162
1Î. P. M.. drum on main shall IS "', on a loom geared

IQ"- -^ - ^Q"_ _

up as above, .\llow 20 |)er cent, for stop[)ages of loom,

etc.

D S = F S,

18 X 19 X 57 X 162 = 14 x 51 x 57 x X.

18 X 19 X 57 X 162

X =
14 X 51 X 57

Allows 20 per cent, loss

11.6 Kev. per min. of loom.

77.6 X 80
= 62 picks per

min.100

62 yds. X 36'" X 60 picks per inch.

62 picks per min. X 60 min.
36 hrs. taken to

I weave 62 vds.

(3) Find size of pulley recjuired on main sliaft run-

ning at 150 R. P. M. to drive a loom at 95 picks per

minute, the loom driving motion being geared up as

follows: Loom pulley 14" diameter— this turns a

counter shaft with an 18 bevel wheel on it, this bevel

gearing into another bevid on the main shaft of loom.
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with 51 teetii. Allow 2 per cent. io.ss for gearing and wheels, are apt to wear rapidly, and teeth are often

slip of belt. broken. Between 18 and 24 is quite small enough for

pinion wheels, working on power looms. This varies

]) S F Si of course according to pitch of teeth. It is better to

' use a double stud wheel, instead of a larger driver, and

X X 18 X 150 = 14 X 51 X 95 a small pinion, when high speeds are required, as the

working is much smoother and safer, and no appreei-

14 X '^1 X 95 '^^^^'^ ^°^^' owing to extra gearing is obtained when

X = = 25.-3
' ' size of pulley. ordering sjnir wheels it is advisable to send a small

18 X 150
^

sketch of the particular set of gearing with as many
accompanying particulars as pos.sible, as follows. (See

25.3 X 100 sketch Fig. 25).

Allowing for the loss = = 26.2 in. actual Particulars Required. A. B. C.

98 [size required. Pitch diameter 10" 14" 30"

Any missing factor in the formula may be found in Number of teeth 21 35 ^^
,,

the manner shown above. Pitch of teeth 11/2'^ 1.26^] 11/2^^

For calculation purposes, where gear wheels are con- Width of lace ^A A
cerned the ratio of the number of teeth in a pair of ^^^''r

01 bub ô à
^^

à
^^

gear wheels equals that of their diameters e. g. P'ind Projection ot hub /2 /2^ ^/2

speed of follower wheel when the teeth of driver are if^^^y^
ot hub i) 4/2 o

50 and speed 100 R. P. M., and teeth of follower 25. Number ot arms
. . . 6 Plain 6

' ^, . , .
.' Tj Ti HT J? J • Material ot wheels—Cast iron, steel, or wrought iron.

Teeth in driver X R. P. M. of driver
^ ^j^^^^ ^^,^, ^^.,^^^j^ ^^^ required, in place of one of an

„ . . „ .. _ old pair, always give particulars of teetli of the eom-

50 V inn
'"

*"''°'^^''^''"-
panion wheel, and if possible, an impression taken from

X iOU
teeth of same. Exact measurements should be given——— = 200 K. P. M. of follower.
^^ ^^^j, ^^.j^^,^,j^ ^^.j^^,,^ ^^^^.^. ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^^l

When it is required to find the pitch of a gear wheel,

the following formula can be used ;

DPxPi = TxP
D P = Diameter of wheel at pitch circle. A CHEAP YARN.

_ 22 j\^2i Austrian manufacturer has recently patented in
P " 3.1416 or — England a process for manufacturing cheap coarse

' yarns from a mixture of crude wood wool and jute or
T = Teeth in wheel. similar coarse textile fibres. The wood wool and other

P - Pitch of wheel. fibre are both separately treated to a preliminary soft-

e. g.—Find pitch of gear wheel, when diameter at ening with water and suitable oils, and are then passed

pitch circle is 40", wheel having 80 teeth. through the spinning process, which comprises eardiug,

40 X 3 1416 doubling and drawing, roving, and the final spinning.
"

= 15708" pitch ^'^ preparing coarse yarns up to I's, the wood wool,

gQ ' which may consist of fibres of about .500mra. {20in.)

rrn. -^ I c ^ ^u — i.u 1- L 11. iu J long, 1mm. (1-21 in.) wide, and 0.04mm. (1-635 in.)
Ihe pitch ot teeth — the distance between the edge +1,- 1 <. \ , -^i \ * oki i v t L

n *1 ,, , ., ,. ] £ il, ^ thick, is treated with a mixture ot 25kilogs. ot water
01 one tooth and the corresponding edge 01 the next ,„ j ci ;i * • 1 1 j. 1 mm 1 c i,., „ i e Z 4. c\.\ i 1

^'id bkilogs. ot mineral oil to each lOOkilogs. 01 wood
tooth, or trom centre ot one to centre ot the next when !••,,„ ,

• , ti * 4.1 i- • 1 u n i -a 1
'

J ., ., , ,• i , c 1 1
libre, and in order that this liquid shall be uniformly

measured on the pitch line or centre line ot wheel .u„„, k„i i j-i, 11 * n a * ,. a t/.,..,,,. .{ . 4.1 J- -J ..1, 1 c ..1, absorbed by the wood wool, it is allowed to stand tor
(that IS, the line that exactlv divides the mesh 01 the „„„ ^„ <.„ „ ] th i 1 * * 1 • tu
1 ., \ ,, ,,. . c i- 1 T ooe or two days. Ihe wood wool so treated is then
teeth when in gear or the rolling circumierential line „„„„„j +i,„„,, \ et. ct. 1 • / i.
n ui\A •• c .. uj; ju passed through a softener or sottenmg machine (such

or gear wheels). Any missing lactor can be tound by „, • „ 1 r? • , \ • 1 •
i ti 1 11

,.^ e ^ i o i o -^ as IS used tor jute), in which the wood wool becomes
using the formula, as per example 2 and 3.

^^^^j ^^^^^.^ supple.
2 Find the number of teeth in gear wheel 30" m,, ,„„„ , „. ,

• x, 1 1 *i • * ui
J. -i 1, • 1 xi, -i 1 u • r;' I'^e wood wool IS then placed on the receiving table
diam. on pitch circle, the pitch being .5 ,- „ -, ,„ u.. ,„ ,. ,

^^ ., •., , , -^i, ,*^_'^ = 01 a jute breaker card, together with jute which has
'J P X P] ~" 1 X P theretore DP P; ^ received a similar preliminary treatment. An advan-

T ~ '^ tageous proportion is about 7kilogs. of jute to 12kilogs.

^^ wood wool. The toothed rollers of the carding nia-
3.1416 X oO ^ TQn m chine, in addition to stretching and laying parallel the— - — 188 Teeth. curly wood wool fibres, divide the fibres. The carding

•%. ~ machine delivers the material so treated in the form of3—!< ind diameter ot wheel at the pitch circle when a band or sliver which can be worked in a finisher
the pitch is .25 and number of teeth in wheel 50. card, provided with finer card clothing. This machine

1) P X P, — T X P therefore T X P also delivers the matei-ial in the form of a band or sliver
= DP which is then passed through one or else two drawing

P, • frames, according to the degree of fineness required.
50 X -25 ^ In order to impart additional strength to the sliver,

- 4" approximately. which has become somewhat weak by reason of the
^•l-i16 stretching, it is passed through the second drawing

Spur Wheels and Pinions.— It is not advisable for frame together with one or two suitable jute slivers.
safe working to liave pinion wheels in gear with spur Finally, the sliver receives a further stretching and the
wheels below the proportion of 6 to 1. If possible, use necessary twisting on a slubbing frame or gill spinning
large pinions, as small pinions, when in gear with large machine.
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CONDITIONING OF COTTON YARNS.
By ARTHUR T. BRADLEE.

Address Delivered at the 10th Annual Convention and Exhibition of the National Association of Hosiery
and Underwear Manufacturers.

The subject of moisture in cotton yams is tint one

small item in the general subject -wliieh the committee,

of wliicli 1 liave Ixu^i cliaii-inan. have endeavoured to

take up. The (luestion of inoi.sture. however, in yarns

of all kinds, esjiecially worsted and .silk yarns, worsted

products and silk prod\iets, has been discussed for a

long time. In 1895 the Arlington Mills started in this

country a new business, the sale of woT'sted tops, that

is. cond)ed wool ready for the si)iuner. I want to read

from an article published at that time by the Arlington

Mills in regard to moisture in worsted yarn. An experi-

ment that was made during the vear, from the first

of :\Iay, 1S9.^), to the following fir.st"of May, 1896—"the
supei-intendent of the worsted department of the Ar-

lington ilills had accurate weighings taken ten times

a day at approximately the same liours for every day
except Sundays and holidays of a certain skein of

wor.sted yarn, the same skein througho\it the entire

year. This yarn Avas left exi)osed in an open shed
where no artificial heat ever came, aud from which
wind, sun and rain were excluded, but wliich was other-

wise exposed to the outside influence of the atmosphere.
The great variations observed in the weight of this

skein of yarn were remarkable. The moisture it con-

tained ranged from a little over 7 per cent, to as high
as 35 per cent, of its total weight, often with a varia-

tion of from 15 to 20 per cent, in 24 hours."

Tliat shows you the necessity in wool prodixcts, in

some cases, anyway, of considering the question of

moisture. Now, in worsted tops from that time the Ar-
lington Mills adopted a standard of regain in this coun-
try of 15 per cent ; that is, that 100 pounds of dry wor-
sted toi)s will be 115 pounds in its natural condition,

that is, the natural condition in this country. In Eng-
land 1 think it is I8V2 per cent., but England is a
nioister climate, as you know, than the United States.

The adoption of that standard by the Arlington Mills

at that time has led to its adoption by the entire United
States. I do not think there is a pound of worsted tops
sold to-day except on that basis.

In 1910, five years ago, the New Euglaud National
Association of Cotton Manufacturers appointed a com-
mittee to co-operate with a committee from the South,
from the New York brokers and the general trade, to

get up a standard sale Jiote for cotton cloth. I was
asked to attend some of these meetings and I found
an absolute lack of knowledge on the subject as to what
variations ought to be expected in cotton. There was
no basis on which to work and it led me to make an
address to the Association, from which I will quote a

few words. Referring to the question of the standai-d-
izing of the sale note, I said:

—"We cannot have a

standard sale note until Ave have a standard on Avhich
to make that sale note. That standard must not be the
standard of the seller nor the standard of the buyer,
nor can it be a .standard of comjiromise. It must be a
.standard of fact and we do not to-day know the fact."

Later on in this speech, telling what had been done
abroad and the facilities that have been given them to
adopt the standards Avhich they have, T said

—"I am
aware that there are many who do not believe in such
innovations. Th(> methods of the past have been good

enough for our fathers, they should be good enough
for us: but scientific methods in all forms of business
are pushiug to the front Avitli rapid strides; we cannot
know too much about our l)usiness and for the honest
manufacturer it is avcU that tlie buyer of his goods
should he equally posted. I believe that there was
never greater honesty in business as a whole than there
IS to-day and that nujst of the differences in the textile
busniess arise through ignorance of the real conditions
and the real troubles in dispute. We can each form
our own individual standards, but neither you nor I
nor any committee of us can form standards for others
to abide by until we have recognized public facilities
for establishing what those standards shall be and open
up for ea.sy access to the buyer and the seller alike the
same facilities for their own conviction as to the justice
of the standards so adopted."
As a result, perhaps, of that, another committee was

formed and started Avith the idea of possibly arri\'ing
at some uniform method of testing. The United States
Government at that time Avas just about to put out
specifications for the piu'chase of cloth, khaki, duck
and vai-ious other things, and they had adopted at the
Bureau of Standards, or were about to' adopt, specifi-
cations under Avhich these cloths should be bought.
I went to Washington and communicated with the
Government and asked for their co-operation to the
end that the standards adopted by the U. S. GoA-ern-
ment should also be standards adopted by the manu-
facturers, thinking it Avould be a very bad thing if the
U. S. Government should adopt standards which could
not be lived up to by the manufacturers and that they
ought to work in co-operation Avith the manufacturers
so that the standards adopted should be fair standards
and standards that were truthful and right. I received
the most cordial support of the U. S. Government aud
they have worked from that time in the greatest har-
mony. They haA'c given us every possible support and
co-operation. Wishing also that we should have this
more than local, I communicated Avith the great testing
houses of England and have received from then the
most cordial support. We have given to them the
benefit of Avhat Ave luive done; they have given to us
the benefit of what they are doing.

'

After Ave had pro-
gressed some little Avays, the U. S. Government sent a
representative to England to confer Avith the English
testing houses and, on behalf of our association, we
arranged Avith that representative to get at the business
end of the Avork of the foreign testing houses and find
out how they Avere run, Avhat it cost to run them, what
use they Avere, hoAv they Avere used in tlu' trade and
all matters pertaining to the business end, Avhich the
1'. S. GoA-ernment Avas not so much interested in as Ave
Avere. The tAvo great testing houses abroad—that is,m England—are the Bradford Conditioning House
and the .Manchester Testing House—the Bradford Con-
ditioning House being a conditioning house more in the
woolen district, the Manchester Testing House being a
testing house directly in the cotton district. Now. the
Bradford Conditioning House was only founded in 1888
and tlie Manchester Testing House started in 1895. In
Bradford last year they made 250,000 tests on 103,000,-
000 lbs. of material. As I said before, the influence of
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moisture on wool is, of course, a great deal more

than it is on cotton, as regards differences in weight.

The Manchester Testing House last year made 80,000

tests. These testing houses were first started by indi-

viduals iu the trade representing inanufacturers who
were interested. To-day they are both of them self-

supporting; iu fact, they ai-e running ahead. From
these tests of these foreign houses they have formed

a basis for a sale note and there is a regular standard

sale note in Manchester adopted by all the cotton asso-

ciations working together. There is a standard sale

note in Bradford, and all tliat the sale note really says

on it is
—"Subject to tlie riiles of the Bradford Con-

ditioning House or the Manchester Testing House,"
and those rules are very short and simple. In case of

any dispute between a buyer or a seller, they have

there a tribxmal. The tribunal consists of a body of

men, not the same men for all the time, but in each

ease the governing boards of the testing houses select

certain men for that particular tribunal. The parties

in dispute are not even known to the people who try

them. I say try them. They are really hearings be-

fore a tribunal of men picked as experts in their line

and who use the testing houses as a basis for whatever
tests they want to make on yarns or fabrics in dispute.

Now, the adoption of that tribunal has done away
practically with its use. T mean by that that very

little is brought to the tribunal. No man would bring

to a tribunal of manufacturers anything he was not

pretty sure he was right upon. In the first place, the

buyer of goods m^ist be pretty sure that he is right

in his contention ; also the manufacturer must be pretty

sure he is right to carry it to that tribunal and I think

the result has been possibly greater perfection of manu-
facture at one end of the line and greater care in the

examination of stuff by the buyer at the other. Of
co\irse, a man might bring to a tribunal a bad ease, but

no man would want to bring cases there a great number
of times and be turned down, because the rulings of

the tribunal would be made public.

As a result, therefore, the tribunal is rarely used;

but, on the other hand, there are practically no disputes

settled in England in any other way and they have
very little dispute compared to what there is in this

country.

The testing houses over there test not only the pro-

ducts themselves, but other things that go into textile

manufacturing, like dye stuffs and chemicals, sizings,

the question of mildew and all problems of that sort

that are of interest to the textile trade. I would say
that a report on what those conditioning houses
do, of how they are run, the charges that they make
and all the various uses of the tribunal, how it is form-
ed, etc., is in a most complete report to the United
States and to ourselves and has been published in the
transactions of the National Association of Cotton
Manufacturers of last April.

The National Association of Cotton Manufacturers,
feeling that they would like to have some place here
which would be common authorized ground for the
testing of fabrics similar to those conditioning houses,
have adopted, with the consent and approval of the
U. S. Government, the United States Conditioning and
Testing House of New York City, whicli was an or-

ganization started by the large silk manufactui'ers and
which is now extending its operations vei-y largely to
cotton and is willing to extend them to any reasonable
degree. I hope that the different associations of the
country will adopt the same ijlace, for the time being,
at any rate, as being the recognized headquarters so
that we can all work along the same lines. Mr. Doty,

who has charge of the U. S. Conditioning House in New
York City, was with the U. S. Government and is work-

ing right in line with the U. S. Government now and
has their hearty approval. The U. S. Government itself

will make tests for you, and if any of you have never

seen the reports of the U. S. Government, I advise you
to get this pamphlet of the Bureau of Standards. It

gives you the results of all the various tests that have
been made, gives you information as regards what
they will do for you and the prices at which they will

make those tests. However, they did not intend to go
into this thing except as a help to the manufacturer;

they do not mean to make this a regular business of

the Government, so that it will be necessary to adopt

some outside testing house for the regular work, and
that has been done by the National Association of Cot-

ton Manufacturers.
The following extracts are from the U. S. Govern-

ment pamphlet to which I refer :

"With small changes in the relative humidity of the

atmosphere, such as from 45 per cent, to 85 per cent.,

the size of a 36.1 yarn may vary as much as two counts,

and an 80.1 yarn over four counts; or, in other words,

5.5 per cent, in each case. The two-ply yarns are not as

susceptible to changes due to humidity in the atmos-

phere, although they vary from one-half a count on
10.2 yarn to almost five counts on 96.2 yaim, with an
average of 4.5 per cent, on all sizes. Greater differ-

ences in relative humidity are common in this country
than those used in this work, and if the extremes were
emploj'ed, much greater variation in yarn count would
have been obtained."
"The tensile strength of cotton yarns increases with

an increase of moisture Tip to 85 per cent, relative

humidity (the highest point reached in this investiga-

tion). The one-ply yarns, (singles) are influenced more
than the two-ply yarns. Calculating from 55 per cent,

to 85 per cent, relative humidities, the singles increase

17 per cent, and the two-ply yarns increase 11 per
cent, in tensile strength."

I give you that merely to show you that the sizing

of yarns and the strength of yarns is dependent on the
condition of the yarns. The English Government, four
or five years ago, or the Manchester Testing House,
said they disregarded entirely the atmospheric condi-

tions, but I have since had a very interesting report by
the head of this Manchester Testing House, in which
he tested cotton cloth, linen cloth and worsted cloth

certain different days in the year. I would like to

give you some of the breaking strengths of those pieces
of cloth. At 44 per cent, relative humidity, the cotton
cloth broke at 521 pounds, the linen cloth at 599 pounds
and a piece of wool serge broke at 186 pounds. Now,
at 82 per cent, relative humidity the piece of cloth

which broke at 521 pounds broke at 592 pounds, the
piece of linen which broke at 599 pounds broke at 729
pounds, the piece of wool serge which broke at 186
pounds broke at 160 pounds, and this very interesting

curve here shows the relative humidity going up and
down and with that the varying breaking strength of
the cotton and linen cloths corresponding exactly, while
the curve of the wool serge goes in an absolutely op-

posite direction. In other words, adding moisture
made the wool weaker and the cotton and linen
stronger. He goes on here and, after saying undoubt-
edly a great many goods which ought to have been
accepted have been rejected because of the varying
conditions under which they were tested, says

—"if the
amount of moisture present in the air can influence
the count of yarn to such an extent as to show an
actual 40 yarn as 39 one day, 41 on another day, and can
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iiilhifuce the streiigtli ol' the clotli I'i ptM- ('.('lit. to IS

per eeut., and possibly more, it would seeiu uiirciisoii-

able tliat exception should he taken to g;oo(ls whieii

I'all short oi" a contract specification by these amounts,
unless reliable tests had been cari-ied out under stated

and agreed conditions of humidity." That is qinte a

change from the position taken five years ago.

Also, 1 would like to read here the statement of an

Englislunan sonu^ time back in regard to maiuifact\ires

in America. Ue said
—"1 do not think the Americans

will ever be able to nudce yarn as good as we can in

this country. The climate of the United Htates is very
unfavonrable for the spiiunng of yarn; the very great

changes that take place, the intense heat in summer and
the intense cold in winter are very unfavourable to the

spinning of worsted yarns. A moist climate is more
suitable for them.'' That accounts very largely for the

cotton spinning intlusti-y being centered near Manches-
ter in England, and also for the original building of the

cotton mills in Pall River and Ncav Bedford in this

country. That condition, of course, is entirely changed
to-day, because we keej), by humidifiers, etc., the con-

dition of our mills much more uniform than is possible

in anj' climate and that is borne out by the fact that

the English mills, right in their own climate, now spin

under regular moisture conditions artificially made.
This better working condition realized then and real-

ized to-day, in which cotton must be spun, and in which
it must be worked, possibh' can be carried further in

your own business. That I do not know about, but in

regard to knitting, I know from my own experience
in examining into trouble of one kind and another,

that in the wintertime, when the air is very dry, yarns
tliat would knit in August and September are some-
times very hard to kuit. They twist and are more liable

to kink. You take the summertime, open these win-
dows and let the ordinary air come in here with its

moisture; in the wintertime take this air at zero de-

grees, with comparatively little moisture in it compared
with the higher temperature, and heat that to 70 de-

grees and drive in into this room—you will immediately
affect all vegetable fibre in this room. You men who
smoke know that in the sinnmertime a cigar may get
so full of moisture that you can wring water out of it

if it is near the seashore, and in the wintertime the

same cigar will peel and go to pieces. Now, that's the
same cigar, the only change is in the condi-

tion in which the cigar is at the time, and so in the
knitting of yarn; it is merely a thought in my ndud
which you gentleman know a great deal more about
than do I, as to whether in knitting better results can-
not be obtained by kee|nng conditions in what might
be called the best working conditions for the j'arn.

Now, this whole business of conditioning and the
work of our committee has not been, as a great many
])eople seem to think, to stop fraud, the watering of

yarn or anything in the way of fraud. I do not believe

there is anj^thing in the way of fraud to be considered.
Our object was to get certain knowledge before the
trade so that they might benefit from it and also to

find, as it were, some uniform method of testing and
some uniform method, perhaps, of sjjecifications as to

breaking strength, etc., when required, so that we
would not have troubles which arise to-day from reallj'

inadequate knowledge of the subject. That is why Ave

have had this one testing house api)ointed by the Na-
tional Association, why we have worked with the
National Government and with the English Government
with the object of all getting together and having some
basis open to everybody for the getting of this infor-

mation. I think it would be well for anyone who is

interested in the .subject to get the.se two circulars from

th(! IT. S. Government, which they would be very glad

to send you, and anything that 1 can do for you I will

be very glad to do. T hopi? that this Association, if

they take any action toward a conditioning house or

any action in any way, will co-operate with >is and with

the U. S. Government, so that we won't be working at

coiniter i)ui-poses, because it is of the utmost importance

that we should be all on a common basis and that the

iid'ormatiou should be open to the buyer and to the

seller, so that all shall know just how we are doing it.

If we form standards of any kind later we should do
it with your co-operation and with the co-operation

of all interested parties, as well as of the Government,
and thus try to adopt a universal common .standard.

A MANUAL OF DYEING.

We are in re(!eipt of a copy of the second edition of

the third volume of the Cassella series of dyeing nian-

luds which have been issued from time to time cover-

ing various pitases of the work of the dyer.

The volume before us deals pai-ticularly with the

work of the garment dyei- and certain other branches
of novelty coloring. The little volume includes 265

pages of which 140 relate to garment dyeing in par-

ticidar, including special ])rocesses for coloring and
stripping, water-proofing, dry dyeing, the I'e-dyeing of

used leather goods, furs and rugs, bleaching, fire-proof-

ing of textiles, etc. This section also includes import-

ant practical information on the dyeing of hosiery,

artificial silk goods, ehiim, grass, the new Salidonia

fibre, jute, etc., and this section of the volume alone

will no doubt prove of very great value to garment
dyers generally.

Pai't 11 comprises 42 pages of technical matter in-

cluding processes for the dyeing of feathers, straw,

chip and tagal, human hair, natural and artificial flow-

ers, leaves, grass, wood staining, celluloid, mother of

pearl, horn and other sinular products.

Part 111 includes 25 pages of technical matter de-

voted to the mannfactui-e of pigment colors, colored

varnishes, inks, typewriter i-ibbons, soap, wax, candle

and fat coloring: besides including a valuable collec-

tion of recipes for the manufacturing of finishes for

leather goods. The usual collection foi- the informa-
tion of the working dyer.

This little volume, the size of which is convenient for

the pocket, is bound in a very durable waterproof
cover and is a very great impi'ovement over the well-

known first edition of this little work.

A coijy of this volunu' iiuiy possibly be obtained from
the Cassella Color Coiiiiiany by addressing a request to

auv of its bi-anches.

FIFTH SERIES COLONIAL WOOL SALES.

The fifth series of Colonial Wool Sales at London is

scheduled to commence on September 29. The arrivals

to date are: New South Wales, 4.800 bales: Queens-
laud, 5,650 bales; Victoria, 10,400 bales: South Aus-
ti-alia, 250 bales; West Australia, 450 bales: Tasmania,
150 bales; New Zealand, 24,450 bales: Cape, 8,550
bales, a total of 54,700 bales. Of this 20,000 bales were
forwarded direct to the continent on arrival, leaving
a total available to date for the next series of 30,700
bales, new arrivals and 7,200 bales held over from last

sales.
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The Stretch of Knitted

Fabric

We hear a great deal al)oiit the properties of stretch

and elasticity possessed by the knitted fabric, and how

these properties make it siiitable for the special purpose

for which it is intended. It will, however, be interest-

ing to examine those qualities a little more fully with a

view to obtaining more accurate ideas regarding the

fabric as a whole. If we take, for instance, the normal

type of woven cloth, where there is an equal number

of ends with picks per ineJi and where the size of the

yarn is alike, then we will have approximately equal

"strength and stretch in the lengtli and the width way
of the cloth. On examining the structure of the plain

knitted stitch or normal type, liowever, we find very

considerable differences in the width and length direc-

tions as regards those properties.

With a view to arriving at definite results on the

subject, the writer recently undertook a series of tests

on a standard machine used for testing Government

cloths, and the figures obtained were most interesting

and instructive. The usual machine is not adapted for

giving the full stretch, but a part was marked off in

the centre of the piece of fabric to be tested, and the

proportion of the stretcli noted on that portion. An
extract of the figure is given in the accompanying
table, which is drawn out so as to show the results

obtained in testing for strength and stretch in both

the length and width. The fibres chosen were standard

cloths such as are in everyday use, and they were
taken in a series of gauges and stitches. The chief

point of interest in the table is to note the relation

which exists between the width and length dimensions,

and the peculiarities of the rib varieties given.

Taking a general analysis of the figures given, we
see that the relation between the length and width par-

ticulars in each case is fairly constant. For the fovu-

examples of plain stitch, the 3in. original length

stretches in two cases to a further 2i4in., in one case

to 234iu., and in another case to 3i/4in., so taking an
approximate, one might say that in general the knitted

fabric plain stitch will stretch from two-thirds to

double the original in the direction of the length.

In the width, the stretch, as is to be expected, is much
greater, and the figures show even a more uniform
resnlt. In two cases the fabric stretches from S to

iS-Yiin., in another case to 9i/4in., and in still another
to 9in. in width. We may thus say with considerable

accuracy that the stretch is such that the fabric will

.stretch three times its original width before breaking.
For the plain stitch, therefore, we would say that the
fabric under conditions will stretch to twice the original
in the length and three times the original in the width
before giving way.

If the figures for stretch or breaking strain be ex-

amined they will be found to bear an interesting rela-

tion to each other in the first four examples of plain
fabric. In each case the strength iji the length is much
greater than that of the width. In other words, what
is gained in elasticity is lost in strength. A piece of
fabric about Tin. square was placed in the machine and
regular strain applied until the eloth gave way. In each
case the .strength is al)out one-half more in the length
than the width, and the examples give are from entirely
different fabrics.

These facts can be borne out by considering the
structure of the knitted stitch in its elementary form.

The loops in the dii-ection of the length hang on each

other in small portions, the lower one being firmly

twined to the one above. As strain is applied these

loops elongate and the loop portions strengthen each

other. Yon may be said to have the added strength

of each separate loop. In the width, however, you have
the direction in which the rows of loops have been
made, and each course may be regarded as a single

thread which has been formed over the needles in a

zigzag curved fashion, and when stretch is applied you
have excessive elasticity, because the added strain is

merely pulling the separate threads straight, and, when
this has been done, j^ou have for the mo.st part the
strength of the separate threads, and these are not
in very intimate connection with each other. If an
unroved thread of knitted cloth be examined, it will

be noticed that the length when straightened out is

just about three times that which it occupied in the
fabric ; the "take-up," as it is termed, will be found to

be that on one side the courses are knocked over double
instead of single. You thus can put a greater quantity
of yarn in the same space, and so increase the bulk
and weight of the fabric. In the full cardigan we have
a 1-and-l rig again, but the doubling device is adopted
on both sides of the cloth, so that the bulk of the fabric

can be still further increased.

Length. Width.

fe
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its fornuT sliaiio (|uitc i-oadily and shows very little

liermanent eloDgatiou.

In the direction of the Icnpith the average elongation
may be taken as one-third, but in the width it is con-

siderably more, the fabric being permanently stretched
To double its width. The one direction, however, de-

pends on the other, and the apparent stretch in the

width will be at once considerably reduced if the cloth

be pulled somewhat in length. The natm-al elasticity

of the material em])loyod sliould be takeu into account
wlien nmking an estimate of those qualities which will

liold good for all knitted fal)rics. The tests given have,
for the most part, bet'U jierformed on woollen, worsted,
or mixed cotton and wool yarns. The stretching in a

wood-pulp fabric would be relatively less than that of

a woollen, and also a cotton fabric woiild not have as

much .stretch, Avhich would be attributed to the ma-
terial.

—
'

' Cotton. '
'

Cotton Situation in United

States

(Special Correspondence).

New York, Aug. 8.—Cotton growers of the South are

facing a crisis on account of Europe's inability to take
our surplus cotton of from 6,000,000 to 9,000.000 bales.

If the European war had broken out in the spring the
acreage wovdd probably have been much reduced auto-

matically. But for the present tliev have a product
on their hands worth from .1^300,000,000 to $400Î000,000
to carry, and they are in dire need of help. Various
expedients have' been suggested as a means of meeting
this situation. The first ])roblem is to take care of
about 300,000 bales of cotton up to September 1, prob-
ably .500,000 bales during September and 1.500,000
bales during October. The handling of another 1.750,-

000. making 4,000.000 in all, by the end of November,
would go far towards jn-eventing prices from shiraping.
The holding of 4,000.000 bales of cotton at $55 a bale
would require $220,000,000 capital. On this the owners
or trustees could probably borrow $180,000,000.

A second suggestion is to develop the consiuning
capacity of domestic mills, which are now capable of
taking 6.000.000 bales. By the special promotion of
foreign markets under the suspension of the European
supply of cotton goods our mills might easily enlarge
their cloth and yai'u ]>roductiou for Latin American
as well as African and Asiatic wares. An expansion of
50 per cent, in consumption would enable the home
mills with over 31.000,000 spindles to take 9,000,000
bales. That would in itself be a substantial relief pro-
^^ded they could sell the goods.

There are no large stocks of cotton goods in this
country, and the Euroi)ean war is likely to prevent im-
ports. The whole deiiuuid for cotton textiles would
tlien fall on the home mills.

The war has intercepted jute imports, the stajile ma-
terial on which southern mills have depended regularly
for this class of manufactiu-e. The large mills at Mem-
phis are already considering the necessity of having to
manufacture cotton bagging out of cotton instead of
.iute for wrapping bales. At five yards a bale. 15,000,-
000 bales of cotton would make 75.000,000 of cloth for
this single new item of demand alone.

The policy of southern growers, if Eui-ope fails to
take its share of raw cotton, would be immediately to
address themselves to diversification to such an extent

as to cut the cotton cro|» down to less than 10,000,000

bales; that is one third below the alisolutely necessary

requirements to keep the world's spindles going. Eur-
ope has about 100,000,000 si)indles out of 143,000,000

in the world's spinning equipment. Thei-e could be no
greater calamity to isolate Europe from a iTianufactur-

ing standi)oint than a radical reduction of the American
cotton supply. That would bankrupt a raa.ior portion
of their manufactiu'ing industr.y. Nor is this all, the
loss of the markets in various parts of the world for

cotton goods is a possibility involved in the present
crisis.

The practicability of fiiuiuciug a loan of $180,000,000
to carry cotton is i)robably no more difficult than the
valorization of Brazilian coffee in 1908. Various pro-

,
posais have been made among which is that of issuing
cotton bonds of one hundred dollars in denomination
and higher, to which general subscription throughout
the south might be invited. It is generally regarded
that this would have to be done privately, as there
would be much opposition to any governmental under-
wi'iting unless it were fathered by the States as such.

Unless something effective is undertaken a revolution
in the cotton growing industry is inevitable before next
spring.

Position of United States Wool
Manufacturers

(Special Correspondence).

New York, Aug. 8.—The European war has been the
big factor in the wool market, as it has been and will

be the overshadowinir influence in all commodity mar-
kets of the world. With foreign exchange completely
deranged, if not paralyzed, and with shipping facilities

withdrawn, it has been of course impossible to do much
business.

Importers are sitting back and doing nothing. The
prevailing opinion is that the war will be of fairly long
duration and that it will be impossible to transact any
foreign business for weeks to come. The United States,

to state the situation succinctly, is in about the same
boat as regards wool as is Europe with grain.

It consumes twice as much wool as it grows itself.

Normally it uses up some 600,000,000 pounds a year,
of Avhich the domestic clip has of late vears contributed
only 320.000,000 pounds.

It is inevitable that the prices will rise on this side
of the water and as a matter of fact the advance in
wool already has been a full cent a pound. This is

equivalent to a 5 per cent, rise and has developed
within several days of the foi'mal announcement of
hostilities between Gei'mauy and Kussia. There is

every indication that the advance will go still further.
The stock of wool in the Ignited States is well below

noriiud. On account of the tariff read.iustments and
later as a result of high prices the mills chose to travel
close to the wind on raw uuiterial supplies. Conse-
ciuentl.y there is a snudler reserve supi)ly available than
for many years, the mills all waiting for the coming
clip. The supply of foreign wool in the country does
not represent a month's consumption.
The outlook is that American mills will benefit con-

siderably, certainly for a six months' period at least.
Iin|)ortations are being cancelled and there is no doubt
that foreign textile organizations and properties will
be badly disrupted or destroyed. The menace of for-
eign competition has at la.st been removed by the great
war.
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COTTON CARDING POINTS
First of a Series of Articles on Cotton Cartling.

By WILLIAM SHAW

I would like to have every young carder and secoud

hands of carding follow these articles, as it is ray in-

tention to give the readers my twenty-five years of

experience as a carder, and give every practical and
valuahle point that I can recall to my mind.
A young man just promoted to the position of cai'dcr.

journed 120 miles to have a personal interview with the

writer, very recently. It was his first position, aiul

what seemed to trouble him most was, what he should

do and how he should act the first day. The first day
is what he dreaded. For the benefit of many that may
have the same feeling, I give below the lines of ])ro-

cedure I mapped out for the young man in question.

In taking charge of a card room, get in early in the

morning and take the number of every hank clock.

As a rule, your predecessor will favor himself by
taking the clocks a little ahead. Be sure of the point.

Next, remember and convince yourself that you are the
king pin of the room, and so be careful to ask no ques-
tions; let, them come to you. The greatest mistake
made by many new men in taking charge of a room
is in asking the help questions.

After the help are properly placed, begin at the
picker room and get every name in the room, and
make a note of what machine each name attends.

Then, get acquainted with the spinner, and ask him
to give you immediately a sizing from pick ups around
the room. Next, obtain two bobbins from each i'mo
frame and size them, and have the spinner put them
in .size and compare this sizing with that of tlie pick
ups in the spinning room.

If abig variation is found, inquire from tlie second
hand if any gears were changed a day or two before
your coming. If so, go slow, and look up the carding
report for the previous week, and if the fine hank
is lighter or heavier than reported, change to the hank
roving reported. On the other hand, if very little dif-
ference is found in the sizeing, size every process im-
mediately and make a record of same for every ju-o-

cess.

Then y'v/.c youv drawing twice daily and cliany," llie

finish drawing when the roving varies fi-om the first
day's records.

A great many experienced carders may not agi'ce
with me on these points, but let me say that if the pre-
cautions pointed out M^ere followed by every new man
taking charge of a room, the section beams in most
cases would not jump 20 to 30 pounds from tlie stand-
ard.

In the management of a card-room the carder's aim
should be to produce good work, with as large a pro-
duction as is consistent with the quality of tlie work
J-equired, and to avoid unnecessary -waste, kee])ing
doAvn the expen.ses of wages and jiowcr, and keeping
the machinery in good condition.
Every carder should uiulerstand tlu' construction and

peculiarities of the cotton fibre. Hold firndy in mind,
if you can, that the cotton fibre is of hollow H]nvi\] or
collapsed tubular form, with delicate waxy walls, and
has wonderful adaptitude for drafting and twistiny-
and manii)u]ating luider projx-r atmospheric condr
tions. What does this mean to a carder? (1 ) Rcatei's
too sharp or too dull, speeded too iiighlv. or ol' tlie
wrong design, \vill injure the waxy walls'. Too idose

a .setting on the cards will injure the waxy walls.

Running the stock a second time will injure the waxy
walls, and when you injure the waxy walls of the fibre

it is made fluffy and will make weak yarn. (2) The
atmospheric condition of the room goes a great way in

keeping down the percentage of waste, and when you
•leep down the percentage of waste, you jn-event tiu-

stock being run a second time. There are many card-

ers who sit down with the morning paper in hand when
they should be watching the thermometer. When the

proper atmospheric running conditions get away from
you, it means much bad work, a loss of production,

poor quality and waste.

Give the picker-room your attention when making
your rounds, and when mixing be sure to sample every
liîde that is put in the bin, and have the cotton pidled

in small ])ieces, and as each lot of cotton varies, bale

from bale, have the mixing built in layers, so no two
bales of the same mark will come tog(>ther, and have
cacdi mixing large enough to last at least four or five

days.

.As a rule, you will fiinl very few second haiuls good
samplers of cotton, and there are many books on the

market dealing with the subject, but you cannot learn
to sample cotton from books. There is only one way
to learn, and that is to sample it yourself. Sample
every chance you get and notice how each mixing runs.
That is, try to remember the nature of the stock in pro-
cess, and notice whether it gains or loses twist.

Then, when you get the same kind of mixing, you
know what to do. That is, what makes a man a good
carder. Every mixing he puts in the bin he knows
whether the stock will gain or lose twist, and this

means less gear changing, and less gear changing means
uniform work.
The carder able to judge how a mixing will run by

sampling is worth his weight in gold to the concern
for which he works.
The picker-room is a department considered too un-

important by many carders. That is where a great
mistake is made, because cotton wrongly blendedcan-
not be separated afterwards. No two mixings are
alike, and almost every time thpt a mixing is changed
with no attention given, changes have to be made in
the card or spinning room, and the result is uneven
yarn.

.\s I have stated in my pi-evious articles, 1 have
visited most mills in the North and Southern States,
and in almost every large concern equipjied with a
hale breaker and automatic conveyors I found the cot-
ton fed to the bi'eaker one bale at "a time. What a trii.s-

take! The strange part of it is, that the men at the
ludiii of these mills wonder what makes the work un-
even. What else can be expected? The system is all
right, but it is abused. The bale breaker "is intended
to i)erform what is done by the human hand, but everv
iiianufaetiirer will find his work much evener if he will
insist upon having the mixing broken in small pieces
and built III layers, as described, and afterwards fed
to the hale breaker. Try it. Even work means a better
and larger production, because when the work in the
card and spinning room is even, the front I'olls can be
driven faster and the work at the same time will run
better than with a slow-speeded front roll in case of
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inii'veii work. Reinciiiber, the production of good
quality and p^ood quantity is what makes dividends.

Î once visited a large (•one(>rn in the State of New
Ilanipshire, and the agent of tlie concern had the host

ideas on running a cotton mill of any man I ever met
in charge of a cotton mill. lie showed me a store

house situated across a river. I saw how the different

lots of bales were se])arated, and how they were con-

veyed to the mill by cable across the river. At mixing

time one bale of each lot was taken, so that the cotton

would be well blended.

It struck nu' that although this man was at a disad-

vantage in having the store house a great way from
tlu' picker-room, he had enough ingenuity to invent a

system that would instire the blending of the different

bales. Still, you will find large concerns that have the

cotton shed dooi- facing that of the picker-room that

will allow one bale at a tinu' to be fed at the bale

breaker, which,! think, is one of the greatest mistakes

in cotton cai'ding.

New Strapless Picking Motion
A new form of strapless picking motion has recently

been patented in Great Britain, by James Wade, 157

Upper Wortley-Road, Mortley, Leeds, England. The
device as applied to a loom is shown in the accompany-
ing illustration.

The long picking arm A is of the usual formation, and
is compounded with a short horizontally disposed arm.
This short arm carries a pivoted block, the arms of

which are engaged by a fork mounted on the lower end

of the round upright rod B shown just to the left of

the setting-on handle. This rod is pivoted to a short

crank D mounted on one end of the horizontal rocking

shaft C. On the other end of the rocking shaft C is a

projection which comes into the path of the usual

picking bill or nose of the picking tappet raoTinted

in the ordinary manner on the second-motion or lowei'

shaft of the loom. In operation the picking nose

strikes the projection on the I'ear end of the horizontal

shaft C, and thus rocks the latter, and lowers the arm
D and the rod B. The lowering of this rod gives an

impetus to the shaft arm of the picking lever, causing

the long arm A to pick the shuttle. It is obvious that

by adjusting the length of the operating rod B the
moment in the cycle of operations of the going part
of the loom at which the impulse is transmitted to the
short arm of the ])icking lever will be advanced or re-

tarded so that the ])ower transiiuttcd can be varied as

may be desirable.

There is a positive connection fi-om the picking bill

up to the lever arm A and there is no mechanism or
part which can be stretched or otherwise influenced to
affect the timing of the picking lever or the strength
of the blow given thereto. After the stroke of the
picking nose the shaft C is returned to its normal posi-
tion under the influence of a spring acting on the pro-
jection formed on the rearward end of the shaft C.
Another spring secured at one end to the lower loom
framing, and at the other end to a projection on the
bottom cud of the picking arm A, serves to return the
top end of the latter to the outer end of the shuttlebox.
The great features of the motion are the rigidity and
certainty of its action. The motion can be timed and
adjusted to give ju.st the strength of pick required,
and then requires no further attention. It thus effects
a distinct saving in power and super-'/ision.

Hosiery Wools
A well-known Bradford wool man writing during

the time when the English wool fairs were in progress
remarked on the strength of the Down wools and the
Crossbreds which contain a mixture of the Down
blood. The writer sa.ys:

The reader may well ask why this is so. and the rea-
son is not far to seek. It will be remembered that the
clip of 1913 was bought for glory and not profit, and
all country dealers and Bradford merchants did badly
out of it. The fact is significant that they did worse
out of the stronger stapled wools, all the finer classes
being saleable at a .slight profit, or at least if an ad-
vance was not obtainable, holders lost no money. This
shows distinctly the course of fashions and what has
taken place during the past few months, it being in-

creasingly manifest since the passing of the free wool
tariff in the I'nited States that medium and fine wools
Mere most in demand. The bulk of the Down wools
of England can onl.y be called medium quality, say 46 's

to 48 's, but for all that the raw material possesses spe-
cial features which make them favourites with hosiery
sjjinners and manufacturers the wide world over. This
is the reason why all the Down wools arc selling so
well, and we believe will continue to hold their own
for many months to come.

Why Downs Are so Popular.

We have aln-ady hinted as to the pur])oses and uses

to which Down wools are put, and it is the great hos-

iery trade which is the prime reason for them being

wanted. It is rather remarkable that the Down breed-

of English sheep have never been kept in any great

numbers in the other sheep breeding countries of the

Morld. The Midland counties and certain southern

.'ounties of England are the principal place wheve such

i:seful lnoeds as the Southdown, Shropshii'e, Hamp-
shiri' ami Suffolk Down shec]) are kept, and outside

tiu' couniie" i epresented, the sheep are very little kept
indeed. It 1.'-, (|uite true that a few Downs have been
e\)>orted "^o Austi'alia and New Zealand, but they have
never taken I'oot like the Ijincoln, Leicester or Romney
Marsh, and it is as well that they have not. It is quite

correct that the Down sheep are quick maturing, com-
ing to full growth even faster than the Lincoln, Leiees-
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ter or Romney Marsh. For fat lamb purposes possibly

tlie Down cross is the quickest maturipg animal, but

wliat it gains in flesh it looses in fleece, and it is re-

markable tluit wool buyers have never as yec taken

very kimîiy 1o the half-bred Down-merino sheei) as they

have to the half-bred wool produced by mating the

Lincoln, Leicester or Romney Marsh with the merino

ewe. The halfbreed Down fleece is of a very short

fuzzy nature, and while there is certainly manifest in

the fleece the Down characteristics, the wool does not

appeal to hosiery spinners as a rule like the pure Down
wools from the English mutton breeds of sheep. We
have seen Down half-bred wool from New Zealand that

has sold from 14d to 15d per lb., but when we find

other half-bred wool from New Zealand selling from

15d to 161/2 d as is the case to-day, and the latter shear-

ing a heavier fleece of w^ool, it is hardly likely that

the Down sire will be largely used. Still there is a

popularity about the pure Down wools which will al-

ways make them acceptable for Iiosiery trade i)urposes.

Hosiery Wools.

What ai'e the leading characteristics of hosiery

wools? It must be said that they are essentially wools

showing medium growth, these remarks applying both

to the quality and length of staple, and they are used

for the production of those fabrics which are quite dis-

tinct in their composition from cloths made from comb-

ing or even clothing wools. It seems to us that hosiery

wools are really a go between, occupying an intermed-

iate state between clothing and combing wools and are

better adapted for the production of hosiery than for

woolen or worsted cloths. These wools are seldom

above three inches long, and some are even shorter,

though they are of medium texture. But then even

combing wools are of similar length, but where the

merino blood predominates, there is not the "blobbi-

ïiess" of staple which is so essentially a characteristic

connected with hosiery wools. The I'eader has only to

take a staple each of say. Southdown. Shropshire,

Hampshire, and merino, place them alongside each

other, and a distinct difference will be seen at once in

every staple. There will be more compactness about

the staple of the merino and the Southern than there

is about the Shropshire and the Hampshire grown
wool, the latter being more open, more spongy, and
more disposed to be mushy and noily. These are all

very good characteristics where a full handling yarn
and fabric is desired, it really being the spongy full

handling nature of the wool which makes them such

favourites for hosiery spinning purposes. The reader

must have observed that hosiery fabrics as a rule are

light, open, ajid fleecy, and it follows that wool that

is given to felting quickly like the nu'rino is hardly

suitable for the full handling hosiery yarns which are

to-day so largely in vogue in every country alike.

The Growth of Hosiery Wools.

There is no doulit that I'liiiiate aiul jtasturage play a

very important part in determining the character of

the wool grown. W^e were recently called in to give

an expei't opinion on five Southdown fleeces grown in

Victoi-ia. and there were at least two distinct types of

wool. Two of the rams' fleeces showed real tyjiical

Southdown characteristics, and three were really of a

Shropshire order. We are confident that climate and
pasturage were here very much written u|)on the staple

and general features of the fleece, aiul the same to a

very large extent jiredominates in the wools grown in

the Jlidland anti Southern counties of Knglaiid. The
c|ucstioM is well worth asking. What has- helprd to make
the Down wools of Great liritain? We have said for

•25 years that in the evolution of the Southdown. Shrop-

shire and other Down breeds of English the merino has

at one time played an important part, for a critical ex-

amuiation of tlie Down wools of England to-day shows

distinctly that there is merino blood in them. We are

more convinced of this fact than ever, for even the

general contour of the staple, if such a term can be

used, proclaims the fact most eloquently. In a book

published in 1809 giving a record of the introduction

of the merino into England there is also a full account

of the letting of the merino rams of King George III

imi)ortation, to the leading sheep breeders of Suffolk,

Hampshire, Dorset, and other neighbouring countries,

and we maintain that the use of the merino of that day

influenced the sheep for good, and to this very day,

merino blood is in evidence. No doubt climate and

pasturage have also contributed a leading part to the

evolution of the Down breeds of England, but all the

same in the make up of both sheep and fleece, the

merino has played a leading part. These Down breeds

are here to stay, and as long as the hosiery trade lasts,

Down wool will be popular favourites, because they

possess the features which we have outlined.

SCROOP IN SILK.

Neutral soap, even at the boil, does not injure un-

weighted silk, and may be used with imjuinity in white

fabrics: it must, however, be borne in mind that silk is

particidarly sensitive to iron stains, which are frequent-

ly veiy difficult (sometimes impossible) to remove.

Caustic alkalies in cold dilute solutions have little

action upon silk, but if boiling or highly concentrated

will destroy the fibre. Dilute solutions of nuneral and
organic acids, even at the boil, do not injure silk if the

treatment is not prolonged. Acid imparts to the silk

fibre a peculiar handle or crackle known technically

as "scroop." Silk fabrics which have been washed in

soap should be rinsed quite free from it and then im-

as a last rinse. A teaspoonful of acetic acid in 10 gallons

as a last rinse. A teaspoonful of acetic in 10 gallons

of water is sufficient for the purpose (just enough to

make the water taste acid). The acid which the fibre

retains gives it an added lustre, brightens the shades
of coloured fabrics, and removes the dead feel of a

washed silk by imparting the scroop of a new silk

article.

CANADIAN CONNECTICUT COTTON.

McCuaig Bros. & Co., of Montreal, in a recent bulletin

regarding the affairs of the Canadian Connecticut Cot-

ton Company, of Sherbrooke, Me., say, in part :

"In spite of the delays inseparable from the com-
mencement of operations by a new plant, the Canadian
Connecticut Cotton Mills Limited has made excellent
|)rogress.

"The factory at Sherbrooke is now producinir at tlie

rate of 12,000 ])ounds tire fabric per week, whicli is at

the rate of 600,000 pounds per annum. In other words,
it is now operating at 60 ])er cent, capacity.

'All the machinery is in place and the greater jiart

is .set up. Ill fact, practically the only thing that is

holding back operations is the breaking in of labor, as
some difficulty has been expei-ienced in obtaining a

sufficient siqiply of skilled help, which is essential in

the production of tire fabi'ic.

"However, the comiian.y expects to lie o|)cr;\tiiig at

full cai>acity inside of six weeks."
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By H. C. BEATTY.

Ill face of tile iii-cat war in which Austria-Hungary
is involved it will lie interesting to know the state of

textile iiuiiistry after the lîalkan confliet and the i)osi-

tioii tile industry holds in the eonuiieree of tlu' country.

The Balkan war had a very grave effect upon countries

wliicli suri-ouiuled tlieni antl Austria-Hungary ai)pears

to have been more seriously affected by the war con-

ditions tlian any other po\ver not actually engaged.
Industrial development caiised a demand for capital,

and tliere was an extreme scarcity of money, the rates

of discount reached 7 |)er cent., the highest rate that

has been reached in Austria-Hiuigary for the previous
four decades, and higher than any otlier country in

Europe. Savings were withdrawn from tlie banks for

daily supi)ort, on account of the liuge number of un-

employed. The cessation of the liome demand, coupled
with the closing of the usual Balkan outlets for trade,

eliecked commerce in general.

The Textile industry of Austria-Hungary was the

most seriously affected of all the branches of commerce.
This industry is the most important in the coimtry,
eiuiiloying, during nornuil conditions, over 300,000
workmen in scores of mills. For 5 years prior to 1913
tliere seems to have been gradually developed a state

of stagnation in this industry, which culminated in the
unfortunate season of 1913. The root of the trouble
lay in the over development of spinning and weaving in

the country. Instead of keeping within a modest scale

of production, increasing as the market demanded,
there was an unhealthy haste in advancing money to

extend uncertain ventures in the hope that previous
advances would be realized.

In 1913 home consumption reached its lowest ebb,
home prodiiction its highest price. The mills were kept
running to reduce the inevitable loss; the output, how-
ever, was limited by an agreement among the spinners
but notwithstanding this limitation, there was not a

demand for the output. As a result large amoiuits of

goods were sold at unremunerative i)rices to Germany,
Netherlands, Egypt and Asia, These forced exports
had the effect of reducing the unfavorable balance of
the Austria-Hungary trade for the year, but at a tre-

mendous cost and great discomfort to the textile in-

dustries.

Austria-HungHfy imported 210,000 tons of raw cot-

ton, cotton yarn, cotton waste and cotton goods in 19r2.
worth by customs figures nearly ^80.000,000. Of tliis

the value of raw cotton was about $6r),100,000, varn
and wadding .+ti.400.000. waste .1;2.200,000 and manu-
factured goods $7.200,000. The raw cotton came from
different countries, in the following quantitv : United
States, 147.000 tons; British India, 31,000 toiis: Egvpt.
12 500 tons; Germany, 22,000 tons; Asiatic Turkey.
6,500 tons. The imijorts of cotton yarn and wadding
in 1912 came chiefly from Great Bz-itain, Germany and
Switzerland, with smaller quantities from Italy and
France, while the United States contributed none.
Wool, woolen yam and woolen goods were importetl

to the value of ^|î.34,300,000. Austria-Hungary exported
in the same year $21.000.000 worth, sliowing an un-
favorable balance of $33,300.000 in the woolen indu.stry.
The impoits included raw wool valued at $7.(!00,006;
wa.shed wool, value estimated at .$7,100,000. and combed
wool valued at $12,600,000. Tlie raw wool was im-
liorted fiDui tlie following countries: Argentina. 7.-

920 tons: 'uistralia. 3,538 tons; Rouinania, 754 tons;

(îrcat Britain, 581 tons; Russia, 437 tons; the United
States, 261 tons, and other ports of Anu^rica 949 tons.
Of the waslied wool 4,354 tons came from Germany,
3,504 tons from Belgium, 586 tons from France, 389
tons from Turkey, 281 tons from Russia, 171 tons from
(ireece, and 53 tons from the United States,

In 1912 Au.stria-IIungary imported 8,909 tons of
woolen yarns worth $11,000,000, as compared with an
exi)ort trade in the same year of 2,137 tons, worth $2,-
594,000. (ireat Britain and Germany obtained the mcst
()f this import trade, while the exports went chiefly to
tin' lîalkans, Russia and Turkey.
Woolen wares consisting chiefly of Avoolen goods,

laces, hosiery, knit goods, shawls, felt, etc, were im-
]iorted to the value of $10,350,000, as against an export
in the same year of goods woi'th $14,400,000. The
greater jiart of the woolen exports of Austria-Hungarv
consists of knit jerseys of fancy jiatteru, and heavy
underclothing suitable for winter sports. Tlie Austrian
manufacturer makes a specialty of articles made from
camel's liair. These are worked up into a great variety
of attractive and expensive articles.

Austria-Hungary affords a splendid market for coun-
tries that grow cotton. There is not, howevei-, a good
market for cotton cloth to a foreign competitor, owing
to certain economic factors and her geographical situ-
ation. She is accessible by sea to all the great cotton
growing countries, and to the great consuming coun-
tries of Turkey, The Balkans, and her neighbor, Russia.
She is an exporter rather than an importer of manu-
factured woolen goods. Austria-Hungary dei'ives her
raw material chiefly from distant countries. Low-
priced labor and abundant water power, with a favor-
able manufacturing environment, and the proximitv of
the large markets of Turkey, Russia and The Balkans
are factors which favor the industry-, while the good
taste of the country people and the widespread custom
of manufacturing in the home enables a grade of pro-
duct that appeals to the cultivated taste, to be sold at
]irices with which it would be hard to compete.

UNDERWEAR IN SOUTH AFRICA.
Information received from tlie Department of Trade

^: Commerce at Ottawa regarding the possibilities of
extending our underwear and knit goods trade wiih
South Africa advises the trade here as follows :

,

•'The garment most in demand in South Africa i.s

similar to the lines which the Canadian .iob])inir houses
have sold in the last eight years for a 50c, retail line.
This line in tlie plain colors was quoted and sold last
season by the United States manufacturers at .$3.25 in
50 dozen case lots, assorted sizes, f.o,b. New York, and
the fancy line, that has an Ombre effect, is quoted and
sold in New York at $3.42. The prices, of course, varv
a few cents, according to the placing of orders.

There are other lines such as tlu> 75c. retail line in
Canada and the dollar line. These are sold to a certain
extent, but not in the large quantity that the cheaper
line IS sold m. These goods are sold in South Africa
to miners |)a7-ticularly.

!f the dumping clau.se. which is actuallv in force
now. is finally a.lopted by the Soutli African Parlia-
m.'iit, tins should have the effect of allowing Canadian
manutactnrers to quote at higiier |)rices than the
Americans have been dumping at,"
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Our Old Country Letter

(From our Special Corrcspomleut)

.

Tlie failure of Neill Brothers, of Louilon. w&s re-

ceived with regret and some coustenuition in tlie Lan-

cashire cotton trade. Since 1890 there has not been a

Neill in the firm, and it appears that for some tiine past

the amount of cotton business ti-ausacted by tlie tiriu

has not been large. But Neill's estimate of the Ameri-

can cotton crop, wliicli has been for many years one ot

the events of the cotton season, and though there are

scores of estimates now, there is not another Avith sucli

a tradition. The estimate for the present season m;is

made at the end of October last and it has not turned

out a success, but for some years Messrs. Neill—or the

directing intelligence behind tliat title—have made

valuable contributions to the information of the cotton

trade, both bv their estimates and by their general

handling of statistics. Mr. G. T. Edington, who traded

alone as Neill Brothers, is said to liave lost heavily in

1906 on dealings in cotton futures in Liverpool. His

liabilities are returned at $48,000. The petition against

iiim was brought in the London Bankruptcy Court by

Messrs. Frank Albrecht & Co., cotton brokers, of Liv-

erpool, who are creditors for i|^l,248. Proofs to the

amount of over $14,400 were put in by I^iverpool cotton

firms.
* * « *

In some of my past letters T have referred to the de-

{iression that prevails in the English cotton trade. Sir

Charles Macara, the president of the Employers' Par-

liamentary Association, says that the depression is the

result of a combination of cireuni.stances over which

no one has any control. It is practically affecting all

countries in the world, and, so far as England is con-

cerned, it is clear that it can only be dealt with by the

industry as a whole. A general stoppage will come

faster than some people have any idea of, for the reason

that under existing conditions it is cheaper for the mills

to stand idle than to work. If we succeed in getting

the short time movement into operation I am hopeful

that in the interests of the workers as well as of the

employers, a uniform method of reduction in the work-

ing hours will, as far as practicable, be adopted. Look-

ing at the matter from the position of the employer,

if things are allowed to drift, no one can escape the

consequences. "This is not the time for taking a sel-

fish view,'' he added, "for sooner or later disaster is

bound to come unless we act unitedly with employees

and employers. To go on working at a heavy loss until

firms he brought into liquidation sim])ly means that

the wliolc of machinery and buildings in the industry

become depreciated. And one has to remember, too,

that the seller at the lowest price regulates the mar-

ket." Sir Charles Macara is doing all he can to i)ro-

mote the short-time movement and there is no reason
whatever why it shoidd not be ado|)tcd. Tlie cotton

trade at present is in very low water mikI t lidiisaiiils

of looms are already idle.
« « * *

The King and Queen of England have liecii visiting

the lace factories of Nottingham. At .Messrs. .1. (!c K.

Moi-ley"s hosiery factory the Q\ieeii was brought into

touch with an operati\c who was making hose t'oi- Ilei'

Majesty and who had also iiiadi' it for the late Queen
Victoria, in addition 1o Queen Alexandra. Ileic, too.

was an employee, Mrs. liurton, who seamed the Que<'n 's

wedding stockings, lUid when Queen Mary learTit that
Mis. Burton had iii'en for many years engaged on or
ders for the royal l'anilly she asked it the opei-ative

had ever seamed stockings for Queen Victoria. The

woman replied that she had—some tartan and vari-

colored hosierv. The Queen before leaving the mill

accepted a gift of hosiery and the King received a gold

medal of th(> original knitting frame for stockings

which was invented in 1587 by the Rev. William Lee,

of Calverton. At Messrs. T. I. Birkin & Co.'s mill the

King and Queen saw the making of lace and they were

higldy inten'sted in the work of rectifying the mistakes

of ih'v machines. The royal visitors also saw lace cur-

tains heing niaih' at Messrs. Thomas Adams & Co.'s

mill. Till''" Queen was particularly interested in the

fine mess-room i)rovided for the workers to take their

food in and rest. Her Majesty said the ai'rangements

wele perfect.
* « * *

The King and Queen have also been visiting the jute

workers in Dundee. They walked, along with the Prin-

cess Mary and their suite, through miles of factory

alleyways. They beheld in warehouses bales of jute as

received from Dundee's great rival in the industry,

Calcutta. They saw the fibre being damped and oiled

for s|)inning and softened between great spiral rollers.

In the spinning shed, with its whirring machinery, the

combing and twisting jtrocesses were observed until

the thread is packed into the cones to fill the shuttles

with weft. In the weaving shed warp threads, eight

niih-s long, were being wound into spools, and looms

were at work threading warp into heddles and into

reeds. Looms also were weaving canvas for linoleum

foundations. And all this and much more was the

deejjly interesting experience of the King and Queen
in one of the great textile factories of Dundee. The
Ashtoii Works, of which Sir James Caird is the head,

is typical of many more in Dundee. The programme
which served as a guide through these works contained

the quotation:—"True love's the warp o' life, but its

whiles filled frae a sorrowful shuttle." Sir James, who
is one of the best kown Dundee jute manufacturers, is

a great philanthropist. On the occasion of the King's

visit he gave $480,000 for a new hospital. Sometime
ago he gave .$48,000 to the British Association for the

Advancement of Scientific Work, and $72,000 to help

on the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition. He has

also givi'ii Dundee beautiful parks and .$48,000 to Mr.
Winston Churchill to help Englaiul in the Free Trade
niovenicnt. Sir James is a widower and over 70 years
of age. He is a man that never advertises himself and
he will not allow anyone else to do it for him. That
is one of the reasons the world hears so little about
him—exce]it in jute.

A self-threailing shuttle has been patented by Jlr.

James ^'ates, loom jobber, 12 Egerton street, Wallgate,
Wigan. The i)atent has been submitted to experts and
it carries out tlie full requirements which are needed,
as it can be threaded without touching it by the mouth.
\ slot in the shuttle at the eiiil of the peg comes down
into the hole where the thread passes through. Then
tile thi-ead is wound round a metal disc and enu^rges
on the outsitle just over the shuttle eye, and all tlmt
the weaver needs to do is to put the tliread round the

dis;' and jiull it through the eye. It does not weaken
the shuttle, nor is there any ehance of the ends of the
warp being broken.

« * « *

•lohri lli'thci'ington & Sons, Ltd., cotton macliiiu» mak-
<'i-s, have handed over to the Textile School at New
lirdfoiil, Mass.. U.S.A., the camless winding machine
they exhihited at the recent Boston Exhibition.

Mr. II. Dod.json. an overlooker at Poulds & Sons.
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Burniley, has left for Canada to take; up a new ap-
pointment. He received numerous presents froiri the

Aveavers of his friends in Burnley.

In Laneashire the use of electririty for ilriviiiir pur-

poses in mills is becoming more general and innnerous
changes are to-day being made.

Our Bradford Letter

(Special to The Canadian Textile Journal)).

Bradford. July 29.—It is many years since there was
such inactivity in the textile industries of Dewsbury,
and the heavy woollen district. Night work has been re-

duced considerably, and for day woi-kers there is very

little overtime in any part of the district, while many
hundreds of ojieratives ai-e unable to earn a fidl week's
wages. Cloth manufacturers appear to be a little better

employed than rug or blanket makers, for there is still

a fair amount of home trade, and the exports of heavy
woollens of superior grades to the States are increasing

to an appreciable extent. Quiet as business is, it is

much worse in the Colne Valley, where the amount of

Tuiemployinent is becoming serious. In normal periods

the Colne Valley manufacturers are heavy buyers, not

only of unpulled rags, but of shoddy, and there has been
a great falling off in their purchases of all classes of

raw materials. Carpet makers and.cari)et yarn spin-

ners are only doing a small amount of trade. ^lost of

the manufacturers are lessening the i)rotluetion by run-

ning machinery for fewer hours per day. With ( 'anada

trade shows very little improvement, and anything
worth talking about is done in winter fabrics. Natur-
ally the dyeing trade in the heavy woollen district is

feeling the de])ression keenly, and helji is being reduced
all round.

All Branches Are Quiet.

Quietness also prevails in practically every branch
of the textile industries of the Huddersfield district.

Fine worsted makers are suffering most from the de-

pressed conditions. There is also a decreased demand
for tweeds, and the reduced output decided upon is

accompanied by firm rates, which is most unusual,
especially as at the same time competition to obtain
orders has become keener. Opinion is divided as to

the probable duration of the depression which has set

in. but it is agreed that prospects, as regards the im-
mediate future are not at all good. Reports ai'c fore-

casting a decline in values before a marked revival
in trade can set in. The United States is the only
booming market. Canadian business is dull, particu-
larly in tweeds, which has not yet even grown to an
average of past years. The Canadian request for thin

worsteds is also very snmll, and the same may be said
in regard to other woollens in the HuddersfieUl dis-

trict.

At Leeds trade is sluggish. With a few exceptions
of mills making lower class goods, all could do with
more work. The Canadian demand is not im])roving
in bulk, but there is a better tone, and a feeling amongst
the Leeds nuinufacturers that the Dominion will give

them better i)rospects in the course of the next eouiJe
of months. The States demand is slow.

Flannels Dull—Some Mills Active.

At Rochdale there is a lull in the flannel ti'ade. but

of course this is to be expected, as tin' manufacturers
are between the seasons. Trade, however, has been
quiet since Whitsuntide, ajnl quiet(!i' than usual at this

time of the year. The advanced prices of flanm'l, of

which I wrote about some time ago, are no doubt also
causing the general public to delay their orders. Owing
to the fact that there are not so many orders being
received, many of the merchants are delaying their de-
liveries of flannel from the mainifaeturers. There ai-i;

now fewer flannel mannfacturei's in Rochdale and dis-
trict than there were a few years ago, and consequently
a snmll production of flannel is taking place. As the
manufacturers have a large snjiply of merchants' or-
ders there is every prospect of no luidue accumulation
of stock. The demand from Canadian nuM-chants is

slow, and very little flainiel orders are on the books
at present.

At Hawick some of the mills are doing better than
others, and there are a good many looms standing idle
throughout the district. This is likely to continue
until next season is entered upon, as orders for winter
goods are now pretty well exhausted. Confirmation
of spring orders are now coming in, but these will not
be put into the looms for a few weeks. Spinners and
dyers are moderately employed. The hosiery branch
of the trade is in a healthy .state. Ho.siery manufactur-
ers in Leicester and Nottingham are also well employed,
but the Canadian demand for hosiery at all the cen-
tres is reported to be on a very small scale just at
present.

Eastern States Letter
(Special ( 'orrespondence i

.

Providence, Aug. 8, 1914.—The past month has been
the most chaotic for the textile mills that they have
])assed through in some years. Samples foi' Spring
1913 have been 0])ened, cotton has gone high and is

now breaking to new low levels, and the war, with its

threatened stoppage of all supplies, more especially the

dyestuffs, has made many a manufacturer wish that

he were retired and in a i)lace where he eoulil not he

bothered by business.

]\Iills have closed for lack of orders during tlir month,

several have failed, and many have j)lanned additions

and are working overtime even now. Never in the

history of the industry have such things happened for

the manufacturer as are happening now, and it is

believed that it mùU be many years before the present

record is broken.

The cotton end of the industry is more chaotic than
the woolen end, and at present many of the manufac-
turers are wondering what will be their next move.
Cotton has broken many points since the war began,
and curtailment is the order of the day. The mills of

Fall River and New Bedford are curtailing by closing

one or two days a week, while the Rhode Island mills

are stop|)ing machines throughout the plants and are

trying to keep up appearances by working full tinu'

each week. The mills of the South are also curtailed,

and many of them have closed for the whole of this

month.

The opening of the woolen and worsted lines about
the middle of the month was the big event for the
man\ifacturers, and since that time they have been
hearing from the selling agents in New York in a very
satisfactory fashion. Many of the mills which have
never before opened lines of men's wear opened lines
of serges this yeai- and have secured sonn- business.

The tailors to the trade and the large book houses
have bought sparingly, comjiared with other years,
but the mills have all reported a very fair business, and.
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until the war broke loose all over Europe, the millmen within a short time. Tlie building is to be of l)rick

" r expSg a very large business for the season. '.Ml x «2 feet. It wil be ot

«Jf-
-' ^^^ --^;:-*4°^^

Prices on the lines that have been opened «•ompare with the niaxnnuni ot light and a foi he opeiatives.

ve V favor bl wSi those which were'quofd a year The foun.lation --^ /or additional cons^^^^^^

ago and in some cases that price is about the same. Tt work at the plant ot the Hamiltou Maimfactnung Com-

as noticed in the opening of the lines that those which pany of Lowell, Mass. is well under way, and it is be-

,v ma. e from the bettei^nalities of wools have been lieved that the second section of .the immense weave

rais.Hl in price to meet the prices which have been paid shed for the con,pan>- will be finished as soon as the

on the wool, but the goods made from the poorer and textile situation clears up a little.

me.liu.n gra.les of wool are at .same levels as last year. The second section is the one which is now under

„„ ^ \ e ^ • ti 1 + ;.. ,.„..^,.t„,i tn iiflx... process of preparation, and it will be erected along the
The largest factor m the market is repoited to ha^e 1 i K ^

^j^^ 1^,^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^.^,„_

sold out practically all of the serges otfered of the
^^f^^.'^^l..'.^','^ ,^.^,,, j^ ,,;„ 1,^,.,. a three section weaving

better grades, and several of the Fulton styles have
^s^, fee i ength and from four to five stories in

been ^vlthdrawn from the market. ^
f"' «[^ /«J : î^ ,

'"

Wit.i th.. completion of this three part unit,
igs have not been taken quite so ^^ell. an.l the mills -

^j^^,,^j,^„,^ Manufacturing Company will be the
are still looking for business.

^^^ ^^^.^ ^.^,. ^j,,. „,f„,feeture of cotton goods
The mills that openexl lines of serges tor the hrst

.^^ -,^^_ j,^^.^^,_, g^^^^,^
tiiiu' report a very satisfactory response from tlie trade

in general, and the lines will probably be made per- WABASSO COTTON CO ANNUAL.
manentwith the companies. The Lorraine Manufac-

,^,^^^ ,^^^^^^^.^1 ^,.,^,.„,,,„^ „|. t,,,. Wai.asso Cotton Co.,
turing Company of Pawtucket opened a line of tme

^,,,,j,,i„^,,, .^^ ^|,^, .,„„^,.,i ..n.^ting. hel.l the lilst July at
woven men s wear serge, 54 inches wule, at 96 cents a

^,|^.^^^ ^^ ^,^^^^.^ .^^^ ^^ $115,662, which compares
yard, and they report a very good sale of this style

^..^,^ ^12-3 -m the previous year.
This was the company s first v.-nture into the field

^^^^ ^^.^j,.^ ^^^^ ,^^^ account for the year, in compari-
tormen s wear.

^^^^ ^^.j^j^ ^,^g previous year, is as follows:—
With the breaking of the wars 111 Europe came the '

-^^^^ -^^y^

realization-that the countp' depended upon Germ.^^^^^^
Balance forward $147,726 $82,841

for Its .lyestuffs and that there is not 111 the Me
^^.^^^^^ ^^^^^.^^ j^.ggg 123,374

country niore than enough dyes t., last four or five
30^,1^,',^,,.,,^, 57,010 58,070

months. During the past three or four days the b^^^^^
Doubtful debts 2.50 121

ers for the mills have been scouring the trade tor d\e- t ,, 1*1. ^ r „i 1; ,k;i;+;„c
i i'j? 1 1 -il X Ti 1 r 1 *i <- r> P„Ci„ 111 the general statement ot a.ssets an.l liabilities,

stuffs, but without success. It is believed that (Jxtords
* 1 ^ 1 i- * i +d.i ii>)Hii ^„»,

, ',, ,1 J. -n 1 •* t i; 1, „„^(- propertv, plant and machmerv stand at $l,41i,4S4, cora-
and other shades of greys will be quite stylish next 1 1 , • '. ' ,.. .^nn-n t

" * • V+ . „., 1

.„ ., 1 . ,1 /, ^ pared with $l,398.oll. Inventories, raw cotton and
year, it the wars last that long. '

, , , j.^i-nno 1 -n d-ygt; -^oo
rpi -nri -i- TVT 1 • vtr 1 e Axri +;. ,.;n. Ar„„c goods on hand were +61o,902, compared with ih38b,iU9
The Whitin Machine Works ot Whitmsville, Mass., f , „ , ' ^ • ii d.Ti tint

J. -D , ee- \ t t\ p;..o+ ,.f n^+^i..,,. last vear. Cash and accounts receivable Sh/ 1,804,
are to oi)en a Boston ottice about the tirst ot October. .

• ,,„„„„„ , , . ^i i- 1 -im-

and the companv has engaged Stephen C. Lowe, for ^^^"f
* ^^^ff

last y.-ar. Among the liabilities, ac-

manv vears th^ American representative of John ^°""l^ I'^^^'^^l'^ ^"""'"'^ *" ^'^O'^OÎ^' ^^ compared with

Iletlierington & Sons, Ltd.. of Manchester. England. ^'•^•^•^'•-' '"«t .vear.

to take charge of it. Mr. Lowe is probably the best

known machinerv salesman in the United States, he AN INTERNATIONAL CRISIS.

having been instrumental in introducing to this coun- The Cassella Col.)r Company has issued a statement

try and Canada the Naismith comber, of which he has relating to the effect of the present crisis on the dye-

sold several thousands. stuff trade in America and that company in i>articular.

The Whitin Company has recently perfected the new as follows :

Whitin comber, and it is expected "that Mr. Lowe will "Almost without warning the civilized nations are

.levote his time to pushing this machine. The new facing a crisis deemed by most men impossible. The
machine has been in operation in two New Bedford strongest and best armed of the worl.l's nations are at

mills for the past two months, and while the results war. Commercially, there is an unprecedented break-

of the tests have not been published as yet, it is said down. In the dyestuff trade the source of supply-
that they have been exceedingly successful. Crermany—has for the time, been wholly severed from

Tlie plans of the Naumkeag Steam Cotton C()iii|)aiiy. the American consuming trade. Dependence must be

which had its plant burned in the Salem fire .)f Juin-, placed upon stocks on hand or undelivered on the

are of interest to all textile men. The company jilans water. Tlie Cassella Color Company has always fol-

io i-.-build at once, and to have the most up-to-date lowed the principle of keeping in America supi)lies for

l)lant ill the country when it is finished. In the mean- "11 reasonable emergencies and it believes that with a

time 400 Northrup automatic looms hav.' been ordered little jiatience on the part of its friends, every reason-
froiii the Drajter Company at IIoi)e.laIe, I\lass., and ahle need can be cared for. Close observers have held
these are to be set up in a concicte warehouse which that the contest which seems imminent cannot be of
Avas not razed by the conflagration. The Drai).'r Com- long duration—the forces are too great—the ])0wer at

pany will equip the new jdaiit \vhen it is .-rected. the command of each too tremendous. Assuming this

The erection of two biirldings for the Appalachian to be so, textile interests which are stocked with colors.
Mills at Knoxville. Teuu.. will double the production r.'asonably may expect to weather the difficulty and
of that comjiany. The bull. lings haye cost $.50,000, and 'f all will limit their demands to actual needs, nohard-
the machinery to equip them will cost about $100,000. ship should immediately come to any. No advance will

Plans have been completed and the .'oiitraet has he ma. le in price to customers for deliveries from stocks
b.'en let to a Proyideiic firm for tli.' .Teetion of th.' <>'i han.l. The goods th.miselves are but part of the
plant, which will be occunied by th.' U.)pi.dide .Manu- servie which the company renders to the textile trade,
facluiing Company at ^lilfoi.l. ^lass, Th.' contract «"d a crisis such as the present only accentuates the
calls for the comidetion of the plant befor.- 1h<- first of iat't that we are here to i)rotect those whose interests
September, and it is expected that it will be in operation have been placed in our care."
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MILL AND GENERAL TEXTILE NEWS
A report from Sorel. Que, states that li. J. Reeves,

of Provideuce, R.T., has V)eeu fj^ranted laiul l)y tlie nnuii-

I'ipality of .Massueville for tlie establislnneiit of a felt

faeti^rv in lliat district.

Charles Bradford, an e)iii)Loyee of Ayer's Limited,

Lachute, Que., wa.s killed on July 13 at Centreville,

Que. He was performing sonu' aerobatics when he fell

liieaking his iieek in the fall.

Charles Summer Barton, president and treasurer of

the Riee, Borton & Fales àlaehine and Iron Company
of Worcester. JIass.. died at his home in that city on

Julv 11, last. The late ^Ir. Barton was born September
21, '1857.

Mr. William .Mitchell,of Kincardine, Ont., has about
completed plans to establish a small knitting business

in that town next spring. He proposes to manufacture
wool half ho.se.

The Arnprior Felt Co., Ltd., Aruprior, Ont., has been
incorporated with a capitalization of $50,000. This

company is now operating at Galetta, Ont., but has pur-

chased tlie shirt factory projiert.y at Arnprior, which
the.y expect to occupy this fall. The company has

asked tlie Town for a fixed assessment of $5,000 for

school taxes, exemption from general tax, and free

water for a term of ten years. On motion, the Corpora-
tion will grant the Felt Company free water for the bal-

ance of the year, and will submit a by-law to the rate-

payers at the January elections for exemption from
taxation for a term of ten years, excepting school taxes

and free water. J. T. Griffith is manager of the Arn-
1)1 ior Felt Co.

Harold Krolin, formerly in charge of the sweater

department with Hewson's, at Amherst, N.S., is now
with R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, in a similar capacity,

succeeding J. A. Blundell.

The Monarch Knitting Company, Limited, has sur-

rendered their Ontario charter imder date of July 20.

The company is, of course, incorporated under a Do-

minion charter.

The Cobourg Felt Company, Limited, Coboiirg, Ont.,

has recently taken out an Ontario charter, the caiptal

to be $200,000. The company purposes to mamifaeture
felt for footwear purposes. The directors are : G. W.
Charles, Henry Fullerton. John Dick and W. ^I. Ilill-

iard, all of Cobourg.

Ferguson t^ Swanson. brokers, Continental liife

Bldg., Toronto, were the purchasers of the buildings,

real estate and equipment of the Dominion Linen Mann-
facturing Co. of Guelph. A new organization, called

the Dominion Linens, Ltd., is being promoted, which
will probably include the Oxford Linen Mills at Til-

sonburg. Ont., now itlle. The Guelph plant is now being

operated.

As announced in last month's issue, the Oxford Wor-
.sted Linen Mills, Ltd., of Dorchester, N.B., is being

reorganized under the name. Eastern Linen Mills, Ltd.

An agreement has been made with the Eastern Securi-

ties, Ltd., whereby the new company will be supplied

with capital to make certain necessary improvements
to the plant and to carry on ojierations on a more effi-

cient basis than formerly. The (!omi)any manufactures
towels, lap-robes, hammocks, etc., the ])laiit being start-

ed about a year ago.

Albert Roby, formerly with the Hewson Pure Wool
Textiles at Amherst, N.S., is considering the starting

of a small plant in Truro, N.S., for the numufacture
of (cashmere hosiery.

Mrs. James Ori', wife of the secretary-treasurer of

the Boehmer-Orr Textile Co. of Woodstock, Ont., was
killed in a motor accident iu Jersey City, on July 20.

when the machine in which she and her husband were
motoring turned turtle. We wish to express the sin-

cere sympathy of the textile industrj' with Mr. Orr in

his sorrow.

R. R. Dodds, president of the Gueli>h Carpet Co.,

Guelph, Ont., is now in the Old Country in the interests

of his firm.

The Mercury Mills, Limited, Hamilton, Ont., are in-

stalling two sets cards and complete spinning equip-
ment in the old woolen mills at Dundas, Out. that has
been idle for some time. The Mercury Mills are going
into the manufacture of men's underwear on an ex-

tensive scale, this being the first step in the extension
of their equipment. Mr. John Penman is again taking
an active part in the management of the affairs of the
concern.

Sam Carter, manager of the Renfrew Textile ('o.,

Ltd., Renfrew, Ont., who has been ill for several
weeks, is back at work again, much imi)roved in health.

The total takings of wool by America up to the end
of the July series this year, including transit wools and
direct imports, are 151.000 bales, com]iai-ed with 45.000
bales during last year.

A special cable, dated Aug. 7, from Bradford, says
that market is practically at a standstill. Prices are
nominally firm with little business passing to test them.
A few Government orders have been placed for khaki,
blankets and rugs, which trade is expected to be the
principal source of immediate business. Shoi-t time is

general and many mills in the Huddersfield district are
running only three days a week. American buying dis-
tinctly quiet, while Continental business is completely
stopped. Bradford expects wool to remain about
steady in j)rice, especially for erossbreds.

The Monet on mill of the Dominion Textile Co. has
been closed tliis past week or so. It is expected that
work will be resumed about Sept. 1st.
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Colonial Wool Sales

Fourth Series, July 7 to 21.

(Special Corresi)oiidenee)

.

Bradford, July 22.—The series just closed has run

its course with remarkable firmness of values and un-

flagging competition from beginning to end. Cross-

breds have greatly preponderated, and the daily offer-

ings of large quantities of medium and low grade wools,

which had been looked forward to with some misgiv-

ings before the sales, have been absorbed without

difficulty at prices which opened fully up to previous

sales' parity, and have rather hardened than otherwise

towards the close. Pine crossbred qualities have also

been very well represented, both greasy and seom-ed,

and have met with strong demand at an advance of

from 5 per cent, to 71/2 pei" cent. American aiul German
buyers have shown keenness for the halfbred greasies,

and the home trade has taken the bulk of the scoureds
;

up to 16yod. being frequently paid for the best of the

former, and from Is. 8d. to Is. lOd. for tlic l)est half-

bred scoureds, exceptional lots of the latter making up

to 2s. America has also been a constant buyer of the

better style of medium and low greasy crossbreds, and
with assistance from home trade spinners these wools

have shown in most cases i^d. advance on May rates.

Slipe cross bred has been in abundant supply, and
the finer lambs have sold fully up to previous rates

at 15i/2d. to 16y2d. for the best lots. The medium
grades of lambs and cardings liave been a little irregu-

lar, but have tended to increase firmness during the

latter part of the series, and close without much change.
Slipe crossbred of clothing length, which opened at

about i/od. decline, has partly regained this towards
the close. Scoured crossbreds of medium and low grades
have sold somewhat irregularly, but with a hardening
tendency during the latter part of tlu> series. Greasy
crossbred lambs were slightly easier at the outset, es-

pecially the more faulty and seedy lots, but sold better

during the later days, and close without quotable

change.

Merinos have been in comparatively limited supply,
esi)eeially good combing descriptions. These have in-

cluded a few lines of new clip Sydneys and Queens-
lands, supplemented by offerings of a considerable
number of speculators' lots. Wools of specially high
class and fineness have been scarcely represented, but
exceptionally high prices have been obtained for all

wools of fairly good quality and condition, the re-
offered wools showing in some cases ;^d. to 5d. advance
on Australian first cost. Home trade and German
spinners have competed strongly, with some assistance
at times from the United States. New Zealand and
iTierinos have been a welcoiiie addition to the limited
supply from Australia, and liave commanded very full
rates, the good scoureds selling at up to 2s. 41/2(1., and
greasies in only moderate condition at 1:5(1. to 14(1. The
few merino lambs have sold without change.

Cape grea.sies have been largely of short clotliing
length, and difficult of sale, but the cond)ings have sold
well up to or rather above previo\is rates. Scoured
(japes have sold a little irregularly, but close without
quotable alteration from May level.

Competition has been well distributed, excepting that
France has not operated quite as freely as the rest.

America lias given good support, especially on the fine

and medium gi-easy crossbreds, foi' wliicli (Jcniiany

has also shown nuich interest.

The close of tlie series finds prices of all descriptions

well u]) to or slightly beyond opening rates, and com-

petition well maintained.

The Cotton Market
A most serious situation in the cotton nuirkets of the

world develoix'd with an ai)palling swiftness on the

general outbreak of liostilities in Europe, and both the

United States and English markets were so demoralized

that the closing of all exchanges was inevitable. War
news overshadowed crop and condition reports wiiieh

for a few days became practically neglected. Many in

the cotton trade were committed to the expectation

of an inadequate crop and but for the prompt action

of the Boards of Managers in closing the New York,

New Orleans and Liverpool exchanges the demoraliza-

tion might have been even nu)re serious. The closing

of the exchanges cheeked the panic and the rapid pro-

gress since made in closing out old committments, com-
bined with the smooth working of the Clearing House
has relieved the apprehension there may have been as

to the financial position of the trade.

The demoralized condition on the N(>w York (Jotton

Exchange on the outbreak of war was unprecedented.
Prices of futures suffered a staggering break ranging
from ^7 to -$13 a bale, compared with a week before,

causing holders in England, the continent and in Am-
erica to dump their contracts on the markets. Crop
and trade factors that otherwise might have exercised
bullish effect were absolutely ignored. The govern-
ment report of the condition of the ero]) which for the
last several weeks was regarded as the coming develop-
ment of prime importance was announced just one hour
after the Exchange .suspended trading yesterday, but
in the general confusion incident to the financial de-

moralization, it attracted scarcely any attention in the
trade.

The government report made the condition of tlie

crops as of Jidy 25th, 76.4 per cent., against 79.6 per
cent, last montli, and a ten-year average of 80 per cent.,

pointing to a crop of only 13,800,000 bales exclusive of
linters. However, with average climatic conditions
from noM' on the yield this year should compare very
favorably v/ith last, when the second largest crop in

the liLstory of the world was harvested.

While the war has disi'upted all gauges by which
intrinsic vahies are determined, there is a strong belief
that cotton values will be well maintained. Tlie in-

creased activity of the machinery of the neutral coun-
tries is expected to keep consumption moving at a
healthy pace, and with trade routes cleared of all hos-
tile shii)s, as will undoubtedly be the case very shortly,
the machinery of international banking will be i)ut into
operation, making the financing of cotton shipments
a matter of course. The indications now are that, ex-
cei)t possibly for a limited interest in straddles and
hedges, all accounts will be tlioroughly liquidated be-
fore the New York Exeliange re-opeus for business

—

of which there will be a 24-liour notice. The American
spot cotton business resumed in Liverjiool on August 7.

Prices were 16 points lower with .\iiieriean middlings
at 6.50 d.
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The Situation Among the

Mills

The situation in the textile industry in Canada at the

begitniiiig of the month is far from being masatisfaetory.

The large government contracts for khaki cloth, serges,

hosiery, underwear, tunics, canvass, ducks, blankets,

etc., which have been distributed, have kept the mills

very well engaged during the past month. For several

months previous to the outbreak of hostilities, business

had been very slack in practically all textile lines, and

there was hardly a mill in the country that worked to

anything like full capacitj'. The season for fall and

whiter goods had shown a marked falling off in plac-

ing orders, owing to the general business depression,

and prospects were none too bright for the spring goods

season. The extra business afforded by the govern-

ment contracts has, therefore, given manufacturers

an excellent opportunity to conserving their orders for

later on. There was also fair late placing business

during the month from clothiers, cutters-up and job-

bers, who had expected delivery from the continental

countries, but as most of the British deliveries of fall

and winter goods had been received, only a slight

business on these lines has been received. Few of the

mills, however, are now complaining of a shortness

of orders, so that the prospects for the next few

months are fairly satisfactory. What the approach-

ing season will bring for-th is diffieidt to foretell. Un-

doubtedly British manufacturers will be able to

maintain most of their Canadian business, except in

so far as freight rates, insurance rates and exchange

work in favor of the Canadian mills. Manufacturers

are also making a determined effort to capture the

German business in this countrv, but a considerable

liortion of it will likely go to the United Kingdom. A
good deal depends on the repeat order business this

fall, which to date does not look encouraging.

The most serious difficulty confronting the domestic

manufacturers is the difficulty of procuring supplies

of dyestuffs and chemicals. The supply on hand is

estimated to be sufficient for about two months to

come, and by that time importers expect that they will

be able to procure further supplies from the German
mills through neutral ports and in neutral vessels.

Prices, so far, have been kept fairly steady as im-

porters have made a determined effort to distribute the

supply on hand in a fair mamier as long as it lasts.

The situation, however, is very serious, and unless

we are able to secure supplies from English and

United States manufacturers, our mills will be serious-

ly handicapped. United States textile manufacturers

are attacking the situation very seriously, and hope to

find a solution for the difficulty. The situation in

Canada depends on the success of then- efforts.

No difficulté* is anticipated in the matter of secur-

ing supplies of raw materials. Of course, the cotton

mills will be able to get all they require, and although

the wool sales in both London and Australia have been

postponed indefinitely, no serious difficulty is antici-

pated in procuring all the necessary supplies of raw
wool, so that the dyestuff diffictilty appears to be the

only one confronting manufacttu'ers in so far as the

proctn-ing of supplies is concerned. The matter of

securing accommodation from the banks is bothering

not a few of the mills, as also the difficulty in collect-

ing accounts, but it is hoped that the banks will make
every effort to grant accommodation. The industry

generally, is in a very sound position, and should em-
erge from the present crisis satisfactorily. Xo boom
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is expected, but prospects for the next few months

afïord satisfaction.

German Goods in Canada

That German manufacturers are making every effort

to retain their Canadian business is evidenced by a

letter received recently from a firm of hosiery manufac-

turers in Chemnitz, Germany, by their representative

in Montreal. The agent, who is a Canadian, has re-

presented this firm of hosiery manufacturers for some

years, but on the outbreak of hostilities was compelled

to cancel all contracts he had received this season on

which delivery had not been made. The letter which

was without signature, was written by the representa-

tive of the company from Rotterdam asking that the

Canadian customers make payment to a first class bank

in Canada, and that these payments be remitted to a

bank in a neutral country with the request that the

money be turned over from there to the firm in Chem-

nitz under advice of the Rotterdam agent. The letter

stated also that the factories were running part time,

and expected to be running full in a few weeks. It

also requested that the Canadian agent should accept

orders for goods to be delivered after the war or at

a time when forwarding will be possible. The prices

asked were at an advance of 5 per cent, and any com-

munications with the firm were to be through agents in

Rotterdam, Bucharest, Milano or Stockholm, with

the request that the contents be forwarded to the

Chemnitz firm.

Similar leters have been received by other agents in

Montreal, all requesting that business be continued

through agents in Rotterdam, but in practically all

cases, the Canadian agents have looked upon the pro-

position as presumptions on the part of the senders

and they are making an effort to accept orders during

the war. There are many lines imported from Ger-

many which can be made in this country and local

agents say they are making every effort to obtain

connections with such firms. Those goods which .cannot

be manufactured in this country will be off the mar-

ket as soon as the present stocks are cleaned up, al-

though attempts are being made to replace such stocks

with somewhat similar goods made either in G^eat

Britain or in this country. British manufacturers are

already after this trade, and it is safe to say that

once she gets it, Germany will have a hard time

winning it back after the war. Domestic mills are also

in the field and wherever possible have accepted con-

tracts for goods similar to those formerly imported.

In the meantime, prices on many import lines have

been advanced, but undoubtedly styles will be adjust-

ed to suit the market whatever situation might arise

so that it is likely that prices will hold fairly steady.

To Capture German Trade
The Dej)artment of Trade and Commerce is now

collecting and distributing information regai-ding the

trade of Gennany in Canada, South America, Austra-

lia ami South Africa, so as to keep Canadian nuinu-

facturei-s infoi-med in regard to openings for trade,

and orders which are now available owing to German

commerce being swept from the seas. According to

figui-es prejjared by the department, Germany's an-

nual trade with South America totals over iflôOjOOO,-

000, while Argentine imported last year goods to the

value of $()().000,000, Brazil goods to the value of

nearly .$50,000,000, and Chile goods to the value of

!fi28,000,000 from Germany.

This fi'ade is being carefully solicited by British

and AmiTJcaii manufacturei's and undoubtedly there

ai-e many lines in which Canadian manufacturers will

be able to extend their foreign business. So far as

the textile industry is concerned, however, the possi-

bilities for an export business are very slight. The

larger proportion of the consumption of textile ma-

terials in Canada is imported and although there may
be a few lines on which our mills would be able to

compete in the foreign markets at the present time

such a trade in any volume is a dream of the future.

Germany's trade in textile materials with Canada is

very small when compared with that of the United

Kingdom. Our imports of cotton goods from Ger-

many in 1913 amounted to $1,020,516, compared with

$16,786,255 from Great Britain. Flax, hemp and jute

materials $51,885, compared with $5,374,396. Silks

$274,655, compared with $3,828,121. Wool and wool-

ens $1,079,952, compared with $28,173,086. These

are the principal imports of textile materials so that the

comparative smallness of the German trade with Can-

ada in that regard is clear. The trade is mostly of a

dumping nature, the goods showing no superiority over

domestic or British goods. Of course, there are a

few lines, such as lisle gloves and others, of which

German manufacturers have made a specialty, but it

is not likely that any Canadian manufacturer will in-

stal equipment specially to cater to such trade. On
other lines domestic mills will be able to look

after most of the business formerly held by German
firms.

Freight Rates Higher
The cancellation of existing through freight rates

between Canada and Great Britain by Canadian rail-

ways and the increase, owing to the heavy insurance

charges now prevailing, if continued, will have a seri-

ous effect on the importation of British goods this

fall and during the winter. Freight rates between
Old (Jountry ports and internal Canadian cities have
been very low, lower in fact, than between Eastern

and Western cities, and this low rate has worked in
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favor of till' British iiiainil'ac-lurer and Canadian im-

port. ts. Tlir liijiluT rale in ctVcct after September 10

will, tli.Tct'orc be in favor of llif mills here, if t \-

tendeil. I'ractieiilly all deliveries have been received

ou fall and winter goods, but the shipment of goods

for spring anil summer from tlie Old Country centres

usually takes place in December and January so thai

the increase will not be felt to any extent until that

time. It is not likely, however, that the advance will

be sufficient to have any material effect on the trade,

so that domestic manufacturers are not banking on

much assistance in that connection.

cannot be performed during the war, and payments

under them ought not to be made to such firms during

the war. Where, however, nothing remains to be done

save to pay for goods already delivered or for ser-

vices already rendered, there is no objection to making

the paynient. "Whether contracts entered into be-

fore war are suspended or terminated is a question of

law which may depend on circinnstances, and in cases

of doubt British firms must consult their own legal

advisers.

This explanation is issued in order to promote confi-

dence and certainty in British commercial transactions ;

but it must be understood that, in ease of need, the

Government will still be free to impose stricter regula-

tions or special prohibitions in the national interest.

Patents Open to Canadians
It has been announced fi'oiii Ottawa that the Gov-

erniii.'nt will pass an Order-iu-l 'ouneil cancelling all

German and Austrian patents and trade marks in

Canada. This has already ben done in Great Bri-

tain, so that hinulreds of patents are now available to

British and Canadian manufact\irers which heretofore

have' been held the sole property of firms in Germany

and Austria-Hungary. The effect of such a move can

well be imagined. Germany has worked up a won-

derful industrial system and a good deal of the suc-

cess is due to the excellence and- quality as well as

the cheapness of her products, mostly manufactured on

the most modern machinery of German design, which

has been well protected by patents in everj' country

in the world. Our annual imports of textile ma-

chinery of German make and of dyestufïs and chemi-

cals from that country are considerable. Specifica-

tions for these will now be available to Canadian

manufacturers, applications for the patents from Can-

adians being accepted as soon as the order goes into

effect.

Trading With Belligerent

Countries
The following official announcement issued by the

British Government explains au}^ doubts that may have

arisen as to the meaning and application of the procla-

mation against trading with the enemy.

(1) For the purpose of deciding what transactions

with foreign traders are permitted, the important thing

is to consider where the foreign trader i-esides and car-

ries on business, and not the nationality of'the foreign

trader.

(2) Conseciuently there is, as a rule, no objection to

British firms trading with German or Austrian firms

established in neutral or British territoi-y. What is

prohibited is trade with any firms establisehd in hos-

tile territory.

(3) If a firm with headquarters in hostile terri-

tory has a branch in neutral or British territory, trade

with the branch is (apart from prohibitions in special

cases) permissible, as long as the trade is bona fide with

the branch, and no transaction with the head office is

involved.

(4) Commercial contracts entered into before war
broke out with firms established in hostile territoi-y

TEN GERMAN COMMANDMENTS TO FOSTER
TRADE.

The following ten coiiimandmeuts contained in an

instructive circular which has been distributed

throughout Germany by the various Chambers of

Commerce, were read recently by Sir George Pragnall

at a meeting of British manufacturers:

—

\—In all expenses keep in mind the interests of

your own compatriots.
2- -Never forget that when you buy foreign articles

your own country is poorer.

3—Your money should profit no one but the Ger-

mans.
4—Never profane German factories by using foreign

machinery.
5—Never allow foreign eatables to be served at your

table.

6—Write <bii German paper with a German pen,

and use German blotting papei-.

7—Use German flour, eat German fruit, and drink

German beer. These alone give your body the true

German energy.
8—If j'ou do not like German malt coffee, drink

coffee from the German colonies.

9—Use only German clothes for your dress and Ger-

man hats for your head.

10—Let no foreign flattery distract you from these

precepts, and be firmly convinced that whatever others

may say, German produc ts are the only ones worthy of

the citizens of the German Fatherland.-

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COTTON MANU
FACTURERS.

Semi-Annual Meeting—September 29 and 30.

The semi-annual meeting of the National Associa-

tion of Cotton Manufacturers will be held at Hotel

Aspiuwall, Lenox, Mass., on September 29th and 30th.

The following preliminary programme has been

arranged, but owing to unavoidable cii'cumstanee a

few modifications will likely be made.
"Beam Dyeing," "Commerce in Cotton Goods With

South America," "Cost of the Permanent Fireproof-

iug of Cotton Goods," "Effect of Structure on the

Strength and Wearing Qualities of Rabines," "Health
of the Employe," "Lever Cotton Law," "Pink Boll

Worm in Egyptian Cotton," "Production and Prepar-

ation of Raw Cotton for the Spinner," "Systematic

Purchase and Care of Mill Supplies," "Time Tem-
perature Distributions in a Bale of Cotton," "Trade-
marks in Cotton Textiles." "Visits to Cotton Mills in

the Far East," "Weft Yarn Inspection," "World's
Demand for Cotton and India's Part in Meeting It."
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BUSINESS ECONOMICS
THE FACTORS OF PRODUCTION AND THE DIVISION OF LABOR.

By PROFESSOR W. W. SWANSON.

Economists have usually inehidod in the factors ot

production land, labor and capital, and these three

alone. This classification has obtained from the days

of Adam Smith down to our own time.

There are signs of a revolt, however, against this

time-honored classification. And when one examines

the matter closely there is good reason for believing

that the old arrangement of productive factors must go

by the board.

The change in attitude is significant. Adam Smith's

great work was entitled "The Wealth of Nations."

He approached the economic problem from the na-

tional viewpoint. Although not always consistent, he

was more concerned with the progress of the nation

than with that of the individual. And from the na-

tional standpoint there is a good deal to be said m
behalf of the old division of the productive factors in-

to land, labor and capital.

The Individual Viewpoint.

But the modern economist realizes that the individ-

ual, competitive point of view is the only one that of-

fers any key to the solution of the market-value prob-

lem. He knows that, however psychologists may write,

society is not an organism that thinks, wills and acts

independently of the individuals that compose it. It

is, therefore,' only through a study of the activities of

business men ic the market that we can discover how
values are determined—the value of labor, the value of

capital and the value of land.

Bearing these facts in mind, we may ask, what

would the business man consider as his factors of

production? land, labor and capital—yes; but these

would by no means exhaust the list.

Let us say that an entrepreneur—a business man, a

promoter—wishes to start an autobus line in a large

city, to supplement the tramway service. After pro-

visionally organizing his company, he proceeds to

get a franchise. He may have to pay for that fran-

chise, directly or indirectly.

His next step is to raise capital tlirough a bond issiie

or otherwise, employ executive heads, organize his

labor force, pui-chase cars and so forth. When the

service is in operation he will have taxes to meet, wa-

ter rates to pay, lighting bills and a hundred and one

other expenses incident to the successful functioning

of the enterprise. Everythmg for which he must pay
must be considered a factor in the carrying through of

his business.

Will he consider land, labor and capital the only op-

erative factors in his business? Certainly not. Every
expenditure that must be undertaken, every outlay that

lie must make, will be considered a cost of produc-

tion; and every means to the end he has in view

will fiuiction as a factor of production.

Thus he will include in his cost of production : Pay-

ment for the franchise—whether secured by corrupt

or clean methods—taxes, depreciation. u])-kcep, a sum
for bad debts, wages, interest, rent and a thousand and

(Second of a Series of Articles Dealing With the Ecoi
omics of Modern Business and Commercial

Enterprise.

one other outlays. Every expenditure that must be

met to put his product—transportation—on the mar-

ket will be considered a cost of production—and every

object upon which such expenditures are made will be

coimted as a factor of production.

Therefore, from the individual point of view—the
only point of view that will lead us anywhere— these

are innumerable factors of production, and not merely

land, labor and capital alone.

The Meaning of Labor.

It must be admitted, however, that land, labor and
capital are the three main factors in production.

Labor, of course, is differentiated for the other two
factors inasmuch as it is the active agent in the pro-

ductive field. Some economists, indeed, for that very

reason insist upon calling labor an "agent" rather than

a "factor" of production.

Labor has been defined by the American economist,

J. B. Clarke, as "a wealth-creating effort." Henry
George, in Progress and Poverty, says: "The term la-

bor includes all human exertion." F. A. Fetter de-

fines it as "any human effort having an aim or pur-

pose outside of itself." . A. S. Johnson says: "Labor
is the application of human faculties to the production

of wealth." Alfred Marshall writes: "We may define

labor as any exertion of mind or body undertaken
wholly or partl.y with a view to some good other than

the pleasure derived directly from the work."

The older view—one not now accepted—is well ex-

pressed by J. R. McCulloeh: "Labor may be properly

. defined as any sort of action or of)eratiou, whether per-

formed by man, the lower animals ; machinery or nat-

ural agents, that tends to bring about any desirable

result." But it is only confusing the issue to speak
of machines or animals as labor in the true meaning
of the term. Labor is an active agent, machines and
animals are passive, and subject to man's will. The
latter must be considered as capital, and not labor.

Marshall's definition, given above, is complete and com-
prehensive and defines clearly what is involved in the

term.

Land and Capital.

Capital has been defined as "wealth which is used
to produce more wealth."" But this again takes the
national or social point of view. Much modern capi-

talistic enterprise is concerned with the limiting of the
supply of economic goods, and not with making tliem

abundant.

The Dutch East Indian traders of the seventeenth
century were accustomed at times to throw into the
sea whole cargoes of spices, whenever the supply
outran the demand on the markets of Rotterdam, Am-
sterdam and Antwerp. Their object of course was
to maintain the prevailing level of prices or .even to

increase it. They were not concerned with fur-

nishing a great and abundant supply of the products of

tile East; tlu'ir attention was fixed upon the money
value of the goods in hand. This is typical of a great
deal of our modern business activities. Hence, it can-
iiol be said that capital consists of all wealth used
to ])roduce more wealth; but rather, that capital con-
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sists of all wi'allh hrhl t'lir iraiii, or used for acqiiisi-

tivt' purposes.

Till- term "land" as used in économies, has a wider
sififnifieanee than is ordinarily attached to that word.
Land, in the économie sense, includes the land surface
<lown to the deepest possible mine or artesian well or

•jeological stratum; all the acqueous ma.ss—that is,

every drop of water out of the seas or in them, for

tliere is no telling when any droji may enter the circle

of human ag'eneies and ownerships; the eireumand)ient
air, every gallon of that aerial ocean that swathes the

world and vitalizes all living beings, the common car-

rier of clouds and birds, of health and disease, of music
and ]ierfumes, of industry and eonimeree. As modi-
fying economic life, not only must we include as

land all that has been mentioned, but gravity, mechan-
ical powers, physical force, chemical activities, and
the vital phenomena of plants.

In the narrower economic sense, however, land con-

sists of the right which may be bought or sold in the

market, to have or to hold, or to use or enjoy, any of

the resources of nature which have been described

above.

The Division of Labor.

The division of labor is one of the chief charaeteri.s-

tics of modern society. Some of the most tiifficidt

economic problems arise from a failure to understand
what is involved in the division of labor, and how much
it means for the progress and prosperity of mankind.
There are two broad classifications that may be

made in the division of labor. We have first the vari-

ous trades—plumbing, tailoring and so forth. On the

other hand there is the more complex division of work,
under which there is a splitting up of several oper-

ations, all belonging to the one field of production.

In more primitive times the shoemaker might be a

tanner, and the whole process of converting the raw
liide into a shoe might be undertaken by one man. To-

day, the making of a shoe involves the co-operation of

many workers—one cuts the leather, another stitches

it, others put on the soles, still others the heels, and so

on through the many processes of producing the finish-

ed product.

No hard-and-fast line can be drawn betw'een these

two aspects of the division of labor. No craftsman to-

day carries through all the operations involved in a

piece of work himself. The furniture factory gets

its lumber from the .jobber; the jobber from the saw-
mill; and the owner of the mill gets the logs from the

lumberman. Within the furniture factory itself there

will be turners, polishers, upholsterers and a gi-eat

number of other mechanics, each engaged in one pro-

cess. The difference, how^ever, between the simpler

and the more complex division of labor is essentially

one of degree. Notwithstanding this, the difference of

degree is important. The extent of the division of

labor alters the face of economics life and brings about
far-reaching changes in social conditions.

Limitations of the Division of Labor.

As Adam Smith. John Stuart ilill and other great

economists have pointed out, tlie division of labor is

limited by the extent of the market. It can be ad-

vantageously carried out only to the extent that will

produce the quantity of goods demanded. The size of

the market may be limited by several causes: Too
small a population ; a population too scattered and dis-

tant to be easily accessible; deficiency of means of

transportation; or finally a population too poor to ad-
mit of its being a large consumer of goods.

In the early stages of civilization, wiien the demand
of any particular locality was small, industry flourish-

ed only aniong those who, by theii- command of the-

sea-coast or of a navigable river could have the whole
world, or that part of it which lay on coasts or navig-
able rivers, as a market for their productiveness. The
great increase in the wealth of the woi-ld, and the in-

crease in commercial freedom as well as of improve-
ments in methods of tran.sportation has resulted in
giving increased productiveness to the labor of every
nation, by enabling each locality to supply with its

special pi-oducts so much larger a market. As a
necessary result the division of labor has been further
extended to take care of the growing trade of the
woi'ld.

Limited by Nature of Employment.

The division of labor is also limited by the nature of
the employment. Agi-iculture, for example, is not
susceptible of so gi'eat a division of labor into vari-
ous ocenjiations as many branches of manufactures.
Sowing of grain must take place in the spring, the
reaping of the harvest in the autumn—these differ-

ent operations cannot possibly be simultaneously per-
formed. It is true that even agriculture tends to be-
come specialized in our day; nevertheless, as a rule,
the men oji a farm are generally employed in perform-
ing the same kind of work.

Limits of space will not permit of a complete classi-

fication of all the industries of Canada: i)ut the follow-
ing list will prove interesting, as showing the amazing
extent to which division of labor may be carried in a
single industry:

—

Division of Labor Within a Typical Industry—Cotton
Manufacturing.

Alanufacturers, officials, managers and .superintend-
ents, foremen, clerks.

A.—Apprentices.
B.—Back boys, bailers, banders, headers, beamers,

bobbin boys, breaker hands.
C.—Card clothiers, card fix«rs, card grinders, card

strippers, carders, carpenters, ehainers, cleavers, cloth
balers, cloth cutters, cloth menders, cloth steamers,
combers, cotton shakers, curlers.

D.—Designers, doffers, doublers. drawers-in, dress-
ers, drillers, dyei-s, dryers.

1.—Engineers.
F.—Filling carriers, finishers, folders.
H.—Harness brushers, harness makers, helpers.
I.—Inspectors.

J.—lack-frame tenders.

Ô.—Laborers, lappei-s, loom fixers.

il.—JIachinists.

\.—Nappers.
O.—Oilers.

P-—Packers, pickers, pressmen, printers.

Q.—Qnillers.

K-—Rulers, ribbers, rolll coverers, ropers, rovers,
roving-frame tenders.

S.—Scrubbers, section hands, sewers and seamers,
shearers, sizers, slasher tenders, slubber tenders, sor-
ters, speeders, spinners, spoolers, spool fixers, stamp-
ers, sweepers.

T.—Trimmers, twisters.

W.—Warpers, washers, weavers, winders, wa-appers.
Y.—Yarn pourers.
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This list could be greatly amplified. It shows the

wonderful change that has come over modern indus-

try since our grandmothers, with their spinning wheels,

and the masters with their men at the hand looms, con-

trolled the cloth business.

Great Mechanical Invention.

As division of labor was extended, the number of

occupations increased. But the range of each occu-

pation was diminished: and gradually the mechanicai

movements involved in the process became simplifaed.

These facts gave rise to the epoch-makmg applications

of machinery and power to the work in hand. While

no maehiae, not even the most highly complex of mod-

ern times can rival the human hand in dexterity
;
but

whenever the same movements have to be completed

over and over again the blind forces of nature can

perform the work as well as the human hand, and m
some eases better than by some human hands. The

gain from the application of power proved so great

that there was a reaction on the division of labor.

There was an inducement to split up the steps m pro-

duction still further, to reduce more and more of them

to identical movements, and so to make possible to a

still greater degree the use of natural forces.

Necessity the Mother of Invention.

There 'has been nothing heroic in the way inventions

have come into the world. The old proverb still

September. 1914.

remains true: '' Necessity is the mother of invention.

The American cotton spinner who imported Scotch and

Irish girls to thread his spools found Cupid too strong

a competitor, and gave up the struggle. He was forced

to invent a machine that would do the work.

And so it was during the "heroic age" of inven-

tion. Hargrcave's spinning jenny (1764); Ark-

wrighl's rival spinning machine (1769); and Cromp-

ton^s invention (1779) of a machine that combined all

the features of both of the former merely mark a time

when sheer necessity compelled the discovery of a

method of placing immense quantities of goods o;i the

market at one time, to meet the demand.

The opening up of new markets in India, Java and

China; the markets of the New World; surplus capital

secured from Bast Indian trade ;
a labor force already

trained in the industrial arts—all these combined to

demand a method foi' a rapid and large production of

goods. New roads, new canals, the discovery of steam

as a motive power hastened the whole process. And so

it has been from the time of the Industrial Revolution

(1765-182.5)—new inventions have of necessity follow-

ed each other with bewildering rapidity—because of

the sheer necessity of the situation. The English have

found rivals in the Americans, and the latter in the

Germans; so that as country after country becomes

highly industrialized it may be expected that mechani-

cal inventions will be increased, or simplified or ex-

tended. And no limits can be set to this marvellous

march forward of modern trade and industry.

THE GREAT EUROPEAN WAR AND CANADA'S
CHANCES

Serious Dislocation of Textile Industry and Markets in Great Britain.

(From Oiu- London Representative.)

We are m the throes of war ! The peace of more than

half of a century has been broken and we find ourselves

at war with hitherto friendly nations, to which we

were bound not only by the ties of kinship, but also by

the bonds of an immense reciprocal trade, and by the

pursuit of common aims and aspirations. Unfortu-

nately the present state of affairs has been brought

about bv Germany disregarding the Treaty guarantee-

ing Belgian neutrality, because it bore the signature as

well as that of Great I'.ritain. The breach of good

faith entered into in t!u" past was, of course, engin-

eered for an attack on France and Great Britain, and

the Continent of Europe is now shaking to its founda-

tions in a war unprecedcnteil in extent—and, I fear, in

l,orror—between the world's greatest nations. Actuat-

ed by lust for power, tlu' Teutonics War Lord of Ger-

many has wilfully and recklessly precipitated a con-

flict, the end of which no man may yet faintly see, and

upon liim and his advisers alone must fall the blame for

this grave and terrible disaster.

But w-ar is not an affair for arms alone. Modern

nations fight no less thoroughly in the market than

on tlie battlefield, and far more extensively. Britain

to-day is waging a serious war on German and Aus-

trian trade, and Canada must not in this great crisis

allow the ground to slip from under her feet, but in-

sist on having a share of what is likely to be recap-

tured in British possessions from our German rivals.

Now is the time for the Canadian manufacturers to get

moving, and all the powers that be should without de-

la.y be concentrated in the direction of preserving the

home industries, and opening up, if possible, new mar-
kets which are bound to arise through the present
bottling up of European textile trades. With this ob-

ject in view, tlie Foreign and Colonial Secretaries in

London are securing samples of and reports on what
Germany has in the past been supplying to the mar-
kets and Canadian manufacturers will have an oppor-
tunity of seeing these samples and reports if the pro-

per authorities ai'e at once approached. It is mani-
festly impossible to estimate at, present the results of

the war ii[)on Biitish industry and commerce. Em-
ployers and tlie huge industrial armj^ have already suf-

fered enormou.sly through the dislocation of trade, be-

cause the conquest of foreign markets cannot be achiev-

ed in a day or a month; but from the moment that the

trade routes ai-e cleared by the British fleets, with the

help of the French, that conquest has begun. It will

take Germany and Austria another generation to re-

cover what has now been lost, and it may be safe to

conjecture that the economic conditions which indus-

trial Germany will eventually adopt to recover her
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lost trade will tend to price-cutting, as well as other

degraded forms of pushing business. Up to now the

Teutons had just completed a world-wide expansion of

trade—^.that trade, contracts and orders alike, has fail-

ed for want of completion, and mistrust has stepped

in, where once a feeling of confidence prevailed. This

new state of things makes British manufacturers feel

encouraged and in that encouragement they are hav-

ing the hearty support of the Govei-nment. It rests

now with the Government of the Dominion to do its

share.

Ray of Hope in the Cotton Trade.

Before the war broke out, the reports from German
cotton centres were of an unsatisfactory nature. Spin-

ners order books were becoming depleted, and very
little was sold in July. In England, the position was
not quite so bad. The war, however, soon dislocated

trade in the industrial centres as well as on the vari-

ous sea routes. Oldham and Bolton (and the dis-

tricts around) are tM'O great cotton spinning centres

—

the one spinning American and the other Egyptian
cotton. But the effect of the war soon became ap-

parent, particularly as stocks of the raw material were
not great. Some of the mills closed down, others

went on short time. The same may be said about
mills in other centres. The Government moratorium
was next introduced, which freed pei'sons for one
month of all obligation to pay for supplies of cotton,

etc., due for payment on or before the 8th August, but
in many instances arrangements were come to so that a

complete stoppage should be avoided of many of the

mills. A scheme of State insurance of war risks at

sea was also put forward by the government, but the

rates fixed will be liable to adjustment, as the course of

the war may show to be necessarj-, but at all events

the premiums do not cover the losses that might be
insurred. In this state of affairs trade went slowly

on until it was reported that shipping on most routes

could be resumed with safety from United Kingdom
ports. After this notification merchants took deliver-

ies from the mills, and a better feeling was noticeable

in Liverpool and Manchester, as well as in London.
War risks rates then fell a couple of points, and new
cotton was selling at 6.12 per lb. for future delivery

contracts of January-February. The financial posi-

tion, however, is keeping business checked. It has

been a matter of wonder in Liverpool why the price of

cotton should be fixed at 13 cents per lb. as most peo-

ple were of the opinion that with decreased consump-
tion for some time to come, the price must inevitably

fall to 8 cents or even 6 cents per poiuid. In some
quarters it was alleged that the price was fixed to

prevent the failure of a ring of bull speculators who
were committed to large purchases of 14 cents and over.

The cotton trade at all events is now improved since

the outbreak of war, but there is still a great stop-

page, and I am hearing of firms who are already pick-

ing vip German trade. Lancashire's cotton exports

in 1913 Avere: Yarn £15,007,017, compared with £16,-

222,150 in 1912 : exports of cloth £97,820,623 compared
with £91,624.257 in 1912. Of these totals, Canada im-

ported £289,193 worth of yarn goods as against £249,-

802 in 1912 and £1,981,218 worth of cloth compared
with £1,711,039 in 1912.

Banks Stringent at Bradford Wool Centre.

At Bradford the tone of the market is good, and the

feeling greatly improved siuce the war started. Im-

portast sales of wool have been made, all for khaki,

in fact for the past two weeks ending August virtually

the whole of the business doing is for this purpose.

The sales have consisted principally of New Zealand

sliped crossbred lambs, home pulled skin wools and also

40 s and pick hog to])s, but most interest centres around
th(! sales of New Zealand slipes. All the stocks bought
at the last series of .-ales i:i London have been disposed

of, and now London selling brokers are receiving im-

portant enquiries, and sales effected show an advance in

some cases of one cent on last series prices. A very

pleasing feature also announced is that some good sales

of merino wool have taken place in London. Prices

for merino tops are firm, but good 64 's are worth no
more than 52 cents. Of course, if there is a better de-

mand prices nuiy harden slightly, but this is most un-

likely for the next few weeks to come. The export

yarn trade is at a standstill, so is the home trade. Home
grown wools remain firm. Mohairs are a dull trade.

The greatest trouble at Bradford is the financial

question, and firms are crippled from doing business be-

cause of the stringent ])oliey of the banks.

Wool Affected, But Prices Unchanged.

The wai- lias also caused a limited amount of dealing

in wool, but prices arc jiractically unchanged since

the last London sales. There is, of course, a serious

falling off in the home trade and on expoi-t account for

woollen goods, but notwithstandiug the many difficul-

ties in the way of manufacturers there is an optimis-

tic feeling prevailing. Wools for army cloths and
blankets are in demand generally. The Army council

has placed contracts for 1,000,000 yards of khaki, the

orders being distributed between Scottish and York-
shire makers in view of the need oî speedy delivery.

Other orders are expected to follow soon. This de-

numd for khaki causes a good deal of stir in crossbred

tops around 40 's quality, so that considerable sales

have taken place, and I would not be surprised if prices

would not harden in this sphere of the wool market.

Indeed, crossbreds from 40 's to 50 's should benefit

considerably by the European war, but then there is

a great danger of a shortage of raw material. Foreign

trade is cut off altogether in Europe and this factor

may facilitate tiie market in recovering itself as re-

gards prices being on a lower basis.

On September 29 the fifth series of colonial wool
sales will be opened in London. A fortnight after

the war broke a total of 86,286 bales of wool had ar-

rived from Australia and New Zealand, so that sup-

plies are not expected to experience a severe cheek.

Every week is bringing in supplies and the fact of the

sea routes now being cleared of the enemy's ships and
guarded by the British and French fleets has caused a

certain amount of confidence amongst buyers and al-

layed all apprehensions as to what the near future may
bring. "Business as usual," said a buyer to me
the other day. Can one realize that we and all Eu-
rope are in the tliroes of war?

Woollens and Worsteds—Canada's Opportunity.

The dislocation of the woollen and worsted indus-

tries in Europe and in Great Britain shoiild give manu-
facturers in C'auada a great opportunity' for opening up
new ground and now is their time to move quickly
and strongly. Thej' have the greatest chance of their

lives. Around Dewsbury in the heavy woollen dis-

trict there is a serious falling oft" of trade, owing to

the cessation of business with many countries and
wei-e it not for the government orders many of the
mills would be in a bad way. The district is well
equipped for dealing with Army orders, but the chief

difficulty presented is that of obtaining the raw ma-
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terials ordinarily hsim.I iu the making, rugs and blan-

kets. Pure wool is the basis of English Army cloths,

but the extracted wool from rags plays an important

part iu the rug and blanket trades. For years there

has been a consistent run on light soft rags and stock-

ings, these having been required for the fashion of

light, briglit colors for ladies garments and the demand
for quiet shades in men's wear. The consequence has

bee nthat while dark rags, and particularly those of

hand texture, have been neglected, the supply of all the

lighter and softer materials has been barely suffi-

cient for immediate requirements. Business being dull,

merchants in all parts of the world have refused to send

consignments of a speculative nature, and while the

best lines have been consumed as they came to hand,

the arrivals of second gi'ade rags have constituted a

negligible quantity. Stocks accumulated at foreign

ports cannot be released for a considerable period and,

therefore, a great deal depends on the English collec-

tions. In the meantime rags which are not ordinarily

used for conversion into lugs and blankets will have to

be utilized. The cost of production will consequently

be increased. Raw materials have now advanced in

prices and complaints are being heard of the small am-
ount of business that is being done with Canada. Brad-

ford and Leeds have also felt tlie pinch of the war. The
competition of Germany has been keenly felt in Am-
erica and, Bradford also lost a good deal of work -last

year owing to the prolonged dyers' strike, most of it

going to Germany and France. It is fully expected

now that owing to the inability of the continental firms

to complete their contracts there is now an ojiportunity

for Bradford mauufaetiirers to regain the business. In

Leeds the mills are running on an average three and
four days in the week, and the same applies to the

West Riding district. This state of things may oidy

be for a short time to come. Business with Canada
is reported to be dull, and a scarcity in new orders.

At Halifax spinners are quiet and so are the maini-

facturers, except those who are engaged on Army or-

ders. In Kidclerminster there is a collapse in the car-

pet trade. Orders have been countermanded and mills

are running only two and three days a week to keep
down unemployment. At Rochdale old stocks of

flannels have been cleared out and merchants are giv-

ing out small repeat orders. There is also a disposi-

tion to examine winter flannels, but most of the orders

are delayed. The tweed mills at Haddington belong-

ing to Messrs. Adam Paterson and Sons have closed

down for a short period owing to the dislocation of

trade caused by the war and firm is treating all work-
ers very handsomely in I'cgard to wages. Other mills

in England are on half-time.

In the present crisis, the goxcrmnent is giving manu-
fact)ii-ers every facilities in the way of securing new
trade, and there is inclined to \u- a rush of traveUers
to Canada and other colonies. Tlierefoie, mill ownei-s

in Canada must be on tiie alert. Tliis cannot be preach-
ed to theiu too often. The feeling in (ireal Britain
'lîijiiig; the war is " Business ;"- usual," iu)t\vitlistaiid-

ing the shortage of orders, and the nominion must he

prepared to meet competition fi-om England, and in

that competition the Dominion slionid i<now liow to act

in i-egard to prices for the pui'))()se of regaining tfadc,

bearing in mind the fact that (ierman and French
economics will play a great pai't in trach' wlieii things
settle down after the Eurojiean iqihraval.

Dundee and London Jute Slow.

Till- war has substantially closed lra<ling in all our
Loudon lihri' markets, both transjjort and payments

being more or less supi-nded or i)ost)ioned and Contin-

ental business impossible. Admiralty and War Office

requirements are giving some relief to manufacturers

and spinnei's of jute, flax and hem]), consequently (|uo-

tations are nominal.

In Loudon, trading in future ])ositions has been sus-

pended. Steps are being taken by the London Jute As-

sociation to deal with complicated (|uestious arising out

of contracts ali'cady negotiated under c.i.f. conditions.

There was an active demand for visible supplies from

the Continent in the earlier i)art of August the turnover

being considerable. Dui'ing the later stages, the sole

centre of activity has been Dundee where a brisk de-

numd for sjiot lots consideralily enhanced values for all

grades. Towards the (dose trading is slow, but stocks

are firmly held in auti('ipation of an early demand. Na-

tive first marks have b(>en sold from £35 to £36. Medium
grades £32 10s to £33 10s, according to (piality. 8CC
iu heart Group Tops have realized up to £2.^), but so

far there has been vci-\- little outlet for this gi-ade.

The Duuilee textile trades were, iu common with

other trades, greatly alfeeteil by the war, and business

fell off for a few days. There is now a better feel-

ing and prices may be iu and around the following fig-

ures for spot parcels of raw jute:—First marks £35;

red S.C.C.-B.C. £32 10s. to £33; black S.C.C.-B.C. £24

to £24 5s Jute yarns have improved, but prices vary,

81b. cops ranging from 2s !)d to 3s. and 8 lb. on spools

3s to 3s 4d, with buudk- warps slightly on a lower

basis. Heavies are fii-mer. Jute cloth business is

restricted and prices are variable and veiy firm. Lin-

en yarns are all dear and sellers are few. Government
orders are now being placed in Dundee for Osnaburg,
Admiralty duck and various other items. The United
States have also placed a large number of orders for

hessians in medium and lightweights.—J. R. B.

. WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF RAW SILK.

Pi-ovisioual statistics covering the production of raw
silk throughout the world for the year 1913 have just

been made public by the union of i-aw silk merchants
of Lyons, Prance.

The total output last year is estimated at 59,636,000
pounds, which is 685,000 pounds more than the provis-

ional figures for 1912, and 188,000 pounds more than
the corrected total for that year, which was the great-
est ever recorded. It is assumed that the 1913 figures,

wiien revised, will show that this has been exeeede.

There was a marked falling oflf in production last

year in France, Italy. European Turkey and in that
part of China of which Shanghai is the exjiort gate-
way: These decreases, however, were more than made
up by the increased outputs of Japan, Asiatic Tui-key,
and Canton, China.

U. S. COTTON REPORTER FOR JULY.

The monthly cotton re|M)i-t (,( the I'nited States cen-
sus bureau re|)orted cotton, exclusive of linters, con-
sumed during July aggregated 448,269 running bales,
comi)ai'etl with 462.242 bales in July, 1913. Cotton held
in manufacturing establislimeuts July 31 totalled 904.-
414 bales, against 957,961 in 1913, and 424,216 bales in-

dependent warehouses, against 381,739 bales in 1913.
imports reported were 23,743 bales, against 9,495 in
1913 and exports were 136,173 bales against 140,710
bales in 1913. Cotton spindles reported active durini''
July weiv 30,676,955 against 30,022,654 in 1913.
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PRACTICAL TUNING AND CONSTRUCTION OF
POWER LOOMS— \ I.

THE DRIVING OI POWER LOOMS

By BEAUMONT METTRICK.

(All Rights Reserved.)

The Going Part.

This motion may be said to vary, M'heu applied to

different types of looms. It is governed by a few

factors, such as driving motion, position of crank

shaft, size of crank, length of connecting arm, and

position of connecting pin on going part. Different

types of looms vary in these details, according to the

particidar results desired on that special loom. Vari-

ous types of mechanism have been tried to impart

motion to the gomg part, such as springs, pneumatic

cylinders, etc., but the general rule now applied by the

makers is to connect the going part by a crank arm,

crank and crank shaft to the driving wheels, thus giv-

ing a positive control to the beat up of the going part

The width of the loom, also the size of shuttle used,

have an influence upon the desired, motion .

The Style of Motion.

The motion required is an eccentric one, the reason

being to allow more time for the shuttle to cross the

race of going part, and more thime toovercome resist-

ance of the warp threads in the passage of the shuttle,

when the cranks are revolving around their back cen-

tres, and the going part is also at the back centre.

This eccentricity is obtained by employing a crank
and a connecting arm to work the going part, and thus

converting a circular motion of ci-ank into an eccen-

tric, reciprocating motion of the going part, which is

pivoted at the bottom to the framework of the loom.

The eccentricity is also increased on some looms,

b3' the use of eccentric wheels to drive the crank shaft,

and also by the use of knuckle jointed cranks, or spe-

cially shaped cams, which impart to the going part a

double beat up, this latter style being used on very
broad heavy looms, for weaving carpets, felting, etc.,

where the weft requires a strong beat up.

Size of Crank and Connecting Arms, and Their Rela-

tion to the Eccentricity of Going Part.

The smaller the size of connecting arm, and the

larger the size of crank, the more eccentric the move-
ment will be. that is given to going part. The lar-

ger the coneetiug arm and the smallei- the crank, the
less the eccentricity of the going part. This can be
shown in a simple manner by the Diagrams sliown,

which illustrate the eccentric variation of speed ob-

tained by this method.
Narrow looms have usually long connecting arms,

and small cranks, as onl.y a slight "dAvell" is needed
at the back centre to allow time for shuttle to cross.

Where more time is required, such as on broad looms,
larger cranks and shorter arms are used, sometimes
in combination with eccentric driving wheels.

Diagram 26 illustrates how particulars of the c-
centricily given to tiie going part by the crank can be
obtained, when the various measurements required are
known, that is

—

(a) Size of crank.

(b) Length of connecting arm.
(c) Distance from connecting arm pin to centre of

rocking shaft. ('.('. repres(>nts the circle travelled by
crank ('.

C.S., crank shaft on which the crank is cast.

F.C, front centre of crank. T.C. top centre. B.C.

back centre. L.C. low centre or bottom centre

C.A. is coiniecting arm pivoted at C.P. to crank C.

and at (".P., to pin on projecting arm of going part
G.P.

R., the reed or sley fitted on going part (this should

not move past the vertical position shown).

H.R., the top hand rail to hold reed in position.

S.R., the shuttle race, which should not pass horizon-

tal plane shown.

R.S.. rocking shaft, which conects going part to

framework of loom, and is the pivot on which rocks the

going part.

The dotted lines from A to B show the arc moved
by the connecting pin C.P., of going part, that is

between F.C. and B.C.

The numbers from 1 to 12 on the line P., which is

the path of i)in C.P., represent nne(|ual distances tra-

velled by the shuttle race and sley of going part, dur-

ing the equal angular spaces, travelled bj- crank
around the path of the crank pin, as shown from 1 to 12.

The amount of time allowed for the passage of the

shuttle is shown by the pause of speed, just before the

crank pin is passing, and just after passing the back
centre, that is say from 4 to !); her,' the going part is

travelling at its slowest speed.
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The ideal mechanical position of the pin C.P., in

relation to centre of crank shaft C.S., is found by

drawing a line from the centre of pin C.P., at right an-

gles to one dropped fi'om C.P., to centre of rocking

shaft R.S., and passing through centre of crank shaft,

when the going part is half-way on its traverse between

front and hack centres. This however, varies slight-

ly on different looms, according to the position of con-

necting arm, when the heat up and knocking off takes

place, and according to the length of pause required

at back centre.

Care should be taken to see that the vertical line is

not passed by the sley of the going part, when beating

up the weft at the front centre, as this has a tendency
to cause the sley to rub the weft, and if a fine sley

be used, the weft will often be cut, this fault not always
being detected on the cloth in the loom, especially

when fine backed cloths are being woven. This, of

course, means a serious waste of material, so whenever
any alteration of height of going part takes places, test

the action of going part carefully, to see that this fault

tt

does not occur. Soiikî looms are fitted with the con-

necting pin \y-f ill. to :{ in. behind top centre; this

allows the race board to be level at the beat up of the

weft, therefore, not as much chafing of the warp
threads takes place, and as the board inclines more to-

wards the reed, when going part is at the back centre,

the shuttles do not have any great tendency to fly oft'

the race.

The reed or sley shoidd lie at right angles to the

shuttle race and warp liii.', when the beat up of the

warp takes place. This point is very imjiortant, on

fast running looms, and great care should be taken

to see that the shuttles fit against the angle of reed,

and shuttle race. If not set level, the shuttles are apt

to be picked out of the loom, as the shuttles are under

no jiositive control, when crossing the race from one

box to the other, and any diverting influence may
bring about this ilaiiger.

Construction of Setting of Going Part.

Diag. 27 illiistratrs a sim|)le style of going part,

litted to a Hattersley Tappet Loom. G. is the rocking

shaft or pivot of the sword arm H. of the going part.

At S.B. two adjusting bolts are fitted, to allow for a

slight variation in iieight of shuttle race L. K. shows

the shuttle and box. H. the reed set at right angles

to the shuttle race. -I. the top hand rail. P. the pivot

or pin of connecting arm ('.A. (/. is the crank, C.S.

the crank shaft. The connecting arm is connected to

l)in P and crank (! by means of two curved steel

plates S and S., and these are tensioued and fastened

by a plain key K, and a fixed key K. Care should be

taken to see that these plates do not bind at the pivots,

and are not too slack, and also that both connecting

arms are of the same length and tension. If they

bind, extra friction is set up, with the corresponding

waste of power and materials. If too slack, the fit-

tings are worn unevenly, and a jerky action is given to

the going part, when passing front and back centre,

this being liable to cause the shuttle to be thrown off

the race, when the crank is passing the back centre. If

both the connecting arms are not tensioued up the

same, the cloth is apt to be shady, as the weft is not
beaten up by the reed in parallel lines, but in wavy
lines and the warp is unevenly stretched at each side

T.S. is the top spur driver, which revolves once for

every pick, and is fitted with 27 teeth.

B.S., is the bottom spur follower, which revolves once
for two picks.

P.S. is the picking shaft. I!, is the warp beam bi'ac-

ket, F. the framework.
Fig. 28 gives a scale, showing the varying distances

moved b'y the going part H. The scale is imarked out
in tenths of an inch, and the numbers 1 to 27 show the
varying distances travelled by the going part, for equal
angular spaces, or teeth ti-avelled by the wheel T.S.

during one revolution.

This illustrates how the eccentricity is transferred
to the going part by the crank, but as this loom is a
narrow one, and the speed rather fast, not much vari-

ation of speed is re(|uired. A small crank and long
arm are therefore used, sizes lieing crank 214 in. con-
necting arm 14 in long approximately.

D
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Seak' 29 illustrates the variable distances travelled

by the going part of a Dobeross Narrow Friction Driv-
en Loom, when the spur drivers are circular. The circle

shows the direction moved by the cranks, looking from
the front of the loom, therefore the cranks, starting
from back centre, B.C., M'oi'k underneath to low centre,

L.C.. and to fi-oiit centre, F.C., and top centre, T.C.
The ninnbei's shown are e(|ual angidar distances

ti'avelled by the crank, or teeth travelled by the spur
<lriver; these as marked in diagram, give une(|ual dis-

tances and travelled by the going i>art. The scale,

being mai-ked out in 8ths of an inch, fioiu 1 to 19,

etiuals forward movements of going part f)-om B.C.
to F.C, and from 19 to 1 equals backwai-d movements
of going part from P.C. to B.C. An increase of speed
will be noticed as the cranks are passing the top aiul

low centres with a decrease at front and back centres,

thus allowing plenty of time for the picking to take
|ilace between top. back and low centres.

The size of cranks are

The size of connectiui

The size of cranks are

The size of connecting arms

4
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pass before the speed of the feed roll is regulated t<i

make the sheet the standard weight.

At the bottom of every automatic feed box there is

what is known as a lattice apron. The object ot t^liis

small apron is to keep the stock in contaxit Avith tUe

spikes of the lifting apron. Therefore, if this smal

apron is neglected and not free to rotat^, the evil

is nearlv as bad as not filling the boxes regularly, ihis

is pointed out to make the young carder more care-

ful as verv few beginners think that at the card one

inch of lap will make from 80 to 100 inches of slivei%

and in some cases more. Just think of it. " a card

has a draft of 90, which is common, and a yard ot de-

fective lap is allowed to pass to the card, we have 9U x

36 = 3240 inches of defective sliver. To prove what

T say here, weigh vour card sliver and the difference

found from one card to the other having the same draft

will surprise you. Even the sizing of only one card

at intervals of about fifteen minutes may prove a

surprise. These are the things that will make you

careful and make you a good carder. To make strong

varn vou must have as nearly as possible the same

number of fibres in the cross section of the strand,

and in order to do this yo\i must begin at the feed

l)OX. ^' '

It is a common practice to change the surface speed

of the lifting apron to accommodate light or heavy

stock. This is wrong. A surface speed of 72 inches

per minute for the lifting apron has been found to be

the best speed to suit the blows to the inch the stock is

called on to undergo. When the stock comes in light

or heavy, set the comb nearer, or away from the

spiked apron. The l>lows to the inch that the cotton

j-eceives is an important consideration, and it has been

proven that changing the speed of the apron has caused

much fluft'y work, for remember that you have no even-

er motion attached to the feed box and for this reason

changing the surface speed of the spiked apron is

liable to cause the stock to receive more blows to the

inch than intended, which make the stock flutiPy. Very
few carders take this into consideration, as they ap-

pear to think that when the beater speed is regulated

to suit the speed of the roll all is well. Let us assume

that a feed roll 2V2 inches in diameter makes 9.9 rev-

olutions per minute and that a two-bladed beater makes
1,440 revolutions ]ier minute. We have

2.:") X 9.9 X 3.1416

2 ' 1440
37

hh)ws to the inch, whicli is about the i)roper number
of blows the cotton should be struck. Never over 40
t)tows. Now let us again assume that the stock is com-
ing in heavy and the speed of the lifting apron is for-

gotten. We then have a lieaviei- l)reaker lap. and as

the slieets are doubled, tlie speed of the feed roll is

decreased by the action of the evener motion, and
wlieii the speed of the feed roll is decreased, the biow.s

1o tlie inch ai-e inci-eased. ]W givinu- fh,. automatic
feed bo.xes proper attention, you do away with two
common evils (1) irregular feeding, wliieh makes the
number of fibres in the cross section of tlie strand vary
and causes defective weak yai'u: (2) the stock is pre-
vented from receiving too s(>vere a beating-.

Whatever improvement we attempt in canling, it

must be preceedcil by a change of melliods in the jiielv-

er room. The praetiee of having the ejii'il to the work
of the picker in icnioving llie heavy inijiurities is

wiong, in lioth theory and practice, I Icnow of a

mill iu Fall River, Mass., that has lately discarded its

intermediate breaker. This mill makes carded yarns as

fine as 80 's out of l^-iuch stock, and the quality ot

roving and varn is excellent. But it must be under-

stood that more care and attention must be given to

the filling of tlu' automatic feed boxes, iu the closing

of the gnd bars for clean stock and to the opening of

them when using dirty stock. With this system one

must be on the job every minute, and not neglect the

opening and closing of the grid bars, as is so often

the case in many mills. Under this system constant

watchfulness must be given to the cone belts in order

to see that the belt is not too tight, so that the belt

shipper may be allowed to move quickly with the belt

tight enough so that no slippage of the driver cone will

occur.

In the mill in ijuestion, the breaker beaters are of

the ordinary type, while those of the finisher pickers

are of the carding type. The change in system was
called too wide a departure from the old system by
many mill men, and in some cases was severely criti-

cized. I suspected one reason for this was the fact

that a textile school graduate had laid out the plans.

However, let us examine this new system. The ac-

tion of the beater is the most important part of pick-

ing, because it is desii-able not only to clean the cot-

ton, but also to do it with as little injury to the fibre

as possible. This young graduate believed that the

speed of the beater must be so regulated that the blades

would not strike the cotton too often and thus injure

the staple. He knew also that the bladed beater would
open the tufts of cotton best, and that with the card-

ing beater the pins penetrate and break up the cotton,

and as the cotton tufts have been opened by the blad-

ed beater and as the pins enter the cotton gradually,

we get a combined carding and beating action, which
jiroduces a sheet of lap-free from bunches and ma-
terial of a hard nature. Besides, the fibres are in a
more juirallel order when presented at the card.

Let the reader stop and think about this new sys-
tem. Here we have bladed beaters in the breaker
picker to open the stock and in the finisher picker we
have the carding beater to beat and comb the stock.
We receive better work with this system without giv-
ing the stock a too severe treatment by eliminating the
intermediate picker.

With this system we do not have to depend upon
the first flats acting first upon the cotton to disen-
tangle the fibres, as they have received a combing in
the picker room ,aiid it will be found in this system
that the fibivs have retained their nature owing 1:o less
beating.

(To l)e Continued.)

U. S. COTTON CROP CONDITION
The condition of the United Slates cotton crop on

August 2;>, was 78.0 per cent, of a normal, the United
States Depart nu'iit of Agriculture announced at noon
to-day. This com])ares with 76.4 per cent, on July 25
last year, and 73.4 jier cent., the average for the "past
ten years on August 2.').

A total production of 15,090,000 bales of r,()0 pounds
gi-o,ss weight IS interju'eted by the department experts
Irom the condition figures. This is l,3(i.-,,000 bales more
llian forecast from the July condilimi figures, the re-
sult ot excellent growing conditions throimhoiit the
cotton belt during August.
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Manufacturing Goods For

Africa

By RALPH M. ODELL, Commercial Agent U.S. Dept.
of Commercs

Africa, whicli has a population of 170,000,000, or

more than that of North and Soutli Aiiieriea (tonibiued,

is one of the most important markets fo!' cotton goods,

in the world. Owing' to the wai'm climate, cotton is

I he (Iijef material for cloth ini,', and as ther^^ is pi'ac-

tically no mannfactnrin;^ industry in the whole cou-

tiueat, all the goods wliich are used must be shipped
from abroad. The natives are gradually being civi-

lized anil adopting clothing so rapidly that the con-
sum))1ion of cotton goods has incieased enormously in

the p.ist few yeai's. The kinds of goods v/hieh are

being wsed in many sections of Africa to-day are grey
sheetings and drills anil ;' largv- par: of them come
from mills in North and Soutli Carolina, Georgia and
Alabama. The sheetings ire i!fi inches wide, 3.00 tc

6.00 yards per pound, 30 yards ptr piece, and '2n pieces

per bale; and the drills are ^50 inches wide, 2.80 to 3.50

yards per pound, 40 yards per piece, and are packed 20
pieces to the bale.

The natives sometimes wrap ihe goods arovuid their

bodies loosely, but often they make the cloth mto a
long loose gown which usually bleaehes cwiiig to the

action of the hot tropical sun and constant washing.
I spent most of last year in Af-'ica travelling from coun-
try to country for the purpose ui finding out the ex-

act kinds of goods which the people require and sug-

gesting ways and means by \vl)ie)i tlie American cot-

ton manufacturers can increase their export trade.

In Abyssinia and East Africa I found that we supply
more than half of all the grey goods usea in the coun-
try, our shipments to these markets in 1913 amouatiui.^

to nearly 50,000,000 yards, valued at over !l;2,000,000

.'

This is a matter which should be of particular interest

to j'ou, because most of these goods were made in south-
ern mills. In the interior of Africa I often saM* in

the small shops in the native villages grey sheetings
from the King and Graniteville Mills near Aiigusta, the
Pelzer in Pelzer, the Henrietta in Henrietta, the Dwight
Mill in Alabama City, and many other familiar brands
of grey goods. This entire market is an important
one and otïers splendid possibilities to our manufac-
turers because the use of cotton goods among the na-
tives is increasing rapidly.

Our supremacy in the trade in East Africa is be-
ing threatened to some extent by Austrian and Italian

grey goods which are usually sized more heavily than
the American and are often only 35 inches wide with
28 yards of 30 folds or laps to the piece. 1 also heard
some complaint about the condition in which our goods
reach Africa and I saw a number of bales of cloth
from this country on which the binding ropes were
broken and the burlap badly torn, thus exposing the
goods to damage. The goods shipped to these far away
markets are subjected to considerable handling and
they must be substantially packed in order to reach
their destination safely. European bales are usually
covered with heavier burlap tluin ours and have a

waterproof paper lining with bi-oad iroJi bands for

binding.

Unfortunately American manufacturers are furnish-
ing only grey goods to the African markets and we
have no share in the ti'adt' in bleached, colored, and
printi'd fabi-ics. The native African. lik(> the Am-
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erieau negro, usually prefers gay colored garments,
but he has been too poor in the past to buy them.
As the country develops and the buying power of
the i)eoj)]e increa.ses, tin; demand for colored goods
grows ami the use of grey goods tends to decline." In
South Africa where .$10,000,000 worth of piece goods
are im])orte(l every year, American cotton cloth is

piactically unknown. Very few grey sheetings are
iin|)orted and the chief demand is for prints, ginghams,
colored flanm-ls. autl bleached goods. These are lines
which we manufactuiv here, but because our goods are
not of the |>roper width and have not the design or
finish which the peo])le want, we have not been able to
seeure much of the trade.

Tile average manufacturer or sui)erintendent, as I
know from my own experience, usually objects to ex-
port oi'ders because they often necessitate changes in
width, construction, stamping, jiacking or finishing.
1 want fo i)lead with you who are practical men to view
this matter from a larger i)ohit of view. It cannot
be doubted that our cotton mills are producing more
goods than this country can consume. Most of you
I am sure have passed through jieriods of depression
when it was necessary to curtail production by shut-
ting down your mills or running on short time.' You
know very well the hardship which this policy entails.
The only possible remedy for this unfortunate condi-
tion, and the demoralization of your operatives which
results. The only way in which we can bring about
greater in-osperity in our cotton industry unquestion-
ably lies in the extension of our export" trade. The
world to-day outside of the United States uses approxi-
mately one billion dollars worth of cotton goods an-
luially, or more than we manufacture in all of the
mills in this country. Of this amount England fur-
nishes over half, while our own share is slisrhtly more
than .$50,000,000, or 5 per cent.

If we will but set ourselves to the task we can in-
crease this trade considerably, and it is only through
your hearty co-operation that this can be successfully
accomplished. No not accept as final the oft repeated
claim that we cannot compete with other countries
where labor is cheapei-. There are many lines of
goods, which by means of the high efficiency of our
operatives and the use of improved labor-saving mach-
inery, we can manufacture in competition with the
world. The cheapness of foreign cotton goods is often
due to the use of lower grades of raw cotton from In-
ilia or China, which are mixed with American cotton,
and to practice of adding 20 to 30 per cent sizing to
the warp. These are two important matters to which
the progressive manufactur(>r of to-day should give
more serious attention.

Mv. Clark and myself have been studying the mar-
kets under the direction of the Department of Com-
merce in order that the manufacturers in this coun-
try may ascertain the kinds of goods which the for-
eign people want. We have brought samples of many
of these goods back with us and they are on exhibition
here to-day in order that you may examine them. But
we can only supply the information ; the task of secur-
ing the trade is in the hands of the cotton goods sellers
and manufacturers and it is only through their co-
ojieration that any great success can be attained.

1 want to urge every one of you present at this meet-
ing to begin to study the possibilities of the export
trade, to give all the encouragement that vou can to
the manufacture of the classes of goods which the for-
eign countries require, and to endeavor in every pos-
sible way to assist the owners of the mills in their
efforts to sell their goods abroad. We need a new
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spirit of (ietermiuatiou, from the exporter to the oper-

ative, to place American cotton goods in the markets

of the world, and if we give more serious attention to

this question we can inaugurate a new era of prosper-

ity in the large and important textile industry of the

South and put an end to the constantly recurring per-

iods of depression and curtailment which we have ex-

perienced in the past.

Cotton Combing
By P. A. GWALTNEY*

(Read before a recent convention of the Southern

Textile Association)

Before cotton can be fed to tlie combers it must be

prepared mto a lap. As a general rule, this necessi-

tates the nse of two preparatory machines, known as

the "Sliver'" and " Ribbon "" lap machines. Sixteen or

twenty card slivers are fed into the sliver machine, the

principal part of which consists of three or four draw-

ing rolelrs, two pairs of calender rollers and two lap

rolls. The slivers are condensed into one solid sheet

or lap. Four to six of these laps are placed on two

corrugated wooden rollers and fed through four pairs

of drawing rolls, which have a tendency to draw the

fibers into H more parallel condition. These four or

six sheets of cotton are passed over a guide plate

through a pair of calender rolls and condensed into

a lap plate which is in a suitable condition to be pres-

ented to the comber. This lap is placed on two fluted

wooden rollers at the back of the comber, and is fed

to -the feed rollers over a guide plate in an intermit-

tent motion at about 3-16 to 5-16 inches per nip.

While the feed rollers are passing the cotton forward
the nippers are open, and the detatcliing rollers, with

the segment, are taking the last combed portion of the

cotton forward. The nippers then close and hold the

cotton in the path of the needles of the -lialf lap, which
combs out the short fibres and impui-ities. While this

operation is taking place, the feed rollers and detach-
ing rollers are not revolving. The waste is taken out

by the cylinder needles and carried to the back by the

cylinder brush, doffer and comb, or by an aspirator.

The use of the aspirator is a great improvement over

the old system of removing the waste, as the backs of

the combs are kept clean by this method, which re-

quires nnich less stopjtage for cleaning the backs, and
enabling the comljer tender to look aftei' more mach-
ines.

After the nippeis open, the segment comes luider the

combed fibers and carries them foi'ward, with the as-

sistance of the leather detaching l'oller, which comes
in contact with the segment foi' this ])uri)0se, the newly
combed fibers being carried forwai'd until they meet
the retuin ends of the last previous combed fibers.

'i'he detaching and attaching mechanism is quite
difficult to understand on account of the different oper-
ations of the detaching i-ollers, and more especially the
top i-oUers. They have a rotai'y motion carrietl on sim-
ultaneously with a bodily motion tlirougii si)ace. They
have an intei-mittent and reciprocating motion, besides
the rotary motion one way being greatei- than the op-
posite motion. In other words, the forward motion,
we will say, is twice as great as tlii> backward motion.
During the tinu' of coml)iiig tlic roller is lifted out of

the way of the needles alid lowered again to meet the

segment. This is known as the "bodily motion through

space." The rotary motion is caused by frictional con-

tact with the long steel roller, and is first made in such

a direction as to cause the rollers to turn backward.

As soon as the backward motion is completed, the for-

wai-d motion commences.

The comber requires ver.y delicate adjustment, and

handling. To obtain th« best results, the needles of

tli;^ half lap should be gone over at least once a week;
the top combs should be examined closely each day;

the leather detaching rolls should bs kept well var-

nished and the leather kept in good condition. Allow

me to say here that it has been my experience that

more bad woi-k is caused by poor leather detaching

ing rollers than from any other one source. The roll-

ers are about 10 to 12 inches long and % of an inch in

diameter, and it is a very difficult operation to cover

them so that they will be of uniform thickness through-

out. These rollers should be ground perfectly true

before varnishing. The roller coverer is supposed to

do this, hut it is well for the mill to have their own
grhuling nuichines. If this be well looked after, and
all rollers are perfectly parallel, there is no reason
why the comber should not give first-class results.

Combers should be stripped of as manj- of its parts
as required to give it a complete overhauling once a

year.

Proper heat and humidity plays a big part in ob
taining first-class results, but, with the present system
of air conditioning apparatus, we should not have any
complaint from this source.

The percentage of waste ought to be taken at least

once each week, and if the proper amount is not being
taken out, the parts governing this should be looked
into.

The reason the comber takes out the short fiber and
leaves the long is because the long fibers are taken
from the open nippers by the detaching rollers before
they are released by the nippers. The short fibers are
freed from the nippers before the detaching rollers can
reach them ; therefore they are carried to the waste tin.

The function of the top comb is to comb out the tail

ends of the fibers delivered, and extract the shoi't fibers
and impurities. The angle and setting of this comb
plays a big part in the amount of waste taken out.

In conclusion, allow me to say that great care should
be used in the making of good, even laps, with fibers as
]>arallel as possible. Short pieeings up at the back of
the ribbon nuichine will save a lot of broken needles in
the cylinder and bad top combs, which is very detri-
mental to good work, as well as the cost of having
Hu'in re-needled.

*Su))erinleiident llolt-Willijunson Mfi;. Co., I''ayette-

ville, X. C.

PAR VALUE PENMAN'S SHARES $100.00.

Notice has been given that the directors of Pennuurs
Limited have changed the par value of the shares of
the company from .$5.00 to .$100.00. Each holder of
twenty shares of the old will be entitled to one share
of the new consolidated six per cent preferred stock.
Fractional certificates in twentieths will be issued for
any number of shares less than twenty.

There is now .$1,075,000 of preferred stock out-
.standing. This amount is not to be changed, the only
difïerencc being that in future there will be 10,750
shares of $100 each instead of 21.5,000 shares of $5 each
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RAW MATERIALS OF WOOLEN CLOTH
MANUFACTURE.

By WILLIAM DAVIS, M.A.,

Principle of Hawick (Scotland) Technical Institute

In studying the operations of woollen cloth manu-
facture, there is a strong tendency to give little at

tention to the raw materials and to concentrate on the
mechanical operations of manufacture and the struc-
ture of fabrics. Now a little consideration will show
that the quality of the fabric, whilst it is udoubtedly
iiiflueueed by the method of treating in the various
manufacturing operations and finishing, is to a large
extent what it is made by the qualities originally
found in the raw material itself. If, for instance
the various eriteri be examined by which all woollen
fabrics be judged, then it will be seen that such quali-

ties must to a large extent be pi'eseut in the original
material, if they are to show up iu the resulting fab-
ric. On the other hand it is also true that defec-
tive and wrong methods of manufacturing will anni-

hilate many of the qualities most sought after in

woollen clothing.

Requirements of the Raw Material.

Certain properties are desired more for one variety
of goods than another, but there are general properties
sought after in all cloths. It is because that wool has
been found possessed of the most of those qualities

that it has been selected as the material froua which
such goods are manufactured. It will be instructive

to examine some of those qualities in particular, and
trace their influence and value in the fabric produced
fi'om them.

Color.—The natural color of the wool fibre is of great

importance to the manufacturer, as it has considerable

influence on mau.v of the processes of manufactiire.

The tinges found on wool as it is taken from the sheep "s

back are many and varied. The dirt which inevitably

gets into the fleece when on the animal, can usually be

removed in scouring, and it is then that the color of

the wool is judged. It is often found that the color

of the wool has been eft'ected permanently by the con-

ditions under which it has been grown. If, for exam-
ple, dung and clay portions have for a long time been
adhering to the wool on the under part of the sheep,

then it is found that those portions of the fleece have
come to assume a permanently discolored appearance,

which reduces the scope of the wool. Material of this

kind cauuot be used for goods which are required in

their natural white condition, as for example many
varieties of costimie and flannel cloths. For the light-

er dj-ed shades also it is found that a discolored gi'ouiid

does not give satisfactory resvdts in matching, and the

depth and purity is invariably affected. Sucli sectiojis

of the fleece are sorted out in most factories and i)laced

together in a lot which is used for the making of tlu;

darker dyed shades, it being found best suited for the

production of blacks, browns and blues.

The white fleece of the sheep is often found with a

certain pi-oportion of black hairs which vary in am-

ount according to the breed of the sheep and its true-

ness in relation to the original type. The black hair

is specially prevalent in certain kinds of American

wool. When some of the pure white breeds have been
crossetl Willi, for example, tlie blackface sheep, then
black hairs in the resulting projeny may be expected,
and even when endeavors have been made to return
to the oi'iginal pure breed, it has been found almost
uiipossible to obtain the wool in its original j)urity.
As all are aware, the sheej) breeders ai'c faced with the
(i(>maii(ls of the wool ti'adc on the one hand, and the
demands of the frozen mutton trade on the other, and
It usually happens tiiat the sheep, which gives the wool
fibre in its purest forms is not a large animal, giving
a luuited weight of nuitton. The endeavors of the
farmers to increase tlie size of the animals by crossing
the smaller sheep with those which have a larger body
but ditïerent class of wool, are responsible foi- manv
of the defects to be found in the wool supplied to the
nu)nufacturi.r at the present day.

Kemps in Wool.

In a case tried recently one of the standard classes,
such as the Cheviot, was crossed with an Asiatic breed
which was black in the face only, the resulting lambs
were, strange to say, completely black in their coat of
hair. But in addition to the introduction of dark or
black hairs, nature has still another means of mdicat-
nig her disapproval of tampering with existing stand-
ard types of animals, and this is to be found in the
presence of kemp hairs in the fleeces of manv kinds of
crossbred animals. Kemps are thick, horny fibres,
which may be 12 or 20 times the diameter of the fibres
in the. normal fleece, and do not develop in the normal
way. They have not the surface serrations which is
one of the first qualifications of a wool fibre, the ma-
terial is hard and lacks the property of color absorb-
aney. Consequently the material cannot be spun with
the same facility, and the color shows up quite dif-
ferently to that of the surrounding fibres. These kemps
are found in many kinds of merino crosses and also in
crosses with the Cheviot sheep. As a result, a larger
animal lias been evolved which gives a greater weight
of mutton, but the effect on the wool is to reduce its
purit.\- by causiug great numbers of those kemps to be
present m the fleecej x\ow it frequently hapi)ens that
after having evolved a larger animal, the state of
the mutton trade is such as to encourage the farmer
to specialise on the production of the best class of wool,
and he proceeds to breed back again, endeavoring to
attain the pure standard type once more. It is very
ri'markable that such endeavors prove in the mam
futile and ever afterwards the fleeces have to a con-
sidérable extent the evidences of the cross-breeding.

Thei-e is, of course, the demands of the wool mar-
ket to consider, the trade requires at one time more
of the pure fibre and at another the requirements are
served by the thicker fibred and more robust cross-
bred. The farmer may be at a loss in some occasions
to know in which direction to turn, but it is certain that
there can be nothing but bad results to the quality of
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the fibre by careless cross-breedmg, and that in all

endeavors to suit the requirements of the trade, the

departure from the original standard types of sheep

and wool cannot but .',e harmful to the whole trade.

Owing to crossbreeding, many kinds of our wool such

as the merino for example, have beconui much altered

in quality and general characteristics, the pui'e fibre

as it was at first known being almost impossible to

obtain. It is also well known that certain defects

may miss a generation and re-appear as rank as ever

in the succeeding lot. When the standard classes are

too much departed from the quality of the fibre can-

)iot be depended on to any extent, an uncci'1:iin eli'iin'iit

has been introduced.

In Great Britain several centres of technical edu-

cation have taken up the question of evolving a slue))

which will have a large body, give a good weight of

mutton and at the same time leave the fineness and
general properties of the wool unimpaiied. Whilst

we would be the last to discourage exi)erinuMit and
research, yet we think that the experinuMits should for

the present be confined to the centres of education, and

that the farmers who are engaged in sending their

wool to the markets of the world to be purchased bv

the manufacturer should confine his attention to the

standard classes of animal. In some countries the

quality of the fibre has been so much depreciated by
careless breeding that they require at frequent intei-

vals to replenish their stock with animals of the pure-

bred class, so as to maintain the reliability of the fibres

((ualities. and prevent the deterioi-atinn from wool to

hair.

Natural Wool Coloring.

What has been said I'egai'ding color applies to the

bulk of the trade in manufactured woollen goods, for

there are sections of the trade where the material has
of itself some natural coloring in one oi' more tints,

anil which tints are of distinct service to the textile

iiuiustries, although it must be noted that their utility

is greater in the hosiery section than that for woollen
(doth. In articles which are more of occasional than
(constant use such as wraps, shawds, etc., natural col-

ored material of various tints ai'c quite suitable. The
goat and camel wools are the best known of such
fibres, which have those properties. In addition to the

variable tint, the degree of variation of the diameter of

the individual fibres presents a great drawback to their

use for the more permanent types of woollen cloths.

The Shetland wool is too limited in quantity to take a

really important i)lace in the market for textile mater-
ials. The wool from this animal possesses fibres which
vary widely in tint. On the same fleece may be found
several shatles of grey and other samples are of many
degrees of brown. This free melange of fibi'es forms
OIK! of the featiii-es which go to make up the product
known as the Shetland shawl. We fre(|uently hear
great faith expressed in the fastness of the natural
coloi'ing i)igment found in such matei-ials and the fast-

ness of artificial dyestufl's declared to be inferioi' to

that of the luitural shade. If, however, samples of

such natural wools be examined, it will be found that
the fastness is a very elusive quality as evidenced by
the fact that it has not been sufficient to withstand
the rays of the sun during its year of growth. If the
color be brown, then on the staple of wool il is fre-

(luently seen that the brown varies in depth and fast-

ness as it ajjproaches the skin, the tips i)i'esenting a dull
faded ai)i)earance. It is true tluit the resultant shatle
is determined by the appearance of the material when
the fibres have been thoroughly inixed in caiiling, l)ut

this fact should eft'ectually silence those who persist

in giving forth the fastness of the natural color as be-

ing exemplary.

But the color of natural white wool may be influ-

enced i)i'rmanently by the ingredients which are found

l)i-esent ill the environment of the sheep and is de-

jjendant to a considerable extent in the constitution of

the soil, and the vegetable matter which grows around.

In a wet season clay gets attached to the wool in great

qiuintities, and even after its removal, the influence of

the clay is seen on the color. The effect of a sandy soil

is even more marked, because the small particles of

sand become fixed firmly in the scales of wool and

they are almost impossible to dislodge, the particles

giving to the wIkiIc sliade a decidedly red aspect.

Some varieties of wool jiresent a permanent yellow

tinge even after the most careful scouring and this

is due to the amount of coloring pigment which is

secreted in the medullary cells of the fibre. In the

blackface wool fibre for example arc to be seen large

patclu'S of medullary substance which give the pre-

vailing dullness of tone to so many varieties of this

fibre. If wool of a decidedly yellow tint be required

for white goods, the cloth has to be subjected to one

or other of the well known forms of bleaching. The
color of wool may be permanently injured by injudi-

cious treatment in seoui'ing, the most general defect

being the use of too hot scouring liquor, or it may be

that the alkali is pi'esent in too great a proportion, both

may lender the Avool permanently discoloi'ed, ami dis-

cdlorecl ill siieli a way that no amount of snbseipu'Ut

lili'jn-liiiig will icmrdy matters.

Handle of Textile Materials.

The subtle pi'operty ol' textile materials known as

"Handle" or "Feel" is of the greatest imjiortance as

I'egards their use in woollen clotji This may be t'^rm-

ed the quality of the material in relation to the sense

of touch and this sense is one in which a high degree

of fine training is possible. The ipiality of touch as

applied to textile materials and to wool in particular

is one which is capable of development during a con-

siderable portion of the lifetime of the individual, and
the member of the staff of a textile firm who has the

sense of touch developed in this way is fourni extreme-
ly useful in judging the ([uality of cloth. To detei'-

mine and apreciate the vaiying stages of the "Handle"
of wool, so as to be able to differentiate between dif-

ferent classes is very desirable, and the wool buyer has
to sjiend much time and give much attention to the

training of this faculty. It is difficult to say what
constitutes the mysterious property of handle. It has
HO doubt to do in the first instance with the structure
ol' the libre, and in particular to the harness or other-

wise of the outer layer of scales. In all animal struc-

tures we have the hard outer portion which has for its

function the protection of the softer and more actively
developing inner sections. If the environment of the

sheep is such that a hard exterior is required, then a

hard covering develops on the fibre, if, however, as is

the case in warm countries, such as Australia, the cli-

mate does not call for a hard covering, the cuticle is

soft and this gives a soft handle to the whole ma-
terial. If the merino wool were grown in a colder
elimafe or in a mountainous district, a distinct harden-
ing of the cuticle w'ould be observable with a corres-
ponding deo'case in softness of handle of the material,
in this connection it nuiy be asked why we can obtain
such ext(uisitely fine material from mountainous dis-

tricts such as the cashmere from the Ilimalyas. An
examinaton of such a fleece will reveal the interesting
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fact that the protective fuiietiou is undertaken by
a set of fibres known as beard hairs which grow to a

considerable length in excess of the normal fibres of

the fleece. They are mueli harder and thicker than
the nndergrowth, and take on tiie duties of protection
for the finer qualities of the composition of the fleece.

Tlu delicious softness of the cashmere may be regard-
ée I akin to the softness of the fur of the Angora rabbit,

anil which in an extreme degree is present in the down
of certain birds. In those instances, the handle is

truly all that can be desired from point of view of

softness, but the excessive softness is attained at the

expense of strength and physical structure, such ma-
terials not being robust enough to stand the elemen-
tary manufacturing operations. It is ever so even with
other important properties of textile materials, one
l)roj)erty may be present in an extreme degree, but
other essential qualities are weak as so its utility is

considerably reduced.

Other Elements in Handle.
But there are other elements in the handle of wool

which have to be considered, and an important one
is the property of bulkiness. One fibre may be of

soft, but may lack the property of bulking in the

hand. Two fibres may be as soft as one another with
the same diameter of fibre and length of staple, but
they may be entirely different in the properties of

bulking, which may be defined as that which the fibre

possesses of difl:using itself. There is also spring and
elasticity connected with it, and to a certain extent
waviness of form. Straight fibres will not bulk well,

because the.y tend to lie together closely side by side.

A good bulking wool fills out the space much better,

and gives to the cloth a fuller and richer impression.
It has a very desirable springiness and when made in-

to yarn gives good diameter, so as to fill out well in

the cloth. You may have two yarns of the same count
and presumably of the same diameter, set in the same
reed and under the same conditions of weaving, yet the

one will appear bald and flat, whilst the other has a

fuller appearance due to the difference in this pro-

perty. Wools which are characterized by this quality

in a special degree are the Puntas Arenas of South
America, reputed to be the bidkiest wool grown, of

British breeds, the best known are the Oxford and
South Down varieties. The crossbred wools which
have those varieties in the cross, also possesses the
property of bulkiness in a vaiying degree.

This property is, pei'haps, most useful in knitted
goods such as hosiery and underwear, because the knit-

ted loop is naturally open in structure and the bulki-

ness of the material serves to fill out the spaces be-

tween the loops. In the domains of woven cloth, the

best examples of cloth Avhere the bulking property is

most desired is the flannel fabric for summer wear, and
also to a certain extent the Cheviot and Crossbred wors-
ted varieties. For the latter cloths ,the wool, which
is a crossbred between the merino and the Lincoln and
Leicester sheep is used for the worsted, and for the

Cheviot the wool bearing the same name which is or-

iginally native of the Scottish Borderland, but has im-

portant varieties in other districts, notably in Suther-

land. ^Materials such as Mohair, Alpaca and the pure
Lincoln wools are examples of wools which do not ex-

eel in the bulking property, largely due to the fact that

they are lacking in waviness of fibre. In the finished

cloth, wlien a soft and bulky handle is required in addi-

tion to the natural bulkiness of the wool, the opera-

tion of raising is performed which has the effect of

creating a pile on the cloth, by drawing a certain pro-

portion of the fibres on to the face.

Length of Staple.

Sheep are shorn each summer and the leugtii of wool
taken irom the animal as i-egards an avei'age length

taken all over the fleece is known by the term length

of staple. The length varies considerably in differ-

ent parts of the fleece, the portions taken from the

neck and legs being shorter than those from the shoul-

der and hips. The wool on the underpart of the
sheep is also shorter than the normal, owing to the

increased wear to which it is subjected during the
life of the animal. Excessive rubbing causes the fibres

to wear at the ends; a considerable proportion of fibres

found at the skin of the animal are awauting at the

surface of the fleece, as they have been shortened
by wear. The strongest fibres survive their full

length. The variation in length of stai)le found be-

tween the different classes of wool is a property which
is most useful in clotli manufacture because the short,

medium and long stapled varieties can each be adapted
to the making of a cloth with a special character .

The original length of wool staple is seldom main-
tained througliout all the numufacturing operations.
In teasing, the natural locks or tufts of wool are dis-

entangled and in the process, large numbers of the
fibres are broken, whilst in each of the succeeding
stages of carding or combing, the breakage of fibres

continues to a greater or less extent. What conduces
considerably to this breakage of fibres is the existence
of what are known as cotted fleeces, where for some
reason or other, the wool has formed itself into small
biuiehes of fibres on the fleece, the fibres being so
firmlj' welded together that they can only be separat-
ed by a considerable number of the fibres giving way.
The cotted fleece is one of the trials of the sheep farm-
er, and reduces the value of his clip. Cotting ma3' be
induced bj' the washing or dipping of sheep, where a
movement is set up amongst the fibres which causes
the imbrications of the individual fibres to catch on to
each other, and thus bring about a modified degree of
felting.

The length of staple forms one of the most useful
modes of classing wool and there are recognized three
sorts. Short, Jledium and Long. The short stapled
class measure anytliing from 2 to -41/2 inches, the me-
dium from 41/0 to Tor b inches, whilst the long stapled
class are from 8 inches upwards. As is well known,
the longer varieties are found most useful for making
into worsted yarns if the required fineness of fibre is

also present, whilst the medium and shorter varieties
are best suited for the manufacture of carded varus.

A. S. FULLER—HETHERINGTON AGENT.

A. S. Fuller has been appointed agent for Messrs.

John Hetherington and Sons, Manchester, England,
in Canada and United States, succeeding S. C. Lowe,
who. as announced in last issue, has resigned to act
in a similar capacity for the Mason Macliine Works of

Taunton, Mass. Mr. Fuller will make his headquar-
ters in Boston in the same offices occupied by Mr.
Lowe at 178 Devonshire Street.

WOOL SALES POSTPONED.

The semi-annual wool sales at Sydney, N.S.W., to
have taken place this month, have been indefinitely
postponed, according to a dispatch dated August 27. It

was also stated that the sales at Melbourne, Australia,
fixed for October 7, have been postponed.
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MANAGEMENT OF A FANCY WEAVE ROOM
By L. 0. BUNTON,

There ai'e almost miiiiliei'less details that niiist be

considered in the management of a fancy weave room
that do not have to be considered on a plain job. On
account of the complexity of the business it is absolute-

ly necessary for the man in charge to have some
system of records; for it is impossible for a man to

keep everything in his head as some men do on small,

plain jobs. The ])i'oblem is to have a system that is

coherent, fairly complete, and not too expensive to

maintain. My idea in this line is that a system should
be as simple as is possible in consistency with the in-

clusion of all stress on this last clause for tlie i-eason

that many of the very best are not trained bookkeepers.
When an order is received at a plain mill running

staple goods no one but the office force know anything
about it unless there is some unusual feature attached
and in that ease the superintendent writes a note or

tells the overseer to make the necessary changes. In-

stead of receiving large orders at rare intervals a

fancy mill almost daily receives comparatively small
orders for many varieties of fabrics. As the fabrics

are usualyl made to order and include many dift'erent

weights, construction, colors, and hundreds of weaves it

is necessary to have a copy of the order or at least a

part which gives all details necessary to the manu-
facture and delivery of the goods.
When the weaver gets a copy of an order, the first

tiling he should do is to see that he has sufficient num-
ber of feeds, pick gears, and any other supplies that
will be needed to make the gods, and if not they should
be ordered at once. In this conection it is valuable
to have a perpetual inventory of reeds and gears. This
can be kept on a small memorandum book or in the
back of the order file. This is very easily done by
entering the kind and number of reeds and gears as
they are received and by having all broken ones saved
until they are counted and deducted from the inven-
tory. By looking at the inventory and the division
of looms the weaver can tell in a minute whether or
not he has the needed supplies available.

A sufficient number of shelves should be provided
to keep evei-y dierent kind of reed and gear to itself
and when not in use they should be kept there. This
will require close watchfulness but it is very essential
for a mix-up of these parts can cause more confusion,
loss of time, and bad work than almost any other de-
tail of similar character. Of course, the weaver can
count these parts when he receives an order but he
can_ keep the inventory with much less work, and es-
pecially so if the shelves are at some distance from his
desk.

Aftei' seeing to the supplies, the next step is to give
an order to the warping or beaming department. This
order should specify the order numbei\ stvle, color,
number of yarn, pattern, for laying-iii, if eolôred work,
beams, ends length and date needed.

There is in use a tag system in which the weaver oi'

designer gives to the warping or beaming dejiartment
his orders in the form of a tag containing all neces-
sary details. This tag is made in duplicate, one of
which is fastened to the beam and the other iv-

turued to the office when the beam is made. The sys-

tem is followed up and a tag is returned to the office

at each step of the work. The data on these tags

is entered on a book in the office at regular intervals

and the person in charge can tell at a glance where
every part of the order is located—provided no one

has made a mistake about returning the tags—per-

sonally 1 have not had much success with this system
for reasons before mentioned.
When special yarns have to be made the weaver

should give the preparatory department an order
in time to have them ready when needed. By having
a few warper combs cut down, most of the warpers can
be run on a standard number of ends and the sets can
be filled in on the wai'pers with combs having a fewer
number. By this method much work can be saved in

changing the number of ends on the warpers. When
tlu! warping or long chain beaming department finishes

an oi'der it should be turned over to the slashing de-

partment. The order should contain all facts neces-

sary for the slashing department as well as the warp-
ing. The back of the order should be ruled so the
slashei- tender can put down the exact number of cuts
or yards made on each style. The order should then
be turneil into the weaver or designer and entry made
on the customer's order.

No

WARPING ORDER.

.191

(Read before a recent convention of Southern Textile
Association.

TO OVERSEER OF SPINNING:

Please warp the following section beams:

Beams with body

ends, and selvage ends each.

Beams with body

ends, and selvage ends each.

Seven Warps Per Beam.

Style No

Order No

Commence Warping

Section Beams per set on Slasher

Ends in Warp

Overseer of Weaving.

Approved,

Supt.

THE WARPING ORDER.

(Considerable foresight is necessary to keep warps
of all styles that are not running in the weave room
and not get too much yai'u tied up on a few styles. For
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instanc'i'. if l.i looms -.wv all I hat arc net-essary to iiieul

tlic rciniii'cil (li'livcry on a ciTlaiii style, or that num-
\h'v of looms arc all that ai'c availatik' and then- aro 20

beams 1o a slashci' set. tln'u "> hcanis would be left

over. If the mill was runninfï 100 styles, whieh is

not unusual for the last few yeai's, it would be an
easy matter to fret several hundred beams on the floor

a'.ui at the sanu' time have looms waiting: for warps.
The man in eliarsre of this work should have a report

evei-y Monday showinsi; how many warps on each style

will run out durinj; the week, and iiow many warps on
the floor, this will give him a ehauce to plan the work
baek to the warpers and have the right warps eomiug
through at the right time. This report will also .show

how many warps will need to he drawn. A daily warp
report is also a great aid hut the weekly report is more
valuable, beeause it takes <wo or three da.vs to get the

stock thi'ough llie warping, slashing, and drawing-iii

departments.
After writing the warping oiders. the ovei'.seer shordd

give the foreman of diaw-in room orders for drawing
the warps. These orders should contain the style mun-
ber. reed, spread and spaces foi- the nanu' of draw-in
hand, chain builder and iiarness builder. The back of

the draw-in ordei' should contain the harness lay-out

unless the person whose duty it is to build harness un-

derstands the work well enough to figure the lay-out

from the draw-in draft. This part of the business can
be simplified by having a list of the reeds and spread
for each style where it can be easily seen and by giving

the harness builder one lay-out foF each sty-le and
have him keep them on file. The draw-in orders should

be filled in the order they are to be drawn and when a

draw-in hand is ready for a warp the trucker or fore-

man gets the order from the file, gives it to the draw-
in hand and puts up a warp to correspond with the or-

der, the harness should be built and marked before the

warp is put on the draw-in frame autl the chain should

be built and tagged by the time the warp is drawn.
When the warp is tirawn the foreman takes up the or-

der and the data on it is used to keep a record of the
stock and the work done by the draw-in hand. At a
place convenient for the fixers there should be a list

showing the filling and gear to be used on each style,

also the width of the goods.

rilK DKAW-IX oU'DKi;.

When changing styles the li.xei- can look at this list

much easier than he could go to the office and ask what
reed and gear to use. Also when there is a great deal

of changing of styles, the overseer should keep posted
on a bulletin what styles he wants put on. It is com-
paratively^ easy to keep track of the stock until it gets

on the loom and then it is somewhat difficult to find

at any time how much is on the loom beam. Some mills

have a series of nnndjers on style tag and the time-'

keeper goes around each day and punches out a num-
ber on every loom that has had a cut cheeked up that

day, but this retpiires a great deal of work. JI.v .sys-

tem is to keeji track of the amount that goes on the

loom and deduct the amount baled from this to get the

amoiujt on looms at any time, loose goods in cloth

room is counted as being on the loom. When the last

of order has been ])ut on the looms then the stock

should be checked up measuring the beams with a cut

measure made as the slasher beam is filled.

On a job that rinis several numbers of filling and is

constantly changing styles each loom should have
a filling box and the fixer should change the filling

when putting on a warj) of a new style. These boxes
cost money but they will pay in the long run, for it is

almost impossible to prevent mixed filling without
having a box to each loom. By having a box to each
loom it is not necessary to change wai'ps to get all

styles using one number of filling together, but> new
styles can be put on anywhere old styles run out.

Each morning the weaver should give the spinner a re-

port showing a number of looms on each filling and
changes to be made during the day, this gives the
spinner a chance to keep the proper amount of each
filling on hand.

Harness Build Xo. 1.

2.

8.

lleddles

DRAW IN ORDER.

Style

Beam St

Ends on Beam

Cuts on Beam

Dent Keeil . . .

Width in Reed. . .

Drawn by

J\ ceded by

Harness Built by.

Inspected by

Dat,

.10.

.11.

.12.

.1:!.

.14.

.15.

16.
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m . , a complex job, wlieu there are many different weights,

picks, lengths of cuts, etc., it is impossible to judge

with accuracy the cuts in a roll, and it takes too much

time and work to measure them, so the best thing to

Designer, do is to weigh the cloth and figure out the cuts. This

is very easily done by keeping a convenient record of

THE REVERSE SIDE OP THE DRAW-IN ORDER, the weights of a cut of each style of goods and the tirae-

. , , . 1 „„„cc,avxr keeper soon gets this into his memory and does not
A complete record of patterns is "'^««V'^^l^

necessaiy^
^^J^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^ j.^^ ^,^.^ ^^^^^^

The pattern book shoiild eontani a ^'
^m^

.°;.,^^'*' of cheeking up the cloth by the Icom number for it is

style and draw-m and chain draft and all the t»etails ne
^^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^_ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^. ^^^.^^ ^^.^ ^^^^ .^^^ ^^ ^^^^^

cessary to manufacture them also a 'l'^;"'*: >/
/^ ,tvles are added almost daily and the price per cut for

swatch full width with complete detail ^1^1^^^ «'/«" | '^^ weaving has to be figured for each, the overseer should
kept on file. An ordinary

^V^>V'°f/ "/^^^^XerS and have a price constant, or rather two constants for good
as a draft file, the pages of t^V'^^^^ rSok at Te and fail' running patterns of each class of goods, by
the drafts for each sty e are P

«f '^
'

,; ^^^^ ^^ „sing this system he can get the price per cut for
page corresponding with the st>le '>"'">^''

_• "^ /f4', .vcviving simply by multiplying the picks per in,-h by
it very easy for the draw-in liands or loieman to timi

^^^^^ eonstant.
drafts when required.

The preceding remarks refer almost entirely to tancy

work but the following will have some bearing on plain

work. There are a great many mathematical prpb-
i a *• i

• r^
lems to overcome and the eternal problem of human na. SlITiple MlStakCS in CottOIl
ture is a verv important factor in the reduction of r^

t-»i 1 •

seconds, but these are entirely separate subjects. We BleachinP^
are describing systems at the present time. Nearly all '^

mills now have the looms numbered and the loom By F. BENESCH.
number written on the cloth, as soon as an imperfect

„ , i t i i t*

p ee is found in the cloth, a ticket with the loom num- The c.ai.ses of stains on bleached cotton pieces are

K- nnd the kind of imperfection written on it should n.auy. They may be divided mto two classes, those

be put in a place convenient for the weaver to get it. made v.-ry distinct by sharply marked borders and

When the weave room and cloth room are separated those, usually larger, which do not show up well before

by a paritition only, a hole should be cut in the wall dyeing.

and a box should be fastened to the wall on the weave When the jiieees are to be scoured after weaving, it

room side and just below the hole. The grader drops is of great importance to see that they are packed pro-

the ticket through the hole just like mailing a letter, perly, so that there are no open places, and the lye is

and the weave room overseer or second hand should forced to pass through every part of the goods. Stains

look into the box at least four times a day or every may be caused by neglect of this precaution. They are

time he passes and get the tickets and give them to the brown in color. If not too dark, they can be removed

person responsible for making the cloth. by chloring and souring. It is obvious, however, that

This system is much better than waiting until the considerations of expense dictate that such stains must

end of the day to get the cloth room report, however, be prevented by proper packing. The scouring lye of

the cloth room should give the weaver each morning caustic soda must be pumped warm on to the goods,

a report of the number of pieces containing each kind If it is pumped cold, the parts of the fabric that it first

of imperfection, so he Avill know what to give the touches are apt to be mercerised, and hence dyeing

most attention. The bad cloth should be shown to stains, or in other words, unlevel dyeing, cannot be

the weavers each day even though there is only one avoided, as the mercerised parts dye darker than the

piece, for the least break in the system will require unmercerised parts.

several days to mend. The cloth table is the place Rosin stains may occur from unsaponified rosin in

for the overseer to teach the weavers how to prevent rosin soaps. Here prevention is the only cure; these

bad cloth. The loom fixers should inspect the cloth on stains are very difficult to deal with ; in fact, their

the loom at least once a day and wi'ite their initials on removal at any reasonable cost and without damage to

the cloth. My experience has been that it is best to the fibre is practically impossible.

have this inspection made at a certain time each day. When the scouring is finished, the goods must be

say just after starting time, for the men are not so quickly rinsed in the kier with cold water to prevent

liable to forget it or put it off until too late. The them drying on to the hot tins, whereby lime stains are

second hand should also make at least one regular daily caused.

inspection of the cloth, so, also, ought the overseer on Rust stains occur when the goods, still damp from

a job up to one thousand fancy looms or two thousand the scouring, come into contact with iron. If they still

plain looms. contain lye, the fibre may be tendered by conversion

The second hand should give out supplies or write into oxy-eellulose, as well as stained. The kier must

orders for them, this gives him a good chance to teach therefore be frequently painted inside with a mixture

and caution the fixers how to set up the looms to make of milk of lime and egg-white. Rust stains can be re-

thc parts give the best service. The way to save sup- moved with oxalic acid, and the goods must be very

plies is to fix the looms so they will not wear out and thoroughly rinsed after this treatment. After scour-

break up the parts. A record of supplies used on each ing, the goods must be thoroughly rinsed,

section is very valuable, for it shows the management Acid stains are caused by imperfect rinsing after

who are the efficient men and if properly handled will souring, especially if the goods are dried after the

create a good-natured rivali\v between the men and i-insing. They are irremediable if (he fibre has been

cause each to do his best. tendered, and in the case of cotton it nearly always

Every one understands pay-rolls, but there are some is. Such stains, of course, never occur excejit tlirough

features about them that are sometimes not so easy on gross carelessness.
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If goods which still contain free acid are soaped, the

effect of the acid is neutralised, because the soaping

conies quickly iu the natural sequence of the opera-

tions, but another difficulty is introduced. The acid

sets free fatty acids, which, when the goods are rinsed

with ordinary water, form lime soaps, and these act as

a reserve in dyeing.

Defective rinsing after bleaching with bleaching

jiowder and souring with snlj)huric acid leaves sul-

phate of lime on the fibre, which causes Avhite stains,

and cannot be removed once the goods arc dry.

Strong lyes of bleaching powder may cause tender-

ing by the formation of oxycellulose. This substance

may also be produced from the fibre by prolonged ac-

tion of sunlight or even of the air on goods soaked with

much weaker bleaching powder lyes. Oxycellulose may
also be formed if air is present in the kier, and made
very active by the high temperature prevailing. The
parts of the fibre which are converted into oxycellulose

are permanentlj' tendered, and there is no cure. They,

of course, cause unlevel dyeing by the difference in af-

finity for dyes between the changed and the unchanged
parts of the fabi-ic.

Army Clothing
WOOLLEN OR WORSTED?

In both the United Kingdom and Canada the woollen

mills have been exceedingly busy turning out khaki

cloth for army clothing and naturally a good deal

of attention has been given to this trade during that

time. "With the exception of officers' clothing and
tunics the cloth is usually woollen so that in England
a big portion of the business has gone to the heavy
woollen district and other woollen goods centres of

Great Britain. Some attempts have been made to in-

duce the British Government to use worsted cloth in

the manufacture of this clothing, one of the chief

exponents of the proposition being Mr. Howard Priest-

man of Bradford.

In a recent letter to the "Yorkshire Observer," Mr.
Priestmau says that "the cheapest possible material

is good enough to clothe a soldier." according to the

practice of using woollen cloth entirely. He says

in part:

—

"I pointed out in 1911 that only one out of the dozen
cloths that are used to dress our soldiers contains any
worsted at all. That sinsle exception is the service

serge of which the tunic is made, and of that fabric

just one-third part is worsted. It is said by cynics

that this country thinks little of her soldiers in times

of peace and much in times of war. Let us hone that

we shall now be sufficiently grateful to dress them in

somethina: better than the cheapest material we can

buy. It misrht be pointed out, of course, that self-

interest would lead us in this direction. In 1911

Bradford was not so hard up for work as it is now.
To-day both patriotism and self-interest should induce

us to see that Armv uniforms are made of the best

material that can be bought—that is, of worsted. The
present service serge is a 21oz. fabric with fifty-two

warii threads of twofold 24 's worsted and forty-four

picks per inch of single woollen yarn, eriual in counts

to single .51/) 's worsted. In other words, it consists

of a relativelv fine worsted warp filled with just twice

its weight of woollen weft. Put in another way. we
mav sav that in everv vard which weighs 21oz. there

are 7oz. of two-fold worsted warp against 14oz. of a

cheap woollen composed of much shorter material.

"Technically, of course, the material is not shoddy.

Shoddy is the product of old cloth which has been

pulled" to pieces in a "devil." The fibres will aver-

age under an inch in length, whereas this one must av-

erage at least an inch and a-half. We are told that the

increase is obtained by the use of material which is

produced from old stockings, old flags, and the like,

but in these days of strange rumors perhaps it is safer

not to believe idl that we hear. It is also worthy of

notice that trousers for the service uniform are made
not of serge, but of what is called "tartan" cloth. In

appearance this greatly resembles serge, but it is made
wholly of short fine-fibred material and is spun on a

woollen mule. It is shrunk a good deal in finishing,

but it is not sufficiently milled to cover the weave;

nor has it any of the a1 tributes of cloth, as that term

is imderstood in Army contracts. It is much less

dense and more elastic than heavily milled material,

but is less dense and less elastic than real worsted.

Why fabric of this kind should be used for trousers in

preference to a serge it is not easy to conjecture, for

woollens have a reputation of bagging at the knee far

more than cloth with a worsted warp. But the fact

remains that all service-dress trousers ai'e of tartan

drab mixture produced from wollen yarns and woollen

only.

"We shall doubtless be told that a pure worsted

fabric is far too expensive for such a purpose as this.

At the time I last wrote 3s 4d was the listed price for

the standard drab serge in question.- In order to

see if he could compete a manufacturer kindly made
for me a whole piece of cloth from pure worsted

yarns which conformed with the Army specification,

it came out at 2d a yard above the 3s 4d. It was
12 per cent stronger in the weft and 9 per cent strong-

er in the warp than was require dby the specification.

It was made of fibres something like lOin. in length,

instead of from woollen yarn, and there is little doubt

that it would outwear two of the present service

coats."

Woollen manufacturers, whose opinions were given,

were of the opinion that only those biassed in favor of

the Bradford ti-ade would make such assertions as

the foregoing. The principle acted upon has been

to secure the best fabric regardless of the cost. Warmth
is the principal consideration, and therein lies the

great objection to worsted clothing. Woollen cloth

is milled, and for that reason it turns the water much
better than worsted. It is not so porous as worsted.

It is more serviceable, and it does not become shiny

and therefore shabby in appearance. One prominent

Batley manufacturer stated: "I do not agree with

the assertion of Mr. Priestley that tartan cloth is made
wholly of fine-fibred material, and that it has none
of the attributes of cloth, as that term is understood,

iu army contracts. All the yarn used in the pro-

duction of that particular cloth is spun to over 30

skein, after which it is doubled, and it makes a very

as worsted, but it is sufficiently long, as is proved by
strong fabric. It is true that the fibre is not as long

the fact that it stands the very severe test to which it

is subjected by the Government. The basis of the

contract is that the cloth must be of a certain sti-ength.

and this is a condition that is enforced."

Messrs. Joseph Simpson Sons, Toronto, have installed

several Harley-Kay machines for making heavy wool
half-hose.
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TRADE OF CANADA WITH GERMANY
PRINCIPAL TEXTILES IMPORTED

THEREEROM
-isoa.— lino.

Quan- Quan-
tity. Value. tity. Value

$ $

Corclase, rope anU twine (Dut.)
(Free)

of:-

A
44

Cotton and manufactur
Clothin.ur:—

Blouse.s and shirtwaist.s ( Dut
Shawls (Dut.)
Shirts ( Out. doz.l

Socks and stocUin.Ks i Dut. doz prsi 1

ITnderskirls & drawers (Dut.)
Other clothin.ij. X.O.P. (Dut.) .

.

lOmhroideries, \yhite & cream (Dut.)
lîhrics:--

Heltiny uf all kinds, except rubber
anil leather (Dut.)

Bookbinders' cloth (Free)
Gray, unbleached (Dut. Yds.) ....
Printed, dyed or, colored, X.O.P.

(Dut. Yds.)
Velvets, velveteens and plush N. O.

r. (Dut. Y'ds.)

White or bleached (Dut. Yds.) ....
Lace, white or cream-colored (Dut.)

Sheets, bed quilts, pillow cases and
damask of cotton in the piece, in-

eluding uncolored table cloths or

napkins of cotton (Dut.)
Thread, sewin.t;, in hanks (Dut. Lbs.)

on spools (Dut. Lbs.)
Varn, knitting, hosiery or other cot-

ton yarns (Dut. Lbs.)
Yarn. No, 40 and finer (Free, lbs.)..

Yarn, polished or .s;lazed, when im-
ported by manufacturers of shoe
laces (Free, lbs.)

Other cotons, etc. (Dut.)
I

(Free) '

291

49,040

«28
114

T
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iiioii. - lino.- mil.

Totnl wool and mfis. of (Dut.)'.

Articles. liu

h'abrics lor tliu niiiiuiractiiri.- of

neckties (Dut.)
X'elvets. velveteens, plush, N. O.

P. (Dut. Yds.)
Other fabrics, X.O.P. U^nt.) .. ..

Other silk, etc. (Uut.)
(

(Free) i

Total silk .>i mfrs. of (Dut.)
I

(Free) ....

Wool unci manufactures of:—
"Carpets (Out.)

Clothing: -

Knitted ijoods. ineludins knitted
underwear, N.O.P. (Dut.)

Outside garments for women and
children (Dut.)

Shawls (Dut.)
Shirts (Dut. Doz.)
Socks & stockings (Dut. doz. prs.)

Undershirts and drawers, X. O. 1*.

(Dut.)
Other clothin.^. X.O.I'. (Dul.t .. ..

Fabrics:—
Cassimeres, cloth i*t doeskins

(Dut. Yds.)
Coatings & overcoatings (Dut. Yds.)
Dress goods, coat linings. Italian

cloths, alpacas, Orleans, cash-
meres, henriettas, serges, bunt-
ings, nun's cfoth. bengalines,
whip cords, twills, plains, or

jacquards of similar fabrics, com-
posed wholly or in part of wool
worsted, the hair of the camel,
alpaca, goat or like animal, nol

exceeding in weight six ounces to

the square yard, to be dyed or
finished in Canada ^Dut. sq. yds.)

Felt cloth, N.O.F. (Dut. Yds.) ....
Flannels, plain, not fancy (Dut
ïds.)

Italian lining, cobourgs, lustres,

mohairs & alpacas (Dut. Yds.»
Tweeds (Dut. Yds.)
Other fabrics and mfrs., X.O.P..

Felt, pressed, of all kinds, not filled

or covered by or with any woven
fabric (Dut. Lbs.)

Wool .and the hair, of the camel, al-

paca, goat, and other like animal,
not further prepai-ed than wash-
ed, X'.O.P. (Free, Lbs.)

Yarns (Dut. Lbs.)
(Free, Lbs.)

"

Other wool and mfrs of (Dut.)
< Free) \

\':ili •il> Vail

$

iiiiaMlil>. \.ibn-. (iuanlity. \ahie. ijuantitv Valui'

? $ «

i,,")(i2 i".!)4L' 4:i,7(ia :i7.4ti'> 4ti,i.">."i ::;x,s;i4 lix.un
S4.r.!)| Nl.^tîl S(I.K«!I

:i,S7i

122,768

..M

I8(>.93y

3,66;".

.'..S.261)

22,237
4,7,'..-.

30

6(),()()2

53,47.-.

,S.907

I..-.ÎS7
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TRADE OF CANADA WITH AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
PRINCIPAL TEXTILES IMPORTED THEREFROM

Cottons
Curtains
Embroideries
Braids, cords, fringes & tassels, N.O.P...
Flax, hemp, jute & mfrs. of

Gloves and mitts
Wool and mfrs of:—
Blankets (Dut. Lbs.)
Carpets:—

Carpets, all kinds (Dut.)

Mats and rugs, including hearth sizes.

30 sq. ft. and smaller wool. N.O.P. (Dut.)

Clothing:—
Shawls (Dut.)
Other clothing, N.O.P. (Dut.)

Fabrics:—
Cassimeres, cloths & doeskins (Dut. yds.)

Other fabrics, N.O.P. (Dut.)

Felt, pressed, of all kinds, not filled or

covered by or with any woven fabric

(Dut., Lbs.)

Other wool and mfrs. of

Total wool !>;• mfrs. of ,.

1909.

25,217

100
925

3,854

15,506

14,181
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appears ridiculously low. Tin- laet that iu spite of

their abnormally cheap first cost and the small amount
that has to be expended in upkeep such looms are

producinfî millions of yards of good eloth yearly, is

no reason why they should be allowed to remain as tlie>-

are. All nuiehinery is being scientifically im|)roved, and
the co-operation of ideas between loom makers and
engineers versed in other branches of scientific en-

gineering should be secured. ;\Iany problems are al-

ready pressing upon the manufacturer, and there is

no doubt in the present writer's mind that a new type

of weaving machine must be and will he evolved, and

the old design alsolutely discarded. The main weaving
operations will still liave to be accomplished—namely,
the dividing of the warp threads, tlie passing of a weft
thread between tliem. and the beating up of this weft

thread into its position at the fell of the cloth. But
these results can be secured in ways qidte different

from and better than those at present practised.

Ever since Cartwright amended his designs of the

fir.st power loom and modified the mechanisms in order

to reduce the power consumed in its operation invent-

ors have been tinkeiing with the details without at-

tacking the principle. Cartwi-ight "s loom iu its mechan-
isms was a povrer-driven copy of the hand loom, and
although many very excellent improvements have been
made in the power loom, these merely fortify the in-

herent faults. One of the most extraordinary motions
ever employed in any kind of machinery is that utilized

for picking or propelling tlie shuttle across the loom.
The very heavy blow which the shuttle sitstains and
its %nrtually uncontrolled flight across an intervening
space is wrong from every point of view. Moreover,
the power consumed in the performance of picking is,

in comparison to the useful work performed, much too
high. This is due to a variety of reasons—the mechan-
ism i-mployed, its method of operation, and the fact

that excessive resistaiJce has to be overcome. Probably
more inventions have been introduced to avoid this

method of picking than have been applied to any
other feature of the loom. Positive picking was pro-
posed, and a loom fitted with the device was shown
in ilanchester about 1S70. This was the invention of

an American, Lyal. Its chief fault was its slowness.
Many similar attempts to produce positive picking
have been made, but other parts of the loom, notabl^^
the reed and slay, have been against their successful
application.

A lesson might well be learnt from the new type of
tape loom recently exhibited. Originally invented by
Poyser, it has latterly been improved in an almost
revolutionary way by the invention of a novel kind of
reed. This operates on an entirely different plan from
the reed of an ordinary loom. By means of this reed
positive picking is possible, but other advantages also
are secured, not the least being the gentle treatment
of the warp j^arns. In this tape loom every motion is

positive, there being no dwell in any part, as a con-
sequence of which the speed of the loom is enormou.sly
increased. Although one does not advocate the appli-
cation of such devices to plain looms, the point remains
that only by very radical alterations can a really better
wea\àng machine be produced. A positive or semi-
positive pick is by no means an ijupossibility, but it

would appear necessary to use some other method than
mere mechanical contrivance to secure it. Electricity
has been scouted as an impossible medium, but the
future adaptability of this agency cannot be defined,
and it is being applied in new ways every day. In fact,

recent work in this direction has served to show by
contrast that the possibility of electricity as applied to

loom practice are absolutely untouched and that de-

velopments shoidd undoubtedly take place. Again,

claims of compressed air as an aid to picking cannot
be ignored. Many attempts have been made to propel

the shuttle across tlu' loom by releasing a volunii! of

air under pressure, but the defect in all tiu' systems
so far proposed has been in the method by which the

I)ressure was secured and its release in relation to the

shuttle. By iinproved means recently invented the

amount of air pressure required is greatly reduced,

and it is possible for a person to blow a shuttle from
sidt' to side of the loom. This is remarkable when one
considers that the shuttle employed carries 8I/2 times

the amount of weft to be found iu an ordinary loom
sluittle: moreover, no swell, check straps, or such de-

vices are needed to bring the shuttle to rest, which
is of considerable advantage. It must be fully appre-

ciated, however, that electricity and i)neuiiuitic j)res-

sure cannot be successfully api)lied to the plain loom
as it exists to-day. The whole machine will have to be

redesigned if satisfactory results are to be obtained,

and no doubt the present horizontal lay-out will give

way to some other construction.

Althoiigh it is not contemplated that a new efficient

loom will be immediately forthcoming, necessitating the
early "scrapping" of the many thousands already in

existence, it is urged that loom-makers shoidd be mov-
ing with other industries and preparing for the clay

when weaving labour will be much less easy to obtain
than it is to-da.y. The advantages to be secured ai"e

higher production, less attention, less consumption of

power, and the occupation of less floor space. And the
more one considers the problem the more apparent does
it become that all the improvements which we now
hear proposed are spoiled by the limitations of the
machine itself. The only way out is to evolve a radi-

cally 2iew central mechanism which does not impose
such limitations.

WHAT IS CONTRABAND?
Absolute Contraband.

1.—Arms of all kinds, including arms for sporting
inirposes, and their distinctive and component parts.

2.—Projectiles, charges, and cartridges of all kinds,
and their distinctive and component parts.

3.—Powder and explosive specially i)repared for
use in war.

4.—Giui-mountings, limber boxes, limbers, military
wagons, field forges, and their distinctive and com-
ponent parts.

5—Clothing and equipment of a distinctive military
character.

6.—All kinds of hai-ness of a distinctive military
character.

7.—Saddle, draught, and pack animals suitable for
use in war.

'S.—Articles of camp e<|uipmeut and their ilistinc-

tive and component parts.

9. Armor plate.

10.—Warships, includmg boats and their distinc-

tive and component parts of such a natui'c that they
can only be used on a vessel of war.

11.—Aeroplanes, airships, balloons, and air eraft
of all kinds, and their component parts—together with
accessories and articles recognizable as intended for
use in connection with balloons, airships and air craft.

12.—Implements and a])paratus designed exclusive-
ly for the manufacture of munitions of war, for the
manufacture or repair of arms, or war materials for
use on land or sea.

Subject to the addition of other articles.
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Conditional Contraband.

1.—Foodstuffs.

2.—Forage and grain , suitalile for feeding animals.

.i. Clothing, fabrics for elotliing. and boots and

shoes( suitable for use in war.
4.—Gold and silver in coin or bullion, paper money.

5.—Vehicles of all kinds available for use in war. and

their component parts.

6.—Vessels, craft, and boats of all kinds, floatiniz

docks, parts of docks, and their component parts.

7.—Railway material, both fixed and rolling stork.

telephones,

and material for tt-b-grapli. wirel.-ss telcgrai)li. and

8.—
0.—Fuel, lubricants.

10.—Powder and explosives not specially prcparrd

for use in war.
11.—Barbed wire and iiiiplciin-nts for lixing and

cutting same.
12.—Horseshoes and shoeing iiiiiterials.

13.—Harness and saddlery.

14.—Field glasses, telescopes, clwononu'lei-s. and all

kinds of nautical instnniients.

Subject tn the addition of other :iiiieles.

KHAKI COLORS ON COTTON.
This can be dyed bv the use of biclironiate of potash,

sotlium, bisulphite, formaldehyde, and pyro-lignite of

iron, without using any coloring matter beyond the

green supplied by the chrome and the brown by the

nitrate of iron. The process is as follows: 201b. of

bichromate are dissolved in 201b. of water, ami 4011).

of sodium bisulphite of :^6deg. I>. the bisnli)hite having
previously stood for (iftcen minutes mixed with 161b.

of formaldehyd<>. Nine gallons of this li()uoi' are

now mixed with 11 gallons of |)yi-olignie of iron stand-

ing at 10 He. In this liipior the goods ar-e well pa<bled,

then dried and steamed for three to live minutes in

the :Matlier and Piatt. Afterwards they are (leveloj)-

ed with soda ash on the jigger at a U'mperature of SO

deg. C, then rinsed and soaped. The shade is ex-

actly what is required for P.ritish khaki, and leaves no-

thing to be ilesired in j)oint of fastness. When this dye
is dabbed with hydrochloi-ic acid it gives the well-

kuowu green stain which is so often asked foi' as a

test. Greener shades are of course obtained by in-

creasing the proportion of chrome, and vice versa with
that of the iron liquor.

COLONIAL WOOL SALES.
The arrivals up till .\nguM 211 for the fifth series of

London wool sales to eomiueiiee Seplenibei- 29 amount-
ed to 114,474 bales, as follows: .V.S.W. 12,726 bales;
Queensland 31,S26 bales; Victoria, 1:5,30;") bales; South
Australia, 1,05« bales; West Australia, 016 bales; Ta.s-

mania, 163 bales; New Zealand, 41,47!) bales; Cape,
130,001 bales. Total 114,474 bales. Of this ninnb<.r
3S,000 bales Australian, 2,000 bales New Zealaml, and
11,000 bales Cape have b<MMi forwarded direct from the
shi|) to the Continent. A'oi'kshire, etc.. leaving in Lon-
don 63,474 bales. Adding the wools held over from
the last series I he cpiantities av;iilable on .August 2()

were:

—

New Ilehl

Arrivals,

lia les.

Australian 21,!)!I4

New Zealand . . . . 39,470

Cape 2,001

over.
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The Dyestuff Shortage
The dyestufi:' shortage now facing our industries is

a matter of considerable concern. Domestic stocks

are small at any time, sufficient to supply a normal

demand for about six weeks or two months, but this

stock is being rapidly depleted. In fact, it is about

exhausted and the prospects of being able to secure

further supplies are not encouraging. The Order-

in-Coimcil passed by the Dominion Government pro-

hibiting the importation of German goods and the sub-

sequent embargo placed by the German Government

on shipments of dyestufifs and chemicals to this coun-

try practically shuts Canadian industry off from all

available supplies. As we are absolutely dependent

upon Germany for our supplies of these materials the

situation is most critical, and unless some way out of

the diffictilty is found immediately many of our con-

cerns will be seriously handicapped, and in some cases

compelled to shut down.

For some time it was possible to secure these ma-

terials from United States concerns, that is, when it

was the property of those firms, but as those stocks

are exhausted, supplies from that quarter are no long-

er available. Canadian dyestuff concerns have dis-

posed of their stocks in a very careful manner, look-

ing after the interests of their customers in every pos-

sible way and so long as there was any materials to

be had, prices were kept at the normal level. Of late

shipments of dyestuffs from Germany have been re-

ceived in the United States, but these are not available

to Canadian manufacturers, on account of the em-

bargo ou German goods. These shipments are brotight

out in neutral bottouis through the port of Rotter-

dam and to date have been sufficient to

supply the United States demand. More shipments

are now on the way, and steps are being taken to

have a regular line of American ships engage in the

traffic until the war is over. If exceptions were
made in the Canadian embargo, it would be possible

to secure sufficient supplies in the United States for

Canadian industries, but under present conditions

our industries must suffer. Pressure has been brought
to bear on the authorities at Ottawa to make such a

trade possible, and manufacturers are anxiously await-
ing the outcome. Our dependence on German dye-
•tuffs makes the step imperative if we are to keep
our industries in operation, so that there appears to be
no other way otit of the difficulty than to allow the
importation of these goods, although the German em-
bargo places difficulties in the way of such trade that
will have to be overcome.

A good deal has been said regarding the manufac-

ture of these materials in Canada, but authorities agree

that this is not practicable at the present time, on
accotait of the comparatively limited demand for the

product. In the United States there is a sufficient

demand to warrant the building up of such an in-

dustry and there is little to prevent such being done,

providing the mantifacturers are wOling to pay more
for the product. Plants of this kind cost millions

of dollars, and take years to build. It is well known
that in Germany millions of dollars have been spent
iu briugiug out one or two colors, and there are many
colors that are only manufactured by one or two firms

in the world. There are firms represented in Mont-
real who have spent millions in bringing out and im-

proving the indigo colors, but are now selling the pro-

duct at a mere song compared with the prices pre-

vailing iu former times. These facts show the diffi-

culties that are to be encountered in building up such
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an industry. If tlie United States decides to make

a trial, the niauufacturei-s must show their willing-

ness to pay more for the product. There is nothing

to hinder us making investigations along that line

ourselves and manufacturing any goods we are able

to on a reasonable basis. The lime ai)pears to be

ripe for such a move, but in the njo-intime our indus-

tries nnist not be compelled to sutf<>r.

A Lesson From Germany
Dtiring the Fiscal Year ending March 31, 1913,

('anada imported merchandise from Germany to the

value of nearly fourteen and a half million dollars, of

which over three million dollars' worth were textile

materials. These goods consisted principally of knit-

ted goods, embroideries, lace, yarns, silk fabrics and

of what is termed in our Customs returns as "other

clothing." Knitted goods formed the largest single

item, amounting to nearly one and a half million dol-

lars, consisting chiefly of socks and stockings, gloves

and mitts, and the finer lines of men's, women's and

children "s underwear.

Our imports of textile materials from Germany are

comparatively insignificant when compared with

those from Great Britain, although it is well known
that a considerable quautit.y of German goods are

annually imported through British houses, thereby ob-

taining the advantage of the reduced tariff. It is

a remarkable fact that German manufacturers un-

dersell the world in this market on fine lines of

both cotton and woollen goods, and also in speciali-

ties. The Germans have made great progress in the

perfection of specialty machinery, as evidenced in

their progress in the manufacture of specialty knit

goods, such as knitted ties and scarfs of all kinds,

and the fact that a large proportion of the ma-
chines making these lines in the United States and
Canada are of German make. In the spinning of

fine yarns and the manufacture of fiiie goods, whe-
ther cottons, woollens, silks, or other lines, they

are unexcelled, and theii- ])i'()duct finds a mai'ket in

every portion of thr globe.

Most of the lines impoited into Caiuula from Ger-

many are not manufactured in tliis country, and
with the present equijimcnt of our mills very few
of them can be made here, Thi' demand for most
is limited, although a few, such as cotton gloves, are

imported in large ([uantities, so tliat it is not likely

that Canadian manufacturers will att('nii>l to equip

their plants with the nccessai-y macliincry for their

manufacture. Our imports from (iermaiiy in these

lines have been referred to as ti-ash liy some of our
leading manufacturiers, but most of it is trash for

which there is a comi)aratively large demand and
which cannot be repUu^ed at the moment by mainifac-

turers in any other country. The Germans have made
great headway in llie manufacture of smallwear at

a low price, and their success is in a great measure

due to theii- educational methods and subse(|uent

training. Technical and industrial education has

made great stritles in Germany, and on that basis a

g:reat industrial system has been developed. The

entire country has been given over to this work, and

more research and investigation has been carried on

in Germany during the past quarter century than in

all the rest of the world. Any person with a new

idea was given a hearing in Germany. People were

encouraged to investigate and any invention brought

out in other countries, after making a success, was

immediately adoi)ted in Germany. The textile in-

dustry is no exception, and perhaps the influence of

the excellent educational facilities provided is not so

evident as in other industries. German progress in

the manufacture of dyestuffs and chemicals has been

the envy of the world, and our dependence on Ger-

many for such lines is now pronounced. Technical

and industrial education has been the secret of Ger-

man progress.

Although at war with (iernuiny, we must recog-

nize these facts. Canada is disai)pointingly behind

in the matter of industrial education, and the pro-

vision of facilities for research and investigation

work. Our la.xity in this direction is now strikingly

apparent liut the opportunitj' is. here for us to make

a start. There is no better campaign that could be

taken tip by our manufacttirers at the present time

than a campaign for more and better facilities along

the line of iiulustrial and technical education as out-

lined in the report of the Commission appointed by the

Federal Government some few years ago, and which

has lain practically untouched since it was brought

out.

The Cotton Situation

The "l>uy-a-]>ale of Cotton" movement in the

United States and the general campaign to stimulate

holding by southern planters and investors is having

some effect on the fiiuincing of the present cotton crop

in the United States, which according to the latest

estimate, will he one of the largest in the history of the

country. With consumption so greatly lessened on
account of the war the financing of this year's crop

so as to ]>rcvent a wholesale wiping out of planters,

brokers and investors is the biggest problem now con-

fronting American financial and business enterprises.

The entire industry stands to lose on the i-i-op. Those
who are holding raw material in stock or have stocks

bought for future delivery previous to the closing

of the exchanges will lose heavily, while in any event
the planters are bound to suffer, although Govern-
ment assistance will help out the situation where they
are concei-ned.

Curtailment of acreage lU'xt year has been decided
upon. The conference of Southern Governors and
Congressmen, held in Washington recently to consider
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the bfst manuel- by whioh the present situation in the

cotton growing industry in the United States could

be relieved, favored a curtailment of the 1915 acreage,

and if necessary the 1916 acreage as -well. Some

thought was given to the total abandonment of cot-

ton planting next year, but this proposal met with

strenuous opposition from many quarters, and resolu-

tions were adopted pledging the Governors and Con-

gressmen to work for curtailment of the 1915 acreage.

This appears to be the only method affording per-

manent relief. Other methods do not consume cot-

ton nor curtail supply, and their successful opera-

tion is doiibtful, but curtailment of acreage will stimu-

late holding, and should maintain a good level of

prices. A long, drawn out war wiU have a most seri-

ous effect on the cotton-growing industry of the

world, but in order to help out the situation, cotton

mauufacturei's, assisted by the public at large, must

make every effort possible to keep their mills running

at full capacity. Consumption affords the only per-

manent relief and everybody can take a hand in in-

creasing the consumption. A " Buy-a-Bolt-of-Cloth
"

movement is more ia order just now and would go

further toward relieving the situation in the cotton

market than any other scheme. Oiu" cotton mills are

busj' but are not working at capacity by any
means. Merchants must forget their "cold feet" and

get into the market. They have as much at stake in

the present situation as have the manufacturers. Their

prices depend on the success of the cotton crop, and
disaster to the the cotton-growing industry would
spell ruin to many merchants throughout the world.

increased consumption where possible, and curtail-

ment of next years acreage appears to be the only

means of meeting the present situation.

The Cancellation Evil

The action of the knit goods manufacturers in the

United States in refusing to accept cancellations of

orders has called forth varied comment, but the mills

have stuck to their guns, and their action has gone
a long way toward eradicating one of the most evi-

dent abuses in the trade. Similar action should be

taken by the manufacturers in this country. Cancel-

lations have been heavier than ever this year, and on
that accoimt many of the mills have been placed in

a most serious position, but appear to be unable to

get sufficient co-operation to wipe out the abuse. A
recent editorial appearing in the "Textile Manufac-
turers' Journal'' of New York, gives the situation to

a nicety, and applies equally well to conditions in Can-
ada. It saj's, as follows:

—

"It must be a new experience to underwear buyers
to be told tliat cancellations of orders are al)solutely
refused. It is refreshing to note this evidence of
backbone on the part of knitters, which is so diametri-
cally opposed to their attitude in many previous sea-
sons. It was time the worm turned, and evidently

maiuifacturers and their selling representatives have
come to realize it. So far as we can learn, the edict

has gone forth that bona fide orders will have to be

taken as per contract, and though in instances ship-

ments may be deferred at the earnest request of buy-

ers the.y will eventually be delivered unless the house
is financially in e.sponsible. Here even a good deal of

hititude will be taken, and more or less chances will

be run in the lioj)e of securing the money for the

merchandise ordered.

"]Manufactui-ers and selling agents have come to

realize that such a course was absolutely necessary,

and more so tliis season than ever. With a tendency
on the ])ai-t of the l)uyei- to play safe and not run any
risk of loading up witli mercluuidise which might
drag, it was appreciated tliat unless a firm stand was
taken much of the business taken for the current sea-

son miglit be wiped oft' the books. At a time when
new orders were conspicuous by their absence, it was
felt that radical action should be taken to conserve

the intei'ests of the manufacturer.

"The latter is obliged to pay for his yarn supph',

and he could not see any reason why liis customer
should be grauted any more consideration than the

yarn dealer gives his client. Of course, this has not
always been the case, and tlie buyer has come to feel

that he could accept or refuse his contracts as he saw
fit until he has grown arrogant in his assumptions.

"Certain of the demands made by buyers of knit

goods this season have been ridiculous. A million

dollar house in tlie South is reported to have demand-
ed tliat an order for four cases be cancelled or pay-

ment would not be fortlicoming. The buyer was
politely but firmly told that the goods would be ship-

ped as per contract and that payment would certainly

be expected in due course. These instances could be
multiplied indefinitely, but one is enough to indicate

the position which is so fre(|uently taken by the trade

—that they have a perfect right to insist upon cancel-

lation if for some reason they don't wish to take the

merchandise. For this, of course, the manufacturer

and his selling agents are largely responsible, for they

have allowed the buyer to take advantage of them,

either for fear that he might be lost as a customer

by some assertion of independence, or on the other

hand, for fear tliat they might be involved in liti-

gation of doubtful issue.

"It is stated that the knit goods trade, with the ex-

ception of the woollen piece goods selling agent, has

been the most culpable in allowing the abuse of can-

cellations to grow. If this cJiange of attitude marks
the beginning of better commercial methods, it is a

matter for congratulation by the whole selling trade.

It often takes times of stress to develop remedies for

trade abuses, and present conditions may have their

bright side if they are the means to this desirable end.

All honor to the leaders, be they manufacturers or

selling agents, who had sufficient faith in their own
judgment and kuowledgt; of correct commercial prac-

tices to stand firmly against the cancellation of orders

hv the knit goods buyer."

WOOL SALES CANCELLED.

The wool sales scheduled to take place in Christ-

church, X.Z., on November 12, have been abandoned,
and it is stated that the holding of oth"r New Zealand
sales for November is doubtful. ^Melbourne brokers

have also decided not to hold any wool sales in Aus-
tralia until sales have been held in London.
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(Third of a

BUSINESS ECONOMICS
LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION

t

By PROFESSOR W. W. SWANSON

Series of Articles Dealing .vith tlu- Eeono .nies of ilo.lern Business and Connuerical Enterprise)

The outstanding characteristics of economic activity

to-day is the great scale upon which industry is car-

ried on. This is strikingly evident in great manutac-

turing nations, such as the United Kingdom, the I niteil

States and Germany ; and it is exemplified also m Can-

ada although to a lesser extent. It should be noted,

however, that large-scale production is not quite the

same as carrying on industry through mergers and

combines, although the two are very often confused m
popular thinking. Large-scale production is very often

the characteristic feature of a single concern, although

great combinations, such as the United States Steel

Corporation, or Canada Cottons, Limited, may appear

to indicate that operation on a large scale, is prac-

tised by mergers or combines alone.

The Location of Manufacturing Industries

The forces that are active in determining the loca-

tion of industries are also, in great measure, the fac-

tors that determine the growth of an industry. These

may be enumerated as follows -.

1.—Nearness to materials.

2.—Nearness to markets.

3.—Water-power.
4.—A favorable climate.

5.—A supply of labor.

6.—Capital resources.

7.—The momentum of an early start.

8.—the habit of industrial imitation.

9.—Economic advantages of specialized centres.

Most, if not all, of these causes of the origin and

growth of an industry are familiar to all and need no

special comment. The nearness to coal and iron ex-

l)laiiis the rise of great manufacturing cities such as

Birmingham, Sheffield and Glasgow, in the Ignited

Kingdom, and of Sydney, Lethbridge and many other

centres in Canada. The furniture factories of Berlin,

Stratford and Woodstock owe their rise and develoj)-

ment in part to the fact that they are near the greatest

consuming markets of Canada. The availability of

water-power gives sufficient reason for the phenomenal
growth of Welland from a village to a town, and ex-

lilains, too, in large measure, why those cities that can

assure manufacturers a supjily of cheap power at-

tracts factories and mills to tlieir borders. A favorable

climate for cotton and woolen manufacturing is in some
degree responsible for the growth of Manchester, and
the innumerable towns that cluster around that great

city. An abundant supply of skilled labor and of

cheap capital exjjlains the great manufacturing dcvrl

opments of Birmingham, Tjeeds. Sheffield and other

English cities. The momentum of an early start is

impoi'tant. Although an industry may i)e located at

a point where there are no particular natural lulvan-

tages, that centre maj'' hold its established ti'ade. and
even attract additional. Many Ontario towns have forg-

ed ahead in spite of their natural disadvantages,

because of the momentum of an eai'ly start, and es-

tablished trade connection. Oshawa has few natural

advantages, and yet according to an investigation con-

ducted by the Canadian Courier some time ago. that

town has more industries, a greater output, and a lar-

ger weekly pay-roll, than any other town or city in

Canada, in i)roportion to population. The habit of

industrial imitation accounts for the locating of new

mills at points where others have already met with suc-

cess. The economic advantages of specialized cen-

times are many. For example, in Pennsylvania, hun-

dreds of thousands of men are at work in the iron and

steel industries of Pittsburg, and other cities. This

means that there will be an abundant supply of wo-

men and girl workers for the silk and other trades.

Advantage of Large Scale Production.

Chief among the advantages that large - scale

production offers is the extent to which division of la-

bor may take place. This means a greater output at

a smaller cost per unit, and the greater utilization of

machinery. The extent to which division of labor

may be carried, when the industry is conducted on a

large scale, is illustrated by the meat-packing business.

It would be difficult to find another industry where
division of labor has been so microscopically worked
out. The animal is surveyed and laid off like a map.
The men are classified in over thirty diffei'cnt special-

ties, it twenty rates of pay, from 16 cents to 50 cents

an hour. The 50 cent man is restricted to using the

knife on the most delicate parts of the hide (floorman),

or to using the axe on splitting the backbone (splitter)
;

and, wherever a less skilled man can be slipped in

at a lower wage a place is made for him, and an occu-

pation majiped out. In working on the hide alone there

there are nine positions, at eight different rates of pay.

A 20-cent man pulls off the tail; a 23-cent man pounds
off another part, where the hide separates readily, and
the knife of a 40-cent man cuts a different texture,

and has a different "feel" from that of the 50-cent

man. And so on, throughout the whole work.
There are other great advantages of large-scale pro-

duction, such as a more efficient organization of the
producing and selling forces, the use of machinery on
a more extensive scale, the utilization of by-products,
and the possibility of conducting experiments to dis-

cover newel- or cheaper processes. All these indicate
gains over the methods that must be adopted by the
small business.

Limitations to Size of Industry.

.\ot ;ill industi-ies, of course, lend themselves to op-
ri-ation (HI a large scale. Agriculture, conspicuously,
IS one of them. While it is true that wheat-farming
in the Canadian and American West has oftVred some
illustration of large-scale production, yet on the whole
experience has shown that where fickle nature must be
depended upon for the functioning of a business the
same' routine methods cannot be adopted as in manu-
facturing. So with work whose success dejiends upon
the talent and capacity of M'orkers.who may be termed
artists. This explains why, in part at least, France
has not developed huge industrial establishments such
as are to be found in Germany and England. Jlore-
over, there is a distinct limit' to the size of the mill
where large-scale production may bi' undertaken with
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advantage. After a certain point is readied, the dilTi-

eulties of .superintendence are so great, that no advan-
tage is gained from increasing the scale of ojx'rations.

Better results are olitained by dniilicating tlie original

plant.

Large-Scale Management.

The reader slioiild keeji in mind the point tlial has

already been emphasized—that large-scale production
and large-scale management involve different consider-

ations and problems. Large-scale management in-

volves not so much an increase in the size of the indi-

vidual establishments as the combination under single

management of several establishments. It takes two
forms which Professor Taussig describes as "horizon-
tal" and "vertical."'

Horizontal combination is the nnion under single

management of a number of enterprises of the same
sort. They ai'e usually few, and each is nsually on a

large scale. Illustrations of such are found in Canada
Cottons, Limited, of which Mr. A. O. Dawson is man-

aging director, and the Canada Cement Cori)oration,

Limited, of whidi Mr. b\ P. Jones is general manager.
"Vertical" combination is generally known as the

integration of industi'ies. This involves a coml)ina-

tion of allied, but not similar, industries. The usual
outcome of the division of labor has been that the sev-

eral steps in production which succeed one another,
have been conducted in several establishments. This
is seen particularly in the iron and steel industry of

the United States, in the meat-packing industry and in

several otbei-s. The movement in Canada in this di-

rection is small, and has been notable chiefly in the
milling, the lumber and the steel industries.

The Trust Problem.

Once again the reader is reminded tliat these latter

combinations are ((uite liift'erent in nature and degree
from large-scale operation. Combinations and mer-
gers furnish us with the "trust" problem; and so im-
portant is this ]iliase of the movement that it will

need to be described latei' in detail.

Practical Tuning and Construc-

tion of Power Looms---VII.
THE OPERATION OF THE DOBCROSS BOBBY.

By Beaumont Mettrick

(All Rights Reserved.)

The Dobcross Dobby, or witch, is held in great es-

teem in this district (West Riding of Yorkshire), and
is claimed to be the best and surest mechanical means
of working this i)articular part of loom, that is the

dobby head. The healds are worked positively, by
means of levers, operated upon by toothed cylinders

and gear wheels. It is a neat compact arrangement,
and easy to be got at by the tuner, when repairs are

necessary. Another advantage is that the healds
and boxes work in conjunction, and are moved by the
same cylinders through vibrator levers, and indicated
from the same log cylinder, so that the pattern and
box chain cannot get across, and thereby cause acci-

dents.

Shedding. — In this dobl)y, allowance is provid-
ed for the work of 48 healds, and can be made to suit

any number below this, 24 and 36 being the common-
est in use, according to the style of fabric woven. 24
shafts are quite sufficient for the low woollen grade,
and 36 to 48 for fancy wollen and worsted goods. The
manner of shed formed is the open one, with a posi-
tive action, allowing for the loom to be run at a good
speed, without detriment to the wear and tear of the
warp, as the warp threads change dii'eet from top and
bottom, and vice versa, at an eccentric speed, owing
to formation of gear wheels and levers controlling the
heald shafts.

This shedding is better than the negative type when
weaving broad woollens and worsted cloths of a heavy
nature, and where the sheds formed are of an irregu-
lar nature, such as are formed when weaving backed
and double cloths.

The positive shedding always allows foi- the warj)
threads being held tightly on the bottom of the shut-
tle race, if the healds are geared up correctly.

Gearing of Healds.—Diag. 31 illustrates the. method
of gearing up the healds on the Dobcross Dolibv. It

will be observed that a complete circuit is formed from
th« pivot El, and this allows for a positive movenu'^nt
of the healds; that is, when the top shaft K is lifted,

by means of the top arm of jack E, being drawn to the

right by the vibrator lever D, it will draw in the
streamer wiresH, and their leather coiniections I

(which run over grooved pidleys J. and are regulated
b.y screws J, aud are connected to hooks on the top
shaft K of the healds).

The jack E pivoted at Ej allows the bottom arm
to drop along with the wire Q and connecting to

leather L. which is fastened to two streamer wires,
O, and 0. which connect the bottom jacks Mi and M,
together, tiiese are pivoted to bottom i-ails of loom

framework at R, and R). A bell crank lever arrange-

ment is formed between the wires and heald cords L,

which are joined to bottom shaft K, of healds, thereby

a complete circle is causeil. which moves on the pivot

El of the heald jacks. In fixing the bottom jacks and
streamer Avires, care should be taken to keep them in

their respective places.

B^rmation of Shed.—To obtain a perfect shed hi

the loom, all the warj) threads, whether working at

the top or bottom must work in a plane, as shown in

Diag. 32. which gives a good shed on the Dobcross

Loom, when using shuttles 2 in. square, with healds
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geared up to 36 jacks, the heald connections U moving

one notch on the arm of jacks every four healds, and

starting from the fifth notch on the first jack. An
even rise of healds is thus provided, and allows for in-

creased distance from the edge of cloth, and also gives

perfect slopes of warp lines. If the warp lines are

not level, that is, if warp lies upon the shuttle race,

these threads are liable to be broken by the passage

of the shuttle, and they may cause the shuttle to be

thrown out of the race, which, of course, means dan-

ger. Therefore special care should be taken to see

that all the threads that form the bottom part of

the shed lie flat upon the race, and those that form

the top part should clear the shuttle, thus allowing

it to have a clear passage across the shed.

Care should also be taken to see that the healds

are iised perfectly level, and that both ends move
the same distance. If not, uneven shedding takes

place, which fault is often the cause of bad lists,

shady cloth, owing to one side of warp being stretched

more than the other, and broken ends at that par-

ticular side of cloth.

Hanging of the Heald Shafts in Position. — When
even sheds are i-equired, such as for soft or tender

B = Lift from centre of shed to top slope (or bot-

tom), e.g., find the stretch of yarn where forming a

shed,' drawn on the last shaft of a loom, 2514 in. from

the edge of cloth, the shed being 71/2 i"- c^eep a* this

shaft, and the back rail being 22% in. from it.

yarns, it is advisable to hang the healds in position, so

that the centres or eyes of the healds are level with a

cord, stretched from breast beam B B to back vibrat-

ing roller B R, when the vibrator gear wheel is half

turned, or when the healds are half changed from top

to bottom. The warp tlireads are then stretched equal-

ly, whether at top or bottom of shed. For special

])urposes, such as obtaining cover on the face of the

clot il, when in the loom, the iiealds are fixed lower,

which would give a tight shed at the bottom, and a

slack one at the top position, thereby allowing the sley

to beat up the weft on a slack top shed, thus causing

the slack warp to bend around the weft, resulting in a

soft face on the clotli in the loom, which could be

fui'ther enhanced in the finishing.

As the healds farthest away from the edge of the

cloth move a greater distance when foi'ming the shed,

therefore causing more stretch of threads, it is ad-

visable to draw on these sh.ifts tlie threads that are the
strongest, and that do not repeat very often in tiie

I)attern, as this allows for better running, iuid not
as great a strain upon that pai'ticular heald and its

connections.

In order to find the stretcli of any particular warp
thread, the following formula may be used :

—

C = S(|. rt. of a" + b-.

C ^ Distance from edge of cloth to top eye of heald.

A — Distance from edge of cloth to centre of shed-

C = S(|. rt. a' + b-

C = sq. rt. 2514-- + 3%=

21
= 25—ins. (nearly)

40

C = sq. rt. a" + b-

C = sq. rt. 22-y4^' -f
3;«4^'

1

^23— ins. (nearly)

20

(1)

(2)

2321 1 1

Stretch =(2.5 h 23— )— (25 1- 22—)=—ins.

40 20 4 4 40

Size of Shed.—The size of shed required to give

the best results, should vary according to size of shut-

tles used, and qualitj' of warp yarn employed.
If the shuttles are 2in. deep, the shed should not be

above 2^/4 in. deep at the front edge of the shuttle, when
the going part is at the back centre. (The % ùi- is

allowed for clearance of shuttle.) By keeping the shed
as small as possible (as in case of good smooth warp
yarns), an increased production of cloth is obtained,

as the repairing of one broken warp thread takes up
more time than the changing of 2 or 3 shuttles. For
good strong yarns a larger shuttle may be employed,
but smaller ones are better for tender or unsized yarns.

When rough yarns such as mohair are used, a larger

opening of the shed is necessary, as the warp yarns are
liable to catch or hold each other when the shedding
takes place, and if not properly separated, flying shut-

tles broken warp, stitclies, etc., may take place. If the
size of shed is too small, and impedes the passage of

the shuttle, extra power is required in the picking, in

order to drive the shuttle across from box to box, and
the previous defects also occur.
To find tlie exact amount of movement required by

the healds, when forming a shed, the following formula
may be used.

ÀB :B(' ;: AE :EF
A to D = Swing of going part or shuttle race.

B to D = Width of shuttle.

B to C = Dept of sliuttle + clearance.

AtoB ^ Distance from edge of cloth to 1st heald.
E to F = Depth of shed at 1st heald.

e.g.: What depth of shed is re(|uired when using shut-
tlçs 2 in. deep, allow '74 in. for clearance, swing of go-
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intr part (i in. (or size of erauks 3 in.) distance of Isl the older dyes can now l)e brought into play, and what
heald from edge of cloth VI in. they can take the place of, for the reason that the arti-

fit'ial colors are so mnch in the majority, and permit of
AD— HI) : HC :: AE : EF a much widei- range of shades and intermixes.

6 — 2 :2V4:: 12 : X Let us consider wool. We have, as a general run
of shades, the following: Black; Dark Blue; Medium

214 X 12 27 ^ Blue: Browns; Yellows; Reds: Searlets; Greens, and
— _ = G^;^ inches. the subsidiary and intermediate shades such as slates,

_ 6 — 2 4 mode browns, olives, etc. Black is produced upon a
- depth of shed required at 1st heald. chrome mordant with log-wood, and shaded to meet

the requirements with fustic. The following recipe
(To be Continued.) will show the process.

P^r a blue-black, on 100 pounds of wool, mordant
with

Bichromate of potasii lbs 2

The Shortage in Dyestuffs K°N^.1ri„,;; :: :: . .'.T \
By DE. LOUIS J. MATos.

...îï^iiiJ.igrsJM;",' o,;;,£',r«' *;° îrr;™ïds
The present dvestutïs situation, due to the Euro- ^'''^*-

, ,
, ,

pean war, presents one of the most remarkable prob- .^
or a jet-black, niordant as above, but dye in a bath

lems that has ever confronted the textile industry and ^"tu lU pounds ot ol deg. logwood extract and 2

other trades dependent on the use of artifical colors. It P°"^^*^. /"'^^n^
/i^l*''^'^*- , ,

points unerringly at the great dependence of our ^ «^ ^'^ue on 100 pounds of wool, mordant with

mills and factories on certain specialties that have not Alum lb.s. S
been developed far enough in this country to enable Argolds lbs. 4
us to be, as it ^vere, self contained in the face of a r> ] ,,,„„), ,,.„ii „„,, ,n.„ -^ „ * • w i 1 1 ^i

, .. 13011, wasn s\eil, anti dye m a straight logwood bath
temporary adversity. at the boil
The slowlv impending tie-up of the foreign artificial jf „ ,,:„i', <^.,,,, • ,]„„•.„. „. +. 11 , ,, , ,-.,

1 * œ 1 • u • • X, . 1 < r„ *„.„ „.;+!, ^ Moiet tone is desired on the black,, the addition
dvestuft supplv IS bringing the trade face to face with „f «mnii ,,,,a,it;t,- ^t „>„,.;„+„ ^t +• * *i i ..•

• ,. ^F ^ „ i- 4- T 11 .q,.-,;„„ „.,^ 01 a small qudutitj ot muriate 01 tin to the mordanting
the alternatives of resorting to discarded dyeing pro-

^.^th will swing the shade
cesses requiring the use of obsolete dyes or of stopping ^ general mordant for mode shades on wool is tocyemg a toge her. The past few days has made the

^,3, j^, ,,^,_,.i,jg proportions : Alum, or sulphate of alum-
dyer realize the precarious position 111 which he is

5^,^^ ^in crystals, crude argols (which is a crude cream
placed, hrst, by being a remarkable degree unfami- ^j ^3,,^^,^ ^j^^, ^^.j^j^.,^ ,^^ supplied from the Cali-
har with the natura dyewares an.l the practical pro- f^i-uia ,vine growing regions) according to shade,
cesses for l^heir app ication, and second, by the fact ^^^ ,,.^^1^ / Logwood extract, Brazil wood ( which al-
that, with he possible exception ot logwood stx)cks of ,^ ^^s various other names), fustic extract, quercitronmany of these old time dyes are not as plentitui as bark extract etc
some imagine. With the constant extension of the By increasing ihe proportion of Brazil wood, the pro-
artiheial color industry, the natural co oring matters ^^^^^^^^ ^f various sha.les of brown is easv, and the
have been cultivated to a less and less extent, so that in ,3,^ or tone of the brown is further under 'control by
some instances the yield is very small, and what is regulating the fustic or ,,uercitrou, which are the veî-
grown IS m a few cases only large enough to supply \Q^y elements
the needs of pharmacy. Bright reds bring us to consider cochineal which
The sudden recourse to old dye receipts has also ,,.^^ completely disposed of long ago by the introduc-

biought out the fact that the younger generation of fion of azo scarlets. Cochineal is <lyed on wool pre-
dyers having access to these tormulae have, with very viouslv mordanted with "

few exceptions, no practical knowledge whatever as to 'q+„.,„^„„ 1 1 -i ,, ^
, , ^ ,,, -i-i 4.1 ij 1 \ btauuous chloride lbs 2how shades are built up with the older dyes. As a n%-oin- o .; i 1, "t

,. ,, 1- i- /? il -11 il Uxalic acid lbs ;-i

result, the application of them will not be so easy as ^""^

one might suppose Any of the older recipes seem
^^^^^^.^ Chloride..

*!'"

lbs 3
easv to work, but the practical results are, m almost n^di^ o^,-^

1 L,
J, „ il ] • 1 1 il 1 1

v7xdiic acia lbs ol^
every case, far from those desired, where the dyer has ' -" -

not had practical experience with the particular recipe. A scarlet on 100 poiuids of wool is dyed with chocli-
The writer has asked a number of practical dyers ineal argols stannic chloride oxalic acid, and shaded to

since the war began, how each would produce a pink the yellow with a small quantity of flazine, a product
on silk with safflower, and several replied that they obtained from quercitron bark. Cochineal scarlets
did not know, while all the others admitted that they and reds have the disadvantage of becoming purplish
did not know what safflower was. Safflower may not on contact with ammonia.
be used extensively, but the lack of information re- Pinks are made from cochineal, only less of the mor-
garding it illustrates a general condition. dant is used and also less dye. Dullei- hued reds are
The present stringency brings logwood prominently made with cochineal on an alum mordant,

to the front. This wood, besides having been more The problem of using real madder is interesting,
or less used for blacks, will doubtless be pressed into but it is believed that it is practically out of the market
service for various other shades, such as slates, grays as a dyeware, having been killed by the artificial pro-
and blues, for which it was long since abandoned in duct.

favor of the artificial blue dyes. Green may be dyed upon a mordant of alum with
It is extremely difficult to make parallel columns of fustic extract, indigo extract, a little logwood and a

the old dyes a nd the artificial colors, showing just how small quantity of soda.
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Bronze shades are made with logwood and fustic,

with sulphate of alumina and soda, boiling 1 to IV2

hours.

The resurrected use of wood dyes revives at the same

time the dearth of familiarity with the old time mor-

dants, which ,even more than the knowledge of the old

dj-es, constituted the major poi-tion of the stock-in-

trade, the real secret, so to speak, of the old time dyer.

A mordant of considerable use to be used in the dye

hath along with logwood and other wood colors, is as

follows :

Alum parts ?>0

Binoxalate of potash 30

Bluestone 30

White vitriol (zinc sulphate) 10

parts 100

For 100 pounds of wool, from 2 to 10 per cent of

this mixture was used along with the dyes in the dye

bath, boiling until the bath became exhausted, or until

the proper shade was obtained.

Yellow was generally produced with either fustic

or (|uereitron bai'k on a tin and alum, or only a tin

mordant. Fustic alone is always dyed upon tin.

Cotton Dyeing with the Natural Colors.

Blacks are dyed with logwood ami chrome, or witli

the aid of bluestone.

Browns are to be made with cutch to which is addeil

a small quantity of bluestone, and dyeing for l.i/o to

2 hours, then squeeze, and fix the color on the cotton

by boiling in a bath containing bichromate of potash,

and then wash. Logwood and other dyewoods are to

be used for shading. Very dark browns are obtained

by passing cutch dyeings through a bath containing a

small quantity of an iron salt, such as copperas.

Yellows on cotton may be obtained by mordanting
with alumina, and dyeing with ((uercitron or fustic.

Pale shades, such as straws, can bi; dyed by adding
alum directly to the fustic bath. Turmeric, a long
since discarded dyeware, may be dyed in a simple
bath by slightly acidulating with oil of vitriol.

A shade of red resembling safranine and Turkey
red shades may be obtained fron: barwood, a west Afri-

can product, by dyeing upon a sumac or tannic acid and
a stainiic chloride mordant.

.
Pink on cotton may be obtained from safflower, by

boiling directly with the color, aiid finally developing
the shade by means of acetic acid added to the batli

after all the color has been taken up. The question
is, however can safflower or carthamine paste he now
purchased on the market?

(Jrays on cotton can be made by working the cotton
in a sumac liquor for several hours, and then in a solu-

tion of "black iron liquor" (ferrous acetate) or cop-
peras. The gray shades may be motiified by adding
logwood in small |)roportions. A further treatment
with chrome and copper salts will also modify the

shades.

Olives are obtained by mordanting with sumac and
iron, then dye with fustic or (|ueicition l)ark, in the
])resence of alum, and finally saddening with a little

logwood in the same bath.

Blues on eotton with natural colors are obtained with
indigo, and the process is too well known among eot-

ton dyers to need repetition liei'c

Foi' certain lines of work, however, recourse may also
be necessary to the old mineial dyes, such as chrome
orange, prussian blue, etc., and a sunuiiary of them will
constitute the subject of a separate article.

The manufactui'e of coal t«r dyes m this counti'y has

been pretty thoroughly exploited during the i)ast few-

weeks, and nmny expressions of opinion liave found

their way into the public or lay press regarding the

situation.

Since the first artificial dye was discovered and ile-

velo|)ed in (Jreat Britain, which country, by the way,

still produces by far the greatest amount of coal tar,

coupled with the peciiliar educational system of Ger-

nuiny, the universities of which have catered to the

])ro<iuction of investigators in organic chemistry, and

serve as "feeders" to the color works, it is no wonder
that the color industry has developed in those coun-

tries.

Again, the development of the mechanical side of dye

production, a side that is absolutely ditfei'ent from the

chemical investigation and reseai'ch woi'k necessary

to discover dyes, calls for a cla.ss of chemical en-

gineers, equally as well trained in their work of dye

making as the research chemist is in his, and these

men have resulted from the intlusti'ial conditions sur-

I'ounding the industry.

When the demand arises that coal tar colors are to

be made in this country, the universities will pro-

duce the men, and the machine shops and foundries

will also arise to the occasion, and be ready to make
the appliances, pots, digestors, autoclaves, presses,

stills and other api)aratus for use of which thei'e

does not now exist any denuind here, but when it does,

tiny will be made.

At present to undertake properly to equip a plant

would he out of the (juestion for the reason just stated,

but with the apparatus, and the details of the pro-

cess, it is believed that there are practical organic
chendsts now m this country who could guarantee that

sonu' d.ves could be made and delivered.

The present opportunity is favorable for the gas
engineers and othei's in charge of coal distilling indus-
tries to investigate the uses to which the waste tai-

fi'om theii- plants are put, and to see if it would not
he more ])roductive if it was diverted into channels
that miiiht vield greater returns. —Textile Woi'ld Tie^

cord.

IPMROVED ATTACHMENT FOR KNITTING
MACHINES.

The Wildman ifanufacturing Co. of .Xorristown.
Penn., has just brought out an improved dogless at-

tachment for their rib machines for holding the dial

in fixed relation with the cylinder, midway between
tlie cylinder needles. The chief feature is the me-
thod of supporting and holding the dial entirely in-

de|)endent of the cam )-ing, so that the dial is nu'chani-
cally connected to the cylinder, not only independent
of the fabric itself, but also independent of i)lay and
wear in the ring. The central ring, which displaces
the ordinary cross bar, is doweled so that no mistake
or misplacement can occur after it is removed. The
convenient lock screw adjustment is retained ami the
rigidity of the sujjport is increased. There are also
other advantages such as the dial-cap brace with
screw adjustment, the positive latch-ojiener and the
control of the two-speetl drive.

EMBARGO ON ANILINES RAISED.
A Ijondon re])ort dated October 2, states that the

embargo on the export of aniline dyes from (ireat
Britain to neutral countries has been raised.
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Effect of European War on

British Industries

(From Our London Representative.)

IjOikIoii, September '2^>.

Since the oiitl)reak of the great European war on

August 4th. the Hritish textile industries have passed

through numy vicissitudes, the like of which have

never been experienced in past history. There is

now, after the first two weeks' unsettled conditions,

a better feeling, and business is coiunieueing to run

more smoothly—so much so that many woollen mills

are speeding up for full capacity with every prospect

of woi-king full-time night and day. One of the

strangest of orders which the government depart-

ments caused to be issued since the war began was a

prohibition of the exportation of cotton yarn from
the United Kingdom. Of course, the Lancashire spin-

ners were not going to submit to a i)rohibition like

this unless it was really necessary, and the Manches-
ter ("hainbei- of Comnun-ce made a representation to

the Trade Hoard on the subject. The result, as might
be expected, is that the embargo cannot be justified,

and the customs announce that it has been removed.

Looking back over the cotton trade, at the end of

July it had already entered upon a. period of normal
depression. It was then suddenly realized that we
were on the verge of a European war. On the last

day of July the cotton markets closed prematurely to

prevent the slump that would otherwise have been
inevitable. When Liverpool reopened a few days
later the spot price was fixed at 6.50d for middling
American (and 8.30d for good fair Egyptian), the

January-February price at 6.12d, and all future con-

tracts were transferred to that position. On August
18th the price for spot was reduced to 6.20d (Egyp-
tian F.G.F. to 8.15cl) and January-February 5.90d.

With sellers enormously in excess of buyers the liquid-

ation has been slight and slow. Since the beginning

of September the spinner and the Liverpool Cotton

Association have been negotiating as a result of which
it has been agreed that a 20-point reduction be made
in American cotton. This brings middling down to

6d, with January-February to 5.70d (Egyptian cot-

ton being reduced to 8d for F.G.F. Brown on spot,

and January at 8.20d). It is contended that prices

have been unnecessarily maintained, and one well-

known spinner asks: "What I should like to know is,

How are we going to do an.y trade when middling is

fixed at 6d per pound and in America it can be pur-

chased at 4.12d'r" He adds that he had heard mer-

chants (both cotton and cloth) and brokers and
agents' explanations of the necessity of keeping the

Cotton Exchange closed and a fictitious price fixed for

spot cotton and futures, but their explanations only

prove that this is being done to protect the bigger

people who can stand the loss. It is well known, too,

that there have been enormous straddling operations

between New York and Liverpool—a style of opera-

tion which is very little indulged in by the actual

spinner. The result is that neither merchants nor

manufacturers feel disposed to buy. It is now rumor-
ed that there will be a gradual reduction until prices

are brought down to a level equal to what would be

experienced under ordinary circumstances. It ap-

pears that good cotton is still good at Liverpool, and
that there must be a good deal of poor stuff also to

swell the statistics.

Tlie prit-es of yarns ai'e vei-y ii'regular, iuul few

tiansactions of any weight are to be recorded. De-

livei-y instructions dribble in, and contracts continue

to dwindle down. It appears that spinners are to

some extent buying cotton to arrive in Kngland late

in October, and doubtless this will have some effect

upon the market. Sooner or later, liowever, tiiere

will be a rush for yarn.

The Cotton Trade in Lancashire.

In the colton trade there has been a contraction of

19 per cent in the numbers employed since the end of

July, and another 40 per cent are working short time.

A .substantial i)art of this state of aft'airs is due to the

war. With the exception of ai)0ut half a dozen all

the mills are I'uiuiing at Blackburn. In Buridey

there are roughly 100,000 looms and about half of

these are running three and four days a week, wiiilst

in the Bury district about 3.0,000 looms and 8,000

weavers are aft'ected by i)artial stoppages. In the

spinning section, fully 200 workers are uiiemi)loyed,

whilst about 70 per cent are on short time. At Leeds

fully 1,000 people are affected in the cloth trades,

but these may be employed any day on army eon-

tracts for blue serge. The Stockport mills are run-

ning alternate weeks and at some of the doubling

mills workers are employed five hours a day. In

Rochdale about 75 per cent of the cotton mills are

stopped and the operative spinners association have

1,200 spinners and minders receiving out-of-work pay.

The cardroom association have between 2,000 and 3,-

000 members out of work. The weaving section is

showing considerable improvement. Summing up
the whole situation, the cotton mills in Lancashire are

practically all either working half-time or stopped.

Of course, in a crisis like the present one, it is very

difficult to estimate what the near future may bring,

particularly when there is a war rate of about one

per cent and charges for freightage at their u.sual

customary figures. Under these circumstances, trade

should become normal.

Wool, Woollen and Worsteds.

The fifth series of wool sales in London have been
postponed to October 6th. So long as the moratorium
is in force it is impossible to hold the sales. Most of

the buyers have already had 75 per cent of their turn-

over knocked and to hold sales in these circum-

stances would be nothing less than a fiasco so far as

crossbreds are concerned. The financial position,

however, is strengthening slowly, and it must be given

time. Merino buyers are of opinion that the sales

should have been held on the originall.y fixed date, but
others are of the opinion that if they were held on
the original date there would bf an unwarranted fall

in prices—a tremendous irregidarity in prices and a

fictitious range of values, which would cause no end of

confusion. The situation, however, has been relieved

by the statement that enough wool was bought at the

last sales, and it is safe to say that the trade is now
somewhere about 50 por cent of its normal, so that no
wool need be bought for some time to come. Mr.
Andrews of the British Association of Wool Bu.yers,

says that in the past. South American wool was bought
through Belgian and (îerman houses. The German
houses will not be able to buy now, and although their
Belgian friends might assist them, Bradford will have
to -do something in the way of buying wool direct.

Some of the London banks were making special efforts

to place credit at their disposal for this purpose. The
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demand for New Zealand slipe crossbred wools in

connection with the Government orders received for

khaki yarns, etc., has been considerable lately, and

vahies of these descriptions are increased by two

cents per lb. In merino wools, however, there is very

little business doing, the few parcels that have chang-

ed hands recently ruling decidedly in favor of buyers.

Other classes of wools are practically unchanged in

values, there bing a limited inquiry. In Scotland,

clieviot wools are selling at top rates, but other classes

of white-faced wools are not sought. The high rate

of exchange is still hampei'ing business in wools with

the Colonies and America.

From reports that have readied me as to what is

going on at the mills (woollen and worsteds), and from

conversations I have had with several prominent man-

ufacturers, I learn that employment is very fair, and

in some towns there is great activity. It is estimated

that since the government gave out their orders for

khaki some 16,000 bales of New Zealand slipe cross-

bred wools have changed hands in the first two weeks

of September. At Huddersfield, a state of activity,

which had hardly been expected, has set in, due to

oi-ders for cloth from the British and French govern-

ments. The execution of these orders will take close

on 15 weeks. There are also big orders for the Brit-

ish Admiralty and other government departments to

be attended to. In addition, orders for the home
trade in fine and cheap worsteds are being dealt with.

Ti'ade with Canada is dull. Manufacturers report

that part of the German and Austrian rade has al-

ready been diverted their way. In Dewsbury, there

is the same story to relate, except that Canadian or-

ders are very few. Business with the United States

has also fallen oiï. The blanket departments of Dews-
bury are also extremely busy, whilst for rugs there is

an enhanced call, and several firms are working day
and niglit. At Leeds the clothing houses are very
slack and few orders are being given out to the wool-
leu mills. The Rochdale manufacturers' machinery
is running day and night with orders on liand, and this

state of atfairs will continue for the next three months
to clear oiï the orders. A fair amount of business in

flannel is being done with Canada. At Bradford,
khaki orders are being received, and the prospects
for worsted spinners are good. Indeed, all the wool-
len and worsted mills are doing veiy well, and the

same may be said of the hosiery manufacturers.

At the Bast India avooI sales—an emergency series

arranged to help users on with government orders

—

20,751 bales were offered, but withdrawals were heavy.
Dark greys and blacks sold freely at generally an in-

crease of 10 to 15 per cent in values, whilst khaki lots

made extremely high prices. Ordinary whites and
yellows were down in values to tlie extent of 5 per
cent.

Bradford Wool.

The tone at Bradford nuii-kct has consi(h'ra])ly im-
proved and a good amount of liusiness is doing. Of
course, i)6 i)er cent is due to the demand for khaki
manufacturers who are uual)h^ to cope with the de-
mand foi' the new armies recently i-aised l)y the gov-
ernment. Bradford is eonse(|ue)itly benefitting dircn-t-

ly and indirectly. Very large sab's of wool, both co-
lonial and English have been elfecled, and for thi;

classes most wanted prices are firm to hardening.
Trade un(loul)tedly is expanding. Tliei-e is evidence
on all sides of a boom among the outside woollen man-
ufacturei's amongst whom khaki work is plentiful.

Several Braford firms have had to come to London to

buy privately the classes most suitable, and further

important weights have been secured. In the top

maT'ket some change is to be seen. A fair business

is doing in coarse and medium tops, and there is a

good enquiry for 36 's, 40 "s and 50 's to 58 "s. "What is

surprising is the irregularity in the quotations of top-

makers. For instance, many good super 60 's have

changed hands at 32 cents, 64 's at 54 cents and 70's at

56 cents, while other firms report that they have been

able to make more and in some eases less bas been ac-

cepted. On the whole, the Bradford market mani-

fests signs of being steadier in fine erossbreds and mer-

ino tops and there is eveiy likelihood in the course of

a few weeks of prices hardening all round. In conse-

quence of the large number of blankets recjuired, Eng-
lish wools are passing oft' at a cent pei' lb. dearer.

Mohair is at a standstill, and alpaca inferiors ai-e sell-

ing cheaper.
Dundee Jute.

The prices of raw matnial in the Dundee jute mar-
ket have been up and ilown lately, everything depend-
ing on shipping. First marks are going at £25 10s

;

Daisee 2, £22 10s; red S.C.C. 13|e, £22 10s September.
The demand all round is good. Yarns have been
quiet, but there is a strong feeling that prices might
easily develop any day for everything. The quoted
value of common 8 lb. cops is 2s fi^d (equal to 67
cents), and spools 3s (72 cents). Hessians are slow
in sale. The value of IOI/2 oz. 40in. is 3 5-12d with
8 oz. at 2 46-48d. The quantity of jute actually
afloat is considerably less when compared with Sep-
tember of 1913. Sacking wefts have been sold for-

ward into Januaiy and the prices paid according to
period at 2%d to 2 15-16d for 24 lb.

In London, during September, there has been a fair-

ly active demand for spot and floating parcels. Rus-
sia and Holland have participated to a moderate ex-
tent, but the chief business has been negotiated with
Dundee Spinners, who have paid exceptionally good
prices for approved quality of all grades. Native
first mai'ks luive changed hands at from £35 to £35 10s.
Top numbers £36 to £36 10s. Medium grades £31 to
£32. Heart SCC Group, Top numbers £24 to £25. Na-
tive rejections £16 to £18. Business in shipment has
been small owing to the difficulties of freight and fin-

ance. First Marks, steamers named, are otfered at
£29 10s, September Bill Lading at £25 10s. Daisee
middles and medium grades at £23. Towards the
close there is rather less demand both for spot and
shipment. Spinners are of the opinion that, in view
of the selling pressure from Calcutta, prices for all
positions must eventuallv recede.

MORE MERGER RUMORS.
Rumors regarding the merger of several Canadian

knit goods concerns have been incirculation for some
time, but the unsettled condition of trade has appar-
ently put a quietus on any negotiations that may have
been pending. It was understood some tinie ago
that the Harvey Knitting Company and the Oxford
Knitting (Company of Woodstock, Ont., and the Shaw-
inigan Knitting Company of Shawinigan Falls, Que.,
would be amalgamated into one organization and over-
tures were made to the town of Woodstock looking to-
ward the location of the entire organization in that
town. rndoul)tedly, as soon as trade conditions be-
came brighter and the financial market easier, the am-
algamai ion will be put through, as the proposition is

looked ui>on with considerable favor bv the town of
Woodstock, and those interested.
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Woolen Cloth Manufacture --II

ESSENTIAL FIBRE QUALITIES

By WILLIAM DAVIS, M.A.

The rincness of t'iln'i' has iiiurli to ilo with tlic .suc-

cess of any variety of wool iu mainifaetiiriiifj. Theru

is a tendency for the tibre of wool to become coarser

owing no doubt to the extent to which the ci-ossbved

is being devloped. The pure niei-ino wool which is

produced in Australia is the best example of a fine

wool, being the finest sent to the market. The

value of fineness is seen particularly in spinning. For

the production of the finer counts of yarn, it is a first

essential to have a fine fibre of wool which
will ensure the thread the necessary consist-

ency, so as to hold the fibres together and
bear the strain of manufacture. There is a very
definite relation between the fineness of fibre and
the fineness of the counts of yarn which can be pro-

duced from this fibre. Coarse fibred wools are used
for the production of the coarser counts of yarn. Many
fibres are found unsuitable for spinning into yarns
because they do not possess the qualification of wavi-
ness of form. Straightness is a hindrance to spin-

ning because the points of contact between one
fibre and another are limited, they fall apart readily

and so cannot be spun together into the form of yarn.

If fibres from the animal, vegetable and mineral king-

dom be examined, it will be noted that each species has

a characteristic form in which it lies. The cotton

fibre tends to take sharp angles which is common to

other vegetable fibres, wool on the other hand shows in

a series of curved forms. This curved nature sets

up a firm cohesion amongst the constituent fibres, they
cling together because of their many points of contact,

and thus facilitate the production of sliver and thread.

The curling nature of wool is seen in nearly all its vari-

eties, but the property of general waviness varies con-

siderably in dift'erent classes. Crimpness of form is

ahvays of considerable assistance in spinning and
also in the felting process of finishing, it conduces to

the uniting of the fibres into on homogeneous mass.

There are several explanations of the wavy character-

istics of wool, the best being that it is due to the de-

velopment of the scales ,as they develop more closely

on one side of the fibre than on the otlu'r.

Strength depends to a great extent on the feeding

and health of the sheep, a healthy sheep produces a

vigorous staple, but disease at once tells on the sound-

ness of the fibre and also on the tensile strength. A
thread requires to be made up of a certain number of

fibres which when twisted round each other produce

a resultant strength which must be adequate to with-

stand the strains to which it will be subjected in weav-

ing, and if the fibres are unsound it is evident that

this strength cannot be attained. This has ultimately

a very important eft'ect on the wearing qualities of the

cloth. Very closely connected with the requirement

of strength, is that of stretch and elasticity. Some
fibres have been found entirely unsuitable for textile

manufacture because of their brittleness and unyield-

ing character. The material should have a certain

proportion of yield so as to give to the various move-

ments of the body without causing the garment to

go out of shape, as also to conduce to the comfort of

wear.

Plasticity.—This iiroj^Mty is a very useful one in

woollen cloths aiul is often confused with elasticity.

If the matei'ial be .steeped in warm water, an appre-
ciable softening takes place, and if the substance or
cloth be stretclu-d whilst still damp and warm, it can
be dried so as to retain the new shai)e. It is by rea-
son of this property that woollen cloths can be de-
livered to a uniform width and it is in the operation
of tentering that variation in the effect of scouring can
be remedied. Very ofte nthe operation is ovei'done,
and the cloth is stretched beyond its natural limits of
plasticity, with the result that when the cloth becomes
damp again, it springs back to its normal shape. If

the fabric is not overstretched and the wool be of good
(juality, the subsequent damping of the fabric does not
cause any alteration in size. Owing to the frequency
with which tentering is overdone, the best tailoi's pre-
fei- to have their cloths shrunk before beginidng to
cut the garment, this being done by steaming and
pressing when dry. In this way he is certain that
the shape and size of the sint will not be affected by
rain or dampness.

Luster.—It will be unnecessary to enlarge on the
structure of the wool fibre in its microscopic aspects,
it is now universally known that it is serrated in
structure and that the serrations or imbrications ar-
range themselves pointing from the root upwards. In
certain wools the scales extend over the whole width
of the fibre, the scales are large and flat, whilst in
others the scales are too small to extend the full width,
but there may be two or more iu the width or diameter.
It is well established that the closeness of scale forma-
tion has a decided influence on the property of lustre in
wool, the large scales reflecting the light much more
perfectly and thus appearing more lustrous. In the
smaller scales, the light is much more broken up and
the whole material assumes a duller aspect. When
the effect of the scales is lessened in the chlorinating
process, the lustre of the chlorinated fibre is much in
excess of that of the unchlorinated. It would, how-
ever, be an advantage if the true form of the wool
fibre as seen under the microscope were shown on all

occasions. For long we have been accustomed to a
series of diagrammatic sketches showing fearful
knotched structures, bold in outline and definite in
form which far from represent the real appearance. In
fact, when those structures have been impressed on
the mind, it becomes difficult to recognize the real fibres
when they are viewed under the instrument.

The Felting Property of the wool fibre has also been
too intimately connected with the scaly structure of the
wool, and it has frequently been entirely traced to the
scales that wool contracts in length and breadth when
subjected to scouring. Now a very oi'dinary obser-
vation can prove that the shrinking property of wool
is due to a great number of other causes especially
when viewed in connection with the manufacture of
woollen fabrics. The degree of felting in a cloth is

connected with the temperature of the scouring licpior,

the nature of the soap used, the time of treatment, de-
gree of pressure in length and bi-eadth. In a wider
sense the phenomenon is also due to the sett of the
cloth in the reed, the nature of the yarn, method of
spinning and even the weave employed often has a very
important influence on the degree of shrinkage. When
dealing with underwear, it is well known that a gar-
ment made from wool will shrink whenever the tem-
l)erature reaches a certain stage, without any rubbing
with soap. As wool melts at a high temperature, this
points to the fact that the heat has a tendencv to sof-
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teu the tibre and tluit the temperature has the effect

of melting the fibre in a modified degree and tliat as one

fibre comes to coagulate to a certain extent with its

neighbor, they are made to stand in a more intimate

relationship.
"

Naturally, this effect is accentuated

when presiiui-e is applied and with the lubricating ac-

tion of the soap. The elasticity of the fibre has also

been shown to play an active part and also the crimpi-

ness or waviness of the fibre. The latter factor oper-

ates actively, because the fibres have more points of

contact possible than would be the case if they were

straight and parallel. When the wool is on the sheep's

back, all the fibres are growing the one way and the

scales also are lying edge to edge. Now it is evi-

dent that the felting by the interlocking of the

scales will be best encouraged when the scales of the

wool fibres come to oppose each other in direction and

when they readily slip into each other and form a com-

pact union. The natui-al arrangement of the fibres are

first of all disturbed in the teazing and carding pro-

cesses of woollen manufacture and when tlie fibres are

taken out of their natural tufts and re-arranged in

the form of a sheet where the original order is com-

pletely lost. The fibres come to lie over and under

each other in every direction and at every angle, and it

will be readily understood that all this conduces to ef-

fective feltjng. It can also be explained in this way
how wollen yarns and fabrics show a much greater

tendency to felt than the worsted spun yarns. In the

former the fibre arrangement is as mixed as it can well

be, a thorough melange of the fibres being sought after,

in the worsted yarn system, the fibres are taken out of

their natural tufts as before, but in place of the mix-

ing process, the fibres are arranged as far as possible

parallel on the combing machine so that the chances of

having the scales opposing are very much reduced.

Such yarns made up of parallel fibres are also more

compact and firmer spun so that the free movement
of the fibres in felting is impeded.

DUBIED MACHINERY CO. STOCKS.

We have lately received a communication from Mr.
E. 0. Spiudler, 350 Broadway, New York, representa-

tive of the Dubied Machinery Co., of Couvet, Switzer-

land, stating that his house is still in a position to ac-

cept import orders for reasonable deliveries. The fac-

tory of the Dubied Machinery Company in Switzerland

being outside the war zone, is less affected through
the European disturbance than factories in the coun-

tries engaged. Mr. Spindler states that he has at the

present time a considerable and particularly well

assorted stock of power and hand knitting machines in

the l)on(led warehouse in New York, wliicli enables

him to supply the wants of the sweater, necktie, etc.,

iiianul'acturing trade for some months to come.

REID-RAYNOR KNITTING MILLS, LTD.

This coiniiauy, wliicli, as aiiiMMiiiccd in last issue, has
been organized to manufacture men's all wool un-
shrinkable underwear has taken over the plant of the
old Tryon Woollen Mills at Tryon, P.E.T., which has
been idle since 1!)07. The mill is eiiuipped with two
sets of cards and 680 spindles and has both steam and
water power facilities. The capital of the new con-
cern is $36,000, divided into 1,400 shares of $25 each,

which have all been subscrilied. Mr. E. R. Keid of

Cliarlottetown, P. E. 1., is tlie manager.

Blending and Preparatory Pro-

cesses in Woolen Spinning-XIV

BLENDING WOOLS.

By JOHN V7. RADCLIFFE

(All Rights Reserved.)

The means by which a variety of materials are mixed
together to form a blend may vary according to the

constituents and nature of the blend to be made. What-
ever means is employed it is imperative to have the

various qualities so intermixed that the color and
((uality of the subsequent blend is of the highest pos-

sible standard. Indifferent or bad spinning, as well

as streaky piece goods are often th(> result of faulty

mixing in the blend room.

In man.y mills it is often found that the person in

charge of the blending (lejiartment, is a man possessing
very little education, as in such mills blending is con-

sidered unworthy of much attention, and therefore is

left in the hands of any persons capable of doing manu-
al work. This is a very mistaken idea, as it is in the
blending of the materials that the foundation of the

threads' structure is laid.

Fig. 27

In order to illustrate at least one feature of blending
suppose a blanket yarn has to be produced from a
mixture of wool, cotton and mohair noils. If these ma-
tei'ials are blended together without regard to uni-
formity of mixing, the result will be, that at various
stages of the carding and .spinning operations, the
individuality of the respective materials will become
pronounced, and thus cause defective clivers and yarns.
Such a method of mixing will tax the most mgenious
and skilled operative, in his endeavors to obtain a good
thi-ead, whereas, if the process of blending be thor-
oughly and efficiently carried out, the danger of
having these results, will, if not entirely eliminated,
be reduced to a minimum.
A popular method of blending is to arrange the

quantities of the materials in such a manner as to make
it almost impossible for any one of the (pialities intro-
duced to become isolated from tlie others with which
it is blended. Sujipose for instance that a blend of
1,000 weiglit has to be made for the blanket yarn re-
ferred to, made up in the following proportions: 250
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lbs. of wool, 500 lbs. of cotton and 250 lbs. of mohair
noils. In the first |)lac'(' the wool and mohair shonld

be mixed together. The method of proeedui'e is 1o

make a pile of the matei-ials on tiie blendin-i' rooiij

floor, in layers of 50 lbs. each.

This having been eompletetl, the men in charge
shonld take their forks, and commencing at the top,

shonld work them downwards to the bottom layer of

the blend. The iiiateri;d is then passed through an

opening machine, known as the "Fearnought,"" illus-

trated at Fig. 28, and at the same time an apjireeiable

quantity of oil is sprayed ui)on the mixture by a me-
chanical oiler which works in conjunction with the

opening machine, as will be understood more fully at a

later stage.

The mixture, having undergone tiie opening process,

is then taken and blended with the remaining 500 lbs.

of cotton in a similar manner to the previous blend of

mohair and wool- but, instead of five alternate laj'ers

of 50 lbs. each they may be arranged in wider layers

of 100 lbs. each—if floor space will permit—if not, then

alternate ones of 50 lbs. each. This being accomplish-

ed, the men work from the topmost layer to the bottom.

stage, in either mixtui'es for (pudity or color is amply
repaid by the perfectness of the final results.

It iriust be borin> in mind that the examples given on-

ly illustrate the bioad pi-inciplcs of blending. .Mixtures

have often to be made that l'ecpiire more intricate ar-

rangement, as will l)e better undei'stood when i-ange

making is dealt with.

It is essential at this stage, for the benefit of those

not alrea.dy initiated in the main princi])les of blend-

ing, to give a general description of two of the ma-
chines, that are insepaiabic to a knowledge of this

very important subject.

At Fig. 27 is shown the most salient parts of what
is known as the automatic shaker, which is a very use-

ful machine for the removal of dust from wools. That
are so infested prior to their being used in the blend.

A large quantity of clip and skin wools are being
used at the present time, which ai'e of a dry and dusty
nature. To put such materials straight into the

blend, without removing the major portion of the

dust with which they are infested, woxdd be simply-

courting disaster in the subsequent operations. The
oil applied to the blend for the lubrication of the fibres.

Fig. 28

as before, and again pass the material through the

"Fearnought," but without adding a further supply

of oil, as cotton can be worked dry.

Where mixtures are to be made with a view to color

only, a similar method of procedure may be adopted,

as the following example illustrates: A cheviot heather

mixture is to be made in the following proportions:

500 lbs. of green dyed wool, 50 lbs. of red dyed wool,

and 50 lbs. of blue dyed wool.

The red and blue wools will be mixed together first,

in two alternate layers of 25 lbs. each, or in two sep-

arate layers of these two colors.

When this combination has been passed through the

"Fearnought," the mixture is taken and combined

with 200 lbs. of the green dyed wool, in 50 lb. layers

of the red and blue mixture and 100 lbs. of green al-

ternately, and treated as those previously; after which,

the 300 "lbs. of the red, blue and green mixture is taken

and combined with the remainder of the green dyed

wool, in layers of 50 lbs. of mixture and 50 of green,

, repeated six times. It is then submitted to the action

of the "Fearnought"' for the last time and the neces-

sary supply of oil added. By this arrangement the

whole of tiie material becomes thoroughly mi.xed, which

is essential if streakiuess is to be prevented in the fin-

ished yarn or fabric. Any extra attention given at this

would co-mingle witii the dust and lime, forming a
sticky pasty substance, which, besides quickly filling

up tlie wires of the cards would leave a resiuum on the
fibres themselves that would greatl.v enhance the diffi-

culties of any subsequent scouring operations. Even
though such wools are subjected to some process of
dusting prior to blending, there is always a certain
amoimt of dust left in them, which in the process of
carding alone gives the operative some idea of what
must happen were the wools to be carded without the
treatment suggested.

To begin with, the dusting machine is the most effi-

cient, which, when in operation, works with a regular
feed and a regular delivery.

Such a machine, when fed with consistent regvdai'-

ity, will eliminate the dust fi'om th(> batches of wool
sid)jected to its action, and the need for regularity in

this respect, can be best undei-stood by discussing for a

moment one phase of woollen carding.

It is one of the objects of woollen carding to ])roduce
condensed yarns of the utmost regularity, as varia-
tions in this respect cannot be remedied by any inter-

mediate process between carding and spinning.
It will be understood iirob;d)l\' that the chief cause

of variation in woollen carding is the faidty feeding
of the machine.
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Now, supposing a machine of tliis description is fed

by an automatic" hopper feed of the most up-to-date

type. It does not follow tliat there will be consistent

regularity in the condensed threads if other factors

have been outrageously neglected, so that we come

to the point of relationship between the dusting ma-

chine and the carding machine, so far as regularity

in the carded slubbing is concerned.

The automatic hopper feed for supplying the ma-

terial to the cards is so designed and operated, as to

weigh off and deposit upon the initial feed sheet ot

the scribbling machine, regular supplies of material. It

does not follow, that these regular supplies, though

equal in weight, will be consistent in equal proportions

of dirt and wool, as the balance of the scale does not

discriminate between the one and the other, so that it

may be gathered that variations may be the outcome

of erratic losses during scribbling and carding, occa-

sioned by the respective weights in feeding being com-

posed of irregular proportions of dirt and wool.This

being an obvious fact, the reason for regulary in the

removal of the dust, will be readily understood.

It is with this object in view that automatic dust

shakers, such as the one illustrated at Fig. 27, are em-

ployed, and although the one illustrated is not the most

up-to-date type, it is very popular amongst woollen

manufacturées.

The wool is fed upon the feed sheet A, by which

means it is transferred to the revolving swift B, which

in conjunction with the workers C, agitates the wool

in such a manner as to loosen the fibres of the tangled

locks. By so doing, the dust, or at least a great por-

portion of it is removed, and the wool itself is in

a more open condition for the succeeding operation.

(To be Continued.)

Shaping Education to the Indus-

trial 'and Vocational Needs of

the Community
In the city of Richmond, Va., December 9th to 12th,

1914, there is to be held a Convention, the unique plan

for which is already attracting widespread interest

among educators and others who are following the

rapid growth of the vocational education movement.

The ('ity of Kichmoiul has requested the National

Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education to

make an industrial and educational survey for the

purpose of obtaining full information concerning the

principal occupations, esi)ecially those in which

young i)eoi)le are employed, in order to formulate

plans for improving the opportunities for training

and preparation for the vocations. The survey was

begun the first of last May and will he finished the

fifteenth of October.

The special Committee of the National Society for

the Promotion of Industrial Education in charge of

the Survey includes Dr. Leonard P. Ayres of the Rus-

sell Sage Foundation, L. W. Hatch, Department of

Labor, Albany, X.Y., Chas. II. X'errill, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics, Washington, D.C, -I. .\. ('. Chandler,

Superintendent of Schools, Kicluiiond, Va., Charles

H. Winslow, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington,

D.C. Charles H. Richards, Director, Cooper Union,

New York City and C. A. Prosser, Secretary of the Na-

tional Society for the Promotion of Industrial Educa-

tion.

A synopsis of the findings will be printed in tenta-

tive form and reported to the National Society for the

Promotion of Industrial Education at the Richmond

Convention in December for study and for the mak-

ing of recommendations.
This means that for the first time this problem is

being gone into closely. A great wave of enthusiasm

for industrial education is going over the country,

and there is great danger of rushing into a programme
without having the facts. What the society expects

to do in Richmond is to get the facts, and come out

with a programme of recommendations that it will

take several years to achieve.

No such survey has ever been made in a community
previous to a Convention as a basis for its proce-

dure. The survey will prepare full information re-

garding conditions and will present the findings,

charts, diagrams, slides, statistics, and statements

showing what has been done and indicating what
jilans and types of work should be developed and car-

I'ied on in the future.

In the analysis which is being made, the industries

are to be reduced to occupations, and the occupa-
tions to operations. The investigation seeks to find

out how far the boy or individual can get on in the

job ; how far the industry can give the worker train-

ing, which it does not now give, and great a factor

are the schools in preparing for such work, and in-

cluding "What is the next step."

The National Society for Promotion of Industrial
Education is seeking to serve as a clearing house to

the nation on the subject of industrial education; to

act as a friendly forum for a discussion of conflicting
views ; to furnish a common meeting place or platform
for the discussion of questions of capital and labor as
jtertaining to such instruction, and to assist local com-
munities in making surveys and investigations to
learn what they should do in the way of industrial
education of their people.

SPECIAL COURSE IN DYEING.

The Lowell Textile School, Lowell, Mass., in a fold-

er issued recently, draws attention to its course in

chemistry and dyeing, which prepares young men for

positions in the manufacturing and application of dyes
and chemicals. For a number of years the course
of instruction in this department has included the
manufacture of dyestutfs which have been used at

the school in dyeing textiles. The scope of the work
will be much extended during the present year.

COTTON CROP CONDITIONS.

The cotton ci-oj) report issued October 2 by the United
States Department of Agriculture, showed the condi-
tion on September 25 as 73.5 per cent ,which gives
an estimate of 15,300,500 bales. The second cotton
gituiing report of the season announced that 3,381,-
.S(i3 bales, counting round as half bales, of the growth
of 1914 has been ginned prior to September 25. This
compares with 3,246,655 bales, or 23.3 per cent of the
entire crop ginned prior to September 25 last year.
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(The three following- papers were read before

the National Association of Cotton Manufac-
turers, at the semi-annual meeting in Lenox,

Mass, on September 30.)
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WEFT YARN INSPECTION.

By FREDERICK H. BISHOP, Secretary, Universal

Winding- Company, 95 South Street, Boston, Mass.

The struggle whicli is uow taking place in Europe,

and which is likely to result in a re-arrangement of the

frontier lines on the European Continent, must inevit-

ably have a stimulating effect ujiou the cotton industry

of this country. We shall be called upon to supply to

the world's market the cloth and yarn which has in the

past been purchased from European Continental coun-

tries, and should the struggle be protracted to such an
extent as to reduce i)roduetion in the Lancashire dis-

trict in England, the cotton mills in this country must
supply the finer cloths which have heretofore been
imported from that section. In meeting this demand
the quality of production, as well as economy, should

have careful consideration in order that the increased

production of our mills may be maintained when we are

again in active competition with foreign maiuifac-

turers.

It is along this line that I desire to call your atten-

tion to the desirability of inspecting weft yarn, elimin-

ating, as far as possible, the unavoidable imperfections,

which come through the preparatory processes culmin-

ating at the spinning frame. For many years it has

been the custom among the mills producing the best

qualities of cloth among the mills producing the best

the use of cleaners on their winding machines, or by the

inspection of the yarn at the warper and in some in-

stances, the use of both operations.

Within recent years the inspector of weft yarn has

received considerable attention, especially in England,
where so large a proportion of the weft yarn is spun on

mules. This tendency has been materially increased

by the introduction of machines for rewinding weft

yarn, inspecting it during ' the winding process,

and at the same time very largely increasing the (juau-

tity of yarn for delivery in the shuttle. Another thing

that has contributed to the introduction of this jiro-

cess is the spinning of cop yarns in mills equipped whol-

ly for this purpose, and the sale of the yarn to the

weavers. The inspection of the yarn protects the

spinners from criticism regarding imperfections due
to the spuming process, such as lumps due to imper-

fect piecing of the roving, and soft places in the yarn
whicla would not weave without breaking. As inspect-

ed yarn is wound in very compact form, there is prac-

tically no loss through the breaking down of the cops

in shipment. The weavers readily pay an extra price

for this inspected yarn, both for the quality and for

economy of use in the shuttle, as the weavers are able

to produce a much greater quantity of cloth of super-

ior quality, and with an added loom efficiency of fi-om

5 per cent to 7 per cent. The waste in weaving from
the inspected yarn is in-actically nil as against from 4

per cent to 7 per cent in weaving direct from cops. Len-

der these conditions the inspection of weft yarn is be-

coming a very important factor among the weavers in

the Lancashire district. While the conditions are ma-
terially different in this country, owing to a large per-

centage of weft yarn being spun on ring frames, and
the fact that most of our mills are eipiipiied for both
spiiuiing and weaving, llii' propositi(ui is still worth
sei'ious consideration.

The adoption of this process of iiis|)ictiou b\' yarn
mills in this country equipped for ring spinning might
!)(' of great advantage in opening new nmrkets, enab-
ling them to supply weaving plants with both warp
and weft yain. it being evident that the weaving mills

would benefit lai'gely through that, and at tiie same
time fully recomjiense the yarn mills for the addi-
tional operation of insjjcction. Should this practice
become general, it might naturally lead to the estab-

lishment of mills devoted exclusively to weaving—thus
obtaining the same bem-fits now enjoyed by the weav-
ing mills abroad.

In the regular sequence of oi)erations in tin- handling
of yarn from si)iiniing cops or bobbins for use in
warps, or for othei- puri)o.ses than for weft, the in-

specting can take place without additional handling,
while the inspection of weft yarn cannot be accomplish-
ed except through the introduction of an additional
operation, and the lack of efficient nu'chanism for wind-
ing and inspecting the yarn at one opei'ation mechani-
cally has in the past made the cost of inspection appar-
ently outweigh tlie advantages to be secured ; the use
of weft yarn direct from the spinning franu^ becoming
a confirmed habit for this reason alone as it appears
evident that where it is considered essential to elimin-

ate imperfections from warp yarn, it should be equally
desirable to improve the weft yarn to the same extent
if possible. In the endeavor to maintain this habit,
it has not been possible to obtain the economic effi-

ciency of spinning frames, as a gauge for all numbers
coarser than 40 must of necessity be controlled by the
shuttle capacity, thus reducing the capacity of the spin-

ning frame and afl:'ecting the (juality of the yarn. It

is obvious that in the spinning of coarse niuubers of
weft yarn on l-')>i-inch ring, there is not sufficient dis-

tance between the bobbin and ring to imiformly lay
the twist in the yarn, and with the proper stretch,

this defect being aggravated by the necessity of using
a filling wind on the bobbins. Where spindles are
driven at proper speed in combination with 1%-inch
lings and with heavy travellers, the yarn ballooufi

.?nd whips so much as to impair the surface quality of
the yarn, the heavy pull of the traveller also having a
disturbing effect between the traveller and the rolls.

In weaving cloth requiring weft .varn of coarser num-
bers than 36 or 40, the interior diameter of the shut-
tle has heretofore governed the size of the ring used in

spinning: the yarn for the average shuttle of li/.-inch

inside measurement being generally spun on a 1%-inch
ring, while on the finer numbers the spinning ring or
mule spindle has been adapted to best results in spin-
ning without regard to shuttle carrying capacity. Thus
it is that of necessity a very coarse yarn is spun on a
l-'?s-inch ring, when it could be spun better and more
economically on a "ii/j-inch ring, and on the fine num-
bers pin cops are used in shuttles that could carry read-
ily 300 per cent additional yarn. This lack of harmony
between the spinning and weaving departments of a
mill, together with a loss of loom efficiency and the
attendant imperfections and waste in weaving, is an
important factor in considering the advantages of weft
inspection.

In mills where advantage eau be secured by spin-

ning to the number of the yarn, instead of to the
.shuttle capacity, there is an increase of from 5 to 10
per cent spinclle capacity, according to the number
of the yarn, and a very substantial saving in the cost
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of bobbins. On quite a range of numbers the spm-

nin? bobbins can be gauged to hold sufficient yarn for

ins|)ectiou and winding, carrying about 100 per cent

of the shuttle capacity, and without knots except such

as occur from taking out imperfections. The iise of

inspected yarn on bobbins containing 100 per cent

more than "when spun on bobbins for direct use adds at

least 5 per cent to the loom efficiency. In weaving

coarse counts from spinning bobbins, a large portion

of the time of the weaver is devoted to the replenish-

ment of shuttles, and this proposition holds good up to

No. 40 yarn. In regular mill practice on plain cloth,

weavers can attend to 50 per cent more looms, and at

the same time secure a 5 per cent added loom effi-

ciency. This applies to the handling of plain looms,

and not to those where the handling of the weft yarn

is mechanically performed. These economies of op-

eration more than cover the cost of inspection where

they can be introduced, and are cited in justification of

theprocess of inspection as one whereby the cloth mills

weaving cotton cloth can improve their output with-

out increasing the operative expenses of the mill.

In a paper read by Mr. J. R. Home to the British As-

sociation of Managers of Textile Work, the cleaning

of yarn is taken up in detail, and many illustrations

inserted regarding the different methods in use for

this purpose. He stated that he had found forty-eight

different patent spécifications covering various types of

cleaners that have been issued since 1871, and that as

far back as 1856 the process had been introduced into

mills for the purpose of improving the quality of yarn.

Most of the illustrations of cleaiu-rs in his paper are

well-known in mill practice, and include several pat-

tented and manufactured in this country. The at-

tention given to this matter, as evidenced by the pro-

duction of so many different methods of cleaning

yarn, shows plainly that the object to be attained war-

ranted such action. Mr. Home says, "Of course the

clearing of yarns, although often combined with the

process of winding or reeling, cannot be done without

expense, as the production of a simple winding ma-

chine without a clearing arrangement is greater than

one \Vith clearers. This is explained by the fact that

lumps and knots all pass on to the winding bobbin with-

out any check whatever, whereas on a frame with

clearers the yarn is checked or broken in its passage

to the bobbin when these imperfections get to the clear-

er, and this temporarily stoj)s the prodiu'tion. There-

fore, cleared yarns must be more expensive llian un-

cleared." The additional expense of insj)ecting warp
yarn is incurred for the purpose of imi)roving the (|ual-

ity, and no other economical result is obtained through
the operation. As the winding of the yarn from si)in-

ning bobbins to spools for use in warping creels is a

necessity, the application of yarn cleanei-s to the

spoolers has not been considered an additional 0|iei-a-

tion to l)c figured in cost, and the added expense has

t)een iticUidetl in the pay of operatives with lower pro-

duction. The actual cost of inspection at the spooler

averages about 25 jier cent advance of labor cost, and
the use of additional sj)0!)li',ig iiiMcliincs througii de-

creased spindle speed. Wlieii yarn i^ inspected at

the warper, the expense of inspection is substaulially

greater, as the time and attention of the warper tender

is confined to one machine as against three on the

same warps with inspection omitted.

Whenever a change in any process of iiiaini['aciure

is ])roi)osed, with intent to reaj) some eco'iomic advan-
tage, the elimination of operation is regarchnl geniu'-

ally of being desirable if not essential, antl any im-

provement which increases the number of operations

must be of so great advantage as to oiïset the addi-

tional detail involved in extra handling of work or

material. Perhaps this is one of the reasons why the

inspection and preparation of yarn for delivery from

shuttles has not kept pace in this country with the

great improvement made both in the spinning of yarns

and of looms for weaving. The history of the past

twenty years in cotton manufacture covers great im-

provements in preiiaratory machinery, and in spinning

machinery, especially in ring spinning, which system

to-day supples so large a per cent of the weft yarn

used in this country in the cotton industry. Perhaps

even greater advance has been made in the iini)rove-

ment of looms for increasing capacity, and the adap-

tation of warp stop motions for improving fabric.

The economic advantages which would accrue from
the system of weft yarn inspection as installed in a

new mill weaving j'arn coarser than 40s, and spinning

with rings adapted to the yarn, would rest upon the

following points:

1. Increased i)roduction of sj)inning siiindlcs by 5 to

7 per cent.

2. Saving of 50 per cent more or less on bobbins.

3. Increase of 100 per cent in shuttle capacity.

4. Elimination of waste at the loom.
5. Loom efficiency increased by 5 per cent, weavers

to handle 50 per cent more looms with 5 per cent gain.

Thus a weaver handling twelve looms with inspected
yarn, in place of eight vvith uninspected yarn, will

secure an increase of 12.6 per cent loom production.

While results would vary in mills on different grades
of cloth, the average gain would cover expenses of in-

spection and repay investment in from three to five

years in a mill running non-automatic looms.

From the above it will be easy to compare the re-

lative advantages on looms constructed for automatic
replenishing of weft in the shuttle, the quality of pro-
duet in all cases being of primary importance.

BEAM DYEING.

By JOHN BRANDWOOD.
The latter half of the nineteenth and the first half

of the twentieth centuries will be known in history
as the age of invention, for in this brief period of
time, we shall have scrapped practically all the means
and nu'thods of existence that have been in vogue down
the annals of time, as far back as history records.

Take, for instance, our means of locomotion. On-
ly a little over half a century ago, we were going
on in the same old way as our forefathers did thou.s-
ands of years ago. To-day, a streak of fire( as it
were) is carrying us over sea and land to the utter-
most parts of the earth. To-morrow (so to speak), a
streak of lightning will carry us awav through the
clouds and under the sea. All down the ages, our
thoughts were slow and heavy, and the methods of
transporting our thoughts, slower and heavier still.
To-day, we may speak our thoughts to each other hun-
dreds of miles away. Tomorrow, we shall talk to, and
see each other, to the far distant parts of the earth,
.pist as if we were face to face. For long, long ages
we struggled and starved and died through want and
disease: to-day, we are living in a world of plentv,
amidst wealth and luxury. Tomorrow, famine, star-
vation and disease, will be things of the past.' For
long, long ages, we toiled and struggled and died, be-
cause we could not produce enough. To-day we are
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suffering beeause we have (jrodueed too imieh. To-

morrow we sliall uiuliM'stand, and then we shall jiro-

duce neither too niiich noi' too little. Nature has had
stored up, for untold ages, on tlie earth and in the

earth, for us, and for our children, for all time, enough
and to spare for all our material needs, and we are

only now beginning dimly to comprehend it. Nature
has all along, in song and story, shown the way. Even
the little birds around us have sung the story in our

ears, for so long, and we would not hear. There is no
mystery, or anything strange, in all this, if only we
will understand. We can, if we will. It is only this,

that we are beginning to understand nature, and work
in harmony with her. And as we will to under-

stand, we shall understand, and as we do understand,

we shall get closer to nature. What are our submar-
ines and aeroplanes doing but copying nature? What
is our wireless, but the establishment of harmonious
relationships, in order to transmit our thoughts and
have not many of us proved for ourselves that

"thought transference"" is as real as the food we eat?

All true invention is simply following or copying
nature, and compact dyeing is no exception to this

rule. Only yesterday, the art of dyeing was con-

ducted in the same way as it had been from time im-

memorial. As a matter of fact, the dyeing trade has

been completely revolutionized every five years for

the last twenty years. Perkins led the way when
he showed us how to "copy nature, ""by restoring to us

the beautiful colors nature gave us and stored away for

us untold ages ago.

The great awakening now going on in the hands
of the multitude has forced the pace, and will force it

more and more. There can be no hesitating or going

back. The multitudes are demanding and will de-

maud better and faster colors in increasing variety.

The unfolding of nature will go on. They who under-

stand and assist in this unfolding will prosper in the

best and highest sense. They who would bar the way
to the unfolding will only "kick against the pricks."'

They will be ultimately compelled to get on or get out.

Not only must we give all the best and fastest colors,

but we must give them at the lowest possible cost. This

is why mechanical dyeing must ultimately completely

supersede the old and out-of-date methotls. kn, w ,..•

skein or chain dyeing, for, not only is mechanical d.ye-

ing the only possible wa.v of getting perfect dyeing on

a large scale, but it is the only one possible, from an

economic point of view.

Beam Dyeing.

Harvey was the pioneer of beam tlyeiug, when he

discovered the circulation of the blood. We cannot
get any closer to nature than this. The heart pump-
ing the blood through every fibre in the body, and the

lungs oxidizing the blood and keeping it good, is a

perfect analogy to the liquor pump circulating the

dye liquor through every particle and fibre of the

yai-n on the beam, and the air pump fixing the color

and making it good. And when we have got to the

efficiency of the heart and lungs, we shall have got a

raight.y perfect apparatus. In beam dyeing, as in

everything else, we cannot improve upon natui'e, but

we are now hugging her pretty closely.

The advantages of beam dyeing are such that it

must ultihiately supersede every other way of color-

ing warp yarns on a large scale. The chief advan-
tages may be summed up as follows :

1. The cost of beaming or dressing entirely saved,

which may be anything from one-half cent per pound

lip to lour cents per pound, according to the quality

and the counts of yarn l)eing worked.

2. The cost of dyeliouse labor reduced to the aston-

ishing low rate of one-tenth of a cent per i)oiuid, where
the plant can be kept running fairly continuously.

3. The production from the loom increased about ten

per cent. This is because all the elasticity and the

full strength of the yarn is maintained.

•4. Cost of dyeing materials reduced,—especially

wiieu working witli indigo, indanthrene, hydron, helin-

done, algole, thio-indigo, ciba. and otiier vat colors,

which are the latest, fastest and mo.st expensive colors

at present known.

5. No streaky or uneven dyeing—])erfeet penetra-

tion, every jjaiticle of t!u' (ibre being equally permeat-
ed, and not plastered on the outside, as in chain dyeing.

Faster and ' brighter eolors—no bi-oken or damaged
yarn—no beaming room re((uire(l, and not more than

a quarter of the dyeliouse room—easy and ri'liable

matching of dyeings.

Essential Requirements in Beam Dyeing Plant.

Any beam dyeing jtlaiit to accomplish file above re-

sults nuist

—

1. Dye the whole set of beams of one color at one
operation. For instance, where, say, six beams of in-

digo blue are requii'ed for a set of denims or cham-
brays, the whole six beams must be dyed together at

one operation, and the color must be even and fast,

—

in short, perfect.

2. They must be equally suitable for all classes of

colors, so that the same plant, with a modification of

treatment, will dye equally well all classes of colors,

or substantive colors, and d.ve each class of colors as

economically as is possible.

3. It must use a section beam of the usual size, that
will hold 300 puonds of yarn and can be run in the war-
per, in the dyeing apparatus, and in the slashing frame
without trouble, anil one that will last indefinitely.

These conditions fulfilled, then we may say without
hesitation that the final problem has been solvetl m
dyeing warp yarns on a large scale, and that every
manufacturer of colored goods on a large scale will,

before long, have to adopt it, or get out of business.

I u.sed the words "on a large scale"" twice in the last
sentence. That was to emphasize the fact that beam
dyeing is of no service to the manufacturer who uses
little colored, and a great variety of colors, in the
manufacture of high-class. Take, for instance, a
manufacturer of iiigli-class shirtings. He will use a
hundred colored ends, may be altogether, and several
eolors in a piece of cloth. Beam dyeing is of no ser-
vice to him, for he could not u.se a beam, or even half
a beam, of one color in any eloth he mak<'s. Here,
beam dyeing is obviously not suitable or economical,
but even he cannot go on in the old way. The way
for him is to dye in a smaller way than the beam, viz.,

in the cheese or spool. Cheese dyeing offers advan-
tages in economy of production that make it a sound
business proposition. The cheeses or spools are put
behind the slashing fi-ame, and run along with the
beams of grey yarn, and in this way the unnecessary
labor in beaming is cut out. Tiiere is, however, noth-
ing like the .saving effected as there is in beam dye-
ing for the cost of manipulation in dyehouse laboi-.

dye materials and steam, is practically as great as in
chain dyeing. Still, the beaming is eliminated, whieii
makes it the most economical way of producing of this
kind, in which only a small minority of threads are
colored.
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I expect by now, the colored mauufacturer who reads

this article will be wanting to know if it is possible

and practicable for the three essential requirements

given above to be embodied in any beam dyeing plant

or apparatus, and, if so, if such a plant is already in

existence. My reply to the above is in the affirmative.

Such a plant is already at work in the States and Can-

ada, dyeing and bleaching over a c|uarter -of a million

poimds weekly, and reaping all the advantages men-

tioned above, "and plant is being installed for a further

half million pounds weekly. Such being the case, ev-

ery colored manufacturer is entitled to some little guid-

ance as to what are the essential features in mechanical

construction of such plant and apparatus, and how such

results are accomplished. Let us take the section

beam or dyeing cylinder, as we will call it, first. This

is constructed in an ingenious way, making it equally

adaptable to the warper, the dyeing apparatus, and the

slashing frame. It is made from metals that are in

no way affected by any chemical or dye liquors used

in a d.yehouse. It is no heavier or bulkier than an or-

dinary wood section beam. It holds 300 pounds of

yarn, and cannot get damaged by rougli handling. It

lasts a life-time. It is patented in all industrial coun-

tries. This dyeing cylinder is filled in the ordinary

way in the 'warper, but on the warper there is a sim-

ple", but reliable attachment, which enables the beam
to be wound to any degree of hardness or density re-

quired for dyeing, for in beam dyeing, as in any other

method of dyeing, dift'erent qualities of cotton behave

differently in the dyebath, and also different colors

require different treatment. Hence the need for con-

trolling the hardness or density of the beam. The at-

tachment mentioned not only controls the density, but

ensures its being uniform throughout the beam,—so

essential in beam dyeing. It is a single roller cov-

ered with special material, which assists the yarn on

its warp on to 'the beam, by travelling at a greater

surface speed than the yarn itself, or retards the yarn
by travelling at a slower surface speed as

may be required. An arrangement of levers

and clutch ensure the I'oller being out of action

just before the beam stops, and until just after it starts

up. The speed of the roller can be readily adjusted.

It is impossible to imagine any other way of accom-
plishing this object. The principle and ajiparatus is

patented in all industrial countries.

The Dyeing Apparatus Unique.

The dyeing iipjiaratus itself is unique in that it may
be const r-ucted to dye any number of beams, th(> general
rule being to dye tlic full number of bea'.us for each set

at one operation. The beams all automatically fiud
their positions in the dyeing chamber and are not taken
out until they are finislu-d and ready to go to the slash-

er. The dyeing is, of course, done in tlie vertical posi-

tion and in a closed chambei', under pr(>ssure greater
than that of the atmosphere, and the apparatus can l)e

immediately ailopted so as to dye indigo, indianthrene,
or any of the vat colors, azo, developed and sulphur
colours, under the conditions most suitable for eacli

dyestiiff. The writer and his two brothers who have
hugged this problem pi-etty closely for the last twenty
years, began by dyeing beams in the liorizontal posi-

tion.

In all compact dyeing, we are quickly comiielled 1o
I'ccogniz"' the axiom that no two thiiiiis can oecup.y the
same space at the same time, and the deadlock in try-

ing to dye beams in the horizontal position is that air-

pockets will form in the upper part of the beam, and

cannot be got rid of. One makeshift we adopted many

years ago was to rotate the beam during the dyeing op-

eration, but it was only a makeshift, and a poor make-

shift at that, for all that generally happened was that

the air-pockets just stayed there—the result being

patchy, spotted and uneven dyeing. In the end, we

scrapped every apparatus we had for dyeing beams in

the horizental" i)osition. The only right, safe and cer-

tain way is to dye in the vertical position in a closed

chamber, and this principle, arrangement and apparatus

is patented in all countries by three patents. Further,

this arrangement enables any number of beams to be

dyed at one operation, and the space required is not

one-quarter of the space required for a chain dyeing

plant of a similar cai)acity.

Another unique feature of this system is the oxidiz-

ing. As is well known, all the best and fastest colors

are colors of what are known as the vat colors, such

as indigo, indanthrene, etc., and all such colors must
be oxidized or fixed on the yarn by means of oxygen
of air. In the earlier attemjjts, vacuum was utilized

but even a perfect vacuum, if it could be got, is not
powerful enough for this purpose. Then air pressure

was applied up the centre of the beam, and was found
to be a little better, for the effective pressure was
lost in its radiation outwards, and so the color was
only partially fi.xed, and was uneven. This system is

unique in that the air pressure is applied on the out-

side of the beam, and so the mean effective pressure

is maintained all the way through the beam, and the
whole set of beams are oxidized together at one oper-

ation. This principle is patented in all industrial

countries, and is the only certain method of achieving
perfect results, as well as being by far the most econo-
mical. On this apparatus, raw stock can be dyed just

as easy and straightforward as beams, on the same
plant, and thus for the first time, raw stock can be
dyed indigo, and other oxidation colors, perfectly
fast and even, so that it will spin just as well as grey
cotton. There is no matting or shortening of the
staple. The cotton is not made harsh or rough in the
dyeing. The cotton is automatically filled in the cylin-
ders, which automatically empty themselves, and not
hydro-extracting is required as is the case in all other
systems for raw stock dyeing. The plant is also just
as suitable for bleaching as dyeing. The beam dyed
yarn can be quilled and a greater production ensured
than by ([uilling from the chain.

By no means an unimportant feature is the simplicity

and reliability of matching the dyeings, and the ease
and regularity with which one batch of beams after

another can be matched off. When it is realized that
here is dyeing being conducted at last on a scientific

basis, with the weight of yarn, weight of color, volume
of li(|uor, and time of operation all under easy and
absolute control, it is easy to see that matching is sim-
(ilr and results ai-e sure.

This system, in my opinion, will revolutionize colored
manufacturing within tlie next few years. It may,
therefore, be honestl\- stated that beam dyeing is at
last not only possible, but practical—not only practical,
but absolutely essential—essential now to the colored
niainifactui-er who means to maintain his lead, essen-
tial before long to every colored manufacturer who
means to keep in the running.
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THE PRODUCTION AND PREPARATION OF RAW
COTTON FOR THE SPINNER.

By A. M. ALLEN.

In the production of cotton, the character of the raw
material ean, to a marked degree, be doterinined by the
producer, but the knowledge ou the part of the pro-
ducer as to what staple and character of eottou gives
the best results in the hands of the spinuer is, gener-
ally speaking, vei-y meagi'c.

The planter by cultivating a particulai' soil in tiic

same way, i)erha{)s, that he and his forefathers have
ti-eated the same soil for many year.s and in some
eases, for generations, obtains a bale of eottou whieli
may sell above or below the bale of cotton produced
by his lu'ighbor, but which, to him, may appear to be
practically the same cotton. He himself, however, is

tmable to make a eomparisou and determine the ele-

ments which make the one more valuable to spinner
than the other. He is not, therefore, equipped to work
intelligently for the improvement of his raw materials,
the ])roduction of which he in most eases has chosen
for ins life buisness; in other words the planter is

without full knowledge of the value of his cotton in

terms of yarn. Without this knowledge, to a greater
or less degree, the planter is not prepared to make
much advance towards reducing the cost of produc-
tion by increasing his yield and improving his staple
and grade. Education along these lines is of import-
ance to the spinner and any assistance I'endered to
the planter by the spinnei- will certainlv bring profits

to both.

When once the cotton has matured and split open the
boll, no longer needed, it is then ready to start on its

perilous journey to the spinner, during which this deli-

cate and valuable fibre is subjected to abusive treat-
ment that subtracts from the value it possesses at this

time, a sufficient number of millions of dollars every
year, which, if employed in extending the spinning
industry in America, should in ten years give to the
United States the added eajiacity to manufacture her
entire cotton crop.

The unnecessary waste of approximately $100,000,-
000 annually is but an addition to the cost of produc-
tion, ultimately paid by the planter. I used the term
unnecessary waste, and do so advisedly, for the loss

occasioned by the mutilation of the fibre in the pro-
cess of ginning and eom])ressing, in exposing the raw
cotton to the elements, in dragging it through dirt, oil,

and deleterious solutions, in putting it in packages that
force the cost of transportation far beyond that re-

quired, in putting the bales of such form as to invite

disastrous fires, in clinging to a method of wrapping
and a style of bale that most easily gives to the dis-

honest man the best ojiportunity to |ilate his bale, to

water-pack his bale, to substitute old bagging and
cheap foreign matter foi' cotton, all of wiiich, I say. is

unnecessary and costs more initially and throughout
the entire process than it costs to prepare the cotton in

such manner as to eliminate all the above items. The
proof of this is found in the fact that it is now being
done in a practical and commercial way in sufficient

magnitude to make futile all arguments against it.

The enormous economic waste in the handling of this

American cotton crop has been the subject of discussion

for a generation by the planter and his organizations,

by the transportation companies, the bankers, the in-

surance companies and the spinners, both in America
and Europe, until our Government has awakened to a
full realization of its magnitude and its uselessness.

whicli, like soiiu- gi-eat disaster impo.ses a loss felt
by all our [leople and one which becomes a heavy tax
especially upon planter and spinner. The Agricul-
tural Department is devoting great energy and skill to
the education and training of the planter to aid him in
increasing his yield and improving the character of his

cotton.

The unsightly and carelessly packed American cot-
ton bale as delivered to the European .spinner, our best
customer, ami whose patronage has in a large degree
contributed to the wealth and prosperity of this na-
tion, has so discouraged him because of the seeming
uselessness of his a])peal for better methods, that with-
in the past two oi- tlii-ee years, more especially he has
turned his attention with unusual vigor to the develop-
ment of cotton growing territory in other portions of
the woi-ld. We, the Amei'icans, have sat idly by, smug
in the belief that no other counti-y on the globe could
produce this valuable product in competition with us,

blandly reuuiiniug blind to the fact that it requires only
soil, sunshine, rain and industry to produce cotton. The
rapid advance of the past few years in acquirement of
knowledge of how to build productive soils, has shown
us that no country has a monopoly on the j)roducti()U of

the raw material which furnishes food and I'aiment for
the human race.

The desire of the foreign sjjinner has been to free
himself from the well nigh intolerable conditions im-
posed upon him by the American cotton interests. This
is so apparent to the observing mind, that "he who runs
may read,"' and it is encumbent upon every loyal Am-
erican to remove the hoodwink from his eyes and set
himself to the task of so bettering the American cot-

ton industry as to preserve our hold upon the trade
and the foreign customer. To do this, we must de-
liver to him the raw material in such attractive condi-
tion as will make complaint unnecessary and make
strenuous eftort to cultivate his good will as we seek
to do in all other branches of ti-ade. In view of the
fact that we grow more than 65 per cent of the world's
cotton, is it not lamentabh' short-sighted in us to delay
in adopting the most modern and up-to-date methods
and machinery for producing and preparing this pro-
duct for the market.

Our first study should be of the soil, seed and cul-
tivation. What more important than the production
in one district of one variety of cotton and that the
best adapted to the particular soil, climate and condi-
tions of that particular district? Our Government is

doing splendid work along these lines and in some cases
local bankers and merchants are supplementing the
work of government agents by offering subtsantial
prizes for best results. If the spinners will add their
quota of encouragement by recognizing the greater
value of large quantities of the same grade and staple
in one neighborhood by the jirices which they pay for it

the planter will them have substantial inducement foi-

bettering his grade and staple. Results will be obtain-
(>d when the planter finds what it pays.

One of the most unfortunate obstacles in the pro-
curing of a better grade of cotton is the custom in
many local communities of paying practically the same
price for all cotton. The planter being unable to

class his own cotton discovers, however, that his neigh-
bor who neither selects his seed nor cultivates with
care, and who picks his cotton, gathering with it the
bolls and trash, sells his cotton for practically the same
ju-ice for which he is selling his carefully selected, well
cultivated and clean picked cotton. The local buyer
makes no discrimination, either because he is not a
judge of eottou, or because the low grades thus help
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to lioUl down the local market. While he may oeea-

sionally buy a low grade bale for more than it is worth

he is generally able to buy the high grades for much
less than they are worth.

The remedy for this would seem to be the establish-

ment of neighborhood classing stations under the direc-

tion of state or government agents from which the

planter could obtain from reliable disinterested sources

some knowledge of the spinning value of his cotton.

This wo>dd serve the double purpose of giving the

planter an idea of the value of his cotton and enable

him to compare the results obtained from different

methods of cultivation and dififerent varieties of seed.

After the cotton is picked, demonstrations have

shown that it can be greatly improved if, prior to gin-

ning, it is placed in a closer bin and allowed to warm
just short of over-heating. Tliis results in a hot-

house growth of the immature fibres while all the fibres

take up a little more oil, giving the sti'ength and char-

acter so much desired by the spinner. Actual results,

by tliis treatment, have shown an added market value

of from one-half cent to one and one-sixteenth cents

per pound.
We dream of a mechanical picker that will gather

the crop free from trash. The genius of the world, is

I believe, approaching a solution of this problem and
that a mechanical picker will be produced which will

pick the cotton clean and at a material reduction in

cost from that of hand picking, which is the most ex-

pensive operation in the entire process of preparing cot-

ton for market.
Ginning is the first real torture to which the cotton

is subjected. The saw gin is by far the most practical

of all machines yet produced for separating the seed

and the fibre. To realize that this process consists in

forming the seed cotton into a roll resembling a log

then holding it against a gang of saws upon a mandrel
usually composed of seventy or eighty sharp-toothed

saws running at a speed of four hundred revolutions

per minute, is but to wonder how a single fibre can es-

cape mutilation and reach the spinner whole, yet a saw
gin so constructed that the relation of the saw tooth

and rib at the point where the fibre and seed are separ-

ated by a sheai'ing cut, will in the hands of an expert,

separate the fibre from the seed, unscarified and prac-

tically its full length. In the hands of the unskillful,

the saw gin is the most destructive agency used in the
preparation of the raw material, not excepting the ra-

pid steam compress to which we will refer later.

Es])ecially in the late picking, all bolls of cotton con-
tain one or more small immature seeds, which, in gin-

Jiing, are carried through the ribs with the cotton, but
these with other trash, heavier tium the lint, ai'e large-

ly thrown from the cotton by centrifugal force after
passing through the ribs. In those gins using a brush
to dotf the cotton from the saws, these imperfect seeds
and other trash are again mixed with the flbi'c and
liass into the cotton bale to be removed again at

the spinning null thus reducing the value of the cot-

ton as offered to the spinner. But substituting an air-

blast to remove the cotton fi-om tlu' saws and provid-
ing means for collecting the motes aiid trash after once
they are separated, the cotton can thus be cleaned in

the pi'ocess of ginning. Practical machines are now in

o|)eration doing this work successfnlly.

The aii'-blast system which handles the seed cotton
from the planter's waggon or the seed cotton house to

the feeders, the gins and into the bale box has much
to commend it from the standpoint of the spinner. The
cotton b'.iiig subjected in thin sheets to a blast of air

throughout the process loosen much of it smoisture;

the fibres in passing from the saws to the condenser

are Ktraiglitelied out alicl with proper condenser are

fot-meil ihto a bat which, if pressed closfly by passing

between rollers can be laid in the bale in layers itl-

stead of dumping in uneven wads to be still further

punished under the powerful compress.

Upon reaching the initial bale box, the treatment

which has brought disgrace on the American cotton in-

dustry, begins. If a steam tamper is used over the ini-

tial bale box to i)ack the cotton, every pound of wa-

ter from the condensed steam which escapes from the

steam cylinder, drips to the centre of the bale, giving

what is' known as the water packed bale. As the

sale of water at the price of cotton is alluring, the

addition of forty to eighty pounds of water which can-

not be detected except by laboratory test, is some in-

ducement to be careless about a leaking steam cylin-

der. This with the storing of loose bales on open plat-

foi'iiis at the ginnery to absorb still more iiioistui'e from

heavy dews and rains amounts to a fraud which has

taken from the spinners annually many millions of dol-

lars, ;is shown by youi- Secretary's report of last year.

1 wish to say, however, that adding water to cotton

bales is not limited to America. While in Havre last

year and passing through well filled cotton warehouses,

1 saw men everywhere throwing streams of water on

the dirt floors, ostensibly to lay the dust, but in reality

to throw tons of water into the warehouse to be ab-

sorbed by the cotton stored there. I concluded this

was one way of restoring to the bale the weight of large

samples which many bales seemed to have given up. I

am not attempting to cast reflection on any one norou
any class in the cotton trade, but am simi)ly calling

attention to customs which result in enormous waste,

which is a final tax on production. Practical machines

are in use which eliminate and make almost impossible

these abuses. The roller folder or dry packer elimin-

ates the steam tamper. A mechanical device which
draws a jierfect sample throughout the liale as the

bale is being formed, makes unnecessary, tinder pro-

per organization, the future sampling of tiie bale. The
use of a light weight closelj* woven burlap to entirely

cover the bale will al)sorb much less water than the

heavy coarse woven bagging in general use, and gin

comjiression makes unnecessary open uncovered ware-
houses.

The mechanical sampler in connection with the gin
compress furnishes the most perfect sample that can
be drawn from a bale for it is a complete cross section

of the bale. In my own experience, I have had no
difficulty in making the one sample serve as the only
one exti'acted from the bale in its transmission from
the gin to the sjjinner. An 8-ounce sample from each
of 15,0()(),()00 bales amounts in the aggregate to If),-

000 bales worth at 12 cents a pound, !li900,000. Is this

not (|uite enough to pay for establishing the character
of the cotton crop? Certainly three or four oi' five

times this amount is too much.
The last step in the preparation of the cotton for the

spiniu'r and the last mechanical operation thi'ough
which it passes is one demanded by the transportation
companies, viz., compressing. The introduction of the
rapid steam compress has made millions of dollars for
those who have owned and operated them, but they
have cost the cotton industry millions upon millions in

loss and danuige from the unsightly bale, but more es-

pecially from the air cutting and mutilation of the fibre.

Sonic knowledge of the fibre and a glance at the opera-
tion of the rapid press furnishes convincing proof of
these facts. Compressins; cotton is merely
pressing the air out of the hale. The steaui com-
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press is designed to instantly drive out the air by
<lropping upon a 500 pound bale, 2,000 tons, equivalent
to the weight of a railroad train of fifty ears, allowing
forty tons for eaeh car and load. This smashes the
bale instantly to a density of sixty to seventj- pounds
to the cubic foot when, with the oi'dinary bale, the jaws
of the press are ten inches apart. That is twice the
density of pine wood. The air as the bale reaches the
high density must cut its way through the bale, which
it continues to do, until the density of the cotton pre-
vents it, then the air remaining is compressed inside

the bale, but exjianils wlien the bale is thrown from the

jaws of the press. jMuch of the cotton heretofore called
"gin cut" is in reality ''air cut" the inside of many
bales when opened having the appearance of being
slashed in many directions with a sharp wavy knife.

In striking contrast to the brutal treatment accorded
the cotton fibre by the rapid steam compress is the
work of the gin compress in which the powei- is ap-
plied slowly giving the air opportunity to escape from
the interior of the bale without injury to the fibre and
securing the re(|uired density without compressing to

a density much beyond that of the bale after it is

thrown out of the press. Five hundred tons so applied
to a bale of the dimensions of two feet by two feet by
four feet, will enable the bale to be tied out with
a density of thirty-two pounds to the cubic foot, about
the density of pine wood. If the bale is then bound
with bands, slotteil in the ends and fastened with rivet

iiooks, as in the Egyptian bale, for example, the bale
will not onlj- retain its size and shape but it will be
practically a fire-proof bale charring on the outside
very much as a log of wood. There being no air in

the bale and the bands being riveted so they cannot
yield, the density of the bales remain unchanged and
the fire does not burrow into the cotton.

What then is the ideal commercial cotton bale? My
answer would be 1st, a bale completely covered; 2nd,
uniform size for all bales; 3rd, exact equal weight of
tare on all bales; 4th, a bale that samples easily, if sam-
pling is necessary.

Such a bale is possible only when made at the gin
where the bale is formed and compressed in one opera-
tion. Uniformity in size of bales makes possible the
cutting of all covering the same size and all bands the
same length, resulting in uniform weight of tare. In
my own practice, I have found that bales made twice
the length of the square, store with the greatest econ-
omy of space. Foi- example the bale two feet by two
feet by four feet will load 100 bales or 50,000 pounds
to the standard 34 or 36-foot car, and will load in two
layers. Five pounds of closely woven burlap is suffi-

cient to completely cover this bale while six bands
fastened with riveted hooks are ample, making a total

tare of 11 pounds. These bales are formed in the in-

itial bale box by placing the cotton in layers which not
only separates easily when opened up in the picker
room but make sampling of the bale easy when that is

desirable.

A careful calculation of the train cost of handling
the entire cotton croj), loaded at the gin with 100 l)ales

or 50,000 pomids to the car as compared to the custom
of loading 25 bales at the gin, transporting to the

compress, unloading, repressing, reloading and for-

warding shows a saving to the railroads of 5 per cent
on more than ^200,000,000 annually ; this is 5 per cent
on more than one-half the cost of the Panama Canal
and the adoption of modern methods and gin com-
pression would bring to the railway companies this

saving without a dollar of investment on their part.

I shall be glad to furnish detailed figures in supixn't of

this statement to those who may be interested.

The arguments against gin compression tiius far

made, have been fully and completely refuted by actual

facts and practical experience. There is no longer

a commercial or economic reason for postponing the

adoi)tion of gin comiiression and modern methods. The
machinery- of various makes are at hand and at small

cost.

TThe spinner can bi-ing about the needed reforms by
j)aying the nuirket value for the good bale and penal-
izing the bad bale at least foi- as much as its actual eom-
mei'cial diffei'ence in their values.

THE STATE OF TRADE.

Conditions in practically all branches of the textile

industi-y are fairly satisfactory at the present time,

owing to the large conti'acts that have been j)laced

through the llilitia Departiiu'nt and the Department
of Trade ami Commerce foj' supplies for the Overseas
Contingent, and the British forces. These contracts,

and especially the latter, have been very well distribut-

ed with the result that there are few mills capable of

producing the necessary materials that have not re-

ceived their fair proportion. At first some dissen-
sion was heard regarding the way orders were being
placed, which was in many cases quite justified, but
this has been overcome to a more or less degree. The
large orders placed by the British Government for
blankets and underwear have been placed through the
Trade and Commerce Department, and it is said are suf-

ficient to keep the woollen industry in full operation for
the next three months. The cotton industry has like-

wise benefitted to some extent, although its participa-
tion in the Government contracts is not as large as in

the case of the woollen industr.y. There has, however,
been sufficient business to keep them running at nor-
mal capacity, and the increased business from the flour
mills and in other lines where cotton is now taking the
place of jute has brought business up to a normal level
in the industry. All branches of the industry are han-
dicapped by the shortage in dye stufi's and chemicals,
but are hoping that relief is in sight. Domestic stocks
in such materials are about exhausted, and prices are
advancing sharply, so that the situation is now I'ather

acute, but manufacturers are hojjing to be able to secure
sufficient supplies to satisfy their wants. Specialty
knit goods and some other specialty lines are in poor
demand, and this branch of tiu' industi-y is slack,
but the demand for sweaters heavy socks, wristlets,
mitts, etc., has been good. The tlistributing houses
report business as very quiet. There is a dearth of
repeat orders for fall, ami as ])la(ang orders were con-
siderably smaller than usual, the business for this
season has fallen oft" considerably. Spring business
has been fair, but cutters-up aiid jobbers are in no
way sanguine regarding the outlook for the next
few months, although it is felt that it would take very
little encouragement to bolster the market, as stocks
of spring aiul sunnner goods are light all over the
country. The manufacturing eiul of the trade, how-
ever, is fairly well off for tin» present, and it is ex-
])ected that the mills will be kept well employed
throughout the winter.

The Imi)erial Cordage Co. has opened its Walker-
ton factory, which has been closed for some time,
making hard fibre rope.
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Our Old Country Letter

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

Loudon, September 'IG, 1914.

Belgium is uow practically a laud of desolution. It

is exactly twelve months ago since I was m the^ coun-

try appearing at the congress of textile inaiiutaetur-

ers at Ghent as a representative of the Canadian lex-

tile Journal. Many Canadians, 1 am sure, will re-

call to memory my despatch which was written at

Ghent. I have the happiest reeollections of my visi.

an<! to-day it is difficult to think of the deplorable

plight our Belgian textile freiuds ar^ ui. When u

became known that I was writing mv opinions on the

eo'ioiess for the Canadian Textile Journal, 1 was on

eve?y side extended the right-hand of fellowship, and

to-day we are reciprocating those good feelings by

sending our Canadian troops to give a helping hand

t.. Belgium to free herself of the Teutonic yoke and

atrocities in her fight for freedom and ..uvilization.

« # *

At a meeting of the wool importers committee, sell-

ing brokers and buyers, held the other day, it was de-

cided that, owing to the abnormal situation created

bv the Ewopeau war, the fifth series of this year s

sales of colonial wool should be postponed from the

originally arranged date of September 29 to October

6 Imports of wool on behalf of German and Aus-

trian firms will, of course, not be handled, as thei e is

a King's proclamation in vogue which prohibits any

person in the United Kingdom from having any deal-

ings with "our common enemies.'" To go against

thîs proclamation would be a suicidal policy.

« # *

The call Cor men to join the army while the war

lasts has robbed hundreds of mills in England and

Scotland of workers. The Lancashire mills have suf-

fered considerably in this respect. One of the rea-

sons why there was a rush to join the colors was the

prospect of a period of unemployment, the idea pre-

vailing that supplies of cotton and wool would be

cut off. Certainly between the 4th of August and the

12th of August, there was a panicky feeling prevail-

ing inwardly, but as soon as the British Navy got to

work, delusions were removed, and feelings about un-

employment allayed. As time went on things began

to look much blighter, and to-day, to look at some of

the mills, one could hardly believe that we were in

tlie thick of a great European war. Very few peo-

ple ever think of the fact that it has always been

the policy of the British Government to possess a

navy larger than any other nation in the world, so

that in war time food supplies, as well as supplies of

raw materials for the mills, should suffer as little

inconvenience in transit as possible. That is the

secret of our success to-day in textile industries, while

a powerful nation like Germany is bottled up starving

for food and lor I'aw materials at her mills.

* « #

There is one inconvenience likely to ai'ise in England
and Scotland through the war, and that is the con-

tinued supply of raw materials for dyes and dye stuffs.

Germany has always given the United Kingdom a

great lead in dyes and dye stuffs, and no doubt the

pinch is coming. 1 am told that the Manchester sec-

tion of the Society of Dyers and Colorists has met
several times to discuss the serious situation in the

textile industries brought about by the shortage of

drugs and dye-ware and they are inviting the co-oper-

ation of a number of local experts to form a strong

committee with the object of advising what steps can

be taken to produce supplies in this country. Pre-

vious to the war Germany was the largest producer of

aniline and other dyestuffs of an artificial character,

and the Trade Board is now making efforts to fill

the gap by extending the production of these dye stuffs

in the United Kingdom, and with that object, and also

with the object of diminishing the shortage in the in-

terval, the export of dyes and of coal tar products for

use in the textile industries has been prohibited.

THE SHAKER SWEATER SLEEVE MACHINE.
Tlie success that has attcudtjd the m;ichincs proiiuced

by the Lamb Knitting Machine Co., of Chicopee Falls,

Mass., has only been gained by the efforts put forward
by the makers in giving the knitting industry every
imj)rovement toward more efficiency in manufacture
and better (piality of goods produced on their ma-
chines. The result is that the Lamb knitting machines
have obtained an enviable reputation in the manu-
facture of hosiery, gloves, mittens, leggings, sweaters,
jackets and such lines, as well as union suits and other
full fashioned goods.

The new shaker sweater sleeve machine manufactur-
ed by this company is receiving popular attention. It

obviates many difficulties heretofore encountered by
knitters in the manufacture of "shaker" sweaters,
which have been so popular of late. This machine
has the back drive, friction clutch pulley, automatic
cloth take-up and four yarn take-ups, and is one of

the most desirable machines on the market for this

class of product. The illustrated catalogue put out by
the Lamb Company fully illustrates their many models,
and can be readily obtained by any interested in the
manufacture of the above lines.

JUTE CROP FORECAST.
The final Govei'ument estimate of the 1914 jute crop

in India places the acreage at 3,3.58,737 acres compar-
ed with the actual 1913 acreage of 2,910,960; the yield
per acre at 3.13 bales compared with 3.37 bales, and
the total production at 10,.531,.505 bales compared with
9,836,67.5 bales.

In this instance the Dundee Prices Current and
Trade Report states that the largest estimate in the
history of the jute crop sums up the Government final

forecast in the present instance. This, however, only
applies to bales which, of course, are the matter of
first concern. The yield per acre has vastly in-
creased since the Panchayat system was introduced,
still, however, leaving open the question of correct
acreage under cultivation, but if it proves to be a
means of arivmg at -within measurable distance of the
exact crop, no fault will be found, though it vot has
to be proved. In season 1912-13 the acreage' at the
final forecast was similar to that returned in the
present instance, though it was eventually corrected
by the reduction of 400,000 acres, notwithstanding
that the actual out-turn, mcluding India up-countrv
consumption reached 10,235,086 bales. The only in-
stance in which the final jute crop acreage was re-
turned in excess of the current figures was in season
1907-OH, and the following season an unaccountable re-
duction of 1,000,000 acres took place. For once
there is no question of an insufficient supply of raw
jute in India at least. Transport facilities are the
necessary essential and prices are giving indications
of a lower basis than for some considerable time.
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KLAUDER-WELDON OBTAIN DECISION.

Tile Klaudcr-Wcldoii Dvciiig Mncliinc I'oiupany !)1'

Anistei'daiii, N.Y., in a statciiient i-ocfiitly issued re-

gardiiij»: the action in tlu' United States Courts to pro-

vent tlieni from usiiiu: eei'tain patents whieh have
been incorpoi-ated in tlieir niaehines, state that in the

actions brought in the Supreme Court of the State of

New York by the Khiuder-Wehlon Dyeing ]\Iaêhiue

Conijiany against the executoi's of Tjeonard A. Weldon
and .Jolm H. (Jih's to coinpi'l the assignment of U.S.
Letters Patent Nos. H4:)69S and (i.')!)9()6 of wliieh the

Khiuder-Weldou Dyeing jMachine Company claimed
ownership, the Court has just rendered a sweeping de-

eision in favor of tlie Khiudei'-Wehlon Dyeing Jlacliine

ComiKiny.

Tile controversy arose by reason of the fact that

in 1893 Leonard A. Weldon agreed to assign all of his

patents, applications for patents and future inven-

tions to the Klauder-Weldon Dyeing Machine Company.
The two patents in question, however, although the in-

ventions covered by them were embodied in the Com-
pany's machines and were always treated as the pro-

perty of the company were not formally assigned to the

company by Leonard A. Weldon prior to his death in

1901. The company, however, continued to exercise

all rights of ownership in the patents until 1913, when
the executors of Leonard A. Weldon asserted owner-
ship and assigned one of the patents to John H. Giles.

An injunction was obtained to prevent the assignment
of the other patent pending the determination of the

suits, and the present decision of the Court upholds the

contention of the Plaintiff that the assignment by Leon-

ard A. Weldon in 1893 covered the inventions in ques-

tion, and that the patents are the property of the

Klauder-Weldon dyeing Machine Company.

As the John H. Giles Dyeing Machine Company has

advertised that it is building its machines under these

patents, the officers of the Klauder-Weldon Dyeing
Machine Company say that they will enforce their

rights under these patents against the John H. Giles

dyeing Machine Company and the users of its machines.

at the present time afford much satisfaction. W ooien

and knit goods mills are working to capacity on army

contracts placed by the Dominion, Imperial and

French Governments and the outlook for the coming

months in these branches is exceedingly good. The

contracts have been well distributed and we hear of

little complaint from the industry in that regard, the

work being accomplished through a special committee

of the Dom'iniou Cabinet and special agents of the

British Government. The mills are being pushed for

the (piickest possible delivery so that overtime is

being worked in a good many cases.

Some difficulty is being experienced in securing

yarn supplies and domestic stocks have been taxed

to the utmost but some good shipments have lately

been received from the United States and with the

British market again open the situation is much re-

lieved. The demand for sweater coats has made this

branch of the industry, which had undergone a very

slack period, exceedingly busy. Underwear mills

are awaiting further contracts now being awarded

but have been well supplied during the month. Hos-

GERMAN EXPORTS OF CHEMICALS.

11. M. Nici'-Consul at l>eip/ig reports thai tlic statis-

tics for the first half of tliis year show that the growtii

of the exports of (ierman cliemical products has con-

siderably abated in streiigtii as coinpareil with last

year. The value of the exports of cliemical products

during the first six months of this year was 4!)0.670,-

000 marks, as compared with 4«2,.SS0,000 marks dur-

ing the corresponding jieriod of 1913, an<l 394.040,000

marks in the first six months of 1912. The greatest

increase was in phaniiaeeutical jiroducts which rose

from 50,270,000 marks to :)7,2r)0,000 marks, followed

by a rise in the exports of dves and dyeing stuffs

from 150,920.000 marks to 153.420,000 marks, arti-

ficial manures from 25.800.001) marks to 27.50l).000

marks, and ether and alcoiiol from 21.310,000 marks
to 22,260,000 marks. The exports of chemical basic

materials only rose slightly from 197,120,000 marks to

198,190,000 marks. The Customs figures show a

heavy decline tluring the half year in the value of the

exports of explosives, munitions, and inflammable

goods, viz.. from 33,020,000 marks to 27.780,000 marks.

Not much attention need be paid to this decline, how-

ever, as these goods in jiarticular are lai-gely exported

under other descriptions.

The imports of chemical basic materials and pro-

ducts have increased by about 50 per cent in quantity

since 1907. In the first half of this year the im-

ports of these goods amounted to 1,221,879 metric

tons, valued at 271,980,000 marks, as comjiared with

1,1.34,500 metric tons, valued at 2-15,780,000 marks, hi

the corresponding period of 1913. The increase is

almost entirely in chemical basic materials, acids, salts,

and other basic chemical compounds. The value of

the imports of pharmaceutical products increased from
19,340,000 marks in the first half of 1913 to 23,400,-

000 marks in the first half of this year. The value of

the imports of artificial manures fell from 16,650,000

marks to 15,020,000 marks, and of explosives, muni-

tions and inflammable goods from 840,000 marks to

620,000 marks.—Board of Trade Journal.

Dyestuff and chemical supplies are sufficient to

fill requirements which are not large and no diffi-

culty is being met with in that regard Small ship-

ments of necessary materials are being received from

Switzerland, the United States and Great Britain, al-

though all German wares are excluded, both by the

Dominion Government and the German embargo

against shipments of these materials' to Canada.

In the cotton industry business is not so cheerful

although most of the mills are operating to fair

capacity. There has been some demand for military

supplies from the Dominion Government but ordin-

ary business has been slack and at the present time

is practically at a standstill. Further army orders

are being awarded and the outfitting of subsequent

conthigents will give the industry a fair business for

the coming months. Moreover, stocks of lightweight

cotton goods and dress goods throughout the country

are at a low level so that a good late business is

anticipated. The "Made-in-Canada" campaign is also

being felt in cotton circles and should do much to

increase business with domestic mills as the season
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Mill and General Textile News
A most successful field day was held on September

12 by the employees of the Plymouth Cordage Co., of

Weliand, Ont. This is an annual event, and is one

of the most popular outings for the people of Wet-

land each year.

The President's report at the annual meeting of the

Plymouth Cordage Co., held in Boston on September
28* stated that the operation of the Wetland, Ont.,

plant of the company had been quite satisfactory for

the year, the results being fpiite up to previous years.

The Tay Knitting Mill, Perth, Ont., received an or-

der from "the Militia Department at Ottawa for 10,000

pairs of mitts, specially designed for the army ser-

vice. It is a three-finger or finger and thumb mitt,

allowing the free use of the index finger.

The Gait Hair Works, Gait, Ont., has installed ten

looms as a side line to their regular business of

handling hair for brush makers, weavers and spin-

ners.

The Canadian Consolidated Felt Co., and Smart-

Woods, Ltd., passed their preferred dividends last

month. In the case of the former the outstanding

preferred is $500,000, and of the latter $1,500,000.

Smart-Woods passed its common dividend early in the

year. D. Lome McGibbou is president of the Felt Co.,

"and Lt.-Col. Smart of the Smart-Woods Co.

Messrs. Harley-Kay, Limited, have recently install-

ed wool sock machines in the Humphreys' Pure Wool
Underwear plant at Moneton, the Goderich Knitting

Co., Goderich, Ont., and with Wm. Marshall, Dunu-
ville. Ont.

The R. Forbes Co., Hespeler, Out., is installing a

water softening and purifying system, capacity 15,-

000 gallons per hour, supplied by the B. Seaife and
Sons Co., of Pittsburg. This is an intermittent sys-

tem, in which definite quantities of water are treated

all the time, so that, no matter how the quantity used

may vary or the quality of the supply change, a uni-

form, soft, clear water is always obtainable.

12th of August, t'h*e was a panicky feelmg prevail-

ing inwardly, but as soon as the British Navy got to

w^ork, delusions were removed, and feelings about un-

employment allaved. As time went on thmgs began

to look much brighter, and to-day, to look at some ot

the mills, one could hardly believe that we were in

the thick of a great European war. Very few peo-

ple ever think of the fact that it has always been

the policy of the British Government to possess a

navy larger than any other nation in the world, so

that in war time food supplies, as well as supplies of

raw materials for the mills, should suffer as little

inconvenience in transit as possible. That is the

secret of our success to-day in textile industries, Avhile

a powerful nation like Germany is bottled up starving

for food and for raw materials at her mills.

* » *

There is one inconvenience likely to arise in KiUgland

and Scotland through the war, and tliat is the con-

tinued supply of raw nuiterials for dyes and dye stuffs.

Germany has always given the United Kingdom a

great lead in dyes and dye stuff's, and no doubt the

pinch is coming. I am told that the Manchester sec-

tion of the Society of Dyers and Colorists has met

several times to discuss the serious situation in the

textile industries brought about by the shortage of

drugs and dye-ware and they arc inviting the co-oper-

The regular (piarterly dividend of IVs per cent on

the preferred stock of Canadian Cottons, Limited, has

been declared payable to shareholders of record Sep-

tember 25.

MANCHESTER TRADE REPORT.
( Special ( 'orrespondence. )

Manchester, Septend)er 26th.—The general tex-

tile situation has shown very little improvement over

tile conditions of a month ago. A great many mills

which turn out cotton cloth are barely operating.

Some are faring better than this, but the outlook is

sucli that further curtailment rather than improve-

ment promises to develop. The most serious prob-

lem confronting manufacturers is the difficidty of

securing payments and the closing of ci-edits in many
countries.

A further laetov that is seriously restricting trade

is the cessation of shipments to India and other

eastern points because of the menace of German
man cruisers in the Bay of Bengal. The necessity of

keeping the mills employed as fully as possible is ap-

preciated by everybody, and everything contributing
to that end is being done. Nottingham is said to

be enjoying a normal volume of business, and opera-
tions at the mills there have not been hampered.
There has been extensive curtailment of production
in woollen mills.

In an effort to regain part of the losses resulting
from the upheaval, woollen mill agents have turned
their attention to the United States and are vigorously
soliciting business. In the last month prices have
advanced five per cent, but agents expect to make
complete deliveries for the spring.
The linen trade is beset by several adverse factors,

not the least important of which is a 17 per cent re-

duction in the Irish flax crop as compared with last

year. Mills are making heavy shipments, but they
are operating only three days a week. Owing to a
shortage of the raw material burlap mills are running
part time. Advices from India suggest no immediate
relief. Shipments of wide goods are fairly heavy.

... .„ j»j..t,^,iii^jareu wilu o.oi uaies, auu
the total production at 10,531,505 bales compared with

9,836,675 bales.

In this instance the Dundee Prices Current and
Trade Report states that the largest estimate in the

history of the jute crop sums up the Government final

forecast in the present instance. This, however, only

applies to bales which, of course, are the matter of

first concern. The yield per acre has vastlj' in-

creased since the Panchayat system was introduced,
still, however, leaving open the question of correct

acreage under cultivation, but if it proves to be a

means of arivinir at within measurable distance of the

exact crop, no fault will be found, though it yet has
to be proved. In season 1912-13 the acreage at the
final forecast was similar to that returned in the
jiresent instance, though it was eventually corrected
by the reduction of 400,000 acres, notwithstanding
that the actual out-turn, including India up-country
consumption reached 10,235,086 bales. The only in-

stance in w'hich the final jute crop acreage was re-

turned in excess of the current figures was in season
1907-08, and the following season an unaccountable re-

duction of 1,000,000 aci-es took place. For once
there is no qut^stion of an insufficient supply of raw
jute in India at least. Trans])ort facilities are the
necessary essential and prices are giving indications

of a lowei' basis than for some considerable time.
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Conditions Among the Mills

Conditions in the textile industry in this eottntry

at the present time afford mtich satisfaction. Woolen

and knit goods mills are working to capacity on army

contracts placed by the Dominion, Imperial and

F'rench Governments and the outlook for the coming

months in these branches is exceedingly good. The

contracts have been well distributed and we hear of

little complaint from the industry in that regard, the

work being accomplished through a special committee

of the Dom'inion Cabinet and special agents of the

British Government. The mills are being pushed for

the tjuickest possible delivery so that overtime is

being worked in a good many cases.

Some (liffifulty is being experienced in securing

yarn supplies and domestic stocks have been taxed

to the utmost but sotne good shipments have lately

been received from the United States and with the

British market again open the situation is much re-

lieved. The demand for sweater coats has made this

branch of the industry, which had tmdergone a very

slack period, exceedingly bu.sy. Underwear mills

are awaiting further contracts now being awarded

but have been well supplied during the month. Hos-

iery concerns are working night and day and the

demand for blankets is unlimited, so that practically

the entire woolen trade is receiving a needed stimulus.

Dyestuff and chemical supplies are sufficient to

fill reiiinrements which are not large and no diffi-

culty is being met with in that regard Small ship-

ments of necessary materials are being received from

Switzerland, the United States and Great Britain, al-

though all German wares are excluded, both by the

Domiinou Government and the German embargo
against shipments of these materials' to Canada.

In the cotton industry btisiness is not so cheerful

although most of the mills ai-e operating to fair

capacity. There has been some demand for military

supplies from the Dominion Government but ordin-

ary business has beeti slack and at the present time

is practically at a standstill. Further army orders

are being awarded and the outfitting of subsequent

contingents will give the indu.stry a fair business for

the coming months. Moreover, stocks of lightweight

cotton goods and dress goods throughout the country

are at a low level so that a good late business is

anticipated. The "llade-in-Canada"' campaign is also

being felt in cotton circles and shottld do much to

increase business with domestic mills as the season
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progresses. So far the dyestuff shortage is not being

felt but manufacturers agree that with a normal de-

mand and existing conditions in that market the

situation would be critical. As it is some good export

business in colored cottons has been worked with the

United States and America. Our manufacturers are

making a big effort to extend this trade and hope

to obtain a firm footing in the foreign field during

the coming months.

One of the greatest results from the present sit-

uation should be the firm establishment of domestic

textile wares in the domestic market. Canadian

goods for the Canadian people.

dering on the army contracts which are being filled

at barely over manufacturing cost. The activity in

the woolen trades is doing much towards relieving

the unemployment situation in Canada and the lift-

ing of the ombai-go makes the former possible.

The Wool Embargo Raised

The announcement from London, that the wool em-

bargo has been raised so far as Canada is concerned

is most welcome to woolen manufacturers in this coun-

try. Under the embargo the woolen industry here

was practically shut off from all sources of foreign

wool supply upon which this season they are prac-

tically dependent owing to the fact that a large pro-

portion of the Canadian clip that would be suitable

for the goods now being manufactured had been taken

by United States dealers early in the year. The em-

bargo has not handicapped the mills, only in so far

as they were unable to tender on contracts with any

degree of certainty the domestic supply of both wool

and yarns being comparatively small and entirely in-

ade(|uate to fill the needs of the coming months. There

will still be some difficulty in securing shipments of

wools and yarns from Great Britain, owing to the

shortage there due to the great activity in the woolen

industry, but shipments that had been held up by

the embargo are already on the way and representa-

tives of the British houses here are confident that

sufficient supplies to supplement the domestic stocks

will be obtainable, although some delay may be ex-

perienced.

There ai'c still some restrictions to the effect that

("anadiaii im])orters must guarantee that the raw mat-
erial is for domestic consumption in the manufacture
of military clothing but as that is about the only

business passing in the woolen trade here at present

the restrictions will not handicap the mills in any way.
Wool prices have not been unduly advanced on
account of the embargo but they had increased stead-

ily in sympathy M-ith the advanced prices on the Brit-

ish niai-kots. There is a .shortage of suitable cross-

ln'cds and tliis week's London sales show a further
advance in prices over last months. This situation

will not be relieved until the new Australian and
.\ew Zealand clips come on the market in February.
In tile meantime manufacturers face a rising market
in the wools most in demand and they are therefore

placed in a rather trying position in regard to ten-

Activity in the United States

Woolen Trade
The woolen industry in the United States is receiv-

ing a considerable impetus through the need for army

supplies by the warring nations and what would other-

wise have been a very quiet season has been turned

into one of great activity. German buyers have

operated heavily and lately representatives of the

British, French and Russian Governments have placed

enormous orders for blankets and otlier lines of mil-

itary supplies until there are few mills in the country

capable or turning out Army clothing that are not em-

ployed to their fullest capacity for the time being.

The British embargo on wool and the prohibition of

exports of wool to other than Great Britain by the

Colonies effects the United States woolen industry most

seriously. It is the only neutral country that can

command wool enough for manufacturing on a large

scale but woolen manufacturers there have not a

sufficient supply to look after the home trade and

the European nations as well, being dependent to a

large extent on the foreign supply of crossbred and

wools suitable to fill requirements. There were heavy

buyers of cross-breds at this year's London sales and

stocks were heavier than usual but a good deal of

these stocks has been retaken by British account

so that stocks on hand now are smaller than usual at

this time. A severe shortage will undoubtedly be

felt before the new clips are on the market in Feb-

ruary and March, as it is probable that the embargo

will continue until that time.

British Exports of Yarn
Cloth

The report of the British Board of Trade on the

exports of yarns and cloths from the United King-

dom for the month of September, and the season

to that date is very interesting, in view of the compari-

sons of the present war period with the normal con-

ditions of last j'ear. It shows the total exports of

yarns for the month of September were about 10,000,-

000 pounds, against 8,046,000 during August, as con-

trasted with 15,7:54,400 poimds for the month of Sep-

tember last year. The total exports of cotton cloths

for September approximated 374,000,000 yards. This

compares with 313,074,000 during August, as contrast-

ed with 048,972,.500 yards exported during September,

last year.
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Business Economics
By PKOFESSOR W. W. SWANSON.

Fourth of a Series of Articles Dealing With the Eco-

nomics of Modern Business and Commercial Enterprise.

The coiiipli'xity iirisiiifj- fioiii tlic division of labor,

Miul tlio y:i-o\viiig- use of iiiachiuerv. have added to the
iminber of stages in pi-oduetion and the period of time
over whicli the whole proeess is spread. This involves

a lii-eatei- use of tools and inacliiMery, and hence in-

ereases the importance of capital in the industrial pro-
cess.

The Roundabout Process.

In the oi'ganization of industi-y it has been discov-

ered that a greater result is obtained by producing
goods in roundabout ways tiiau in producing them di-

rectly. Where a good article can be produced in either

way, we have the fact that by tlu; indirect way, a
greater product can be obtained by the expenditvire of

labor than by the direct method. But beyond this, the

superiority of the indirect way manifests itself in be-

ing the only way that certain goods can be obtained.

So important is the roimd-about method of production
that societ.y could never abandon it and go back to the

primitive form of direct production. An example will

make this clear. Eugen von Boehm-Bawerk, in The
Positive Theory of Capital, says:

"I am short-sighted, and wish to' have a pair of

spectacles For this I require ground and polished
glasses, and a steel framework. But all that nature
offers toward that end is silicious earth and iron ore.

llow am I to transform these into spectacles? Work
as I may, it is impossible for me to make spectacles

directlj^ out of silicious earth as it would be to make
the steel frames out of the iron ore. Here there is no
inimediate or direct method of production. There is

nothing for it but to take the roundabout way, and
indeed, a verj^ roimdabout way. I must take the
silicious earth and fuel, and build furnaces for smelt-

ing the glass from the silicious earth; the glass thus
obtained has to be carefully purified, worked and
cooled bj' a series of processes; finally, the glass thus
prepared—agam by means of ingenious instruments
carefully constructed beforehand—is ground and po-

lished into the lens fit for short-sighted eyes. Simi-
larly, 1 must smelt the ore in the blast furnace, change
the raw iron into steel, and make the frame therefrom
—processes that cannot be carried through without a
long series of tools and buildings that, on their part
again, require great amounts of previous labor. Thus,
by an increasingly roundabout way, the end is ol)-

taiued."

Illustrations might be greatly multiplied, but the
above admirably proves the point made. It would
be impossible to carry on vast industrial, financial

and transportation enterprises without recourse to the

roundabout method. That method has won its way
because of its efficiency and the results achieved.

Increasing Use of Machinery.

The capitalistic process involves an increased use
of machinery. ]\Iachiuery has invaded almost every
line of production, and has displaced the labor of man.
This does not mean of course, that there is less work
for me to perform, on the contrary there is greater
and steadier employment because of the greater pro-

ductiveness of machine methods. Compai'e, for ex-

ample, the results achieved in the making of pins un-
der primitive and modern conditions.

In the iiumufactui'e of pins, the first operation is that
of sti-aightening the wire. This was done by a wire-
straigliteuing machine in former times, as at present;
but the time under the modern method is as 1 to 40
under j)rimitive methods. Undei- the machine methods
in the second operation, the wii'c is cut and the pins
headed and pointed by machines, 12 of which may bo
tended by one person. TTnder tlie hand method the
pin was made in two i)arts, the head being made in

the form of a coil and closed on the end of the shaft.

It requir'ed seven opei-ations to make the pin under
the method, and the time required was seventy-three
times as long as when done by modeim machinery.
Whitening the pins was accomplished by means of a
whitening tank operated by hand, as is done now. But
to-day the process is fifteen times shoi'ter than under
the old conditions. The operaticui of drying and
cleaning the pins is now i)erformed by a fanning mill;

formerly a (Trying pan was used that took tvi^enty

times as long. The pins were formerly, as now, po-
lished in a tumbling barrel, but the time consumed is

as 1 to 1.5.

Pin-sticking machines are used to-day to stick the
pins in paper. Under the hand method this is ac-

complished in two operations, crimping the paper and
sticking in the pins. Folding the papers, packing and
labelling, require much less time under ihe machine
than under the hand method. And finally, the power
used under the two methods, is enormouslv in favor
of the capitalistic process.

The Creation of Capital.

It is generally statc>d by economists that all capital

has arisen through labor and saving. Land, on the
contrary, is the gift of the Creator and its origin can-
not be explained from the point of view of either la-

bor or saving.

These propositions have been attacked in recent
years by certain American economists, and particu-
larly by Professor Davenport, of the University of Mis-
souri. It is his contention that land, in the economic
sense—land that has market value—is no different in

its origin and nature than any capital good. It must
be noted carefully that his statement applies to "econ-
omic land." Land which is free is no more to be re-

garded as an economic good than air or sunshine—all

of them usefxil, pei'haiis necessary, but in no sense
economic goods.

It is maintained by l)aveui)oi-t and his 4'ollowers,

that not all capital has been created by labor. A
diamond in the rough Is capital—it may be stumbled
upon. A watei'-fall which will furnish motive power
is valuable, and an economic good—a capital good, and
yet it has not had any labor origin. (!ood wine
that changes into better wine, and hence more valu-

able wine, cannot be said to have owed the value-in-

crease to the expenditure of labor.

Neither have these cai)ital goods, in great pai-t,

been saved from the products of past labor. A fran-

chise is a valuable capital good, but it is neither created
by labor nor does it owe its origin to saving.

And land, on the other hand, in any true economic
sense, has been created in part by labor. Swamps are

drained, timber is cleared and a hundred and one pro-

cesses followed before some land has an.y economic va-

lue. It owes that market value to the labor expend-
ed upon it. And so, when one projects a new railway
into a vast virgin territory, the land immediately ac-

((uires value. In that sense it has been economically
created. Land may be denuded of its fertility, and
worn out. Therefore, in a very real sense it may be
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said also much land is "saved" in the same way as

many capital goods.

Taking this point of view, no real economic distinc-

tion can be drawn between capital goods and economic
land. Both are capital in the meaning of the defini-

tion given: "Capital is wealth held for acqnisitive pur-

poses."

Capital to the Individual and to Society.

Tlic (liffei'ence between tlie attitude of the in-

dividual and that of society at large to what is, and
what is not, capital has been greatly emphasized. But
furthi'i- reference mav be made hei-e to make the point

clear.

Stocks, bonds and securities yield an income to the

owner, and are regarded by him as part of his capital,

lîut in themselves, such securities are mei'ely evidences

of ownership or indebtedness. A stock certificate

states that the holder has certain fi'actions of owner-
ship in a given concrete thing or sets of things. A bond

is a mere promise to pay. Bonds that are issued by

corporations relate, as a rule, to some form of capital-

istic enterprise. But, as the case of government se-

curities show, tliey may be the result of operations

that are quite wasteful. The funds raised by their

issue may be wasted on wars or upon preparations for

wars. Thougli ca])ital to the individual, they may
or may not signify the creation or the existence of real

capital.

In making a summation of a nation's wealth, there-

fore, evidences of indebtedness, such as lionds, may not

always he countinl in. Of course securities represent-

ing Great P>ritain's investments in foreign countries

—

a mounting to -iil 7,000,000,000—may be regarde'd both

as individual and as national wealth, as they are the

source of a great individual and national income. But
naturally, within the confines of a country, bonds

and mortgages cannot be included in the sum total of

the nation's wealth, and also the mills, factories and

lands on whi^h these mortgages are based.

Curious Type of Pr Loom used by the Bolivian Indians of the Lake Titii Region— Bolivia.

The Textile Arts Among the

Indians of Latin America

By JANET M. (,' IT M M 1 N G S

(Specially Contributed.)

A piece of woven cloth, whether it be woollen, cot-

ton, linen or silk, is one of the most interesting eviden-

ces of man's climb from the darkness of savagery to

the enlightened age of modern civilization. The tex-

tile ai't was practised in the earliest Stone Age, and
civilization's pathway is strewn with signs of the ef-

forts made to obtain a mastery of the industry. Older
fai- than recorded history is the tale of fabrics. Ac-
cording to some authorities the beginning of weaving
was contemporaneous with the discovery of fire, and
othei'S believe it to be oldei' than the first rude be-

ginnings of the art of pottery. It is thought that the

sinews and intestines of animals, and the fibi'cs of the

palm anil cocoanut trees were used for weaving, even
at the dawn of the earliest era of the Stoni- Age, or

pi'fhaps even before—many years herore any pei'iod of

which we lia\'e the slightest knowledge.

Te-xtiles of great beauty, aiul rude looms and other

impienu'nts of the weaving and s|)iiinii>g arts that were

in use without doubt thousands of years before Christ,

have been discovered among the earliest ruins of Peru,

Mexico, and Central America. But of all the most
delicate in texture, exquisite in design, and of remai-k-

able construction, the textiles of the ancient Peru-
vians—and indeed the works of the modern Peruvians
also—stand alone in the arts of the New World. Even
the wonderful shawls of cashmere, or any of the arch-

aic loom-works of the Orient, are hardly comparable
to the products of the Ineas and their descendants.

Ancient Pei'U, the Empire of the Incas, comprised
not only the region included by the present boundaries
of the Rejiublic of Peru, but also nearly all of Ecuador,
Bolivia, and Chili: altogether about equal to two-thirds

the area of the United States.

The Inca I'ace was a powerful, warlike tril)e of peo-

ple, living in the great central plateau (portions of

modei'u Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia)), from which dom-
inating position they extended their conquests in all

directions. They developed a high order of civiliza-

tion, and, at the time of the Spanisli invasion under
Pizai'ro, the empii'e luider their sway iiicliidrd many
tribes speaking ditïei'ent dialects.

The history of the Ancient Peruvians must, to a very
considerable degree, be read in their graves, for they
left no written reeoi-ds, and the Spanish Comiueroi- de-
.stroycd many of their cities, and suppressed their eus-
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the bodies of the dead have beeu well preserved. The
tombs are generally found on elevated plateaus, where
the extreme dryness of the air, combined with the ni-

trous character of tlie sand, has desiccated and iire-

served the bodies of the dead, mummifymg them natur-

ally. The same conditions have caused the fabrics

placed with the bodies to be preserved also, and so it

is from the graves and tombs that we obtain our ear-

liest records of the textile skill of the Incas.

Photograph 1 shows six pieces of cloth that were

recently found in mummy bundles excavated in Peru.

The earliest textiles known to this region w^ere those

ill the Tiahuanaco style, designs that were used by

the Indians of Tiahuanacco City even before the coming

of the Incas. It is thought that the four designs

represented in these six pieces are among the earliest

ever originated of such complexity. If you look

closely you will observe that there are only four sep-

arate designs, although each is treated somewhat dif-

ferently. The four emblems are the Man. Cat, Bird,

aiul Fish. It is a curious, but well established fact,

that the Incas used nearly all animal subjects in their

weaving; for trees, flowers, etc., they had no use. The
four symbols here shown were especial favorites, for

almost always in the designs on ancient pieces of cloth,

eitlier one or more of them is in e\idence. The Man
particularly, is thoroughly typical, for seldom has the

likeness of a man been woven other than in this gro-

tesque fashion, with the out-turned toes and extended

arms.

Photograph 2 .shows a greatly enlarged section of

the lower centre piece of cloth in Photograph 1, This

is the Bird design, and in the enlargement, the man-
ner in which it is built u]) is quite evident.

The fringes on some of these mummy cloths were
termed "Quipu"; that is, a fringe of a main cord, with
other cords of various colors, generally those of the
waij) thi-eads themselves liowever, iianging from it.

In the fringe, knots of ditfereiit kinds were tied, or the
fringe cords were twisted or plaited together in dif-
lerent way.s. The ancient Peruvians, not having a
written language, used this method to keep their ac-
I'ounts, or to record historic events for posterity. By
the color of the cords, or the variety of the

"

twists
and plaits: the kind of knots, or the distance of the
knots from each other, and from the main cord, many
facts were recorded and preserved. Each maker
of a •' Quipu" however, had a system that was to a
large extent original with himself, and which had to
be explained when the " Quipu" was placed in the
keeping of another.

Photograph 3 is of a modern poncho, and shows how
carefully the ideas and methods of the Incas have been
followed by each generation down to the present time.
Here we find, with slight modifications, the same de-
signs as those on the mummy cloths woven hundreds
of years before. The two bottom rows of figures tell

a complete story—in moving pictures as it were—of

Section of a Pii

FIG.

of Cloth foun vrapped around a Per

a triumphant bear hunt. This was. of course, not or-

iginal with the maker of this jiarticular garment, but
has been undoubtedly used by many generations from
its first designer before the Spanish conquest. How
little do we realize in these days of modern machinery
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that to the ancients, each fabric became an individual

human document, the recorded story of misery or of

triumph.

If we can realize how wonderful were the designs

achieved by these uncivilized people a thousand years

ago—and by their primitive deeendents to-day—how
much more remai'kable must it seem when we consider

the appliances by which these results were accom-

plished.

no shearing ai)pliauces—it was generally washed.

Llamas bear both black and white wool, and often it is

only the \vhitc that is washed now—how the ancients

did it we have no means of deciding.

When washed and dried, the wool is ready for the

dyeing process, that is if it is to be dyed, which is

frequently not the case. The Peruvians have many
wonderful and curious dyes, a subject that space will

not permit us to treat of in this ai'ticle.

FIG. 3.

A Modern Peruvian Poncho, showing pictures of sn Ancient Hunting Expedition woven into the Cloth.

The methods of spinning—it is wool that is general-
ly used by these Indians—have changed little since

the days of the Incas. The Llama is the groat wool-
bearing animal of South America, and it was from
the Llamas that the wool was secured. After it was
cut off thi> animal—not an easy process, as there were

When the work of dyeing is completed, or imme-
diately after wasiiing, if no dyeing has been done,
the wool is r('a<ly to Ix' carded.

Photograpli 4 sliows an Indian boy carding black
wool. This pair of ('ards is made of hard wood, and
each has its iiisiih' sui-fa<-e covered with leather, into
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wliicli :i iiiiinlx r ol' points of thin steel wire have been
very slrouiily ;iiicl evenly fixed, similar to oui- faiiii-

liar eurrj'-eonil). A small quantity of wool is spread

as evenly as possible on the steel points of one card.

This is then held by the handle, with the points up-

ward, in the left iiaiul, and the worker sits down and
rests the eard flat upon his knee. The other card he

then takes in his I'ight hand, and presses its points firm-

ly dowji upon the wool to be earded. The hifjht hand
is then drawn swiftly toward him, thus tearing the

fibres apart, and smoothing them out. After repeat-

ing this action a few times the straightened fibres are

found lightly attached to one edge of the lower eard.

They are then transferred to the smooth back of the

otlier card, and with a few deft taps of the back edge
of the one from which they were taken, may be made
to assume a curled shape. When it has been worked
into such a twisted curled shape, the carding is reads-

to be drawn out and twisted or spun into thread.

Photograph 5 shows the same boy spinning. In his

left hand he holds the curled roll of carded wool, so

that he does not need a distalï. His spindle cannot be

seen in the photograph. Notice however, the supports

^'^m :
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Plain Loom Weaving Faults

and Remedies

Banking-ofif, Breakdowns, etc., and How to Prevent It.

By PRACTICAL MANAGERS.

(All Rights Rpserved.)

The trouble of fast reed looms hanging-off so very

frequently confronts a loom tackier, overlooker, or ov-

erseer, that an enumeration will be interesting and

helpful to prospective overlookers, also perhaps assist

experienced overlookers in more fully considering,

than hitherto, the causes of banking-ofif and their ef-

fects. Some districts speak of looms banging-ofif,

while other districts designate the same fault as knock-

ing-up or knocking-off. Without doubt, this trouble

is the principal of all loom faults, the remedying of

which is part of the loom overlookers' duty. Bang-
ing-oflP can be defined as meaning that the loom is sud-

denly .stopped with a characteristic bang, when the

slay is moving forward, by reason of the stop rod

blade engaging with the frog, instead of the former

being adequatel}^ raised. The looms of some over-

lookers are subject to banking-ofif much more than

looms for which another overlooker is responsible, and
given equal conditions, the amount and quality of pro-

duction from the looms of any certain overlooker ren-

ders it possible to estimate the approximate value of

a loom overlooker.

All overlookers ought ever to strive to reduce bang-

iiig-otf to the very lowest minimum. P.y so doing, their

loom will produce better quality of cloth and more of

it, there will be fewer breakages, less loom supplies re-

quired, and the overlooker will save himself a deal

of vexatious work afterwards. A loom maintained
in good repair is always less subject to banking-ofif

than looms in bad, rickety conditions. Some re-

l)uted poor overlookers appear to never understand
why a good overlooker who continually plods stead-

ily on in a methodical manner without moving about
at a racehorse speed, but yet maintains his looms in the
best condition, can produce infinitely better results

with less work than an overlooker continually working
pell mell in any luqthazard manner, adopting all kinds
of blustering tactics, content to allow looms to work
in a gingerly eoiulition, and having little regard as to

whether two or three looms are waiting for his atten-

tion. Overlookei's possessing a lengthy experience are
occasionally baffled for some time in remedying bang-
ing-ofif, and even when the trouble has been prevented,
it has, for the time being, not been very clear why a
particular cause ought to have culminated in bang-
ing off. An overlooker can sometimes be pitied Avhen in

a vexatious state of .mind owing to being directed to a
certain loom several times in (|uick succession to pre-
vent banging-ofll:' when the trouble has apparently been
j-emoved at each visit. Renewed poor weavers are
generally conspicuous in often calling the overlooker
to prevent bauging-otf.

There are vei\y many causes which jjrevent Ihe shut-
tle sufficiently passing into the sluittle box and caus-
ing banging-ofif. A loom can he easily unsteadily
driven by using a driving belt which is too slack, there-
by failing to regularly impart enough picking power to
the shuttle. Dry, hard, very thick, or unpliable loom

belts fail to be satisfactory for transmitting power to

the loom owing to there being inadequate tenacity of

the belt on the pulleys. Therefore, the strength of the

pick is reduced and the loom runs very unsteady. In

pjugland, the flesh side of the bolt is in contact with

the pulleys, while in America the reverse or hair side

of the belt generally makes contact with the pulleys.

In England, banging-off has sometimes been prevented

by reversing the pulley side of belt from grain side to

hair side. A suitable dressing applied to loom belts

proves very beneficial in some weaving sheds, subject

to sudden fluctuations of heat and humidity.

When the atmosphere causes the belts to become dry
and harden, it is the practice of some overlookers to

dress the outside of the belt once w-eekly for a month
with a mixture of tallow and neatsfoot oil. Then, a

little of the dressing applied every second week will be

sufficient. The dressing will gradually improve the

grip of the belt on the pulleys, the driving side of the

belt will be not too dry, and the dui'ahility of tin

belt will be considerably increased. Insufficient jjick-

ing power being imparted to the shuttle has occasion-

ally been traced to the loom puUej' being very slightly

loose; henee the shuttle fails to be picked across from

box to box completely.

The shuttle can be impeded in its progress if the
sheds of warp yarn do not "bottom" correctly in re-

lation to the shuttle )-ace. Thus, the shuttle is some-
what "'checked," or it may be that the shuttle will
be lifted sufficiently to completely fly out of the shed,
oi' else come in contact with the spindle stud. Some
weavers have a habit of not paying sufficient atten-
tion to the weights on the beam levers at the back of
the loom. Too many weights on the levers, or the
weights not near enough to the fulcrum, has often
caused banging-ofif to occur by reason of the flight of
the shuttle being retarded.

Picking either too early or too late can cause bang-
ing-ofl:'. If the pick is timed to operate too late, the
closing shed will interfere with the speed of the shut-
tle, or may even trap the shuttle in the shed. On the
other hand, a shuttle picked out of the box too early
enters enters the shed previous to the latter being pr.-

pared to receive it, and some of the picking power i>

at once absorbed. The amount of opening, or size of
shed, must of course be great enough to prevent the
speed of the shuttle being impeded, but the tension
exerted on the yarn must not be excessive, and hence
too lai'ge a shed must be avoided. The removable
point, or nose, of the picking cam sometimes becomes
very badly worn and the amount of power which ought
to be imiiarted to the shuttle is insufficient to drive it

full up into the opposite box. The upright ])ickitig
shaft must have adeiiuate freedom of motion in its foot,
step, or bottom cup, and also in the swan-neck or top
collar, otherwise the strength of the pick will be reduc-
ed by reason of excessive power being necessary to
actuate the picking shaft itself:

In some instances, banging-ofif has been caused bv
the jucknig stick being loose in its crab, or cockle, or
by the two parts of the crab being loose and allowing
the i)ickiug .stick to have slipped back; in such cases
the pickei' natui-ally fails to travel far enough on the
spindle and the shuttle is not given the requisite pick-
ing force. It should be particularly noted whethei'
the picking shell, and the picking cairi, are secure. If
not, the power of the pick will be weakened, and a
false pick will sooner or later cause banging-ofif. If
the picking stick is cracking, or breaking, it is a cause
of the pick being too weak. Many weavers do not, un-
fortunately, pay sufficient attention to the cleaning of
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shuttle boxes. Shiiltli's iiuikiiiy; contact with dirt or

.sticky substances in the sliutth^ boxes will eventually

impede the pi-ogruss of the siiuttle when i)assing- into

the box, or when leaving the same.

Looms attended by weavers carei'nl enough to keep
their shntth> boxes eh;an, are rarely troubled with
banging-off owing to boxes being dirty. The occa-

sioiud use of ]niraffin oil to thoroughly clean the bo.xcs

is often of assistance in I'enioviiig any dii't from the

shuttle boxes. It is also important that the shuttle

be kept clean ; especially does this apply to weavers,
who are unfortunately troubled with hands that sweat
very much. Some overlookers insist on their weavers
applying a little clean loom oil to the shuttles every
week-end, so that the lubricant can enter into the tim-

ber while the mill is stopped. This hint is of much
assistance in maintaining shuttles sufficiently polished

and smooth'- oil must not be applied to that extent,

however, as to cause the warp yarn to be stained. It

must be noted, here, that bj' simply rubbing a small

((uantity of oil on the shuttle back and front, banging-

off has often been cured. The condition of the pick-

er ought also to be borne in mind, as a broken picker

can easily be the cause of the shuttle not receiving suf-

ficient picking power.

A broken picker is also cause of the shuttle being

given an incorrect direction of flight, and thus causes

cracking in the box, which is a clicking noise easily de-

tected by any overlooker, caused b.y the shuttle not

cleanly entering the box, but strikes the box sides.

The important assistance of the check strap ought to

be properly obtained. The shuttle will not suffi-

ciently enter the box in the event of the cheek strap

being too tight. Tlie tension of the swell, or binder,

springs must not be excessive, otherwise the picking

power must be increased to deliver the shuttle at one,

or perhaps both, sides of the loom to ensure the loom
not banging-oii', that the shuttle sufficiently enters the

box in spite of increased pressure by the swell.

The flight of the shuttle can be erratic owing to the

spindle working loose ; hence not allowing the shut-

tle to be sufficiently boxed. A rebounding shuttle

is a fairly prevalent cause of a loom banging-oft'. Ex-
cessive power of the pick ejects the shuttle from the

box in such a "savage"' manner that rebounding oc-

curs in the opposite box, and on the next pick the

picker has to travel some distance on the spindle be-

fore moving the shuttle, thus causing a weakened pick

and the loom to bang-ofif. When the cheek sti-ap is

too slack to be of much use, the cheeking influences on
the shuttle are thereby reduced, and rebounding is the

result.

In the event of the shuttle having a direction as to

strike the box front, owing to the pick being too strong,

the swell may not be pressed back sufficiently, owing
to the shuttle not entering the box full up. When the

shuttle is in the correct position in the box, the stop

rod blade must be adjusted to clear the frog by % to

1/4 inch, otherwise the blade will engage with the frog

occasionally, and the loom will bang-oft".

Emphasis ought to be directed to the shuttles being

equal in size and weight. Shuttles that are unequal
in width may result in the smaller of them not raising

the stop rod blade to prevent engagement with the

frog. The smaller shuttle may also cause rebounding
to occur. The finger on the stop rod must be main-

tained in its correct position, otherwise if it has slipped

at all, the stop rod blade will not have sufficient lift.

The shuttle will have an erratic course from box ta

box, and also not permit the shuttle to enter full up in

the box, if the reed is set at an incorrect bevel, or by

the race plate l)eing badly wot-n, or if the spindle is

not straight. It ought to Ik; stated here, that an ex-
perienced loom ov(U'lookei' can genei'ally locate the
cause of a loom banging-oH" by watching the loom as it

is in motion, or by placing the hand on top of the reed
cap with the loom in work. Rebounding will also oc-
cur when the swell spring is too weak, slack, or bro-
ken. The stop rod will have insufficient lift if the
swell, or swell pin, is worn.

(To be Contiiuied.)

Cotton Carding Points---III.

15 y W I L L I A M SHAW
(CoiiliiiiK-.l Iroiii last issue.)

Another important consideration is the distance be-
tween the feed-roll and the beater-blade. In some
mills the distance or space is so small that one im-
agines that he is m a saw-mill instead of a cotton
mill. When your picker is making such a noise it is

over fed. To prove what I say, watch the feed-
roll, and when you see it rise from a bulky sheet of
lap, you will also notice that when this heavy por-
tion of lap comes under the action of the beater
blades, the noise increases, which proves that many
mills are running their pickers with too nai-row a
space between the feed roll and the beater blades.

It is a most common thing to walk the streets of
any cotton mill city, and hear the noise dc^scribed

above. It is vibration, and when there is vibi-ation,

there is something wrong.

I have always found the following setting to give
satisfaction. When setting the beater blade to the
feed-roll, use a closed two-foot rule.

By sliding the rule back and forth, the same dis-

tance at every point can be easily attained.
The reader will find the following suggestions va-

luable in the making of an even sheet of lap and also
a fairlj' hard lap.

To enable a cai'der or picker-boss to make an even
sheet of lap and also a firm lap, the picking machin-
ery should consist of dampers that can be regulated
on the side as well as in the middle. When the air-

current is stronger on one side than on the other, the
side having the weaker current is iisually soft for
the reason that less stock is carried forwai'd at this
point. The object of the air-current is to play
through the newly-opened cotton, and carry away
the dust and other foreign substances which adhere
to it, and at the same time deposit only the cotton on-
to the cages. I would like the reader to stop here
and think what is caused by a high speeded beater.
Does it not destroy to a certain extent the draught of
the fan? When you destroy the draught of the fan,
much good fibre is lost.

On the other hand, if the beater is revolving too
slowly, the draught of the fan becomes so strong
that it takes with it all the heavier impurities which
results in a dirty lap. I have already explained how
the heavier impurities (of which a part consists of a
hard nature) will dull the wire points on the cards.
I have also given the |)roper speed of the beater fan,
and also the blows to the inch, and if the i-eader will
try what I have already suggested, he will find that
the making of a well-made lap is an easy nuitter.
Sometimes it requires a little ingenuity to locate

the real cause of a defective sheet of lap. Every
carder should make at least four rounds per day
around his room. lie should, when going through
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the cards, examine every web. If the web is foimd

to be lighter on one side than on the other, he should

by the appearance of the lap be able to know on what

machine the lap was made.

What I mean by the appearance of the lap, is the

build of the lap. Every carder or picker-boss can

in almost every case pick out the machine that has

made a certain lap by the appearance of the lap on

the sides. Therefore, when the defective web is dis-

covered the carder should immediately call the pick-

er-boss, and together go to the picker making de-

fective laps. It requires no expert to ascertain which

side to remedy, for any carder or picker-boss can, by

jiressing the hand on the presser roll, detect the thick

or thin side of the sheet. Next, wipe the glass on

the picker bonnet, and while watching the cotton ar-

rested on the screen, turn the side damper slowly un-

til the stock is properly distributed on the surface of

both cages.

Another important consideration in <!onnection with

a strong current is that it prevents the stock being

properly struck against every bar as it should be.

There is no other machine in a cotton mill that in-

jures the stock more than the picking nuichiuery. On
this point carders agree to a man. We used to think

that the card injured the stock most, but from several

tests made by manufacturers and builders, it was pro-

ven beyond a doubt that the picking machinery in-

jured the stock the most. Yarn made from a card

having a series of licker-ins, is as strong if not strong-

er than the yarn made to pass only one licker-in.

Holler cards make the strongest yarn.

Therefore, if the picking machinery injures the

stock most, is it not a great mistake to rework laps

weighing from standard?
As a rule, every carder is very strict in keeping the

laps at standard weight, and orders every lap to be

run over again from standard, but how many card-

ei's and spinners ai"e suffering from such a strict

rule. The reason is that a portion of the stock is

made more fluffy by being re-worked.

The writer has had charge of some of the largest

carding rooms in the United States, anil always em-
ployed the following method in reworking laps

weighing from the standard weight. When the stan-

dard weight was set at forty pounds, one-half pound
was allowed on either side so that any laps weigh-
ing 'i^Yz or 401/2 pounds were counted as standard
weight. All laps weighing over or under these

weights were run on a certain number of cards. So
many cards running all heavy laps and so many
cards running light laps. Tlie standard laps were
mai'ked, as also the light and heavy laps from stand-

ard. The light were worked on one end or side of

the room, while the heavy laps were worked on the

other. This was done so as to prevent any chance
of mixing. A certain head of drawing was gea'-ed

so as to make the weight of the slivers from this head
the same as that of the other drawings running card-

ed slivers from standard laps. That is, the draft

of the drawing running the slivers from the light laps

was shortened while the draft on the drawing run-

ning the heavy slivers was lengthened.

Many readers may say that this is too much ti-ou-

ble, but if it is put into practice it will be found very
simple and very little trouble. Even if it is a lit-

tle more trouble, is it not much better than to re-

work the stock over again and present to the card
fluffy stock that should be more coherent?

On the sides of each cage thei'c should be strips

of thin leather, properly fitted, so as not to allow

any stock l)eing drawn down by the air currents to

the flues and finally to the dust room. Although the

cages revolve very slowly, in time these leather strips

become worn, especially on the backside of the cages,

where close inspection is necessary to discover their

condition. It is surprising how much this import-

ant and costly matter is neglected in most mills. It

takes but a very small space to allow the air-currents

to rob a few fibres from the portion drawn on the

sides of the cages. To prove this is true, go to

your dust room and see how much good fibres you

will find. If the leather strips are properly fitted

around the sides of the cages, it is impossible for

any good fibres to find their way to the dust room.

In the management of a picker room keeping the

parts of the evener motion clean will give better re-

sults than anything else. They should be cleaned

and oiled at least every two weeks. In many nulls

the evenier motion is not cleaned once in six months.

However, if one in charge of the pieker-i-oom will

clean the evener motion every two weeks the result

obtained in the succeeding processes will be vei'y con-

vincing.

Go and ask your grinder why the fillet covering
the licker-in is saw-tooth shape, and in almost every
case you will get the answer, "I don't know." If

most grinders did know, they would not shai'pen a

licker-in with a soft brick, which is a common prac-

tice in many cotton mills. Sharpening a licker-in

with a soft brick should be branded as a crime in ev-

eiy cotton mill, as against the true principles of card-

ing. The fillet covering the licker-in has that pe-

culiar formation so that stock will not be taken
around a second time. Now, sharpen your licker-in

with a soft brick then when the card is in operation
remove the door in the back of the card and look up
at the licker-in and you will see thousands of fibres

taken around a second time. When fibres are taken
aroimd a second time, they are rolled when passitig

tlie feed plate with the result that nebs are found m
tile web in front of the card. No card will make a

web free from nebs when the licker-in is dull or in

a poor condition. When a licker-in is making bad
work, there is only one good remedy, and that is to

Tjike it out hnmediately and send it to a proper place
to have it repaired.

There is not a trouble more annoying in a cotton
mill than the trouble known to mill men as flaking.
Flaking means clusters of fibi-es that have escaped
the action of the licker-in and been conveyed to the
cylinder in bunches. These bunches can be detect-
ed by the naked eye when they appear in the web.
Flaking is bad in more ways than one. It causes the
strand to have more fibres in its cross section where
the flakes exist. It gives the strand a lumpy appear-
ance and it often causes the wire on both the cylin-
der and flats to become charged in a short time.

If you wish to make a clean even web, set your
feed plate as close as possible to the licker-in. Of
course, great care should be taken that the teeth of
tlie licker-in does not come in contact with the feed
plat(\ I assure every reader of this journal, that
if tried, this method will receive commendation. You
will be surprised how much better it will improve the
looks of the web. I assure every reader that such a
close setting will not injure the stock. The reader
is assured that such a close setting will not injure the
stock. I have used it for twelve years with good re-
sults.

In the management of a cotton null one is on dan-
gerous ground every minute. For instance, how often
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you will hear the siiiieiinteiideiit giving orders to the

carder to eliaiige a eei'taiu luiiuber of eards I'roiii

short stoek to loug stock, or viee versa. The length

of the nose of the feed plate is never considered. The
distance from the bite of the feed roll to the lower-

end of the face of the feed plate is vei-y iiiiportaul.

To have good work this distance must be regulated,

and the only way the distance can be regulated is

l)y changing the feed plate to accommodate different

kinds of stoek. The face of the feed plate is so

shaped that the entire length of the staple will be
supported on its face, and receive the full benefit of

the cleaning and combing action of the licker-in.

ir the distance from the bite of the feed-roll to the

lower end of the face is sliorter than the staple being
worked, a great amount of fibres will be broken, as

it is necessary that the fibres should be free from the

bite of the feed-roll before the action of the teeth

exerts its greatest pull.

On the other hand, if the distance from the bite

of the feed-roll to the lower end of the face is fiiuch

greater than the length of the staple, the action will

not be gradual and the licker-in teeth will cause what
is known as plucking, which is the same as flaking.

However, this can be somewhat remedied if the feed
roll is more heavily weighted. The distance between
the feed-roll and the lower end of the feed plate is

.iust as important as the distance between the draw-
ing rolls. There is not a carder or spinner that would
have the distance between any pair of rolls shorter

than the staple, and why? Because the front roll

woidd be checked often and the staple broken. What
is the difference and will îiot the same take place be-

tween the feed roll and the lower end of the feed

plate? Is it not a fact that in most mills, cards are

changed from short to long stock without changing
the feed plate?

Warping Problems
By ÏÏ. D. MARTIN

There are a great many things about warping w'hieh

can make or break good running work through the

remainder of a plant. This process, like spooling,

appears simple, but it is much more complicated than

.spooling. Bad running work has often been directly

traced to poor warping. It is a particular process, and
requires skill both by operatives and in supervision

to obtain best results. Of the many evils surround-

ing this process, none is quite so easily produced as

those in connection with filling warper jjeams. It is

strange that the bad filling of a beam should be so

prevalent; the work being in plain sight, it would

seem the easiest thing to avoid, yet no evil in connec-

tion with warping is so general. Almost every mill

has some of this trouble.

There are many defects incident to filling^ of the

beam, some of which may be catalogued as follows:

Filling beam too full at one end ; filling too full at both

ends—that is, the yarn piling up or creeping against

the beam head; filling not full enough at one end; fill-

ing not full enough at both ends. All of the above

cause a great deal of trouble with selvages. There

is also the beam filled tapered end to end; the pitted

beam on account of the ends being left out here and

there; raised or beaded places on account of coarse

threads not being taken out; soft-wound beam.s; over-
hard wound beams: over-filled beains and too Tiiany
pieces or partly filled beams: cro.sscd ends, double end.s.
wrong number of ends, la])|)ed ends, snarled ends, and
kinky ends; knots too large, slip knots and long tail

knots; warps made the wrong length; chafed yarn; oily
spots and dirty places; spools run down too small:
strained yarn on account of .starting machine too sud-
denly; marking beams wrong when taken off; im-
properly protected beams when slacked, causing bro-
ken heads and broken yarn; filling beams when they
have a broken head or when there are loose beam
heads; ^\•eiglling beams wrong; creeling Avhen beam is

partly filled, bringing too many knots into the work:
warper at too high speed; warper too dirty: allowing
lumps of wa.ste to fall into the yarn while being
wound on beam ; loose threads left here ami there when
piecing ends; mixing yarns when creeling; luieven
tensions on account of dirty creel steps or bioken
glass steps, or because some spools are unbalanced by
broken heads and by using spools of diffei-ent si/.es.

or skewers of different sizes, which will also do this;

using beams with crooked journals; measui'ing roll

out of commission; the stop-motion or drop wires may
be cut hy the yarn, causing chafing, uneven tension,

and undue breakages; expansion combs not si)reading
eveul.y, causing a wavy, filled beam; insufficiently

oiled rolls and other parts, causing undue straining
of the yarns, besides wearing out the machine.

Warping is all that the name applies. It is the

foiuidation of warp building. It is at this point

that the ends coming from various parts of the mill

are assembled, placed side by side, and tensions
matched and equalised, and the good work should be
accomplished here without destroying the elasticity

of the yarn. The scheme of trulj^ good warping must
be to have all parts so set and minutely ad.justed that

everything moves in perfect vmison from start to fin-

ish; that is, there should be no yanking, jerking mo-
tions, back lashings or undue friction. The creel sliould

be perfectl}' set and evenly distributed in every di'tail.

while its position is also of great importance. It may
be set too close to the warper, or it may be spread too

little or too much at the back and come togetlier too

much at the warper end. All these settings dei)entl

on the size of the yarns, number of ends in the creel,

size of spools, space available, and other local condi-

tions.

Careful observation b.v the local management can
easily lead to the best results. Care should be taken
that warper creels are not set on shaky floors. Tliis

causes jumping of spools from their moorings, which
izi turn causes excessive breakages. So important is

this that an expert manufacturer in the South has

found it to his advantage to raise the back of his war-

per creels about l^/^ incites, so that the spools shall re-

main anchored at one side of the creel steps. He found
the give-and-take caused by the freedom of the skew-
ers roaming from one side of the step to the other

affected the smooth lajnng of the yarn on the beam
also that it caused uneven tensions to have spools

rocking to and fro on the metallic steps in use at that

time. He found that his work went down much better

to have everj' end with smooth tension under jierfect

control at all times, giving no individual play for back
lashings.

Another point about creels is that they may be too

high. When creels are too high or too wide too much
angle or sjjread is caused. The difference between
ends pulling straight from spools and those j)ulling
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around an angle is, again, a mat lei' of uneven tension.

It is the same if the creels are very long. There is

more strain on ends from (he V)aek of the ei'eel than

from those at the front. There is no trouble in as-

certaining these variations of tension with a grain

scale. The only safe remedy is to have a medium num-
ber of ends in a creel. It is better to run 400 to 500

ends on a beam, and have a more uniform tension,

tlian to have 600 or more ends, and have larger varia-

tions in tensions. All of these .scientific points count

in the making of perfect work.

There is also an unsafe limit between the full and

the empty spool. Better results are obtained from

spools which are too small than from those which are

too large for the work in hand. Many mills to-day are

suffering from this evil, and are having uphill work

on acount of the spools being too large for the work.

It does not pay to have abnormal conditions at the

various points mentioned. It would be better to turn

the spools heads down or install sinaller ones. The

better running work with the snudler spools would

pay the cost of the change many times over.

This is true of the length of the spool. A ti-averse

of 4 inches to 5 inches would give nuich better work

in numy mills than that which 5 inches to 6i/> inches

gives. This is because the difference between the angle

of di'awing the end from the centre of the spool to the

head causes a variation of the ten.sion. The way to

determine all these nice points is to put a question

nnirk after every item mentioned and make a thorough

examination of conditions. If there is any poubt about

any particular point, or conditions are sufficiently

at variance from the true course of things, it is best

to take one machine by itself and experiment fully

with it. Whatever is necessary to make every point

meulioned absolutely right should l)e obtained with-

out delay. Every motion sho\dd be carefully analysed,

and then a set of beams from this machine tried ag-

ainst the test of a set from the other machines not

having been overhauled. The res\dts should be care-

fully observed and the difference in |)i'oduction noted,

and' tlie cost calculated. This is the oidy efficient way
to determine the difference, if any; also to get at the

true gain or loss of the two systems.

The matter of having a good light around these

machines is also of prime imi)ortance. There is a

plant of 2,000 looms that operated its \var])ers with-

out a good light for many years. It was troubled a

great deal with poor warping Finally the wai'i>ers

were rearranged to secure a bett(>r distribution of

the light, and the work was improved at once. The
mill man realises that there are very many things in

connection with the warping j^rocess that iriay cause

a great deal of bad running work for' the weaving end
of the trade. Warpers, like everything else, need to

be very closely watched, and overhaided as often as

lu^cessary.

Good warping means good weaving. The two pro-

cesses are elosel.y related. To secui'c this there must
be a good. It is a pity to liave jiooi- help on these

machines, making poor work, when ev<Tytl',iiig else

about these machines is all right. If jinxbody thinks
\vari)ing is easy, let him pause ami consider well the
|)i'oblems which take up the attention of the men ri'-

sponsible for making good work nmlri- these ii|ihill

conditions. Take the matter of eoi'i'ectly weighing
the beams as an example. The scales should be in jier-

fect order, and the empty as wi^ll as the lull beams
should be accurately weighed. The mistake of a few
poiuuls from correct weight is a serious mattei-, as it

gives the inipressiou that the woi'k is too heavy or too

light, when in idl probability the work is practically

all right. Likewise, every other item nu'ntioued pro-

iluces mi.schief peculiar to its place in the catalogue of

ei-i-oi>s.
—Textile .Alauufactui'crs ' Journal."

Practical Tuning and Construc-

tion of Power Looms---VII.
(Continued. )

THHE OPERATION OF THE DOBCROSS DOBBY.

By BEAUMONT METTRICK.

(All Rights Reserved.)

Construction and Working of the Dobby.—Diag. 83

illustrâtes various parts of this impor'tant section of a

Dobeross jjoom. The dobby head is fixed outside

the loom frame at one end, and the two cylinders 100!»

aiirf 1002 ai^e driven from the crank shaft L, by means
of the two spur wheels 1026 and 102:'). On the face of

102.") is cast a bevel wheel, which gears with its com-
panion bevel 1()2S, this being at the bottom of the up-

right shaft 1020, the bottom of which is ludd in a poc-

ket in the casting E. At the top of the shaft, two
bevels 1022 and 1023, which are keyed fast to shaft, op-

ei^ate upon eomi)aiuon bevels 1011 and 1001, these be-

ing keyed to the eylniders or framework, cause the

two cylinders to be turned-in opposite directions. Ow-
ing to I he |)ositiou of 1022 and 1023, the eyliiulers, in

turn operating upon the vibrator gear wheels and le-

vel's, cause tlu; healds or boxes to be worked (see Diag.
31 ). The top cylinder chills, 1002 lift the healds, 1003
lifts the boxes and works the picking, and the bottom
cylinder chills 1009 and 1010 lower the healds and
boxes.

The Cylinder Chills.—These chills or jackets of chill-

ed iron fit ovei' the top of the cylinder framework pro-
pel'. The two small sections 1003 and 1010 which work
upon the box and |)ick vibrators are always keyed to
the frame, and to two larger ones 1002 and 1009 are
fastened to the frame by small set screws, in order to
allow for difl'erent setting of the timing of heald mo-
tion to the box motion. These cylinders have teeth on
half their circumferences only, which allows half a
revolution for change of healds and boxes, and half for
luiuse or rest of healds and boxes during the picking
and passage of shuttle across the shed formed.
Setting of the Chills.—As the box sections are keyed

fast to the .\liiidei', these sliould be set first from "the
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criink shnft wIkh-I ]()2(i. Thus :—Turn the <r()iii->- pjin
forwcinl until the r.'cd or slcy is at the cdfjc of the
cloth, tlieii with tlic clutt-h pin A in gear, and tlu' two
set screws C and D on wheel 1026 loose, turn the eylin-
ders by the hand wheel r)21, until the box or |)iekin<r vi-

brator gear wheel is half turned, and the boxes half
changed. Then fasten up the wheel 1026 by the two
set screws to shaft L: this will set the box "section to
the picking, and beating up, and allow plenty of time
for boxes to settle before the pick takes i)lace. After
this section is set, the heald section can be fixed. Un-
screw the set screw on heald cylinder then move chill
to required position, which varies according to style
of fabi'ic woven.

As follows:

—

Level to :? teeth ahead oC box section for loose cloths.

3 to 5 teeth ahead of box section for medium cloths

5 to I teeth ahead of box section for heavy cloths.

When the sections are level, the healds commence to
move at the same time as the boxes, when the sley is

about 214 in. to 21/2 in. from the edge of cloth, as the
going part is coming forwai'd, and finish when about
the same distance from the edge on the backward jour-
ney of the sley or going part.

With heald section 2 teeth ahead of box section, the
healds move 31/2 iu- before beat up and 2 in. after beat
up. With heald section 4 teeth ahead of box section,

the healds move 4% ûi- before aiïd 1 in. after beat u\).

With heald section 7 teeth ahead of box section the
healds move 7% in. before and Y^ in. after beat up.
As the top cylinder chills have all the lifting to do

of both healds and boxes, thej', of coursi>, wear out
much quicker than the bottom cylinder chills, the chief
defect being the breaking oiï of the first and second
rows of teeth, owing to the gearing not being set pro-
perly. This defect often causes late vrorking of one
particular vibrator lever and its corresponding heald
shaft, box or picking, which would result in broken
ends, late picking, bad boxing and shuttles, flying

shuttles, etc. It is therefore necessary to watch this

point carefully, and if any teeth are broken or badly
worn at an important working part of the chill, it

should be replaced by a new chill or exchanged with
the chill on the bottom cylinder, which, not having
an.y liftmg, but only lowering to healds and boxes to

woi"k, does not have to overcome as much resistance as

the top chills, and it therefore engages with the vibra-

tor gear wheels more readily, without much slipi>iiig

and breaking of teeth of either.

Timing of the Top Cylinder to the Bottom Cylinder.

—The first tooth of the toji and bottom cyiindi-rs of

heald and box sections independently, should engage
with the teeth of the vibrator gear wheels at the same
time. This ma.y be accomplished by setting the top

cylinder to the bottom one, or bj' unfastening the bolts

that hold the upright shaft in position. Then draw
back the upi'ight shaft, drawing the two bevel wheels
1022 and 1023 out of gear with the cylinder bevels, 1011

and 1001. Set the cylijiders in position, then thi'ow

into gear, taking care that all plugged bevels and half-

teeth are gearing into each other, if present. Then fix

u|i all bolts, etc.

Disconnecting the Dobby Head.—This can be done
by means of a clutch fixed at the bottom of the up-

right shaft 1020. This clutch is formed of 3 sections,

the top part 1031 working loosel.v upon the shaft, and
is controlled and moved vertically by means of a

hand lever 10.54, which is pivoted inside the franu'work

loom.

A peg -A" is lilli-d to this .section, and is made to fit

llirough a hole in the middle plate 1032 and into one in

llie bottom .si'clioii 102S, wlii<-li is a bevel gearing with
102.-). The middle plate 1032 is keyed last to the up-
right shaft 1020. and the bottom section is loose uj)on
the shaft, so that when the pin is withdrawn from the
hole in the bottom bevel 102<S by nutans of the lever
10r)4 lifting 1031. the bottom bevel is free to revolve
loosely u])on the shaft, without turning the middle and
top plate of clutch (see Kig. H. Diag. 33). The loom
can thus be worked without the dobby if required, or
the dobby to be •turned by hand by means of the hand
wheel .521, for levei'sing purposes, etc., without turn-
ing the heavy ])art of loom, as is done by power re-
versing on some types of looms. This clutch always
allows for the dobby mechanism to be geai'ed up with
the rest of loou) at the same point every time.

These geai- wheels 1026, 1025 and 102.S should al-

ways i)e covered, as they are situated on the outside of

the loom frame, about level with the arms and hands of

the operatives, and are therefore a sourcie of danger.

The Lag CVlindei-, etc., will be dealt with Ln the next
article, also th(> Vibrator Levers and Gear Wheels.
Timing and Setting of same.

TREATING UNSHRINKABLE WOOLLENS.

Knglisli jiateiit 2!), .512, 1!»13. of which A, E. (iarrett

of St. Albans, is the patentee, describes a treatment
which is designed to restore the power of absorption,
which woollen goods lose in the process for making
them unshrinkable. After removal from the shrink-
ing bath, the goods are rinsed and then immersetl in

a weak ammonia and soap bath. For .50 lb. woollen
goods the bath should be composed of 6 lb. soa|), ;5

])ints .strong ammonia of «SSO s.g., and 120 gallons wa-
ter. After five minutes" immersion the goods are re-

moved, scoured if neccssaiw, rinsed and dried. The
immersion my be exteuded to ten minutes if desired,

or aftei' the first removal the goods may be dried and
re-immersed for five minutes longer. Generally s])eak-

ing, however, the one inuuersion of five minutes" dura-
tion is sufficient.
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The Lubrication of Knitting

Yarns
The yam employed for knitted goods is subjected

to a considerable amount of bending, which differs

entirely but that to which woven fabrics are liable.

In the latter fabric, the threads i-etain their parallel

relation to each other in warp and weft, onlj' devia-

ting from this a little up or down in intersecting, says

a writer in "Knit Goods."

The warp threads are held firndy in their position

by the aid of the weft and a comi)act cloth results.

In the knitted texture the longitudinal and transverse

elements are both obtained from the one yarn which

lequires to be forced into a curved form. The yarns

in spinning are made W'ith a minimum of twist and

from elastic materials as far as possible, so as to en-

sure the perfect formation of the curved loops, but

the manufactui-er is obliged to employ many classes

of yarn which do not possess the necessary plastic

properties. Hard, brittle and unyielding yarns never

make a perfect fabric if worked in their natural state.

The loops in place of being nicely curved in form show-

straightened portions, producing nnnute defects known
ill the trade 'as "pinholes." It is difficult to state tin;

Lubricating trough which may be attached to hosiery

character of any individual pinlioli', Init if they occur

frequently in the cloth they combine to give a decidedly

raw appearance to the sui'face. All as a remedy in such

cases a lubricant of some kind is applied to the yai-n.

The hand-frame stocking maker frequently sprayed

water on to the hanks before winding. Init he also used

jiaraffin or olive oil for woolen and worsted yarns. For
the power-frame a more efficient method has to be

adopted, and this is best attained by tlie lubricating

trough attached to the modern hosiery winding ma-
chines. A side sketch of this trough is shown on this

]iage, and consideration of its simple yet effective con-

struction will demonstrate its siijieriority over tlu^ ir-

regular methods formerly adoided. The trough T is

constructed of metal and extends the full width of

the winding machine. In front of each bobbin stantl

is placed a wheel M, with the circumference slightly

hollow to allow the yarn to run on it. Those wheels

are each fixed to a common axis which at the end of

the machine is connected by a small belt to the main
shaft, 'llius, whenever the machine is set in work, the

wheels are all made to revolve in the direction of tlie

ai-i'ow, this is, contraiy to the direction of the yard for

the majority of cases. If however, somewhat less lub-

rication is desired, the driving belt can be reversed so

that the wheel and the yarn travel in the same direc-

tion.

'i'lie lubricant is added to the trough to the height

shown, so that the roller continuously revolves in tlie

substance. Tlie comi)osition of the liquid varies accord-

ing to the material. For woolen and worsted yarns, an
emulsion of soap and oil is almost universally employ-
ed. To obtain satisfactory results, the best soap aiul

oil should be bi'onght into service. Soft potash soap
and olive oil are nseil where possible. The soap is

boiled to form a solution and the oil is then added to

form an emulsion. Tin; proportion of soap and oil va7"ies

hut the quantity of soap is greater than that of the

oil ; five-eighths soap and three-eighths oil would be

a good W'orking lubricant. But the lubricant does more
than render the yarn pliant, it smoothes the surface of

the thread, lays the projecting fibre and enables the

y;.;n to be worked with a minimum of friction and
wear and tear.

The process is largely employed for inferior yarns
to strengthen them for the working. The increased

strength may be regarded rather as due to the reduc-

tion of friction, for if lubricatetl yarns be tested on

a machine for .strength, they frequently register con-

sidei-able loss of tensile strength, they pull less dead
weight after lubrication than before. On the otlier

I'.and, enormous addition is made to the ([uality of

stn-tch.

IJnlubricated cotton and mercerized cotton yarns
aie frequenly hard and unyielding and cause con-

siderable breakage to the needles of tlie knitting frame,
breaking off the sjirings or beards. When this takes
place those needles arc; unable to knit their stitches

and have to be replaced by new needles. As a lu-

brjcant for such yarns, mutton fat or lard are found
most suitable. Cardboard is fixed over the face of

the trough to cover it and the fat or lard is placed
above in such a way that the yarn passes through
it on it« way to the liobbin. The winder has to close

up the lard again whenever it wears into a groove.
Silk yarns when worked dry show considerable anti-

pathy to the needles and get caught on the slightest

obstruction, thus causing imperfect loops. They can
be treated in a manner similar to cotton with effective

result in the fabric. By all those methods the lu-

bricant has to be removed .subsequently in scouring,

and often for clean yarn in silk or cotton, parrafin

wax is used as a softener. Two cakes are pressed
together in front of the bobbin and the yarn is passed
through tlii'in iluring winding.

U. S. COTTON CENSUS REPORT.
The census report issued by the United States Gov-

ernment on October 14 showed cotton consumed dur-
ing September, exclusive of liuters, was 415,194 run-
ning bales, com|)ared with 442,435 bales in September,
1913; in manuracturing establishments, 556,068 bales
September 30, as comiiared to 614,581 September 30,

1913; in independent warehouses, 1,661,856. Imports
were 15,315 e(|uivaleiit 500 pound bales in 1914, and
7,449 in 1913; while exports, including linters, were
125,778 running bah's in 1914, against 930,328 in 1913.
Cotton spindles active in August. 1914, were 30,562,185
against 30. 634,381 in 1913.
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New Selvage Motion
In certiiiii classes of cotton goods, such as sateens

and similar falnies, there is a distinct call for material
woven with fancy edges, as distinct from the ordinary
plain selvage. IManufactnrers of such cloths will

therefore have a very real interest, says The Textile

Manufacturer, in an improved selvage motion patent-

ed and manufactured hy Jlr. Irwin Walton, of Walver-
den Foundry, Nelson, England.

There are. of course, many othei- selvage motions on
the market, most, if not all of whii-li are defieient in

one or more res))ects hut Mr. Walton claims universal

application for the "Walverden" selvage motion. He
states that it is eapa])le of weaving all kinds of selvage

that is practical, and that entirely without regard to

the weave in the body of the fabric. As will be seen

from illustration, the motion is briefly in the form of

a nnniature dobb.v, but actually it takes up very lit-

tle s])ace on the loom, and is not a liindrauce. The de-

vice is operate<l from the bottom shaft of the loom,

on which is bolted an eccentric (a), which imports a

Details of "Walverdan ' Selvage Motion.

1-ising and falling movement to the rod (b). l>y means

of a small crosshead and au ad.justable bracket, a simi-

lar movcnuMit is imported to the outer end of the rock-

ing lever (c) fulcrumed at (d), while a horizontal

sliding movement is given to the draw lugs (e) and

(f). Two hooks (g), (h) are connected at one end to

the baulk (j). while their hooked ends are normally

held clear of the draw lugs (e), (f). Thus the hook

(g) is held up by the needle (k) resting on the end of

the feeler (1), while the hook (h) is held up by an ex-

tension of the feeler (m). The pattern is formed by

au endless chain of small wood lags (n), provided with

a double row of holes, in which pegs may be arranged

in any desired order. The lags are carried on a cylin-

der with eight divisions, and provided with a rack-

wheel (p) and hook (q), by which it is turned oue-

eighth of a revolutoin every two picks. A spring

hammer (r) exerts a downward pressure upon a star-

wheel (s) in order to hold the cylinder in its correct

position while the selection of hooks takes place.

Lags without pegs allow the hooks (g), (h) to

remain in an inoperative position, but a peg on either

side of the lags lifts up a feeler and allows the hook-

ed enii of its corresponding liook to fall into tln' pafli

of tlie draw-lug. Thus a peg nndei' the feeler (1)
allows the outer end of that fet'lcr to fall, which
movement is followed by a eorrespoiuling movement
of the needle (k), thus placing the hook (g) in the
path of the draw-lug (t). The downward movement
of the connecting-rod (b) therefore carries the draw-
lug (e) outward to the left, carrying with it tiu' hook
{g\ thus lifting the bracket (t), which is ti.xed on
the lifting lever (u). To the bracket (t) is fixed a
leather band (v), the lower end of which is attached
to a finger (w) .set-screwed to a rod (x) that extends
; short distance beyond each selvage. Fixed to the
same rod (x) is a lifter (y) that is attached to a tape
{/.), to which the selvage harness is secured in the or-
dinary fashion by means of a buckle. To prevent ex-
cessive wear of the tape (z) it is jiassed over a sirmll

flanged bobb-n freely mounted on a S])in(lle l)olteil

to the top rail of the loom.
Changes from one weave to another may be made

n a few minutes, the only alteration neeessary being
on the lattice, so that the motion is complete in itself,

and the first cost provides a motion that meets all

ordinary demands. We tnidersand also that the motion
can readily be applied to all makes and styles of looms.

The Motor Drive for Knitting

Mills

B y G. L. C n A P I N

Rising costs of labor and materials, witiiout an eq-

uivalent increase in prices received for finished pro-
duct, have cut the manufacturer's margin of profit to
such an extent that he nnist necessarily eliminate in-

inifficieut methods of production.

Electric motor drive is being adopted as the motive
power in many branches of the textile industry because
of the greater efficiency obtained fi-om sueh power
in addition to its general advantages of safety, neat-
ness, simplicity and adaptability.

New mills are being laid out for electric service and
old mills are being changed over from their forieei-

cquiimient. Ifany mills finding themselves withoii'

power for additional equipnu^nt which they ])lan to in-

stall, unless a yew engine is provided, have found in the

local electric company a means of quickly and economi-
eall.v obtaining the needed aditional power.

Overhead shafting and pulleys with i)ossible project-

ing set screws; the myriads of belts which, under the
best of conditions freqiuuitly require ad.i'ustment. and
jack shafts on floors or walls, are all elements of dan-
ger and all are elindnated by the electric motor.

The longer the line shaft and the greater the number
of belts required, the less efficient is the motive power.
It is true that tlie modern steam engine and internal

combustion engines have been brought to a high de-

gree of perfection and efficiency in themselves, but
the losses due to friction and belt slippage seriously

decreased the net efficiency—the power actually trans-

mitted to the machine. One short belt or direct or

geared shaft is all that lies between the electric motor
and the machine to be driven.

The shutting down of the engine or trouble with

the main power belt means the stoppage of the entire

plant; trouble in line shaft, eounter-shaft. or any of the

belting operated thei'cby. means the stopping of from
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one maeliine to an entire floor. luierruptions in tlie

eontinuity of electrical energy are so infi-eqvient and of

sueli short duration as to be negligible. A motor will

run year after year with no fni'ther attention than
necessary oiling.

The relative cost of operation of the two systems
cannot be determined in a general waj^ to cover all

cases and all conditions. Eaeli factory presents its

own problem and this question must be settled by a

study of each individual ease.

The constant dri|) of oil fi-oiii stuffing boxes kccjis

the floor of the mill unclean. The aii' currents created
by large numbers of .swiftly moving belts causes lint,

dust and fine jiarticles to be suspended in the air. and
these are inhaled by the workmen or deposited upon
all exposed surfaces from floor to ceiling.

GeiuM'al uncleaniness of a workroom induces em-
l)loyees to neglect the machines, allow rubbish to ac-

cumulate and merchandise in pi'ocess of manufacturer
to be scattered promiscuously over the floor, obstruc-

ting the free movement of employees and reducing
their efficiency. A clean, neat, light, cheerful work-
room means contented, efficient help.

Manufacturers of electrical apparatus have given the

sub.ject of motor drive in textile mills, exhaustive
study, Avhich has resulted in the ])roduction of a com-
plete line of induction motors of both alternating and
direct current types especially adapted for this ser-

vice.

Tlicre are three methods of eiufdoying motors in

plants of this class: first—each room or department
may be operated b.y a single motor; second—the maeh-
iiU'S in each room or dejiartment are divided into

groups, (rach group being driven by a single motor: and
third—by applying an individual motor to each mach-
ine.

The tii'st method is frequently employed in convert-

ing an old mill to electric drive, as it enables the manu-
facturer to utilize the old counter shafts and belts,

ft is ojH'n to some of the objections which apply to

the engine as the source of power, but has many ad-
vantages in its favor.

The second method (group drive) is far more flex-

ible and natural, since standard ]>ractice in knitting
mills has been to connect from 10 to 50 machines by
light belts to a common shaft. It has the further ad-
vantage that the required horsepower to operate a

given groii]) of machines can be closely ascertained,
and a motor selected so that it will run at approxi-
nuitely full load efficiency.

The present tendency however, is towards the third
nu'thod, which consists in dii-ect-eonnecting to each
machine a motor of just sufficient capacity to operate
it. Thus the motor becomes an integral part of the
machine, and the maximum possible efficiency is at-

tained. All belting, shafts and pulleys are eliminated.
The foreman's view of the whole room is unobstructed.
Only those machines which are ju'oducing are consum-
ing current, and each is dir(>ctly imder the control of

the operator at all times.

The electi'ic- motor has a ]ierfectly uniform tm-ning
iiU)Vemen1, and belt sli])i)age, shaft friction, etc., being
wholly eliminated, the umchim^s are driven at absolute-

ly constant speed. This item is of great imjiortance

in coiHicction with ribbers and flat knitting maehines
where intermittent i-ednctions and surges of i)ower
derange the adjustment of the dial, tucking ov other
cams, causing small holes, or "bird-eyes" in the finish-

ed product: While the most frequent ( ause of needle

breakage is undoubtedly ini'((uality in the yai-n. a jci'ky

feed greatly increases the trouble from this cause.

whetlier spring or latch needles are used.

In cases where change in the quality or si/.e of yarn
or different parts of a garment require higher or lower

speeds, this is readily, instantly and accurately ad-

justed by the simple turning of a rheostat handle

lilaced in such a i)osition as to be easily accessible to

the operator.

All auxiliary machines in a knitting mill lend them-

selves as readily to the motor drive; sewing machines,

cone winders, elevators, presses and i)rei)ai'atory nu\-

chines should be e(|uipped with nu)tors. They are small

com|)act, dust and oil-pi-oof, and their general neat

iiess ÙÏ api>earance. Ilicir sim])lieity and adaptability

alone are sufficient to reconunend their ado|ition—
'Sweater News."

TIME CRIBBING IN LANCASHIRE.
i Special Correspondence.)

Krom the repoi't of the Chief Inspector of Factories

the nundier of time cribbing cases is shown to be the

highest on record. The most remai'kable feature is

the great increase in the cases detected in Bolton, an

area which has of late been regarded as imimnie in a

more or less degree from this offence. Tn the Oldham
and Stockport district the inspector I'efers to the dil'li-

culties he experiences owing to "scouts'" being posteil

to give an alarm u])on the ai)pearance of an insjjeetor.

The phase of tinu> cribbing, which consisted of stop-

])ing the carding rooms and running the mule rooms
overtime, appeai-s it is stated, to have died out. The
following table gives an approximate idi-a of >'"hat

Ijam'ashirc mill owners pay in fines, etc., for breaking
the law as to the Factory Acts:

—

Infoi'ma-

District. tions. Penalties. (!osts.

-P.laekburn 30 $122.50 $68.75
P>urnley — — —
l'.ôlton'. 449 966.25 824.00
Manchester 70 600.00 ISO. 00
Oldham .565 3,755.00 1,515.00
Preston — —

•

—
Hochdale 26 45.00 58.00
Stockport 89 30.00 270.00

Total 1,229 5,518.75 2,915.75

Meal-time woi-king in weaving Sheds still remains
nnsatisfactoi-y in spite of the efforts of the trade unions
and inspectors. Peing paid on piece work, the weav-
ers are temjited, by the prospect of extra earnings, to

do odd jobs during their nu'al times. This is very hard
on the manufacturer who has often to keep a close
look out to prevent workers doing this illegal work.

THE DYEING OF ARMY CLOTHS.
The Dyer and Calico Printer, last issue, states that

(lie Association of Chambers of Commerce have re-

ceived a eomiinniication from the War Office as to the
standard exacted by the de|)artment in respect of the
dyeing of Army cloth. This states that "owing to
the |)robab]e exhaustion of the stock of dyeing stuffs
which have hitherto been obtained from abroad, it has
for some lime past been decided to allow other coal-
tar and vegetable dyest nil's in the production of drab
mixture nuitcrials, provided that the dye is the fastest
that can be obtained and a|)proxiuuites closely in color
to the standard pattern."
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SOME DYESTUFF SUGGESTIONS

"Old D3er" to the Rescue
I specially ( 'onti'ihutcd. t

\Vr li:i(l iiniiiiMliatc need oF some clicap \\lii1<> paper

\'o\- sci-ihiiliiig: purposes ami tliouji'li certain that

somewhere in the building were pads and sluM'ts of it

galoi-e, we eould find none. Wi' wore busy, the day
was eold. ami no one eared to go to tlu' suburban
store for a suitply. Aeeonlingly it was with real

i-elief that ujioii opening a eupl)oard we descried a

box of unused envelopes wliieh had become sealed

through moisture. Here was a hint which we were
not slow to take advantage of. Though spoiled for

all ordinary purposes, they might very well be used
for this. Recalling a device of early schooldays,

wlien paiier was dear we slit open a lot of them at

tlie ends and across the sealed flap, and resumed our

work comforted not a little by the simple makeshift.

Tims in the present dyestutf dilemma it would
seem possible for an old-timer to throw out a hint

or two wJiich may serve' to ease the pressure and tide

us over a crisis. A certain measure of I'elief can be
obtained by dyes and methods of the past generation.

At fii'st thought, of course, this seems a retrograde
movement, yet in reality it is not, and view the sug-

gestion rather as a temporary makeshift to get us

over an otherwise insurmountable difficulty.

There are limitations we admit. The demands for

fastness against this, that, and the other destructi\-e

influence in textile processes have increased and
multiplied till they have become almost unreasonable.
These demaiuls can be made for the moment a little

less exacting. The emergency which has been thrust

upon us unprepared should beget in ns an adequate
patience. ("Old men for counsel," you remember, if

"young men for war.") If ever we have faced an
hour in wliich to bear and forbear in business and
social relations it is surely now. Let us heed the call.

Worse things are yet ahead before the golden age
for our national industries shall dawn.
Then there's the diminished supply of dyres other

than artificial now procurable. Coal tar products for

coloring pui'poses had no existence when numbers of

us wei'e born. Coal tar was then employed only as

an outdoor paint and preservative. It is not much
over thirty years ago that coal tar derivatives began
to make a place for themselves in the dye-room. Now
they are almost alone in the field. There are mills in

plenty where not an ounce of anything else enters

their drugroom. As an inevitable consequence of

this feeble demand for their predecessors, the old

natural dyestutfs market cannot be found for them.
Such as sui-vive are produced in ever lessening quan-
tities, with the possible exception of logwood. Heavy
cai'goes of madder, indigo, cochineal, archil, lac dye,

the redwoods and yellow woods used to be imported,

the pi-eparation of wliieh afforded means of liveli-

hood foi' multitudes of our fellows in other lands, ami
now when we would be glad to use them they are not

to be had. Instead we have all these years b<'eu

thoughtlessly putting ourselves more and more at the

mercy of a power with which we are now at war, and

our principal source of supply is cut off. No wonder
they jeeringly tell us, "England is asleej)."

I>ut we must awaken; and we siiall. An odd nat-

uial coloring matter is yet to be had. Our old blue
friends, indigo, and logwood (bois de bleu), are ready
to iiel]). 'ilii^y ai-e of service in the dyeing of animal
and vegetable fibres alike; and are susceptible of a

variety of methods of use. No colorings on wool
have in appearance ever surpassed, and few equalled
a Well dyed logwood black or indigo blue. We can
have them yet. The best grades of the dyes are

to be obtained from ovei'sea in "tiie right little, tiglit

little Isle," and Mother England will send us all

we want. Personally, we have colored large quan-
tities of governnuMit goods with indigo and logwood,
and they were highly satisfactory.

We might say the same of cochineal, though red
coats for "sodgers" are rather out of date. Some
cochineal is still to be had but whether in sufficient

quantities to be of much account we are luiable to

state. It is used in (;oloring confectionery iji pre-

ference to anilines. The sanitary red flannel of oui-

druggist trade, professedly dyed with, cochineal as

it is, more often obtains its color from scarlet pou-
ceans. To the wool dyer, cochineal is of value in the

event of his being debarred from access to the fastest

of the coal tar colors which have replaced it. Be-
sides scarlets, crimsons, and pinks may be obtained
with it. Formerly very good reds were dyed with
madder and cochineal together. The redwoods are

gone for good probably. They were so dirty and
hard on the stock. Sometimes we used them for top-

ping or bottoming indigo dyed cloths in order to se-

cure intensit.y and bloom. Extracts of a few were in

use at one time foi- different comi)ound cotton shades.

Probably these are not made an.y longer. For the

fancy wool and silk dyer archil (oi-chil) used to be

one of the old standbys. A mo<lerate amount of ar-

chil extract is still on the mai-ket, and nught be used
to advantage on goods which do not require rough
washing, and exposure to sunlight. Archil works
very evenly and cleanly along with all acid coloring

niatters. It recjuires no eft'ort to remember when
manj' shades on hosiery and knit goods and wool
yarns and worsted for these and upholstery goods

were dyed exclusively' with archil and indigo extracts.

For fast browns on cotton we were largely restrict-

ed to cutch (catechu) and gambler. Hendoek and
chestnut extracts helped out and were also employed
on leather. It would be interesting to discover how
much of these are .yet available. One of the hardest

lines of artificial coloring matters to do without will

be the sulphur and othei- dyes for cotton to stand

milling and we can i'<'place these with some of the

old dyes named. Fislierman's nets, sailcloths, lar-

l)aulins, awnings, and carjiet yarns were once dyed
largely with cutch and gambler. The extract forms

are most economical.

Of the natural yellows fustic was always of great-

est practical iinpoi-tanee. It is still considerably era-

|)loyed, mostly in the dry |)owdei-ed extract form. For
combination shades it has ever been difficult to find

an equal substitute. In fact it has never really been
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superseded for wool dyeing, while on cotton it works

well for compound colors. Flavine, a concentrated

preparation of Quercitron Bai'k was our mainstay for

bright yellows on wool, and for shading cochineal

scarlets. We judge that it may still be obtained in

quantity sufficient to be of service if necessary. It

was always used directly, and in connection with "tin

spirits" of different sorts. Weld has still its uses

for silk shades, as have also others of the oldtime

"dyewares," we are reviewing. Armato and turmeric

are too fugitive to bother about—like safflower am-

ong the reds. Sumac, and more particularly sumac

extract, has extensive uses up to the present. As a

''bottoming" agent for many aniline dyes, and in

connection with cuteh, logwood, and various metal

salts it has had wide application in the production of

slates, drabs, olives, browns, etc., on cotton. The

employment of sumac and "iron liquor" for cover-

ing burrs and vegetable matter in piece goods was

once world wide. We might be obliged to fall back

oil them again for a while.

Neither must we overlook the old mineral dyes and

the possibility of having to take up with them anew.

There were yellows and oranges on cotton evolved

from chrome (bichromate of potash) and lead salts,

and iron buffs, and manganese browns which still sur-

vive for light-fast dyeings on window shade cloths

and curtains. Time was when all the "Royal Blues"

and most of the bright nave's in our country were

colored on all fibres with red and yellow prussiate of

potash (potassium ferricyanide, and potassium ferro-

cyanide). Amongst our first distinct recollections were
the sight—and smell—of our own father dyeing

"Prussiate Blues" on woollen cloths. These were
frequently topped off with logwood on the heavier

shades to any desired depth and tone. They were
not to be despised, and take note that they can be

repeated without either the assistance or permission

of German dyestuffs.

Now in this cursoi^y survey of old-fashioned color-

ing matters and methods, we may have omitted an
odd one that may occur to someone else. This, then,

is the time for some one of our grey-headed friends to

make their patriotic contribution to the settlement

of the country's textile trade. We have mentioned
only the best of the old timers, saying nothing spe-

cially anent the influence of mordants of different

sorts, nor the "stuffing and saddening," processes of

other days. Our little dyeroom retrospect ought,

however, to afford suggestions wherewith to meet the

present distress.
—"Old Dyer."

Khaki and Field Grey
By C. M. WniTTAKER, B. Sc.

In the D.ver unci Calico Printer, October 20, 1914.

One can hardly pick up a newspaj)er nowadays
without finding some reference to khaki or field grey
or green. It is claimed in man.y quarters that the

field grey or green of the German troops is more in-

visible than the khaki of the British troops. There will

no doubt be an authoritative settlement of this ques-

tion in due coiii-se by the military authorities, mean-
while it had l)etter be left an open one. One can con-

ceive that it all depends on the actual surroundings,

which must vary from time to time. Surely if the

troops are operating in corn oi- i)loughed fields, or

in woods with a carpet of fallen leaves, then the British

khaki mast be the less visible. It may be asserted with

equal confidence that tlie German field grey will be

the less visible in grass meadows.

At the present rate of progress of the war it is fairly

evident that both colors will be thoroughly tested under
active service conditions in all surroundings during all

seasons of the year, after which the military authorities

will have ample data from which to arrive at a deci-

sion.

it will, therefore, be of interest to discuss the two
colors from the dyeing point of view. Those who fol-

low German dyeing literature are quite familiar

with the field grey question, because it has been fre-

quently tliscussed during recent years, owing to the

fact tliat the German military authorities have not

yet succeeded in getting a permanent color. It has

also been vitiated by the action of the various color

interests who have been trying to get their own par-

ticular types adopted to the detriment of the typ('S

of the competitors. However, they have not been suc-

cessful, and the German military authorities have re-

fused to specify any particular colors, but have com-
promised by announcing that thej- M'ould accept cloth

dyed by any of the four following methods :

—

1

.

Chrome colors on top of indigo.

2. Helindone colors.

:}. Indianthrene colors.

4. The dyeing of part of the blend by the Cas-

sella process of boiling the wool with Ijiehrome,

cojiper sulphate, and formic acid, the other part

with chrome colors.

The first process consists in bottoming the wool with
indigo, then topping with small quantities of chrome-
yellow and chrome-brown. This method is not satis-

factorj-, because a shade so dj'cd does not fade in its

own tone. This is due to the fact that a chrome-yellow
does not exist which will stand exposure—])articularly

in small percentages—to the same extent as intligo, so

that the field grey fades blue, which defeats the very
object of the shade, that is, the masking of the move-
ments of the troops. It is the cheapest and oldest es-

tablished method, and one is safe in saying that the
majority of the cloth is dyed this way since it meets
the specification of the German military authorities.

The second and third processes may be discussed
together because the principle involved is the same. The
shade obtained this way is extremely fast, but the cost

is very high ; moreover, the colors are extremely dif-

ficult to dye owing to the fact that the individual

colors do not work well in combination. . Since, how-
ever, a military order usually involves a large amount
of wool, this is not a point to labor too much, be-

cause if one batch is off shade is may be worked off

with another batch dyed to carry it through the
blend. Again, these colors have to be dyed in an al-

kaline bath, and the least excess of alkali in the bath
is liable to tender the wool, a vital point in military

e-loth which has to stand specified breaking strains.

These two colors make the average tlyer fight shy of

these colors for wool.

The fourth ])rocess admittedly gives a very fast re-

sult which is due to the following fact. According to

the Cassella |)atent, if wool is boiled with bichrome,
cop])er sulphat(>, and sufficient formic acid completely
to exhaust the bath, the green oxides of chi'ouiiuiu anil

co])|ier are precipitated on the fibre in an absolutely

]iermanent form, similarly to the metallic oxide khaki
on cotton. The shade obtained, even with a large

amount of bichrome, is relatively pale, but it enables
the manufacturer to blend with this for his field grey
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a iMucli iK'iivioi- broiize-olivc than is [jossiblc in tlu;

first process. It follows that the shade being heavier
is relatively faster. There are two objeetions advaueed
ag:ainst this process : it is conjectured tliat there may
be danger in putting a wool heavily loaded with met-
allic oxides into a bath whicli is so liable to come in

contact with wounds, and it is also said that the boil-

ing with large quantities of metallic salts and acid will

not tend to improve the strength and handle of the
cloth. I merely state these objections without endors-
ing them in any way. The first objection must be set-

tled by the army doctors, whilst the second is a point
on which there has been heated discussion from time
to time in the technical journals. My own oi)inion is

that it entirely depends on the skill of the dj'er in

charge of the wool as to whether it is tendered or not;
the personal equation is a great factor in these cases.

Since the Gernuin military authorities do not allow

any higher price for the cloth dyed with vat colors it

naturally follows that the dyers adhere to the first

process for two excellent reasons : it is old establish-

ed—a great point with dyers—and it is the cheapest.

It appears to be the irony of fate that the German mili-

tary authorities have not been able to evolve a fast

shade for their military cloth, despite the great

strength of the German coal tar color industry.

Turning to the British khaki, the military authori-

ties have specified it to be dyed on a chrome mordant
with fustic extract, anthracene brown, and on alizar-

ine blue, and it has to stand several definite and severe

tests which have successfully prevented the substitu-

tion of other dye-stufïs. Alizarine Red, Blue Black B,

and Cyanine Green are also used in some of the shades

which are used in the blend. Spotting with nitric acid

is one of the tests employed, and British khaki dyed to

specification gives a yellow spot which cannot be ob-

tained if Mordant Yellow or Brown is used in place of

fustic extract and Anthracene Brown. The unpre-

cedented demand for khaki for clothing the new army
now l)eing equii){)ed and the imperious demands for

quick delivery have swept the dyeing specifications by
the board. The insistent demand for quick deliveries

has natixrally caused the dyers to look to the quick-

est method of dyeing, and that is the addition of bi-

chrome at the start of the process. This however, de-

mands the use of Mordant Yellow, which has caused

all the outcry about the supply of yellow, which has

temporarily broken down. The dyers have been driv-

en, owing to the shortage of yellow, to use fustic ex-

tract, so that this color is experiencing a boom remin-

iscent of its palmiest days, and some firms are having

temporary difficulty in obtaining supplies. In the

present rush dyers are reluctant to use fustic extract

because this involves chrome mordanting which ma-

terially diminishes the volume of production—to the

extent of forty per cent. In fact, the huge demand
for khaki has upset the calculations of everybody con-

cerned, the dyers, the dyewood manufacturers, and the

coal-tar color manufacturers; hence all this wailing

and gnashing of teeth by people who have plenty of

orders and nothing to dye with. Brown has fortunate-

ly been no difficulty, thanks to Read Holliday and

Sons, LtLd., of Huddersfield, who have been able to

maintain a continuous and ample supply of Khaki

Brown W. This product may be dyed on a chrome mor-

dant by the addition of bichrome at the start process

or by the top-chroming process. It not only gives prac-

tically the same shade as Anthracene Brown W., but

works beautifully level on mixed wools and is equally

as fast to light and milling. True, it does not give

a yellow spot with nitric acid, but that is a test which

has luid to go by I lie lioai'd since the exhaustion of the

sui)i)ly of y\iithraceiie lifown. One is justified in say-

ing that Khaki Brown W. has f^jivcd the situation as
regards the dyeing of the huge quantities of khaki
which it would have been impossible to dye without
this dyestuff.

One may reasonably speculate the War Office, after
their present experience and difficulties, will consider
the advisability of altering theii- dyeing specifications,

so as to enable dyers to use the single bath pi'ocess in-

stead of the chrome mordant. This would bring khaki
dyeing in line with the tendency of modern dyehouse
practice, and enable dyers to cope more quickly with
demands like that at present being experienced.

Where We Get Our Dyes
By YOUN(! HKÎKORY.

Specially Contributed.

One of the nettling, yet amusing features of this

war time is the endless babbling of a government liar

whom Kaiser Wilhelm keeps among our Yankee cous-

ins down in Washington. His systematic mendacity
would be ridiculous were it not that there is method
in his officious madness, and organized impudence be-

hind it. In fact he is but one of the minions of that

widespread and penetrative, and as yet vaguely located

spy system and epionage department of the German
military authorities. It is repeatedly remarked that

in furtherance of their plans they will stop at nothing.

On all hands they are seeking to attack us through

the press. We were handed recently an illustrated

periodical from BuflPalo, whose pictures and letterpress

fairly astounded us. But that was done in the open.

We do well to be on guard ceaselessly against the art-

ful and misleading press notices which are bent on our

national undoing. They may appear in journals we
have no reason to discredit : they may even be written

by men we trust; but because of the untiring activity

and deceits of their sources of information they may
influence us altogether erroneously.

It is observable that this sort of thing is being used

among our Canadian mill men to their hurt, and it is

time some warning voice was raised. Two definite

objects are plainly apparent. One is to create the im-

pression that Germany has so overwhelming a superior-

ity of merchandise and such a wealth of facilities for

supplying it in any quantity at prices so beyond com-

petition that we are absolutely dependent upon her.

If all this is true, isn't it about time to sit up and take

notice? Her other wily ambition is to foster a false

sympathy with her industries to the utter neglect of

our own and to make every needful arrangement to re-

sume her trade with us. "when this cruel war is over,"

just as if she were fully entitled to our esteem and

confidence. Is that then our outlook? Are we going

to fall into her selfish schemes as innocently as all

that? If she succeeds with these ruses it is quite evi-

dent that our position of dependence on her for all

coal tar products will be more humiliating than ever

and our growth out of babyhood, our release from ser-

vitude to an arrogant and conscienceless power cor-

respondingly retarded. Were she decent and neigh-

borly like some of the German folks who live and toil

with us every day. we might waive protest, but rather

it comes to the matter of aiding and abetting a set

of inhuman bullies in their i-apine and ruffianism.

There arc good aiui plenty of us who will never again
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buy or use an article, "Made in Germany," until she

repents and mends her ways. It is the nation, and

above all the "War Lord," control of the nation in

its consuming greed and not the individual we are hav-

ing to deal with. These are sober days, though in our

safe quiet here we find it difficult to realize them.

We must awake, however, and grip things amid the

ambushments of trickery all about us ;
and keep alert.

Articles have lately appeared on both sides the

"Line" which make discerning dyers hot with indig-

nation, so manifestly are these effusions inspired by

false Prussian conspirators. They keep steadily to

the two courses we have indicated. It is a fact too

that some readers credit arguments. What is the ac-

tual state of affairs?

There is German machinery and apparatus in our

mills undeniably: but is there need that it should be?

Can't we get every piece of it just as good either in

Canada, the British Isles, or the U.S. Maybe we
bought the German things a trifle cheaper or the Ger-

man salesmen got in ahead of the other fellows. That

was all. We get drugs and chemicals from Germany.

Is there any real need in that line in our mills which

cannot be met nearer home? Every dyer and finisher in

the Dominion knows that he can get all he can use

within the Empire or in the United States and more

besides. -We need be under no obligation.

We consume a lot of German dyes, but do we use

these dyes because we can't get them elsewhere? In-

deed no. Let no agent of Count Bernstoff delude you
into thinking so. Canada up to date is not so full

of dyeing establishments that it takes a great amount
of dyes to keep her going. England has at least

three aniline factories that ship us excellent goods

right along through these war days. Switzerland has

a couple more, with a splendid output in quality and
quantity. She ships now via Genoa since Antwerp
was destroyed. France has one or two more of old es-

tablished repute. Our paper mills, and trades other

than textile, can be supplied in great measure from two
aniline plants in New York State ; and still leave other

coloring matters on hand for wool and cotton or silk

dyeing. How many aniline factories is it going to

take to keep us going in Canada anyway? These
friendly firms are abundantly able to supply us with
all our actual present dyehouse necessities, and now
is the time to encourage them. We can do withoiit

German goods in the mills nowadays, just as well as

we did before we first saw them. At the outset it

may take a little patience, ingenuity, and real patriot-

ism in order to do so, but verily it is a matter of grave
concern to us. and must be done. Objection may be
urged that the throe larger German aniline firms at

least turn out dyes which are not made elsewhere. They
are in a position to do so because we have helped to

build up their immense business for them. We can
get along for a while in a j>inch without these exclusive
products and turn around to help build up our own
national industries.

It isn't that the German salesmen have been more
free-handed with graft for dyers and superintendents
perhaps, nor more oily tongued. Their unfailing and
accommodating courtesy has told. The liberal sup-
ply of technical information furnislied by their firms

to the mills and profession has strongly influenced. But
behind all has been noticeable their painstaking atten-
tion to system in their work, and their knowledge that

the resources of their Government were backing them
in their business.

In the seventies Brooke, Simpson and Spiller, of Lon-

don supplied Canada with all the artificial dyes she

used, and but for English conservatism and buUhead-

edness on the one hand, and Dutch pertinacity and a

"paternal" Reichstag on the other, every package in

our drug rooms to-day might have a British label on

it instead of a German one. Many of you older men
can fully bear out this assertion. In a normal condi-

tion of trade some twelve to fifteen dyestuff salesmen

travel up and don our wide but sparsely settled Do-
minion regularly. These comprise representatives of

the principal factories themselves, together with agents

of jobbers in England, Scotland, Canada, and the

United States. The only excuse for half of them is

their readiness to cut one another's prices, or to do
worse in order to get trade. If the Germans are eli-

minated there will be none too much still to go around
amongst the others.

As human beings we are necessarily dependent on
each other, individual upon individual and community
on community, and all of us individually and collec-

tively upon the beneficent Deity whose name is con-

stantly in tlie i)ublic utterances of this European des-

pot. We are not dependent, however, upon any or-

ganized tyranny, and if Germany and her exports were
wiped off the map to-morrow, the rest of the earth
would survive quite robustly. This is no time of day
in which to uphold braggards or to yield to the under-
luind scheming of wily and unscrupulous demagogues.
Xeithei- is it a time for believing all one reads in the
press or for forgetting our duty to our own.

We have no feelings save of respect and friendly
comradeship toward the German people. We have ad-
mired their enterprise and attainments. Our relations

towards their representatives in Canada and the States
have been of the best: for some of them we have the
most kindly esteem. We counsel no retaliation against
even their evil government, no spite against their suc-
cessful business ventures. Notwithstanding, now that
plots have been unmasked and we have made discovery
that we were asleep over a mine, we must give more
attention to things we have been careless about. This
will include the shaking ourselves free from all re-

liance upon the output of a State that would crush us
into abject serfdom if she could. We are not depend-
ent upon her, and decline to become so.

SIXTH SERIES COLONIAL WOOL AUCTIONS.

The sixth scries of London Colonial Wool Auctions
opened witli a strong market on Nov. 3. the offerings
consisting of about 7000 bales. The majority of all

descriptions were sold, except carbonizing scoureds,
which declined 10 per cent.

Medium crossbreds, in the grease, advanced 10 per
cent and low crossbreds, 10 to 121/2 per cent. All slii)es

were 7% per cent higher.

Good greasy merino wools were quoted at an ad-
vance of 10 per cent, while scoureds were 5 per cent
higher. A few French houses l)ought scoureds. Or-
dinary Bradford 40s. in the grease made 14i/2d; 44s.

15d. and 48s., Wy^d. Latest reports indicate that open-
ing rates are firmly maintained.

The final series of the year will be held Dec. 8,

including arrivals up to Nov. 30. The first series in

1915 are scheduled to open Jan. 19, no limit having
been set. The dates of further sales have not yet
been decided.
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Dark Days Threatening^ in

British Cotton Industry

(By Our Loudon Hcpresentativo.)

Loudou, October 25.

A jilooiiiy forecast of tiic pi'obable condition of the
British cotton trade by next Christmas is made by a
hirg'c cotton iiunuifactiircr in Ijancashire, and cer-

tainly UJ1 to the present time his words do not seem
out of place. He says that by the time mentioned
it is estimated that there will be nearly 400,000 cot-

ton operatives out of employment. "We are within
measurable distance,"' he says, "of the almost total

stoppage of the cotton industry in Lancashire. There
are many mills now closed indefinitely. Others will

soon follow with the same result, and by the end of
November or December, it is probable that over nine-
tenths of the looms in Lancashire will be stopped with
no immediate prospect of re-starting." Such a catas-

ti'ophe in the cotton trade, on which so many hun-
dreds of thousands of workpeople depend for their

living, will tell untold damage, not to speak of the
misery and distress that will follow in its train. On
the other hand the woollen mills are numing day and
night, most with government orders, and khaki cloth

is not supplied quick enough to meet the requirements
of troops, a portion of whom are clad in bhie serge to

tide over the temporar.v difficulties.
'

The Position of Cotton.

During September the i:)rice of middling American
was reduced from 6.20d to 5.30d and that of fully

good fair Egyptian from 8.15d to T.lOd. Up to the
middle of October prices show little change, if any,

and there is a hue and cry for lower values since the
end of August. There is no doubt the cotton prob-
lem is as great as, if not a greater matter than, Eng-
land has had ever before to face. Some men on this

side estimate that for one-third of the raw cotton

of the world there are no buyers. England has 40 per
cent of the cotton machinery of the world and is also

responsible for the cotton crop of India and Egypt.
America has about 20 to 25 per cent of the machinery,
yet, although America is not at war like Great Bri-

tain, she is actually—at least it is believed here—in

a much worse position than England. If things are

allowed to take their course, no one can conjecture to

what level the price of cotton would go, because the

present crisis in the raw material supply is one that

may affect the future of industry. Sir Charles W.
Macara says: "My statement from the very beginning

was that it was imperative that the industrial, com-
mercial, financial, transport and labor interests should

co-operate in every way to assist the government in

the trying ordeal through which thej^ are now pass-

ing and unless all those interests do co-operate in a

broad-minded, statesmanlike manner, I am afraid their

efforts will not attain the success which all hope they

will achieve. If it was possible to devise some means

of putting about one-third of the cotton crop of the

world away, it would mean the saving of the great

Lancashire industry. This was a great order. It

meant £60,000,000 or £70,000,000 or more, or the Gov-

ernment guaranteeing the trade, as it had successfully

done others." These are some of the views of Sir

Charles Macara, one of the best known men in Lan-

cashire, who has supported the scheme for the estab-

lishment of cotton reserves and has cabled Col. Thomp-

son in the States that he has been urging the British

and American governments to take up the scheme. The

stable price of 9 cents would do this, and the cotton
of the whole world must be embraced in it. Man-
chester men say that from a financial point of view
the Govei-nnient may not assist and they alsc;) men-
tion that no cotton reserve needs establishing as the
cotton is in existence, and there is bound to be a sur-
plus, or reserve, at the end of the season. The prac-
tical question seems to be whether it is desirable to
have a share of it here in Lancashire, under English
control, and whether it would be a dead-weight or a
steadying influence upon prices as long as it lasted.
There is also a doubt about Lancashire spinners pay-
ing 9 cents. There is a great fear, no doubt, of the
consequences of heavy depreciation in stocks, but
those who are not exposed to that danger will cer-

tainly clamour for cheap cotton and will resist the use
of a big sum of government money to defeat their ob-
ject. "When the British and American Treasury re-

presentatives meet and have exchanged ideas no doubt
they will make the way clearer.

The Depression in Lancashire.

Needless to say, cotton spinners and manufacturers
are agreed that the time is fast approaching when
there will be a very extensive closing of the cotton
mills of Lancashire. It is agreed, too, that a main
cause of the absence of new business is the belief, which
is shared by buyers all over the world, that prices are
now bolstered iip and that a fall is inevitable. On one
side there is a fear and on the other an expectation of

depreciation. Everybody is waiting to see what will

happen. Mr. Marsland, the secretary of the Opera-
tive Spinners' Association, points out that buying di-

rectly from the cotton growers in the Southern States
of America should be engaged in. "Many of us," he
says, "have been advocating it for years. A freer

cotton market, free from the speculator, is what we
need in Lancashire. The gamble has gone the wrong
way and the operative must starve until it suits the

purpose of these men to open the doors to imrestrict-

ed trade." It is generally agreed that one advan-
tage about having cotton at a safe price would be that

every mill and every shed would be able to go on
making a little to stock and thus keep machinery run-

ning. At present some spinners, manufacturers and
merchants had stocks made out of the dear material

and, of course, the dropping of prices would material-

ly affect them, owever, the fact of holding up a thing
by artificial means will never help them out of diffi-

culties. According to reports that reach me in Bury.
9,200 looms have been stopped in a week, and 24,100

are on short time, leaving 2,700 looms and 720 opera-

tives in full work. The spinning trade is in a better

position. At Ashtou-under-Lyne half the looms are on
short time, and a quai'ter of the remainder are idle.

In Blackburn the ntuuber of looms is 87,389 and spin-

dles 1,146,400, and during a normal week 37.952 work-
people are employed. Contracts are now being fin-

ished up. and it is not too much to say that by the

beginning of November about half the looms may
be .stopped. What is wanted in Blackburn is cotton

at bottom prices to keep the looms going. In Dar-
wen, 14,00 Olooms are idle, and the depression is becom-
ing more and more serious, I am told. The outlook is

not of the brightest. In Oldham there is also great

depression. An official of the Bury cotton manu-
facturers association says that one of the worst fea-

tures of the present position is that though cloth al-

ready manufactured and in the warehouses had all

been sold and deliveries could not be effected. In

many eases merchants had bought the cloth, but they
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had not paid for it and the explanation is that the

stuff cannot be sent abroad in case it might not be paid

for by the Continental buyer. He agreed that there

should be a fixed price for cotton this year, in addi-

tion to a "spot" cotton market in Manchester. Of

course, Lancashire mill owners have been suffering

financially, owing to the Germans not being able to

pay up and many the exportation proclamations have

also debarred them from doing any business. India,

which takes 40 per cent of the Lancashire business, is

also not buying, whilst other countries are merely

looking on. It is, therefore, feared that England may
prepare for widespread unemployment in her staple

industry.

Trade Notes

SIEMENS CO. AND WAR.

Extract from " EnginccTiiig" St"[>t. 18, 1914

The employees of Siemens Brothers Dynamo Works
have responded with great enthusiasm to the call to

arms. A large number of men from their works and

offices at Stafford, amounting in all to about 400, have

already joined the forces, and, together witli the re-

servists and volunteers from their office, branch offices

and other departments, tlie total amounts to over 520.

The firm is arranging to keep the posts of all these

men open, and ample provision is being made for all

the (]ep(>ndents of tliose who have gone to serve.

» * # * *

NEW MACHINE FOR SEAMING SELVAGE EDGE
UNDERWEAR AND SWEATERS.

A large amount of ingenuity and energy has been ex-

pended in trying to make a perfect machine for seam-

ing full fashioned underwear and sweaters. This oper-

ation has heretofore been attended with considerable

difficulty for the reason that the material is extremely

elastic, "thus making it very difficult to seam the sel-

vage edges of the garment together and have the fab-

ric lie out flat after the garment is finished. More
objection, perhaps, has been aimed at the puckering

of the fabric during the operation of seaming than at

any other one point. Another valid objection has been

that at the finishing end of the seam the two pieces

of fabric do not end evenly. This is perhaps largely

due to the fact that the feeding device did not move the

two pieces of fabric forward evenly. The trouble

might also arise from the carelessness of the operator in

hokling one piece of material back more than the other.

Another objection lias been to the ridge formed hy the

seam.

All of these objections have been overcome in a new
machine. Style 41200 B, inanufactured by the Union

Special Maciiine Company., of Cliicago, which is manu-

factured in the shape of what is technically known as

a eu]) feed machine, the outer cup of which is power

operated and suspended from a jjoint above the mach-

ine, leaving the necessary room in front of the machine

for the handling of the material while it is being sewed.

Tliis machine is the highest development of this par-

ticular type and is noted for its high speed. The de-

sign of tile machiiu; is excellent, the experts being able

to avoid the numerous cams and gears usually found

in this class of machines. The seam made upon the

maciiine is perfectly flat and elastic and is made at

a high rate of speed. We are quite sure that the

sweater manufacturers in this coimtry arc going to

be interested in a machine to do this work in the best

possible manner. *****
DEMAND FOR AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

The September number of "Cotton Chats," issued by
the Draper Company, of Hopedale, Mass., says: Wars
and rumors of wars have for the past two months held

the attention of the civilized world to the exclusion of

everything else.

The scare headlines of the daily papers on other

subjects as recent as the middle of Jidy have faded

from memory as completely as last year's rainbows.

Everytliing is overshadowed by the seriousness of

the European war and its far reaching consequences.

This country is fortunate in being geographically free

from what might lead to complications involving Unit-

ed States in possible war, even against her wishes.

Meanwhile our nation with all other nations of the

world must contribute either directly or indirectly

towards the enormous expense resulting from the loss

of life and property.

For the time being our industries are crippled; mar-

kets for our manufacturers and other products must
be re-adjusted : credits are scrutinized and rates for

money high.

As regards cotton manufacturing, our mills will be
called ui)on to suppl.y their legitimate home market
with millions of dollars worth of fabrics which have
until within a few months been imported.

Tile number of cotton sjjindles in use prior to this

war in the large cotton manufacturing countries was
divided about as follows:

Great Britain 5.5.300,000

United States 30,300.000

Germanv 10,700,000

Russia 8,800,000

France 7.400.000

India (i.lOO.oTlO

Austria 4,800.000

Italy 4,500,000

Spain 2,200,000

Japan 2,200.000

Switzerland 1,400,000

Belgium 1,400,000

All other Countries 5,400,000

Total 140,500,000

Of this nuudier Great Britain, Germany, Russia,

France, Austria and Belgium represent about 88,400,-

000.

Included a share of the spindles of Italy, Switzer-
land and other countries which are more or less af-

fected, it will be seen that fully nine-fourteenths of

the cotton fabric production of the world is for the

present practically at a standstill. The market formerly
supplied by these spindles must now be supplied by
tlie balance of the world, as far as it is supplied at

all.

Meantime hundreds of thousands of the most ef-

ficient itien of the countries at war are being killed

or crippled, so that the world's productive labor cap-
acity is being seriously reduced.
The latest rejjorts of the United States Census bur-

eau show approximately 1,500,000 unnaturalized for-

eigners in this country owing allegiance largely to the

countries at war. Many of these men will answer
the call to arms of tlieir native countries and never
return.
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It is a wo 11 known fact tliat tlu-re was a serious
shortage of labor in the cotton mills of the United
States during the prosperous times of 1906 and up to
the panic of 1907.

There is every reason to believe that there will be
a still greater shortage when the tide again turns and
our nuijuifactories are busy. To prepare for that con-
dition the only logical course in case of the cotton
inills is the continued introduction of automatic macli-
inery. *****

A NEW MORRIS CRANE.
An interesting new standard overhead crane has

been introduced to the Canadian market by the Her-
bert Morris Crane and Hoist Company, Limited. A
description of this crane is embodied in bulletin B9 of
which a copy has just reached us.

Instead of running on the top of a rail, as is usual
in overhead traveling cranes, the type "S6" is design-
ed to run on the lower flange of two parallel I beams.
These may be existing roof beams, or special beams
simply attached to the roof trusses. What will im-
mediately strike every practical man is the reduction
of first-cost made possible by the elimination of the
usual brackets.

Another feature is that the stresses on the struc-

ture itself are very much simplified. Sometimes the

wall of a building would carry the crane, crane run-

way and load vertically, but it is too weak to resist

the over-turning effect of an ordinary crane carried on
wall brackets.

Still another great advantage possessed by the type
"S6"' crane is to be fo\ind in its ability' to connect
up with a Morris Overhead Runway. The combina-
tion is a source of much time-economy as it eliminates

many useless re-handlings of the load.

DOMINION LINENS LIMITED POSITION.

A prospectus issued by the Dominion Linens. Limit-

ed, of Guelph, Ont., in connection with an offering

of the company's preferred stock, gives some interest-

ing facts and figures regarding the company and its

prospects. The company has an authorized capital

of .$300,000, of which $175.000 is 7 per cent cumulative
preference participating shares. Of this amount
$12.5,000 i)referred and $125.000 connnon stock will be

issued : $50.000 preferred is reserved for treasury pur-

poses.

Of the common stock issued $20.000 will be deposited

with a trustee as fully paid and non-assessable, to be

sold with the preferred treasury shares.

The Balance Sheet.

The balance sheet as written at August 18. 1914.

makes the following showing:

—

ASSETS.
Till-

Guelph. souburg. Together.

Real Estate $10.000 $2,000 $12,000

Buildings 54,078 16,708 70,786

Do. additions 710 366 1,07 <

Machinerv and equip-

equipment 90,085 21,767 111,852

Additions 3,314 1,144 4,459

Do. since app 478 .... 478

Cards & designs 5.979 ....
_
5,979

Inventory .... . • - 31.469

Accounts receivable .... .... .... 7,071

Cash on hand .... •
•'^29

Insurance unexpired. ... .... • • • • 745

Appraisal expenses .... .... .... 866
Supplies .366

Goodwill, etc 20,000

$267,683
LLIAUILITIES.

Accounts payable .$3,545

$264,138
Capital .stock issued 2.50,000

Surplus over liabilities 250,000

Board of Directors.
The directors of the company are as follows:

—

Messrs. G. D. Forbes, Ilespeler, president R. Forbes
Compan.v, Limited, manufacturers of worsted goods,
etc. ; R. Dodds. Guel])h, Ont., jiresident and managing
director of Guelph Carpet :\Iills, Limited, Guelph Cot-
ton ilills Company. Limited and Guelph Worsted Com-
pany ; G. D. Perry, Toi-onto. vice-president the Toron-
to Carpet ilanufacturing Company and manager
Great Northwest Telegraph Company, Toronto: W.
H. Bennett, M.D.. Tillsonburg, Ont., president Tillson-
burg Electric Car Company; D. I\I. Sanson. Toronto,
vice-president William Neilson, Limited, member firm,

Ferguson and Sanson, investment bankers; Alex. Sim-
mers, Guelph, Ont., president board of trade, Guelph,
and president and managing director Stewart Sheaf
Loader Company; and J. B. Ferguson, Toronto, Ont.,

president Western Canada Securities Company,
Limited.

SCROGGIES IN LIQUIDATION.

Following the i)lacing of accountants on the books
of W. H. Scroggie. Limited, Montreal, to ascei'tain

the exact condition of the business, a winding uj)

order was issued on November 3. John J. Robson was
appointed provisional liquidator, acting for the time
being in the capacit.v of trustee until some reorganiza-
tion plan can be effected with the assistance of the
larger creditors.

The petition was filed b.v Stew-ard and MaeDonald
Export, Ltd., a creditor, on a promissory not for .$354,

date, Sept. 28. Allan S. Bain, manager of Stew-ard
and MaeDonald Export, Ltd., filled an affidavit to the
effect that the claims of his house against the alleged

embarrassed business total $18,354, of which the pro-

tested note is a part.

W. H. Scroggie, Ltd., waived all delays b.v consenting
to the petition. Liquidator Robson will continue the
business and the Ro.val Bank of Canada was designated
as a depositor.v. No list of liabilities or assets have
been filed, but the former are believed to be large. The
companv is said to have transacted a business during
the last'.vear of about $4.000.000.

The difficulties of the company are attributed in part

to unexpected expenses incurred during the removal
to new quarters, together with a largely over-stocked

condition resulting from heav.v bu.ying on the ])art of

the concern at the time w'ar was declared, in the belief

that there would be a scarcity of goods. It is also

stated that there has not been entire harmon.y between
the Scroggie interests and the American directors in

the business. Wright & Kingan are the chartered ac-

countants making an audit and it is understood that

larger creditors have agreed not to take any definite

action until the figures are available.

W. H. Scroggie, Ltd., which is an old established busi-

ness, have an authorized capital of $2,000,000, of which
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it is understood $750,000 was paid in. W. H. Scroggie

is president ; L. W. Rosskopf , vice-president, and F. A.

Scroggie, secretary-treasurer and managing director.

W. K. Bigelow, president of Almy, Bigelow & Wash-
burn, of Salem and Beverly, Mass., is a director of the

company. Among the shareholders are J. Dives, of

Dives, Pomeroy & Stevrart, of Reading, Pa. ; George
G. Poniero.y; George S. Gay, of the Brown Thomson
Co., Hartford, Conn.; W. B. Strong; William Craw-
forii. and H. H. Proctor.

THE DEATH OF MR. PETER SCOTT.
The death of Mv. Peter Scott, one of the pioneers of

the woollen industry in Canada occurred at the home
of his son-in-law, Mr. Andrew Haydon, in Ottawa, on

October 12th. He had been poorly for some time,

and had taken suddenly ill at his daughter's home,
where he was visiting early in the summer.
The late Peter Scott was one of the best kno^vn fig-

ures in the woollen industry in Eastern Ontario. Com-
ing out from Scotland over forty years ago, he had
been continuously engaged in woollen mills in that

district until some half dozen years ago, holding re-

sponsil)lc ])()sitions and helping greatly to build up

the reputation for which the district is noted. Most
of his life in Canada was spent in Lanark County.
For many years he was Superintendent of the Caldwell

Mills at Lanark and later of the Canada Woollen Mills

at Carleton Place, settling in Ottawa a few years af-

ter the failure of that concern. He had gained an

enviable reputation as a woollen manufacturer and
in the various mills under his direction was always
most popular and respected.

The late Mr. Scott was a typical, conscientious

Scotchman. He always retained the broad Scotch
dialect and the other mannerisms typical of his race.

As an exponent of the "roarin' game" he had few
betters, and throughout Eastern Ontario his rinks

were alwa.ys high up in the race for the honors. He
was interested in other branches of sport, and took

a keen interest in business and fraternal organiza-

tions in the towns in which he was engaged.

He is survived by a family of six girls and two boys,

being Mrs. Andrew Haydon and Miss Christina Scott

of Ottawa, Mrs. John Herron, Jr., Lanark, Ontario, and
the Misses Agnes, Mary and Hazel at home, William,
of Sjiringfield, Mass., and Walter of Rochester, N.Y.
Both sons are engaged in the woollen business.

MILL AND GENERAL TEXTILE NEWS
R. J. Reeves, of Providence, R. I., reports that he will

start the erection of a mill with a capacity of 1200

spindles and 100 looms for the manufacture of towel-

ling at Massueville, Que., the concern to be known as

the Canadian Crash Company. The previous report

that he would manufacture felt was incorrect.

A recent report from Colonel Pelletier, Agent Gen-

eral for Quebec in London, states that Belgium in-

terests are negotiating with a view toward establish-

ing a cotton spinning plant in Canada. Some time

ago advertisements appeared in Canadian papers ask-

ing for a suitable site and several offers were received.

The report says that an agent of the Belgium interests

is about to visit Canada to look over these sites and
the prospects.

Mr. C. W. Bates, of Bates and Junes, Limited, Carle-

ton Place, Ont., has taken over, temporarily, the Haw-
thorne mill there. The plant is now in full operation

manufacturing military blankets.

Stanfields, Limited, has decided to pass the dividend

on the .$r)00,000 common stock of the company for the

[)resent yeai'. The dividend has been at the rate of

4 per cent., being paid quarterly.

Of a total of 1,.5.52 stockholders registered on the

books of the Dom. Textile Co., as of June 150, 1914,

173 were European, holding amounting to $536.-

900 of a total outstanding stock of $6,925,975. On June
.30, 1913, there were 1,404 stockholders, of which 159

were European, holdings amounting to $642,200. Num-
ber of women stockholders, June 30, 1914, 609, against

540 on June 30, 1913. Total number of stockholders,

June 30, 1906, 455.

John H. Burgess, formerly overseer of twisting with

the Hamilton Cotton Company, Hannlton, Out., is now
in charge of the cotton department with the Slingsby

Manufacturing Company, of Brantford, Out.

Tli(^ Western Canada Cordage Company, Limited will

commence work this fall on their new factory and of-

fice building in Manchester, a suburb of Calgary. It

is estimated to cost $150,000.

ilessi's. Josejth Simj)sons Sons, Toronto are enlarg-
ing the plant and have installed five sets Plat Con-
denser Cards. T. Astbury, of New Bedford, Mass. is

overseeing the installation.

The Regent Knitting Company, Montreal has lat-

ly installed three Plarley-Kay Sleevers. This mill is now
vei'v busy on sweater coats for the Overseas Contin-
ent.

J. V. Jackson, formerly superintendent of the Mon-
cton Branch, Dominion Textile ('ompany, which is now
closed, has given up mill work and is now farming
in New Brunswick. Mr. Jackson is making a special-
ty- of chicken raising wliich has been a hobby with
him for years, and from reports is making a big success.
The Moncton Mill is closed indifinately. \

The Brantford, Out., branch of the Niagara Silk
Mills of Nortli Tonowanda, N. Y. is now in operation.
The building is three-storey, 165 feet by 52 feet, and
has an excellent location. Silk underwear, gloves and
hosiery is being manufactured.

J. W. Westaway, manufacturers agent, 28 Victoria
Street, Montreal is now manager in charge of the Shaw-
inigan Knitting Company, Shawinigan Falls, Que. and
the Oxford Knitting Company., Woodstock, Ont.
W. H. Wymau, former manager of the Corticelli

Silk Company is organizing a new silk com-
l)any and it is probable that a factory will be erected
in Kingston, Ont.

Bondholders of the Dominion Linen Mills, meeting
at Guelph, Out., last week agreed to a redemption of
the company's bonds as follows:—25 per cent, within
ten days, 25 per cent, on January 1st, and the balance
of 5 per cent, on six months. The meeting reappointed
a committee which has been acting for the bond hol-
ders to carry out the arrangement.

J. H. Prescott, formerly with the Kingston Hosiery
Company, Kingston, Ont., is now boss knitter -with the
('hittenham Knitting Company, of Germantown, Pa.

Will. Boyle, formerly with Boyd, Caldwell and Co.,
Appleton, Ont., is now in charge of the weave room
ill the Hawthorne Mill, Carleton Place, Ont.
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Our Trade with the West
Indies

Trade relations between Canada and the West Indies

have been brought very close during the past few

years. The West Indies looks to Canada as its natural

market and through the efforts of the two countries

trade barriers have been cut to a minimum. There is

a good field for Canadian manufacturers, more so now
than ever, since German imports have been cut off.

These amoimted annually to about one million dol-

lars and a good portion should now be captured bj'

manufacturers and exporters in this country.

The annual imports of dry goods into the West Indies

are valued at about six million dollars. Those imported

direct from Germany and Austria are valued at about

$60,000, but a good portion of the imports from Great

Britain during the last few years have been German
goods. Germany practically supplies the demand for

cotton hosiery, underclothing (cotton and silk), mil-

linery and haberdashery, while she has had a big share

of the trade in dress goods, buttons, knitting wools, ar-

tificial silk scarfs and handkerchiefs, fancy tweed suit-

ings, ribbons, laces and braids, dress trimmings, boot

laces and specialties, either direct or through British

commission houses. On the other hand our total ex-

ports of dry goods to the British West Indies have been

very small, as pointed out in another column.

The present is an admirable opportmiity for our

manufacturers to extend their trade. Direct shipping

arrangements are now in operation and the West In-

dian people are most favorably disposed toward our

goods. Writing from Barbadoes, under date of Oc-

tober 29, Trade Commissioner E. H. C. Flood says, in

part :

—

"There is a feeling generally throughout the West
Indies that their natural market is Canada, and that
whenever it is possible to obtain goods that are suit-

able, Canadian firms should have a preference. This
feeling may be observed with respect to Canadian
tweeds. For some length of time tweeds of Canadian
manufacture were imported and found easy sale and
are still called for, but for some reason the supply
has diminished, and inquiries have been received from
time to time as to the reason why samples of these
tweeds are not still shown the trade. Underwear of
light wool and cotton mesh of Canadian manufacture
are now stocked by some of the principal firms in Bar-
bados. There is a large field open to Canadians in

cotton prints, as there is an extensive sale for these
goods. In every stock is found a large number of
patterns of prints made in the United States. Of cot-

ton dress goods, rattines of English manufacture are
stocked and are in demand."
Except in the case of cordage we have no prefer-

ence over other countries in so far as custom duties are

concerned, but the means for direct communication and
the disposition of the West Indian peoples toward Can-
adian products is much in oitr favor. Latin America
offers a large field; what we have to do is adjust our

business methods to suit Latin Americans and supply

them with what they want. If the mountain won't
come to Mahommed, then Mahommed must go to the

mountain.

The New Sulphur Dyes
The new dyeing process, referred to in another col-

umn, which has been invented by two Huddersfield dy-

ers who have been quietly experimenting at the Tech-

nical College there for some time, has atraetcd a good

deal of attention from manufacturers and users of

dyewares in Great Britain. From what information we
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have been able to gather the proeeSb is thorouglily prac-

ticable and will do much to relieve any scarcity of ani-

line dyes and, therefore, a situation such as exists at

the present time. The new system is to utilize sul-

phur dyes for fabrics other than cotton. So far sul-

phur dyes have been used only in the cotton trade,

and it has been i-egarded as impracticable to dye wool

with them. The experiments that have been made,

however, show not only that wool, silk, artificial silk,

hemp and other fabrics can be dyed by means of sul-

pluir dyes, but that these goods can be successfully

treated either separately or in any form of combina-

tion. Furthermore, it is claimed for the process that

these sulphur dyes can be used either for loose raw ma-

terial, tops, yarns, or cloth in the piece. The cost is

said to work out at considerably less than that en-

tailed by the use of aniline or alizarine colors. Sul-

phur dyes are the cheapest on the market, and it is

thought that a large supply is available owing to the

depression which exists in the Lancashire cotton trade.

Under the new process the milling properties of cloth

will be increased, whereas the effect of aniline dyes is

to injure those properties rather than otherwise. Wool,

silk, artificial silk and hemp can be dyed together in

one bath, thereby saving the cost of separate dyeing

and the cost of dyeing by the present process.

The Embargo on United States

Wools
Woollen manufacturers in Canada have a bit more

to worry about at present than there appears to be

any cause for. Not only are they exei-ting every pos-

sible effort to get out the equipment for the Oversea 's

Contingents and the British War Office, but they also

have to scui'ry around for wool supplies, siraplj' be-

cause the Government officials who have to do with
the importation of wool into this country found evi-

dences of foot and mouth disease among sheep in cer-

tain parts of the United States, and ordered a whole-

sale prohibition of imports of wool from that coiui-

try.

The oi-der that wools imi)orted into the United States

and re-exported to Canada without the original pack-

age being opened would be allowed entry has relieved

the situation to some extent, but the prohibition of

United States pulled wools places Canadian mills at

a disadvantage, in view of the fact that suitable

wools for the manufacture of army clothing are scarce

and in much demand. Shipments from Great Britain

are hard to get, and therefore uncertain, due to the
demand over there, so that operations have been re-

stricted to some extent.

Of course, it may be necessary to go to extreme
measures to prevent the appearance of foot and mouth
disease in this country, but we feel that the present
embargo has been placed without due warning. The
Government is interested in keeping ovii- industries

inisy and the woollen trade is one of the few that

can hope to be kept busy at this time. Such an order

should have received the widest publicity and most

thorough investigation before being put into effect,

so that, all possibility of tying up operations in the

industry could have been forestalled. As it is, the

oi-der goes through. The mills are doing their best

and will likely get the necessary raw material, but

they are paying through the nose for it, and are find-

ing difficulty in the matter of placing their tenders. All

things can't be perfect, but subseiiuent difficulties can

be niiiiiiiiizcd if properly considered.

Co-operation for Extension of

German Commerce
Morgan Sclnister, late financial adviser to the Shah

of I'ei-sia, writing a few years ago on the possibilities

of eiiteniling the trade of the United States with the

West Indies, gave a number of instances showing the

manner in wliich German commerce had become estab-

lisiied in the islands. German business men have a

slranglc-liold on the commerce of those parts and have

succiccicd ill placing German goods much in evidence.

One of th'' iiiaii.v illustrations of the methods

used was the way in which German financial

liroktTs and Geiiiian banks located in the Islands

worked in conjunction with German commerce.

I'liited Slates films doing business with merchants in

Domingo, or Cuba, or elsewhere, place their drafts,

along witii bills of lading and invoices, with

tiiese Gei-man brokers and banks for collection, in the

absence of United States branch banks or brokers in

those districts. Tiiese German houses made duplicate

copies of the invoices which were delivered over to the

(ierman consul or to the; Boards of Trade in Germany
and thence into the hands of German firms capable of

delivering the goods mentioned on the invoice. The
names of the merchants and the prices paid for the

goods, terms, etc., were therefore available. All the

German manufacturer or commission house had to do
waâ to off'er slightly better terms or slightly better

prices. That has been a common and effective method
with German firms all over the world. It has worked
well in Canada, as well as in the West Indies. It shows
the co-oi)eration between all Germans for the further-

ance of German commerce. That spirit of co-operation

should also exist between all Canadians if we can hope
for the proper extension of our trade.

Delay in Payments on Govern-
ment Contracts

We hear some comjilaints of delay in payment on
gooils manufactured for the First Oversea 's Contin-
gent. These goods were delivered before September
20th, but in many oases they are yet unpaid for, in
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spite of the fact that the mills tendered as low as pos-

sible and were put to much extra expense in turning

out the contracts in so short a period. They made
coinraendable sacrifices and this delay on the pai-t

of the Government is to be deplored. There was en-

ough bungling in the placing of the contracts with-

out having any now. Although large quantities of

materials were required the manufacturei's were treat-

ed like salesmen trying to put a patent medicine on

the market. Instead of the contracts being placed

direct, they were, in many cases, given to jobbers and
wliolesalers, having a good stand on the patronage

list, who had to go to the mills for the material to

fill the orders. In several cases mills that had sub-

mitted samples to the Government and were turned

down secured the contracts from these middlemen on

exactly the same sample and at exactly the same
price as had been quoted the Government and, of

course, the middleman lined his own pocket to good
advantage. The delay has perhaps been caused, in

some cases, by these wholesalers taking their thirty,

sist}- or ninety days, as the case may be, but they

alone are not responsible. Goods received for the

French Government on contracts given out two months

ago are yet unpaid for. Eeady money is what the

mills most require just at present, and the disti-ibu-

tion of real coin throughout the country is what will

keep business going. Those in authority should see

to it that the Government contracts are paid for

promptlj'.

Editorial Briefs

Rumor has it that more orders for underwear, sweat-

ers, hosiery, mitts and other lines of knit goods for the

Allied armies are about to be distributed, through the

Dominion Government, and the purchasing agent for

the British Government, Mr. Fred Stobart. The sweat-

ers, hosiery and blanket mills are very busy just at pre-

sent on the orders given out a month ago, but under-

wear mills are beginning to slacken up. There has

been a fair repeat business on winter lines, in the or-

dinai-y course of trade this past few weeks, but busi-

ness in this way is not nearly enough to keep the mills

busy so that further Government contracts will be wel-

comed. The demand for blankets and socks is most
pressing just at the moment, and all available supplies

are being eargerly taken up.

The combination of the shirt manufacturers in this

coimtry formed to secure a more even distribution

of the army contracts has elicited some adverse com-
ment c.nd, perhaps, has been rather hard on a few
of the smaller concerns who did not get in, but it ap-
pears to have been most effective. There has surely
been less delay and less politics iu the granting of the
contracts and the co-operation evinced in making for

mucl more efficiency in the manufacture and delivery

of the goods. Perhaps some of the textile manufactur-
ers who have opposed the formation of a textile associa-

tion or did not recognize its; value are now more favor-
ably disi)osed toward such an organization.

Made-in-Canada

There is no mistaking the fact that the Made-iu-

Canada campaign is bringing good results to the tex-

tile mills in Canada and it is surprising what a little

education along this line has done. Heretofore very

few manufacturers in this country realized the neces-

sity. They acknowledged the fact that "imported"

was a good selling term, but did not stop to think the

reason why until it was pushed under their nose. Im-

porters, backed up by the firms they represented, have

worked for years, and worked hard, to bring their

products before the public and keep them there. They

worked on the retailer and through him on the consum-

er and in the case of textiles, especially, their efforts

have met with much success. The word "imported"

tacked on a piece of cloth has done more to give Can-

adian-made cloth a black-eye in the mind of the Can-

adian public during the past decade and a half than

all the quality arguments, all the selling terms and

other inducements that have been offered. It is to be

hoped that the mills will keep up the good work. Made-

in-Canada is a slogan, of which every Canadian can

M-ell be proud. The quality is there, all it takes is a

little education and intelligent advertising.

Canadian manufacturers do not appear to be in any
luury to take up the German patents held in this

coimlry, all of which are now subject to suspension.
Only a hali-dozeu or so applications have been received
to date. There may not be many of the patents suit-

able for use by Canadian firms, but in the case of tex-
tile machinery alone there should be a good oppor-
tunity. We are hopelessly behind in the manufacture
of such machinery, that is m regard to quantity. There
are a good many machines and impi-ovements of Ger-
man make widely used in Canada and this trade might
easily be taken up by domestic firms. This is no time
for the standing-still process. Made-in-Canada means
go ahead.

Textile manufacturers throughout Canada have been
most liberal in their appropriations to the Patriotic and
Belgian Relief Funds, the equipping of Canada's Over-
seas Contingents, and other worthy causes, in both
money and materials. A number of them have enroll-

ed for active service, M'hile the response from among
the employees has been most encouraging.
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Business Economics
PARTNERSHIPS AND STOCK COMPANIES.

Fifth of a Series of Articles Dealing With the Econo-

mics of Modern Business and Commercial Enterprise.

By PROFES.SOH W. W. SWANSON.
The question of business control is cue of the most

important features of modern industry.
There are a number of methods under which busi-

ness control may be vested in different authorities. But,
fimdamentally, the form which ownership assumes is

not so important as the organization which owners de-
termine to adopt in their particular industry. Own-
ership may be vested in an individual, a partnership or
a corporation of stockholders

; but whatever form it as-

sumes, it is the organization that makes for business
success. The essential fact in ownership is that it

constitutes the head of all business organization. Sub-
ardinate to this authority, however it may be vested,
are ranged the three great departments of production,
distribution and accounting.
Such an organization is characteristic of every busi-

ness, whatever the figures of the yearly volume of
trade. The corner grocer may perform all the func-
tions of the great department store. He produces
when he buys his goods from the wholesaler and pre-
pares them for his shelves. He performs the func-
tions of the sales department when he writes a price
card for his window or when he hands his goods over
the counter to his customers. He becomes the account-
ing division when he goes to his desk and makes an en-
try of the sales in his cash book. All these are pro-
ductive processes of course, but at the same time so
important for purposes of business organization that
they should be considered separately.

We may place these simple, but important, facts

in tabular form, as follows:

—

I.—Control through ownership by the
1. Individual.

2. Partnership.

3. Corporation.
II.—Production by

1. Original production.
2. Manufacturing.
3. Purchase from other producers.

III.—Accounting Division.

Includes all records and systems for conducting
the business.

IV.—Selling.
Direct and indirect methods of bringing pro-

duct to public notice and placing it in the
hands of the consumer.

How a Partnership is Formed.
In a partnersliip two or more indiviiluals assume the

powers of ownw'ship by means of a legal agreement.
This agreement should be of the most exact, detailed
and binding character. Only so can misunderstand-
ings and difficulties be avoided. The legal partner-
ship involves, in reality, the control of ownership in it-

self, as the members of the firm are bound to carry out
its provisions. The agreement defies the share that
each member of the firm shall have in the conduct of

the business, his duties, and also the extent to which
he shall have control of business policy. It deter-
mines the division of business profits; the proportion
in which assessments shall be made for losses that may
occur ; and the methods under which the business shall

be conducted. The agreement may also provide for a

receivership, or sale of the respective interests, in case

of vital disagreement among the partners. It is fre-

quently the case that some member of the firm is a
'silent' partner, known to the world under the title

"and company." The common methods of business
control through a partnership are as follows:

—

Method I.—Firm of Smith, Jones and Brown.
A. Smith, manager of production division.

B. Jones, manager office division.

C. Brown, manager selling division.

Method II.—In this partnership agreement, two
members of the firm are not actively engaged in the

business. By general agreement, the third member
is placed in entire charge, with authority to appoint
assistants at the head of the three branches of the
work.

A. Brown, general manager.
B. Production manager.
C. Office manager.
D. Sales Manager.
Method III.—In this partnership scheme, one or

more silent partners are represented by the word
"Company.' The members of the firm exercise general
appointmg power and oversight, while delegating ev-

eryday control to their chosen managers.
0. Smith, Jones and Company by partnership

agreement compose the
B. Executive committee, which appoints
C. Production, office, and sales managers.
Owing to the veiy great advantage of the corporate

form of enterprise, however, such a form of ownership
is best adapted to meet modern business conditions.

Among the many advantages of the corporate form of

enterprise are the following:
1.—Limited liability.

2.—Large-scale production facilitated.

3.—New investments promoted.
4.—Stock system divides risks of ownership and risks

from investment of capital.

5.—Those unfitted to control their own capital may
place it under the corporate system in the hands of
men of great abUity.

6.—The corporation can sue, and be sued, in its own
name.

7.—The life of a corporation does not depend upon
the life of the individual who owns an interest in it.

In a corporate organization, ownership is invested
in stockholders of record. The stockholders are bound
to meet the conditions of the stock subscription list,

the articles of incorporation, and the constitution and
by-laws. These documents provide for the election

of a board of directors, an executive committee and
various officials to whom the administration of busi-

ness is delegated by vote of the stockholders.

Formation of an Incorporated Stock Company.
The formation of an hieorporated stock company is

somewhat complex and the practice varies with the dif-
ferent provinces. In some cases the Dominion Par-
liament alone has the right to grant a charter, notably
in the case of banks, trust companies, and insurance
companies, railway companies, and insurance corpora-
tions can be chartered by parliament alone, whether
aplication is made for provincial or federal charters.

All other corporations come under the provisions of
the Companies Act, whether provincial or federal char-
ters are desired. In these cases, the charter is grant-
ed by the Secretary, when the necessary conditions of
the Act are met.
The general plan of company formation is based

upon a stock subscription list to which those who wish
to become stockholders attach their signature, speci-
fying the number of shares to which they subscribe.
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Heading this subscription list is form agreement stat-

ing the purposes of the organization, its name, the
amount of capital stock, and the par value of each
share. After the required amount of capital has been
subscribed a stockholders' meeting is held, at which a
constitution and by-laws are adopted. The directors
are also elected, and these subsequently choose the ex-

ecutive officers. The amounts subscribed having been
paid in, in whole or in part, the provincial charter of

incorporation may then be obtained and the company
may commence business.

The board of directors may arrange the further de-

tails of organization as it sees fit. It frequently trans-

fers its authority largely to the president, wlio may be-

come the general manager. Any director, however, or

any outside individual may be appointed by the direc-

tors as general manager, and given full authority, sub-

ject to the board. The board may elect an executive

committee to which its authority is delegated. In some
cases another committe is chosen in an advisory cap-

acity, at the head of which stands the general manager.

This advisory committee may be made up of the gen-
eral manager, the treasurer, the legal adviser, and in
many instances some officer of the bank, which eon-
duets its financial work. We have, then, the follow-
ing simple form of corporate organization:

1. The Stockholders, bound by articles of incor-
poration, constitution and by-laws.

2. Board of Directors.
3. Executive Committee.
4. President.

5. General manager (appointed or elected).

6. Office manager, or business manager.
7.—Production manager, or superintendent.
8. Sales manager.

This is, of course, the simplest outline of corporate
management and administration. The forms become
more complex and inliicate as we pass fi'om the small
joint-stock company to the big merger or combine, such
as the Canada Cement Corporation or the vast organi-

zation known as the United States Steel Corporation.

Ontario Workman's Compensa-

tion Act
An Impartial Analysis.

By N. A. KEYS, B.A.

It bears no small testimony to the interest which this

subject has evoked, and is evoking, that you, tired

after your day's work in the shop, are willing to be

here in such large numbers to participate in a dis-

cussion of the new Ontario Workmen's Compensation
Act. This Act is probably the most important legis-

lation which the Ontario Government has ever enacted.

The subject of workmen's compensation is an unusually

difficult one involving as it does, social, economic, legal

and actuarial technicalities. One who has given the

subject much study, therefore, is very apt to lose sight

of the forest in the examination of the trees. I must
ask your indulgence if I should infringe in this i-e-

spect.

Workmen's compensation may be defined as the me-

thod of paying insurance to workmen for accidents

which occur to them in the eoui'se of their industrial

employment. In dealing with the subject it will be

my endeavor, first, to review briefly the present law,

secondly to explain the essential features of the new
Workmen's Compensation Act, particularly those

which are of significance to you, thirdly to deal briefly

with the question of accident prevention, a question

which is just as important, if not more so, than the

compensation of workmen itself.

Damages Under the Old Law.

At common law a workman is only entitled to receive

damages from his employer if he can prove that the

later was negligent. In the course of time the em-

ployer became possessed of three defences which cut

down very materially the workman's chances of se-

curing a verdict. The first of these was that of con-

(Address delivered before a meeting of the managers

and foremen of the Canadian General Electric

Co., at Oshawa, Ont.)

tributory negligence; a second defence was that of

common employment. The employer, if he could
prove that Tom Jones had been injured through John
Brown, a fellow servant, was entitled to receive a ver-

dict in his favor. A third defence which is very vague
of definition, and left open the door very wide for

a clever lawyer, was that of inherent risk. In this

defence the employer put in the plea that the accident
was due entirely to an inherent risk in his industry, a

risk of which the workman was aware when he entered
the employer's employ. Well, under this state of

the law the workman, as you can readily see, would
recover damages in very few cases. I think the ac-

tual percentage of cases in which a workman did re-

ceive a verdict in his favor was about sixteen per cent.

The large growth of the population in recent years,

the rapid march of invention and the vast organization
of industry has rendered some more equitable method
of compensating workmen imperative.

This former system of compensating workmen was
enormously wastefid. Statistics show that of every
dollar the workman paid in insurance only 25 cents ul-

timately reached the pocket of the injured workman.
About thirty cents of this would be absorbed by insur-

ance agents, another 20 cents would be used up by
the insurance company in overhead expenses and the
other 25 cents would be eaten up in meeting the fees

of lawyers. The problem of workmen's compensation
then was to substitute for this wasteful and inefficient

method of indemnifying workmen an economic and effi-

cient method which would ensure every workman who
received injury in the course of his employment with-

out his negligence, receiving a fair and adequate com-
pensation.

Settling Claims Under German Law.

In most countries the problem was approached by
way of removing one by one the common law defences
of employers. This method of attacking the problem,
however, was only pai'tially successful. The insurance
agent and the legal adviser continued to play the
game as before and just as extravagantly. While more
verdicts were recovered than formerly, a large pro-

portion of industrial accidents still remained uncom-
pensated. In one country only, that of Germany, was
the problem dealt with in a thoroughly scientific way.
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The Germans, as you know, are tiie most scientific peo-

ple in the world. Well, in that country they decided

to eliminate the insurance agent and the legal adviser.

Accident claims were automatically paid out of funds

to which workmen, employers and the State contribut-

ed. These funds are controlled by the State. Claims

are settled by arbitration boards of employers, work-
men and Government appointees. Such a system has one

great advantage which is entirely lacking in all other

systems—it enables the payment of compensation on a

periodical, instead of a lump sum, basis. In other

words, it introduces the pension system. Now there

are workmen who would rather receive $1,500 at once

than $3,000 say, spread over ten years, on the prin-

ciple, I suppose, that a bird in the hand is worth two in

the bush. But this principle so far as compensation
is concerned is a dangerous one, for the reason that

few of us know how to look after our own money

—

most of us are far more competent to deal with and
look after the money of other people. Hence when
a. workman receives an accident award of $1,500, he

finds himself grown extremely popular over night. Nu-
merous friends suggest numerous ways in which they

can duplicate and triplicate his capital in a marvellous-

ly short time. The inevitable result, of course, is that

the money which is meant to furnish relief is lost

either in speculation or dissipated in a blow-out in a

very short period and the workman is then in want.

Under tlie pension system a workman only handles

his monthly or weekly pension as the case may be, and
rash investment or dissipation is rendered impossible.

In Ontario, the German system above briefly outlined

was to a certain extent followed drafting the Act.

Divisions of Employers.

In turning to an examination of the Ontario Work-
men's Compensation Act, I am reminded of the story

of the Scotchman who drank a queer mixture every
night before going to bed. This mixture consisted of

whiskey and beer in equal proportions. When asked
by an inquisitive friend why he did this he said :

"Whenever I drink whiskey alone I get drunk without
getting full; whenever I drink beer I get full without
getting drunk, and as I wish to get drunk and full both
at the same time I mix my drinks." Well, my case is

the reverse of that of the Scotchman in this story. The
Act has some very fine whiskey in it and a large am-
ount of very weak beer. I shall endeavor to extract
the whiskey. The Act proposes to deal with three
large divisions of employers in three difl^erent ways:
Employers coming in division (1) which, roughly
speaking, applies to all manufacturing industries, are
compelled to insure their employees in a provincial in-

surance fund. Accident claims ai-e submitted to, and
decided by, a provincial insurance Board.

Division number 2, is applicable to certain corpora-
tions such as railways, telephone companies, telegraph
companies and certain classes of navigation. Such em-
ployers insure their own workmen but the claims are
passed upon by the aforesaid Board.

Division number 3 is a residuary division applicable
to all employers such as farmers, professional men, etc.,

who do not come imder the first two divisions. Em-
ployers in this division remain liable to a common law
action by their injured workmen with tlu;ir defences
removed.
We are concerned with division number 1. All the

larger manufacturers of the country are to be grouped
into classes, assessed premiums and subjected to the

supervision of a provincial insurance lîoard for work-

men's compensation purposes. This Board is to con-

sist of three members or Commsisioners who will be

quartered in the Parliament Buildings in the Queen's

Park at Toronto. This Board will assess, levy and col-

lect premiums from individual employers according to

the class and hazard of their industry. With the pre-

miums which they collect an accident fund will be

formed out of which all workmen in the insured indus-

tries will be automatically compensated.

Who are workmen under the Act? Every person en-

gaged in industrial employment and subject to the haz-

ards of the industry is deemed a workman. Two large

classes of employees only are excepted, namely, cas-

uals, or those who do piecework in their own homes

and such of the clerical staff who are not ordinarily

subject to the dangers of the industry.

What injuries are compensated? All injuries by ac-

cidents arising out of and in the course of the work-

man's employment are to be compensated, provided

that they last for seven days. If an injury last for less

than seven days no compensation will be given to the

workman. If it lasts for more than seven days the

compensation reverts back to the time of the occur-

rence of the accident, that is, it is paid from the first

day.

Who are dependents under the Act? The following

are dependents—wife, husband, father, mother, grand-

father, grandmother, stepfather, stepmother, son,

daughter, grandson, grand-daughter, stepson, step-

daughter, brother, sister, half-brother, half-sister and
those who stood in relation of pai'ent to the injured

workman or to whom the injured woi'kman stood in re-

lation of parent.

You see that the Act is very broad and far-reaching,

covering practically all workmen, extending to all in-

dustrial accidents and making provision for all depend-
ents.

The Schedule of Benefits.

We come now to the schedule of benefits, or scale of

compensation to which a workman or his dependents is

entitled in case of an industrial accident. I shall

first deal with the death benefits. If a workman is

killed while engaged in industrial employment his

dependents are to receive expenses of his burial up
to $75. His widow will receive a pension of $20 per
month for life, or $240 a year. His widow, if there are
children, will receive in addition $5 per month for each
child up to a maximum of $20 so that the total com-
pensation received by a widow with four or more child-

ren will be $40 per month or $480 per year. If the
children are rendered orphans by the accident they
will receive $10 each per month as a pension, but not
more than a maximum of $40 per month. If the work-
man at the time of his death was under 21 years of age
his parents, if dependent on him, are entitled to receive
compensation of $20 per month until such time as the
deceased workman would have attained the age of
21 years. If there are other dependents they shall
receive compensation not more than .$40 per month only
so long as their dependency would have eiulur.'d. If
a widow in receopt of a pension should marry she
would cease to be a beneficiary on the pension fund,
but would receive a marriage settlement of two years'
pensions, or $480. Children cease to obtain pensions
when they attain the age of sixteen years.

It may be of interest to note just what amounts this
pension will reach in certain periods of time. A pen-
sion to a widow of $20 per mouth would in ten years
reach the total sum of $2,400, in twenty years $4,800, in
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tliirty years $7,200, in forty years $9,600 and in fifty

years the large amount of $12,000. In Washington for

a smaller seale of benefits than in Ontario they have
estimated that the average maximum will be $4,000.
The average in this province, therefore, would be some-
what higher. These then are the death benefits.

Permanent or Partial Disability.

Let us now e.xamine tlie lienefits whieli a workman
who is seriously injured will receive. These benefits

depend on the amount of tlu> earnings. If a workman
receive what is known as a permanent total disability,

as for instance, the loss of both legs, he would receive
a pension equivalent to 55 per cent, of his annual earn-
ings of the rest of his life, but his earnings must not
be calculated on a larger sum than $2,000. A work-
man meeting with a permanent partial disability, such
as the loss of a hand, is to receive a pension equal to

55 per cent of the impairment of his earnings capacity.

In other words, if a workman earning $20 per week
loses his hand and upon returning to work finds that
he can only earn $10 per week he would be entitled to

a pension corresponding to 55 per cent of the impair-
ment, that is $5.50 per week. Temporary total dis-

ability, such as a sprained back, is also compensated
on 55 per cent of the impairment basis. Accidents
which result in temporary partial disability, shall re-

ceive no compensation unless the impairment is more
than 10 per cent of the earning capacity.

What exacth^ does a serious iiajury to a workman
mean to the employer, or rather group of employers?
If the workman should be in reeeint of a salary of $2,-

000 or more and met with a total disability accident
he would receive as a pension $1,100 a year. Total

pensions would accumulate in ten years to $11,000,
orenty years $22,000. thirtv vears $33,000, fortv veaid
.$44,000 and fifty years $55,000.

Methods of Procedure.

Another feature of the Act which is of considerable
importance to you is the procedure to which you have
to conform when an accident has occurred in your
shop. A return has to be made by the employer of the

accident, notifying the Board by registered post of

the accident. This report should contain the follow-

ing information : Fii'st, the nature of the accident ;

second, the time of its occurrence; third, the name and
address of the workman; fourth, the place where the

accident happened, and fifth, the name and address of

the physician or surgeon (if any) by whom the work-
man was or is attended. The responsibility of sub-

mitting these returns will very largely devolve upon
you as representing your employer. The penalty for

failure to observe this regulation is $50.

Prevention of Accidents.

We come now to the third and last branch of our sub-

ject, namely, that of accident prevention. In former
times when employer, workman and apprentice worked
side by side in the same little shop it was possible

for an employer to exercise such minute and careful

supervision over his fellow-workmen that accidents

were few and far between. Such as did occur were
attended to as a rule by the employer himself. LTnder

modern conditions where organization and centraliza-

tion are ever on the increase, an intimate relationship

between employer and employee is impossible. This

in itself is perhaps unfortunate. Employers, how-
ever, still have that wide and humanitarian interest

in their workmen which makes them feel acutely any
7iiisfoT'tnne which befalls one of their employees, even

though that employee be not personally known to him.

You as foremen now take the place and act in the stead
of the employer. It is you who are, and will be made
responsible for the niuiiber of accidents which occur
jn your part of tli.^ shot).

The "Safety First" Movement.

^^
Of late we have l)een hearing a good deal of the

"Safety Fir.st" movement. Of this movement you are
going to hear more and more from now on. It is one
of the healthiest movements of the times. The annual
accident roll of industries when examined in statistics
IS simply appalling. In the United States of Amer-
ica, which has a population roughly speaking of some
100,000,000 inhabitants, there are every year 35,000
persons killed in industries, or one person every fif-

teen minutes. There ai-e also 2,000,000 injured, or one
person every sixteen seconds. No further comment
IS required to show the tremendous need for prevent-
ing these accidents—and they can be prevented. Cer-
tain firms who have specialized in accident prevention
have cut their accident rate in half in one, two and
three years. And this has been done not bv the em-
ployer alone. True, he furnishes the safeguards and
printed danger notices, but the real work is done by
the workman and foreman. The unthinking person
is only too apt to believe that accidents are all due to
the ha_zard of the industry. This is not so. German
statistics, and I may say these statistics are compiled
by employers, workmen and arbitrators in collabora-
tion, prove that only 43 per cent of all industrial acci-
dents are due to the hazard of the industry; 29 2-3 per
cent are the result of carelessness on the" part of the
workman; 18 1-3 per cent are due to the employer's
fault, and the remaining 10 per cent are caused by
workman and employer together. From these figures
you can deduce the possibilities of checking the acci-
dent rate.

You, holding positions of responsibility in one of the
largest plants in this country have a splendid oppor-
tunity of doing a humane work. By exercising that

personal control over your men which was formerly
exercised by the employer himself, by never failing to

instill in your men the "safety first" habit, by con-
stantly pointing out the foolishness of taking chances

—

a habit which is only too strongly embedded in our na-
tional life—you have indeed a rare opportunity of

showing an example not only to plants similar to yours,

but to the other plants of this province.

U. S. COTTON GINNING REPORT.

The cotton ginning report issued bv the United
."States Government on Xovembpr 21. the fifth of the

season, showed that 11.624.70S bales of cotton, counting

round bales as half bales, of the growth of 1914. has
been ginned prior to November 14. This compared
with 10.444..529 bales or 74.7 per cent of the entire

crop, ginned prior to Novem1)er 14 last vear. Includ-

ed in the ginnings were 32 454 round bales compared
with 74.167 last year. Sea Island cotton included 53,-

875 bales, compared with 51.950 bales last year.

The next ginning report of the cen.sus bureau will

be issued Tuesday, December 8, and will show the

ouantity of cotton ginned prior to November 30.

In a recent article R. E. Simpson, of the Travelers'

Insurance Company, estimates that 25 per cent of all

industrial accidents in the United States are due to

inadequate or poor lighting.
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The Textile Arts Among the

Indians of Latin America

By JANET M. CUM MINGS.

(Concluded from Last Issue.)

Photograph 6 shows an Ecuadorian woman spinning

white wool. Her tripod of sticks holds the wool to

be used, which has been straightened out a little in lieu

of carding, and is piled in a heap. A small portion of

this she puts on top of the tripod, which is thus used as

a distafï. Her spindle is of metal, with the round

weight near the end ; this is the commonest form.

It is astonishing with what skill these Indians handle

the spindle. When the distaff is fitted up, a few fila-

ments are drawn out, and these are gradually

twisted into an even thread without detaching them

from the distaff. When a sufficient length of thread

is twisted it is attached to the spindle, which is re-

volved with astonishing speed and dexterity. • As it

After the spinning process the loom is construct-

ed, and the warp is wound. Most of the looms now in

use have not advanced at all since ancient times, yet

6. Ecuadorian Woman Spinning White Wool.

spins, it assists in evenly twisting the gradually drawn
out thread. As the length of thread increases, the

twisted yarn is wound upon the spindle from time to

time, until it is conveniently fully. In this photo-

graph the woman is just at the point of winding the

thread upon the spindle.

In some instances a different procedure from either

of those previously described is used to prepare the

wool for spinning. After carding, in which process

the fibres are made to lie in the same general direction,

the wool is worked into a finished piece of xuiiform

thickness, and forming a strip about four inches wide
and seven inches in length. These strips are then

lengthened and twisted together as they are wound
upon a distaff. After much manipulation, and many
unwinds and rewinds, the result is a fluffy piece of

cord.

Photograph 7 shows this clearly. From the basket

to the girl's hand we can plainly see the fluffy strip

of wool, which is comparatively easily spun into a finer

thread, in the way already described.

Sometimes when the wool has been worked into this

strip form it is dyed. Photograph 8 shows a number
of these strips hanging on a framework to dry after

having been dyed.

7. A Mexican Girl Spinning.

the most ex(|uisite fabrics and elaborate designs are

woven on them.

Photograph 9 shows the type of loom frequently

used. Two small poles are cut. These are laid upon
the ground and to these two, other longer poles are

tied, forming a rectangular space. The warp-strand

is next strung from pole to pole across the rectangular

space, until enough has been strung for the width of

the fabric that is to be woven. In this particular

loom the length of warp desired was longer than could

be conveniently handled, so that the upper end-pole

holding the warp is not at the top, Ijut has been

thrown over another pole and has come about a third

8. Strips of Wool Hanging in a Framework to dry— Peru.

way down the back, where it can be seen lashed firmly

to the uprights. This loom was not in use at the

time it was photographed. The cloth and piece of
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bark thrown over the top are generally used to cover
the loom so as to protect its partially woven fabric
from injury.

As most of the fabrics woven are a combination of
designs, there is frequently very little use for the shut-
tle. For determining the length of the different figures
in the more simple designs, a cord is sometimes tied
across the warp, and marks the warp-strands to be

9. An Old Peruvian Loom.

included. Very often from five to ten threads will

be built up on one side before the other is worked, so

that one ma.v readilj' see that a uniform length on
both sides is not always easy to obtain. The photo-

graph also show this, where at the bottom on each
side a narrow strip of design has been worked, with
the cord connecting the tops of the woven portions.

Very often, instead of bracing iip the loom and
standing or sitting by it, the women hold it as they
weave. This is shown in photograph 10. In this case,

after the warp is wound, the upper pole is tied with
rope to a tre or other immovable object, at about four

feet from the ground. The pole at the other end is

secured around the worker's waist bj' a stout leather

thong, and the weight of her bodj- leaning backwards
holds the warp-strands at sufficient tension. In this

particular case only a simple design is being woven, as

can be seen by the finished cloth she has rolled from
time to time upon the lower pole. As the design is so

simple, consisting of nothing but the insertion of dif-

ferent colored warp threads when the warp was wound,
she weaves by merely throwing the shuttle from side

to side between the sheds, and beating down the woof
with a smooth flat stick. It is astonishing with

what speed the shuttle can be thrown through the shed

and caught in the other hand. Quite frequently the

sheds are separated merely by the same flat stock used

to press down the woof, which is turned edgewise to
make sufficient space for the pas.sage of the .shuttle-
the other set of warp-.strands of course have to be
raised one by one with the fingers—a laborious pro-
cess, even when one is very expert. Some weavers
use a headle-rod for raising the lower set of threads.

In the present instance, however, this loom is fitted
with two headlc-rods. one attached to each set of
warp-strands, so that by raising the headle-rods alter-
nately the .shuttle can be thrown through both ways.
You may think it would need three hands at least "to
perform this operation successfully. Not so, for the
entire loom is sustained by the woman merely leaning
back upon the leather strap around her waist. Then
whichever hand has the shuttle, the other is left free
to raise the proper headle-rod. After the shuttle is

thrown, there is plenty of time to drop the headle-rod
and catch the shuttle—if you do it quickly enough.

Of recent years the encroachments of civilization
upon the primitive peoples of Latin America has been
gradually forcing them to adopt more modern methods
in their arts. If we care nothing for primitive work;
if we prefer fabrics of mathematical design rather than
the human elements—the real life-story of the indi-
vidual appearing in his work—why, the sooner modern
methods are adopted the better.

Let us hope fervently that such a day may never
dawn, for in the fabrics of the Latin American Indians
and in those of the descendants of the Incas in particu-
lar, is woven the history and romance of a race whose
skill in the textile arts, and whose culture, uncivilized
and primitive as it was, is a miracle to look back upon.

Because the silk grown in Burma is coarse and in-
ferior, Chinese silk is imported. The handsome dam-
ask skirts of tameins worn by the women are woven

10. A Mexican Woman Weaving a Blanket on Hand

on hand looms and these looms may be
seen outside almost every house in the country. The
damask effect is obtained by the use of a multitude
of smal shuttles; some times a hundred or more are
used on a piece of cloth only a few inches square.
The best work is done by the Manipurians, but their

earnings are very meagre. A woman who works all

da,y every da.y can rarely earn more than four rupees
a month. Because of the intricate designs that pre-
vail only a hands-breadth of silk can be woven in a
week. In spite of this they live neatly and cleanly
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and are a happy people, carying on their industry un-

der pleasant conditions.

Weaving Matting in India.

Matting has many uses in India among which are

floor coverings and bottoms of bedsteads. The na-

tive shown here is making one of the latter. A com-

Primitive Burmese Loom in Operation.

pleted bed stands behind him. Instead of placing

the' strands of his material across the frame and weav-

ing back and forth through them as we would expect,

the method employed here is entirely different. The

only strands he places before the weaving begins are

those that form the cross-piece at the right hand end

of the bed. He then stretches his fibre from the near-

er (right hand) corner to the further (left hand) eor-

Weaviny Matting in India.

ner and back, and then starts his design immediately

by drawing the fibre under and over the two strands

thus formed. lie pulls the strands tight as he works,

and builds them up from one corner diagonally across

to the other, around the wooden frame, over and under

the fibre in place then around the frame and back to

the first corner. He has worked along the sides of

the frame and has nearly readied the opposite corner

from which he started. When he has done this the

weaving is complete. ' All that there remains to be

done is to wind rope from the loose end of the matting

to the bed so that the slack can be pulled up. This

type of bed is very cool to sleep on.

Plain'^Loom Weaving Faults

and Remedies
Banking-off, Breakdowns, etc., and How to Prevent Itl.

By PRACTICAL MANAGERS

(All Rights Reserved)

(Continued from last issue)

Boat shaped shuttles, that is, shuttles worn distinct-

ly round at the bottom, will crack in the box, notably

at the off-side of the loom, and result in the loom bang-

ing-off. The loom overlooker can quickly detect any
such faulty shuttles by testing the bottom of the

shuttle with a steel ruler. It must be specially re-

membered that both shuttles used at a loom must be
trued up in case one of them is boat-shaped, as while

the remedying of boat shaped shuttles will not alter

the clearance of the stop rod blade, the truing up of

one shuttle only would prevent both shuttles having
the same height as regards the shuttle tip and the hole

in the picker. Therefore, the depth and width of one

shuttle must be equal to the other shuttle used at the

same loom if good working is to follow. Rebounding
can result by allowing the loom to work with the box
plates a trifle loose. Insufficient lift of the stop rod
blade will be caused if the slay sword or rocking rail

have worked slightly loose, as the shaking of the stop

rod may cause occasional banging-off.

Weavers themselves can reduce the amount of bang-
ing-off by giving the loom a fair chance to re-start af-

ter being stopped for any cause. Some thoughtless
weavers even expect the loom to start up, without
l)anging-off, ])y having the crank on tlu' top centre,

and even with the reed near to the fell of the cloth
when the loom belt is being placed on the fast pulley.
The stop rod blade will be deprived of some of its lift

if the swell pin brackets are loose, even when the shut-
tle is full up in the box. Neither will the frog be suf-
ficiently cleared if the stop rod brackets are loose, as
ivhen the loom is in motion the stop rod will vibrate
or dance. The various makers of looms do not all

adopt the same bevel of the reed in relation to the race,
but in any case, the bevel of the shuttle back must be
the same as the reed bevel and shuttle box bevel. It
may be mentioned that the bevel is generally about 88
deg.

Some overlookers have at some time or other been
somewhat baffled as to the reason why banging off has
occurred when a new stop rod, or a new frog, or when
both these parts have been just placed in position on
the loom. A little thought will make it clear that
those two new parts must of necessity engage earlier
than previously, when the stop rod blade is not raised
sufficiently, and as there will be greater shuttle room,
or distance from the cloth fell to the reed at the time
when the blade engages with the frog, the pick will
probably not be smart enough to eject the shuttle from
one box to the other before the blade and frog have
engaged. It will be obvious that banging-off will
then occur, as also when the connecting rod from frog
to brake is not long enough. It is easy to ascertain
wliether there is sufficient shuttle room by turning the
loom over, with the shuttle in the shed; the loom ought
to bang-off when tlie slieds are not very tight on the
shuttle.

This adjustment is, of coui-se, very essential when
a new frog, or a new stop rod is being fitted to the
loom. A frog should be allowed that freedom to
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ensure it being worked backward and forward, a tilt-

ing frog must be avoided. The frog must be allowed

sufficient forward movement nearer the front of the

loom so that when the loom bangs off the back brake
will be acting propertlj'. The backward movement of

the frog, caused by the T bolt fitted in the starting

handle making contact with the frog as the handle is

pushed into its retaining notch, must be adequate to

remove the back brake from the brake wheel. Hence,
to assist in properly reducing the concussion, due to

banging-off, the bolt must not be excessively tightened

when securing the frog to its companion part of the

loom frame. The important point to remember is,

that the moving of the frog relative to the loom frame
must be backwards and forwards only. If a frog is

too loosely fitted to the frame, the former will natural-

ly lilt and such a frog will easily cause banging-off.

A loose frog, the outside of which is the heaviest (ow-

ing to the projection which comes into contact with
the starting handle T bolt being solid), tilts in the di-

rection of the outside of the loom. Therefore, while

one side of the frog drops as far as permissible, the

inside portion or dove-tailed lip part, of the frog will

be higher, thus preventing the stop rod blade having
sufficient clearance : especially noting that the vibra-

tion of the loom increases the danger of a loose frog.

Stop rod blades, when case hardened, enables them to

wear much longer before the front edge of the blade

is worn round.

Many "traps" or the shuttle being caught in the

shed and large quantities of warp yarn broken owing to

the stop rod blade having jumped over the frog, have
been caused by the dove-tailed lip of the frog, or the

extreme edge of the stop rod blade having worn round.

Apropos of traps, the cause has often been the swell

spring having Isroken. or the spring being too slack

or too weak. The adjusting of the picking bowl too

low is dictinctly dangerous, there being several other

adjustments that can be made to increase the power
of the pick, as the shuttle will probably be slightly lift-

ed when passing from box to box ; hence the shuttle

comes into contact with the under part of the spindle

stud sufficient to cause banging-off. The use of an ex-

cessively strong pick at the off-side of the loom, or if

the cheek strap is too slack at the starting side of

the loom, rebounding of the shuttle would naturally

occur at the starting side of the loom, and the loom
may either bang off on the same or next pick, or the

pick of weft on the rebounding pick may Ije too slack

to raise the weft fork and in this case the loom will be

stopped previous to the weft having broken or run
out. The fixing of a slay to the slay swords is a very

important matter, as also is the attaching of the slay

swords to the rocking rail.

Incorrectness of attaching these parts of the loom re-

sults in the slay being twisted, and a loom in such a

condition will never produce good results. If the

picking band is too long, or has stretched, banging-off

will result, but may be easily remedied by the weaver
tightening the picking band so that when the loom is

turned over with the picker at its most forward point

on the spindle, the distance between the buffer and
the picker should be the breadth of two or three fin-

gers.

Banging-off always causes wear and tear to vari-

ous parts of the loom, and it should be the aim of all

tacklers to maintain such parts as the frog and the

stop rod in very good condition so that when the loom
does bang off. bi-eakage of yarn will not be caused.

Constant banging-off will easily cause brand new driv-

( Continued on Page 343.)

Cotton Carding Points--IV.

By WILLIAM SHAW.
No reader will deny that thousands of fibres are in-

jured by running long stock with a short nose feed
plate. This is a common mistake in many cotton mills.

This is more for the young carder, as I know that
mam- .young carders have found themselves in hot
water, so to speak, by changing from short stock to

long without changing the feed plate. The superin-
tendent may be a weaver or master mechanic, and may
not give the feed plate any consideration. As a rule,

this is up to th carder. If the superintendent orders
you to make a change whether it is in the speed of the
machinery in the stock or type of flyer, point out the
results before making the change, then it is up to him
to shoulder the responsibility.

For instance, it will be remembered that a great
many mills tried out a few "Dunn Flyers'" and in al-

most each ease they were pronounced a failure. Sim-
ply because a mistake was made by the company by
sending out a few sample flyers without pointing out
how the intermediate speeds with the "Dunn Flyer"
differed from the Bodden Flyer. In other words, with
"Dunn Flyers" the bottom cone must have straight
outlines instead of being converged. Many carders
pronounced the "Dunn Flyer" a failure, and many
never understood why the end on each flyer would
run slacker than on all others. Most carders that
reported againt tshe "Dunn Flyer" know better now,
they know that it was the heavy presser rod at the up-
per end that condensed the diameter of the bobbin
which, of course, caused the end to run slack.

How often will the superintendent order the card-
er to speed up the fly frames? And in almost every
case the carder wil do so without a protest? Speeding
up fly frames over a speed foi- which they were de-
signed is as great a mistake as running "Dunn Flyers"
along side of "Bodden Flyers," and with a convexed
bottom cone. In fact the result is exactl.y the same.
The faster you rim a fly frame over the speed for
which the cones were designed, the more you destroy
the relationship of the surface speed of the front roll

and bobbin, and you have trouble. The faster you
run the frame, the more you increase the pressure
of the paddle on the surface of the bobbin, which, of
course, reduces the diameter of the bobbins which is

slightly greater than, the outline of the cones can
govern.

So the same argument holds good with the stock
so if you are ordered to make a change, let these
suggestions steal over you and point out to your sup-
erintendent the mistakes in the change or changes. He
will think more of you by doing so. He will feel
that he has a man that understands his business.

With a proper nose feed plate, the lieker-in should
be set almost to touch with the feed plate. With such
a setting, picture in your mind if you can the fringe
of cotton hanging downward and the teeth of the liek-
ev-in playing through this hanging fringe. Does it

seem reasonable to believe that the stock is injured
by such a setting? The action at this point l)ecomes
the same as the action between the drawing rolls, and
if the distance between the bite of the licker-in and the
bite of the feed roll execds the average length of the
staple, how can the stock be injured. On the other
hand, by setting the licker-in as close as possible to

the feed plate, the foreign matter is forced between the
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spirals and thrown out to the floor by the centrifugal

force of the licker-iu.

Another important consideration is that with the

above setting the trouble known as flaking is entirely

eliminated. The reader should see clearly that with

such a setting the feeding action is only gradual, and

no plucking occurs as in case when the licker-in is

set at 10-1000 gauge. In all fine goods mills you will

find a light sheet of lap in the majority of cases, less

than nine ounces to the yard, and why?

The reader can answer the above question best by

taking hold of a large tuft of cotton and also a small

tuft and let him ask himself how much easier it is

to extract the foreign matter from the small tuft than

fi-om the large tuft.

The same efficiency can be applied to the card or any

other machine, that is, the smaller the tuft the easier

the foreign matter can be removed. That is why a

light lap is run in all fine goods mills, and also the

reason why all builders advocate running a light feed

and run the stock through more rapidly.

I wish to point out that tlie mote knives are not such

a cleaning agent as many may believe. After many
tests I have discovered that they are almost useless

if the back of the card is fully protected from air-

currents. Pack the back of every card as tight as

possible if you want clean carding.

The surface velocity of the cylinders lias a tendency

always to draw the undesirable matter to its surface

and the only way to destroy such air-currents is to

set the licker-in as outlined above and pack the back

of the card as tight as possible.

To prove this, weight your droppings when using

both mote knives, and next remove one knife and again

weigh your droppings. You will notice little, if any,

difference in the amount of droppiligs. I have often

removed both mote-knives and found ver.y little dif-

ference in the droppings, and in some cases not any.

These facts are pointed out simply to show young
carders that they should not depend too much on

the mote-knives to clean the stock. "What I point out

can be tried by any reader in charge of carding, and I

am sure that if the settings are tried this article will

receive commendation. It is not guess work, but was
discovered after many tests.

Another good point in favor of setting the licker-in

as close to the feed plate as posible is the amount of

saving it insures to the fillet on the cylinder, flats and
doffer. Let a lap run out with such a setting, and
the licker-in will st()|). Everv reader will admit that

10

when a lap runs out when tlie licker-in is set to

12 1000

to gauge, the large tufts of cotton will find their

1000
way to the cylinder and flats. We all have heard
the flats shake and in some cases liroken by these large

tufts passing through the card.

I have often stated that allowing a lap to run out
should be branded as a crime. 1 believe more, how-
ever, in an ounce of prevention than in a pound of cure.

You can have a licker-in covered for about $7, while to

recover a card the cost in most cases passes .$50.

I have often heard carders say that the mote-knives
were only useful in preventing laige tufts from reat^h-

ing the cylinder. Ti'ue, the mote-knives if set almost

to touch will also prevent large tufts from reaching

the cylinder, but in nearly every ease they become
bent and it is very difficult to straighten them as be-

foie. For this reason, I. set the feed plate almost to

12

touch, and both mote-knives at gauge. I have

1000

a small piece of steel Vs «f an inch in thickness to

set the nose of the licker-in screen. I have tried many
other settings, but this seems to give the best results.

The back of the licker-in screen is not a very im-

portant setting like some writers would have us be-

lieve, as in most cases the grinder is helpless, owing

to the poor construction of the joint between the lick-

er and cylinder screen. The back of the cylinder

11

screen should be set at gauge. More benefit

1000

would result if a closer setting was possible M'itl'.out

taking chances of the cylinder fillet becoming injured

by it receiving outward pressure from any large tufts

that may escape the action of the licker-in. However,

if the licker-in is set to almost touch the feed plate,

7

the cvlinder screen should be set gauge. The
1000

reason for such a close setting at this point is that

more air-currents are destroyed at this point, more
than anywhere else, because it is called on first to meet
the air-currents created by the surface speed of the

cylinder.

In order to have good carding every point of wire

of the licker-in, cylinder, flats and doffer must be as

sharp as possible, so as to be able to grip instantly

any cotton fibres coming under their action. There-
fore, the heavier impurities must be extracted by de-

stroying as much as possible any air-currents at the

back of the card. With all points of wire in order
and sharpened properly, the stock is conveyed from
one surface to another without air-currents. On the

othe rhand, if no air-currents exist, the heavier im-
jnirities fall to the floor or in other words, only air-

currents carry the heavier impurities forward.
There is nothing that makes a man in charge of a

department appear so weak, as when he states that a
certain setting is best, but at the same time unable to
explain why. My chief aim in these articles is to
enable the young carder to explain every setting and
at the same time give the proper reason for such a
setting. You no doubt have heard a carder say
that progressive setting is a very good thing, but in

many cases you will find that he is unable to explain
what takes place between the flats and cylnider with
such a setting. There is only one reason advanced for
progressive setting, and that is, that it gives the fibres

a better opportunity to disentangle themselves by com-
ing more gradually under the combing action of the
flats and that such a setting save them from injury.
Let me ask the reader again how this is possible when
the licker-in is set almost to a touch. Flats should

10
be set ta in. tjauffe from the cvlinder at the heel

1000
of the flat. If the wires on both the cylinder and
flats are as sharp as they should be, it will be found
that every fibre will be acted upon with this setting.
The setting between the licker-in and cvlinder is given

8

as gauge in most te.xt books. No doubt manv
1000

Canadian carders use this setting. Hut what would
you say if any one should ask you why you set so
close at this point?
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In the majority of mills I liave vlsfted, I have found

10

the carders in favor of setting all the flats at

1000

gauge at every point, and at the same time I found
they were in favor of settiug the licker-in to the cylin-

8

der to gauge. In no ease was the carder able to

1000

explain why he set closed at this point than between
the flats and the cylinder. Let us reason together.

In the first place, there i.s no combing action at this

point. At this point the licker-in simply eouveys the

stock to the cylinder. Now, consider the surface

speed of the cylinder, which is about 2,200 feet per

minute against the surface speed of the licker-in,

which is about 1,000 feet per minute, and consider also

the point.s of wire to the square inch, and the consti-uc-

tion of the wire. There can only be one conclusion,

and that is. that the c.ylinder has eveiy opportunity

of stripping the licker-in of every fibre at every revo-

lution.

No matter ho wtight you may cheek a nut, there is

always danger of it working loose, which is due to vi-

bration. Therefore, no matter at what distance you
set the licker-in from the feed plate, there is always
dangers of a lump going through which is liable to

disturb the setting of the licker-in and allow the teeth

to come into contact with those of the cylinder, by

12

setting at gauge at this point the danger is not
1000

as great.

In the second place, study the direction in which
both the cylinder and lickei"-in revolve and at once
you will be convinced what a mistake it is to have a

close setting at this point.

Why is it that some carders believe in having such
a close setting where there is no combing action, and at

the same time believe in progressive setting? Some
have the following setting for flats. At the first setting

11 10 9

point , at the second , at the third , and
1000 1000 1000

8

at the two next setting points. When j^ou set the

11
first setting point at vou reduce the working surface

lOOO"

of the cylinder some carders never stop to reason how
1

gauge at the first setting reduces the working sur-

1000
face of the evlinder. If the reader is a carder, let

11

him set the fir.st setting point at gauge, next let

1000

him examine the space under the flats entering the

card.

Another point against progressive setting is the dis-

tance found between the heel of one flat to the heel of

the next flat. In the majority of 'cases the distance

will be found to be one and three-quarter inches, in

some cases more. Granted that the fibres are tangled,

how are they injured, when the distance between each

flat exceeds the length of the staple?

But there is only one way to determine the best

setting and that is "by test. Let the reader first set

a card with a difference of at each point beginning
11 1000

with at first setting point, and next let him set

1000

10
a card at gauge at every point. Weigh the sli-

1000

ver from both for a week or two, and I am sure that
he will reject progressive setting. You will find that

10
the card set at gauge at everv point will turn out

1000

a sliver that will vary in weight from one to four
grains, while from the card set progressive it will

vary from one to ten grains, and in some cases

more.

Practical Tuning and Construc-

tion of Power Looms---VHI.
The Working of the Lag Cylinder and Vibrator Levers.

By B. METTinCK.
(ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.)

The Lag Cylinder.—This cylinder is driven from the

upright shaft T, Diag. 34, and can be turned in both
directions, that is forward or backward, according to

whether the picks are being inserted into the fabric

or taken out.

Working of the Cylinder.—The two movements of

the lags or vibrator lever indicators (which consist of

rods covered with pulleys and bushes, a pulley indi-

cating the lifting of its corresponding heald or box,

and a blank or bush the lowering of the samel, work as

follows:—The upright shaft T (Diag. 34.) always re-

volves in one direction, and at the top of this shaft is

fixed a bevel wheel K,, which is in gear with two com-

panion bevels K & K„ K being used to turn the top
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chill, also to turn lag cylinder forward, and Ki, revolv-
ing loosely upon the shaft G (which passes loosely

through the top chill) operates the backward move-
ment of cylinder.

Forward Movement.—When picks or shots are being
put into the cloth, the lags are carried forward over

the top of the cylinders H, & H,, and under the vi-

brator levers thus : The handle W is pressed inwards to-

wards the loom frame; this causes the rod K and the
finger M to press the moveable clutch L (which is free

to slide horizontal^' along a key bed on the shaft G)
over the top of a small projection or tongue P, which is

cast on to the bodj' of the bevel K, thus causing the

shaft G and clutch L to be turned in the direction in

which the bevel K is revolving. At the other end of

the shaft is fixed a small pinion Fi with 35 teeth ; this

gears with a double stud wheel F with 35 teetli and
E with 9 teeth, which are fixed in a slot on framework.
This slot alows for variation in position of lag cylinder.

This double stud wheel is made so as to give an eccen-

tric motion to the lag cylinder wheel A. On the

wheel F is fixed a pin D, the wheel E which is fixed to

5S

V having only 9 teeth and a blank, is made to gear
with A. The teeth of E gearing at B, and the pin D,
gearing at B, turn the wheel A and tlie lag cylinders

at an irregular speed. That is, when the pin D gears
with A at B, the eireuraferenee of the driver is enlarg-

ed, and the circumference of the follower lessened,

therefore the speed of the follower is increased at

this point; this takes place, when the lags are chang-

ing, to form a new shed. The reverse takes place,

when E gears with B, that is the speed of lag cylin-

ders is reduced, and this occurs when sheds are form-
ing, therefore this arrangement causes the lags to

change quickly from one to the other, and allows more
time for the changing of position of the healds and
boxes by the heald cylinder. The wheel A is con-

nected to the lag cylinder by a soft-nosed set screw C,

the nose of which fits into a hole 11 on the end of

cylinder; this set screw provides an efficient escape
motion, and prevents many breakages of the cylinder

blades, warp threads, etc.

The work of this escape motion is as follows : IF
tlie lags or box chain double or buckle up, for any rea-

son, such as waste or a broken bobbin being entangled
with the lags, they will not rise correctly over the cylin-

der, but bind between the cylinder and the vibrator
levers, this binding causing the soft nose of the screw
to be sheared off and allowing the gear wheels to re-

volve without any further turning of the lag cylinder.

The cylinder is held in position by two collars S, and
regulating screws J. It should be held firmly with
just sufficient room to revolve withou binding with
the collars at the sides. It allows for six or more
lags, each lag being separated by a blade of steel.

Hi shows the heald section and H, the box and picking
section of cylinder. The steel blades between each
lag should be kept perfectly straight, and fittingly in

the cylinder bed. For the purpose of removing bro-

ken cylinder blades, a special shaped drift can be
made (Fig. 36) the blade of which when inserted

at the end of cylinder blade lifts or levers it out of its

bed without damage to the cylinder bed.
Plain Gearing to Lag Cylinder.—Fig. 37 shows an-

othei- type of gearing between top shaft G and the lag
cylinder. A small pinion 1021 with 16 teeth gears
with an intermediate wheel 1024 with 52 teeth, and this
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gears with lag cyliuder wlieel 1005 with 96 teeth, there-
fore one revolution of top shaft wliieh equals the time
of 1 pick equals 1-6 revolution of lag cylinder.

Backward Movement.—For taking out the picks or
picking back, the clutch L is pi'essed over the tongue P.,

on loose bevel K,, this action causing the shaft 6 and
lag cylinder to revolve in th(> opposite direction, to tlie

one turned, when the loom is in full motion.

The dobby is first disengaged from the rest of loom,
clutch L transferred from K to K,, and the top and
bottom cylinders and lag cylinders can then be turn-

ed by hand, and the picks taken out one at a time, as

each shed of warp is re-formed.

Timing and Setting of Lag Cylinder.—The lag cy-

linder should be very carefully timed, to work in

conjunction with other parts of the dobby, that is with
the lock knife B and the top and bottom chills 1003
and 1010, and vibrator levers (see Diag. 33).

Setting.—The lag cylinder should first be set for

working the lags forward. On looms fitted with peg
motion, this must be done b.y means of the top spur
wheel Fj and shaft 6, however, this is a rather clumsy
method which is a disadvantage of this type of gear-

ing. (See Diag. 34, 37, 38, & 39.)

Looms on which the ordinary 3 wheel gearing is used
can be set easily and quickly, by the intermediate wheel
1024, which is an advantage that appeals to the tuner

and saves times. First draw out the wheel 1024, tlieii

turn the handle wheel, until the lock knife finger 1041

is in the centre of the swell on the cam C, then turn the

lag cylinder wheel 1005, until tlu^ teetli of the crossing

vibrator levers are level with each other, then gear

up the pinion 1021 and wheel 1005 by the interme-

diate wheel 1024. This setting causes the knife to be

held away from the teeth of vibrator levers during the

time the lags are moving the vibrator lever ready for

the next shed, and allows the knife to be in gear be-

tween the teeth that are lifted and those that are Ioa^-

ered, during tlie turning of the gear wheels 1065 by
the top and bottom chills 1003 and 1010. After the

forward movement of the lags has been set the reverse

movement should be attended to. This really con-

sists in setting the bevel wheel K, to rhe bevel K.
With the finger 1041 in contact with the centre of sAvell

on cam C, place bevel K on the shaft G, so that the

tongues P and Po are opposite to each other, and the

clutch L may be gearecl with either bevel directly as

shown in Diag. 34.

When set see that the knife B clears both (op and
bottom teeth when engaging. If the top vibrator teeth

do not lift sufficiently to allow the knife to enter be-

tween the teeth, before tlie chill commences to turn

the gear wheel, the knife may be pressed out, and a

false shed be formd, and vibrator or clutch damaged.

Diag. 35 illustrates the front view of the handle that
controls the clutch L, its chief feature being the pin
H, which is fitted into an oi)ening in Frame F, and is

held in position by a stout .spring S. The handle is

pivoted at the pivot P, and near the end W is fixed
a small fluted roller R. When the handle is moved,
this roller passes over the pin H, the spring S allowing
it to be pressed down and to spring back, after tiie

roller has passed over the point, the pin H holding the
lever and clutch L in gear with one of the two bevels
K or K,.

Diag. 34a shows the method of passing the lag
cylinder conecting shaft through the top Chill 1002,
and also end view of plain setting wheels, as shown
in Fig. 37 (front view).
The Vibrator Levers.—This important part of the

dobby is shown in Diags. 38 and 39.
Diag. 38 shows positions of gear wheels and levers,

when the heald is helping to form the bottom part of
the shed, and the other, 39, the positions when the
heald is at top of shed. These lovers and gear wheels
form a link between the cjdinders and the healds or
boxes. The work of this gearing is to turn a rotary
motion of the cylinders 1003 and 1010 into a vertical
motion, and also to impart a certain amount of eccen-
tricity to the motion of healds and boxes.

(To be Continued.)

The Wool Embargo a Century
Ago

Commenting on the embargo placed on wool by the
British War Office, the Journal of the Royal Society
of Arts, says :

—

"The occasion of the present war is bj^ no means the
first on which the exportation of English wool has been
prohibited. Centuries ago the stoppage of supplies
of wool was the regular rejoinder to Dutch refusals to
import English cloth. The exportation of wool and
.yarn, forbidden by Charles I. in 1630, remained illegal

up to a date so recent as 1825. The business was illicit,

but it was done, and through the romantic agency of
those who brouglit brandy, wines and silks ashore on
the Kentish and Sussex coasts. The transactions were
not insignificant, for from a little place like seventeenth
century Rye the shipments were computed to reach a
value of £100,000 a year.

"The methods were unwholesome at least, involving
the demoralization of the countryside, the corruption
of officers in the Army, Navy, and Customs, the pur-
chase of magistrates favor, crimes of violence, and the
frustration of all authority. It will not be professed
that modern eftorts in trading with the enemy are like-
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ly to take quite the same shape. îhe packing of wool

with 'Scrues and other unlawful eugiues into butts,

pipes, hogsheads, chests, or other casks and vessels,'

and the laying of the cargo on board sloops by night,

may be neither the best nor the cheapest mode of tran-

sit in modern conditions. However, were the protits

to remain on the traditional scale of 60 per cent net,

some perverted ingenuity might still be anticipated."

Bleaching of Wool Fibre

By A . F . M U S G R A V E , iu the Textile Golorist.

Wool, unlike cotton, may be bleached either by oxid-

ation or reduction methods. The oxidizing agents in

use lor the bleaching of wool comprises peroxides, per-

borates and permanganates. Reduction bleaches are

carried out by the use of the unstable sulphur com-

pounds such as sodium bisulphite and sulphur dioxide.

Sulphur dioxide is of course the active bleaching agent

in bisulphite of soda.

it is well known that sulphur blacks are not perman-

ent lor the reason that the coloring matter of the wool

is not destroyed, but is simply reduced to a colorless

compound by the loss of its oxygen. This colorless

compound is very gradually oxidized back to its orig-

inal color by the oxygen of the air. The color may
be brought ,back at once by immersing in a peroxide

bath. VVitii peroxides or m fact any oxidizing bleach-

ing agent there is a complete destruction of tue color.

This can not now be brought back by a reducing agent.

The peroxides, either sodium or hydrogen, are used

much more extensively to-day than either ot the otlier

oxidizing agents, ferborate of soda is however, large-

ly used lor leathers and seems iu some way particularly

adapted for that line of work.
Whichever agent is used, either sodium or hydro-

gen, depends on individual likes and dislikes as both

methods have many advantages. Peroxide of soda,

being a powder is much less bulky to handle and store

than the liquid hydrogen peroxide. It is also less

dangerous to store; as barrels of hydrogen peroxide

have a great tendency to explode or expand in sum-
mer or hot weather and to freeze in cold weather.

Sodium peroxide NajO^ develops 20 per cent of its

weight of oxygen while hydrogen peroxide HjO^ only
develops ly^ P^i" cent of free oxygen. Thus pound
for pound soda peroxide devlops approximately 13
times as much available oxygen as th hydrogen per-

oxide. The stability of the sodium peroxide is also

much better than the hydrogen, llldrogen peroxide
is fairly stable when acid and at low temperatures,

but in contact with organic matter undergoes a rapid
decomposition.

in the labor involved in the making up of bleach
baths, the advantage is all in favor of the liquid per-

oxide. When using sodium peroxide it is necessary

to carefully neutralize the acid with the peroxide and
to make up a large bath, is a tedious job. When us-

ing liydrogen peroxide it is simply added to the bath
and made alkaline with the desired alkali.

Thus it can readily be seen that in all ways except
cast of manipulation the sodium coiiipouud is superior
to the liquid bleach.

When making up the bath with sodium peroxide care
must be taken that the peroxide is all neutralized.
Sodium peroxide reacts with water to form eautsic
soda. If sufficient acid is present it will react to form
sulphate of soda which is, of course harmless.

Solvent tubs are best. The batli sliould be heated

by an open lead pipe so arranged that it may be taken

out when the bath is heated. When the desired heat

is obtained remove the pipe and enter the goods. Where
the bath is heated after the goods are entered all pai-ts

of the liquor are not heated to the same degree, with

a consequent uneven blaching. By the addition of

soap to the bleach bath it is possible to scour and
bleach at the same time. Such a method is as follows:

To 200 gals, cold water add 5 lbs. sulphuric acid and
1 lb. phosphate of soda dissolved in warm water.

Add carefully to bath, 4 lbs. peroxide of soda or to

neutral point.

Dissolve and add to bath in the following order : 2

lbs. carbonate of potash, 2 lbs. Turkey red oil, 4 lbs.

soap.

Stir well, heat to 120 deg., enter goods and bleach
for three hours. Wash and soap lightly.

Grey, blue and pink mixes on underwear are much
produced at present by a mixture of a dyed wool (fast

or peroxide) with white coton and wool and the fin-

ished fabric bleached with peroxide. For the coloring

of the wool the follovving dyestuffs are of interest ow-
ing to their fastness to peroxide :

—

Salicine Alizarine Black cone. Topctiromed
Biebrich Alizarine Blue B Acid Method
Naphtamiue Yellow BN Acetic Acid Method
Naphtamiue Pink 7B Acetic Acid Method
The colored wool must be a long stapled wool other-

wise the fabric will appear specky.
Reduction bleaches as before mentioned are carried

out either iu the wet way, by immersing the wool in

a solution of bisulphite of soda or by subjecting the
moist wool to the fumes of burning sulphur.

Better bleaches with less labor and trouble are se-

cured by the gas method. In this method it is only
necessary to subject the wool, in an air-tight chamber,
to the fumes of burning sulphur. Wool should be
damp, not wringing wet. Extracted wool contains about
the proper degree of moisture. An excess of sulphur
may cause yellow spots. An excess of water in the
goods will cause them to feel harsh. No rinsing is

needed after the sulphur bleach but some mills con-
sider it an advantage to give a rinse in a very weak
soap bath. A white neutral soap must be used, and
only enough used to give a slight cloudiness to the
water. The small amount of sulphuric acid present in
the wool will cause a precipitation of the soap thus
giving a glossy appearance.
The double bleach is carried out by first bleaching

with peroxide and then giving a gaseous sulphur
bleach. She sulphur bleach causes a considerable
whitening of the wool. For reasons before mentioned
the peroxide bleach is always given first. In the
sulphur bleach house care must be taken that no iron
nails are in the roof as they are apt to cause rust spots
on the material.

In general coal tar colors are much more stable to
sulphur bleaching than to the peroxides. Many colors
such as the Rhodamines, etc., are frequently stoved to
develop their full brightness.

In regard to the quality of water used in the bleach
works, it, of course, must be as pure as possible. Hard
water is not objectionable except in the scouring,
but water containing iron must be avoided. The
(luality of the chemicals should be looked into care-
fully. Silicate of soda for instance, frequently eon-
tains a considerable (|uantity of iron. Silicate of
soda is on the market in two forms, liquid and solid.

The solid is very hard to dissolve and much better ^sat-

isfaction will be obtained by using the liquid silicate.
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Cloth Scouring

Methods and Materials.

When a fabric leaves tlic loom it is i-aw, thready,
and more or less dirty. It also lacks the histre and
brightness common to wor.sted cloths and the fullness
of lianille associated witii fabrics made from wool or
woollen materials. The ohjeet of scouring is to cleanse
the fabi'ic, brighten the colors, remove the rawness,
and improve the handle of the cloth. The process
of scouring is the first in the series of finishing opera-
tions, and the degree of success attained in it material-
ly affects other processes and the final result. If the
fabric is not thoroughly cleansed, the colors will look
dull and the fabric will rub dirty ; dyeing may be un-
even, and the general appearance and handle will be
impaired.

Impurities in fabrics which are to be removed by
scouring vary to some extent in quantity and quality,

according to the type and quality of fabric. Worsted
fabrics as a class contain much less oil than woollen
fabrics, as in making worsted yarns less oil is neces-

sary to facilitate working than is required in woollen
yarn manufactiu'e. Solid worsted fabrics usually lose

from about 5 to 7 per cent in scouring, while the loss

in scouring woollens varies considerably. The better

class of woollen fabrics lose, on an average, about 14

to 20 per cent in scouring; but low woollens, in which
much "pulled" stuff is employed, frequently lose from
20 to 30 per cent. Variations in the quality of oil

employed in yarn making have an important bearing
on cloth scouring. Olive oil is frequently employed
for oiling the material for worsted and the better class

of woollen yarns. It is easily removed by emulsi-

fication in scouring the cloth with soap.

Oileines and Mineral Oil.

Oileines, which are used largely for oiling woollen
materials, vary in quality according to the price paid.

Those with a large percentage of saponifiable matter
prove most economical eventually, as the cloths eari

be more easily scoured by the use of carbonated alka-

lies ; the lower qualities contain more unsaponifiable

matter and not infrequently more or less mineral oil.

The latter is particularl.y objectionable, as it is diffi-

cult to get a fabric clean which contains much mineral
oil, and anj' left in the piece will set up resistance to

the penetration of the dye. The result will be an un-
even and shady piece.

The process of scouring has also to remove from
fabrics any grease which may have got on to them
during manufacture, size, or other substances added
to facilitate working, and the dirt collected during
the earlier processes. Grease marks, if of fair size,

are sometimes difficult to remove in the ordinary pro-

cess of scouring, but if they are treated freely with
oileine befoi-e scouring they will generally be removed.
In som cases where the grease is thick in the fabric,

scouring may not be completely effectual ; in such cases

local treatment with benzene, petrol, etc., will re-

move it.

Water for Scouring.

In the operation of scouring water plays a large

part, and indirectly it may be the cause of faults

which, though not noticeable immediately after scour-

ing, may be developed in later processes. Water is

used for getting the detergents into solution before
their employment in scouring, as a means of carrying
tliem into the fabric, and, finally, for washing the "fab-
ric free from the dirty matter extracted from the cloth.
The ciuality of water used in scouring is a matter of
some importance, as impurities present in it may have
a deleterious action on the cloth. The impiirities
present in water consist chiefly of calcium and magne-
sium salts, in addition to suspended matter. The lat-

ter can be removed easily by filtration or settling, but
the former can only be removed commercially by chem-
ical treatment. Calcium and magnesium compounds
dissolved in water cause it to be more or less "hard,"
accoi-ding to the quantity present. For cloth scouring
purposes and all other purjioses in inanufactui-ing fab-
rics "soft" water—i.e., from to 3 deg. of liardness

—

is to be desired—preferably the former. Hard water
is liable to produce defects in scouring fabrics when
used along with soap.

The calciiun and magnesium in tlie water break up
the soap, combining with the fatty acids and producing
insoluble lime soaps. A water of 5 deg. of hardness
will destroy about 1 oz. of soap per 44 gallons, which
means so much waste, as lime and magnesium soaps
are ineffectual as scouring agents. Further, the com-
pounds produced are insoluble in water, and there-,

fore difficult to remove from the fabric. Pieces scour-
ed with hard water are difficult to dye. as the insolu-
ble soaps precipitated on the fibres act as a "resist,"
the result being uneven and flecked pieces. Most fac-
tories to-day are fitted up with water softening plants
of the lime-soda type permuted, or the two combined.
Such plants if carefully controlled i-esult in a saving of
soap, a reduction of faults, and better handling fab-

rics; and as water softening plants of modern con-
struction can be easily, cheaply, and effectively oper-
ated their use should become general.

Soaps and Alkalis.

For scouring purposes soap and alkali are freely
employed. Soaps may be divided broadh' into two
classes—namely, hard and soft. In a chemical sense
soaps are salts of fatty acids. Hard soaps are made
with sodium as a base, and for soft soaps potassium
is employed. It does not follow that because soaps
are soft that they contain more water than hard soaps

;

frequently the moisture is in excess in hard soaps,

but it is the nature of soda and potassium to produce
soaps of different kinds. Both kinds are used in cloth

scouring, but potassium soaps only are em]iloyed on
better goods, as it is claimed to produce better handling
cloths. Soaps should be preferably neuti-al—that is,

withoTit excess of alkali, but most scouring soaps con-
tain at least a little free alkali, which is usually in the
form of caustic. Caustic alkalis have a very destruc-
tive action on wool, and in small quantities tliey tend
to make wool harsh and aft'cct the colors. If the
caustic alkali in the free state present in soap ex-

ceeds 5 per cent it should be used very cautiously.

The carbonated alkalis of soda and potash are large-

ly employed for scouring purposes, particularly the
former. They can be obtained at various prices con-

taining more or less "waters of crystallisation." Some
well-known brands are of guai-anteed purity, and these

generall work out cheapest in the end. Some of the
lower-priced soda ash contains caustic soda as an im-

purity. Pieces which have been made from yarn
spun with oileines as the lubricant may be scoured by
the use of carbonates alone, as the saponifiable matter
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in the oléine combines more or less with the alkali.

Compared with soap, the tendency of carbonated alka-

lis is to give woollen fabrics a sharper, and harsher

handle. The comomn khaki serge being made in

such large quantities to-day is not reuiarkable for its

soft handling features, but recent experiments have

shown that soap scoured pieces yield a softer and bet-

ter handling fabric than can be obtained with alkali

scouring.

Ammonia, though an ideal scouring agent, is not

uesd in quantity because its cost is prohibitive, and

ammonium compoimds are not largely employed for the

same reason. However, it finds a useful place in scour-

ing fabrics which have to be dyed in the piece. After

the fabrics have been cleansed in tlie ordinary way, if

a little ammonia is added to the last wash water any

soap left in the fabric will be brought out, and the

piece will be in better condition for dyeing. Substan-

ces are put on the market with specious names and with

claims of various advantages, but these should only

be purchased on the results of an independent analy-

sis. In many cases they will be found to contain in-

gredients which are quite useless from the point of view

of scouring, yet they make weight, and scouring ma-

terials are bought by weight.

Strength of Solutions.

It will be obvious that the strength of scouring solu-

tions must be determined by the type and quality of

cloth. It would not be wise to use the same strength

of solution in scouring a good ciuality fancy worsted

as may be employed for a low plain cloth. In all

cases the strength of solution should be such as to re-

move the oil and dirt eâ'ectively, and the lower the

strength necessary the better for the fabric provided

the scouring is not prolonged. Soap solutions should

be of such a strength as to run out of the can easily at

a temperature of about 60 deg. Fahrenheit, and alkali

solutions usually run about 5-6 deg. Twaddell for

worsteds, and 8-12 degrees Twaddell for wooUens, the

strength varying according to colors. Yarns which

have been lubricated with vegetable oils will require

some soap to scour them. Those made with oléine may
may be scoured with alkali alone, but are frequently

finished off with a soap scour. In scouring, the tem-

perature should not exceed 100 deg. Fahrenheit, which

is a safe standard.

It is most important that extremes of heat and cold

should be avoided. A piece suddenly chilled by the

rise of cold water in washing off may cause the soap

to set in the fibre, so that there will be a difficulty in

removing it, and the fabric will be dull and dirty. On
the other hand, carelessness in operating the valves

may cause a piece to be submitted to a high tempera-
ture and the soap may be split up and deposited on the

cloth, causing faults which will be developed in later

processes. To secure satisfactory results, the tem-
perature should be gradually raised to the limit, and
quite as gradually lowered. Then the above-mentioned
faults will be avoided.

Types of Machinery.

It has already been indicated that cloth scouring is

partly a chemical and partly a mechanical process. The
machinery employed is comparatively simple in con-

struction. There are two types of machines—viz., the

"rope"' or "dolly" washer, and the "open width" ma-
chine. The "rope" machine is most largely em-

ployed. It consists of a large trough forming the

lower portion of the machine, inside which the cloth

is placed along with the scouring liquor. A pair

of large rollers for nipping out the sud are placed im-

mediately over a smaller trough, the bottom of which

is fitted with gates which can be opened and closed

at will. During the early part of the scouring process

the gates are open to allow the sud to run back on to

the piece, but when it has run for some time and raised

the dirt, the gates are closed and the dirty sud nipped

out pasess into the drain from an outlet in the side of

the machine. In washing off, the water passes out

at the bottom of the machine, and also from the box as

indicated. Behind the rollers is a draft board through

which the pieces pass to separate them before passing

into the rollers, and after passing through the rollers

they pass over a small guide roller before dropping

into the bottom of the machine.

In some cases the pieces are stitched "end to end"
and run in rope form occupying a space in the rollers

about 12-18 inches. It is therefore obvious that the

pieces will be creased, and it is from this point of

view that this type of machine is not satisfactory

for certain types of goods, particularly crossbred wors-

teds. A method sometimes employed to avoid creases

to some extent is to stitch the ends of adjacent pieces

together os that an endless chain is formed of two
pieces. After falling down at the front at one side

they come up at the back at the other side, and this

crossing tends to change the position of the creases and
reduce faults. This type of machine is pai'ticulariy

useful for heavy greasy goods, as a "good nip" is

essential to force the scouring liquor into the cloth

and to squeeze out the dirt. It is not desirable to

flood pieces in scouring. Sufficient liquor must be

used to secure that the piece is thoroughly wetted and
that the scour is effective; excess is unnecessary and
undesirable.

Scouring Faults.

The ' ' open " ' washer is similar in principle but rather

different in detail. The impoi'tant feature of the ma-

chine is that the cloth is kept out at full width by a

simple mechanical arrangement which avoids creases

and faults of that kind, and for certain types of goods

it is very useful and eft'ective. For crossbred serges

and worsted goods which are not very dh-ty or greasy
this machine will answer, but goods M'hich require a
heavy squeeze to get the dirt out can be more effective-

ly scoured on the dolly washer.

The chief faults which may be directly attributed to

scouring are lack of cleanliness and creases. The for-

mer causes fabrics to appear dull, and sometimes to

smell. Creases are due to the fact that pieces have
run without opening out, and slight local milling may
be the result. ISome fabrics, either because of the
construction or quality of the materials employed, are
particulary subject to this defect, and need to be open-
ed out in scouring. Pieces which have been hard
scoured have a rough, harsh handle, the colors may
have run, and the cloth will look dull and lack lustre.

Good scouring lays the foimdation of a good handling
fabric; it is a subject which deserves much more at-

tention than it usually receives.
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PLAIN LOOM FAULTS AND REMEDIES.
(Contiiiuud from I'ligc 334.)

ing wheels on the crank and bottom shafts to break in

a few days time by reason of the repeated baugiug-ofl:

and backlash. A wedge shaped shuttle box should
be guarded against. If thu box mouth end of the

box front be fixed too far inwards, as is the practice of

some overlookers in order to have the stop rod clear-

ing the frog sufficiently, the shuttle is somewhat wedg-
ed in the box, and to eject the shuttle more picking

power will be required. if the box mouth is set too

wide, the shuttle will tend to i-attle when passing into

the opposite box which will again require increased

picking power. If a shuttle box as a whole is too

slack, that is, the shuttle too free in the box, either

the stop rod blade will not be raised sufficiently when
the shuttle enters that box, or the sliuttle will rebound.

The crank and bottom shafts should not be allowed to

^vork when the cannons are badly worn, otherwise an
occasional false pick followed by banging-otï will re-

sult. The nuts and keys that secure the top and bot-

tom shaft wheels must not permit the wheels to have
even only a slight amount of play on the shafts if

banging-ofï is to be prevented.

Banging-ofï has sometimes been traced to shuttles be-

ing made from timber not properly seasoned, causing
the shuttle to develop an incorrect shape. The course
of the shuttle will be interfered with if the race board
has sprung a trifle when nailing down has been resort-

ed to, rather than employing screw's and counter sunk
holes in the race board. Pickers must be adequatel}'

bored or gouged out to receive and control the shut-

tle tip, otherwise the shuttle will rebound, provided
that the cheeking of the shuttle by some oth-

er part of the loom is not increased. The reed must
be firmlj' held by the slay and slay cap grooves, other-

wise if these grooves are too large there will be a ten-

dency for the back of the shuttle to wear rough and
the loom to bang-olï. A picking stick acting in a
slight bouncing manner will cause an occasional false

pick and bauging-otf. By using shuttles which are

worn very thin af the back thej' will either rebound
slightly, or not raise the stop rod sufficiently owing to

the swell not beiug moved outwards to the desired ex-

tent. The use of damp weft will sometimes cause the

shuttles to depart from their proper shape, and as such
shuttles have a zig-zag flight from box to box, the shut-

tle either does not jjass far enough info the box, or

fails to ari'ive at the box at the correct time. The
strength of the pick necessary for properly driving the

shuttle from box to box is a very important matter
for the overlooker to consider. An experienced over-

looker can generally determine on any particular loom
whether the strength of pick to drive the shuttle full

up into the box is excessive or otherwise by manually
pushing the shuttle in and out of the shuttle box. The
sti'engthening of the picking power ought to be the

very last remedy to prevent banging-off. Especially

is the lowering of the picking bowl disadvantageous.

Looms working with a harsh pick increase the wear
and tear of several parts of the loom and hence more
work for the overlooker is subsequently necessary.

The overlooker ought to aim at using the minimum
power of picking strength to satisfactorily box the

shuttle, and thus it becomes imperative to ensure that

the matter of shuttle checking is given every attention

to guard against jamming the shuttle in the box, nor

applying any superfluous checking forces bj' the swell,

box plates, check strap, otherwise the power of the

pick must be greater.

In conclusion, banging-off may be caused by even
only one of the reasons previously stated, or it may
result owing to the deleterious effects of two or more
causes. Therefore the overlooker cannot be too dili-

gent in maintaining his looms in the very best condi-
tion to reduce banging-ofï to a minimum.

SULPHUR DYES FOR WOOLLEN FABRICS.

A New Process Discovered

A new dyeing process has been discovered in Hud-
dersgeld, and if it proves to be all that is claimed for
it, the industry is on the eve of revolution, says the
Yorkshire Observer in a recent issue. It is the in-

vention of two Huddersfield dyers, wlio have been
quietly experimenting at the Technieal College for
some time. If put into general operation the com-
plaints of a scarcity of aniline dyes will disappear, as
these products, most of which have come from Ger-
many, will not longer be recjuired for dyeing woollen
and silk fabrics. The invention is very opportune, as
the supplj^ of khaki dyewares is now very small, and
the War Office have been compelled to relax their tests

so far as the exact shade of color of this cloth is con-
cerned.

The new system is to utilise sulphur dyes for fabrics
other than cotton. So far sulphur dyes have been
used only in the cotton trade, and it has been regarded
as impracticable to dye wool with them. The experi-
ments that have been made, however, show not only
that wool, silk, artificial silk, hemp, and other fabrics
can be dyed by means of sulphur dyes, but that these
goods can be successfully treated either separately or
in any form of combination. Furthermore, it is claimed
for the process that these sulphur dyes can be used
either for loose raw material, tops, yarns, or elotli in

the piece.

The cost is said to work out at considerabl.y less than
that entailed by the use of aniline or alizarine colors.

Sulphur dyes are the cheapest on the market, and it

is thought that a large supply is available owing to the
depression which exists in the Lancashire cotton trade.
Under the new pi'ocess the milling properties of cloth
will be increased, whereas the effect of aniline dyes is

to injure those properties rather than otherwise.

Machinery now in use can be adapted to the new pro-
cess with very few, if any, alterations. Copper ma-
chines, or machines with copper fittings, cannot be
used, however, as these would set up chemical reaction.

At the same time it is claimed that comparatively cheap
machinery only would be required. Severel other econ-
omies are effected by the new' i)rocess, which, it is said,

can be thoroughlj- mastered by anj' competent dyer
with less than half a day's tuition. Wool, silk, arti-

ficial silk and hemp can be dyed together one one bath,
thereby saving the cost of separate dyeing and the cost
of dyeing by the present two-bath process. Steam
would also be saved, as wools can be dyed at a tem-
perature of about 100 degrees F. instead of at boiling
point as under the present method. Severe tests have
been made, and it is said that the technical effective-

ness of the new process has been proved beyond doubt.
Some offers have been made with a view to the pur-

chase of the monopoly riglits of the patent, but those
offers have not been entertained. It is understood
that the process is to be placed at the disposal of dj'-ers

and manufacturers on the same terms to all, the only
condition being the payment of a small royalty on the
amount of the material dyed.
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Emergency Dyeing
By OLD DYER.

Since we wrote last month, the situation in dyes has
not altered much. German color branches here in Can-
ada are obtaining no further imports. The larger
agencies in the U.S. helped them out at first; and ship-

ments were sent foi'ward like mail matter, through
them. This, however, is no longer possible. Among
the first things to fail were the sulphur dyes. Then
the alizarines gave out and now the storehouses con-

tain little outside of a few obsolete dyes long in stock.

It is certainly a constant marvel to us to notice the

faithfulness of many mills in our country to everything
"made in Germany," so long as it is to be had. The
Canadian manager of an English firm states that

he is getting over the Atlantic quite a lot of British

coal tar products, and hopes to continue doing so. Now
is their opportunity. Let the British and colonial gov-

ernments and people see that they are encouraged.

English manufactures are plenty good enough for Bri-

tishers. A well known agent for a large house in

Switzerland assures us that up to date he has been

able to supply customers here with what they need-

ed in most instances, but difficulties in importing

dyes are increasing and his confreres in the States are

not always able to share with him when they get a lit-

tle cargo.

Several dealers with whom we have spoken within

the past few days confess that artificial coloring mat-
ters are becoming scarcer surely as times goes on, and
are making efforts along the lines of counsel proffered

in our former contribution. Three of them inform us

that they can supply considerable quantities of high
grade dyewood extracts such as logwood, fustic, and
hypernic. Could we reach our Hamilton acquaintance
he would surely make a fourth. Another is in a posi-

tion to bring on lac d.ve whenever called for, and still

another gives out the cheery news that he can supply
"any quantity," of alizarine red as well. All of them
appear to believe that archil, indigo, flavine, with pos-

sibly cudbear, are readily obtainable ; so to quote an old

Scotch dyer, "things mieht weel be waur"—matters

might well be worse. Have we not then much to be
thankful for? Let us roll up our sleeves, and make
the best of it. And shall we not be warned for the

future to place reliance on something higher and more
stable than human science and commerce.

It is noticeable, but none the less inevitable, that

as a result of present war conditions the severity of

trade and government tests for colorings have been
appreciably relaxed. This if sensibly adhered to will

assist not a little in tiding over this time of confusion.

Especially should the concession relieve somewhat the

carpet dyer. Exactions have been multiplying for

him of late. If the public will but permit, he may
now be allowed to return on sufferance for a while to

old time methods.
For sky blue, and peacock blue shades, etc., he may

revert to his old friend, "indigo paste," alias indigo

extract, indigo carmine, indigo sulphate. It works
with sulphuric acid and glauheisalt, with or without

alum. Should he fail to securing enough fast aniline

to swing the shades redder or greener he can have re-

course to archil and turmeric, picric acid and cudbear,

formerly in extensive everyday use, cannot perhaps

be had. Heavy navy blues were sometimes colored

with red prussiate of potash and sulphuric acid and

topped in the same bath with logwood and muriate

of tin—the old and variable, "tin spirits." Carpet

yarn greens were dyed with picric acid and indigo

extract almost entirely and the universal mordants for

this class of colors were the combination of "salts

(glaubersalt), alum, and (oil of) vitriol." These are

all level dyeing stuffs, but withstand alkalies rather

poorly. Ecrus, creams, and buckskin shades were gen-

erally dyed with fustic, or turmeric for the yellow sub-

stratum, and madders, with possibly a pinch of indigo

paste for the rest. The mordant additions were "salts

(glaubersalt), alum, and tartar"—cream of tartar

crystals. Madder, cultivated in large quantity in Hol-

land, is no longer grown so far as we are aware. It

was difficult to replace with alizarines and anthracenes
when they came along. What to suggest now we
know not.

Archil, picric acid and extract of indigo used to foi-m

the staple dyes for browns and olives of all kinds on
carpet yarns. Dark jacket browns, seal browns, cho-

colates, and the like were produced from these along
with alum, red argols, or crude tartars, and sulphuric*

acid. Later we employed aniline oranges to replace

picric acid, using always the familiar glaubersalts,

alum, and sulphuric acid to level, and "make them
bite," according to the old phrase. Archil is a most
useful dye, working either with or without acid. Acids
bring up the red on it ; alkalies yield the blue reaction.

It goes on at a temperature below boiling point, and
is readily stripped in clean boiling water when an over-

dose is given. The one trying feature about it is that

hot and rapid drying materially deepens the shade
colored with it, and one has to become somewhat ac-

customed to this so as to allow for it. It, is very sen-

sitive to sulphur fumes.
Tans of all kinds can be dyed from archil and fustic

and if oxalic acid and muriate of tin be added as mor-
dants fairly fast colors may be produced. Fustic
alone with these mordants produces a fine range of

creamy yellows. Old Golds of good quality are ob-

tained from fustic and alum, afterwards saddening with
some two per cent of sulphate of copper bluestone.

Deeper and redder tones of yellow may be colored with
fustic on a chrome bottom in the usual modern way.
Lilacs are procured from archil, roses, pinks, scarlets

and crimsons from cochineal. Lac comes in for duller

shades, as also do aditious of cudbear and the like.

Lac—imported chiefly from India—is insoluble in wa-
ter and we were wont to treat its fii-st with muriatic
acid in order to remove the base and to liberate the
coloring matter. Cochineal when wanted for extra
bluish pinks and crimsons used to be cooked with liquid

ammonia into, "ammoniacal cochineal." It is useless to

refer to the old safflower, peachwood, and limawood
dyestuffs, formerly employer for pinkish reds because
they seem to be no longer in the market. Like har-

wood, camwood, and sanderswood, they are doubtless
gone for good.
Some mention must be made of blacks, and deep

blues. For these there still remains logwood, the
' ' bois de bleu ' '—or blue wood—of the French ; round-
ly abused in Elizabeth's day, but during the years
since our standby in many an adversity. Our supply
as yet exhibits on diminution. The best way to use it

for yarns is first to mordant them with bichromate of

potash and to finish them in a subsequent bath with
the dye. That there are other methods we are well
aware, but there are none so satisfactory as this one,

where skein dyeing is concerned. For a good black
use about 3 per cent of chrome, 2 per cent of lactic acid

one of bluestone, and 1 per cent of oil of vitriol m the

mordant bath. Sift and slightly rinse in cold water,
and finish with about 10 per cent of dry hematine in
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a separate kettle, adding a little fustic if you care to
aim for a jet black. The usual time iu each dip is

one hour, but this may be abbreviated to 40, or even
to 20 minutes in each bath if necessary. Roth baths
may be kept up by additions and used right along. For
logwood blues just reduce the chrome and logwood.
Leave the bluestone out if you wish and use a little

hypernic, or something in th second bath to give bloom.
Logwood blues may be dyed with little or no chrome,
using alum and oxalic acid in the mordant bath; but
they are not so fast to light.

So much for carpet yarn dyeings of the past genera-
tion upon Wool. The}' may be found to contain hints
and suggestions for the time of stress. Much of what
we have noted has also application to silk, as the elders
in this branch of dyeing who to-day survive will eon-
cede. Now we may turn to carpet shades on cotton.

Cotton yarns are first of all to be boiled out enough to
thoroughly wet them throughout so as to ensure pene-
tration and even coloring. Very useful, and often in

request, are the ranges of of pearl drabs, silver greys,

and light slates formerly produced from logwood ex-

tract. For pale shades about 1 per cent of 51 deg. ex-

tract will suffice. Liquid logwoods are generally bet-

ter adapted for cotton dyeing than the dry forms, con-

taining as they do more tannin.) Give eight turns at a

temperature of 120 deg. Fah. ; lift, and sadden in a

separate bath with one per cent copperas. Twice as

much logwood along with 2 ounces of sal soda, and 2

per cent copperas makes a pretty shade, or one with
a little fustic extract 51 deg. in place of the soda. A
light slate might need 5 per cent logwood, together

with one quarter of 1 per cent soda, and in a second
dip 1 per cent copperas, and one half of 1 per cent

bichromate of soda. For a fuller slate try about 8 per

cent logwood with 1 per cent soda ; and afterwards 2i/^

per cent copperas; or a still deeper one with possibly

10 per cent logwood 51 deg., 2 per cent fustic 51 deg.,

and one quarter of 1 per cent soda ; finishing with 3 per

cent copperas.

Yellower tones of dove color, sage, etc., are colored

in the same way. A nice light one might get three

per cent each of fustic, and hypernic 51 deg., and after-

wards 1 per cent copperas. A deeper one might call

for 8 per cent fustic, 1 per cent each of alum and blue-

stone at 140 deg. Fah. for half an hour ; and a finishing

bath of 2 per cent copperas. One less pronounced
could be done with 10 per cent each of sumac 51 deg.,

and fustic 51 deg. ; and 3 per cent of copperas at the

end.

A light warm cream of pleasing appearance is dyed
with 2 per cent of eutch extract, and 4 ounces of blue-

stone at boiling heat for an hour. Lift and sadden in

5 turns at 140 deg. Fah. with 1 per cent of copperas

and half as much chrome. A dull tan brown is col-

ored with 20 per cent of cutch extract, and 2 per cent

of bluestone, finishing with 2 per cent chrome. A
brighter, and thinner tan will take 6 per cent of cutch

extract and 8 ounces of bluestone. giving the yarn 5

turns at 100 deg. Fah.. thin finish in a fresh bath cold

with IV2 per cent copperas— turns, and rinse.

A fast' pale balbriggan got 8 ounces nitrate of iron,

giving 4 turns at 120 deg. Fah.; afterwards 3 turns

in a fresh bath of 1 per cent carbonate of soda. For a

heavier shade of the same, turn for half an hour at

120 deg. Fah. in a bath containing 2 per cent fustic

extract 51 per cent, 1 per cent hypernic extract 51

deg., and half a pound each of alum, and bluestone.

Lift and rinse. For an ecru try for half an hour at

120 deg. Fah. 4 per cent fustic, 2 per cent of hypernic,

and one each of alum, and bluestone. Sadden in a sec-

ond bath with 2 per cent copepras—six turns at 120
(hg. Fah. A full, yellowi.sh stone drab may be dyed
by the same plan if one adds to the last quantities an
extra one pound of logwood extract 51 deg., and an-
other of copperas. À deep n-dish brown was dyed
in S turns at boiling heat with 20 pounds of cutch
liquor, and 2 of bluestone^ it then received 6 turns
at TOO deg. Fah. in 5 per cent of chrome; and lastly
() turns more in a bath containing 10 pounds logwood
cxti-ai't 51 (leg., and 10 ounces of copperas.
We shall conclude with a black or two. Here is

one on jute yarn, often in demand for carpet work.
Start the kettle with 40 per cent, logwood extract 51
deg., 6 per cent of soda ash, and 6 pounds of blue-
stone. Turn the yarn for an hour and a half in this at
boiling heat, lift and drain for an hour; finally wash
otf in a clean batli with 2 per cent chrome, 30 per cent
of logwood will be enough for a second lot in the first

kettle, arid 20 per cent for all succeeding batches.

Half the soda ash and bluestone will answer. For an
excellent black on cotton yarn mordant first with 20
per cent of sumac extract 51 deg.. then pass through
a warm bath containing 7 per cent copperas and 3 per
cent of bluestone for half an hour and rinse. Dye
next at a boiling heat for one and a half hours with
25 per cent of good logwood extract 51 deg. (English,

French, or American)): and 5 per cent of fustic ex-

tract 51 deg. Lift, and finish at a boil for half an hour
in a bath containing 5 per cent copperas, and 3 per

cent of bluestone. A cheaper black was ofteii dyed
with 25 to 30 per cent of logwood extract, 5 per cent of

cutch extract, 4 per cent of soda ash and the same of

bluestone. The yarn was turned in this for two hours

and lifted to "age" for three hours—or until another

batch was put through in the same kettle. Tt was
then re-entered and turned again for another hour;

lifted, and washed otf with four turns in a bath with

1 Vo per cent of chrome. For a second lot of yarn in

the same logwood bath one-fourth less stuffs were used ;

and for succeeding lots one third less.

We submit these selections as suggestive, readine of

course : and for a time of trouble : not at all with the

idea of permanently going back to them.

THE BIG AND SMALL OF IT.

A recent bulletin. R. 10, of the Herbert Morris Crane

and Hoist Company, Toronto, illustrates and shows the

construction of the largest .standard chain block in

the world. It is made for a load of 60 tons and some
idea of its proportion is given by comparison with a

chain block of V^ ton capacity photographed along

side it. The load with which this chain block is regu-

larly tested is 90 tons, which is the usual 50 per cent

overload test to which all Morris chain blocks are sub-

mitted.

THE LATE GILBERT M. PARKS.
Founder of G. M. Parks Co., Died Nov. 22, in Boston.

Gilbert M. Parks, founder of the G. M. Parks Co.,

Fitchburg, Mass., died on November 22 at the Corey
Hill Hospital, Rrooklinc, Mass., following an operation

performed a week previous. The late Mr. Parks had
l)een an invalid for some three years, having retired

from active association with the business he had built

up in September, 1011. Resides his widow, he is sur-

vived by two daughters and three sons. Robert S., Fred-

erick W.. and Howard M. Parks, all members of the

G. M. Parks Co.
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THE FABLE OF THE CALF PATH.

By SAN W. POSS.
Some years ago the following poem appeared in a

United States trade journal. While himtuig through

some old clippings the other day we came across it,

'and thinking it "a propos" to the present situation,

publish it for the benefit of those of our readers and

others who persist in sticking to the beaten path. Man's
proclivities lie in that direction. The present is a

time when we have to get out of the rut. There's many
a good thought and suggestion held out.—Editor.

One day through the primeval wood,
A calf walked home, as good calves should

;

But made the trail all bent askew,

A crooked trail as all calves do.

Since then two hundred years have fled,

And 1 infer the calf is dead.

But still he left behind his trail.

And thereby hangs my moral tale.

The trail was taken up next day.

By a lone dog that passed that way.
And then a wise bellwether sheep

Pursued the trail o'er vale and steep

And drew the flock behind him too.

As good bellwethers always do.

And from that day o'er hill and glade,

Through those old woods a path was made;
And many men wound in and out,

And dodged and turned and bent about.

And uttered words of righteous wrath.
But still they followed—do not laugh

—

The first migrations of that calf;

And through this winding woodway stalked.

Because he wabbled when he walked.
This forest path became a lane,

That bent and turned and turned again
;

This crooked lane became a road.

Where many a poor horse, with his load.

Toiled on beneath the burning sun.

And travelled some three miles in one.

And thus a century and a half
They trod the footsteps of that calf.

The years passed on in swiftness fleet,

The road became a village street.

And this before the men were 'ware,
A city's crowded thoroughfare;
And soon the central street was this.

Of a renowned metropolis.
And men two centuries and a half,

Trod in the footsteps of that calf.

Each day a hundred thousand rout
Followed the zigzag calf about;
And o'er his crooked journey went
The traffic of a continent.
A hundred thousand men were led
By one calf near three centuries dead;
They followed still his crooked way,
And lost one hundred years a day;
For thus such reverence is lent

To well established precedent.
A moral lesson this must teach
Were T ordained and called to preach.
For men are prone to go it blind
Along the calf-paths of the mind.
And work away from sun to sun,
And do what other men have done.
They follow in a beaten track,
And out and in, and forth and back

;

But still their devious course pursue.
To keep the path that others do.

' 'MADE-IN-CANADA ' ' LINENS.

The Dominion Linens, Limited, of Guelph, Ont., is

now in full operation under the new management, and

from reports to hand is meeting with most encourag-

ing success. The company has a mill at Tilsonburg,

Ont., and a large new mill at Guelph, all the finishing

being done in the latter plant. The reorganization has

been brought about in a most thorough manner with

the resut that manufacturing and selling costs have

been greatly reduced, and the industry placed on a

firm footing. The directorate includes several well

known textile manufacturers of Western Ontario and
practically assures success.

The list of materials manufactured by the Dominion
Linens, Limited, includes damask, table cloths, nap-

kins, glass cloth, kitchen cloth and towels, linen towels

and towelling crash, and buck towelling, dowlos, em-
broidery, linen, etc., sold under the trade mark "Dom-
lin. " Large orders have been received from various
laundry companies, hotels and railwa.ys for towels and
table linen, as w^ell as from wholesalers and merchants
throughout the country and the firm has now orders
ahead sufficient for several months to come.
A "Made-in-Canada" campaign is being conducted

in an effort to bi'ing "Made-in-Canada" linens before
the Canadian public. The accompanying photograph
shows a unique feature of the campaign, being a dis-

play of "Domlin" linens in a store window in Guelph.
We hope to have a good description of the industry in

an early number of the Canadian Textile Journal.

MOST ATTRACTIVE CATALOGUE.
The Monarch Knitting Company, Limited, of Dunn-

ville, St. Catharines and St. Thomas, Ontario, and Buf-
falo, N. Y., has just issued a most attractive and use-
ful catalogue of the sweaters, sweater coats and knit
goods manufactured. The colored description work
is a novel departure showing the many and varied lines
produced by the company. Monarch sweaters and
sweater coats have become a by-word and merchants
throughout the country speak of the pleasure of han-
dling those lines. Each line, besides being pictured
in colors is fully described in an easy, thorough manner
so that the merchant knows exactly what he is being
asked to buy. The catalogue is a most worthy effort
and the Monarch Company is to be congratulated for
its effort.
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CANADIAN EXPORTS TO WEST INDIES

Of Textile Materials, the Produce of Canada.

This statiMiient shows our exports of textile iiiaiiu-

faetures to the "West Indies to be of comparative insig-

nificance in spite of the excellent facilities for trade

between the two countries. The following informa-

tion rej^arding the German and Austrian trade in these

matei-ials. wliieh is now open for Canadian manufactur-
ers, is interesting.

Cordage and twines has hitherto been inijiorted from

1909.

Clothing and wearing apparel . . .

Cotton and manufactures of

Cordage, rope and twine
Rags
Sails, awnings, tents and tarpaulins
Wool, and manufactures of

2.061

24.948

162

(icnriany in considerable quantities through English
wholesale firms. Men's half hose selling at from 4d to
2s per pair ; women's hose selling at from 6d to 2s 6d per
pail-; l)i'aids, trimimngs and laces; men's vests and
pants; women's vests and blankets, all of cotton, direct
and tiirough English houses. Haberdashery and mil-

linery, direct. Silk handkerchiefs, through English
firms of cheap material and silk ribbons, through Eng-
lish firms. These goods are imported direct fi'om Ger-
many to the value of about .tGO.OOO eaeh year, while as

much again is said to be imported through English
firms each year.

1910. 1911. 1912. 1913. 1914.

* $ $ $ $
1,655

2,419 4,891 436 10 323
24,677 26,310 22.751 15,604 20,021

474
10

152 110 264 167 557

MILL AND GENERAL TEXTILE NEWS
Leonard Junier is now overseer of carding with the

Empire Cotton Co. at Welland, Ont.

P. C. Calvert has accepted the position of superin-

tendent with the Paton Manufacturing Co., Sherbrooke,

Que.

The Arrow Neckwear Company, Limited, of Toron-

to, has obtained an Ontario charter. The capital is

$40,000. J. H. Flemming and J. H. A. Hird of Toronto,

are the principal incorporators.

Mr. Ales. Rosamond, president of the Rosamond
Woollen Co., Almonte, Ont., went over to England last

month on business and has since joined one of the

English businessmen's regiments for active service.

His brother, Archie, is in charge of the business in

Almonte during his absence.

Dr. Bonner, of Radeliffe. Alta., states that he has

been successful in making financial arrangements, en-

abling him to proceed with the equipping of the knit-

ting mill there. The building has been erected, and
it is expected that the plant will be in operation earlj

in the new year.

The Perfect Knit Jlills. Ltd., of Listowel, Ont., which
Max Becker is managing director, contemplate
an extension to the present plant to cost $4,000.

The St. Catharines Silk Mills, Limited, St. Cathar-
ines. Ont., are now in operation. The plant is situat-

ed on Carleton Street and is equipped with 3 looms to

manufacture silk undergarments. H. C. Specht is pre-

sident, F. L. Kramer, treasurer, both of Buffalo, N.Y.,

and B. S. Griffith, formerly of the Niagara Silk Mills of

North Tonawanda. N.Y.. and Niagara Falls. Ont., is

capitalized at $100,000. Messrs. R. L. Baker & Co. of

Toronto are the selling agents.

The Dods Knitting Company's plant at Orangeville,

Ont., is about ready for full operation. The mach-
inery is installed and Mr. Dods hopes to have every-

thing in good running order by the end of the month.

A. F. Drew, superintendent of the Dominion Tex-
tile Companjf's plant at Halifax, N.S., has fully re-

covered from his recent illness and took up his duties

again on the first of the month.

W. II. Wyman of the American-Hi'itish-Canadian Di.s-

tributers, who, it was reported, was considering the es-

tablishment of a silk mill in Kingston, Ont., informs
us that nothing has been done other than that he has
been negotiating with several municipalities with a

view toward starting a plant for the manufacture of

silk threads and fabrics.

F. W. Sumner, president of the Humphrey's Un-
shrinkable Underwear Co., Moneton, N.B., has refuted
the statement that the companj^'s dividend was "sev-
eral weeks overdue" as reported in several papers last

mouth. He states that the dividend w^as paid as usual
on October 1.

Percy White of the firm of Morgan and Co., wool
brokers, Boston, Mass., has been around the woollen
mills in Canada during the month in the interests of

his firm. Mr. White is confident that his firm will

shortly build up a good connection with Canadian
mills, as he received much encouraarement during his

trip.

Wm. Mitchel of Kincardine, Out., who is consider-
ing the starting of a woollen mill in that town, writes
that a by-law will be submitted to the ratepayers on
January 1, for the purpose of procuring financial as-

sistance for the proposition. If suceessfid, he hopes
to have a plant in operation hy Spring, 1915. Yarns,
tweeds, blankets, flannels and wool socks will be manu-
factured.

The Dominion Textile Company has given the use
of one of the storehouses connected with the Mer-
chants Mill, Montreal, to the Militia Department for

a barracks. This building was formerly used as a
bleachery, but the machinery was taken out some
years ago, and it has since been used for storing pur-

poses.

The report last month that Belgian interests would
establish a cotton spinning plant at Three Rivers has
been found to be somewhat premature. Negotiations

are progressing and the city holds out inducenients,

but nothing definite lias been done. These same inter-

ests have been negotiating for a favorable site around
Montreal for some time.
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BOSTON WOOL SITUATION.

(Special Correspondence.)

Boston, December 1.^—The local wool market con-

tiues rather quiet, biit firm. Foreign advices are

not encouraging and United States buyers are prac-

tically prohibited from doing any business in Eng-

land or the Colonies. They are getting more wool

in South America than hitherto, but are finding serious

difficulty in getting the wool shipped. English buyers

continué to take wool freely in Buenos Ayres, but our

buyers are reported to be getting some. Latest quo-

tations are 121/2 pence for Class 4 wool and 12 pence

for Lincolns. c"ost and freight in both cases. With

insurance and war risks added, this would make the

cost in the grease laid down here 261/0 cents for Class

4 and 251/2 cents for Lincolns. At Montevideo a wide

range of quotations is being made.

Old wools are being steadily picked away. Even

in the houses where the most confidence is felt in re-

gard to future prices no disposition to hold back the

wool on hand is manfest.

Prominent among the sales of Territories of late is

the transfer of half a million pounds of Montana cloth-

ing wool at prices running from 20 to 22 cents accord-

ing to grade. Houses in general where Territory wools

nre still in stgck note an improved demand. Another

house reports sales of 200.000 pounds, mostly cloth-

ins wool, at prices which bring the scoured cost with-

in the range quoted below. Still another house has

sold a lot of 150,000 pounds fine Territory at 18 cents

in the grease, or 56 to 57 cents clean.

Scoured values are slightly higher, especially for the

better grades. Fine staple territory wool is not quot-

ed at 62 to 63 cents, half-blood staple at 58 to 60

cents, three-eighths blood staple at 52 to 53 cents, quar-

ter-blood staple at 46 to 47 cents. Fine clothing Terri-

tories are quoted at 57 to 58 cents and fine medium
at 55 to 56 cents.'

Scoured wools have moved fairly well, several hun-

dred baars changinsr hands on the basis of 55 to 57 cents

for choice fine and 53 to 55 cents for average fine and
fine medium. The demand from Canada has decreased

again, owing to the trouble experienced in getting the

wool over the border. A large number of carloads are

reported held up until a satisfactory "pedigree" can
be arranged for the shipments.

Considerable demand is reported for pulled wools,

especially B supers to go abroad. Some New York
pullers are reported to be holding their choicest brush-
ed Avools at 50 cents in the grease, or 57 cents clean,

though most of the Eastern pullings are offered at 48 to

52 cents clean for B supers and 52 to 53 cents for A
lamb.s. Chicago pullings have been advanced to 46
to 48 cents for B supers and 50 to 52 cents for A supers.
The speculative buying among dealers in both scoured
and pulled wools lias produced higli prices, according
to reports.

Fleece wools are quiet, only small sales being noted.
Holders of the small i-einaining stocks are firm and
jjiices, especially for medium combing grades are ad-
vancing. Current quotations for Ohio fleeces are about
as follows: Fine washed delaine, 31 to 32 cents; XX
and above, 30 to 31 cents; fine unwaslied delaine, 25i/_.

to 26i/_. (!ents ; fine unwashed clothing, 25 cents; half-

I)lood combing, 29 to 30 cents; three-eigliths blood
combing, 30 cents; quarter-blood combing, 29 to 30
cents; medium clothing, 25 to 26 cents. Indiana quar-
ter-blood combing is reported to have sold at 29 cents,

Ohio quarter-blood combing is held at 30 cents, though

no sales are yet reported at that figure.

Foreign wools are quiet, owing to the small ofiierings

of grades most wanted.

LANCASHIRE COTTON INDUSTRY.

The cotton industry of Lancashire is making slow

but steady progress towards I'ecovery from the de-

pression which lias existed since the war began, says

the Loudon Statist of November 14. A change of sen-

timent is now showing itself on the part of buyers.
At the time of writing no official announcement has
been made as to the reopening of the Raw Cotton mar-
kets in America and Liverpool, but it is believed that

trading in futures in full will be resumed on Monday.
Some people fear a slump in values in the raw material

when the present restrictions are removed. Be that

as it may, many buyers of yarn and cloth have come to

the conclusion that prices are on a low level and the

moment is a favorable opportunity to purchase cheaply.

An increasing inquiry in piece-goods for India has
come through this week, and although many of the

offers have been quite unworkable, a fair business has
been done in well-known makes of shirtings. Light
fabrics such as dhooties have been neglected and it is

believed that stocks abroad are very heavy. Last
month we shipped more cloth to Calcutta than in Oc-
tober last year, but it is understood that most of the
goods were of light descriptions. China buyers have
also been more prepared to purchase in well-known
standard makes, and many manufacturers have had a
better week than at any time since the beginning of
August. Things are very unsettled in the Near East,
but some letters and telegrams from Egypt are more
encouraging, and it is said that stocks there are com-
paratively low and that merchants want to buy. Any
improvement in employment in the weaving section
must come about slowly, but already there are indica-
tions of more looms being got to work. Our shipments
in cloth last month were about the same as in Septem-
ber, but of course the total compares very unfavorably
with the same month last year. A feature of interest
in connection with the returns is the continued big tak-
ings by India, especially Bengal.
The undercurrent of demand in home American

yarns continues fairly healthy, and the recent advance
in prices, especially in coarse numbers, is being well
maintained. There is much less pressure for fresh
orders than a few weeks ago. Bolton spinnings made
from Egyptian cotton have recently been purchased
more freely and many producers have strengthened
their position. Prices are now dearer and further
progress is being blocked. As can only be expected,
our foreign trade in yarn is dwindling, and the Board
of Trade returns for October give the shipments as
less than half those in the same month last year. Al-
though more buying has recently occurred for Holland,
the demand for India remains very disappointing.

It is said that some extensions of spinning and weav-
ing concerns in Lancashire are being pushed on at
a more rapid rate than expected, owing to the fact
tliat textile machinists are unable to ship goods abroad
and are in a better position to complete contracts quick-
ly at home.
An analysis of the stocktaking results of three large

.spinning companies for the past three and six months
shows a lo.ss of 13.20 per cent per annum on sliare capi-
tal, and a lo.ss of 7.69 per cent per annum on share and
loan capital combined, after allow interest in looms.
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TABLE SHOWING THE IMPORTS OF RAW AND MANUFACTURED TEXTILES INTO CANADA
FOR THE MONTH OF AUG., ACCORDING TO THE LATEST FIGURES COMPILED

BY THE DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

Imports of wool and manufactures of, into Canada:
Blankets, pure wool
Cassimeres, cloths and doeskins
Coatings and overcoatings
Tweeds
Felt cloth, N.O.P
Flannels, plain
Knitted Goods. N.O.P
Bed comforters
Railway rugs
Shawls
Shirts
Socks and stockings
Undershirts and drawers, N.O.P
Yarns, 30c. lb. and over
Yarns. N.O.P
AH fabrics and manufactures, N.O.P
Lustres, mohairs, alpacas and Italian linings
Women's and children's dress goods
Clothing, women's and children's outer garments
riothing, ready-made. N.O.P
Carpets, mats and rugs
Felts, pressed
Worsted tops—dutiable
Noils and worsted tops, N.O.P. free
Wool, not further prepared than washed, free
Yarns, free

Imports of Cotton and manufactures of Cotton, Into Canada:
Cotton cordage
Duck, over 8 ozs., per sq. yd., N.O.P
Embroideries
Gray, unbleached cotton fabrics
White or bleached cotton fabrics
Tailors* hoUands of cotton and towelings in the web
Fabrics, printed, dyed or colored, N.O.P
Jeans, coutiles and sateens for use in corset manufacture
Handkerchiefs
Batts, batting and sheet wadding
Bobbinet plain, in the web
Knitting yarn, N.O.P
Warps
Seamless bags
Sheets, bed quilts, pillow cases and damask of cotton in the
piece, uncolored table cloths or napkins of cotton
Shirts of cotton
Sewing thread
Crochet and knitting cotton
Other thread, N.O.P
Clothing N.O.P
Blouses and shirt waists
C otton bags, N.O.P
Lampwicks
Lace
Shawls
Socks and stockings
Tape, uncolored and colored
Towels
Undershirts and drawers
Uncolored cotton fabrics, bleached
Velvets, velveteens and plush fabrics
Other manufactures of cotton, N.O.P •

Raw cotton, free
Yarn No. 40 and finer, free
Yarn, polished or glazed for manufacture of shoe laces, free

Imports of Silk and manufactures of Silk. Into Canada:
Fabrics. N.O.P
Fabrics, for manufactures of neckties
Handkerchiefs
Blouses and shirt waists
Clothing
Silk, spun, N.O.P. and in the gum not more advanced than
single team or thrown organzin. not colored
Silk, in gum or spun for manufacture of ribbons and shoe laces..
Sewing and embroidery silk
Shawls
Shirts
Silks—N.O.P
Socks and stockings
Underwear and drawers
Velvets and plush fabrics
Artificial silk, free
Silk, in gum. or spun, for mfr. of underwear or woven labels. . . .

Silk, raw. or as reeled from the cocoon
Imports of Jute, Flax. Hemp, and mfrs. of same Into Canada:

Bags or sacks
Canvas of hemp for saip's sails
Carpetings, rugs, mats
Uncolored damask of linen in the piece, stair linen, diaper, doylies,

tray cloths, table napkins and cloths, quilts and sheets
Handkerchiefs
Towels
Fabrics, brown or bleached
Fabrics of flax, unbleached N.O.P
Tailors hollands of linen and towelling in the web
Linen clothing N.O.P
Linen blouses and shirt waists
Linen thread. N.O.P
Linen shirts
Tapestry, jute
Jute cloth, uncolored, not finished
F"abrics of flax, printed, dyed or colored
Other manufactures of flax, or hemp. N.O.P
Manufactures of jute, N.O.P
Linen yarn, free
Jute cloth as taken from loom, free

Jute or hemp yarns, free

Jute canvas, uncolored, free
Miscellaneous Imports:

Knitted goods of every description, N.O.P
Binder twine, free ,


